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PREFACE 

The rise of the "heavy industries," changes in methods of 
. selling, and the widening use of corporate forms of business organi

zation are bringing, if they have not already brought, the era of 
competitive capitalism to a close. These changes have swept 
across the industrial scene in America with remarkable speed 
aince the closing years of the nineteenth century. ~et there has 
been astonishingly little analysis of their significance.' Much has 
been written of the history of individual pools and- 'trusts, and 
accusing fingers have been pointed at the increasing concentration 
of control over industry. Xhis literature is founded upon naive 
conceptions of "competition" and "monopoly" and unreal 

___ assumptions concerning the possibility of reviving the competitive 
market~ It has been too much concerned with judicial efforts to 
apply the anti-trust laws and too little with the underlying forces 
making for change and with the consequences of the manner in 
which they have been transforming the industrial system. On 
the other hand, the increasing practical importance of monopoly 
has been recognized in recent attempts to reconstruct economic 
theory in terms of "imperfect" or "monopolistic" competition. I 
This literature-L still v~ry youn~ is, however, written in terms ot 
high abstraction. I have endeavored in the present work to throw 

I a fragile bridge across the wide gulf between these abstractions 
and the realities which they must finally comprehend. 

Commencing with the data available concerning the industries 
in which change has been most notable, I have sought to specify 
the causes underlying changes in market conditions and to draw 
conclusions concerning the manner in which the contemporary 
quasi-competitive, quasi-monopolistic industrial system is operat
ing. The history of the National Recovery Administration not 
only reve&1ed the extent of the transformation of the market and 

, th_e_.Yigor~f .the forces m~g for change; it also uncovered our . 
'. unreadiness to control these forces and even more completely our 

failure _ to realize the issues at stake. I have, therefore, also tried 

• CluuUI.D. Tk T'-7 '" JI_~ C-IdiIiM. and ROBJlf5OH. Jou n. ~ '" I-I'f«' C_,. ..... 
• 
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to set· out· the far-reaching implications of any social control. 
As no satisfactory social control will be possible until we are 
'ready to make a clear, deliberate, but exceedingly difficult selection 
of objectives, I ha'Ve tried to set out the nature of the available 
choices, but I have attempted no more than a very general discus
sion of the means of control. 

I now realize only too clearly that no individual can be suffici
,ently well acquainted with conditions in a large number of 

,. industries to escape the risk of misinterpreting the data. I have no 
doubt that, .despite all efforts to avoid them, errors of interpreta
tion will be discovered and I can only hope that the main outlines 
of the discussiort, after these errors have been corrected, will have 
sufficient v3.lldity to be Qf value. I cannot,' however, accept the 

ztirer responsibility for misinterpretation •. '.!:!te f~g: of 'secrecy 
a~~t .0it~J!....oLde.cep1kt:q th~tia~K!Llt~!!cyjly" o_v,!!r tnCLactivitt~s of 
large corpQXl;I.te. J.~Ilits.Js..a. serious barrier to accurate· analysis. 
Fear'of the. anti-trust laws, and of Drlsinterpretation by an uncom
prehending public opinion, is a partial, but far from complete, 
explanation of this denial of access to the relevant facts. Govern
ment investigation has proved disappointing as a guide through 
this fog. Although the Federal Trade.£ommission' Act of 1914 
appears to ves.t in the commission" all the powers necessary to. 
~~nab1e it to bring the essential facts to light, political control 
and judicial "interpretation" have gone far to render it impotent. 
Political control has determined the personnel of the commission 
and its staff j l judicial decision has whittled away its investigatory 
power, its right arm, until as Professor Watkins has expressed it, 
"There remains nothing but an impotent stump."z In conse
quence "it is hardly. t<.>o ~uch_tQsay_ t,!l~~ the. co~ssion t~rows 
the light oT publicity upon such facts about the conduct -of business 
as the business comm.unity choosesto-h~v~-dlsclosed.3·Iii-a.f least 
paitiaf extenuation or the resistance of business men to investiga
tion it can, however, be said that the full complexity of their 
problems has not always been realized by government investi
gators. Although the past reports of the Federal Trade Commis
sio~ have been far less helpful than they might have been had the 
,spin"! in which Congress established the commission also animated 
the executive and judicial arms, there are signs that it is pursuing 

1 CJ. BLAISDELL, The Federal Trade Commission, Chap. VIII. 
I "The Federal Trade Commission," in The Federal Anti-trus' Laws, Editedby 

lIandler, 115. 
a Ibid., 117. 
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& more enlightening policy.1 Finally, although the records of 
litigation under the anti-trust laws, and trade publications, throw 
some light upon the facts, it is usually an oblique and distorting 
one. I can only plead that the secrecy in which the industrial 
system operates be bome in mind when errors of omission or 
interpretation appear. 

This study developed out of an investigation of the effects of 
the anti-trust laws commenced in 1926 when I was a Laura Spel

-riwl Rockefeller Memorial Research Fellow; since 1928 it has 
been continued concurrently with my duties as a member of the 
faculty of Columbia University. During the years 1932-1933 and 
1933-1934 it has been facilitated by financial ~tance from the 
Council for Research in the Social Sciences at that university, 
which.has also made publication possible. I. take the PJ'esent 
opportunity of acknowledging my debt to both the Laura Spelman 
Rockefeller Memorial (now the Rockefeller Foundation) and the 
Council for Research in the Social Sciences. My inckbtedness to 
other writers in the field I have attempted to discharge in the 
Bibliography of this volume. Miss VeraShlakman assisted me 
\luring the year 1932-1933 with an ability ~d assiduity for 
which I express my gratitude. My colleague Dr. E. M. Burns 
stoically read the final manuscript as well as the proofs. Her 
criticism has enabled me to clarify many parts of the work. To 
others who have assisted with the spoken rather than the written 
word I am grateful and tender my thanks. 

CoLmmtAU~ 
NltW' Yo_It CnY. . 

Atril. 1936. 

AltTllUll ROBElI.T BUlI.Ns. 
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COMPETITION IN TRANSITION 

I. Introduction-n. The general causes of the growing importance of monopoly 
elements in industry-A. Technologic&! conditions-B. Social policy-m. The 
general inlluences affecting the operation of the industri&! system-A. Conditions of 
lale-B. Condition. of production-IV. Conclusion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

.-competitive capitalism was given a protracted and thorough 
trial in the United States after the Civil War.lAlthough legal 
institutions were framed with a broad and consistent regard 
for the assumptions of competition, .P1pitalism failed to preserve 
its competitive quality:rhe National Industrial Recovery Act of 
1933 was a belated reCognifion of this failure. . ... 

.. In spiie-ofiioiable caveats,l economic writings analyzing the 
implications of competition were read as beguiling briefs for 
laissez faire. Competition assured to buyers a supply of goods at 
prices just high enough to cover costs; it induced an allocation 
of resources between different uses that ensured the most efficient 
satisfaction of demands; the competitive struggle eliminated the 
least tit from each industQ". It is true that the endorsement of 
competition meant the acceptance of the existing distribution 
of incomes, but this difficulty was easily swallowed; people must 
be allowed to enjoy the fruits of their competitive efforts to 
satisfy the consumer (with purchasing power). In its more dynamic 
aspects the competitive society w~s. !1nd..er the greatest possible 
urge" to improve_~e methods of" turning resources -'fo· the satis-
faction of demand (hliclted by purchasirig pQwer). . 

-Adam-smrth's "obvious and simple system-of natural liberty" 
has, however, never been fully accepted; slaverY and the tariff 
constituted early and important exceptions. But exceptions soon 
began to increase in number; no amount of arguing that certain 
industrles .. .a.re .. affected with -a public interest" can conce3i a 
growing ~ubt concerning the capacity of competition to survive. 
or, wher~it~~!viv~~, to produce satisfactory results. Even in 

I ct. M.usJLU.L, 1114"., IItIIl TraM, 736. 
1 
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-lfle larger fields regarded by the Supreme Court as not" affected 
with a public interest" the fruits of competition failed to ripen .. 

t2\t least as early as the eighties competition gave place to pools 
and agreem~nts in the meat, steel, salt, whisky, .coal, cordage, 
explosives, and a number of other industries~Sngle corporations 
secured control of a very large part of all the business in the 
sugar, starch, oil, tobacco, and many branches of the steel fabricat
ing industries. Some of these corporations attained their position 
by methods both dramatic and ruthle~s. These phenomena were 
regarded, however, as ..!!!-anifes~~.ti?ns..2!...E.atholo-&L~-.J;~n.9~n<,:~es 
i~~}~individuals. '];h3.?.:;_s~bility ~hy.! t~~y ~r()se Qut of con-' 
trll:dlctJons d{!epjn_ th~very_nature of competitive individualism 
was igriOied .• It was said that "there ought to be a law about 
it j'aud there was. ! 

For forty years the Supreme Court, armed with the phrases 
"restraint of trade" and "monopoly," sought to compel normal 
(in the sense of competitive) behavior. It sank into a bog of doubt 
concerning "intent,"l taking its frail gauges of normality with it. 
There bubbled up a few dicta that "mere size is· no offense,"! 
that" the fact that competitors may see fit in the exercise of their 
own judgment to f21fuw the prices of another manufacturer does 
not establish aty suppression of competition or show any sinister. 
domination,'" and that the stability of a price for some ten years 
must be ignored because "there is a danger of deception in: 
-generalities.'" The court was doubtless wise not to look where 
it was going; any attempt to guide industrial evolution would 
have raised a .multitude of problemS with which it was both 
unwilling and unqualified to deal. The eCQ~()mists. turned away 
to a tedious and fruitless analysis of the court's verbal rationaliza~ 
!~j,Uis_4.~gsiQ~s: Meanwhile- fear-of price cutting has become 
increasingly pervasive. With increasing frequency price cutting 
is referred to as "cutthroat." Sellers have sought to establish 
relationships immune from attack under the law and yet capable 
of facilitating the· making of prices without resort to short-term 
price cutting. 

0. V Only recently has it been realized that judgment of industries 
by reference 'to the categories of competition and monopoly is 

1 Cf. BURNS, "The Process of Industrial Concentration," Quarl. Jour. &on., 47: 
277 (1933). 

I U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 2SI U.S. 417 (1920). 
I U.S. v. International Harvester Co., 274 U.S. 693 (1927). 
'U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 2SI U.S. 417 (1920). 
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impossible~. Monopolies in the crude sense of single sellers of 
products for which there are no nearby substitutes are extremely 
rare. On the other hand industries in which there is more, and 
sometimes many more, than one seller fail to display all the 
qualities of competition. Attempts to resolve the problem by 
unearthing agreements concerning output and prices quickly 
disiQtegrate into detective work and innuendo; if business men 
have one tenth of the foresight attributed to them by economists 
they see to it that there is no written evidence of collusion. But, 
apart from collusion, business men seeking to maximize profit~ 
in the most rational and far-sighted manner no longer invariably 
choose lines of conduct calculated to yield the fruits of competition. 

'Elements of monopoly have always been interwoven with competi. 
tion but the monopoly elements have increased in importance. 
They can no longer be regarded as occasional and relatively 
unimportant aberrations from 'com.petition. They are such an 
organic ~art of tlie mdiist~al.s>:~~eiii that ~t is uSe~es~ to~~?pe_ that 
tliey can De 'removed oy liw and the mdusttuiI system thus. 
brought into conformity with the ideal of perfect competition .. 
-('the growth in relative importance of monopoly elements sug

gests three broad questions. Why have these monopoly elements 
thus developed? How does the resulting imperfectly or monopo
listically competitive system work? How should the policy of 
social control be changed? This last question falls into two parts. 
What should be the objectives of policy? What are the most 
suitable means of seeking to attain these objectives?)These are 
the questions with which the present work is concerned. The first 
of them will be discussed in the present chapter and the remaining 
two in those that follow •• 

II. THE GENERAL CAUSES OF THE GROWING IMPORTANCE 
OF MONOPOLY ELEMENTS-m-lNI>USTltr -

Modifications of, or departures from competitive behavior 
cannot be discussed without a definition of comEetition. If 
competition is the opposite of monoPoly, in-the sense of a single 
seller, it means a market in which there is a number of sellers. 
But how many? And is there any requirement-other than the 
number of sellers? Must there be a tendency for all sellers to sell 
at the same price at the same time and place? Obviously this last 
requirement is inadequate because U¢formityof prices m~:y_a~ 
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out of agreement.@t a perfect market, howeve~, a slight increase 
r- .' , -~ ~ .... ~.- --'--. ~--. --. - . _ __ 
m p!l~~bYJ?Il:.eE!nijnust~t:~~t~Il ~l!busmess_Jlassing to other. 
sellers.~ Buyers consider prices alonein~lIDmediately-leam: 
of,-iiIic[ act_ upon,. <lifferences between sellers. The ·product needtlot 
)i~,1:!.9mogeAeOU$;-nor n~e~p4qi he' UiE}.QJ.m1 SlighLCjl;~~e.s_in 
. tli~stomatY dijferential mus~, h<?wever .. shift ~,.p.usiness).k"i~ 
also necessary that a slight change in output by one firm shall, 
although it must somewhat affect the price in the market, have a 
negligible effect upon the sales revenue of anyone firm. J:,lle 
greater the number of sellers the morl;l likely is the ma~k~t to 
satisfy this co.ndition(Thenecessary number depends, however, 
UpO~!g~~~1i9!y ~ ~Wh~t_~~ dema..!ll!..~)he .• pr()ductl. a~d 
th.€i conditio~ ·of S!?~t I~ch.d!!termil!e the react~~Ils~oLotller 
:6.rms~~:tPll:ll_ch,@g~}p" price). Competition requires, there
fore, a:number of firms ,but l!. nUII!b.er varying with these condl
tions.)A seller operating in a perfect competitive market takes 
.no account of the effect of changes in his production policy upon 
the price of the product; ~ selects his production policy with 
regard to the market price and sells all his product; he acts as if 
the demand for his P!9.d,uc1...~jttfil}j!t;lY_rll!~!ic . .2. 

vFew actual ma.rkets .call...llleet these severe conditions_ While 
it is i:X;;portant'to realize that m~~y'p~oducers a.re, by reference 
to these criteria, monopolists, it is convenient to group sellers 
together in order to analyze their mutual interaction. This group
ing is made by reference to an arbitrarily defined "commodity"3 
of which the "product" of each manufacturer is a subvariety. 
Thll ".IIlarket" thus constituted..is.. iIDperfect; each seller is a 
monopolist for whose product there is a fairly nearby substitute. 
'-"1:n these markets chang~s in output py a seller not oply aff~ct 

the ,price -at which the product is sold; the change in mice also 
perceptibly. affects the seller~J:evenue from ~ales, He acts as a 
monopolist in that, when deciding whether to change his output, he 
takes account of the price at which outputs of different sizes are 
likely to be sold. 
. He can pursue this policy only where an increase in price 
ralls to reduce his sales to zero and a reduction fails to attract to 

1 ROBINSON, JOAN, "What is Perfect Competition?" Quart. Jour. '&on.,49: 104 
(1934). 

I C/. ROBINSON, JOAN, The .&onomks of Imperfect Competition, Chap. VII, and 
CHAYBERLIN, The Theory of Monopolistil; Compet#ion, Chap. II. 

I Cf. ROBINSON, JOAN, op. cit., 5, where a commodity is defined as one "bounded 
on all sides by a gap in. the chain of substitutes.'! 
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him all the available business (which would frequently be more 
than he could accept). In taking account of the relations between 
output and price he aims-at the greatest possible excess of revenue 
over -the costs that must be incurred to secure that revenue. 
Within short periods of time he may hi unable to obtain any 
profit, i.e., his best price may be one that falls short of average 
total costs. If he has unused plant no additional costs are in"CU'iT'e"a 

"l'Olplaiitwhen output is increased. In considering the addition to 
revenue resulting from the sale of another unit, however, he must 
allow for the lower price that will be obtained for the units a~~ 
!>~ing sold.crhe most profitable output is such that the productIon 
of another unit would involve equal additions to both cost and 
revenue. I 'y 

Over longer periods failure of prices to cover total costs 
makes for It reduction in the number of firms; a~ility to make 
abnormally high profits attracts additional firms.f..But although 
total costs are covered by prices in the long run, firms produce 
less than the output whkh could be produced at tht: lowest average 
~t (i.e., there will be unused capacity); prices are high enough 
'to yield a normal return upon this unused as well as upon the used 
plant.· A reduction in price and an increase in output would 
increase costs more than revenue. If entry to the industry can 
~ restricted in any way, prices may of course be maintained upon 
a$yelyielding abnormally high profits. But it is important to 
note that, in the absence of any such restrictions and, therefore, 
in the presence of a tendency to normal profits in the long run, 
plant may be less than fully utilized; resources ~re not even applied 
mosr efficiently to the satisfaction of the existing effective demand:) 
It remains to discuss the extent to which business men behave in 
this way and the changes in conditions of demand and supply 
tha~ have induced them to do SO!" 

"Just as a reduction in the number of sellers may prevent each 
from taking a purely competitive view, so also each of a small 
number of buyers is prevented from behaving competitively. 
The presence of a large number of sellers and a small number ~f 
buyers in the larger~vestock. andt)1e _ ~obacs-o J~~f }JJ,lI:!:.~ets 
illustrates the diflicufties of such situations.(Buyers take into 

I That Is, marginal revenue equala marginal cost. C/. ROBINSON, JOAN, op. cil., 
Chap.W. ... -

-; • ROBINSON, JOAN, EcooiMrIiu of It .. perfed ComPel"Um, Chap. Wj CB.umEltLIN, 
TIN TIwtw, of 41tn1Oto/;s#ic ComPel;/Um, 115. But see also KAwOIl, "Market 
ImperlectioD and ucaa Capacity," EwrtDmica, 2: 33 (1935). 
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account the direct effect of their buying policy upon market prices, 
and its indirect effect on prices through the reactions of their 
rivals thereto~The large interstate beef packers stated in response 
to the alle~ation that they shared the available supplies of live
stock between them on an agreed basis1 that they did not try 
recklessly to work up their percentages of livestock· purchased 
and argued that it would benefit no one if they did; it would 
merely cause an erratic market. 2 Each of the large packing houses 
was responsible for so large a proportion of the total purchases 
in the market that it could not ignore the direct and indirect 
effect of its decisions concerning the amount of livestock it would 
purchase upon the price at which it could obtain supplies. The 
reference by the packers to the avoidance of "reckless" attempts 
to improve their relative position in the industry suggests that 
they took account of the probable reactions of their rivals. aus 
the smallness of the number of firms led to a policy which, however 
reasonable, was not competitive. 

Contemplating the situation after the partition of the American 
Tobacco Company, under the Sherman Act, into four concerns 
(so far as the major tobacco products were concerned) the Federal 
Trade Commission. asked3 whether "true competition (can) be 
expected when four companies buy 90 per cent of the burley crop, 
when eight companies buy 76 per cent of the dark-fired crop, 
or when: seven companies buy' 80 per cent of the bright flue
cured crop?" By "holding off" the large buyers of tobacco are' 
said to have" seesawed" the market.4 A number of dealers believed 
very strongly that the price of tobacco leaf was seriously affected 
when large buyers used common agents.6 The effect of this 
arrangement depends of course upon the extent to which it per
mitted the coordination of the buying policies of the manu
facturers. If. each made his own policy and used the buying agent 

1 See Chap. IV. ' . 
I SWIJ'T AND COMPANY, Analysis and Cruicism of lhe Federal Trade Commission's 

Reporl, 28, 29. See also evidence offered by Morris and Company before a sub
committee of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, pursuant to 
Senate Resolution 211, 1923, IIOS. 

I F.T.C., Prices of Tobacco Produds 1922 (published as Senate Document 34, 
69th Congo 1st Sess.), 177. 

• When the American Tobacco Company buyer withdrew from the Kentucky 
market in December, 1919, the Reynolds buyer made heavy purchases at lower 
prices. But when the American Tobacco Company reentered the market the Rey
nolds buyer was advised to .. take things a little quiet for a few days, as it might 
have a tendency to steady things down to a lower level .••. It might be a good time 
to seesaw the market" (ibid., 181). 

i F.T.C., The Tobacco Induslry, 1920, 8, 88. 
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as an instrument for executing specific orders, the arrangement 
c::ould have no effect upon prices. But c::onditions in the market are 
such that if the agent advised the manufacturers c::onceming 
market prospects, or c::ommunicated to them the buying policies 
of rivals, or facilitated the coordination of their policies, prices 
might be affected.' • 

The c::oncentration of the business of milk distribution in 
many large cities in a very few hands has been acc::ompanied by Ii 
concentration of seIling in the hands of cooperative marketing 
associations of farmers with the result j.lHrt the numbers on both 
the buying and the seIling side of the market have been so far 
reduced that a double reason exists. for the avoidance of price 
c::ompetition. In consequence -of the impossibility of securing the' 
determination of prices by competition the price of mi%,in Chicago 
has been determined by arbitration between distributors and 
producers since 1917.1 In 1933 provision was made for the state 
control of milk prices in New York and New Jersey.' In 1933 the 

• Sale1 of tobacco leaf are conducted by auction at a few points, and within only 
a few montha of the year, and leaf is far from standardized in quality, The buying 
policy of a manufacturer over any short period is influenced by the anticipated level 
of pricel over the remainder of the buying season; estimates of these future prices 
must be based upon the estimated demand to be satisfied during the same period. 
In the making of such estimatea the manufacturers employing a common buying 
agent would have the benefit of the same point of view when they sought the advice 
of their agent. Further, some of the principals might receive from the agent knowl
edge of the instructiona and general policy of others of his principals. The buying 
policy of each manufacturer would under such circumstances be expected to be 
somewhat dillerent from his policy where he employed ali agent separate from the 
agenta of other manufacturers. The distribution of one manufacturer's buying over 
time might then be arranged to avoid c1ash with some of the other buyers by their 
lakinS turna in "holding oll" the market. But even without such arrangements 
manufacturers would not go into the market on a particular day determined to buy 
a prescribed quantity whatever the price, and irrespective of the amount ollered 
for aale; in so far as a rise in price causes lOme buyers to postpone their purchases, a 
redistribution of demand over time is to be expected without any disclosures by 
the brokers employed by a number of principals. The commission makes no refer
ence to .uch disclosures by buying agents. The agent instructed to buy a prescribed 
quantity at a 6xed average or maximum price over a period of time by two or more 
principals must, however, where instructed to buy the same grade for two or more 
manulacturers, determine the allocation of his purchases of that grade between 
them (iIHd., 86). In 10 far as the instructiona to the agent leave a margin of discre
tion, there ia no doubt that his buying policy may be somewhat influenced by his 
knowledge of the amount to be purchased on beha1f of all his principals. Whether 
the agent diacloaes the instructions of other manufacturers and the principal makes 
the decision as to buying policy, or whether the agent ia in possession of discretionary 
orders to buy similar qualitiel, some adjustment of the buying of one manufacturer 
to that of another ia possible, if not inevitable • 

• DUNCAlf, "The Chicago Milk Enquiry," JtItII'. Polil. Eam., 26: 325; University 
of D1inoia Agricultural Ezperiment Station Bulletin 269, TIN MarINI.", of Milk ,. 
IlM ell,""" [)o,r1 DisIria, 1925. 

• La ... of New York, Chap. ISS (1933); La ... of New Jersey, Chap. 169 (1933). 
B'193S there were milk control boards in U states 
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federal government, exercising its powers under the Agricultural 
Adju!?tment _ Act, 1933, placed all those handling milk in the 
Chiell.go metropolitan milk shed under federal license and estab
lished a minimum retail price for milk in the Chicago district, 
against the 'resistance of the Independent Milk Producers Associa-
tion of Northern TI1inois.1 . .. . 

A. Technological Causes of the Decline in the Number of Sellers 

..:rhis difference in attitude between the perfectly and the 
imperfectly competitive business turns upon its size in relation 
to its market; It is a commonplace that the number of firms in 
many industries has been falling. In many markets, .e.g., those 
for steel, automobiles, rubber tires, sugar, corn products, electrical 
products, air transportation, agricultural implements, the number 
is already too small for sellers to ignore the effect of changes in 
their output upon the price' of the commodity and, therefore, upon 
their revenue.(;rhe reduction of the number of firms and their 
increasing size over the past half century are clearly due, in part, 
to the use 'of methods of production which are economical only if 
lar~:9~~~~es are producedund~r a. smgle o~gaIifZation.) ~e~e. 
economies anse from plant reorganlZation, or from the reorgantza-

1l0n of management or selling methods. The increased volume of 
business necessary to p~~tion of these methods of 
production has been attained in part by price cuttin~ the largest 
firms, however, have more frequently attained fhell present size 
either by direct attacks upon rivals in the form of temporary or' 
local price cutting aimed at destroying them, by defaming their' 
products and the like, or b'l.1IlelJera. Whether or not such prac
tices are approved, they may serve to adjust the productive 
system to the utilization of more economical methods of produc
t~ and they may be preferred to price competition because 
buyers are slo}V to respond to price cutting. Such methods of 
growth may, however, also be resorted to as a means of attaining 
a size larger than the most economical with the object of securing 
control of prices; they may merely satisfy the desire for size on 
the part of the managers. At least it is clear that, ~~~system 
once broadly£ompetitive, methods of pro.~1!cinJLl!'-~Ilx._~Iiunoili
ties have changed mravor ofthelarge firm; the very competition 
thai induces the most economics.! utilization o( the means of 

·1 New Y IWk Ti17W, Aug. I, 1933. 
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'production bas induced the sm:vi~al of firms so large and so few 
that perfect competition itself no longer survives in a numper of 
industries. 

" 

B. Social Policy 1M the Decline in the Number oj Sellers 

I. CORPORATION LAWS 

v"'Although social policy is assumed to have been aimed in general 
at the maintenance of competition, it bas in Jllany ways reinforced 
the movement away from competition: 'The policies of states in 
the exercise of their powers to control the forms of corporate 
organization have fundamentally changed the environment in 
which price and "Production policies are made", The widespread 
adoption of the~rporate form for organizin1 production 'bas 
eliminated individual owneiSliip frOm cOnsiderao e portions of the 
industrial and commercial field~Decisions concerning the utiliza
tion of the means of production no longer rest with those who 
"own" them and, therefore, receive the whole profits resulting 
from skillful and fortunate decisions, and suffer the whole losses 
resulting from unskillful or unfortunate decisions.) The forces 
playing upon those who make policy within each group are no 
longer identical with those in1luencing the individual entrepreneur. 

o€orporation law has most directly contributed to the passing 
of competition, however, by provi~ for the ~ransfer of, bu~~_~iSS __ 
to small numbers of larger ~. facilitation of the organiza

"lion 01 large urnES hAS not only permitted the utilization of im:
proved methods of production calling for units of large size; 4.....bas 
also facilitated the formation of units larger than those necessary' 
to permit the most economical methods ofproductio~. Political~ 
power having been in part illusory and in part distaste~-. 
nomic power has ~etno\lghr.ns attainment may lelld tQ attempts 
to overcome the inefficie~cies of excessive size. Energy, initiative, 
anaequipmenr-are directed to making these aggregations of 
economic resources as efficient as smaller ones; if these efforts are 
successful, the tendency to smaller numbers of sellers is reinforced. I 

I fl. Buu and MuNS, TIN CIW~1JIift .M PriNU Pro,.". IMn-. 
• the efficiency of the large unit ia improved 80 that it yields normal profits 

Ilpoll a capital which doel lIot iDcIude promotioll profits, the large unit has beell 
reud~ ccoDOmical. but DO more 10 than the formerly uisting smaIl ones. Unless 
the chan&a introduced can be applied to smaIler firms or to firms in other industries 
theIe Ktivitiel of the lD&II&gement have resulted in the application of part 01. the 
aggrepte IOcial fund of IIkilI and knowledge available for increasing the efficiency 
of procluctioa to 110 more ccollOmically valuable an cud than increasing the range of 
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Corporate units tend to increase in size partly because of internal 
tendencies to. expansion and partly because of external tendencies 
to grow by accretionghe separation within the group of the func
tions of management from those of ownership, and the concen
tration of the former in a few hands, have resulted in fact in a large 
~?are of pro~!s"beingr~~~~~~in ~~_~~sine~j the "owners".have 
uttle 'bpporturuty to dispose of these profits as they would 1f the 
profit were all distributed in dividendsj 29.4 per cent of their net 
income was retained within the larger corporations during the 
period 1922 to 1927.1 This retention may be intended to avoid 
shortages of liquid resources in periods of restricted business or to 
permit the continued payment of dividends in the absence of 
adequate current profits.2 But it also facilitates expansion without. 
the necessity of issuing new securitie'sj'those managerswho-find
sizeattractive can satlsfy their desire without having to submit 
their plans to the test of the capital market. ~rgers offer similar 
opportunities for satisfying the desire for size.)They usually 
involve either the flotation of new securities or the exchange of 
securities with the owners of the corporation to be absorbedj 
investors in times of good business take such a very optimistic 
attitude toward the profitability of mergers that growth by 
accretion m this way is facilitated~inally, the joining of corpora-

\ tion with corporation offers such large' profits to those who arrange 
,the matter that the corporation laws have provided a positive 

, inducement to increase the size and reduce the number of firms 
in many industries.') 

the size of the most economical firm in the industry. If a normal return is obtained 
upon the capital of the consolidatiod including promoter's profits, these profits have 
stimulated an improvement of industrial organization; the methods thus developed 
would yield abnormally high profits upon a capital that did not include promotion 
profits. But even these improvements yield benefits only to promoters unless rivals 
are able to utilize them without resort to promoters, i.e., if the rivals resort to price 
competition to obtain additional business. 

In fact mergers have in the past often proved less profitable immediately after 
their formation than their constituent units had been immediately before their 
absorption (ef. DEWING, The Financial Policy of Corporations, IV, 224ff.). Moreover 
Professor Dewing found as a result of a study of the profits of 29 industrial consolida
tions that the median aggregate earnings of the constituent companies exceeded by 
6 per cent the median earnings of the consolidations during the tenth year of life 
"when the consolidation might be expected to have worked out its salvation after 
the addition of improvements and extensions" (ibid., IV, 22S). C!. also DEWING, 
"A Statistical Test of the Success of Consolidations," Quart. Jour. Beon., 36: 84. 
An inconclusive attempt to study the success of consolidations was also made by the 
N.I.C.B. (National Industrial Conference Board) in Mergers in Industry, Chaps. III 
and IV. • 

1 MEANS, "The Large Corporation," Amer. Bean. Rev., 21: 29 (1931). 
I That is, stockholders are being converted into low-grade bondholders. 
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2. PATENT LAWS 

The law with regard to patents rests upon a departure from 
competition. The prospect of monopoly profits protected by law 
Ifor & ~escribed 'p«:~d is held out as a bait to encourage the im
provement olmeth0a5 of production.') The contribution of th~ 
patent law to the decline of price competition has passed far 
beyond the limits suggested by this principle. Th~C)'!!lers oCsome 
patents have. by the exclusive exploitation of their rights. secured 
legal protection for the establishment of manufactUJing units so 
large that they were impregnable by the time the patent expired, 
e.l., the Singer Sewing Machine Company,l the Aluminum Corpo
ration,'-the-UDlted Shoe Machinery Company.' The American 
Can Company' and the former American Tobacco Company" 
secured control of all the patents on the manufacture of the 
machinery they used{j»atent protection has also determined the 
development of the motion picture, washing machine,' envelope, 
steel wire,' photographic materials,' cash register,' and Pullman 
carll industries. ') 

.ane patent law itself_Pl&l' P!olong the p~otecti~n _~L the 
mon~list. Patents upon improvements cannot be exploited 
witllout license from the holder of the basic patent; those who 
patent improvements can often market their patents only by 
selling them to the holder of the ~atent, who can secure 
them at a relatively low price. The hOlder of the basic patent has a 
great advantage over any rivals who may arise after the basic 
patent has expiredll because no rival can offer a product carrying 
all the most recent improvements. The United Shoe Machinery 
Company, for instance, has dominated the field in its products 
although the basic patents have long since expired. The General 
Electric Company is alleged to have maintained its control of the 
market in electric lamps after the expiration of the basic patents 

• F.T.C., HtlflStI Fllftfislli"" IffllJUlrlu, m, ISS. 
• U.S. Y. Aluminum Corp., Pailiml ... Dislricl Cowl of WuImI PeflruylfNJ""" 31. 

TH corporatioD" pateDta upired ill 1909. F.T.C., HtlflSlI F_islli",s IffllJUlrlu, 
W,9Go 

• VAt7G1lAlf, u.-.iu IIfOw P*", Sy ..... 74-
• U.S. Y. AmericaD CaD Co., S.",-.y of EftdtIwu, 118; VAt7GILUI, II'. AI., 8S. 
t CoKK1SSl0ND O. CORl'OUTIONS, TM TtJbacu Ifflltufry, I, 66. 
• F.T.C., H_ Fwrti.slli""IfflllUlriu, m, 26. 
, VAt7G1lAlf, II'. AI., 77. 
• ibid., 90-1)7. 
I ibid .. 1-. 
.11«. AI. 
u C/. VAt7G1lAlf. tI'. AI., 71 
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through its patent on the process for frosting iamps.l The Standard 
Oil Company of New Jersey, however, has transferred a patent 
upon the hydrogenation process of breaking down crude oil to a 
company controlled by the owners of about 80 per cent of the 
crude oil refining capacity of the country;2 this policy is in marked 
contrast with those of patent owners in the industries just men
tioned, partly, perhaps, because of the size and financial resources 
of the rivals to the patent owner. 
~e pooling agreements concerning output and prices have 

been held, until recently,· to contravene the anti-trust laws, 
patents have. been pooled.' Pooling competing patents and 
licenSIng them Wlth covenants concerning the price of the product 
was formerly upheld, & largely on the ground that patents were, in 
any event, grants of monopoly. Later,..however, agreements to 
maintain the price of products made under patent were condemned 41 

and more far-reaching attempts to control the trade in such 
products were held to contravene the Sherman Law."'<..More re
cently, however, the pooling of a number of competing patents 
concerning methods of "cracking" gasoline has been approved, 
partly 'because the court a roved the pooling of complementary 
patents (whi<:h those concerne were not, an par y ecause 
there weie "cracking" patents outside the pooL' The Radio 
Corporation of America acquired at its formation 11 exclusive 
divisible rights to sell and use the radio devices covered by prac
tically ~ the patents cOvering radio devices of any importance 
(some 2,000). y,y May, I930,this pool included some 3,500 

. ..J Charges by Senator Nye in New York Tima, Jan. 4,1934. 
I New York Tima, July 14,193°. 
I U.S. v. Appalachian Coals, Inc., 288 U.S. 344 (1933). 
• See VAUGHAN, op. cu., Chap. II. Pools of this type have been organized in 

relation to sewing machines, spring-toothed harrows, the seeding and processing of 
raisins, pneumatic straw stackers, liquid door checks, enameled bathtubs, the 
manufacture, distribution, and exhibition of motion pictures, coaster brakes for 
bicycles and motorcycles, the manufacture of gasoline by cracking processes, and the 
manufacture and use of radio devices. 

I National Harrow Co. v. Bement, 186 U.S. 70j U.S. Seeded Raisin Co. v. Gri~ 
ana Skelly Co., 126 Fed. 364 (1903); Indiana Manufacturing Co. v. J. I. Case 
Threshing Machine Co., 154 Fed. 365 (1907). 

• Blount Manufacturing Co. v. Yale and Towne Manufacturing Co., 166 Fed. 
555· 

r Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co. v. U.S., 226 U.S. 20j U.S. v. New De-
parture Manufacturing Co., 204 Fed. 107j Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal 
Film Manufacturing Co., 243 U.S. 502 (1917). 

• Standard Oil Co. of Indiana v. U.S., 283 U.S. 163 (1931). 
• The Radio Corporation of America was organized in 1919 and then owned 

largely by the General Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac
turing Company, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the United 
Fruit Company, and the former stockholders of the American Marconi Company. 
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pa~~~ __ .aDd it was attacked by the Attorney General on the/ 

ground that it restricted competi tion between members of the 1>o0J, 
as well as between them and their rivals. I The corporation and its 
principal stockholders denied the illegality of the pool but agreed/ 
to make the pooled patents available to all manufacturer!! onl 
;.qual h terms.' The General Electric, Westinghouse, American 

elep one and Telegraph, and United Fruit companies were thus 
deprived of their exclusive advantages. A consent decree was 
signed which was expected to enable independent manufacturers 
to obtain patent licenses separately from each member of the 
poole and also directed the ultimate complete divorce of the Gen-" 
eral ElectriC~d Westinghouse companies from the Radio 
Corporation. he former policy of permitting the pooling of 
competing pa ents facilitated the control of output and price~~J 
even the power to fix royalty charges gives power over thes~ 
matters. It is evident, however, that this policy has been modi
fied; the courts have become increasingly critical of patent 
pools .. 

..kRestrictions upon pools suggest the consolidation of the owner
ship of patents in a single company:-The lJnited Shoe Maclunery
Company is -the most outstanding example of this d~vice. By 
mergers and otherwise' it secured control of most of the patents on 

I Suit filed May Il, 1930, in Federal District Court for the District of Delaware 
(U.tIed SIDles Doily, July 2, 1931); report of Attorney General to the Judiciary -:' 
Committee of the U.S. Senate (U"iled SliUes Doily, Mar. 25, 1932); statement by 
Owen D. YOUDg New Yew. Times, May 14, 1930. It was stated that at that date 
about 9S per cent in value of all radio receiving apparatus was manufactured" 
licen_ of the Radio Corporation of America patent pool; these licensees paid 
ro~ties of 7)i per cent of the value of all radio apparatus sold by them, with a 
manimum of '100,000 a year for manufacturers of apparatus and '50,000 a year for 
manufacturers of vacuum tubes. In 1929 the Radio Corporation received more than 
_Yen million dollars from this source. This royalty payment was "intended to 
rep_t the fair contribution of the licensees to the expense of the research and the 
cost of the original patent&. It '11''' intended to be less than the royalty payment 
would have been had the patenta been in scattered hands." All the licensees had 
the benefit of all current research by the Radio COlllOration and ita associated com-
panies &I the liceDMI covered aU new inventions. (IDe. ciI.) • 

• Release by Department of Justice, U"iIed SIDles Daily, July 2, 1931. C/. also 
Amended Petition in the Federal District Court for the District of Delaware, Mar. 7, 
1931, N .. Yew. Ti-.r, May 14. 1930, Mar. 8, 1932. • 

• U.tIed SIDles Daily, July 3, 1931, Mar. 25, 1932. 
• U.S. v. Radio Corp. of America d Ill., Decree in Federal District Court of the 

District of Delaware, Nov. n, 1932. See also Prel'm'lItJry &Porl 0" Commv"icalio", 
C_pa ..... (HoWIe Report 1273, 73d Congo 2d Sess. (1934), u8, U"iIed SlaIeJ Daily, 
Noy. 12, 1932). 

• CJ. U.tIed SIDles Doily, Nov. 12, 1932. 
• Th. United Shoe Machinery Company W&I formed in IB99 when it absorbed 

IeVea companies, each holding pateDta which gave them considerable, but rarely 
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shoe machineI"Y')Under the protection of these patents, and by 
requMng the-lessees of its patented machines to use tbem only in 
combination with other machines made.l>:r tb.!t company, it 
secured con~rol of ~ R_ercent of the business in shoe machlllery in 
the United States. ~ Supreme Court decided that this con
solidation did not contravene the Sherman Law" 2 apparently 
because it believed that the consolidation had increased efficiency, 
that the constituent firms made non-competing groups of machines 
I(which was not the fact), and because the machines were patented. 
When efficiency and the prospect of maintaining a competitive 
,number of firms in the industry conflict, the court has usuiilly 
chosen the former.") 

..fu the absence of pooling or consolidation, patent rights have 
been used to exclude rivals from the market in other products 
purchased 1)y--the-buyer-oilessee ofthe patented product .• The 
sellers of patented machines were formerly upheld in requiring the 
buyers to obtain supplies for use in connection with the machine 
only from the seller of the machine.3 Considerably later, however, 
the seller of a patented motion picture projector was not upheld in 
requiring that the machine be used only with films leased by the 
patentee.4 More recently the Radio Corporation of America, the 
General Electric Company, and the Westinghouse Electric 
Company were enjoined from licensing the right to manufacture 
and sell radio receiving sets made under patents held by them 

-- • \conditionally upon all the tubes needed for the initial equipment 
- of the sets being bought from the Radio Corporation, the patents 

on these tubes having expired. & The Supreme Court upheld the 
Uclted Shoe Machinery Company's policy of leasing its machinery 
with tying clauses concerning machines for performing other 

complete, control of the" market in one or more of the machines used for shoe manu
facturing. Subsequently it acquired 57 more businesses engaged in the shoe ma
chinery industry and contracted to secure the patents of professional inventors and 
its own employees • 

." U.S. v. United Shoe Machinery Co., 264 Fed. 138, 163 (1920). 
I U.S. v. Winslow, 227 U.S. 202 (1913); confirmed in U.S. v. United Shoe Ma

chinery Co., 247 U.S. 32 (1918). 
• Heaten-Peninsular Button Fastener Co. v. Eureka Specialty Co., 77 Fed. 288 

(1896); Henry v. A. B. Dick Co., 224 U.S. 1 (1912). 
• Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal Film Manufacturing Co. dol., 243 

U.S. 502 (1917) (this decision was made without reference to the Clayton Act which 
the court regarded as merely confirming them in their view). 

i De Forrest Radio Co. v. Radio Corp. of America dol., 24 Fed. (2d) 565 (1928), 
28 Fed. (2d) 257 (1928), 35 Fed. 962 (1929). Certiorari refused by Supreme Court, 
283 U.S. 847 (1931). F.T.C., Annual Reporl, 1928, 48. See also terms of amicable 
settlement in New York Times, Sept. 23, 1931. 
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processes in the manufacture of shoes1largely because the patented 
commodity was leased and not sold. • 
~~g.clauses have also been used to secure control of un

patented articleswhich have no necessary relation in use to the 
patented article.: In 1911 the General Electric Company con
sented to a decree providing inter alia that it should cease selling 
tungsten lamps, which were covered by patent, on condition that 
all carbon lamps (which were not covered by patent) were bought 
from them.l:ne Clayton Act of 1914 prohibited the leasing or .. 
selling of goods or machinery, whether patented or unpatented, 
on condition that the lessee or purchaser neither used nor dealt 
in the commodities of competitors of the seller or lessor where such 
provisions would substantially lessen competition or tend to 
create a monopoly;' the contracts of the United Shoe Machinery 
Company were ultimately held to contravene this provision.~ 
Tying clauses of this type have also been attacked by the Federal 
Trade Commission in the exercise of its power to prevent unfair 
competition.' Thus exploitation of a patent right by extending the 
application of the grant to other commodities more or less closely 
allied with the subject of the patent, while formerly regarded as a 
legitimate exploitation of a legal monopoly, has been subjected to 
increasing restriction. 

: Competitive conditions are aIsO affected by the rights of 
patentees to "put their patents to sleep.'" Policy in this matter 
has also change,Cduring the past 3S years. Until about 1898, 
patents were required to be utilized if the right was to be pre
served.' In 1896, however, it was held' for the first time that the 
luppression of a patent was within the rights of the patentee, and 
the principle was acknowledged by the Supreme Court in H)o88 

and again in 1916.' Patents have been "put to sleep" by the 

I u.s. Y. UDited SIIoe Machinery Co., 1.47 U.S. 33, 66 (1918) (this case was insti
tuted before the pusage of the Clayton Act of 1914). 

• U.s. Y. General Electric Co.; Deem! of Circuit Court in U.S. Department 
J1IIItice, IJ.a.r .. JrMlr-ab i. F ... III Aflli-Tnul CIJSU, 271. -

• Clayton Act, 19'40 Sec. 3. 
• U.s. Y. UDited Shoe Machinery Co., 158 U.s. 4SS. 
• r.T.c. Act, 19140 Sec. S. 
• Hoe Y. ~ 17 Fed. 204 (11106); Evart Manufacturing Co. v. Baldwin Cycle 

Chain Co., 91 Fed. 162 (.8c)8). 
I Heatea-PCIliDsuIar Button FasteDel Co. Y. Eureka Specialty Co., 77 Fed. 288 

(I¥) ... His title ia aclusive, and 10 clearly within the constitutional provisions in 
respect of pmate property that be is acitbcJ bound to use his discovery himself, nor 
permit others to use iL .. 

• ContiDeDtai Paper Bac Co. Y. Eastern Bac Co., 210 U.S. 40S (1008). 
• Motion Picture Patents Co. v. UDiYenal Film Co. III 111.,143 U.s. 502 (1917). 
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American Tobacco Company, the United Sho~ Machinery Com
pany, the American Steel and Wire Company, the General 
Electric,Company, and the American Bell Telephone Company;1 
patents covering the automatic telephone and paper bag making' 
machin,ery were suppressed.2 If the patent upon a new method of 1 

production is acquired by a new firm (which calculates that it 
can reduce prices and still cover total costs of production by the 
new method), prices are likely to be reduced to that level. As the 
demand for the output of the existing producers will be diminished 
as well as the price, a large producer can afford to pay up to the 
capitalized value of these threatened losses in order to acquire the 
patent. Unless total costs of production by the ne'Y method 
exceed the marginal costs of production by the old, the utilization 
of the new method will be postponed and prices maintained. The 
buyer of the patent is less well off than if he had not been com
pelled to buy the patent; but he may be better off than he would 
have been had the patent fallen into the hands of a producer not 
already committed to the old methods. If he does utilize the new 
patent the price of 'his product will probably be reduced; but the 
costs of production by new methods are always uncertain and a 
firm already committed to old methods is apt to be biased in 
favor of continuing to use the methods with which it is familiar. 
,J;hus a law intended to encourage the i~provement of methods 
of production is interpreted so as to permit the obstruction of 
the utilization of new knowledge in order to protect those who have 
committed themselves to methods now obsolete. This difficulty 
arises out of the fact that producers must commit themselves for 
. such long periods of time.8 . 

..,AFinally, th~ost~!.p!Lt.entJitigation places in the hands 
pf financially powerful units a very effective weapon of attack 
upon small firms. They may ,be expelled, forced to merge, or 
prevented from exploiting patents which they have obtained but 
the validity of which they cannot afford to have confirmed by the 
courts;'one million dollars are said to have been spent in preventing 
infringement of the patent of the Edison incandescent lamp.~ 
Threats of patent suits are said to have assisted the National 

1 VAUGHAN, op. cil., 73, 170, 172. 
I VAUGHAN, op. cit., 168, 169 if. 
I Patents may be taken out on II. number of alternative methods of achieving the 

same end and all but one suppressed in order to secure undisturbed exploitation of 
the most efficient (VAUGHAN, op. cit., 168). 

'VAUGHAN, op. cil., 72, 181. 
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Harrow Company, the National Cash Register Company, the 
National Binding Company, and the Eastman Kodak Companyl 
to maintain their positions in their respective industries. Thus the 
patent law may.enable a firm to obtain a powerful position in an 
industry, or to maintain such a position, by hampering the activi
ties of smaller units. Even where patent holders are of considerable 
size, if they hold patents similar to those of rivals they may prefer 
a merger to patent litigation.'Cl'he expansion of the Eastman' 
Kodak Company and the United Shoe Machinery Company was 
in part due to this cause. The high cost of patent litigation makes' 
the holding and protection of patents a business possible only, 
for large and werr:finance(f~s.1) It sometimes tends to 
the consolidation of patent holdings, thus increasing and extending 
the monopolistic control granted by the patent law and in
ducing the emergence of large firms which, even apart from the 
patent law, cannot be expected to behave competitively.' 
J. The patent law may also assist a manufacturer who has already 

attained considerable size to increase his business still further. 
By resorting to a device analogous to exclusive dealing, he may 
obtain a covenant from those supplying patented machinery not 
to supply that machinery to rivals~ Large firms such as the Conti
nental Wallpaper Company,- the American Tobacco Company,S 
the National Electric Lamp Company,7 the American Can Com
pany,' have adopted these tactics.' 

3. ANTI-TRUST LAWS 

.None of the atte~pts at social control of industry has been 
more directly aimed at the preservation of competition than the 

. anti-trust laws. Yet they have manifestly failed to achieve their 

I VAUGHAM, 01. cit., J~JS2, and N.I.C.B., Publk lU,ulalio" oj Competitive 
Praclku, 181 ff. 

• V AUG HAil, flP. cit., 70 ff. . 
• See V AUGRAM, flP. cil., 72. 
• It is reported that the American Rollin, Mill Company leased patents upon'a 

new'procesa for manufacturing steel to its nvals rather than incur the cost of ex
penllve legal protection for them (FLUEII and DOIIJOT, .anal,"", Our I nduswies, 
'71). 

• Continental Wallpaper Co. v. Voigt, 212 U.S. 227 (1909). 
• COllKISSIONEII O. COII.POII.ATlONS, TIN Tobacco Industry, I, 67,266. 
, SUGO and GUUCE, Trus' and CorporaJioft Problems, 403. 
• VAUGHAN, flP. ,iI., 87. 
• The American Tin Plate Compan, lOught to protect its position when it was 

making 90 per cent of all the tin plate In the country bl. making exclusive contracts 
with the manufacturers of rolls and rolling machinery UONES, TIN Trust Problem." 
"" U.iW StaJu, 193). 
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objective. They have reacted mainly upon the manner in which 
business m~n have responded to the underlying forces discouraging 

.p;ice competition.' 
.J\.....Until 19332 cooptration between producers to determine out
put and prices was illegal, no matter how small a proportion of an 
iriaiistry was~- affected. -Other forms of concentration, such as 
resort to price cutting or sales promotion, the establishment of 
large corporate units or price leadership, were within· the law 
provided the motives directing their use were acceptable.' This 
condemnation_of Ilrice and output agreements tended to induce 

,,- ....... _~ - _. 0-' - .... ' 

the development of large units wherever the dangers of price 
cutting were seriO\ls. ) ' ... -. . 

Ultimate reference to the criterion of motive leads the courts 
to regard very drastic price cutting as indicative of wrongful 
motives, with the result that they have, in some measure, accepted 
the view of the business men fearful of price competition.· Firms, 
realizing that larger-scale production would diminish their costs, 
may operate in a market so imperfectly organized that a larger 
volume of business can be obtained only by brief and drastic 
price cutting or moderate price cutting sustained for long periods 
of low prices and profits. Where the former is less costly but is I 

likely to induce prosecution by the Attorney .General, firms may 
continue to operate on less than the most efficient scale. They 
may resort to methods of non-price competition which, however 
morally repugnant, may be economically justified because they 
are the cheapest methods of attracting sufficient business to 
permit operation on a more economical scale. If these methods 
are regarded as evidence of wrongful motives or proscribed as 

I The claim that price competition has been kept alive and has been destructive 
has probably some validity in fields in which the devices permitted by the law are 
inappropriate. . 

I A cooperative selling agency for soft coal was held not to contravene the Sher
man Law (U.S. v. Appalachian Coals, Inc., 288 U.S. 344 (1933». 

• C/. BUltNs, "The Process of Intlustrial Concentration," Q_I. Jour. &tm., 47: 
30 3 (1933)· 

, In one of the most carefully reasoned decisions under the Sherman Act, but one 
which did not reach the Supreme Court, the dangers of short-run price cutting and 
the folly of overvaluing its advantages to the consumer were emphasized. "While 
the statute relies upon competition as a proper stimulus to the maintenance of indus
trial advance and as the chief protection to the consumer it takes a long view not a 
short ••.. It does not identify permanent capacity (i.e., efficiency) with the inability 
(1 ability) to induce a transitory or local appeal to customers. Its presupposition is 
that there may well be competitors capable in the end of giving a service which will 
serve the public as well as their neighbors who may yet succumb to concerted coill.-, 
petition apparently more serviceable but only because it is temporary and is put 
forward with no purpose of universal application'! (U.S. v. Com Products Refining 
Co. " al, 234 Fed. 1012 (1916». ' .. 
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"unfair" under the Federal Trade Commission Act, the larger size 
must be sought by merger. . 
I -1l'he extent of judicial interference with industrial consolidation 
thas been small, but compe~ve conditions have been in1luenced . 
i by what business men and lawyers have believed to.)e the attitude 
\ of the courts to th~rmissible concentration or-bumess m the 
\f.ndS of a single ~~ter lhe Supreme· COurt hid refused to 
partitiOn· die Uiiited States Steel Corporation, which had control 
of approximately one half of the business in its industry, there 
was a general belief (not justified by the text of the decision of the 
Supreme Court) that no firm possessing one half of the business 
in its industry need fear intervention by the Attorney General 
which would be upheld by the courts. To proceed beyond this 
degree of control was to enter upon a field of uncertainty. In an 
industry in which the most economical production could be ob
tained only by a firm controlling more than this percentage, this 
supposed attitude of the courts caused difficulties, more par
ticularly where any large firm was e~ped to deal with more 
business than it was in fact obtaining/.()lnsiderations of economy 
luggested a larger size, but regard forthe assumed judicial policy 
discouraged the pursuit of econom~ere the large firm was 
already much more economical than the smaller firms in the 
industry, it was on the horns of a dilemma. If it reduced its prices 
to pass on the economies of large-scale production, it was likely 
to kill off some of its rivals and so increase its percentage of busi
ness as to risk being held to infringe the law. If it did not pursue 
this policy, it was likely to obtain high profits and attract un~ 
welcome criticism. I Morris and Company claimed that continued 
pressure to prevent the large meat packers from increasing their 
control over the industry, if not to disintegrate them altogether, 
had tended to bring about a stable distribution of business between 
them$rhe '!i~\l~f the S'!P~mti:oUIt.tbat "tbe law..doeuot 
make mere &Lze an offense ". and its assent to the continued exist
-, It 11&1 been i&icrmifO~h large firm made 101UlS to p'revent the failure of a 

,mailer rival, although it knew that the 10lUlS were very u.nlikely to be repaid. The 
Internatioaal Harvester Company for a time made part&<lor the machiDea of ita 
riYa1a, the Averr, and Emenon-Brantingham companies, to enable brandt which 
it had been required under the COlllellt decree to transfer to them to be kept on the 
market, and theae companies became indebted to the Harvester company in conse
quence (U.S. Y. International Harvester Co., Brief ftlr ,'" HtmI/lSler ell., 98). 

• H ..... ",. II1II SM411 Rul1ltllilllll all before a lubcommittee of the U.S. Senate 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 1923, 1I0S. 

• U.s. Y. U.s. Steel Colp., 151 U.S. 417 (1920); reiterated in U.S. Y. International 
Harvester Co., 174 U.s. 703 (1917) and U.S. Y. Swift and Co. 11111.,168 U.S. zo6, 
n6 (1931). 
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ence of the United States Steel Corporation (which controlled 1 
nearly half the business in rolled steel products) and of the Inte~ 
national Harvester Company (with control of 64 per cent of the 
business in the induStry in 1918)1 have, however, diminished the 
importance of the anti-trust laws in this respect) 

Where large concerns have been partitioned under the Sherman 
Law the courts have established three or four firms in each branch 
of the industry, as for instance-'whenlhe Americari~Tobacco 

/ Company and the DuPont de Nemours Company were partitioned. 
Other large concerns have been required to transfer to separate 
companies a small proportion of their business; such was the ulti
mate consequence of the prosecution of the International Harvester 
Company and the Corn Products Refining Company. Where only 
three or four large companies continue to exist, a regime approach
ing the competitive obviously cannot be expected; where the 

/r~nsfer of a small proportion of business per~its the continued 

~
eXlstence of a very large concern, or where failure to apply the 

\ anti-trust laws at all has the same effect, great differences in size 
'\ f firms often result in the acceptance of the leadership of the 
_ -. large firm.(The Supreme Court has explicitly stated that it cannot 

or ~ill not interfere with such price leadership.2) 
.""lThe law has diverted the forces making for concentration of the 

V control of economic resources in the diie·cli<ln- of the merging of 
firm with-mmt9 produce larger units. The merger provides a 

.' means of concentrating ·controfofprice and output policies where 
conditions hl,l.ve already arisen which cause price cutting to be 
costly to producers\ It is now usually unnecessary for a firm to 
absorb all units in the industry. A firm securing a large proportion 
of all the business can influence the policies of its rivals; its. 
superior size may enable it tOtcompel rivals to accept its lead or 
rivals may be very willing to do so. {While the pool concentrates 

_ only those (very vital) functions of determining ~ut and 
ices, the merger concentrates the whole range of therunctions 

o the entrepreneur. The merger may for this reason permit 
economies of production unlikely to be made by a pool~Mergers 
may be used to remove troublesome price cutters J"td secure 

1 F.T.C., The High Price of 
I "The fact that cODlpeltito.rs 

follow the prices of m:d~!=,~ti~~n competition or show any sinister 
274 U.S. 673 (192 7). 

a See Chap. III. 

, 1920, 679· _ _ 
exercise of their own judgment to 
not establish any 5UPPl'fssion of 

.S. v. IntemationalHarvester Co., 
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unanimity as to price policy. They may also facilitate the adoption 
of more economical methods of production on a larger scale than 
has prevailed but without resort to price competition likely to 
reduce prices to the new costs of producti.on.1 

4. OTHER LAWS 

jSince 1914 a number of fields of activity have been emanci
pated from the anti-trust policy of maintaining competition. The 
Webb-Pomerene Act of 1918 exempted the export trade from the 
provisions of the Sherman Act2 and part of the Clayton Act. 8 

Producers may, therefore, cooperate in controlling prices ancl 
sale~ in the ~p'ort trade without any limitation upon their activt- / 
t~~ithe domestic prices of the commodities concerned must, how;
ever, remain unaffected (the full significance of this proviso has 
never become evident). In the marine insurance industry associa
tions entered into" to tra.nsact a marine insurance and reinsurance 
business in the United States and in foreign countries and to 
reinsure or otherwise apportion among its membership the risks 
undertaken by such association or any of the component mem
bers,'" are exempted from the anti-trust acts. In both these fields 
sellers may unite in controlling prices without any state regulation. 

(In other fields reliance upon competition has been abandoned. 
but at least a formal safeguard against excessive prices has been 
established. Agreements among shipping lines concerning traffic, 
rates, earnings, number and character of sailings, and other vital 
matters of policy existing at the time of the establishment of the 
United States Shipping Board were declared legal until dis
approved by the board and were, therefore, exempted from the 
provisions of the anti-trust laws.) Subsequent agreements were 
also subject to the approval of the board. 6 

1 C/. BURNS, op. cie., Quart. Jour. Econ., 47: 287, 299. 
I Provided export organizations are "not in restraint of the export trade of any 

competitor of such association" and that "such association does not, either in the 
United States or elsewhere, enter into any agreement ... or do any act which arti
ficially or intentionally enhances or depresses prices within the United States of 
commodities of the class exported by such /Lssociation or which substantially lessens 
competition within the United States oro't,b.erwise restrains trade therein." 

a Export associations are exempted. £xHe prohibitions of Sec. 7 of the 
Clayton Act concerning corporate stock 0' n p "unless the effect of such owner-
ship or acquisition (of stock or other capital) y be to restrain trade or substantially 
lessen competition within the United States." 

, Merchant Marine Act, I920, Sec. 29. 
6 Shipping Act, I916. 
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-v{Since 19141 Increasing provision has been made for cooperation _ 
,in agriculture. Beginning with a provision that t1le-anti-trust 

v-laws should not be held to prohibit cooperative marketing associa-
tions (under prescribed circumstances), the federal government 

l ~as by 1?2? encouragin? the~g~zati~n ~~cooperative mark~t
l~g assoClations and voting .funaStorttle pu.rpo~J. These assoCla
tions usually contracted Wlth growers to take an their produce 
for a prescribed period of time, and to dispose of it at times and 
at prices determined by the management of the cooperative. Jhus 
within the crop year competition between the members of the 
cooperative in selling their produce is eliminated if all the growers 
are also members of the cooperative; the cooperative is in a 
m~}~s?~ . ~o_~~io~ but 11s policy is narrowly limited if it is 
requued in the course of the year to sell all the produce delivered 
to it by its members. Greater control can be obtained only by 
controlling planting by the members . .;rhus in agriculture, often 

l
egarded as the last stronghold of the system of small-scale 

"" roduction and of competition between large numbers of pro
.. ucers, the state provided a means of limiting competition. 

ooperative associations ~rated, however, subjec£t6-the lliler::. 
vention of the Secretary of Agriculture where he believed that 
"such association monopolizes or restrains trade in interstate or 
foreign commerce to such an extent that the price of any agri
cultural product is unduly enhanced thereby,'" a power which, 
however, appears never to have been exercised. The Agricultural 
Adjustment Act established more far-reaching devices for con- • 

l trolling total output and prices; it replaced tentative and limited 
gr~~ planning by state control. 

, ~he N/!.tionallndustrial Recovery Act of 1933 made an open 
, breach in theanii-trust lawf\ and in the policy of preserving 

competition; it stimulated in "most industries a more rigid control 
of methods of doing business and sometimes of methods of pro
ducing as well as of price and production policies. The act is, 
however, reserved for analysis at a later stage., 

<-The law concerning the ownership of natural gas and oil has 
given rise to a situation in which competitive behavior produces 
results disastrous alike to producers and consumers:JEver since a 

I Clayton Act, 1914, as amended in 1916 and 1920, Sec. 6. This prgvision was " 
elaborated and extended in the Capper-Volstead Act of 1922. ' 

• Agricultural Marketing Act, 1929, Sec. Ii Cooperative Marketing Act, 1926• 
I Capper-Volstead Act, 1922. 
'See Chap. X. 
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Pennsylvania judge who was called upon in 18751 to lay down 
rules which would determine the ownership of crude oil, based his 
decision upon the resemblance between crude oil and wild game 
(on the ground that both were fugacious), it has been possible to 
obtain property rights in crude oil only by '~~." Once the 
existence of oil under the ground becomes known, the amount 
produced (i.e., brought to the surface) is dominated by the fact 
that each owner of oil rights can obtain a share in the pool only 
if he drills a well and captures the oil before owners of other rights 
over the pool capture it. Although an owner of oil rights might" 
prefer not to produce oil, but to await a higher price at a later 
date, he is unable to do so without a guarantee of cooperation from 
all other owners of similar rights ovet the· same pool. He can, of 
course, capture the oil and store it on the surface, an obviously 
costly and wasteful method of postponing sale. The production 
of oil by reference to the best distribution of sales over time is 
hampered because postponement of capture means loss of the 
resource altogether. Once a well has been sunk, the marginal cost 
of production, consisting of labor to watch the well and power to 
pump it (if it needs pumping), is extremely small. The price at the 
well can, therefore, fall to almost nothing without discouraging 
production. Once the existence of oil is proven, it would be ex
pected that wells would be drilled only if the anticipated price 
covered the total costs of drilling and operating. But in fact the 
aggregate output of the field (and therefore the price) is extremely 
difficult to estimate. The aggregate output of each well is equally 
uncertain because it depends partly upon the output of other 
wells. Those who complete their wells first expect a very high 
output. In consequence, there has frequently been a race to com
plete drilling and produce oil; natural gas has been wasted and 
excessive capital has been applied to the exploitation of the pool . 
..... (This combination of a large element of overhead costs with a 
grotesque legal principle' has resulted in attempts to avoid the 
resulting price competition. State governments, impressed by the 
obvious waste of both capital and natural resources, have enacted 
laws restricting competiti0!1~ They aimed first at the prevention 

• Westmoreland, etc., Co. Y. Dewitt, 130 Pa. St. 135 (1875). 
• The institution hu been com~red to a situation in which. number of boys 

each equipped with • Itraw competitively consume a glass of soda water (KIEsSLING, 
TIN Coo,eraUw DaelDt-rtllI/ Oil PIIOls, II. Technical Publication 18 of 1927 of the 
American IlIItitute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers; this paper discusses 
more fully the economic aspects of Iepl institUtiolll above analyzed). 
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of the.wasteof'natural gas1 but have proceeded to the control of 
waste arising out of production in excess of market demand.2 The 
Supreme Court has confirmed the constitutionality of control 
aimed at the avoidance of waste.- No satisfactory device has yet 
been found, however, for coordinating the policies of the different I 
states.4 The powers granted to the President in the National 
Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 to control the interstate shipments 
of oili have been held invalid as an unconstitutional delegation 
of Jegislative power. 8 , 

""(Occasionally 'state policy in the imposition of taxes and the 
granting or subsidies also ,reads upon price competition. -Annual 
taxes dn standing"timber tend to accelerate the rate at which tim
ber is cut and marketed, a.I1d, if imposed or increased after timber 
has become privately owned, tend to magnify the pressure to sell 
and, by increasing the possible 10Sises of holders of timber, press 
them on to :find methods of avoiding price competi.tion.l Taxes on 
unexploited mineral holdings tend to have a similar effect. In the 
whisky industry, on the other hand, the method of taxation was 
blamed for excessive investment in the industry;8 the practice of 
announcing increases in taxation a Considerable period before 

1 Oil and Gas Conservation: Act of California, Stats. Cal., 19~5, Chap. 718; 1917, 
Chap. 759; 1919, Chap. 536; 1921, Chap. 9I2; 1929, Chap. 535. 

I Chap. 25, Laws of Oklahoma, enacted Feb .. II, 1915. The law includes in its 
prohibitions of waste the production of oil in excess of transportation or marketing 
facilities or reasonable market demand, and has been interpreted to authorize the 
limitation of production to the reasonable daily market demand, and the rationing 
of the authorized production among producers. • 

I Bandini Petroleum Co. eI al., v. Superior Court of the State of California, 
284 U.S.,S (1931), and Champlain Refining Co. v. Corporation Commission of the • 
State of Oklahoma d al., 286 U.S. 210 (1932) (in this latter case the court fouad 
comfort in the belief that the powers conveyed by the act had not been exercised 
for the purpose of controlling the price of crude oil and had had no such effect; it 
noted that the price of crude oil had fallen during the period of control of output) •. 
The principal 'l'exas statute has bee'l sustained by the state &lid lower federal courts
(Federal Oil Conservation Board, RepDrl, V, 1932, I). The authority of state govem
ments to control "offset drilling," i,e,1. drilling by one owner to prevent wells on a' 
neighboring area from draining away tne'crude oil which he might expect to obtain 
"is largely untested except for some successful efforts to control spacing of wells. 
No state has endeavored to declare an oil pool a unit and to require the development 
of it as a unit for the common prqtection of all owners •••• In the main, efforts of 
the states have commenced with the production phase and have left the develop
ment phase relatively untouched." (Federal Oil Conservation Board, Reporl, V, 2.) 

'Cf. Federal Oil Conservation Board, Reporl, V. 1932, 3; also evidence of Secre
tary of the Interior R. L. Wilbur in Hean"gs on Amendment of Federal Trade Com
mission Ad before Senate Committee on Judiciary pursuant to S.R. 2616, etc., 1932, 
221. 

I National Industrial Recovery Act, 1933, Sec. 9C, and regulations issued by 
Secretary of the Interior, cil. New Y/lrk Times, July 17. 1933. 

• Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 55 Sup. Ct. 241 (1935). 
'Cf. Nalional Lumber Bulletin, June 7, 1925. 
• JENKS, TM DeTJelopmeni of 1M Whisky.Trusl, Polito Sci. Quart., 4: 297 (1899)· 
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they came into operation induced investments to enable producers 
to expand their production prior to the operation of the increased 
tax . 
.('The shipping industry offers the best exam~l~_of state s.~Qsidie~ . 

operat:ing to induce the avoidance of price tompetition. Increaseq 
nationalistideeling since igI81las resulted in increased emphasi~ 
upon a mercantilist policy of encouraging national shipping: 
National governments have financed the shipping industry at less 
than the market rate of interest 1 and furnished ships at lower 
prices than those which would be offered by foreign buyers; they 
have directly subsidized shipbuilding; they have in many countries 
provided disguised subsidies through payments for carrying mail, 
and have frequently directly or indirectly borne the losses. of 
. unremunerative operation of shipping lines.2 Excessive investment 
has thus been made in shipping with the result that many shipping 
companies have been unable to secure a nonna! rate of return. 
Rate agreements have been sought in order to avoid the worst 
consequences of price competition and in the United States such 
agreements have, as described above, been exempted from the 
general prohibition upon price agreements under the Sherman 
Act.' . 

III. THE GENERAL JNFLUENCES AFFECTING THE 
OPERATION OF 'l:HE INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM 

"Technological change andSociaJ policy have both contributed 
to the decline in the number of ~.~ch of the surviving firms 
\X)nsiders the effects of any change in its Dutput upon .1>oth its 
costs and its poce; the most profitable output is, as we have 
already seen, such that a~·nciea.se of one unit would add 'equally 
to costs and to revenue. ·s ~enqalization is, how~yerJ a very 
'broad truth:. Its applic tion tdactual situations involves very 
great difficulties. The greatest.pf '~se arises out of the necessity 
for taking account of l,>eriods or'tinle when making policy. The 
ideal output and price abOv-e-de'SCn"bld ~oVld change with e"Very 
change in conditions of demand ot lupply, yet in fact prices are 
nol incessantly changing. The policies of sellers depend also upon 
what they expect of th~i! rivals. A description of the aspects of 
supply and demand that complicate the'pridng problems of these 

I-C/o th~ policy of the United State Ship~ing Board. 
• C/. the policy of the United States Shipping Board and the losses bome by the 

French, Italian! and many other government&. 
• Shipping ACt, 1916. 
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monopolists will help to explain the general origins of many of the 
'policies later to be discussed. 

A. Conditions oj Sak 

('The larger the volume of business transacted by one seller I 
the greater is the reaction upon its total sales revenue of a give~' 
increase in output and reduction in price; the greater therefore 
is the obstacle to price cutting. But the firm too large to ignore 
these consideratjons is influenced also by its estimate of the effect 
of a price reduction upon the volume of its sales. The estimated 
demand for the produCt of anyone firm depends upon the price 
policy of other sellers of the "commodity.) If each seller assumes 
that a reduction in his price will induce a similar change by his 
rivals, he may obtain a share of any increase in the total demand, 
but he can attract no business from his rivals. If he bears this 
fact in mind, and considers his own long-run interests, the price 
of the product will be the same as if there were one firm in place 
of.the group (except for any differences in the cost of production 
in the two situations).,tPhe price of the "commodity" then de
pends upon its elasticity of demand as estimated by the sellers. 
This elasticity is important only because producers are few. But 
when they are few they are apt to resist. demands for lower prices 
on the ground that a reduction would add so little to their sales 
that its principal effect would be to reduce the revenue obtained 
from the quantities they are already selling.)The producers of 
steel and constructional goods, for instance, are probably correct 
in claiming, particularly during a depression, that the demand 
for their product is inelastic. The producers of milk and bread 
claim, similarly, that little increase in demand results from a 
reduction ih price) If a seller estimated demand to be much more 
elastic than did his rivals he would be more tempted than they 
to reduce his price. Producers, fearful of such reductions, fre
'q11ently attempt to ward them off by propaganda to impress upon 
rivals the inelasticity of demand; estimates of the elasticity of 
demand by producers will, in these circumstances, be biased in the 
direction of assuming a greater inelasticity than exists. Since 
the assumptions of the producers determine their calculation of 
the most desirable price policy, prices are likely to be higher than 
they would otherwise be. 

I Hearings on II .. Pm. 0/ Food P,04uQs before the Senate Committee on Agri. 
<:u1ture and forestry, 1931, 124, 235. 
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....(The elasticity of th~ !ie~and for the product of each seIler 
depends on ~~'!illingness of buyerstotum from his product to 
nearby. substitutes. - This readiness of buyers to change tlieir 
allegianCe· can be, and often is, reduced by devices for promoting 
sales and especially by advertising; buyers may be persuaded that 
rival products are less desirable. The greater the loyalty of buyers, 
the less elastic is the demand for the product of the seller, and the 
less the inducement to reduce prices.) • 

U a seller in such a market, in deciding whether or not to cut 
his price, assumes that his rivals will not immediately cut theirs, 
he will arrive at a demand for his product which is more elastic 
than if he assumes his rivals immediately to follow his lead; some 
buyers transfer their business to him from his rivals. The induce
ment to reduce his price is increased and the inducement to raise 
prices is reduced. This poliey assumes, however, a short view of 
the market; where firms are large, the period within which they 
are likely to permit business to be.taken over by a rival who has 
reduced his price is usually short; they speedily counter with a 
similar reduction.(.tJJorts to attract business within short periods 
of time by reductrons in price in advance of similar reductions by 
rivals may lead to a series of reductions and counter reductions, 
i.I., to a price war; in consequence th~re is a strong tendency away 
from price ~tting 6ased upon. Ute Short-term view. ) 

-The calculation of the Dtost profitable price policy is seriously 
infiuenced by the reactions of purchasers over time. It is. easy to 
say that the most profitable pOlicy 15 one that takes accOunt of the 
eff~ct of a change in output upon costs and revenue. But how long 
a period do producers take into account in calculating the reactions 
of buyers?<J'he slower the reaction of buyers to a price cut, the 
greater is the loss of revenue to the price cutter who is selling little" 
more than before at a lower price; the longer the reaction time of 
buyers the more remote does the connection between the increase 
in business and the decline in price seem to the price cutter. I!),. 
all these ways' the sl<?wness.otbuyersto _respond to a price rot. 
diminishes the willingness of sellers to seek business by price 
cutting. ') 

(rhe reaction time of buyers to a price reduction may be long 
because reallocation,of purchasing power is a slow process.) A 
reduction in the price of constructional goods in time of depresSlon 
might attract additional business after a .!2.ng Jag;. i.I., demand 
over the longer period may.be more elastic than it is during the 
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. shorter period. 'Planning to extend plant or to enter new industries 
takes a considerable time. The demand for a new product may 
increase slowly in response to· a reduction in price because a 
considerable readjustment of habitual behavior ia.,.r.equiredj a 
reduction in the price of milk might induce a change in- con
sumption habits if sellers would wait long enough. Demand may 
increase slowly because subsidiary facilities are needed before 
purchasers will adapt to the new product; in the earlier stages of 
the .introduction of the automobile, such considerations were 
doubtless important.fi price cutter aiming to attract business 
from rival firms must consider other influences affecting the speed 
With which business is shifte<i. Buyers may react slowly because 
information concerning the prices of the different sellers percolates 
through the market slowly. If price changes are Widely published, 
the reaction of buyers is accelerated but so also may be the reaction 
of rival sellers. Where buyers believe that the quality of the goods 
sold by different sellers is no~, the transfer of business is 
apt to be retarded; they must evaluate the change in utilities 
resulting from the change in their source of. supply. The branding 
of goods is intended to and does retard as well as obstruct changes 
of allegiance. . 

(Changes in prices may also lead buyers to redistribute. demand 
over time. If buyers anticipate that a reductio-Ii-in price is tem
porary, they increase their purchases; but they accumulate inven
tories against the time when they expect the price to increase 
again.' Producers who expect this reaction take account of the 
probability that a price cut will merely" spoil the market" in the 
future; the holders of the increased inventories sooner or later let 

'them run off and while they are doing so they reduce their pur-
chases. The belief that a price cut will merely mean selling now at 
a lower price what would otherWise be sold later at a higher price 
discourages price cutting; sellers believe that over the longer 
period demand is inelastic although Within the shorter period it is 
more elastic. 1 

. ~A_reductio~ price may in the short period result in a reduc
tion instead of.an increase in demand.2 Buyers I?ay regard the 

I Sellers of anthracite have deliberately adopted a policy of seasonal discounts 
in order to redistribute demand over time and stabilize it. 

I C/. F.T.C., Open Prics Trade Associalions, 297. "The only cure for this sort of 
thing appears to be a better enlightenment of the public as to stocks, current produc
tive capacity, and other market factors, and better commercial discipline II (loe.cit.). 
CI. also CLAlllt, Sludies sn 1M Economics 01 OverMad Costs; 443. 
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~eductio~ as heraldingf~the! redu~ions~ they reduce their 
mventones to the minimum by reducing thell current purchases, 
and await what they regard as the lo~ the seller 
is likely to resort before again incr~ing thclr inventories. Again 
~e .anticipated behavior of buyers discourages price cutting~ A 
reduction in price which may appear desirable in the short run 
may induce buyers to reform their standard of a fair price for the 
product. If conditions of demand or cost subsequently change, 
buyers may resist a rise in price with the result that the demand 
when the old price is restored may be less than before} Immedi
ately they may reduce their inventories although such action can 
be taken only for short periods; later they may vigorously seek 
and ~riment with substitute products. 
oo('~d!.ti?n~?! demand are impQJt~n~, t~erefo~e, ,~o.tho~~ ... ~ho 
~~m.lDlpenect niarke~s; they must calculat,e.the effe~t of changes 
in output upon 'prices and reVC1.We. Sellers take account of the 
eTiSticity-of demand for both the commodity-and their own prod
'!ct.)They realize the unwisdom of price cutting that will evoke 
responses from rivals and depress prices unless the demand for the 
commodity as a whole is likely to increase sufficiently to yield 
them a net gain. T~e time taken for buyers to respon<l to price 
cuts and the far-reaching consequences of some of these~yeactions 
ov~r longer perio~s of time introduce uncertainties as to. elasticity 
of demand which result in widespread efforts to discourage short-
term price competition, . 

B. Conditions of Production 

~e...9utstan4i~Lc!!!lngsl in the conditions of supply affecting 
the price policies of producers is the gre3:t increase in the ·impor. 
tance of overnead ~st.!l .. i.e.,tcosts incurred for the production of a 1 

consIderable volume of output and incapable of adjustment to 
changes in the scale of output below this volume)Large-scale 
production is economical because of the subdivision of labor, the 
specialization of tools and equipment, and the substitution of 
mechanical force for' human labor. Subdivided labor must be 
integrated by a force of white-collar workers, and tools and equip
ment involve expenditure in anticipation of a considerable volume 
of output over a period of time. Investment in specialized equip-

. 
I c/. MAIlSBAu., PriNCiples oj &_i&I, 807. Marshall remarks that the demand 

pricea that hold for the forward movement of pricea will seldom hold for the retum 
movemeuL 
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ment and organization is rarely so delicately balanced that the 
total output of the organization when fully employed can be sold 
at a price jU!\t sufficient to cover the full cost of production in
cluding a normal profit. 

(Where plant is not fully employed, the producer seeking the 
output at which the additional cost of producing-another unit is 
just equal to the addition to revenue that would result takes 
a~~nt, on the side of costs, of onl>,:J.~«uu:lditioE~ co~ts, i.e., 
~ainly labor and raw material costs that vary with the volume of 
output.)The most advantageous price- fl:equentlyfailS. to. cover 
ihe~.~vera:ge tora.t-costs-otI>r6duction~ If every seller ignored the 
effect of 3.riincrease in output uPon the revenue obtained from the 
output he is already selling (i.e., if he behaved competitively) 
the price would cover only the~ct cost of producing another 
unit of output; the price might yield nothing at all toward the 
overhead costs although it would rarely be so low. If the number 
of firms is small enough for sellers to take account of the effect 
of changes in their output upon the price, and upon the revenue 
from their sales, the price will not fall so low; but there may still 
be uaI!.lJ~t~e~n the j;Qtal revenue received and the toW. costs 
Of~OdUctiOn. 
. -h~ larger the proportion of total costS that is made up of 
ove head costs, the wider this gap can bilThe more elastic the 
demand for the output of each firm, in the estimation of that firm, 
the more nearly will the price approach that resulting from 
competition. If sellers believe that they can attract business from 
rivals by a price cut, they assume that the demand for their own 
product is very elastic, and reduce their price. But rivals are likely 

'to follow and there is danger of a price war~ince most, if not all, 
. the producers are anxious to find some way of avoiding price wars 
of this kind, price cu.tting is discouraged.tpe greater the relativ~ 
importance of overhead costs the wider is the range within which 
prices may vary according to the attitudes of those in the industrY 
to each other, and to the probable elasticity of total demand; the 
more may revenue fall short of total costs~ The failure of prices 
to cover total costs tends to expel resources from the industry 
and to narrow the margin between total revenue and total costs, 
,but the process of adjustment is so slow that producers attempt to 
lninimize their losses by discouraging competitive price cutting) 
~ ..,(Railroads offer an obvious example of an industry in which the 
dangers of price cutting are extremeVon the average two-thirds 
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,6f railroad expenditures are said to be independent of the volume 
of traffic carried.' Such a statement must, however, be very 
broadly interpreted, because the extent to which expenses are 
dependent upon volume of traffic depends on the range within 
which traffic is assumed to change. If, for instance, traffic increased 
greatly, further rolling stock would be required, and, in relation 
to that addition of business, expenditures upon rolling stock 
would be a variable expenditure; there is also a point at which 
further track and terminal facilities are necessary to permit the 
acceptance of further traffic. Of the relative importance of over
head costs in other industries very little is known I except that they 
are usually much less important than in public utilities. I V ,. 
_~~importan~o!_the ~nd~ncy for unu~.d...ta.pa.city to e]:ert 

a doWnward" pressure upon ~uiepends !1~JLthe--extent to 
WIDen unu5eacapacity- exists. It has been estimated that about 
20-per-cent of the manufacturing capacity "Of ihe-Uiiiied'"States 
remameaout ofu5eoetween 192$--and I929~' This figUre-must 
be used with tare because if rests-tlllOn a number of estimates and 
because also it is extremely difficult to calculate capacity for 
production at any time; it is necessary to decide which plants are 
still in the industry although they may not be operating; it is 
necessary to decide how many hours per day, days per week, and 
weeks per year of operation shall be regarded as "capacity." 

-Unused capacity is to be expected, as we have seen, even in the 
long run, wherever producers take account of the effect of changes 
in their production upon the revenue they obtain from the units 
they are already selling~t unused capacity develops in a variety 

I RIPuY, RMWfI4Il RoIu n4 Replot""" 55. 
• C/'l01fU, "Is Competition in Industry Ruinous? QtuJrl. JOfW. &1m., 34: 471. 

(19:10). ntereat c:harges are, however, aD inadequate measure of overhead costs; 
many firma issue no bond. hut they may and do incur overhead costs. Capitalization 
ill relation to annual output is also an unsatisfactory me~ure; capitalization is more 
arbitrary than most figures; it is affected by the value of\pw materials and by the 
durability of equipment. 

• The ateDt to which costs vary with output is dependeDt upon business practice. 
Where, for instance, it is pouible to hire machinery in return for a royalty payment 
b.ad upon ::~~! (as in the shoe industry), the cost of machinery is a variable 
coat; where . ery must be purc:hued or leased at a fixed rental it is an overhead 
cost. The Iystem of contracts with employees may cause part at least of the labor 
coati to be fu:ed over considerable periods, and even where contracts do not necessi
tate thiI attitude, unwillingneu to disband a Iales force, for instance, in a period 
of lIack demand, caU8el the ezpeDseI of maintaining it to fall into the category of 
overhead coats, a condition common in the merchandising industry. (FIlASEII., 
"The Readjustment of Retail and Wholesale Operating Ezpenses," B_d BIU. 
Rea., I: III, (1923); ltnfo, E"'~ B_, n4 Etwm .. " iff P'DSperiI, ond 
Ih#ruriofa, 49"""52; CLAIlI:, SltMliu 'ff ,IN ~ ,,0-"-1 CDSIs.J, 341.) 

• Novua and usociatea. A~', Cola,,. P,IItl-. 416.,-"","","" 
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of other ways . .JrVhere the optim!!!!!. or most economical scale of 
~duction is very~td:lhere may be no middle way between a 
certam number of :firms securing an abnormal return and one more 
firm with all securing subnormal profits and only.partially em
ployed. Qanges or a~cipat~ch~Ilges in demand may lead t6 
excess capacity; investment in new :firms or the expansion of old 
fiIiiiSDiUstrest partly upon estimates of future demand, and as 
equipment is relatively durable, estimates of demand should 
cover the expected life of the equipment. These periods frequently 
stretch so far into the future, however, that unforeseen causes 
falsify estimates of demand. Because equipment can rarely be 
diminished in quantity as quickly as buyers can change their 
assessments of the utility of various products, industries fre
quently find themselves equipped to meet a demand in extess of 
the actual demand at the price anticipated when the investment 
was made. ~e difficulty of estimating demand tends to induce the 
provision of plant beyond that necessary to meet the deman1 that can be clearly foreseen, so that unexpected business oppor 
tunities can be grasped; producers assume that when deman 
increases sufficiently to call for the utilization of a certain per
centage of existing plant, the safety margin has been passed; 
further investment is made and fear that producers will be tempted 
to use this unused capacity leads to efforts to instill codes of 
behavior that will prevent its use and eliminate the downward 
pressure upon prices.1 

~The development of new products which are durable tends to. 
induce unused ca:pacity~ When the automobile or harvesting 
machine is placed upon the market, the initial demand arising out 
~f the readjustment of the expenditures of buyers induces invesH 
ment large enough to permit a very quick change in the habits of 

" buyers. J'his equipment may, however, be excessive in relation 
to the subsequent period in which demand for the product shrinks 
to replacement proportions.j If investors took account of the 
probable decline in demand after the initial expansion, they would, 

" . 
I C/. statement that constructional steel firms "owe it to their buying public 

•.• to have available at all times at least a 2S per cent reserve capacity to take 
care of emergencies. It is the futile striving to keep this 2S per cent employed that 
ruins prices on the 7S per cent to which they are justly entitled." (Aminsteel News, 
November, I93I.) 

I The lumber industry presents an analogous, but not quite similar, situation. 
So long as the population was shifting to new and hitherto uninhabited areas, the 
demand for lumber"was very great compared to that in the subsequent period when 
the demand for building materials was much less. 
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of oourse, charge against their earlier output a sum sufficient to ~
able them later to abandon much of their plant before it was worn 
out, and might thereby avoid waste; but they would also retard 
the introduction of the new product by charging higher prices. 
Investment in each fum in the new industry is, however, stimu
lated by the hope of high profits in the period of initial activity 
and also of survival and possibly leadership in the succeeding 
period when replacement demand alone is to be met. 
v{\\"here the geographical distribution of demand changes, similar 
forces operate. If it beoomes profitable to produce shoes or steel 
in new areas in which a body of oonsumers has appeared, plant in 
the older areas of production is left unused, unless the shift 
in population has been anticipated. Changes in the location of 
industry may give rise to excessive capacity apart from changes 
in the distribution of population}Jt may be disoovered that pro
duction is cheaper in some new area than in the old, as for instance 
when the textile industry moved to the South, meat packing 
moved westward nearer to sources of livestock supply, and flour 
milling to a few large centers and toward the Great Lakes. Changes 
in the location of supplies of pulp timber and in methods of pro
duction have induced changes in the localization of the newsprint 
industry and have oontributed to the great excess of productive 
capacity in the industry.1 The exploitation of timber in new areas 
doubtless acoounts in part for the statement that ten per cent in 
number of the lumber mills oould have produced more than the 
total output of lumber in the United States in 1929 and that the 
total capacity of lumber mills in 1932 was more than five times 

• the production in that year.1 

vt'fhe development of new methods of production may also giv ... ' 
rise to unused plant;Where the new methods involve production 
upon a larger scale, firms desirous of adopting the new methods 
may add to their investment at a time when the industry as a 
whole is capable of meeting all the current demand. If the old
fashioned producers continue to strive for some return upon their 
unexhausted investments in equipment, there is danger of cut
throat competition. In the soft mal industry the mechanization 
of mines, for instance, has tended to increase the output of the 

I F'usEII ucI Douor, AulysUtf Ow IfIIltufriu, 322-32.4-
• H-"tp .. 1M A-u"'" _/IM F ... TraM c--issitna Ad before Senate 

Committee OD the Judiciary pursuant to S.lt. 2626, 2627, 2628, 1932, 229- The 
decline ia the demand arisiJI4 fro~ the settlemeDt of DeW areas abovw: rd~ to is 
clearly abo • part of the upIaDatioD of this CODditioD. 
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modernized pits and to increase the distress in the industry.l The 
displacement of sulphite pulp by cheaper sulphate pulp is said to 
have contributed to the unused plant in the newsprint paper 
industry. The 'building of large-scale flour mills has tended also 
to induce excess capacity in that industry, and there are, of course. 
countless other examples. 
~yclical fluctuations in general business activity also induce 

excessive investment; when an industry appears to be sufficiently 
profitable to attract new investment, existing producers extend 

, their facilities and new firms enter the mdustry, but ~ye 
respo~se may be excessive; each may act upon the assumption 
-that others do not recognize the desirability of ~~!~stment.l 
This difficulty arises partly out of the fact that the process of 
increasing investment is itself extended over time. Within this 
period, therefore, there is opportunity for many producers to 
commit themselves to extensions of investment before the effect 
of any of these commitments has made itself evident in output 
and prices. Moreover, firms usually equip themselves to carry the 
peak load of years of great activity with the result that the burden 
of unused plant is concentrated in periods when demand is below 
the peak. 

,7here are other uWlor causes of failure to make full use of plant 
but it is clear thatAhere is a variety of forces making for a malad
justment between ~acity for production and demand/The rate 
of interest has proved a very poor regulator of invesmten't partly 
because of a persistent overestimation of probable profits in many 
fields of activity. Where the economy as a whole is expanding 
this oyerestimation is excessive in relation to information available 
at the time of estimation and less so in relation to subsequent 
events. But when expansion ceases or slows up, the old habits of 
optimism cause much more serious maladjustment. This stage 
has already been reached in England and will doubtless make its 
appearance in the United States. 

The attitude of the seller in making his production and price 
policy may be complicated by the discovery that it is difficult or 
impossible to calculate the cost of producing outputs of different 
sizes. Few firms produce a completely standardized output and 
some produce a great variety of articles. A firm may produce more 
than one article because one cannot be produced without the 
others; where they must be produced in unvarying proportions, 

llLum.roN and WltIGJIT, TIN Case oj BiI"milJllllS COal, 1926, 60. 
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and only one product is salable, the remainder costing nothing to 
dispose of, there are no complications. If all but one are unsalable 
and costly to dispose of, for example, ashes, the cost of disposal 
is part of the cost of producing the single salable product. But 
where more tlwi one is salable and the production of more units 
of one is inevitably accompanied by a £.xed amount more of the 
other, it is impossible to allocate the additional costs of prOdUctiO~ 
between the two products; the costs of producing different quanti
ties can be ca1.cu1ated only for the two products taken together. 
The most profitable output of each is determined by considering! 
the two products together in the proportion in which they must 
~ produced; the best output is such that a slight addition to the 
set of products would increase costs as much as revenue. Joint 
products complying strictly with this definition over long periods 
of time are not common.1 Over shorter periods they are important, 
especially for instance in the meat packing industry. 

More frequently the output of each product can be varied 
independently of the others. The output of different grades and 
patterns of a product can be independently adjusted. The manu
facture of a number of products under common management may 
be due to economies in the cost of production in the nanow sense; 
less materials may be wasted or machinery and equipment may 
be more fully utilized if more than one type of product is produced 
('.t., in the manufacture of furniture); it may also be due to the 
desire to make full use of selling or management units. The meat 
packers can adjust the output of lard and pork within limits. 
Petroleum refiners can change the proportions of gasoline, lubri
cating oil, and fuel oil that they produce although again within 
limits.' Smelting companies can vary the proportions of the various 
constituents of the ores that they will recover. I Lumber mills can 
vary the quantities of different sizes of timber that they produce.· 

In any given situation a produceJ: can calculate the effect of 
producing another unit of one of his products upon both his 

I C/. II.usJLu.r., PritttJ#U '" ~, 3CJO. 
• Bet_ 1880 and 193' the output of gaaoliDe and naphtha per barrel of crude 

on ... bu:reued from 4-3 to 18.8 plloDl by the introdUCtiOD of "c:nu:kiug" and 
other improvementa in tedmic\ue. 

• The Federal Trade CoIDDl1l8ioD remarked UPOD the fact that the yield of calcium 
anenate (important .. an iDBecticide), which is a by-product of COJIper BDJeiting, is 
limited by the nature of the Orel (CIIki_ ArUJllJle lrultulry, 1923). 

• Where COuideratioDl of economy dictate the cutting of aU the timber of com
men:iallizel upon a tract, if any timber at aU is cut, fir and cedar may be produced 
lD proportiODl determined by natural conditions although one alone would not have 
beCIl cut (U.s. TAaIn CoMJOSSlOJf, Re4 C.u. SImI,Iu, 1927, 61). 
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revenue and his costs. If at every stage the additional cost of 
adding to the output of any of .the products is the same as the 
cost of simil~rly increasing the output of any of the others, 
changes in the proportions in which they are produced have no 
effect upon costs. The most profitable combination depends upon 
the nature of demand for each.tThe styles the demand for which 
is least elastic will be produced in the smallest quantities; each 
will be produced up to the point at which additions to revenue 
equal additions to cost (which are the same for all styles), but 
the prices of styles for which the demand is least elastic will be 
the highest. I) This situation would arise where the same prod
uct is sold under different labels and some are more entrenched 
in the public favor than others although all are advertised 
together. 

More often the different grades and patterns of a product 
involve some special costs. The addition to costs if the output of 
one product is increased is calculable on the assumption that the 
output of the others is fixed. If the facilities used in common for 
the production of a number of products are in full use, this 
assumption is unreal; the effect on total returns of reducing the 
output of some other product must be taken into account. If 
these facilities are not fully utilized, the cost of increasing the 
output of one depends upon the existing output of all the others. 
Calculations of the effect of increasing and reducing the output of 
each product in turn will enable the producer to decide the best 
combination of outputs. The calculation is obviously difficult; it 
depends upon the estimated demand for each product and the 
estimated cost of producing each under a variety of alternative 
conditions. Changes in the output of one may react moreover 
upon the demand for another. 

This highly complex situation if combined with unused capacity 
increases the dangers of price cutting:Yf one producer differs 
from his rivals in his estimate of the demand or cost conditions 
for one type of product, he may be tempted to reduce the price 
of that product on the assumption that the price of the other 
products will remain unchanged. Other producers may r~duce the 
price of other products for the same reason. The temptation to 
such a policy is increased by the realization that the cut in price 
will affect the revenue from only a portion of his existing sales; 

I CI. the discussion of discrimination, Chap. VI, and ROBINSON, JOAN, Economics 
olImperled Competuion, 182. 
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the deterrent to price cutting is less than if he were compelled to 
reduce the prices of all his products. Yet there is a danger of all
round price cutting; rival producers may cut the price of other 
products or buyers may successfully contend that if one product 
can be reduced in price, all can be similarly reduced. Producers 
seek to reduce the risk of such action by controlling methods of 
cost accounting; they aim at the standardization of methods of 
distributing costs between different products. Cost accounts 
relate to average total, and not to marginal, costs and producers 
frequently find it unwise, if not impossible, to attempt to charge 
prices covering all their costs, but the standardization of methods 
of cost accounting is intended to maintaiil a fairly constant rela
tion between the prices of all the products, and to avoid price cut
ting beginning with one product and spreading until "it gets O\Jt 
of hand" or "demoralizes the market." 

J.Methods of production involving the greater use of specialized 
equipment have also reduced the speed with which the resources 
in an industry can be adjusted to conditions of demand. The 
resources in most industries can be increased far more speedily 
than they can be reduced; Whether or not firms are reconstructed, 
plant remains in use so long as it enables a seller to obtain revenue 
in excess of the other costs of production. The economic longevity 
of equipment prolongs periods when prices fail to cover total 
costs and the probability of such conditions is increased by the 
relative speed with which resources flow into industries when 
prices exceed total costs. This prolongation merely reinforces the 
efforts already mentioned to prevent sellers from reducing prices 
on the basis of estimates of the short-period advantages of such 
reductions. If their resources are imprisoned in the industry they 
seek a coordinated policy calculated to repay them the greatest 
possible proportion of their investment. 
~e most important factor determining the duration of this 

period of adjustment is, of course, the length of the physical life 
of the means of production, but if the probable life of a steel mill 
is twenty years1 it does not follow that a reduction in price below 
the fully I'emunerative level will cause adjustments in the capacity 
for production only after a lag of twenty years. If there are firms 
whose equipment is approaching exhaustion, low profits' or failure 
even to recover the whole of past investment are likely to dis-

a Evidence of MI'. FaneIl, Hearl",,_ ,1M EskJblish....,., Df. N/JIitmal &onomu 
CtlMfI(." before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee Oil Manufactures, 1931, 349. 
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courage reinvestment, and, therefore, to cause a reduction in 
capacity. But in fact there are few industries in which there arises 
the opportunity to withdraw without abandoning some plant 
only partly exhausted. Most modem productive organizations 
consist of a great variety of forms of equipment which are ex
hausted at different times; they must decide year by year whether 
some assets should be replaced in order that the remainder may 
continue in use. If total anticipated future revenue exceeds total 
estimated additional costs, including the required new investment, 
they will make the new investment although total costs in the full 
sense may not be covered. The reduction of the resources in the 
industry is thus retarded. 1 

flnvestments in exhaustible natural resources have an effect 
upon price and production policy comparable with that where 
investment has been made in specialized equipment for production~ 
Broadly speaking, the aim of the producer. is to recover over a 
period of time as large a sum as possible from the realization of the 
resource. The investment is in a highly specialized form limited 
in its use. Investments of this kind are common in the steel indus
try (where holdings of iron ore, limestone, and other minerals are 
common), in the oil industry (where the large refining companies 
also control supplies of oil in the ground), the aluminum industry 
(the Aluminum Corporation owning large resources of bauxite), 
in mining enterprises generally, and in the lumber industry (where 
lumber mills often own standing timber which is only very slowly 
replaceable). Should competitive price cutting occur in such 
industries, and should existing producers be able to meet the 
consequent demand for their product, the priCe may continue to 
fall until neither capital nor interest is being recovered in respect 
of the investment in natural resources, a situation reported to 
exist in the lumber industry in 1931 and the immediately succeed
ing years. I The presence of such investment thus widens the range 
within which prices may fluctuate. But again the ownership of 

1 Where investment is in a form adaptable to other purposes, relief may be 
speedier according as transfer to new uses is speedier. That some machine industries 
can adapt themselves from one use to another is illustrated by the fact that parts for 
the early automobiles were made in shops set up to make parts for sewing machines 
and firearms. 

I It was reported in 1932 that lumber prices had fallen to a level which yielded 
no return for timber and none upon overhead investment in sawmills, and in some 
cases did not even cover direct costs of conversion, production being maintained 
at the cost of a decline in working capital and increased borrowing (Hearings on· 
AfMIIllmenl of Federal Tratk Commission Au before Senate Committee on Judiciary 
pursuant to S.R. 2627 and 2628, 1932, 230). 
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lOme aha.ustible resources, C.K •• aluminum,1 anthracite.' and 
copper,' is in the hands of a relatively small number of sellers. 

(Concentration of control of standing timber in the hands of finan
cially powerful owners is said to have enabled them to withhold 
timber from use, with the object of securing higher prices.· The 
fact that these conttmS have a large proportion of their expenses 
falling in a category similar to that of overhead costs, and that 

'they are relatively few, leads to efforts to avoid price competition) 
In the lumber industry5 as well as in the anthracite industry.' 
concentration of ownership is expected to increase with the passage 
of time. While in the steel industry iron ore resources have. been 
realized at prices at least equal to those at which they were 
optimistically capitalized. the owners of timber stands have been 
less fortunate; it has been evident since 1907 that the 'development 
of substitutes for lumber in building, and the decreasing demand 
for lumber in newly settled areas, have destroyed the prospect 
of continually rising prices upon the expectation of which the 
capitalized value of the holdings was calculated. The industry 
has, therefore. found it impossible to obtain a normal rate of 
return upon total investmenL The danger of price cutting by some 
in order to realize as much as possible of their capital is increased. 
more particularly if there are some who believe that future prices 
will not exceed present prices by an amount sufficient to cover 
carrying costs.' It is not surprising, therefore. that lumbermen 
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who had made most of their profits from speculation in timber 
holdings rather than from the manufacture of lumberl should have 
been the first to experiment on a very large scale with trade 
associations asa means of maintaining prices by restricting the 
rate of realization of their lumber resources, and that they should 
have pressed for the assistance of the state in restricting output.2 

. IV. CONCLUSION ./ . 

II An industrial organization which was in the broad sense com
petitive has becom~diinlnishlngly soaiir!J:lgJl~~i?iSthalf-:ceniury( 
Tlirouglloutthis period outward professions-of loyalty to laissez 
faire and competitive individualism were numberless and the 
courts have repeatedly expressed their belief that the underlying 
objective of the anti-trust laws was the maintenance of competi
tion. The policy of the legislature and the courts has probably 
succeeded in eliminating price cutting and other tactics of the sort 
that carried the former Standard Oil Company, the American 
Tobacco Company, the National Cash ~gister Company, th.e 
American Sugar Refining Company, the DuPont de Nemours 
Company (the powder trust), the Corn Products Refining Com
pany, and many others to positions of almost complete control 
in their industries. In consequence "trusts" of this type are now 
largely creatures of a past age . .1b,~od~EI}"p!,oQleII!. is not thll.t_ of 
the firm 4~stroying practically a'fi its rivals and controlling almost 
the whole o.!jl.~Jil.dustry. Nor is it that of the pool in the form of an 
agreemenf concerning prices an4 outputy although the extent to 
wmchsuch agr~ement~ have been made is unknown. .> 

.$he characteristic of industrial organization during the present 
century is the growth ot firms large 'enough in relation to their 
industries as a whole for it 'to be irrational for them to disregard 
the effect of changes in their output, or their price policy, upon the 
market as a whole j they must take account of the effect of a reduc-

1 DEPARTMENT 011 AGRICULTURE, Public and Economic Aspects of Lumber :Manu
facture, 1917. 

I Even before the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, the 
federal govemment had been persuaded to cooperate through the appointment by 
the President of the Timber Conservation Board of which the Secretary of Com
merce was chairman. The Lumber Survey Committee of the board was recommend
ing restriction of output in 1931 (United States Daily, July 3r, 1931), but the board 
was restricted in its efforts to assist the industry to publicity and exhortation. 
Secretary of Agriculture Houston argued that as holdings of timber (apparently at 
existing capital values) could not yield more than two or three per cent "it appears 
obvious that the holdings of such a national resource should be a function of the 

• statl' or national govemment" (Cit. Brief for National Lumber. Manufacturers 
, Association, 1916, 25). 
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tion in price not only upon the volume of their sales but also upon 

v the total revenue from these sales. They find themselves in tb.e_ 
position ~!LDlonopoljsJ; in ~t, in pursuit' of the maximum of 
inCome, t~!D':l~t choose the best coIJ:lbi!I~tion oiP!'iE~JI.Ild sales, 
haying~~a!d fortne-eff~of 1:haJiges in output uPon costs: Tlte 
~evelopment-ortnese--rarge units is partly due to changes in the 

,/ ~chniquJ of production and distribution. S,.s>cial policy has, how
ever, contributed to this development in a variety of ways. 
Corporation laws have facilitated the concentration of the control 
of large quantities of the means of production. :/he patent law, 

, partly directly and partly indirectly, has stimulated and protected 
concentrations in some industries, although the courts have 
progressively restricted the rights of patentees . .1he-"anti-trust 
la ws have failed to prevent.-bulha ve not directly caused increasing 
concentration of control and the development of price and pro
duction policies appropriate 10 the new conditions; they havC\, 
diverted the adaptation into particular channels. 

"These large unit§mterested in the market for long periods of 
tim9tLV@iDg~~no~g~ t~.b~h~!e_ as monop~.st~ producing the 
most profitable output. 13ut the calculation of this output is very 
difficUlt. The- growi"!ti. jmP9_r!an~e .ofu overhe!J.d m .. total costs 
increases the -range within. whi.ch llrices !Day Jl~c~y.ate and.. th.e 
eit,ent. t~_?lhi.ch 'pric.es.~n .~e driven below total aver.age, costs. 
In consequence manufacturers ~ek t6 indu~e_a!tit!lqe~to<;leDland 
and costs that discourage price cutting; but on the other side the 
behavior of .buyers often deters I>.ri~~tt~g. They may respond 
so slowly to price reductions as to impo!j(! heavy burdens upon 
any seller who is prepared to attempt to obtain business by lower 
prices!. They may respond not at all, or very little, even when time 
is allowed, with the result that when firms become large enough 
to consider the probable sales at each price the inducemen~ to 
reduce prices is small. Price reductions may: merely redistribute 
business over time, an immediate response to a reduction in price 
being counterbalanced by a later decline. A reduction in prices 
may become an obstacle to a later increase. The producer on his 
side may seek to protect himself from attacks by rivals by adver
tising intended to attach buyers to him. 

,Jp..thi!!.Eew, environm~llt price alld_productio~ policies.\Vo~ld 
be expected to differ from those associated with per!ect competi
tiQJl. It remains, therefore. tolook for broad patterns of behaVior' 
S-ufliciently common in the industries in which the conditiOns·under.: 
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discussion prevail, to justify- their-being-'CaSt---int<ltneform of 
ge!t.eJ'~atioBs-Some industries have resorted to sharing the 
market; many-have sought to stabilize prices; some have resorted' 
to price discriminations and a number to rivalry in matters other 
than prices. Tendencies to wider integration of industrial opera· 
tions appear in various relations to these policies.-The foregoing 
types of relationship between firms and the cons~u~~1.P!ice an<! 
production policies are each the subject of one of th~ s,!cceeding, 
Cliiijiiers;where the con_dit~~~!!..~vin~se t<':>-.£.!lch PQU~s-its 
prev~~~ce, and its probable consequences are discussed. 



CHAPTERll 

THE TRADE ASSOCIATION AND INDUSTRIAL 
INSTITUTE 

L Introduction-ll. Trade association policies 191:t-1933-A. The performance of 
functions most economically conducted on a large scale-B. The cooperative pro
vision of information-I. The standardization of forms of cost &ccounts-2. The 
ltandardization of methods of calculating COSts-3. Statistics of production-4. 
StatistiCI of mventori_s. Statistics of unfilled order.t-6. Statistics of productive 
capacitJ'-7. Statistics of telling pricee-C. Cooperative control of output-D. 
Cooperative control of types of product-E. Cooperative control of methods of 
teIlinr-m. Summary. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A trade associa~on or industrial institute is an organized groupf' 
of producers of broadly similar commodities or services·. ·Ofsuch 
associations Adam SInitliremarked tbaf"people of thesame trade 
seldom meet together even for merriment and diversion but the 

·reonversation ends in a conspiracy against the public or in some 
contrivance to raise prices."l The importance of such associations 
in the rEgime of ~on<m<>ly and competition depends, of 
course, upon the nature of their activities. Their mere existence 
does not indicate any far-reaching departure from competitive 
behavior or any particular type of departure. 'They are, however, 
potential instruments for the administration of new price and 
production policies. Yet in the United States trade associations 
increased in number and extended their activities in a period of 
alleged devotion to laissez faire. The state first ignored them, then 
encouraged them, then mildly restrained them, and under the 
~ ational Industrial Recovery Act, virtually adopted them as its 
[Chosen instruments for the control of industry. 

(The activities of trade associations have varied greatly from 
time to time and from trade to trade. Associations of the modem 
sort began to appear in the United States soon after the conclusion 
of the Civil War. Until the passage of the ShermaIL.Anti-Trust 
Act in 1890 they ippear-t4-.have..been- franJUy regarded by their 
promoters as a substitute for.thetrust in induStries presenting · w. ~arUllil-(El:&nnan). I, 130. 

fJ 
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se~~<'>!ls obstacles to the concentration of production. in very larg~ 
units.1 The passage of the Sherman Law resulted, at least tem
porarily, in some restriction of the range of their activities, al
though a number were subsequently charged with unlawful 
attempts to control the market.)They entered upon a new phase 
of their history, however, when Mr. A. J. Eddy, a Chicago lawyer 
interested in corporation and anti-trust cases, proposed a method 
of adapting them to the restraints of the Sherman Law. In The 
New Competition, published ~I912, Mr. Eddy emphasized the 
necessity for" open prices," i.e., prices known to all sellers as well 
as all buyers. True competition, Mr. Eddy claimed, could exist 
only where each firm could "know and fairly judge what the others 
were doing. The essence of competition lies in the element of 
Wwled[.e,; it is real, true, and beneficial in proportion to its 
openness and frankness, its freedom from secrecy and underhand 
methods."s This policy demanded concerted action and the trade 
association was recommended as the appropriate instrument for 
securing cooperation. In recommending this policY Mr. Eddy may 
well have been impressed by the "Gary dinners" at which the 
steel producers had revealed their prices to their rivals. As counsel 
for a number of trade associations he was influential in developing 
the "open-price policy" which became the core of trade associa
tion activities during the twenty years succeeding the publication 
of his book. 

During this twenty years the extent to which industries organ.:. 
ized trade associations was influenced by a number of factors. 4 

The lumber industry stands out as the one in which the IIi.ove-
. ment developed most rapidly. The industry was entering upon a 
difficult period of declining prosperity owing to over-optimistic 
capitalization of timber holdings, and declining demand, due to the 
decreasing importance of the settlement of new lands, and the 
·competition of new building materia1s. The trade association 

I U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, Trade Associalion Actilfities, 1923, 303. 
J See N.I.C.B., Trade Associalions, II. 
lEDDY, The New Competition, 87. In his book he developed these principles for 

industries producing to specification and obtaining business by contract bidding. 
Having the anti-trust laws in view, Mr. Eddy recommended the free interchange 
of information concerning actual and not future transactions. C/. also "The genuine
ness of competitive rivalry does not hinge upon the maintenance of ignorance. On 
the contrary, knowledge of the market is a necessary prerequisite to the effective 
operation of the competitive process." (N.I.C.B., Trade Associalions, II9.) 

4 The earliest open-price trade associations are said to have been the Bridge 
Builders Society in the iron and steel industry which adopted the policy in I9II, and 
the Yellow Pine Association which followed in the next year (NELSON, Open Price 
Associalions, 24). 
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"lnovement was encouraged after 1917 by the War Industries Board' 
which desired to deal with industry in organized groups;l the' 
number of associations increased between 1914 and 1919 from 
about 800 to 2,000.1 The rapidity of the rise in the general level 
of prices after the conclusion of the war in 1918 and the equally 
rapid subsequent fall subjected the associations to a strain which 
proved fatal to many, largely because they had passed beyond the 
limited range of activities recommended by Mr. Eddy. Some, 
however, persisted long enough, and were apparently effective 
enough, to attract the attention of the Federal Trade Commission 
and the Attorney General; a few were charged with restraining 
trade in contravention of the Sherman Law, and a series of decisions 
by the Supreme Court placed some restrictions upon their activi
ties. The trade association movement lost influence during the 
decade from 1920 to 1930 owing to the incompetence of the officers 
of many associations, the inadequacy of their programs, lack. of I 
support in many industries, and to dissatisfaction resulting towards 
the end of the period from unprofitable trade conditions. a In 
1933, however, the National Industrial Recovery Act opened a 
new period in the history of trade associations which is separately 
discussed at a later stage.' 

II. TRADE ASSOCIATION POLICIES 1912-1933 

The twenty years between 19I2 and 1933 stand apart, there
fore, as a distinctive period in the history of trade associations. 
(Overt control of prices and output was prohibited by the anti-trust 
laws.}The forces making for the limitation of price competition 
and the concentration of the control of industry were deflected by 
Mr. Eddy into often vigorous and enthusiastic experimentation 
with the provision of information and indirect methods of il3-
fluencing production and prices. Hopes of finding a middle way 
between a competition that was becoming increasingly dangerous,· 

I u.s. DzpAInaNT or COIDlEllCE, TroJe Assodalitm Ad,viliu, 30 4-
I ibid.,J04- •• •• 
• Executive director of the Amencan Institute of Steel Construction at HeaNngs 

OIl ,1M EslDblislimenl of II N aJiofIal &OIIOfIIie CotImu before a su~mmittee of the 
Committee on Manufactures of the U.S. Senate, 1931, 477. Duector of Federal 
Employment Stabilization Board, ibid., S, S66. The trade conditions favoring the 
establishment of trade associatioDli have been variously stated. On the one hand it 
has been .uggested that periods of depressi!ln and disorg~tion, especially ~olI~w
ing wars and {mancial panics, have n~tated the for~~on of such SSSOCl8tiODli 
for mutual protection (F.T.C., Ope. pNUJ TroJe ASS(J(;iaJfOfIS, 3(4). On the other 
hand it has been IBid that they have beeD formed mainly in periods of prosperity 
(N.I.C.B., TroJe Allodalitms, 7, 8). 

• See Chap. X. 
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and a far-reaching state control were raised. What became of 
these hopes and efforts?l 

(The activi,ties of trade associations fall into five classes, flis., 
(A) performance of functions most economically conducted on a 
large scale, (B) provision of information, (C) control of output, 
(D) the control of types of product, and (E) control of methods of 
selling. ') . 

@ The Performance of Functions Most Economically Conducted on 
. !! Large Scale 

The principal activities undertaken by trade associations which 
are of a sort more economically performed upon a larger scale 
than the more directly productive activities of the individual 
members consist of industrial research (concerning the improve-

\ ment of processes of production or the utilization of the productl 

and, occasionally, the best methods of selecting workers and organ
izing the conditions of work); commercial res~arch (into the 

'l.. problems of distributing the product, an activity not very highly 
developed); the provision of credit information (concerning the 

~ records of customers in the niirttei'nor"dic{voIume of purchases 
and regularity of payment); the development of ublic relations ftt (aimed at generally influencing pu c oplDlon m avor 0 t e 
industry· and, occasionally, advertisin 4 or exerting influence to 
secure favorable tariff legislation ; the conduct of research into 

'a - insurance legislation and, occasionally, the provision of facilities 
for insurance; negotiation with railroads concerning freight sched, 6 ~ the classification of commodities, the allocatiBh of cars, 
/aDd the provision of books of freight rates from one or more points 

..• of production.' 
; i tThe general effect of these activities is to reduce the cost of 
!:h~~~£~!to~a~.~~~ber. Sm~_~lea to 

I 
' 1 No attempt will be made to give a full and balanced picture of the activities 
of trade associations: we are here concerned merely with theU' use as a means to the 
alleviation of the rigors of price competition. 

• Activities of this type have been undertaken, for example, by such associations 
as the American Institute of Baking, the National Canners Association, the Institute 
of American Meat Packers, the Tanners Council of America, and the Portland 
Cement Association. 

I For example, the activities of the Institute of American Meat Packers aimed 
at countering the effect upon public opinion of the Federal Trade Commission's 
report upon the industry in 1919. 

• C/. The advertising of lumber, sugar, and cement by trade associations. 
I CJ. the activities of the National Coal Association and some of the lumber 

manufacturers' associations. . 
• For example, by the Cement Manufacturers Protective Association, the Maple 

Flooring Manufacturers Association, and the Sugar Institute. 
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~re services which otherwise they would be compelled to do 
~&nd the most economical scale of production in the 
industry tends to be reduced. I) Cooperative advertising might 
.. eventually lead to some diminution of the social burden of 
competitive advertising and of the wild orgy of salesmanship 
which serves to keep many markets in turmoil,"1 although there 
is no evidence that it has had this effect. The cooperative pro
vision of services included in the above list may pass, and, indeed, 
has passed over to efforts to make decisions for the individual 
producer. The provision of credit information, for instance, has 
developed into efforts to eliminate competition in terms of credit' 
and freight rate books have been alleged to be devices for inducing 
uniformity of delivered prices.' 

@TheCooperativep,Df1isitmof Information 

(The collection and dissemination of information likely to 
affect the production and price policy of members have been the 
core of trade association activities during the period under review., 
The principal matters concerning which associations have pro
vided statistics are costs rices roduction sales shi ments an 
inven tories. e consequence of providing this information depends 
upon its interpretation by those in the industry. This interpretation 
depends in turn upon the completeness and accuracy of the infor
mation, the manner in which it is presented, and the nature and 
extent of the efforts of the association to induce any particular 
interpretation. 

I. THE STANDAJlDlZAnON 01' :rOllKS 01' COST ACCOUNTS 

The desire to provide information concerning costs almost 
invariably led trade associations to provide standardj zed (Q~ 12!.. 

I C/. for iDataDce P.T.C., T. H_Fwttisa"f$IfldtUlriu, n, 91: U.s. DEPur
IOJI'I ow CoInaaa. Tru. A~ilnI A"iNiu, 1923, 8: JONES, TraM Auocialilnl 
A~ -' 1M Low vii. 

• N~C.B., TraM A,~ilnI$, 306 • 
• See U.s. Y. Tile Muufacturen Credit Association, U.S. District Court, S.D. 

Ohio, Decne of November .6, 1923; SueD ud GUJ.ICK, TI'IId - CorlDrtllilni 
~ • .11" 

• See Cbap. VL • . 1'.-' • L__ ho L __ _ • The mortality rate amoDI UIOCJ&tiOUIUPP ymg I .. tiatia ...... weYer, __ 
IUch (F. T.C., 0,.. PM TraM A$~, 30 7). Although price reporting activitica 
true held by the S~_ Court to be withia the law, a Dumber of &!IIIOciatiou 
ftIU.IDing IUCh KtivibS after favorable court dec:isiou had been made, lubsequently 
abudonecl them (~ .• 13S). About a hundred UIIOciatiou true reported u co11ect
iDe statistics UaI9'7; thae consisted almost entirely of manafllCturen; price report
iDe activitica true DOt ~ Ua the distributing trada (U.s. DEPuTlOMT O. 
CoKKua. Tru. A~ AaiNiu, 1927. 10). 
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the calculation of costs by their members. The Federal Trade 
Comm1ss10n-rouiidlii' 1929 that 19 out of 85 open-price trade 
associations issued cost manuals. l The necessity for such a service 
arises, partly, from the fact that many, and especially the smaller, 
producers depart so far from the theoretical conception of an 
entrepreneur that they do not know their own costs,2 and in large 
measure out of the desire to facilitate comparisons of costs. 

In so far as this practice avoids the necessity of each firm 
employing an accountant to design a system of cost accounting, it 
faUswithin the "class of activities already discussed, i.e., .those more 
~nomically performed on a larger scale than production in the 
narrow sense.~ost accounting stands, however, in a peculiar 
relation to the making of price policy. The establishment of uni-. ----.------form systems IS exp~d, as we have seen, to elinllnat~ce 
c~ting arisi!!:K...Qut..of..tb.e...igpQ.r~nc,!L~t s.eJl.er!i~ortE~ir.. o'!n.. costs) 
No fum can continue to sell below cost for long periods, even in 
the absence of cost accounts, but in industries operated on a small 
scale there may be a procession of firms quoting prices below cost 
because of their ignorance. Although they fail they seriously 
disturb the industry. Producers are, however, too ready to at
tribute price cutting to the ignorance of the price cutter rather 
than to his superior efficiency and vigor. The absence of adequate 
cost accounts is also important where each firm sells a number of 
products having significant elements of cost in common, as in the 

1 F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 166. The secretary of the National 
Association of Cost Accountants reported in 1923 that I21 trade associations were 
known to have adopted a uniform system of cost accounts, and of these not more 
than 12 were exchanging cost data (Yearbook of National, Association of Cost 
Accountants, 1923, 297, 298). Associations were especia.lly active in previding 
uniform cost systems in the furniture manufacturing industry (F.T.C., Household 
Furnishings Industries, I, 224, 280, 365). Such systems were also provided by the 
National Association of Stove Manufacturers (ibid., II, 94), the Washing Machine 
Manufacturers Association (ibid., III, 44), and many of the associations in the 
lumber industry. 

I After making investigations over a wide range of industry, the Federal Trade 
Commission reported in 1916 that its investigations "showed that a large percentage 
of the merchants and manufacturers of the country, particularly the sma.ller ones, 
had a very inadequate knowledge, either of their costs of production or of their 
selling expenses. Many of them kept their books in such a way that they were unable 
to supply the commission with even the simplest facts concerning their business." 
(F.T.C., Annual Report for year, ended June, 1916" IS.) See also F.T.C., Funda
mentals of a Cost System for Manufacturers, 1916; F.T.C., The High Price of Farm 
Implements, 291; F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, I, 73, 75, 79, 208, 276,305; 
F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 163, 175, 176; F.T.C., Wartime Costs and 
Profits of Southern Pine Lumber Companies, 1922, 9, 18. It was estimated that in 1926 
only 26 per cent of the mills in the cotton industry used correct cost procedure; by 
1932 the'.percentage had risen to 61 per cent partly as a result of the activities of the 
Cotton Textile Institute (WHITNEY, Trade Associations and Industrial Control. 64). 
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case of furniture, agricultural implements, and indeed most kinds . 
of manufact. unn .. · g.l M$J. e. generally cost accounts are a:n.t~~n.§g C 
s~ggestinga min~!LD!lID~ i.L~eini.ii.Ss1J!l!~iErices shoul4 
~~r ~J.?ero'!~~~_ ~f p~~d~~ion. 

2. THE STANDA1IDIZATION OF KETHODS OF CALCULATING COSTS 

(ltandardization of the mere forms of accounting leaves room 
for wide differences in the methods of calculating costs. Trade 

"associations have sought, therefore, .to introduce unifomuty of\\i"" 
policy in these calculations,.thus taking the first step in the (firec- -
tion of control of price polic~Differences in cost may arise out of 
differences in the price at which raw materials are included in 
costs in Pfriods of changing prices. Raw materials may be entered 
at the actual price paid for them or at the price at which they 
could be replaced.) During the period following the close of the 
war of 1914 to 1918 and throughout the subsequent period when 
the general level of prices was first rising and later falling, associa
tions of cotton textile, stove, and furniture manufacturers at
tempted to induce their members to include raw materials at their 
replacement cost. I The actual amount to be included in costs for 
some purposes has been recommended by trade associations.8 

The most difficult roblem is that of determinin the treat
ment of over -eacosts.-In so far as pnces can be, anaare, ased 
upon average costs, suggestions concerning policy in this matter 
are of very great importance whenever plant is not fully utilized 
and, therefore, particularly during periods of general depression. Ifl 
an attempt is made to distribute overhead costs equally over time, 
a decline in output causes an increase in average costs with a 
tendency to maintain or even raise prices.' A successful campaign 
to prevent prices from falling below costs so calculated would 

-'result in a normal return in periods when plant was not fUlly 
used.' A revival of business, increasing the proportion of plant in 

I See p. 3S. 
I WHITNEY, T,aM AssoeiaJioM lloulloultulrial Cl11Ikol, 68; F.T.C., Bowe F.,

.. i.sIH"rllndflllriu, I, 186, IC)O, 208, 120, 24S, 260, 267,282,342; II, 94. 17S. 
• The aaaociation of stove manufacturers, for instance, suggested percentages of 

the COIta of material to be added for breakages, for processes such as plsting, and 
for" general manufacturing expense," "loss and waste," "general distributing cost," 
"salesmen'. costs," "discounts and rebates." In 1917 the association adopted such 
~ntages for aU expenses other than materials aDd labor. (F.T.C., Bowe FamislJtit" 1 ndoulriu, II, 94 ff·, 175·) 

• C/. CLAI.It, &0fI0fItiu 0/ 0Nr1wMl Com, 435; also F.T.C., Opm Price T,aM 
AII«i4IioM, 192. 

I ~e Cotton Teztlle Institute warned against cost calculations based upon the 
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use, would bring a decline in average costs; it is doubtful, however, 
whether prices have in fact been cut in the face of an expanding 
demand. If ,a "normal" rate of operation be recommended in 
allocating overhead costs over output1 and the "normal" is less 
than full operation, a smaller contribution will be obtained for 
overhead costs in years when -plant is subnormally utilized, than 
in years when it is utilized at more than the "normal" rate. If 
prices are adjusted to costs so calculated, and direct costs do 
not change, prices remain constant; total revenue from sales just 
covers total costs when plant is actually operated at the "normal" 
rate, exceeds them when plant is more fully used, and falls short 
of them when it is less fully used. It is usually also necessary to 
distribute overhead costs over ~fferent types, grades, or sizes of 
product. There are usually some costs (at least management costs) 
that cannot be directly attributed to a single class of product. 
Trade associations have also attempted to introduce uniformity 
of policy in making this distribution.2 This action was prompted 
by the desire to prevent price competition resulting from the 
meeting of a rival's price by selling a commodity not identical with 
his at the same price; it was also aimed at the elimination of types 
Of~oduct sold at a loss.' 

A uniform method of cost calculation can be made to iri:fluence 
~o uction and price policy more directly if manufacturers can be 
mduced to standardize the amount of profit included in "costs.'" 

full use of plant in times when plant was not fully used (WHITNEY, Tratk AssociatiofJl 
and Induslrial ConIrol, 66). 

1 The National Council of Furniture Associations in June, 1921, when the 
industry was very depressed, recommended that manufacturers in their individual 
cost calculations should assume a normal rate of operation for the calculation of 
overhead cost (F.T.C., House Furnishings Induslries, I, 210). The members of the 
Wool Institute said it was proposed that the members should "figure their costs 
on a basis of the average sales for the past two years" (New York Times, Feb. 16, 
1928). 

I For example, in the maple flooring industry (Maple Flooring Manufacturers 
Association v. U.S., Pelilion b, AI/orne, General for Rehearing, 2J, Repl, Brief for 
Maple Flooring Manufaclurers Association, 25). The stove manufacturers organized 
a trade association as early as 1871 and were engaged from its inception in discussions 
of costs. In 1889 they adopted a formula for the calculation of the cost of every 
type of stove. In 1907 when the formula was revised it was accompanied by a uniform 
system of cost accounting which was recommended to the members. The system 
not only described a system of ledger accounts but also recommended an arbitrary 
formula for the distribution over the goods produced of wages and all overbead 
expenses (including interest on investment at 5 percent). (F.T.C., House FurnisIHngs 
Induslries, II, 94. 175.) Cf. also F.T.C., Open Price Tratk AssociatiofJl, 192. 

IF.T.C., House Furnishings Induslries, I, 225, 270, J18; Open Pric. Trade 
AssociatiofJl, 192. 

'Until 1922 the maple flooring manufacturers included 10 per cent on sales for 
profit and 5 per cent for contingencies (Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 
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The resulting figure then becomes a desired selling price. But 
differences in .. costs II thus calculated are likely to remain and 
enoourage price cutting, although the standardization of methods 
of distributing overhead costs over time and over different types of 
product greatly reduces these differences. This increased uniform
ity of .. costs II tends to induce a more uniiorm reaction on the part 
of producers to ch&nges in oonditions of demand or supply.1 

In fact, however, associations have been unprepared to leave 
each seller to determine his policy in the face only of his own 
statistics of oost. .. It is substantially true that the only trade 
association interest in uniform oost accounting is as a basis for 
cost oomparison."· It is argued, with justification, that oomparison 
of the detailed cost statements of different manufacturers is 
capable of increasing the efficiency of industry. Under oompetitionj 
it is assumed that the Iow-oost producer will, by reducing ~ 
price, bring pressure to bear upon the high-cost producers to im
prove their methods of production; if, however, the latter can 
oompare their costs with those of the more efficient they can more 
speedily detect the origin of their relative inefficiency and improve 
their methods. I But, in fact, members rarely permit the publi
cation and circulation of their individual oosts and, therefore, this 
reason for the standardization of oosts is of little practical 
relevance.' 

Some associations published an average oost for the whole 
industry. As a means of inaeasing the efficiency of the industry 
this service cannot be very effective for it serves to stimulate only 
those whose oosts are above the average; the publication of the 
lowest ooSts would provide a more general stimulus to efficiency as \ 
well &Sarou-gli 'basis for the criticism of prices. In fact, the average 

Y. U.s.. lUll, Brief/- 1M U .5.,83). Profit was also iDcluded in the cost calc:uIation 
of the fumiture manufacturen (F.T.C., Hnu Fwflisllia,. lrullUlries I, 210, 245) • 

• The IIICfttary of aD UIIOCiation of stove manufactu~rs merred to the "baneful 
iduence on Dal'ket c:onditiollS" of differences in opinion c:oncerning the seIliDg 
n1uc of atoves n:sultiDc from differences in cost calculations (F.T.C., Hnn F_ 
is •• f lrul,","", n, 175). C/o also ibid., II, 124, ns. 

• F.T.c., Olft PM T,. Ass«i4liou. 181. See also F.T.C.. HtIWS. F-ts."f. 
1rul ....... I, 176. 

• The Fedenl Trade Coaunission arpM. however, that "while it is clearly 
clairable that CKIl producu abouId know his 0 .. cost it is ftlY doubtful if any 
(l!bIic inleftst ill aerved by CKIl producer knowing every other produceI'1 costs" 
(c....M F-u, 1918, 93)· 

• The NatioDallDduatrial Confermce JIoanI rem&lbd that "in the absence of 
fairly p."a. bowIecIge of costs it is manifest that lOme of the basic: data essential 
to the propasive deveIopmeat of e1Iiciency in production ~ lacking" and also 
that "the market policies of producen ~ likely to be wayward and WlStable"
alipiDcant additioa (T,. AUKiflliPfU. 130). 
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has served ratlier as a cost which should be adopted by members iD. 
place of their own separate calculations and used as the basis of. 
calculating a' selling price by the addition of the desired rate of 
profit.1 Some furniture manufacturers found, for instance, that 
"the costs of individual factories cause varieties of prices and 
cause lack of stability in the furniture market" and therefore 
"average cost of production should control market prices."2 There 
still remains, however, a possibility of differences in selling price 
owing to differences in the amount of ~J~' a3d~g_~(!.~0~s~and , 
some associations have taken the final st'ep aiiaific1uded an allow- . 
ance for profit in the so-called " average costs." " Average costs '~' : 
then become merely a suggested selling price, uniform for all, a 
and provide a means by which to define and detect price cuttin 
and a stimulus· to attempts to eliminate it.4 Some stimulus t 
efficient operation may remain, but pressure to pass on the results 
of greater efficiency in the form of price reductions is eliminated; 
even the inducement to keep individual cost accounts is 
diminished. 

The furniture manufacturers devoted much attention to the 
compilation and circulation of statistics of this type especially 
during 1920 and 1921. Bulletins containing the "selling values" or 
"basic. costs" of selected products in most branches of the indus
try were periodically published. The prodllcts selected were of 
sizes, styles, materials, and finishes important in each branch. 
Supplementary figures to be added to or subtracted from those 
for the selected products were provided to facilitate the calcu
lation of the "selling values" of other products. These selling 
values were calculated by committees or by a cost adviser or 

1 The Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association circulated statistics of "aver
age costs" which the Attorney General regarded as a means to the reduction of price 
cutting; he argued that associations did not attempt to eliminate all price cutting 
but merely to establish a minimum price at which the most expensively produced 
goods could be profitably sold, members then competing to sell above this minimum; 
those who succeeded would make a good showing and be imitated by their rivals 
(Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association v. U.S., Reply Brief frw the U.S., 173). 
It was suggested to the southern furniture manufacturers that cost bulletins" should 
prove helpful to our membership to be used as a yardstick in checking against their 
individual cost systems" (F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, I, 191, 211). 

S Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association, ibid., I, 186, 245. 
I This uniformity is lacking as we have seen when a rate of profit is recommended 

as an addition to individual costs. 
• U.S. DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE, Trad, Association Activities 6, 34, 36; F.T.C. 

Open Price Trade Associations, 164, 173. "Arguments against selling below cost 
are, unfortunately, too often not clear as to whether the reference is to average costs 
of the industry or the specific costs of the individual concern" (F.T.C., House Fur-
nishing Industries, I, 176). -
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agreed upon at meetings.1 The "seIling values" were frequently 
said to be based upon actual costs2 but they were also said to be 
based upon market value' and it was never very clear how a single 
cost figure was obtained from the wide variety of actual costs. The 
treatment of overhead costs when demand changed was occasion
ally discussed.' "SeIling values" included an allowance for profit 
which was sometimes determined by the cost adviser and some
times by the association.' Urging the use of such "selling values" 
by his members, the secretary of one association argued that their 
adoption would bring about uniformity of prices.6 

The investigation by the Federal Trade Commission revealed, 
clearly that these "selling values" were regarded as minimum 
prices-as "average prices at which articles should be sold to 
yield a fair profit.1I7 Many similar phrases indicate how common 
was this interpretation of the figures. 8 Recommendations in the 
bulletins that these "selling values" and "basic costs" be used as 
minimum prices were reinforced by the proceedings at the meet
ings of associations. Resolutions were passed approving and 
" adopting" the bulletins and recommending that the figures 
appearing therein be used as minimum prices. g The bulletins 
were also used at the meetings as the basis for the discussion of 
future prices; occasionally members were required to state indi
vidually to the meeting their opinion of the "selling values," 
failure to oppose them being felt by the members to bind them to 
accept the recommended prices.10 Discussions of prices led to 
resolutions and expressions of opinion concerning the desirability 
of raising or maintaining the prices of various types of furniture. ll 
In .general, when sales were severely.curtailed after the middle of 
1920, the associations sought to maintain prices. During this 
period anxiety for uniformity of prices, i.e., the prevention of 
price cutting, was intense and meetings were frequent. 12 Resolu-

I F.T.C., HIlfUI Fu,nishings IMIISlriu, I, 219, 282, 318, 35~, 369. 
: ifJ~·, I, 219, 224, 244, 319, 352. 

ibid., I, 212. 
• ibid., I, 244, .66, 267, 298, 342. 
I ibid., I, 2440 245, 2b, 340. Occaaionally profit was shown separately (ibid., I, 

341). 
I ibid., I, 239. 
, ibid., I, 185. 
• ibid., I, 33. 187, 1900 191. 209. 212, 243, 244, 260,318,340. 
• ibid., I, 159. 190, 207. 267,3 20• 

" The procedure is .imilar to that at the Gary dinners in the steel industry. 
II ibid., I, 159, 198 ff., 218, 226, 231, 233, 237 ff., 151, 254ff·,. 289,192,293,300, 

320,321,324,337,342. . 
U ibid., I, 201, 202, 109, no, 232, 240, 253, 323, 338, 343, 354. 
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tions concemiIig the maintenance of prices occasionally implied 
that any future change would be upward. 1 It was doubtless hoped 
thus to strengthen the determination to maintain prices and also 
to discourage the postponement of purchases. A slight reduction 
might have encouraged hope of more reductions to come. It wa~ 
also suggested that demand was so inelastic that reductions in 
price would bring out little new business.1 . 

To these two types of pressure was added the persuasion of the 
officers of the . associations. Members charging less than the 
suggested price were terrified by gruesome pictures of the fate of 
those who sold below cost, or shamed by references to "weak
kneed manufacturers who reduced prices and broke the market.'" 
Rumors of price cutting were followed up and often denied." In 
general this pressure, often subtle and difficult to trace, was suc
cessful, & but in times of strain it failed and was abandoned. 4I 

In spite of these activities the associations of furniture manu-
,1acturers frequently denied any desire to make price agreements. 

They reiterated the right of every seller to fix his own prices while 
also stating it to be their purpose "to bring about an equalization 
of values and to prevent any individual from bringing down the 
whole market through a disregard of cost or market values.JJ7 

This denial of any desire to r.Q!!WI prices was partly stimulated 
by fear of prosecution under the s1lermiiii Law, more especially 
during the period when the activities of the association of hard
wood manufacturers were under investigation. But it was also 
partly due to the difficulty of enforcing agreements in an industry 
selling such a variety of styles, models, and grades of product.\ 
Broken price agreements disrupted the industry.8 But while nol 
association admitted the desire to control prices, none was content 
that its members should determine their prices in independent 
contemplation of their individual costs. 
"Both in times of advancing and declining prices the purpose of the 
association's cost and price activities has been the control of price 
competition. The means used have been the adoption and recommenda-

I Wid., I, 207, 296, 298, 299, 301, 353. 
I ibid., I, 206, 2II, 267. 
I Wid., I, 188,301,323,329,330,332, 336. 
: !b!d., I, 246. 

Wid., I, 332. . 
• ibid., I, 237, 264. Occasionally the attempts of trade associations to show as 

large a cost as possible overreached themselves and members found themselves 
compelled to sell below the published figures (Wid., I, 176). 

r ibid., I, 150, 208, 209, 227, 255, 260, 267, 283, 293,306,329,341,346,356,358. 
I Wid., I, 214, 264-
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lion ()L~ta and minimum. seIlinL!8lues, the pricing of individual 
pieces, and the comparison of prices at meeungs. From these activities 
have resulted resolutions recommending the advancement, mainte
nance, or reduction of prices, in accordance with bulletins or findings 
of price comparison meetings. These activities have resulted at different 

•. Aimes and under varying conditions of demand and supply in varying 
degrees of price controL' ••• While the restraint involved appearsl 
loose, the very looseness of the plan and its lack of any drastic elements 1 
of compulsion constitute one of its elements of effectiveness. The con
siderable degree of freedom for individual action given by the adoption 
of minimum instead of fixed prices, and the emphasis on the common. 
effort to reach the desired goal, probably resulted in greater success than 
could have been attained by methods of sharper control The results 
luggest the inherent strength of a federation working loosely towards a 
common end as against the weakness sometimes inherent in unified, 
autocratic control"l 

The commission concluded, therefore, that "among the many 
legitimate kinds of trade association activities which may easily 
and imperceptibly pass over from the stage of useful service to 
that of abuse and even illegality, few are more prone to this sort of 
transition than cost accounting work.'" 

3. STATISncs OP PRODUcnON 

(Many associations and especially those in the lumber industry 
have collected a • ted information concernin the volume 
of production by their members. The repercussions of this infor
mation upon production policy have been influenced by the form inj 
which the statistics have been made available and by suggestions I 
concerning their proper interpretation'1Statistics of output may be 
very confusing where the number of £inns reporting is not constant, 
and it was partly for this reason that of the 35 associations 
providing such information which were studied by the Federal 
Trade Commission, II expressed output as a ratio of capacity and 
3 as a ratio of normal production.' The selection of the "normal" 

I ibid., I, 114. 
• ibiJ., I, niL To this policy is to be attn"buted, at least in part, the fact that 

"the wboleaale pricea of furniture held up 10 10Dg in 1920 and declined 10 gradually 
Ia lOll, though for a time in the spring of 1921 they broke below the reduced levels 
unctioDed by the manufacturers' associatioDS." But "it is also to be said in fairness 
that the results indicate that the marked falliDg off in profits in I91l was in part due 
to the fact that manufacturers and dealers did Dot reduce wages aDd salaries of 
employees u much, relatively, as they reduced prices." (Wid., I, m.) 

• ibid., I, 176-
• F.T.C., 0,. Priu A.s«iBIioru, In. In general the COmmissiOD believed that 

"the .. of a 'Dorma1' that is DOt objectively defined is DOt a favorable sign in COD
Dectioll with .tatiatics" (ibid., :16). 
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however, influences the interpretation of the statistics. The 
Southern Pine Association published"in its bulletin a "barometer" 
of business which represented on three tubes side by side, orders, 
production, and shipments, "by which through concerted action 
the association instructs its membership how to restrict production 
and thereby to increase the price of lumber by an artificial control 
of supply as balanced against current demand."l The Federal 
Trade Commission contended that whenever the tube repre
senting production was in advance of those representing orders and 
shipments memhers saw that production must be reduced unless 
inventories were to accumulate and prices were ultimately to fall; 
whenever production was falling behind orders and shipments 
members saw that supply was below demand and that higher 
prices could be obtained.2 The commission's interpretation (which 
suggests that production could never increase) is not, however, the 
only one: it could be argued that when members saw production 
falling behind orders and shipments they would increase output. 
If members always adjusted production to orders, prices and 
inventories would remain unchanged, all changes in demand being 
met by equivalent changes in supply. The commission was, how
ever, partly justified in its interpretation by the fact that until 
1919 the "barometer" was accompanied by a comment that 
"experience indicates that whenever shipments or orders are above 
production, values increase provided production does not increase 
at a greater rate than shipments and orders."1 

Statistics of production have also been presented in terms of a 
"normal" which was the actual production during some past 
period. The Southern Pine Association later adopted this principle; 
its "barometers" had, however, shown production below "nor
mal" ever since 1916,1 from which the Federal Trade Commission 
inferred that "the higher prices obtained for southern pine lumber 
have not been the result of unusual demand as such, but because 
the demand has constantly exceeded a less than normal supply."2 
It might have added that restriction of output had gone beyond 
any suggestion implied in the barometer and that the statistical 
activities of the association were not, therefore, a sufficient 

1 F.T.C., Lumber Manufacturers Trade Associations, 1922, 59. 
Iloc. cit. 
I ibid., 58. Early in 1925 the South em Yam Spinners Association commenced to 

remind its members weekly of the need to "regulate operations solely by the volume 
of orders" (F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 280). The Wool Institute pur
sued~a similar,J>olicy (WHITNEY, Trade Associations and Industrial Control, 124). 
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explanation of the low volume of production. Indeed the com
mission reported in 1922 that the southern pine mills as a whole 
had lately curtailed output to nearly SO per cent of "normal." 
The association of producers of Douglas fir lumber published a 
barometer in similar form and again the commission reported 
that since 1916 the production of Douglas fir had seldom ap
proached the "normal" even under the influence of the enormous 
price increases of 1919 and 1920 and had for the most part re
mained well below it.1 Again high prices were attributed to 
restriction of output but it is difficult to blame these particular 
activities of the association for the restriction. The selection of the 
output of a past period as a "normal" suggests a desire to prevent 
production in excess of that figure. Prices could be maintained 
at the level ruling during the period of "normal" output only ifi 
demand remains stable at the level prevailing during the period 
of "normal" output. 

Where neither the form of the statistics nor the other activities 
of the association are aimed directly at any particular production 
policy the provision of such statistics is claimed to rationalize 
independent competitive conduct and render the competitive proc
ess more perfect because "it enables competing concerns to order 
their production policies intelligently on the basis of economic fact 
rather than blindly on the basis of hearsay or guesswork. And this 
is d~sirable from the public standpoint as well as in its private 
business aspect; for it serves to mitigate the dangers of misdirected 
production and to stabilize economic conditions."! This intelligent 
ordering of production often amounts, however, to adapting..,lW)
duction to demand' and avoiding the accumulation of unsold' 
stocks. It is impneQ that when demand declines there is only one! 
proper response, W •. , an equal reductign of 0lQput.' 

ILMfIIh. Ma,."/aa,,., TraM AISDCiIIlitnU, 77. The Western Pine Manufac
ture", Association was also accused of curtailing production with the object of 
maintaining agreed prices (ibid., 93, 142). 

• N .I.C.B., TraM AIIDCiIIlUniJ, 79. 
• "Trade usociatiollll are better fitted than any other human agency to bring 

about closer ada~tation of production and distribution to requirements of all con
cerned and to bnDg under control overproduction, business depression, and unem· 
ployment" (G. H. Montague, general counael for the National Welded Chain 
Association, as reported in Nelli Y",6 TifllU, June 30, 1928). C/. the "eleventh 
commandment" referred to at a meeting of the Cement Manufacture", Association 
in 1913: "Don't be a hog-clon't ove~roduce" (Cement Manufacturers Protective 
AIsociation v. U.S., Brie//", U.s., 27). 

• The Wool Institute, for instance, endeavored to induce membe", (illler alia) to 
"limit their ltocka to a thirty daya lupply and manufacture only against orders" 
and to maintain prices throughout the season (Nelli Y",,6 TifllU, Feb. 16, 1928). 
The National Association of Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturenl adopted a 
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One important further consequence of providing statistics of 
total production at very short intervals is that each member is 

}

enabled to ca.).culate the extent ~o which changes in his volume of 
, business are paralleled by changes in the total volume, i.e., 

whether his share of the total is changing or noti the Department 
of Commerce approved of this use of the statistics.1 The Sugar 
Institute when circulating statistics of total production calculated 
for each member his percentage of the total melt for the past week, 
and for the year to date, and provided a comparison with the pre
vious year/" The Aluminum Wares Association, the Vacuum 
Cleaner Manufacturers Association, and the American Washing 
,Machine ¥anufacturers Association made or facilitated similar 

'calculations. a These calculations are aimed at deterring the firm 
\whose sales have been falling from attempting to increase its sales 
. [J>y increased sales effort or price cutting at a time when the sales of 

\tIl :firms are falling. Thus a "demoralized market" is avoided. Such 
\Jan interpretation of the statistics must tend to fix the distribution 
. of business between firms. In so far as price cutting is deterred 

when business falls off there is also a tendency to maintain un
changed prices. The description of such statistics as a means of 

hroviding a "broad factual basis for independent judgment on 
economic conditions and market trends in the trade or industry'" 
clearly fails to reveal their more serious implications which will 
be· diSCUssed-iIi connection with the Policy of stabi!izing prices.6 

policy of "manqfacturing only against orders and holding inventories to the lowest 
possible figure" (New York Times, Jan. 30, 1931). 

1 "Accurate information promptly distributed showing total production, ship
ments, orders received and unfilled, stocks on hand, etc., for the industry as a whole 
enables a manufacturer or a merchant to compare his own activity with that of the 
entire industry of which he is a part. If he finds that his own orders are increasing 
at a more rapid rate than those for the combined industry, he may congratulate 
himself and his organization. On the other ha.nd if his orders are not increasing in 
volume while those for the whole industry are, he may wish to hold a conference 
with his sales manager .... A comparison of the activity in an individual unit with 
the industry as a whole enables the executive always to keep his organization in 
tune with current trends." (U.S. DEPARTMENT OJ' COID4ERCE, Trade Association 
ActiviJus. 1923. 23.) See also JONES, Trade Association Activitus and the Law, 1932. 
47· 

I U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brief for the u.s. 176. 
IF. T.C .• House Furnishings Industries, III, 13, 44, 66. A discussion of the advan

tage of trade associations in the stove manufacturing industry produced the remark 
that the large firm did not wish to obstruct the small; it merely wished "to prevent 
the small man from taking away too much of his business and that's fair" (ibid .• II. 
91). The Chicago Retail Lumber Dealers Association, however, published the per
centage of the total business allotted to each member (F.T.C .• Lumber Manufac
turers Trade Associations, 1922, 52). 

• N.I.C.B., Trade Associations, 121. 
I See Chap. V. 
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4- STATISnCS OF INVENTOllIESt! 

C Some trade associations have circulated information concerning 
unsold stocks of goods. These statistics are likely to be used as a 
guide to production policy, production being diminished when 
stocks are accumulating, and increased when stocks are falling.) 
Their use in this manner is likely to lead to results similar to those 
where statistics of production are circulated in a form inducing 
direct comparison of production with shipments. The existing 
price of the product tends to be maintainedl and production 
adjusted to changes in demand at the unchanging price. 

5· STATISncs OF UNl'nLED OlUlEltS ""J.. 
(In industries in which little or no inventory can be kept, and 

goods are produced to order, statistics of unfilled orders have been 
compiled by some associations. I Unfilled orders resemble inven
tories in that they are a cushion between sales and production:') 
Sales in excess of current output reduce inventories or increase 
unfilled orders according as the industry does or does not produce 
for stock. If the response to a decline in the total of unfilled orders 
resulting from an excess of production over current contracts for 
sale is a reduction of output, prices are niaintained unchanged;l 
production is adjusted to changes in demand at the unchanging 
price. 

6. STATISncs OF PRODUCTIVE CAPAcrrY 

Occasionally trade associations circulated statistics of the 
productive capacity of their industry.<These statistic!; were usually 
used to provide information concerning the proportion of produc
tive capacity in use. t Calculations of capacity are, however, 
extremely treacherous.)There are few industries in which products 
are ~ enough for measures of productive capacity to 
be calculated for the whole industry. It also is difficult to determine 
precisely what plants can still be regarded as "in the industry," 

I F.T.C., Oln' Pm TrGIU Auoci4liMu, 8c). 
• See }01lllS, TrtIJIU As~ Aaiftliu _file 1.4.,47. Ooly BODIe of the associ

atioas ill the fumiture iIlduatry compiled and cin:ulated statistics of unfilled orders 
u well, uua1ly, u those of orders shipped and orders cancelled (F.T.C .. HOfU. 
F-u .... 's IIIIlIUlrlu, I. 27,31, 18", 317, 357). 

• ibid .. IS6. 
• The hardwood lIWIufuturen, however, ~ to have attempted to ratrict 

the es:pausiOB of the iDdustry (Americ.aD CoIllJllll and Lumber Co. Y. U.s .. Brief/Dr 
U.s., I). 
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i.e., available for :production. The general effect of circulating 
statistics concerning capacity is not easy to forecast. Where there 
is considerable excess capacity, such figures are intended to dis
courage potential new competitors, and thus avoid unjustified 
extensions of plant and long-continued unprofitable operation. 1 

But such figures may be deceptive. Operation below capacity may 
be due to the restriction of production and it may be that not only 
all the existing equipment but more could be kept fully employed 
and secure a normal return. These figures also serve as a reminder 
to members of "the extent of unused capacity and of the full 
possibilities of a campaign of price cutting. 

7. STATISTICS OF SELLING PRICES -g] 
l There were in 1927 about 100 associations administering the 

"open-price" policy propounded by Mr. Eddy, and their activities 
affected about 20 per cent of all the commodities for which the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics published wholesale prices.2l(The 
principal necessity for such a service is said to lie in the danger of 

/

41Phantom competition," i.e., pressure to reduce prices arising 
from untruthful reports by buyers concerning the offers made by 
other sellers.' Sellers wish to avoid shifts of business arising from 
price cuts before all firms have heard of and adjusted to them. 
They fear also that a downward change in prices once made may 
lead to a series of such changes. 
; Before 1914 statistics of this type "were doubtless in part 
!developed . as a substitute for outright agreements in restraint 
of trade."4 The lumber industry was the first to make extensive 
use of them. Furniture manufacturers became interested in open
price activities in 1917,. partly, no doubt owing to the closeness of 
their relationships with the lumber industry. Open-price reporting 
has also been common in the constructional, textile, and paper and 
pulp industries, but it has aroused little interest in the machinery, 
vehicle, chemical, and clothing industries. 8 Trade associations 
have been ephemeral; partly for this reason the Federal Trade 

I F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, I45 and 90. 
I ibid., 59, 69. 
I ibid., 82. C/. the announcement that the Dow service was proposing to expand 

its weekly reports on building material prices by publishing actual sale prices of 
basic materials in the New York market in order to "diminish the hardships of 
ghost competition" (New York Times, Jan. I9, I931). 

, F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 10. 

I F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, I, 227. 281,335.340. 
• F.T.C., OPen Price Trade Associations, 59. 
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Commission had some difficulty in deciding whether trade 
associations persisted in open-price activities for long periods.1 

As to the effect of open-price activities" it is implied practically 
without exception in the statements of those favoring open-price 
work that such work will mean an approach to uniformity of 
eri~ This']tm:s nm mean abSOl),lte UlliIOrmlty or LS Price. 

'"'itt merely a narrowing of the ran" of variation."1 Whether the 
IntrOduction of these activities raised the lowest or reduced the 
highest prices or both is not clear. It is doubtful whether the high
est prices were reduced in view of the fact that the prices filed 
were rardy made available to buyers. It is even more dOUbtf.~ 
whether open prices were intended to diminate the highest prices. 
The Federal Trade Commission commented upon the possibilit 
that the seller who fixed his prices without full knowledge of his 
costs (and presumably fixed them below those of his rivals) might 
be induced to raise his prices.' Where the identity of the ~ filing 
each price is revealed pressure to raise prices might be brought to 
bear upon the firms filing the lowest prices. Where open-price 
reporting was combined with attempts to prevent sales at less than 
cost, pressure was applied to raise the lowest prices.' The Federal 
Trade Commission was unwilling to investigate the effect of open
price activities upon the levd of pricesj' the officers of a number of 
trade associations have claimed. however. that price reporting has 
somewhat raised prices.' , 

(Upen-prkereporting probably tends toward the stability ofl '\. 
prices by discouraging price cutting~ The short-run inducement to 
price cutting, born of the hope of altracting business from rivals 
before they have similarly reduced their prices, is reduced to a 

I Of IJ9 UIIOciations administering aD open-price policy in 1921, only 33 appear 
stiD to haYe been doing 10 in 1927, even if sua:essor associations be included; 44 were 
foulld to be DO longer open-price associations, aDd the remaining 62 had passed 
out of ezisteDce for various _lIS. The commission attributed this change partly 
to the fact that many asaociations were frightened out of open-price reporting by the 
decisioll of the Supreme Court in the hardwood case (American ColumD aDd Lum
ber Co. Y. U.S., 257 U.S. 377). "On the other hand, if the practice had commended 
itself to the memben of these asaociations as ~y valuable aDd important, 
it is proper to suppose that their memories of Its benefits would have led to the re
establishment of price reporting after the cement aDd maple llooring decisions in 
1925" (F.T.C., 0,. Pm. T,OiU A~, 40). 

• ibid., 79. See also pp. 120, 182, 228, aDd 353. The commission made DO special 
stud, of this matter but admitted that in lOme casea • great diversity of prices 
~ted (ibi4., 120). It is claimed that open pric:ea prevent price concessions involy· 
mg discrimination betWCCII buyen.. 

I ibid., 79. 
• F.T.C., H_ F...u ... p 1114,","", I, 182. 
I F.T.c., O/ft Priu TrOiU A~, 120 .. 

• ibid .• 79; F.T.c., H_ F.....u ... p 1114,","".1, uS. 244. 352• 
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vanishing point wh~n prices are open. Revelation of the identity of 
those filing prices, l by exposing those filing lower prices to pressure 
from their rivals, or from the officers of the trade association, not 
only tends to narrow the spread of prices by raising the lowest; it 

\ 

als.o . tends. to continuing efforts t .. o pr .. even .. t price cutting. I.~es.~_. 
e~~_merge into a policy of ma~~!p.in&..!~~_!t:y(!L.2.f..Q..ri.~~_s 

., o~tai?i~~_~!~~ ~e wlientn~J>01i9'_!s~~od'.:ce!!C unless the 
assoc1ahon 1S powerru:ren<iUgh to exerC1se complete control of 
prices and output and secure unanimity and simultaneity in 
changing prices. In fact no association is known to have possessed" 
such power. Their interest in stability was, in fact, mainly an 
interest in preventing reductions in price. This policy stands out 
clearly in the account of the activities of the trade associations in 
the furniture manufacturing industry in 1920 and 1921 and there 
is no reason to believe that this description is not typical of the 
activities of vigorous associations in other industries w~ose pro
ceedings have been less fully analyzed. 

The Federal Trade Commission found considerable stability of 
prices in some fields in which open-price activities also existed, but 
hesitated to attribute this stability to the activities of the trade 
associations. 8 Comparison of zero price changes (i.e., the number 
of intervals of time in which prices in two successive intervals were 
identical) suggested, however, somewhat greater price st~bility 
in industries where there were no Opeil-price activities than in those 
in which suclr activities were found but the difference-was very 
small.· An examination of the maximum number of consecutive 
Zero· "Changes (i.e., the maXimum length of intervals of time in 
which no price change occurred) for the period after 1925 yielded 
similarly inconclusive results. The commission decided that the 

/

degree of stability of prices was most closely affected by the stage 
in the process of production between production of raw materials 
and of finished goods to which the prices related. 6 Other statistical 

I The Federal Trade Commission opposed the identification of those filing prices. 
(Open Price Trade Associations, xviii.) 

I ibid., I, 192. Trade associations "followed up" reported price cuts in the wool 
and carpet industries among many others (WWTNEY, Trade Associations and Indus
'rial Control, 82, I26). 

I Open Price Trade Associations, 103, 120, and xix. The commission suggested that 
of the many causes that might induce such stability, price leadership was probably 
the most potent. 

'ibid., lor. "The exceptions are for cloths and clothing, consumers' goods; 
building material, raw products; house furnishings, consumers' goods, and miscella
neous consumers' goods." 

'ibid., 102. 
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measures led also to the conclusion that "there is no significant 
difference in degree of stability between the two groups,"1 and 

,.---that "it may be inferred that the open-price practice makes little 
or no difference as regards stability of prices.2 This conclusion is 
not inconsistent with the idea that open-price associations of 
certain kinds work largely in the direction of uniformity and 
constancy of prices, but it does not appear that open-price work 
is the major and dominant factor in the situation generally."3 It 
is possible that associations have developed in industries in which, 
owing to the lack of a price leader, or the fact that the industry was 
closer to the production of raw materials than to the production of 
finished goods, the dangers of price cutting were especially great. 
Associations may, therefore, have introduced a greater measure of 
stability than would otherwise have existed in the same industries, 
although not greater than in industries operating under conditions 
more favorable to the stabilization of prices.t.Xhe success of the 
Copper Institute and Copper Exporters Inc. in stabilizing the price 
of copper at 18 cents per pound from April, 1929, to April, 1930, is 
a striking but not a typical example of the effect of associatio~ 
activities upon the stabilization of prices. ~ IlL so far as "open L 
price" activiti~!..!«:'!l_d, to stabilize prices they tend to destabilize J 
the volume of production. 5 

""AsSOciations setting out to provide a basis for the comparison of 
prices often meet with difficulties, owing to the fact that producers 
are located at different points and prices are quoted for delivery 
at a great variety of places. In the steel, lumber, and cement indus
tries, for instance, comparison has been facilitated by reducing 
prices to one or a few geographical bases. Any attempt to narrow 
differences in prices as recalculated by reference to basing points 

I iI>i4 8 
• ibid:: :7: The commission suggested caution in the interpretation of its results, 

owing to the smallness of the numbers of cases studied. It did, however, suggest th&t 
there h&d been &n incre&se in the V&ri&bility of the prices of commodities &ffected by 
open-price &etivities, but produced no comp&rable indexes for other commodities 
(ibid., 100). 

• ibid., xix. 
• WIIITNEY, T,ade AssocilJliom arullruluslrial Cont,oI, 92. 
• See Ch&p. V. The effect of open-price &etivities upon production policy W&S 

not reve&led by the investig&tion by the Federal Trade Commission. "It might be 
inferred th&t ID&nuf&eturers in this group more th&n others let production take the 
brunt of fiuctu&tions in business inste&d of &d&pting their prices to conditions of 
dem&nd • • • but the inex&etness of the· data, together with the closeness 
of the difference, permits only the conclusion th&t open-price &ssociations produce 
no very distinctive results for their industries" (ibid., 116). For contrary opinions 
lee U.S. DEPAIlTIlENT OP COIOlElleE, T,ade Associ/Jliofl Aclirilies, 192J, J. See &Iso 
F.T.C., Ojetl PM T,ade AssocilJliom, 35. 
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tends to the coordination of the price policies of producers in 
different areas and possibly to the development of a "basing point 
system."l A ~omewhat less definite means of producing the same 
result was revealed in the furniture industry, where producers in 

. different parts of the country sought advice concerning costs and 
• prices from a single" cost adviser." 

It is evident, therefore, that the extent to which the provision of 
information concerning prices places an industry more nearly in 
the position of one in which there is an organized market is very 
uncertain. Trade associations in fact commonly provided informa
tion only to their members and not to buyers, although such was 
not the original intention of the founder of the movement.2 An 
industry in which there is an organized market differs from one 
in which a trade association carries on open-price activities, more
over, in that in the former there is an interest in having the Ii 
maximum amount of business done, "while the trade association iSI 
not interested in increasing the volume of buying and selling."3 

<9 Cooperative Control of Output . 

-I The discussion of the effects of the statistical services of trade 
as~iations suggests the difficulty of drawing a distinction 
between services which merely facilitate rational conduct by 
producers and attempts td concentrate in the hands of the asso-

. dation or its leaders power to ~~rmine the production and price 
policy for the whole industry'1.!:'he Federal Trade Commission 
believed, however, that "empha.sis.on rS!~tt:icti9~_oLoutput, though 

< of course on its face without any element-of conceifOr agreement, 
"is the ~ idea back of a good deal c:>f trade association work."~ 

(t"~~ .) 

1 See Chap. VI. 
I EDDY. The New Competition. lIS. 151. The Federal Trade Commission believed 

that trade associations may even have acted against their own interest in attempting 
to keep such information private. "It may be that in many cases the buyer adopts 
undesirable tactics and forces hard bargains. largely because he is not better in
formed as to the conditions as regards the cost of production of the commodity he 
is buying. • • • If the publication and dissemination of trade statistics were to be 
made a government function. then the expense and trouble to which individual 
manufacturers have been put in making returns would become a minor incident and 
not sufficient ground for giving sellers a preference as regards the possession of the 
information. The fact that the buyers should be given substantially the same in
formation as the seller is a further important argument for government participa
tion." (F. T.C .• Open Price Trade Associations. 145.) The Department of Commerce 
has also emphasized the necessity for making such information available not only 
to buyers but also to non-members of the association (U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE. Trade Associations. 1927.34). ,', . 

I F.T.C .• Open Price Trade Associations. 77. 
, ibid .• 358. 365. 
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IThis end has been sought by presenting statistics in a form sug-

/~esting a particular interpretation or by the exertion of pressure, 
through bulletins, at meetings, 1 or through the officers of the 
association, to secure the desired reaction.) 
• Som~ trade as~ciations have influ~nced the price ati!e:1~~-t 

lion policy. of_their members b mam ulatm th s13 t YI. t 
Clrcu a e. , m ca cu atmg the summary figures circulated to their ~ 
members, some bargains are arbitrarily excluded on the ground 
that they are" abnormal," and the bargains excluded are those at 
low prices, the reported average price is, of course, increased; in so 
far as the figures circulated have any effect, this practice tends to 
raise prices.' Individual members have apparently also excluded 
from their returns bargains at the lower prices.' Occasionally 
trade associations have suspended the publication of statistical 
Jnformation where it was expected to have an unfavorable effect 
upon the industry.· 

On some occasions, however, trade associations have gone 
beyond the mere presentation of data and the application of 
pressure to secure a desired response.5 The hardwood, manufacturers 
collected in elaborate detail, statistics of output, sales, and ship
ments, and after 1920 sent circulars pressing for the curtailmerit of 
output in order to avoid overproduction. The Supreme Courtheld 
that these activities disclosed.Julearyurpose to restrain trade; so 
minute was the disclosure of business transactions that it could 
have been induced by only most attractive prc;>spectsj excessive,; 
increases in price, moreover, actu_l!JJy.fQ!!C;>.!Ied, and "th~gl 
aclion onrus large and influential membership of dealers con
tributed greatly'" to this outcome. Drastic efforts to control 

I The Federal Trade Commission remarked that the records of the associations 
contain fewer references than formerly to such activities. This change may be due, 
however, to more caution in recording such proceedings in view of the attitude 
of the courts to the activities of trade associations, or to the fact that better statistical 
information has rendered meetings less necessary. (ibid., 266.) 

• U.S. DUAllTKENT 01' COIU4ERCE, Trade Associa#ofJ AclilJi#u, 34. 
• F.T.C., TIN NorllNrtt Hemlock aM Hardwood A!anu!adurers Associalion, 30; 

NELSON, Open PM Associalions, 112. 

• F.T.C., Opm Price Trade AISOcialions, 351. 
• As early as II}04 the Southern Lumber Manufacturers Association is said to 

have brought about considerable restriction of operations in time of slump. (COH
HlsstOMER 01' CORPORATIONS, TIN Lumber Industry, 1914, iv, 76) by the issue of 
official price lists and1later, market reports (F.T.C., Lumber A!anu!aclurers Trade 
Associali01u, 1922, JOI. 

I American Column and Lumber Co. v. U.S., 257 U.S. 377 (J92J). The absence of 
the identification of members in the activities of the Maple Flooring Manu
facturers Association was favorably commented upon by the court in Maple Flooring 
Manufacturenl Association v. U.S., 268 U.S. 563. . , . . 
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prices and output were also made by the Northern Hemlock and 
Hardwood Manufacturers Association.1 The way in which the 
provision of cc;>st information developed into the recommendation 
of minimum prices in the furniture manufacturing industry has 
8.J.ready emerged. Efforts to maintain these prices inevitably 
developed into discussions of the restriction of output to prevent 
the accumulation of inventories during the depression after the 
middle of 1920. Resolutions were passed favoring reductions of 
output, the extent of the reduction being occasionally stated.2 

In the cotton textile industry curtailment of production has 
been the central objective of the Cotton Textile Institute. Meetings 
to form opinion on the subject were succeeded by organized plans. 
Early in 1930 an attempt was made to limit the hours of plant 
operation and later in the same year discontinuance of the em
ployment of women and children at night was recommended 
with the object of increasing the cost of night work. In 1932 
agreements (or the curtailment of output were negotiated, 
although with difficulty.s 

i The effect of the transfer of the making of production policy 
: from a number of independent economic units to a trade associa
tion turns upon the circumstances in which the concentrated power 

. is.exercised. An association including all those in the industry and 
sure of complete allegiance to its policy might be exPected to 9lIn 
at the maximum ono 01 rofit, but there is a marked differ
ence between conditions of pro uc IOn in such circurostap4:e5i .axi.d 
those of a single monopolist. Trade associations moreover, rarely, 

"tt ever, operated under these conditions between 1912 and 1932. 
Their membership usually cov(!red less ,than the whole of their 
industry.· The power of a trade association over prices does not, 

, however, depend entirely upon the percentage of the total output 

1 This association appointed a committee to decide by majority vote prices which 
should be observed by all members, and on occasion attempted to restrict output 
(F.T.C., Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers Association, I923, viii, 
24,30,33)· 

t F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, I, 204, 254, 255. 

IV. 
a See WHITNEY, Trade Associations and Industrial Comrol, 72, and below, Chap. 

« The Federal Trade Commission reported that of the 74 open-price trade associa
tions supplying information, 34 or nearly one-half included three-fourths or more of 
the total number of establishments in the industry. The proportion of the total 
volume of business in the industry done by members of the associations was generally 
larger thn the percentage of the total number of firms belonging to the association, 
although in some industries the largest unit remained outside the ·association as a 
matter of policy. Only one association reporting included all producers in the 
industry among its members. (F. T.C., OPen Price Trade Associations, 64·) 
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of the industry produced by its members. Manufacturers who do 
not join an association may nevertheless be pre ared to accept the 
e ers poe assoCla Ion. ere the largest concern in an 

industry does not join the association it is possible that there is no 
conflict between the policies of the large firm and the members 
of the association; the large firm may accept the lead of the 
association but it is more likely that the association is a means for 
securing the acCeptance of the large firm's policy by a number of 
small firms in the industry.1 Where non-members are not expected 
to follow the policy of the association, the capacity of the non- , 
members to accept additional business limits the power of the" 
association to raise prices above those charged by non-members., 
Finally, mere membership of an association may give an exag
gerated impression of its influence, because the association may 
have only a very poor hold over its members. It may, moreover, be 
conscious of the ease with which potential could be translated into 
actual competition by a policy of raising or maintaining prices. 

(:rile outstanding characteristic of trade association policies 
has been their attempt to restrict price cu~ting~ This policy, 
except in times of generallY-rising prices, is"liKely to result in an 
increased stability of prices{Associations like teIs have rove 
poo! instruments for dealing with an excess of productive capacity. 
They baV& been.lDQ[~"inclined to maintain or raise prices so as to 

, Plake the operation of all-oi-nea.iTY--allt1i.eir.members-profi,table 
• than to pursue a price policy likely to eject firms from the industry.' 
They were unable to compel members to acquiesce in a policy tha 
meant economic death to some of them. Threatened members 
would fight for survival. by price cutting. In fact, therefore, a 

I The National Association of Tin Plate Manufacturers cin:ulated the prices of 
the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company (which the members followed) (F.T.C., 
Brief .. PiUsbtw,,, PltU, 44, 225) The United States Industrial Alcohol Company 
belonged to the Industrial Alcohol Institute and announced its prices at meetings 
of the institute; the company was responsible for about 40 per cent of the sales of 
industria1 alcohol (WHITNEY, T,ade .AssociMiMts atulItultUlriGl Clllllrol, 132). 

• Ezperience in Germany during the ~riod from 1924 to 1928 revealed that 
cartela tended more to hinder than to facilitate the reo~nization of industry be
cause of their efforts to IleCUre the lurvival of all firms (W AJI.lI.INEI/., CombifleS and 
Raliottaliaalillll j" Gentta"1, 48). In general, agreements between large units intemally 
reorganized proved the best means of rationalization. C/. also Report of a Committee 
of the Progressive Conference presented as an appendiz to the BeGri"" .p .. 1M 
EsIablis""",,, oj • N Gliottal E.t:IIIItHIfit; C".W before a subcommittee of the Senate 
Committee on Manufactures (5.6215), 1931. C/. also the tendency of rationalization 
in Germany to increase the rigidity of the economic system by separating marketing 
from production (sometimes placing the former in the hands of a syndicate) (DUN
.mG, 1IEcBT, and NZl1, Eruflp",s-.tul .AbstJlabed;"",,,,etf tkr Delll,,_ W mscluJ/I, 
138). 
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policy that will secure the survival of all or nearly all their mem
bersl is all thai can be expected of such associations. Prices ten

3 
to be main.!.!!-i!}.,~ .. <LE£2.n a level that will keep even tlie hjghest 

I cO.§tfirmsill existence anq giY~Jo-:Otllers abnormallYhlgi:l7eturns. . 
fn consequence where the demand fora'pro'ducfis -aecIfu:ing, the 
trade association, if successful, raises the level of prices so that the 
income from the restricted output is sufficient to allow returns upon 
the investment which has become excessive owing to the change 
in the attitude of consumers. Pursued with rigor this policy would 
prevent any fin;n from failing but for the effect of rising prices 
upon the volume of demand. In fact, it tends to retard but not 
altogether prevent adjustments of the allocation of investment. 
Furthermore, the pressure existing un. der competition to raise thel 
efficiency of all firms to the level attained by the most efficient is 
~liminated. The inducement to reduce costs remains but is modi
:£.ed by the withdrawal of the opportunity to follow up reductions 
;n costs by price cutting campaigns aimed at improving the 
relative position of the innovator in the industry. ~ consequence, 
the transmission of the benefits of reductions in costs to purchasers 
is retarded. This same policy of reducing price cutting and main
taining prices tends during periods of depression to a restriction 
of output, a policy not, however, peculiar to trade associations. 
Nevertheless many a claim has been made that trade association 
activities have already mitigated or will mitigate the violence of 
cyclical fluctuations in business activity.8 There is yet no evidence 
to support these claims j in fact the contrary effectis more probable.4 

@Cooperative Control of Types of Product . 

(During the years from 1920 to 1930 the Department of·Com-'- . . 
merce actively and often successfully urged trade associations to 

\

use their influence. to reduce the number of sizes, dimensions, 
grades, and patterns of products. r; Such activities tend in obvious 

1 C/., F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 175. 
I C/. American Column and Lumber Co. v. U.S., Supplementary Brief for U.S., 

162; F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 78. 
I Herbert Hoover as Secretary of Commerce concluded that" there is no question 

but that the curves in the business cycle from activity to depression have been less 
disastrous in those industries or trades where accurate and lawful statistical data 
have been available to all" (U.S. DEPAIlTMENT OF COMMERCE, Trade Association 
Activities, 1923, 3). See also F.T.C., OPen Price Trade Associations, 3S; SHAIl.FM4.N, 
"The Trade Association Movement," Amer. Econ. Rev., 16: I, Supplement, 203 
(1926); NELSON, OPen Price Trade Associations, 201. 

, See Chap. V. 
I In 1931 it was reported that about IIS of such simplification programs were in 

effect, of which about one third related to various building materials, and a large 
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ways to reduce the cost of production in some industries. ~ They 
reduce the range of consumer choice, a matter of little importance 
in some, but not all fields(rhey tend to hinder experimentati04 
with new variations of the product and obstruct competition in 
qUality and type of product; standardized products are more 
difficult to change than unstandard.ized. Their effect upon price 
competition is not clear; they may, by reducing the number of 
varieties of the product offered by different sellers, present 
buyers with a simple choice in terms of price alone, and thus 
concentrate rivalry into the channels of price competition. But by 
so concentrating rivalry they may render it more susceptible of 
control and fa~ilitate price leadership. I 

. @ Cooperative Control of J{etlwds of Selling 

Qlany associations have sought to limit the devices by which 
sellers may seek to attract business, by drawing up codes of ethics 
which set agreed limits to methods of selling. The Federal Trade 
Commission having been established inter alia to prevent "unfair 
competition" interested itself in these codes. As early as 1919 it 

part of the ~mainder to paper, textiles, and container.; (Letter frolQ the Federal 
Trade Commission in U"ikd SIDJes Daily, Apr. 17, 1931). Trade Associations in the 
lumber industry have for long been interested in the standardization of sizes and 
grades (F.T.C., Ntwllurrt Hemlocll II"" HardV1tH1tl MII"uftJdfUtI'I AssotialiOft, 1923, 
29). The Southern Lumber Manufacturer.; Association was standardizing the grades 
and &ius of lumber befo~ 1'}06 (COIDlISSIONER OP COltPOII.AnONS, The Lumber 
I""IUfry, 1914. IV, 76). 

I The National Industrial Confe~nce Board claims that heterogeneity of products 
constitutes a "source of instability in the economic process. It n&lTOws the market 
for each type of product, the~br increasing the violence of fluctuations in effective 
demand and ~ndering productive operations less ~gular," and trade association 
activities aimed at standardization of products "look to the mitigation of this evil 
u well u to ~ter industrial economy and, within proper limits, these efforts need 
not nullily the ac1r.nowledged advantages of permitting the character of industrial 
activity to be shaped by competitive forces." (Trade Assotialiorts, 306.) 

• "The uclusion of some methods of competition and the simplification of the 
situation often means an intensification of competitive effort. In general a complex 
lituation in the marketing of goods puts the seller at an advantage as compared 
with the buyer because the seller may in general be presumed to be the more expert," 
although where sales are made to expert buyers this presumption is rebutted. Where 
.tyle iI important sellers are generally content to ~tain and emphasize it owing to 
"the fact that the style factor complicates the situation as to the selection and pricing 
of goods and that this compluity, in the long run, redounds to the benefit of the 
Beller. U a product or a group of products iI well standardized the buyer or consumer 
can afford to concentrate biB attention on price competition; but he cannot consider 
price merely or even chiefly if he has to select between a great variety of brands of 
IOmewhat different quality and of very different reputation." (F.T.C., O~m Priu 
Trade AJSotialiorts, 350.) In a number of industries varieties in style, changes in 
design, 1ac1r. of standardization of products, and differences in methods of marketing 
have been cited as obstacles to the control of prices (F.T.C., Howe FumisM",' 
I""..mel, I, 314. 359; Maple Flooring Manufacturer.; Association v. U.S., Brief for 
Jill". FlHri", M 1I •• ftJdw., Als«ialiOft, 66, 70). 
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held Trade Practice Submittals; those engaged in each business 
might submit a code of business ethics agreed upon by them. In 
1926 the coIPJIl.ission greatly increased the attention given to these 
submittals which were rechristened Trade Practice Conferences. 

,Between 1926 and 1931 the practices most commonly proscribed 
- ! were willful interference with the contractual relations of rivals, 
I misrepresentation of products, misrepresentation of the products of 
; rivals, giving secret rebates and commissions, selling below cost as 
\ a means of competition, price discrimination, false advertising, and 
I bribery. 1 The United States Chamber of Commerce' and the trade 
associations showed increasing interest in these codes, but their 
effectiveness varied greatly; some have been effective3 but "many 
association members consider codes of ethics as mere bluff or 
worse"; some were said to be mere smoke screens for illicit 
activities, and others a mere gesture having no practical signifi
cance. C Each member of the American Bakers Association, for 
instance, was required to "recognize my duty to the American 
home, my employees, and my fellow bakers."o Early in 1931, 
however, the Federal Trade Commission decided upon a rigorous 
revision of the codes adopted with its cooperation because it 
believed that in a number of industries they had induced behavior 
in contravention of the anti-trust laws.' The holding of Trade 
Practice Conferences virtually ceased. In March, 1931,1 new codes 
were offered to some eighty industries forbidding secret rebates, 
price discrimination, malicious inducement of breaches of con
tract, sales below cost with the intention and effect of injuring a 
competitor, bribery, defamation of competitors, malicious entice
ment of the employees of competitors, shipment of goods not con
forming to samples, deceptive advertisements, and shipments on 
consignment.8 Representatives of industry objected, however, that 
the rules were being so standardized that the Trade Practice 
Conference had been deprived of most of its value as an instru-

1 For a summary of these rules see JAvrrs, Business and the Public Interest, 
2021f., 2201f. 

• Cf. Hon. Edwin B. Parker, president, in a speech of Oct. 17, 1927. 
I The Federal Trade Commission believed that the development of such codes 

with the assistance of the commission would make the marketing of goods" a more 
open and aboveboard affair" and that much of the machinery needed to find out 
what competitors were doing might be dispensed with. What was needed in its 
stead was more comprehensive trade statistics. (Open Price Trade AssociaJions, m.) 

• ibid., 306. 
I F.T.C., Competition and Profits in Bread and Flour, 1928, 63. 
• WHITNEY, Trade AssociaJions and Industrial Control, 54. 
, United States Daily, Mar. 31, 1931. 
8 New York Times, Mar. 31, 1931. 
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ment for the self-regulation of industry I merely in order to sim
plify the work of the commission. This difficulty was temporarily 
resolved by the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
of 1933, which is discussed at a later stage.1 

<. Cooperative control of methods of obtaining business was most 
vigorously applied to methods of sales promotion that might be!' 
regarded as disguised"lirice cutting.· Granting larger discounts/ 
than rivals to one class of customers or granting the same dis
counts as rivals to a wider classification of customers is not far 
removed from price competition.)Many trade associations there
fore attempted to standardize the conditions under which trade 
discounts were granted and the amount of such discounts.4 Con
duct with regard to quantity discounts was sometimes standard
ized by eliminating these discounts altogether, with the result that 
"the differential incidence of costs of selling" is ignored. i 

I CommissioDer Humphrey of the Federal Trade Commission in U"ikd SlaU$ 
Dail" June .JO. 1931. 

• See Chap. X. 
I .. The present tendency of trade associations is to attempt to stabilize prices by 

~ments and regulation relating to credit terms, period of forward delivery con
tracts, methods of computing prices, and other trade custolDS and practices, es
pecially such elements in the contract of saIe as are susceptible of being used covertly 
as a meaDS of granting wbat are in effect price concessions to buyers" (F.T.C., 
0". Priu TriMU Auoci4liMu, 36). The commission concluded that there was a 
certain justification for such r.!1icies, as they bad some of the advantages of standard
iaation, but remarked that 'trade associations should probably not be allowed to 
FD ahead of their own frequently too limited point of view. H, however, the public 
'I adequately ~resented, it would seem that standardization is no more objection
able here, and .. indeed quite as desirable, as it is for the physical commodities. 
Machinery for public participation in such regulation of trade practices is afforded 
by the trade conference division of the Federal Trade Commission." . 

• Attempts were made in the oil industry to insure a uniform basis of classi1ica
tion among different sellers for the purpose of determining discounts to be allowed 
(P.T.C., PIJCiM CtHUI Pdroletl,. IlIdtUlry, II, 92). The Attorney General charged 
that the Asphalt, Shingle, and Roofing Institute violated the Sherman Law by fixing 
uniform and DOn-c:ompetitive prices, requiring its members to adhere to those prices, 
and abo by agreeing concerninc uniform uwdmum discounts to various classes of 
the trade and definitions of the classes of customers to be allowed discounts at each 
rate (N_ Y.i Ti.u, Dec. 31, 1930). Somewbat similar charges were made against 
the Bolt, Nut, and Rivet Manufacturers Association (NftI Y.i Ti.u, Mar. 18, 
1931). The Sugar Institute was abo alleged to have attempted to standardize all 
discounts (see page 72) • 

• The Federal Trade Commission concluded that the standardization of trade 
practices as regards terms was in itself desirable, but that .. the prorating of se1ling 
expeDSeII of all goods sold regardlesa of their occasioning such expeDSeII may some
timea involve such important amounts as to be uoeconomic and unfair." It lamented 
.. that the majority IIentiment in certain industries is so often absolutely against 
quantity discounts and in fact .gaiDS~ any ~~ from ~ed p~ Price con
cessions, where granted generally, and lD recogmtion of ecoDOmIC conditions properly 
entitling the buyer to such consideration, are a dynamic and progressive illustration 
of rapid development in industry and should not be suppressed"· it referred to the 
probable inIluence upon the development of the puhlic utility inJustry of 10111' rates 
to apeciaI claa5es of customers. (Ope. Priu TriMU .. hsoci4liMu, 81.) 
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The remov~ of all possible disguises for price competition and 
all possible types of rivalry other than price competition leads very 
far afield. How far it leads is well illustrated by the activities of the 
Sugar Institute.1 The Attorney General alleged that the institute 
had so standardized prices and selling practices that the only 
function left to the purchaser was that of deciding how much 
sugar to buy. The amount of cash discounts and the terms upon 
which they were allowed were standardized. Quantity discounts 
were eliminated,2 together with credits for sugar bags returned, 
and the packing of sugar in bulk, or in paper containers. Sales of 
damaged sugar or "frozen stocks" at prices below those generally 
announced were required to be reported if they were not regulated. 
The acceptance of assignments of contracts for the purchase of 
sugar before the sugar had been delivered was declared to be 
"wasteful and unbusiness-like." The institute endeavored to 
. eliminate guarantees against a decline in the price of sugar between 
the date of the contract and the date of delivery. It discouraged 
long-term contracts with manufacturers using large quantities of 
sugar, and the sale of sugar packed under private brand names. It 
endeavored to reduce the number of points at which stocks of 
sugar were held; the holding of local stocks permitted more speedy 
delivery and reduced the stocks which dealers and retailers found 
it necessary to hold, although it increased the costs of the refiners. 
The institute attempted, on some occasions, to maintain a system 
of charging delivered prices based upon the cost of railroad trans
portation, even where cheaper methods of transportation were 
used.s It attempted to eliminate tolling contracts (i.e., contracts 
to refine raw sugar owned by others). 

The institute also found it necessary to secure considerable 
control over sugar between the time it left the hands of the 
refiners and the time when it reached the retailer. It sought to fix 
general brokerage charges including those for reselling sugar on 
behalf of owners other than refiners. It sought to avoid the 
"splitting" of brokerage charges between brokers and buyers. It 
required distributers to choose whether they would aetas brokers, 
warehousemen, or jobbers and obstructed the integration of these 
activities as well as the integration of transportation and broker-

1 U.S. v Sugar Institute, Brief for u.s.; Brief on the Fads for the Sugar Institute; 
decision of Circuit Judge Mack (mimeographed). 

I The refiners contended that there was no economic justificatiqn for quantity 
discounts in the sugar industry (see Chap. VI). ' 

I See Chap. VI. . 
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age. The refiners claimed that their main objective was the elimina
tion of discrimination between buyers, whether secret or open. 
They alleged that many of the above practices gave advantages 
only to some buyers, often the larger buyers. They implied, 
however, that any difference in price to different buyers involved 
discrimination, whereas in fact it is discriminatory not to permit 
differences in prices where there are differences in the cost of doing 
business with different buyers. The prevention of differences in the 
allowances made for various special types of business by different 
sellers, and the fear that such allowances would be made as a 
substitute for price reductions, were doubtless the main reasons 
for attempts to secure uniformity of treatment upon a simple 
basis. The profits resulting to refiners on some occasions, the 
obstruction of the development of the most economical organiza
tion for distributing sugar, and the losses imposed on some 
established firms, were often a cause of difficulty to refiners and 
were not the main objective of their policy. They desired above 
all to eliminate disguised price competition and non-price 
competition. . 

(Like the standardization of products, the standardization of\ 
methods of selling is capable of diverting all rivalry into channels: 
of price competition. But rivalry thus concentrated is more easily 
brought under contronhaIfwnenlHiikes a multitude of separate 
forms. As the description of the policy of the Sugar Institute has 
revealed, standardization of selling methods may have important 
incidental consequences in obstructing improved methods of selling 
and distribution, in which respect it is comparable to the standard
ization of products: It may result in reductions of cost but is less 
likely to do so than is standardization of products.) 

....nI. SUMMARY 

The trade association does not necessarily involve anyc~ange 
in economic benavlor. "1)uring- the period from 1912 to 1932, 
however, these associations were enthusiastically welcomed as a 
means .of ~C()ordinating the policies of sellers ll1:! vane[y'-.oTlndiiS~
fife-STille movement sought, it was said, to It ~ordina.te.co!llpe_ti:"_ 
tlvLfor.ceLl'\':ithouL relinqui~h!.ng_ !~~ f~its that spring from' 
individual initiative.!'l The evolution of trade association policies, 
onthe'one hand, reveals an underlying urge to modify the com-

I SIlAUKAM, "The Trade Association Movement," A mer. Berm. Rev. 16: I, 
Supplement, :103 (1926). See also ibid., 205, and N.I.C.B., Trade AssDcialions, 307. 
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petitive process, and, on the other, suggests the particular type of 
modification that appealed to business men. The reasons for the 
increasing fear of price competition have already been discussed. 

Setting out under the leadership of Mr. Eddy, trade associa
tions claimed that their function was to contribute the knowledge 
and rationality that were essential to competition yet lacking in 
so many industries. But the assru:iatians found that fuller informa
tion ~~~~erning~~~!~.Il.lJds of cost a~couD1ing:actiiarco_s~sdjrices, 
production, .~PJllentsl and the like did not meet their needs. They 
wereimpelled ~9_ devise-:methodS'orfep1aeingindividuro: -decisions 
concerning~price and production policy (no matter how broad 
their factual basis)"by-'cooperative control. The provision of 
information bred a desire 10 secure unanimity in the interpretation 
of that information. Information concerning the best bookkeeping 
forms for calculating costs passed over into suggestions concerning 
policy in the matter of distributing costs over production at 
different times and over different types of product. Suggestions 
concerning amounts to be added for contingencies and profits 
developed this policy into one of suggested prices. The use of 

_ average instead of individual costs suggested a uniform price 
for the whole industry. Statistics of production were accompanied 
by suggestions concerning future production policy; output was 
compared with current sales and it was suggested that production, 
~d not prices, called for adiustmen(when production exceeded 
sales. -StaliSffi:s Ofproduction were used as a tenta:tive oasis for the 
Sharing oTtlie market. Statistics'()f inventories and unfilled orders 
suppIemented..these efforts. Direct statistics of prices developed 
the desire to induce uniformity of prices and thus restrict price 
competition; pr~ij1.~!,~_werC? .sought out and cajoled or threat
ened. Occasionally these aims found their final expression indirect 
attempts to control output and, therefore, reduce the pressure to 
cut prices. 

<.The consequences of these policies are far from clear. Associa
tions varied in the degree of their control· over their members. 
They were hampered by producers who refused to join or who 
joined without fully accepting the policies of the association. They 
lacked any legal means of enforcing their policies, some of which 
indeed were in contravention of the law; they were cartels emascu
lated by the anti-trust laws.)It is evident, however, that their 
policies were narrow and shortsighted partly, but not wl,lolly, 
because of their limited power. They sought to hamper price 
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cutting with the result that they pressed vaguely, and with 
varying success, for the stabilization of prices.lThey aimed in 
general.at securing profits for all their members by maiiilaining 
prices and restricting outputT rather than by -pressure _to-reduce 
the number of firms or mcrease the internal efficiency: 9( pro
ducers. They were without any long-run vision of the consequences 
or-their policies and contributed little to the adjustment of 
industrial policies to the changing techniques of production and 
selling. ) 

\The policies of trade associations are, however-t-i.!tdicative of 
new lorrilS1)f behavior wlllch were'l>eCoiili~ii populat in.industry at 
liige, viz~, prIce leadership, sharjllg the market, the stabilization of 
prices, ana-the-st:andardization ·of.prod.ucts and ofthe"non~pr1ce' 
aSpects of the sale-of goods.\The- consequences of thesFpoliCies are. 
analyzed in the succeeding ~apters where also the history of trade 
associations after 1932 is discussed. 

• .. In trade asaociation c:in:les emphasis on seeking profits rather than volume of 
businesa ia current and conspicuous" (F.T.C., Open Pria Trade ~ssDcialiom, 365. 
568). 



CHAPTER IiI 

PRICE LEADERSHIP 

I. The definition of price leadership-II. The evidence of price leadership-A. The 
steel industry-B. The petroleum industry-C. The agricultural implement indus
try-D. The anthracite coal industry-E. Other industries-III. The consequences 
of price leadership. 

I. THE DEFINITION OF PRICE LEADERSHIP 

.Jfhe concentration of power through the establishment and 
acceptance of leadership has been a notable feature of social 
history since the close of the war of 1914 to 1918, The economic 
field has not escaped this general tendency. Especially in the 
United States have there been increasingly frequen~ demands for 
the fJ)::>pointment of a "czar" to regulate methods of obtaining 
business~e.g., in the moving picture and anthracite1 industries} or 
to coordinate production and price policies. This chapter is con-

t cerned with leadership in the matter of output and prices. 
A..P...~~~Je,~.d"er!?ppexis!~ _:wA,t:.l?-_!?~price at, which most of. the 

units in an industry"offer. to sell is determined by adopting the 
, price announced by' one of their D.umber~) Changes in offer price 

must be initiated by one firm even under competition; such changes 
react, moreover, upon the offer prices of rivals; but under condi
tions of competition changes in price are not initiated throughout 
long periods solely by one firm. 
J Leadership is merely a ,relatioIl_between sellers, and, in thisf 

respect, resembleS_I!- ,trade-association. We-have seen 'that both 
types of relation may, and do, occur in the same industry, the trade 
association administering and perfecting the policy of leadershiI):.l 
The large firm may stand outside the trade associalion in irs 
indust~ tEte association circulating information concerning the 
prices of the leader, or it may be a member of the trade association 
which facilitates the acceptance of its lead.2 

I New York Times, June 5, 1935. ' 
I The United States Steel Corporation and the Corn Products Refining Company 

are or have been members of the trade organizations in their respective industries. 
The United States Industrial Alcohol Company, which has led in making prices 
for industrial alcohol, announced its prices at the meetings of the Industrial Alcohol 
Institute (WWTNEY, Trad, Associations and Industrial Comrol, 131 ). 
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IL THE EVIDENCE OF PRICE LEADERSHIP 

.,.Leadership in absolute compliance wit!l the foregoing definition 
is rare and its existence difficult to prov«;lBut where one firm in an 
in_~':!~try is Jarge1in relation to t1:teJthers~ that firm usually 
exe.rcises con~i<ierable. influence upon the price policy of the indus
try.: lPere may be departures from leadership, strictly defined, in 
that other firms may not always change their price simultaneously 
with the changes announced by the large unit or they may even 
occasionally initiate changes in price. The mantle of leadership 
may pass from the ,shoulders of one firm to those of anoth~r. There 
may also be narrow limits to the policy a leader can pursue if he is 
to .remain a leader. ~eadership is not in practice, therefore, a 
simple and uniform relationship; leaders vary from industry to 
industry, in both the duration of their leadership and the range of 
action within which they can .rely upon the loyalty of their, 
followers.) • 
~Leadership would be expected to fall to the largest nrm,jp. an 
industry where there is any leader at all. The largest unit hS! the 
greatest interest in preventing price cutting~t is likely tibe most 
able to enforce its policy upon others because it is likely to com
mand the greatest amount of unused productive capacity and 
financial resources.,Rivals are, moreover, likely to regard the large 
unit as better equipped than themselves to frame a satisfactory, 
policy for the whole industry. ;p.e subtle variations in the/
powers of leaders are best revealed by an examination of conditions 
inindustrles in which leadership is said to' exist. The most notable 
of these industries are steel, petroleum, agricwtural implement 
manufacturing, and anthracite . 

• A. The Steel Industry 

"(The United States Steel Corporation is more frequently classi
fied as a prtce leader than any. other American corporation) Yet 
the steel industry well illustrates the difficulty of establishing 
the existence of absolute leadership; complete domination of the 
industry by the' United States Steel Corporation is hard to prove 
and probably has not existed. It is rarely denied, however, that the 

I It haa been su}gested that possession of 40 to 60 per cent of the business in an 
• industry is sufficient to induce rivals to adopt the prices of the large unit (CommonS; 
A4. F.T.C., SIiJIefINJII /lit PiUsbrw,II PItu, 765, Brie//llt PiUsbrw,II PI,", 233). 
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corporation ~xerts great influence over the price and production 
policy of the industry. I. 
1Conditions in the steel industry are peculiarly calculated to 

i;auce attempts to avoid price competition. Overhea<i_cos~~ 
r~:presen!_~ ~!lJ':_~gh £roport~~!>f tot~_cost.s j tbe range- between) 
pnces tliat wrrr attract new capital and those which will not cover 
direct costs is, therefore, dangerously wide~ In many branches of I 
the industry firms are large and few in number. The demand for 
steel is subject to wide fluctuations with the result that there is 
frequently a large amount of unemployed plant. Demand for many 
steel products is probably very inelastic. In these difficult condi
tions the presence of so large a unit as the United States Steel 
I Corporation suggests the acceptance of its lead in the making of 
policy in order to avoid the dangers of price competition. 

The history of the development of leadership in the industry 
is of considerable significance j it illustrates ~.~mpa~p->E _the 
f~es ~aki~~f()I~_!h~_~J~~da!!~~Q!j>~~~_~~mpetition !!! p?licie~_ of 
SOClal control of mdustry. One form after another has been used 
for-securing -coordinated policies.,;:>uring the last two decades of 
the nineteenth century escape from price competition was sought, 
in the or,ganization of po.-9ls! which had for the most part been 
abandoned by 1904.1 Trarle meetings for the control of prices 
appear to have taken th[ place of pools until 1907.4 During the 
panic of 1907 the need for organized occasions for coordinating 
policy, and particularly for preventing price cutting in times of 
reduced demand, made itseU felt. Largely as a result of pressure 
exercised by the United States Steel Corporation, these occasions 
were provided in the "Gary dinners" which were not finally 
abandoned until 19II.& Since the abandonment of both pools and 
dinners such leadership as exists has been secured without any 

fII 
I Cf. MAllQuAND, The Dynamics of Industrial Concentration, 175. 
• COJOaSSIONEII. OP CORPORATIONS, The Steel Industry, I, 68.ff. 
I Some pools continued to exist after the formation of the United States Steel 

Corporation in 1901 and the corporation for a time participated in some of them 
(U.S. v. U.S_ Steel Corp., 223 Fed. 173 (19IS), Brief for u.s. Steel Corp., 208). 

'U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 223 Fed. 173 (1915). 
lOne member of the industry thought that the Gary dinners had almost made a 

panic worth while and topped off his eulogy of Mr. Gary's success in removing dis
trust from the indus~ with a lyric: 

"The melancholy days have gone, 
We're feeling light and airy, 
We're not a-cussing anyone 
But just a-blessing Gary." 

(U.S.· Steel Corp. Record D.E. 3, 347 (speech of J. T. Drummond on June 19, 1913) 
in U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Petition of ,he Attorney General for Rehearing, 13-) 
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formal organization other than the American Iron and Steel 
Institute. The "Gary dinners" probably inculcated into members 
of the industry a realization of the benefits of leadership. As will 
later be seen, however, the industry has not been without a 
hankering after a more formal control of price cutting. 

The nature of the influence exerted by the corporation has 
varied from time to time. The J>r~dent of_ the United States 
Steel Corporation was motivated in holding the Gary dinners 
by the desire "to prevent if I could, not by agreement, but by 
u1Iortation, the wide and sudden fiuctuation of prices which 
would be injurious to everyone interested in the business of the 
iron and steel manufacturers."l In 1908 rivals were reminded that 
if they refused "to assist each other by the friendly interchange of 
views" and resorted to "unreasonable and destructive com
petition II they would compel the "application of the law of the 
survival of the fittest."1 The demand for steel was so small in 1909 
that some producers failed to respond to the exhortation of the 
corporation thus administered and had to be brought to he~ by 
a threat of secret price cutting by the corporation (except in the 
market for rails).' By October, 1909, steel producers were again 
lunching and dining together and continued to do so until 1911. At 
a meeting in that year the president of the United States Steel 
Corporation stated that he believed that it would be undesirable 
to reduce prices at that time: other manufacturers called upon in 
succession to express themselves upon the subject were almost 
unanimous in_ agreeing with the president of the corporation.' 

I u.s. Y. u.S. Steel Corp., Bnq f,. u.s., n. 149. Judge Garys emortatioDS were 
admjnisteM tiuolllh a IIeries of committees at which attempts were made to secure 
cueraI aa:eptaDce of the prices aDIIOllDCed by the corporation (ibid., 168, 169- See 
abo Ions. T_ Tnul p,.ou. .. lIN Uttiktl SI4Ies, 225 I.)· 

"I"", Ap, Feb. 6, 19Q5, 443, AI. FBTTEIl, T_ JLasq.._ t1/ JL_,." 129. 
I Tbe7 were told that as they were ~ at prices below those .. generally main

taiDed" the leading lD&Dufacturers had .. determined to protect their customers and 
for the praent at least Iell at IUdl modified prices as may be necessary with respect 
to cWlerent commodities in order to retain their fair share of the busiDess. The prices 
which may be determined upon and the details collCCl'lling the same will be giVeD 
by the lD&Dufacturers to their customers clim:t as occasion may Rquift." (1, .. A,e, 
Feb. 25, 19090 cit. FBTTEIl, .,. AI .. 130> and F.T.C., S~ .. PiIIshr,1I PI,", 
409-) See abo U.S. Y. U.S. Steel Corp., Brie/ftw U.s., n. -. 

• U.s. Y. U.s. Steel Corp .. Bnq f., U.s., n. 993, 998. On this occasion, Judge 
CaI7 coatemplatiq this harmoDy IIDOq the steel lD&Dufacturers rejoiced that we 
have "-thiDc better to guide and coatrol. u in our business methods tban a 
coatract which depends upo. writtca or ftrbaI promises with a penalty attached." 
Ravine been .. is doae communicatioa and contact during the put few yean" they 
had "feached a point wheft we eatertain for ODe aaotber respect and affectionate 
regard and the poaitioll acla has racbecI in his line is such that we are a1most bound 
to protect ODe aDOtber,- acla raliRDg that "his Moor is at stake" and that "eveD 
_ thaD life itself is CIOaccmed"j acla had therefore rached a ·positio. "mon: 
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A Circuit. Court decided that the prices of steel products had 
been maintained between 1901 and 19II by cooperation between 
the corporation and its rivals and that the offense of the corpora
tion differed from that of its rivals only in that it had assumed 
leadership in perfecting and promulgating the policyjl the corpora
had not compelled its rivals to accept its prices.2 The Supreme 
Court' concluded that the only attempt at a fixation of prices was 
"through an appeal to and confederation with competitors"; it 
dismissed the suggestion that the rivals of the corporation rose to 
opulence by accepting its leadership in price policy. At least rivals 
could not obtain higher prices than those of the corporation except 
when the productive capacity of the corporation was in full use.4 

During the depressed year 1921, the corporation was again 
forced to resort to secret prices,& a step which the Iron Age 
expected to exert a restraining influence on the indiscriminate 
cutting of prices.s The death of Judge Gary was expected to 
remove a restraining hand from the policies of the corporation 
and to result in a more aggressive attitude toward rivals by the 
officials of the corporation} The growth of the larger rivals to the 

. corporation since 1920 also affected the relations between the cor
poration and these rivals. In 1928 it was the president of the 
corporation's largest rival who was telling members of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute that "the avoidance of un
economic price cutting" was necessary to the stabilization of the 
industry.s However, in 1930 "price shading" was reported to be 
widespread and it was felt at Youngstown" that the Steel Corpo
ration will be more vigilant henceforth in meeting price cuts. The 
independents have always been able to meet periods of lean buying 
binding on him than any written or verbal contract." (U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 
Brief for U.S., II, 989.) 

1 U.S. V. U.S. Steel Corp., 223 'Fed. 55 (I9I5), Judge Wooley. 
I U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 223 Fed. 89""92. 
I U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 25I U.S. 4I7. 
• See F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, I86, I87. . 
t "When the subsidiaries of the Steel Corporation ascertain to a certainty that 

large and important independents are selling at prices lower than those which have 
been heretofore announced, our subsidiaries meet new prices. They do not precipitate 
a lead in making new prices for they are aware that the prices which have prevailed 
for some time past are lower than the actual cost of production by most, if not all 
the producers." (F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 84.) 

I F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 171. 
7 "Many men felt that Judge Gary carried his policy of tolerance too far and 

that advantage was taken of the Steel Corporation by its competitors," and that a 
more aggressive attitude by the corporation would lead to "a more careful adherence 
to prices and trade practices" by its rivals (Ne711 York Times, Nov. 7, 1927). 

• Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, in a speech 
before the American Iron and Steel Institute, cit. ibid., Oct. 27, 1928• 
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by shading the market and the Steel Corporation has more or less 
winked at such acts"; the merging of independents was expected to 
stimulate the corporation to more aggressive price cutting. 1 The 
appointment of Mr. R. P. Lamont as executive head of the insti
tute in 1932 in the hope of stabilizing the industry and eliminating 
practices that .. create bitter competition under perilous circum
stances "1 indicated a tendency to tum more to the American Iron 
and Steel Institute as a means to the control of competitive 
conditions. 
~ese references to "price shading" and the necessity for 

bringing it under control suggest that the leadership of the 
corporation has been only partial. Measurement of the degree of 
leadership prevailing from time to timels'"""iDlpOssible. Comparison 
of the prices charged for similar productS at the same time by the 
corporation and its rivals suggests itseU as a measure of the success 
of leadership but the test is unsatisfactory. ~plete unifOrmity/ 
has been. clajmed as evidence-of both perfec~Qrr and 
perfeclleadership; it is equally evidence of complete agreement. 
Complete uniformity is, however, in practice more likely to indi
cate the modification than the perfection of competition: When the 
market is imperfect in that either buyers or sellers are incom
pletely informed concerning all aspects of the offers available (as 
to the quality, time, and conditions of delivery as well as price), 
or when such information percolates slowly through the market, 
differences in price would be expected at any moment. Differences 
in the prices of different sellers do not, however, necessarily 
indicate competitive behavior in an imperfect market. These 
difficulties are well illustrated by the efforts of the Federal Trade 
Commission to prove the existence of the Pittsburgh Plus practice 
in the steel industry (i.e., the adoption by all the sellers of the 
practice of quoting only delivered prices for steel, and of calculating 
such prices by adding to the price announced by the United 
States Steel Corporation. for delivery in Pittsburgh the freight 
thence to the point of delivery).IJ?ublished prices are often list 
prices; it was testified that the quotations of different sellers 
(reduced to a Pittsburgh base) agreed very closely' but that actual . 

• ibil., Apr. 30, 1930. A MuctioD of $4.00 a toD in the price of pipe by the 
corporatioD OD Apr. I, 1930, in resPOIIIe to price cutting by rivals is refernd to 
below (p. 90'1). 

• ibil., Aug. S, 1932. 
• See Chap. VL 
• F.T.C., S~ OIl PiUsbw,I PI." 5u-SI6. 
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prices did not always agree with these list prices. 1 It was difficult 
to decide whether to use the prices of the subsidiaries of the 
corporation in. Pittsburgh, or those published in the Iron Age, as 
those likely to be accepted by followers; these two prices differed 
at times, partly no doubt because the Iron Age quotations could 
be changed no more frequently than once every week.2 There was 
also a question whether the Iron Age quotations represented 
merely the actual prices at which past business had been done or 
the offer prices at which future business would be accepted. As 
deliveries were often made under contracts made at varying inter
v8.ls before the date of delivery, the price on the date of invoice or 
delivery often departed from the base price on that date . .Jinally 
many prices were for bargains peculiar in some respect, for 
example, as to the time of delivery, size of order, destination of 

. product, conditions under which scrap would be repurchased, or 
special qualities of the articles. In spite of all these difficulties, both 

, the corporation and the Federal Trade Commission agreed, after 
\ analyzing a great number of contracts over a long period of time, 
i that about 91 per ceD;t of the tonnage of steel products was sold at 
i prices deviating by five cents or less per hundred pounds from the 
: Pittsburgh base price.' The corporation argued, and with obvious 
, justification, that differences of five cents per hundred pounds (one 

dollar per ton) were considerable.'. _ 
~ome of these departures from uniformity of prices are doubt

less due to gaps in the data and lack of uniformity in the contracts. 
But some are due to actual price differences; in 1912, 1913, 1916, 
and 1920, for instance, premium prices over those of the corpo
ration were paid to rivals of the corporation for speedy delivery.s 
On the other hand, the tension that arises during periods of depres
sion, evidenced by some of· the events above alluded to, and by 
frequent references in the technical press to "price shading" and 
"price 'concessions," indicatesthat the industry has not completely 
freed itself from price cutting. In 1928 the president of the Ameri-

I F.T.C., Brief on PiUsbu,.gh PIllS, 56. 
I F.T.C., Stalemem on PiUsbu,.gh PIllS, 345. 
I ibid., 363. These calculations are amended in view of an evident error in the 

commission's statement. The total tonnage analyzed by the corporation was greater 
than that investigated by the commission. The extent of the agreement is illustrated 
diagrammatically in Fetter, Masquerade of Monopoly, 173. (From F.T.C., Docket 
962, on Bethlehem-Lackawanna Steel Companies' Merger.) The more detailed 
results of this investigation are discussed in Chap. VI. 

• Brief on PiUsbu,.gh PIllS for u.s. Steel Corporation, 91; F.T.C., Statemenl on 
Pittsbu,.gh PIllS, 358. 

• F.T.C., Statemen' on PiUsbu,.gh PIllS, 77, 82, 331, 532. 
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can Iron and Steel Institute took the members severely to task, 
stating that if they had ever learned "the economic necessity of 
maintaining a single price open to all" they had forgotten it and 
were charging "many prices, often quoting different customers 
different prices for the same product on the same day." This policy 
was harmful to steel producers, he alleged, because it involved 
discrimination between buyers and induced them to haggle over 
prices and misrepresent the prices charged by competitors in order 
to coax lower prices out of sellers. He recommended as a means of 
stabilizing the steel industry "the avoidance of uneconomic price 
cutting."l Later in the same year he told the members of the 
American Institute of Steel Construction that" a one-price policy 
in the steel industry, if generally adopted by the mills, would go 
far toward stabilizing the industry.'" In 1930 intensified competi
tion and the "shading" of the prices of the corporation were 
reported and it was said that a reduction of the corporation's 
prices would "only be a recognition of conditions that have 
existed for some time.'" Discontent with existing conditions was 
presumably implied in the statement of President Farrell of the 
United States Steel Corporation in connection with the Sherman 
and Clayton acts that "it is just as offensive to undersell, sell 
below cost, as it is for manufacturers to get together and fix 
prices."· We have already seen that by 1932 "trade practices that 
destroy profits, disorganize trade, and create bitter competition 
under perilous circumstances" were sufficiently serious to induce 
the appointment of Mr. R. P. Lamont as the executive head of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute in the hope of stabilizing the 
industry and eliminating such practices.' Yet many passages in 
the technical press' even as late as 1930 and 19317 suggest that 

I Nelli Y.,.i Ti_ OcL 27, 1928. Nevertheless he believed that "there is more 
confidence among members of the steel industry today than there has been since 
the war • • • that we may pull together aDd observe the ordinary principles that 
obtain in most other businesses • . • that we are going to have aD increased retum 
and that we are entering upon the greatest era of prosperity since 1920." 

IN .. Y.,.i ENM", Posl, Nov. 16, 1928. He II8.Id that it was not contrary to the 
public interest for producers to divide territory and customers among themselves 
under supervision. 

• Nelli Y.,.i Ti_, Apr. 30, 1930 • 
• H-,,,, DJI.IN EslGblis'-'" of. Nalitmol ~ COIIW before a subcom-

mittee of the Senate Committee on Manufactures, 1931, 346. 
• N_ Y.,.i Ti_, Aug. S, 1932 • 
• See F.T.C., B"'I DJI PiUsbw,1I PIllS, 1671. 
, A simultaneous mcrease in the prices of the more important rolled steel products 

by all producers early in December, 19~0, at a time when the prices of most other 
products were falling suggested a "suspicious case of conspiracy" and gave rise to a 
demaad that the Department of Justice investigate the matter (N"" Y.,.i Timu, 
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steel manufacturers accepted speedily and in detail changes in 
price announced by the corporation. 
~The code of fair competition under the National Industrial 
Re£?Yery Act, 19337 suggested a desire to replace what informal 
leadership had existed by formal arrangements calculatedto...bring 
a~oe~c.9E:1p!~te_~~Jo~~ Th~ ood€i>~-q~~~ (~!~ YII) that the 

. IDlmmum pnces of all sellers shoUIal)e filed with the code authority 
(i.e., the board of directors of the American Iron and Steel Insti
ltute) which might (Schedule E, Sec. 5) investigate any base price; 
if it judged the· price to be unfair, having regard to the cost of 
manufacturing the product; the code authority might require the 
member concerned to file a new and fair base price.3 The code 
appears to have resulted in substantial uniformity of prices. The 
Navy Department resorted, in the face of identical tenders by all 
producers, to the allocation of orders by lot;4 the president of the 
United States Steel Corporation agreed that the code provided for 
a "one-price policy"6 and the 'executive secretary of the American 
Iron and Steel Institute rejoiced in the elimination of secret price 
cutting and the restriction of competition to quality, service, and 

~ convenience of delivery. 61he extent to which this uniformity arose) 
out of acceptance of the leadership of the corporation, reinforced 

'

by the code, is, however, not clear.' A committee appointed under 
,the National Industrial Recovery Act decided that there was no 
\consistent leader for all steel products in 1934; some producers 
\more or less habitually took the lead in some products and others 
tn others.s 

~. JIhe consequences of price leadership depend u:pon the poli~y 
~ pursued by the leader. The dominant element in the policy of the 

Dec. S, 1930). In 1931 it was said that the announcement of higher prices (usually 
by a subsidiaxy of the United States Steel Coxporation) was genexally followed by all 
the producers (New YOf'k TimM, Mar. 19, 1931). 

1 Approved Code No. II of Aug. 19, 1933. 
• Mr. Lamont believed that the code submitted would eliminate sales below cost 

and under-cover price cutting (New YOf'k Times, June 17, 1932). 
I This clause was annulled when the code was revised (Approved Code No. II, 

Amendment No. I, May 30, 1934). 
'New YOf'k TimM, Jan. 6, 1934. 
I ibid., Feb. 9, 1934. 
• ibid., Jan. 2 and 21, 1934. 
, While the prices of steel produtts were raised by all producers in April, 1934, a 

reduction initiated in June by the National Steel Company caused consternation 
and general uncertainty in the industxy because manufacturers had no warning of 
the reductions. These reductions canceled about one half the increases made in 
April and were attributed to pressure by the automobile manufacturers. (New YOf'k 
Times, June 30, July I, July 2, July 15, 1934.) 

• N.R.A., TM OPeration oj 1M Basing Poi", Syskm in 1M Iron and SleelIndustry, 
'139· . 
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~teel Corporation appears to have been the maintenance of prices 
,in times9J diminished demandacoorop8.i:iieti. however, by efforts to.l, ' 
restrain increases in timeS of incre&sing demand! The payment of;)· 
premiums over the corporation's prices, in times of increasing 
demand, to obtain more rapid delivery from rivals, indicates, not 
only that higher prices could have been charged by the corporation, 
but also that its rivals did not follow dutifully in its footsteps at 
such times. The "shading" of its prices in times of depression 
indicates both its attempt to maintain prices and the incomplete 
loyalty of its rivals.:;rhe broader effects of these efforts to stabilize 
prices will be discussed at a later stage.-

I ~ttempts by a leader to stabilize prices might be expected, 
~especially if rivals resist its policy, to affect the relative position 
\of the leader in the industry. The share of the total sales of steel 
I products made by the United States Steel Corporation has indeed 

shown a downward trend but the extent to which this decline is 
due to the policy of the price leader is difficult to judge. Between 
IC)OO and 1929 the total output of steel ingots and castings in the 
United States increased about 450 per cent and that of finished 
rolled steel products about 230 per cent.' Figures I and 2 indicate 
that the proportion of the increasing output produced by th~ 
United States Steel Corporation has shown an almost continuoUSj 
de~e in spite of the acquisition of a number of rivals, indudID~ 
the Tennessee Coal and Iron Company and the Union, Sharon, and 
Clairton companies. In 1902 the corporation produced about 
65 per cent of the total output of steel ingots and castings, and in 
1931,39 per cent: of the total output of finished rolled steel prod
ucts it produced in 1902 about 51 per cent, and in 1931, about 

{34 per cent. This decline in its share of business has, of course, not 
, been so great as to involve a decline in the absolute volume of its, 
\business which has greatly increased; its rivals have, however, 
'expanded even more.· 
~ Attempts by a leader to stabilize prices might be expected to 

react differently upon its position in the industry according as. 
• Mr. Cbartes M. Schwab stated that, while he ... praident of the corporation, 

ita prices .... a rule were IIIlIICwbat above the other prices iD depressed times, and 
below the other prias ill prosperous times. 1a other words, we endeavon:d to keep 
&.belli more aniform." (Cit. U.s. Y. U.s. Steel Corp., 223 Fed. 91.) 

• See Chap. V and a1so BDGl.tnm, TIN U .. Slalu Sled C.1tW1IliMt _ PM 
SIM~ QiIM. J_. Eurt., 38: • (1933). 

• AmericaD IJOD anel Steel Iastitute, A __ SltIlisIiaIl ~,.",. 
'11Ie Beth1ebem Steel CorporatioD ... act to '$ per cent 1arger iD 1926 tlwa ... 

the United States Steel CorporatioD at ita fOnutioD (Cbartes M. Schwab, N_ r., Ti-. Dec. .... '926). 
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THE DECLINE OF COMPETITION 
~TOTAL PRODUCTION 
----~ PRODUCED BY U.S.STEEL CORPORATION 
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FIGS. I and :I.-The output of steel ingots and castings and of finished rolled 
steel products in the United States, 1902 to 1932, and the proportion produced by 
the United IStates Steel Corporation. (Americo" 1ro" ""II Sleel lImit,,": A""Mal 
Slolis/icol Reporll.) 
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demand is rising or falling. The relationship between changes 
in the corporation's share 0 business and changes in the total 
volume of business is presented in the following table:1 

TABLE I 

Almual percmt- Percentage of all Percentages of annual 
aces of aggregate annual changes which changes of -.1Iuua 

PcriocI 
business done by fell to the u.s. Steel .0 ,. celli which fell 
u.s. Steel Corp. Corp. to U.s. Steel Corp. 

Low High Decreases Inc:reues Decreases Increases 

1902 to 1911 45·7 Sl.l 57·0 50.2 54. 2 43. 8 
.912 to 19n 42·0 48·5 40·7 42·5 38.4 43. 8 
.921 to 1931 34. 2 42·9 4··7 3l·0 46 .• 26.E 

Only in the first decade did it maintain its proportion of business in 
years of increase and then not in years of large increase. In the 
second and third decades it lost ground in years of increase, and 
especially in years of large increase in the third decade. In years of 
declining total sales it lost heavily in the first decade, gained in the 
second, and lost again in the third (especially in years of large 
decrease).trhese figures suggest that in the first decade of its 
existence the corporation secured its full share of business in good 
years but was not altogether successful in bad years in preventing 
price cutting that undermined its position: in the second and 
third decades it did not succeed in maintaining its position in good 
years, possibly because of a more cautious policy of expansion of 
plant; whereas in the middle decade it bore less than its share of 
declines in business in bad years (possibly owing to greater ability 
to k.eep rivals in hand), in the third decade failure to prevent price 
cutting or other methods of securing business thrust upon it more 
than its share of declines in business. 

o -kThe corporation's policy of stabilization is not, however, the' 
only possible reason for its declining proportion of the total busi
ness.1 The corporation was, at its formation, so large that it is 

• Calculated from Aaaericaa troll ad Steel Institute, A",,1IIlI SlGisliul Re,.m . 
• C/. the CYideDce of Charles M. Schwab beiOft the Industrial CoIlllllissiOIl ill 

.901, that the proportioll of busiDess secwed by the Ullited States Steel Corporatioll 
_ ama1Jer ill prosperous thaD ill slack times (CiI. U.s. Y. U.s. Steel Corp., Brief 
/tw U.s., ll, 553). It bas beeIltaicl, however, that the Ullited States Steel Corporatioll 
operates with DlOft llability thaD ita riYals, (Ir ... Ap, Mar·ll, d!T:!!2) ad that 
the estabiivuJll'!lits with Iesa thaD 100 workers show the rreatest . ill employ
_t ill times cr( dep-.sioa (MAcC.u.LVII, TII.lrnM4SledI".",.,.IJIc UfIiUl 
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. possible that, In spite of subsequent improvements in methods of 
organizing units of increasing size, it was unable to expand at the 
same rate as· the industry as a whole without loss of efficiency I 
involving increasing costs and declining profits.iIt is well known 
that the corporation has been highly successful from the standpoint 
of the investor. The Commissioner of Corporations, after adjusting 
data concerning profits and investment, concluded that during the 
whole period from 1901 to 1910 the corporatiol.l had secured an 
average rate of return of 12 per cent.1 The directors, reviewing the 
career of the corporation up to the end of 1926, calculated that it 
had made aggregate net profits of 2,345 million dollars of which 
common stockholders had received 667.1 million dollars (repre- . 
senting 131.25 per cent on their stock.) and 1,005.2 lnillion dollars2 
had been accumulated in reserves.}f it is true that the costs of the 

(
corporation exceed those of its leading riv. als· and are considerably 
in excess of those of some of its rivals, the latter must have 

I benefited greatly from the price policy of the corporation. That 
• fact may explain the greater rate of expansion b.Y3j.yals ~han by 

the corporatiori,their high profits having bOth encouraged and 
enabled them to expand.4 While this relatively more rapid expan
sion by the smaller units in the industry has been viewed with 
disquiet by the larger firms, & partly, no doubt, because they 
felt that the aggregate capacity of the industry was being exces
siyely increased, they did not seek to discourage the expansion by 
reducing the prices of steel products. But the code of fair competi
tion for the industry under the National Industrial Recovery Act 
provided (Art. V, Sec. 2) that no member might construct any new 
blast furnace, open hearth, or Bessemer steel capacity.Jt appears 
Stales 62). This state of affairs may be due to the complete closing of small plants. 
It is not known whether this relationship holds as the establishments increase in 
size beyond 100 workers. 
. I The Steel Industry, I, 51. 

I Annual Report for 1926, 6. The chairman of the board of directors of the 
Crucible Steel Company, however, stated at the annual meeting of the American 
Iron and Steel Institute in 1928 that" the steel industry was not receiving a fair 
return at 3~ to 4~ per cent on its investment" (New York Times, Oct. 27, 1928). 

• U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Summary of Eflidence, 855, Brief for the U.S., 481. 
• During the period from 1919 to 1927, of about 5.1 million dollars spent upon 

additions to the steel plants of the country only a little more than 25 per cent was 
spent by the four largest companies (i.e., the United States Steel Corporation, the 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, the Inland Steel Corporation, and the Republic 
Steel Corporation) (MACCALLUM, The Iron and Steel Industry in the United States, 
173)· 

I Mr. Charles M. Schwab as president of the American Iron and Steel Institute 
told the members in 1928 that one of the ways of stabilizing the industry was "by 
discouraging by every lawful means the construction of additional capacity at times 
when the capacity is already overexpanded" (New York Times, Oct. 27,1928). 
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therefore, that the leader, probably no~owest-cost.p!:~ll~er, 

~
. set 'prices ?ro~tab~e" to. it;;elf a.f~e~ allo~[.!O! cyclical ~«:pres

SlO!!..~j...it "'haS" tliereby proVlded nvals WIth profits sufficlent to 
empt them to expand and presumably to attempt to obtain 
usiness by some price cutting but mainly by other methods.' 

wer prices which would have been less profitable both to the 
corporation and to its rivals would have been less encouraging to 
investment in the industry.~ership by a firm which is not the 
most economical (possibly because it is uneconomically large l ) 

may be unstable in the long run unless a more complete control of 
production can also be secured: the leader's percentage of the 
business in the industry may decline, the disparity between the 
sizes of firms diminish, and leadership may decay.) 

Wider distribution of power to control the price policy in the 
in~stry has, however, been facilitated not only by new investment 
by rivals of the United States Steel Corporation. Mergers of some 
of the smaller firms in the industry with others have strengthened 
the position of the rivals of the corporation by rendering them 
more integrated, and by giving them access to new market terri
tories. I At the conclusion of a series of mergers in 1930 the Republic 
company had attained an ingot capacity of about 4.9 million tons 
(compared with 8.19 million tons of the Bethlehem Steel Company 
and 24.S million tons of the United States Steel Corporation, the 
only two larger companies); the three companies together con-

I Ita size may be due to mergel1l stimulated by the hope of acquiring control over 
prices. 

I In 1923 the Bethlehem Steel Corporation secured plants in the eastern states by 
ablOrbing the Lackawanna Steel Company; in 1924 it entered the Chicago territory 
by ablOrbing the Sheet and Tube Company of America; in 1931 it was negotiating 
with the Pittsburgh Steel Company which had access by water to the lOuth and mid
dle west. Both the United States and Bethlehem Steel· companies purchased steel 
companies in California in 1930. The acquisitions by the Bethlehem company were 
aaid to have" materially strengthened the company through putting it in a position 
to compete with the United States Steel Corporation on the Pacific coast" (New 
Y or' Times, Mar. 10 and 23, 1930). In 1930 the Republic Iron and Steel Company 
ablOrbed the Central Alloy Steel Corporation, Donner Steel, Inc., the Bourne
Fuller Company, and a number of their subsidiaries to which it was said at the time 
the Jones and Laughlin Steel Company, the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company, 
and the Gulf States Steel Company might later be a.dded. The new company was 
fully integrated; ita activities eztended from mining to the manufacture of finished 
.teel. In March, 1930, it was announced that the Corrigan, McKinney Steel Com
pany ha.d been purchased by interests re(lresenting the Republic company. (New 
Yor' Times, Mar. 25 and Apr. 9, 1930, July 8, 1934.) Had the Bethlehem Steel 
Corporation IUcceeded in acquiring the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company in 
1930 the Bethlehem company would have entered the middle west and western 
territory. It i. aaid that the Bethlehem company ha.d formerly tacitly agreed with 
the Uruted States Steel Corporation to refrain from entering this territory. Inter
esta associated with the Republic company lucceeded in preventing the merger. 

(N .. Yor' Times, Mar. 10, 1930') 
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trolled about 6Q.per cent of the industry.1 The attempt to regulate 
,.-the industry through the American Iron and Steel Institute, even 

before the National Industrial Recovery Act, has already been 
mentioned. This attempt may be in part the outcome of this wider 
distribution of influence over the vital aspects of the policy 
in the industry, 9' it may merely indicate the use of the ma
chinery of the institute to make leadership more effective. 2 

./ (The price policy of the industry has frequently been defended 
l.on'the ground that the prices of steel products have over long 
periods moved more favorably to buyers than the average of all 
wholesale prices. Figure 3 shows that indices of the prices of steel 
products moved in this manner between I886 and I898 and, after 
a brief but sudden reversal, resumed the movement up to I9I5.' 
Figure 4 shows a similar movement. Between I923 and I929 the 
movement was similar but between I929 and I932 steel prices fell 
less than the average of wholesale prices.' This movement of steel 
prices contrary to movements of general prices, more especially 
during the earlier years, has been cited as evidence of the "effects 
of competition passing on to users of iron and steel the savings 
arising out of improved technique,'" and of the absence of control 
of prices by the United States Steel Corporation.s It does not, of 
course, prove the absence of control; but it does indicate failure to 
maintain unchanged prices; prices may, however, have fallen less 
than they would have, had the relations between sellers been 
different. 

Information concerning costs in the industry over periods of 
i time is practically nonexistent. It is known that between I90I and 

I The promoters of the merger announced that one of their chief purposes was 
"to bring a new stabilWng infiuence into the industry (New YorA Times. Dec. 18, 
1929). . . 

"it was said by a rival of the corporation at Youngstown in 1930fthat the 
growth of the size of the rivals of the corporation, partly as a result of mergers, was 
"recognized by the Steel Corporation which is meeting new price situations more 
aggressively than ever before in its history." This new policy was evidenced by a 
reduction of $4 per ton in the price of pipe by the National Tube Company, a sub
sidiary of the corporation. "This was the most drastic cut in pipe prices for ten 
years and was retaliation for price cutting by. independents," and it was believed 
"that a serious war for steel business might develop in times when there is not 
enough business to go round." (New YorA Times, Apr. 30, 1930.) 

• In February, 1915, the index of general prices was about twenty per cent higher 
than the average for 1902 while the composite price of finished steel calculated by the 
Iron Age was about 37 per cent lower. . 

t Between January, 1929, and June, 1932, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Index of wholesale prices fell from 97.2 to 63.9 and that of all finished products from 
96.S to 70.0 while that of iron and steel prices fell from 96.7 to 79.8 and the com
posite of iron and steel prices published by Sled fell from 94.4 to 77.2. 

• VANDERBLUE and CRUll, The Iron Industry in Prosperity and Depression, 10-
e U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Brie//or U.S. Sled Corp., 140. 
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1915 wages were rising but costs were greatly reduced by improve
ments in methods of production; many processes were mechanized 
and the open ,hearth process was increasingly utilized.1 Figure 41 

shows that the price of pig iron also declined in the face of a slight 
increase in the general level of prices between 1901 and 1915 owing 
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partly to improvements in methods of production (largely in the' 
form of increases in the size and efficiency of blast furnaces). 
Between 1915 and 1921 the price of pig iron rose much less than 
the general average of prices, and since 1921 its purchasing power 
in commodities generally has fallen below the level of 1914. 

The price of finished, steel products also increased more than 
the price of pig iron after 1915 and remained upon a higher level at 
least until 1930, the margin between the two being fairly constant 

1 In 1903, 40 per cent of all the steel manufactured was made by this process; by 
1915, 74 per cent was so made (VANDERBLUE and CRUM, op. cit., 8-10; also BElI.
OLUND, Proceedings of lhe American Economic Associalion, December, 1930, 102). 

I See also VANDERBLUE and CRUM, op, cit., 24. 
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between 1921 and 1930. The rate at which the smaller firms have 
expanded, and the known profitability of the United States Steel 
Corporation, indicate that although prices have fallen there has 
been a comfortable margin between costs and prices. 

B. The Petroleum Industry 

'- In 19II the former Standard Oil Company of New Jersey was 
partitioned in conformity with the decision of the Supreme Court 
under the Sherman Act. It has been repeatedly stated that since 
that time the leading su~cessors to the former Standard Oil Trust 
have beek1 leaders in the ~t_S_JQL~ oil and petroleum 
pr.Qducts.JThe conditions under which the in<IUstry operates are 
certainly calculated to induce the modification, if not the avoid
ance, of price competition. Overhead.c.p~t~M~~n.J)f tota~) 
costs owing to heavy investments iq oil lands, pipe lines, refineries ' 
and marketing facilities. Most producers are too large for rivals t 
be able to ignore their policy and each is glad of a basis for fore- . 
casting the policies of its rivals.1 More especially since 1912 

probable future conditions of demand and supply have been very 
difficult to predict. The rapid development of the automobile was 
not clearly foreseen. The discOve.!'i of new supplies of crude oil 
was, particularly in earlier years, ve~~~il3.inj Changes in the 
technique of utilizing crude oil have been important but difficult to 
anticipate. More recently social control_ of th!LQ!!!P~~ of oil, and~ 
world trade conditions have alSO introduced elements of uncer
tainty. These uncertainties induce fear of the consequences Of 
attempts by each firm to make price, inventory, and production· 
policies up'on its own estimate of the future. Even if one man's 
guess is as good as another's it is better for the producers that one 
man's guess should be accepted than that prices and profits should 
be the outc;ome of the guesses of many in conflict in the market. 
~he presence of the Standard Oil companies, each controlling a 

.) large proportion of the total business in their territories, I and 
I generally regarded as very well informed concerning condi- I 

tions in the industry, suggests them as best qualified to pro-

'''The price cutting can always be met and if necessary one company can c:ut as 
low as ita competitor1 a!ld, of course, will, if forced. It would be bad business for 
the one and equally ba4 business for the other, but if necessary it will be done." 
(R. W. Stewart of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana at American Petroleum 
Institute, 1922.) 

• C/. Senate Committee Re~orl 1m ,he Hi,,, Con 0/ Gasoline, 1923, 41j F.T.C., 
Prlas, Pro fils, IIU C_ldilitm •• ,he Pelrolewm IftdtUlry, 1928, 230. 
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1 
vide the effective guesses. In short, "It is God's blessing to 

. the industry that they have a Standard Oil Company to set the 
price."l) , 

,;fhe evidence of price leadership is to be found in the numerous 
reports of the Federal Trade Commission. Already in 1915 th.e 
commission reported that prices posted for crude oil by the 
Standard companies constituted, with rare exceptions, the market 
price in the Appalachian and mid-continent fields,s ~ EE2.. it 
reported that the Standard companies made the price in all fields,· 
In 1922' and again in 1928' it reported that "the Standard Oil 
Company of California is the largest purchaser of crude petroleum 
and the acknowledged price leader in California." SiInilarly in the 
markets east of the Rockies in 1922 the Standard companies 
commonly took the initiative inIii8JUng price changes; other 
companies frequently followed although occasionally one of the 
larger independent companies, such as the Texas or Gulf company 
led the way.1I In 1928 the commission reported that in the Appa
-4.achi~;'field there was only one large purchasing company; in the 
mid-continent field, while for many years the Prairie Oil and Gas 
Company had been recognized as the price leader, "Jrithin the past 
three years other buyers have frequently assumed price leader-

,ship." Of 39 changes in crude oil prices in this field between . 
jJanuary, 1922, and June, 1927, however, only two were made by 
! a non-Standard company t 

'- 1 Ci/. F.T.C., Prius, Projils, and Competition in the Petroleum Indust", 1928, 230. 
• ... ne National Petroleum Marketers Association referred to the Standard Oil Com
pany as the "logical organization to take the initiative in making intelligent and 

, constructive markets to conform properly with the laws of supply and demand" 
(ibid., 230). 

I F.T.C., The Price oj Gasoline in 1915, 5. "While ••• the Prairie Oil and Gas 
Company apparently fixes the price of mid-continent crude oil no evidence has been 
found showing the alleged ~)Urpose of that company to manipulate crude prices to 
the injury of independents', (ibid., I22). 

I "The prices for crude oil for the bulk of the production in each field are • • • 
the prices announced and posted by the large crude oil marketing companies or 
refiners which purchase the oil. Generally the Standard purchasing company takes 
the initiative in posting the price and other large purchasing companies generally 
follow its lead. • • • The large companies in the field say that they pay this price to 
all producers without discrimination, and that it is indeed necessary for them as a 
matter of business policy. The small companies, on the other hand, often pay pre
miums, partly to get oil from particular pools of superior quality, and partly because 
the producers generally prefer to sell to the large purchasing companies unless some 
extra price inducement is offered to them." (F.T.C., The Advance in the Prices oj 
Pet,.oleum P,.oducu, I920, 32.) 

'F.T.C., The Pacific Coast Pet,.oleum Indust,.y, I922, II, 77, 78, I27. Premiums 
were often paid for oil with an unusually high gasoline content. 

I F.T.C., Prices, p,.ojils, and Competilion in the Pet,.oleum Indust,.y, 1928, I95, 
ROI. 

a F.T.C., The Pacific Coas' Pet,oleum Industry, 1922, II, 129. 
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Ja the market for petroleum p~ucts, at least since 1915, 

similar mnditions have prevailed.. The Federal Trade Commission 
reported that in 1915 the price of gasoline announced by the 
Standard mmpanies fixed the market price, with unimportant 
exceptions..1 The Independent Petroleum Marketers Association ' 
in the Pacific states agreed at that time to cha.r.ge the prices 
announced by the Standard Oil Company of California, and the 
larger mmpanies which were not members of the association 
pursued the same policy.' The Western Oil Jobbers said in 1915 
that they followed the price announced by the Standard Oil 
Company of Indiana.1 Again in 1922 the mmmission reported 

,\that the Standard Oil groups were the dominating factor in the oil 
business in every section of the muntry_t The president of the 
Union Oil Company, speaking of the Pacific states, agreed that 
prices ".bave been regulated by the prices fixed by the Standard 
Oil Company and that other marketing mncems in that territory 
have fixed their sales prices 50 as to mrrespond with the prices 
established by that mmpany_ This is a natural and unavoidable. 

: . situation arising from the fact'tbat a large percentage of th€'$li! 
refining and marketing, business has been in the hands of that 

. mrporation and has I!,ot been brought about by any agreement 
• ~tween the marketing mmpanies for the fixing of prices."i The 

Standard marketing mmpanies at that time usually took the lead 
, in announcing price changes in the territories east of the Rockies 
and the other mmpanies usually followed although they occa
sionally took the initiative.' Jzc 1924 the mmmission stated that 
the independent marketers in the territory of the Standard Oil 
Company of Indiana recognized the Standard Oil Company as a 
price leader, that they endeavored to secure immediate informa
tion mncerning its price policy in order to follow it, and 
that they exchanged infonnation and held formal mnferences 

I F.T.e., r_ '"" ., GaaIiw ill 1915, "-
I F.T.e., r_l.a~ eMIIldrrtlGa I...,. 1922, II. 127-
I F.T.e., TI.I'riu"GaaIiw ill 1915. IS7-
• F.T.e., r_ l.a~ c.M I ..... I...,. 1922, II. 129- See IIlso Seuate 

eo .... ttee _ the Hie" c;." ., GcsaIioN, 192], 41; U.s. FUEL ADlIDIISDAnol'l'. 
Pric;a tIM JI...., Predit;a /. GcsaIioN, 1919, 13; F.T.e., r_ A~ ill,.. 
Pric;a ~ 1 ____ PrMads, 19." S3-

• F.T.e., r_ l.a~ c.M I ..... Irtl-*7, 1912, II. 7'- The StaDdanI Oil 
Comp.ay of Califonaia dd &boat 61 JIU cat of the paoIiDe .old by the five large 
............ (whida ~ thea IIIId &boat 90 JIU cat of the rdDed pnNlucts IIIId 
ia the taDtDIy)_ 

• eliL. II. 129- The prices of the dil[crmt aeIIen ia Montana ud aeighboriDc 
Itates __ qeths ia 1911 (F.T.e., r_ 1 ___ Irtl-*7;' W,...., tIM 
JI--.1922, d-
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with the officials of the Standard Oil Company with this end 
in view. l 

Furthermore the amount added to tank wagon wholesale prices 
to ~rrive at retail prices was throughout the greater part of the 
country the differential set by the Standard company.! Again in 
1928 the commission repeated that it made no charge of price 
agreements but that" the consensus of opinion in the trade based 
upon experience is that the Standard Oil companies establish the 
tank wagon and :filling station prices of gasoline, which other 
marketers follow as a general rule and which the various associa
tions endeavor to have their members maintain."3 Although other 
concerns occasionally led in making price changes such occasions 
were regarded as exceptional.4 

<. Vhe acceptance of the leadership of a single company is appar
lently often entered explicitly in contracts both for th. e purchase of 
) crude oil and for the sale of petroleum products. In the Pacific 

states in 1915 it was a common practice for even such large rivals 
of the Standard company as the Union Oil Company (then the 
second largest firm in the territory) to make contracts for the 
purchase of crude oil over considerable periods of time to be paid 
for at the price announced by the Standard Oil Company of 
California and in force at the time of delivery of oil under the con-' 
tract; any change in the price announced by the Standard company 
automatically applied, therefore, to these contracts made by its 
rivals. 6, Jobbers sometimes contracted to buy oil at a price to be 
arrived at by deducting a prescribed amount from the announced 
tank wagon price of the Standard Oil Company at the time of 

1 Associations of independent sellers aimed at avoiding price cutting and the 
maintenance of the announced price of the Standard company because they re
garded it as futile to sell at any other price (F.T.C., Letter of Submittal, Report on 
Gasoline Prices in I924). 

I F.T.C., The Price of Gasoline in I9IS, I57, IS8. The seCretary of the American 
Oil Men's Association said that the margin was high because it was set by the 
Standard Oil Company (F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the Petroleum 
Industr", I928, 230). 

I ibid., xix, :229, 239. Cf. also I68, 240. 
• ibid., 240. The chairman of the board of the Texas Company stated that "price 

changes were usually made first by the Standard Oil Company because the Standard 
Oil companies, taken together, cover the entire territory of the United States" but 
also (in the next sentence) that" taking all the Standard Oil companies in one group, 
and all the other companies in another group, price changes would be made first by 
each group about an equal number of times" (ibid., 234). The vice president and 
general manager of the Sinclair Oil Company said that his company followed the 
prices published by the Standard Oil Company (ibid., 235). 

& F.T.C., Pacific Coast Petroleum Indust,,,, II, 30. Fixed premiums above the an
nounced price of the Standard company were provided where oil had a higher gaso
line content (ibid., II, 79). 
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delivery, which meant that in selling they were compelled to keep 
to the announced tank wagon price of the Standard company 
although the open market price might be below it.1 Contracts for 
the sale of gasoline at wholesale in tank cars were commonly made 
for periods of a year or more and, while the approximate or pretise 
amount to be delivered under the contract might be prescribed, 
"in many cases the prices instead of being fixed are based UpOll" 
certain prices current at the time of shipment such as the tank 
wagon market prices of the Standard Oil companies or the open 
tank car prices as reported in PlaU's Oilgram,2 The National 
Petroleum N t:UJS, The Chicago Journal of Commerce, and the Oil and 
Gas Journal together with variations of these methods.'" In fact 
the Standard Oil Company's price was apparently the basic price 
in many of these contracts. . 
'd't~s in the steel industry,. howe.v. er, the leadership of the large," 
. firms was not absolute and continuous. The Federal Trade Com- i" 
missio"iihas rarely claimed compleklOya.Ity by the independents 
to the Standard companies. Reference has already been made to the 
initiative occasionally taken by independent companies in making 
changes in crude oil prices as early as 1922,4 to the payment by 
small refiners of higher prices for crude oil than were paid by the 
large firms in 1920 (thereby causing the larger firms to advance 
their prices),- and to the assumption of price leadership in the 
mid-continent field by non-Standard companies from time to time.6 \ , 

I F.T.C., Prius, Projils, IJU Com~iorJ in lhe Pdroleum Iuuslr" 1925, 230. 
Such contracts are said to have enabled the Standard Oil Company of Indiana to 
maintain the price of gaeoline in its territory when it was falling elsewhere (ibid., 
115). On the other hand, the commission stated that the use of long-term marginal 
contracts baaed upon the tank wagon or service station prices of the leading market
ing company in a given region tends apparently to stabilize prices on the basis of 
the leading company'. quotations, but does not definitely fix the selling prices of 
the purchaser OD such contracts (ibid., 2IS). 

• A private reporting service, the tank wagoD prices in which "come from the 
chief price makers in each district. Of course, these are the Standard Oil companies 
because they are the largest Bingle distributors, although they do not have a pre
dominating volume.·The Standard Oil companies do Dot make the price. The trade 
loolr.a for and followa their prices usually." (W. C. Platt, ibid., 223') 

• ibid., 214-
• F.T.C., TIuJ Ptldfic Cotul Pelroleum IMusW" n, 129. 
• c. WheD oil is relatively scarce the lmall purchasers often offer higher premiums 

thaD UIUal to get it and this often leads the large purchasing companies to advance 
their prices. • • • OD the other hand, wheD there is a glut of oil and stocks are 
piling up small purchasers have been often able to get the oil they needed at a dis
count." The South Penn Oil Company (the Standard rurchasing company in the 
Pennsylvania field) was repeatedly forced by the offer a premiums by small buyers 
in 1919 to raise its prices. (F.T.C., The A.dvlJJIU inlhe PM 01 Petroleum Produds, 
1920, 32.) 

• F.T.C., Prius, Projils, IJM Com,diliorJ in ,he Pelrokum IMus'r" 1925, 201. 
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~milar imperfections in leadership have appeared in the 
markets for petroleum products .. "Within recent years a large 
independent, such as the Gulf Oil Corporation, occasionally 
assumes leadership."l The president of the Gulf Refining Company 
stated in 1927 that the Standard company usually led iQ, making 
advances but its rivals usually led in making reductions,2 and the 
chairman of the board of the Texas Company, in the contra
dictory evidence already quoted, stated that price changes were . 
initiated with about equal frequency by Standard and non
Standard companies.3 Furthermore, although the prices announced 
by the Standard Oil companies were generally adhered to, "price 
concessions" were frequently given in certain localiti!!s for brief 
periods and to certain customers or classes of customers.4 

The Attorney General's attempt in 1931 to prevent the merger 
of the Vacuum Oil Company with the Standard Oil Company of 
New York resulted in a discussion of the leadership of the Standard 
company of New York.6 The Attorney General produced witnesses 
who testified that the retail price of gasoline set by the Standard 
company was followed by its rivals who accepted changes in its 
price within a day or two.s Officials of the Richfield Oil Company, 
the Warner-Quinlan Oil Company, and the Texas Company 
testified, however, that they did not invariably accept the price 
announced by the Standard companYj7 the company itself denied 
that it did or could dictate the retail price of gasoline in New York 
and New England.8 It produced evidence showing that on specified 
days, and at specified places, there was a considerable number of 
rivals selling at prices. lower than its ownj" that suggestions 

I A number of examples of price reductions initiated by non-Standard companies 
are quoted at ibid., 239. 

I ibid., 235. 
I ibid., 234. 
t ibid., 240. "In the early part of 1927 the average concessions from such prices 

to all classes of customers were estimated by the representatives of important 
refiners and marketers from one half cent to one cent per gallon, based on their 
total sales. In some cases, however, local temporary cuts amounting to three or 
four cents per gallon have been noted, especially when the larger companies are 
endeavoring to establish themselves in new territory. Concessions take the form of 
straight price reductions of so much per gallon, of allowances, service, equipment, 
rental, etc., equivalent to bonuses, and of discounts based on gallonage." (loe. eil.) 

• The Attorney General contended that the Standard company already did twice 
al much business as its largest rival and that the absorption of the Vacuum com
pany (another successor of the former Standard Oil "trust") would. increase its 
dominance (U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York eI aI., Briellor U.S., 54). 

• ibid., 8. See also New York Times, July 8,1930. 
r Briellor Ihe Slandard Oil Co. eI aI., 63. 
: Ifejoinder Briellor Slandard Oil Co. eI aI., appendix, 17. 

ibid., 14. 
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were made by its officials that the company's price should be 
reduced unless it was prepared to lose business;l and that on 
various occasions the Standard company was in fact compelled to 
reduce its price owing to competitive conditions.2 Because the 
Standard Oil Company usually made the first open price reduction 
the impression had arisen that it initiated price reductions; in 
fact, however, the company was frequently forced to make such 

...... eductions by actual but not openly announced reductions by its 
rivals or by local reductions.' The fact that a reduction in its price . 
was so frequently followed by its rivals was attributed to competi
tion: "if its competitors do not meet this price the natural effect 
will be for their customers to turn to Socony for their supply. But 
in precisely the same sense any other substantial competitor con
trols the price of Socony and its other competitors"; such were 
"the ordinary laws of competition.'" The principal question, 
however, is whether rival companies ever initiated changes in 
price up or down. That smaller firms sold oil products at prices 
below those set by the larger is indicated by the protest of smaller 
firms against the setting up of a minimum price by the Secretary 
of the Interior exercising his powers under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act. It was said that the smaller companies that did not 
advertise had secured business only because they had sold at prices 
below those set by the larger refiners.' 

The commission believed that in 1928 price competition was 
only sporadic, local, or temporary.- Since the date of the report 
there has, however, been increasing evidence of price competition. 
Independent sellers were reported, for instance, to have initiated 
price cutting in the New York area in the middle of 19327 and the 

I ibid., :I. 
I Price reductions were said to have been made under these conditions on 32 

different dates between July 19, 1928, and June 20, 1930 (Summary of ElJidence by 
,IN JL /JIUr, 14). The Attorney General replied that .. SoconTa control of prices is not 
negatived by the fact that in certain local areas it from time to time made reductions 
to meet the low prices of local competitors. These reductions which were brought 
about by local conditions were (not) maintained for any appreciable time." (Brief 
for U.s., 55.) 

I Brief for SltJndtJrtl Oil CII. III New Yorl and Yaeuum Oil CII., 61. 
• ibid., 57, 61. 
I New Yorl Times, Oct. " 1933. 
• F.T.C., Pricu, ProjiU, and C_~dilio" in lIN PdrllZeum Indus"y, 1928. An 

analyBis of preas announcements of changes in the price of gasoline in New York 
City, Newark, N.J., and Philadelphia! Pa., during the period from the beginning of 
1920 until the middle of 1929 revealec1 that of 146 changes in which the name of the 
linn first making the changes could be identified, about four fifths were initiated 
by Standard companie8 (NlCIlor., Parliol JL _poly and PM Leadership, 52 ff.). 

1 Oil and Gtu low., Aug. 25, 1932, 29. 
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increase in price .. of gasoline in New York and New England 
announced on Oct. 2I, 1932, resulted from the initiative of the 
Sinclair company, l In 1933 price cutting was prevalent in many 
eastern markets where it was reported that the" race for gallonage 
continues unchecked with profit margins being ruthlessly slashed." 2 

Non-Standard companies appear increasingly frequently to lead in 
making price reductions. The Standard Oil Company of New 
York, for instance, insisted that it was often forced to accept a 
competitor's price even though it did not consider it justified by 
economic conditions. 8 

J'rom the industry itself have come frequent denials of leader~ 
ship. The secretary of the American Petroleum Institute believed 
that he had" conclusively demonstrated that supply, demand, and 
competition are the 'combination' which is controlling the oil 
business.'" No combination of all or a part of the industry could 
control it.. The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey claimed in 
1922 that "the price is not fixed by the Standard Oil Company 
(New Jersey) or by any other large company or by any association 
or group of companies."i 

If the Standard companies each operate as leaders in their 
respective territories the relations between the various Standard 
companies are important. Does competition occur between these 
companies in any form, and, if not, how are their poljcies coordi
nated? Until about 1922 interlocking stock omership between the 
Standard companies was held to provide a basis for the sharing of 
territory and the coordination of price policies.6 As a result of this 

>coordination great inequalities existed in the price of gasoline 
in the different territories which were "not in accordance with the 

)cost of transportation or marketing nor generally with differences 
. in demand and supply."T This' interlocking ownership has now, 
however, almost disappeared.s The Standard companies have\ 
moreover begun to invade each other's territories;' this move-

1 New York Times, Oct. 22, 1932. . 
I Oil and Gas Jou,.., Mar. 2, 1933, 23. The Sun Oil Company made disturbing 

reductions in the price of oil in Brooklyn in February and, when general increases 
in the price of crude oil were made in August, 1933, the Sun Oil Company made 
larger increases than any of its rivals (New York Herald Tribune, Aug. 26, 1933). 

• F.T.C., Prices, p,.ofils, and Compelition in 1M PeI,.oleum Indwl,.y, 1928, 167. 
• WELCH, R. L., TM Recem Increases in 1M P,.ices 0/ Pd,.ouum and its P,.oducJs, 

American Petroleum Institute, 1920. 
i TM Lamp, June, 1922. 
• F.T.C., TM Pacijic Coasl Pd,.oleum Indud,.y, 1922, II, 132, 149. 
7 ibid., 149. . 
• F.T.C., Prices, P,.ojils, and Compelilion in 1M Pd,.oleum Indusl,.y, 1928, 72. 
• U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York and Vacuum Oil Co., Answer 10 Supple-
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ment had not, however, proceeded far by 1928, when it was re
ported that "as a rule the Standard Oil companies have less than 
J per cent of the sales of gasoline in territories other than their 
own" although the proportion was as high as 74 per cent in one 
case. "No Standard company is the second largest seller of gasoline 
in the territory of any other Standard company."l Doubtless the 
fact that few of the non-Standard companies limit themselves to 
territory as narrow as that of the Standard companies has made it 
increasingly difficult to maintain wide differences of price between 
different territories.' It appears, however, that, at least until 
recently, it has been possible to pursue a somewhat independent 
policy in the Pacific coast territory: the commission found that the 
changes in the price of crude oil in California coincided in neither 
time nor amount with the changes east of the Rockies. a During 
the general decline in business activity between J~ne, 1929, and 
February, 1933, the price of crude oil fell only 24.2 per cent in 
California compared with 66.1 per cent and 70.7 per cent in the 
Pennsylvania and Kansas-Oklahoma fields respectively. The price 
of gasoline fell 44.9 per cent in California, 54.8 per cent in Penn
sylvania, and over 70 per cent in north Texas and Oklahoma. 

1
_" The extent to which the price policies of firms in the industryj 
aYe determined by the lead of the Standard Oil companies in their 

. respective territories is, therefore, difficult to gauge. The actual . 
initiative in making price changes may not always be indicated by 
precedence in announcing prices, especially where changes in 
announced prices follow rather than precede actual price reduc
tions. Moreover, there is little evidence that the Standard com
panies have forced their policy upon unwilling rivals. It is true 

fM1IIal PeliliMt. 14- The Atlantic Refining Company initiated this new policy when 
it entered the territory of the Standard Oil Company of New York. Subsequently 
the Standard Oil Company of New York entered the territories of the Standard Oil 
Company of New Jeney, the Continental Oil Company, and (in (926) of the Stand
ard Oil Company of California. The Standard Oil Company of Indiana has invaded 
the territone. of the New York, New Jersey, Kentucky, and Louisiana companies 
through the 'A:quisition of control of the Pan-American Petroleum and Transport 
Company. (F.T.C., Prlcu, ProjiU, 0114 CompeliliMt ilt 'hi Pelrole#m 1114us"" 1928, 
54.) An abortive attempt was made to merge the Standard Oil companies of New 
Jersey and California. 

• ibid., ,,8. 
• The chairman of the TeUi company atated, however, that the reason for the 

acceptance of change. in price of the Standard companies by their rivals was that 
"taken together they cover the entire territory of the United States (ibid., 234). 
Tbia argument was endoraed by the National Petroleum Marketers Association 
(illtd., '30)' 

• ibid., 135. In the other fields the price of crude oil moves generall1. in UDlSO. • n, 
but cbangea by the diJlerent Standard companies are not limultaneous (ibid., xix) • 

• 
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that a repre~entative of a Standard company is reported to have 
mentioned on one occasion to a meeting of independents that he 
had full authority to reduce the retail price of gasoline to a level 
that would bust all competition;1 but evidence of such an attitude 
is rare. Of course rivals know that the productive capacity and 
financial resources of the Standard companies would enable them 
to cut prices below those of their rivals and accept a great deal of 
additional business if the rivals did not follow them. They also 
know that the Standard companies could maintain the low prices 
for a considerable period if the rivals did follow them.2 In general, 
however, "the Standard Oil companies do not initiate local price 
reductions but they are able to detect instances of price cutting 
on the part of local marketers"3 and generally meet such competi
tion by making local price concessions. The repressive tactics 
reported by the commission in 1928 revealed jobbers boycotting 
a refiner who had sold gasoline below the price announced by the 
Standard Oil Company and retailers exerting pressure upon a 
fellow retailer selling below the. price announced by the Standard 
Oil Company.4 

::;Fhe measure and nature of leadership in this industry are so 
uncertain that its consequences are extremely difficult to identify. 
In more recent years acceptance of the prices set by the Standard 
companies, in so far as it has occurred, appears to be mainly due to 
a desire to avoid cutthroat competition and also to the greater 
h~ 0gurvival a~~: profit from follo~g the lea~. The Federar 
Tra e oimmsSlon concluOeQUiatthe lead of the Standard Oil 
companies consisted more in regism.i.p.g...Jhe. f!ff€;.£t~ of uncon
trollable elements of supply anddemand upon prices than in any 
control of supply and prices; writing in 1928 of the power of the 

, Standard companies to dictate the price of crude 0U, it concluded 
that "there can be little doubt that the major price swings were 
generally the result of supply and demand conditions, but, owing 
to the limited number of large purchasers who must determine 
severally their own prices (or follow the price of some other com
pany), the element of arbitrary human judgment becomes an 
important factor in the changes in a more conspicuous degree than 
where there is a great number of both buyer~ and sellers. To that 

J wid., 23 1• 
• The Federal Trade Commission attributed the dominance of the Standard 

companies to their large production, investment, financial resources, and credit 
(The Pacific Coas' Pdroleum Indus'ry, 1922, II, 132). 

I F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Compdi#on in ,he Pelroleum Industry, 1928, 241. 
t wid., 243 I. 

• 
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extent at least it is evidently true that crude prices only lamely, 
and • . • only through comparatively infrequent changes, rellect 
the constantly altering relations of supply and demand."l As to 
their power to control the price of gasoline it stated that they have 
such power "as long as they follow the general trend of market 
conditions,"1 which suggests that prices have not departed widely 
from what might have been expected had competition existed. On 
the other hand, the commission held that this power to make the 
market price gave the Standard companies an opportunity "to 
obtain all the financial advantages which accrue to those having 
advance knowledge of price changes in trade and the capital 
profitably to exploit that knowledge.'" 

..)lo more than an oblique light is thrown upon the price policy 
in the industry by an analysis of the changing relative im~rtance 
of the Standard companies in the industry as a whole. in the 
steel, so in the petroleum industry, the sellers charged wi leading" 
the industry have suffered a considerable decline in the proportion 
of the total sales which they have controlled~~e percentage of the 
total output of refined oil which was prodticed by the Standard 
Oil Company began to decline as early as 1900. In 1899 the 
company's proportion was 90.1 per centi· by 1!}06 it had fallen to 
84.8 per cent' and by 19II to 80 per cent,' which decline was much 
emphasized by the company in the proceedings against it under 
the Sherman Act.7 The changes in the distribution of business 
have been most striking, however, since the partition of the former 
Standard company. Whereas in 19II the Standard company 
possessed about 80 per cent of the business in refined products 
in the United States, by 1913 successor companies as a group 
controlled 75 per cent, by 1914, 69 per cent,· by 1915, 65 per 

• ibid., Il5. 
• F.T.C., TIN PtUiJK CIHIII P.,oletI",IfIIlrulry, 1922, U, Ill. 
'I«. ~. The commissioa offered ao proof, however, that the companies had 

pro6ted from luch kIlow1edge. If a large company attempted to accumulate crude oil 
before aaaouaciag aa iacreue in the price of refiaed products, the price would be 
upected to rise owing to ita abaormaI buying. la so far as the companies aaaouace 

. a price aad theJI take all the crude oil offered at that price, the price would aot rise, 
hut it would be difficult to lee how they could accumulate oil Similarly it is difficult 
to lee bow the leader could beae6t from prior kaowledge of a decrease in prices. 

• This calcu1atioa related to the whole North AmeriCla market but the propor
doa is believed to have heea very aimilar for the Uaited States &Ioae (U.S. v.St&ad
ani Oil Co., Brief/or U.s.,' I. 144). 

• This figure ucIudes the territory of the Waters-Pierce Oil Compauy but this 
ac:lusioa appears to affect the figures little (1«. ~.). 

• W d 1Im17llTUES Bo.ur.D, B..um.., No. l6, ~. AIo!uc.ur PKTIlOLEVIl INITI
~vn, ~ 1Wu i. "" Priu tJj P.,oletI"., Il· 

, Brief (CwetNI C...-I) .. "" Faas lor "" Sltuttlortl Oil CII., I, Il8. 
I f.T.e.. Prius, PrlljiU,"" C_ldilftnt i.1M P.,oIft",IfIIlfUlr1, 1918, 16, • 

• 
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cent,! by 1919, 49 per cent,2 and by 1926, 43.1 per cent' of the 
business. 

The distribution of the production of crude oil has changed 
somewhat differently. The Standard Oil Company produced in 
1898,. 33.5 per cent of the total crude output of the country, the 
highest percentage it attained;4 by 1906 its percentage was reported 
to be no more than 17 per cent.5 By 1919 the successor companies 
as a group produced· 21.3 per centS and by 1926 about 24.5 per 
cent, or, including associated companies, 29.3 per cent.7 The 
percentage of o.illands in the hands of the Standard company and 
its successors has changed even more sharply in contrast with the 

!control of refined products. ~e the· former Standard Oil 
cCompany controlled little oil acreage, the successor companies 
.controlled in 1925, 47.4 per cent of the proven acreage and this 
. percentage has subsequently increase<L 8 J;he increasing relative 
'importance of .the Standard companies as a group in the production 
of crude oil and the control of oil reserves, in contrast with their 
continued decline in relative importance in the marketing of 
gasoline, is,. of course, due to a rapid integration of crude oil 
production with refining and marketing. 8 , All the Standard 
companies have shared in this reduction in the proportion of 
business in refined oil products .falling to them as a group.l0 

1 F.T.C., The Price oj Gasoline in 1915, 143. 
I Records of Bureau of Mines, cit. American Petroleum Institute, loco cil. 
I F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in ,he Petroleum Indus'r" 1928, 76. 

The proportion was 51.5 per cent if associated companies be included. 
C BrieJ (Circuit Cour') on ,he Fads Jor ,he Standard Oil Co., 569. 
, COIOUSSIONER 01' CORPORATIONS, The Petroleum Indus'r" I, 8. The Attorney 

General set the figure at 1 I per cent (Brief for U.S., I, I39). 
• F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in ,he Petroleum Indus'r" I928, 27. 
f ibid., 77. 
• ibid., 78. 
t See Chap. VIII. 

10 The Federal Trade Commission reported (F.T.C., op. cit., 225) that thepropor
tion of the sales of gasoline in the marketing territory of each of the important succes
sor. companies in the hands of the successor company in I926 was: 

. Per cent 
Standard Oil Company of New york .................................. 46 •• 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey ................................. 4J.a 
Atlantic Refining Company .......................................... 44.5 
Standard Oil Company lOhiO) ........................................ 31.6 
Standard Oil Company Indiana) ..................................... 35.5 
Standard Oil Company Kentucky) ................................... 33.3 
Standard Oil Company of Louisiana ................................... 35.5 
Magnolia Petroleum Company . ........ i ............................. 18.1 
Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) .................................... '3.6 
Continental Oil Company ............................................ 41.' 
Standard Oil Company of California. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .... .8.7 

The Standard Oil Company of New York testified that its proportion of the total 
sales of gasoline in New York and New England fell from about 85 per cent in 1911 
to 60 per cent in I9I8, 46 per cent in I926, 34 per cent in I929, and 32.7 percent in. 
the first four months of 1930 (U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York et al, Answer '0 
Supplemental Petition, 14, lSi NIT» Yor" Times, July 2, I930) • 

• 
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~ decline in the relative importance of the successor, 

/ companiesl may be, and probably is, partly due to the efforts .Pfj 
the~~panies to maintain p~s~ But there is no doubt that 
other ana more powerful forces have also operated to cause a 
decline. The demand for gasoline has increased very rapidly with 

,-the rapid increa.semtneus-e'orauiomobiles:-S-ales of gasoline 
increased from 1,099 million gallons in 19132 to 10,996 million 
gallons in J926,' an increase of almost exactly 900 per cent. In 
order to maintain their relative position, the Standard Oil com
panies would, therefore, have been required t~I1(;!.~as~-1.~~11 
times their former size in thirteen years, and it is more than likely 
that expansion at such a pace was impossible without a great 
decline in efficiency. They did, however, increase their sales by\ 
about 475 per cent. They may even have hesitated to increase their 
investment upon the assumption of a more rapid expansion 
of the industry. The expansion of the rival companies was facili
tated by the fortunes made as a result of the good luck of some of 
those who discovered rich supplies of crude oil. They sought to 
establish integrated companies and entered the business of 
refining and marketing. It is evident, however, that the successor 
companies, with a large volume of business relatively to that of any 
rival, have been either unable or. unwilling to prevent the estab
lishment and rapid growth of new firms, as well as the rapid growth 
of small firms existing at the time of the partition. t It is equally 

I The significance of the decline in the relative importance of the former Standard 
Oil Company, although emphasized by the company itself, appears to have received 
little consideration from the Commissioner of Corporations, who was most concerned 
with the large percentage of business remaining in the hands of the company. 

• F.T.C., TIN Priu oj GasolilU iff 1915, JI. These statistics are, however. not 
complete. 

• F.T.C., Prius} Projils, 11M Compai#tIfJ ill ,he Paroleum IMus'ry, 136. 
• An analysis 01 the origin of the capital invested in the industry by firms with a 

published investment at the end of 1926 of one hundred million dollars or more 
a/foro. an indirect measure of the growth of the various types of firm. Of this invest
ment 9 per cent was invested by Standard Oil companies in or before 19II and 
another SO per cent was invested by such companies subsequently to 1911, making a 
total of 59 per cent of the 1926 investment in the hands of companies that were 
already established on a considerable scale in 1911. Three per cent of the 1926 total 
was invested by other companies in or prior to 1911, and 17 per cent was invested 
by these companies subsequently; thus 20 per cent of the 1926 investment was con
trolled by companies already eXISting on a small scale in 1911. The remaining 21 per 
cent of the 1926 investlDent was made by firms established since 1911. (Calculated 
from Federal Trade Commission, tip. m., 61.) These figures must be interpreted 
very broadly as they are based on uncorrected figures published by the corporations 
concerned; they exclude aJ1 companies with less than one hundred million dollars 
capitalization in 1926; associated companies have not been included with the Stand
ard companies. Two of the independent companies in 1911 had a capitalization of 
71 million dollars which exceeded that of aJ1 but two of the Standard companies. 
Capitalization is moreover a very in~t measure of the distribution of business 
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evident that profit prospects in the industry (including any 
prospective in:lluenceexerted over prices by the Standard com
panies and any prospective obstacles they might place in the way of 
rivals) have attracted new investment. In fact, much of the 
increase in capital, having been supplied out of profits, these 
profits have evidently been considerable.1 They were, however, on 
a higher level before and during the war of 1914 to 1918 than 
subsequently, which decline the Federal Trade Commission 
attributed "in part to. the development of a greater degree of 
competition,".in tum stimulated by the period of high profits.2 

(In so far as statistics of· profit throw any light at all upon the 
, differences in the costs of firms of different sizes (which is very 
i doubtful) they do not suggest any great differences in efficiency 

between the larger and the smaller units.3) 

Figure 5 indicates that the value of gasoline has declined in 
terms of commodities generally at wholesale. The relationship 
between changes in the price of crude oil and gasoline since 1913 
is also shown. These statistics throw little light, however, on the 

because of the probability of differences between companies in their accounting 
practices and in the degree of integration of each. 

I Such statistics of profits as are available suggest a high rate of profit but little 
is known of the profits of smaller companies and no account can be taken of the 
losses of the many firms that have disappeared. Between 1922 and 1925 the average 
rate of profit of the five Standard companies in their crude oil producing business 
was 5.1 per cent while that of the independent companies was 16.5 per cent, although 
during the first haH of 1926 the rate of return of the Standard companies was re
ported to be 20 per cent and that of the independents 14.8 per cent (calculated upon 
a comparable basis) (F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Compelilion in ,he Puroleum Indus-

. 'ry, 271). In petroleum refining during the period from 1912 to 1925 the average rate 
of return for 10 or II Standard companies (varying from year to year) was 13.8 per 
cent while that of companies representative of the industry as a whole (the number 
of companies varying between 18 and 26) was 12.4 per cent, and ranged between 
5.6 per cent in 1921 and 24.5 per cent in 1917 (ibid., 303). 

I ibid., 30 3-30 4. 
• Statistics of crude petroleum production in 1925 reveal that companies with an 

investment of $25,000,000 and over earned on the average 15.5 per cent, those with 
an investment of $5,000,000 to $25,000,000, 15.9 per cent, those with an invest
ment of $1,000,000 to $5,000,000, 16.4 per cent, and companies with an investment 
of less than $1,000,000, 13.4 per cent. Only 5 of the 90 companies included in the 
study were in the investment group with the highest rate of return. (ibid., 278.) 
Returns by about 60 companies engaged in petroleum refining (ibid., 297) showed 
for the year 1925 that companies with an investment in that business of $100,000,000 
and over earned II.3 per cent, those with an investment of $25,000,000 to $100,-
000,000 earned 10.6 per cent, while the highest return (II.5 per cent) was earned 
by companies with an investment of $5,000,000 to $25,000,000. Only ten of the 
63 companies included in the study for that year were in the class obtaining the 
highest return. Investment was calculated by adding together capital stock, surplus 
and reserves, long-term borrowings, and advances from afliliated and associated 
companies, and deducting outside investments. Income was obtained by adding 
together net income before payment of bond interest or taxes, interest paid on 
long-term advances and borrowings, and advances including amortization, and 
deducting income from outside investments. (ibid., 267.) 
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question whether leadership has resulted in prices emancipated 
from the in6uence of costs. The profitability of production in 1913 
is not revealed. Costs have subsequently changed greatly owing to 
changes in the supply and price of crude oil, changes in methods of 
refining, and also changes in conditions of demand for oil products; 
there is no means of judging whether all these changes have been 
reflected in prices. 
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.;rhe picture of price leadership is, therefore, again a confused 
one. The announcements of changes in pricel by the Standard Oil 
companies are naturally of great importance in the industry . 

.... Most increases appear to have been initiated by these companies 

.... and few reductions by them fail to be accepted by their rivals~ 
'·But rivals do from time to time initiate price reductions, thus 
suggesting that the policy of the Standard companies, if in com
plete command of the industry, would have been to maintain 
prices higher than those that have often prevailed. It is perhaps 
partly on account of this desire of the Standard companies to 
maintain prices that rival companies have grown so rapidly. As the 
Standard companies usually meet local price cutting, rivals have 

I The iDdusby has DOt been characterized by great stability in prices at least 
partly owiDa to the rapidly chaDgiDc CODditioDS of IUpply of crude oil. 
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not to any great extent obtained business by charging prices lower 
than those of the Standard companiesl in the same are¥. It is more 
probable that the prices that have prevailed have provided a 
liberal margin of profit (especially in retailing) which has provided 
both a powerful inducement to and a means of making new invest
ment.lNew firms have obtained business largely from the great 
numbers of new purchasers of gasoline and partly by resort to 

-.J).on-price competition.' There has been rivalry in the purchase of 
oil lands proven and ~proven; heavy expenditures on advertising 
and particularly hea e enditure u on retail outlets (both by 
providing expenSlve equipment for roadsl e gas stations and 
securing, by various devices, the control of great numbers of these 
stations). This policy is doubtless partly the outcome of the rigid 
differential between the tank wagon price and the retail price of 
oil (Thus the industry is competitive in the sense that the various 
firms attempt to secure business at each other's expense but price 

l· competition is only sporadic and temporary and other forms of 
competition are more important.s The burden of non-price 
competition led, when the time came for the submission of a code of 
fair competition under the National Recovery Act, to serious 
efforts to regulate competition in the provision of facilities to and 
the control of retailers.' On the other hand, the tendency for 
Standard companies to operate in nation"-wide markets,' together 
with the growth in the size of .rival firms, and the apparently 
diminishing power of the Standard companies in thei:: own 
territories,6 raises even more acutely the question which developed 
also in the discussion of the steel industry, viz., ~.pri~t:!c:adership 
a transitional form for the concentration of control of price and 
-~U!P.~~~~<?~~i:in. l~~try(A'geiieralsurvey of recentevents in the 

1 Unadvertised gasoline has. however. been sold at less than the prices of the 
Standard companies. 

I See Chap. VII. 
. • F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in ,he Petroleum Indus'ry, 198, D. 

/ Cf. also, "Price initiative today seems to be left generally to the Standard companies 
and competition is apparently more directed to developing facilities for getting 
business than to seeking to obtain it by underselling" (F.T.C., The Ad~ance in ,he 
Price of Petroleum Products, 1920, 53). 

«New York Times, July IS, 1933. 
• The desire to merge the Standard Oil companies of California and New Jersey 

was attributed to the fact that geographical limitation of their markets handicapped 
them because they were able to meet only locally the competition of rivals operating 
in a nation-wide market (STANDARD ·OIL COMPANY 01' NEW JERSEY, The Lamp, 
October, 1931). The propoSed merger has since been abandoned (New York Times, 
Oct. 20, 1933). . 

'The commission noted that the Standard companies no longer treat the inde
pendent companies as intruders (F.T.C., Prices. Profits. and Competition in ,he 
Petroleum IMus'ry. 1928. 204). 
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tndustry suggests that the power of the Standard companies over 
prices is diminishing partly owing to the lack of harmony between 
the Standard companies themselves. The division of opinion 
in the industry after the passage of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act concerning the desirability of complete fedfral 
control of prices suggests not only dissatisfaction with the condi
tions affecting prices in the past but also differences of opinion 
between the major Standard companies.1 

C. The Agricultural Implement Industry r-i 
~ere is some evidence that the International Harvester 
Company was accepted as a leader in miling the prices for 
agricuIturiii implements prior to 1910. Competitors of the com
pany are said to have "generally adnrltted that they got what 
competitionr i.e., the competition of the International Harvester 
Company, would allow." There was substa.DtiiruniformifY'iIithe 
wnolesale prices of the more important harvesting machines 
although Deere and Company charged slightly higher prices than 
the Harvester company.') The Federal Trade Commission, 
observing that the percentage of increase in the price of dump hay 
rakes made by the Harvester company 'prior to 1920 was the same 
as that made by its rivals, believed that a "follow the leader" 
policy was indicated. Il)l.e small companies probably also followed 
the lead of the Harvester company in making the price of other 
implements;', the Attorney General argued, therefore, that to 
permit the development of a company as large as the International 
Harvester Company was to "overawe its small competitors and 
cause them not to act upon their own initiative but to follow the 
lead in all important matter!\ affecting the trade."6j)ne court 
decided that the Harvester company had such an advantage over, 
its rivals in the matter of financial resources, organized selling: 
mediums, production costs, ownership and manufacture of ra~! 
materials, and in the volume and distribution of business that i 
was able completely to dominate the industry, which "it does so 
control and dominate by regulating prices," the rivals of the 

I N IVI Yori Timu, Aug. 4, 1933. The majority of firms in the industry were pre
pared moreover to countenance a reduction of the margin between the wholesale 
and retail prices of gasoline (ibid., June 27, 1933), which margin had probably played 
a large part in shaping the recent development of the industry and inducing spo
radic and temporary price wan. 

• U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brieffor U.S., 93. 
• F.T.C., rM Higi Priu, of F_ I",plemettU, 1920, 196. 
• Brk! for u,s., 124-
• Brk! for U,S. (Reargument) (1916), 88. 
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FIG. 6.-The production of agricultural implements and the proportion manufac. 
tured or sold by the International Harvester Company. 1903 to 19II. and 1919 to 
1923.' (Compilod from Commissioner of Corporations: Tho International HanJoster 
Compan,. 180 ff .• and U.S. p. Inlernalional Ha,,,oslor Co •• Briof for U.S. 14610 164.) 
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company prudently governing their prices by those made by the 
company.! The Harvester company, on the other hand, denied that 
its competitors usually accepted its prices.1 It argued that in 1921, 
for instance, prices were first reduced by one of its rivals and that 
the price reduction was then accepted by the company' in order 
that it might continue to get business. The Supreme Court 
expressed no opinion on the question whether the Harvester 
company was generally accepted as a price leader in the industry; 
it remarked, however, that "the fact that competitors may see 
proper in the exercise of their own judgment to follow the prices of 
another manufacturer does not establish any suppression of 
competition or show any sinister domination.'" 

.J>erfect uniformity between the prices of different sellers was 
not secured., The ability of Deere and Company to secure prices 
higher than those of the Harvester company has been mentioned. 
In a list of the high and low prices prevailing in 1918 for a variety 
of implements there is always some spread between the high and the 
low prices; for some of the lower priced implements the highest price 
was some 30 per cent above the lowest. Ii It is to be remembered, 
however, that lack of homogeneity in the products of different com
panies, and the probability that the prices relate to machines 
delivered at different points, make comparison of their prices espe
cially difficult. It is possible that at least some of the higher prices 
were those quoted by rivals of the International company. 

,yet again the firm alleged to be a price leader suffered. a decline 
in its proportion of total sales. I Figure 6 shows that during the 

I u.s. v. International Harvester Co., Bnq for U.S., 17. 
• U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brief for 11IUmiUitmal HanJUUr CD., IS8, 

161. 
I ibid., 47, 161. 
• U.S. v. International Harvester Co., 274 U.S. 693 (1927). 
• F.T.C., TIN Hi,,, Pmu Df F_ImplemetlU, 137· • 
• The Commissioner of Corporations reported (The Inkfonalitmal HanJUUr 

C_POrt" 179) the following changes in the Harvester company's share of business 
between 1904 and 1909 in tbe manufacture of tbe more important harvesting 
machines: 

1904 1909 

ImplemeDta Ou~jf. for ;::::rfy Ou~jf. for ~~=\,y 
~~~nr~~ ___ I_~(~th~owm~n~d~')~I_~H=~~~~~r~~~'I~(~~~ou~q~n~d·~)_I~H~~."~~~~~. 
Bind ... and haad.......... 108.' 86.7 129.' 85.9 
Mow..................... .67.6 8 •. 6 359." 17.8 

~:i.~:::::::::::::::::: .~:: ~t: .~:: Z~::. 
Teclden.......... ........ 35.' 5 •. 6 ~::~ 73.' 
Com harv~........... 6.9 70.1 75.5 

• Ineludfll combined mowen and reapen. 
• InclucIM aide delivery and • __ ...-

The table excludes tbe foreign business of the International Harvester Company. 
The acquisition of tbe Osborne company's business in 1903 raised the proportion of 
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period from.lg04 to 1909 its proportion of the sales of binders, 
rakes, and mowers fell somewhat, while its proportion of the sales 
of reapers, corn harvesters, and tedders rose. The commissioner 
commented' that at the end of the period the company still 
retained its dominant position and that it appeared to be the 
policy of the company to use its strong position in the manufacture 
of these implements to build up a business in the manufacture of 
others.1 Of the next period from 1911 to 1918 the Federal Trade· 
Commission reported "a considerable decrease in the production 
of the harvesting machines made by the International Harvester 
Company in 1918 as compared with 1911, which was partly due 
to the growth of several of its largest competitors and partly 
to the cutting off of export trade in 1918, in which the Inter
national Harvester Company was by far the largest factor. 

(Broadly speaking the control of the International Harvester 
Company in the harvesting machine trade declined from roughly 
8~ (taking account of quantity and value of 
machines) to about 6uer cent in 1918. While there was, there
fore, a considerable decline in its proportion of this business the 
percentage remaining in its hands is so great that it still retains its 
dominating position in the industry on the basis of quantity 
produced."2 During the period from 1919 to 1923, when the 
International Harvester Company was operating under a consent 
decree, its percentage of the sale of the larger implements taken as 
a group d~clined from about 66.6 to 64.1,-

. binders made by the company to 94.2 per cent in that year. The company's propor
tion of sales in the United States declined fairly steadily from 96.3 per cent in 1903 
to 87.2 per cent in I9II (ibid., 180). 

1 ibid., 36, 184. 
I F.T.C., The High Prices of Farm Implemenls, 679, 34. Little emphasis is placed 

upon the declining trend in the proportion of business in the hands of the Harvester 
company. The proportion of the total production of the more important harvesting 
machines manufactured in the United States which was produced by the Harvester 
company during the period from 19II to 1918 was: 

I 1911 1918 

Implement \J'~le':iu~~:: Percentate Total output of ~~~~'{,~ Rroduced y United Stetes 
(thousands) arvester Co. (thousands) Rarvester CO. 

Grain binders .......•....... 168.9 87.0 81.5· 65.3 
Corn binders ................ 19.66 75.5 37.' 7'.5 
Mowers ...•••••••••..•..•.• 315.1 76.6 187.3" 59.5 
Side delivery and dump hay 

228.2- 99.8 57.5' rakes .... 0 •••••••••••••••• 72.0 
• Includes estimated production from one small company, 
• Production for 1909. ftpres for IPII not available. 
• Of these 14.400 are estimated. 
• Including estimated production for aide delivery rakes. 

(F.T.C., The High Prices of Farm Implements, 679.) 
I The percentage of total sales made by International Harvester Company was: 
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.]his downward trend in its share of the total business must be : 

interpreted, however, in the light of the changes in the total output . 
of the industry. Over considerable periods the total output of most 
implements has followed a downward trend ... Between 1903 and: 
1913 the average annual sales (for five-year periods) by the· 
Harvester company of grain binders, com binders, and headers 
increased, although less quickly than the aggregate sales of llie 
whole industry; even during that period, however, sales of reapers, 
mewers, and sulky hay rakes declined, usually more sharply 
than the decline of the aggregate output of the industry. During 
the subsequent period from 1914 to 1923, the output of all these 
products by the Harvester company declined as well as its per
centage of the whole industry .. In the prosecution of the company 
its counsel emphasized the decline in its percentage of business, I 
and remarked that "an increasing per cent of trade built up by 
the present owner surely indicates more present power than a 
diminishing percentage, acquired by purchase from several 
former owners. And if the greater power does not prevent com
petitive conditions how can the less?"· He contended that if the 
International Harvester Company had power and inte~~on to 
control the trade its share of trade would have increased.Y'or all 
agricultural implements (harvesting machines and other imple
ments) its output had declined 22.5 per cent while that of its 
rivals had increased by ISS per cent.i). 

Craia binden •••••••..••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cora biDden .••••••.•••.••.••.•.•••••.••••.•.•••••••••. 
Mo .................................................. . 

i£~:= =~: .. : .. ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Tedden (illdacli ... eombiDed oicIe ....... uad tedden) •.•••••• 
Han.st. &hreoben •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 

1919 

7' .7 
65.' 
63 .• 
84.' 
po.o 
56.3 
58.6 
po.6 
73.1 

1923 
71.2 
70.6 
65." 
57.7 
73.7 
55." 
45.3 
P3.1 
33.' 

66.6 64.1 

(U.S. y.lnternational Harvester Co., Brieffar u.s., 146 to 154-) 
I Brief far 'lwlllknl4liMull H-n. Co., 120 • 
• He deacribed the decline in a variety of terms. Speaking of the period of 11)03 

to 1912, he pointed out that while its total sales of binders had increased by 5 pel 
ceot thO!IC of its rivals had increased about 900 pel ceot; its total sales of mowers 
had declined 21 pel cent while those of its rivals had increased 2~8 pel ceot; its sales 
of rakes had dccliDcd 42 pel ceot while those of its rivals had mcreascd by S4 per 
ccnL (Brief far IIwlllknl4liMull H-n. Co. (RurplJlnll), 117.) These statements, 
however, must be interpreted with care; the large pclCCDtage5 of increase in output 
by rivals were partly due to their very small output at the beginDing of the pcriod. 

I Brief far IIwlllknl4liMull H~ Co., 182. 

• Bri4 far 1Iw1~ H-n. Co: (Rurp-..i), 117· . 
• Analyzing these figures further, he pomted out that (ezdu~ one company) 

the smallal iDcraae ia sales by &Dy competitor wu 11.7 pel ceot; ID the output of 
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The company attributed the decline in the aggregate sales of 
implements in192I and 1922 to the decline in the purchasing 
power of farmers, due to the fall in the prices of agricultural 
products and not to the monopolistic policy of the company. The 
Attorney General, on the other hand, claimed that the failure of 
ISO of the rivals of the Harvester company was due to the domi
nance of the company;l only three rivals of the Harvester company 
survived this period when the Harvester company was greatly 
prospering. The company replied that the number of new manu
facturers established during the period for the production of the 
more important implements was about equal to the number 
withdrawn from the industry;! new firms did not enter a field they 
believed to be closed against them, or from which they have seen 
other firms eliminated by impossible conditions. 
'/~he "domination" of the· International Harvester Company 

was due partly to its efficiency. It has never been seriously charged 
with price wars aimed directly at the destruction of rivals; 

. apparently prices satisfactory to it were inadequate to support 
many of the-smaller firms,. ~ressure upon which was increased 
by the shrinkage of deman~ Had prices sufficed to keep all its 
rivals alive they would have ytelded a still larger profit margin to 
the Harvester company. The average cost of manufacturing 
binders (the most important harvesting machine), in the two 
years 1910 and 19II, in the domestic plants of the Harvester 
company, ranged from $S4.II to $73.78 (excluding general and 
selling expenses but including raw materials supplied by subsidiary 
companies at market prices), the average for all its plants being 
$S6.32. The average factory cost for the four largest independent 
companies was $70.83, although the machines produced by the 
different companies were not identical in type or quality. Only 
two independents manufactured at a cost appreciably below the 
highest costs of the Harvester company.· The output of the inde
pendent companies was smaller than that in any of the plants 

mowers only one competitor suffered a decrease and that of 19 per cent; in the out
put of rakes the largest decrease in output by a rival was 30 per cent. 

1 The Attorney General, comparing the position of the International Harvester 
Company with that of the United States Steel Corporation, remarked that while 
the u.s. Steel Corporation had been engaged in efforts to keep its competition in 
line the Harvester company had dominated its rivals with the result that some of 
them had been unable to continue in operation (U.S. v. International Harvester Co., 
Brief fur U.S., 130). 

I Brief fur ,he InleNfatirmal HlJl'fleskr Co., 37. 
I COHIIISSIONEll 01' CORPORATIONS, The Inlemalirmal HlJl'fleskr Company, 27, 

26~26S· 
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of the Harvester company except one, and the size of the companies 
was evidently a large factor in the determination of costs. The 
inclusion of general expenses placed the independents generally at 
a still greater disadvantage in comparison with the Harvester 
company; the average cost of binders to the independents was 
$76.18 against $58.57 for the Harvester company. In the manu
facture of mowers and rakesl the situation was similar. The 
Harvester company probably also had an advanta~e in relation 
to its rivals in the production of the newer lines although the 
information on this point was not conclusive. l The Attorney 
General' and the Federal Trade Commission' agreed that the 
dominance of the Harvester Company arose from its tremendous 
advantage in manufacturing costs as compared with its competi
tors, and therefore, that the consent decree would fail in its purpose 
to "restore competitive conditions in the United States in the 
interstate business in harvesting machines.'" The company denied 
that the government had proved that the company possessed 
permanent advantages' in costs of production but also claimed 

1 ibid., 28. 
• He offered (U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brief for U.S., 73, 77) the 

following statistics: 

Implement 
Advantage over 

nearest competitor 

1916 1918 

.. ~~ 
GraID blnden... • .......................................... 11.10 ...... .. 
Harv_tine IDACbilllll ........................................... ·• • .. :18.08 
Com bioden................................. 16.77 17.69 Mo....................... ....... .......... .... 3.5' . 3.41 

~dvantage over 
competitor with 

highest costa 
1916 1918 

dolla... dolla ... 
55.18 ".96 

• The commission, commenting in 1920 upon the effects of the consent decree 
requiring the Harvester company to dispose of three of its brands of machines, 
reported that the company's cost of manufacturing two of the brands to be sold was 
lreater than that of the brands to be retained; that the costs of manufacturing the 
third brand to be disposed of, while comparing favorably with those of brands 
retained, was reduced by being manufactured at one of the large plants of the com
pany. Moreover the costs of the brands retained were much lower than the costs of 
the brands of rival •. In consequence, althougb the proportion of the business in the 
handa of the company had decreased between 1911 and I9I8 "the company still 
retain. a lufficient proportion of tbe business to give it a dominating position m the 
industry, especially as it bas additional advantages in low costs of manufacture and 
in the reputation in the trade of the brands retained." (TIwl High Prices of Farm 
l.plemeJtU, 34.) 

• After pointing to the large proportion of aU the business that would remain in 
the hands of the company after the separation of the three brands to be sold the 
commiaaion added, "when consideration is also given to the costs of production of 
ita two great harvesting machine plants, the McCormick and Deering works, it is 
evident that the independents are unable to offer any serioas competition in har
vesting machines (will., 680). 

• The company contended that the differences in cost probably represented the 
differences in cost systems (the commission admitted that lOme rivals of the com
pan)' had no cost system or poor ones); that some consideRble .elements in costs were 
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that any sud!: advantages were the result of greater efficiency;1 the 
advantage of size had been exaggerated as, beyond a certain point, 
an increase in the volume of business required multiplication of 
similar producing units: "the quantity which affects costs is not 
the absolute quantity but the relative quantity to the capacity 
of the plant as laid out."2 
./CA leader able to produce at lower costs than its rivals may 
select a price policy that will drive rivals out of business without 
reducing its own rate of return to a normal level. In fact the 
prices charged yielded considerable profits both to the Harvester 
company and to a number of its much smaller rivals~The adjusted 
rate of return upon investment obtained. by the H'arvester com
pany showed an upward trend from 5.34 per cent in I904 to 
I3.43'per cent in I909, after which it fell to I2.77 per cent in I9IO 
and II-5I per cent in I9II.3 Subsequent calculations by the 
Federal Trade Commission revealed that the percentage of profit 
on the investments' of the International Harvester Company and 
2I rival companies (so far as their business in implements was 
concerned) was as shown in Table II. 5 

Thus the Harvester company secured a higher rate of return 
than the average for the whole industry in each year except I9I8; 
its average return for the whole period was also above that for the 
industry. The commission concluded that over the whole period 
"~e average for the whole industry was little, if any, above what 
might be considered a normal return.JlG An attempt to segregate 
the profits of the Harvester company upon its domestic sales 

merely estimates; that some differences were due to fluctuations in the cost of 
materials during the war. Other differences were due to factors which were not 
continually operating, companies operating at the lowest costs in some years giving 
place to others in other years. It also claimed that the returns on all agricultural 
implements should be taken together as some firms produced some lines at lowest 
costs and others other lines. (Brief for the I nlernalional Harvester Co., 66, 149.) 

1 ibid., 138, 149. 
I ibid., 148. The company remarked that if the commission was correct in claim

ing an existing and permanent difference in costs of production" it should have gone 
on and drawn the conclusion that all manufacturers of implements would be elimi
nated because of the market advantage of cost of some other competitor" (ibid., 
149)· . 

• ComnSSIONEJI. OF CORPORATIONS, The Internalional Harvester Company, 238. 
• Actual cash or equivalent invested by stockholders or others; goodwill was 

excluded owing to the difficulty of valuing it. 
I The High Prices of Farm Implements, 103. Except during the years 1913 and 

1914, the smallest companies (with an investment not exceeding $1,000,000) gen
erally made a higher rate of return upon their implement business than the larger 
companies, including the Harvester company (ibid., log). These companies, how
ever, did not all produce the same series of implements; those producing mainly 
harvesting machinery were relatively unprofitable (ibid., 1 II). ... 

I ibid., 102. 
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suggested, however, that the rate of return on this section of its 
business in the period from 1913 to 1917 was considerably higher 
than that on its business as a whole; the rate varied from 10.35 per 
cent in 1914 to 28.21 per cent in 1917, and for the period from 1913 
to 1918 averaged 16 or 17 per cent, which the commission regarded 
as "considerably more than an adequate return on the capital 

TABLE n 

Year 
International Har-

21 other companies 
Average all 

vester Co. and Corp. companies 

191J 10.67 8.62 9. 82 
1914 7.60 4·97 6·57 
1915 7·84 5. 19 6.79 • 
1916 10.62 8.JI 9.7/.' 
1917 18·59 13·43 16.60 
1918 19·59 20·34 19. 88 

Average .•••••••••. 12·48 10.03 1I.52 

employed," particularly in view of the fact that "the dominant 
position of the International Harvester Company makes the elemen t 
of risk for this company very much smaller than for any oth!!r. 
implement company."l • . 

The course of prices in the industry during the period from 1:~4 
to 1918 was analyzed in great detail by the Federal Trade Com
mission, which reported that the most used sizes of the more 
important implements increased in price on the average by 
75 per cent, I in comparison with an increase in the index number 
of all wholesale prices of 97 per cent and of farm products of 
112 per cent.' The Attorney General argued that the International 
Harvester Company had power to raise prices (as it had during 
the war) to a point which ensured prosperity to its competitors; it 
was also able to lower them (as it did in 1921) so as virtually to 
eliminate competition; he concluded lamely that "such price 
changes may be responsive to economic conditions and not the 
result of deliberate purpose to suppress competition, but the effect 
on competitors and the public is the same.'" 

1 ibid., 104. 
• The High Prices DI Fa,,,. Implemmls, 77. The less commonly used sizes increased 

somewhat less so that the average increase in the price of implements of all sizes 
wu 73 per cent (ibid., 79). 

• ibid., 646. . • •• • • Briel f(ll' U.s., 96. In those lines m which Its advantage m the matter of costs 
wu greateat ('.'" in the manufacture of the more complicated inlplements) its 
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.,The pictpre. presented by the farm implement industry in 
recent years is, therefore, one in which one firm is vastly larger 
than any of its rivals and produces more cheaply than most of 
them. Total sales of many implements have been declining but 
prices have been such that new :firms have been willing to enter the 
business and existing :firms have been able to expand in spite of 
their apparently high costs. The Harvester company appears, 
therefore, to have elected to maintain prices in a time of declining 
demand and thereby secure profits sufficiently high for dvals to be 
able to obtain.business from it; some rivals have secured co~sider
able profits in spite of their higher costs. It has suffered a decline 
in its share of the shrinking total business, although that decline 
does not yet appear to have proceeded so far as to threaten the 
company's leadership, as it has in the steel and petroleum indus
tries. The Attorney General remarked that such a decline iIi the 
percentage of business done by the largest unit, which had also 
occurred in the oil and tobacco industries, was so common in such 

l
ases "as to excite the suspicion that combinations of this char
ter, having found that they can dominate the trade with a 

maller proportion than they started with, voluntarily yield part 
n the belief that they put themselves in a better position to face 

the law Ul . " 
D. The Anthracite Coal Industry 

(In the market for anthracite of domestic sizes the prices of the 
large sellers were substantially uniform between 1902 (shortly 
after the acquisition of the Central Railroad of New Jersey by the 
Philadelphia and Reading Company) and 1920. This uniformity 
was attributed to the acceptance by other large companies of the 
announced prices of the Philadelphia and Reading Company.~ 
The president of the Reading companyagreed thai <the prices 
announced by his company were generally followed by its rivals. 
He attributed this practice to the fact that the Reading company 
was mining in an area in which costs were higher than in the 
Wyoming area where there was less water and where the seams 
were more conveniently mined; if the market price failed to cover 

margin of profit was probably high, but the average return on its whole investment 
was brought down by lower margins of profit in other lines (F.T.C., High Price of 
Fa,.m Implements, 192). 

I Brief for ,he U.S., 198. 
I JONES, ELIOT, The Anth,.acite Coal Combination, 172; U.S. v. Reading CO. 

(I920), Brief fo,. U.S., 193. 
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the msts of the Reading company it would cease to operate. with 
the result that there would be a shortage of anthracite. a rise in 
price. and then a resumption of its activities.1 The Attorney 
General, however. raised the question whether prices were not 
GboN the level necessary to keep the company's mines in operation 
and claimed that its size and dominant position enabled it to 
control prices. 

Uniformity of anthracite prices is said to have appeared after 
the strike of 1902.1 Even after May, 1901, prices below those 
of the Reading company became much less important than they 
had been and were very small between 1902 and 19o5.' The 
monthly average of prices tWtnIe those charged by the Reading 
company reveals no such sharp reduction.' There was, therefore, 
considerable uniformity of prices but there were differences,' and 

I u.s. Y. Readinc Co. (1911),lUurlIII, 1060. He stated that producers in the 
Wyominc area took the II&IIIe prices as the Readinc company "because it would be 
foolish for them to undercut it when ~ is a market for the reasonable output of 
ezistiDc mines takiq it year in and yearouL " The Attorney GeDeral replied that such 
IU'JUIIICIIts ~ im:Iennt where a few have power to control production and even 
prevent the operation of the ord.iaary laws of trade and where the limit of production 
had DOt been IaCbed. "It is DOt applicable merely because then: is a demand for all 
that is prod~ very reason why production is notiarger may be control by 
a combination" (Brief lor U.s., 202). 

• Ia 1899 ~ was DO month in which the monthly average of actual seIIing 
prica of alllellel'l reported by the Burean of Labor Statistics coincided with the list 
price of the Lehigh and WUkes-Barre Coal Company for stove coal at New York; 
the actual price ranged from IS to 411 cents below the list price (the average list 
price heine about 14.00 per ton). After the strike of 1902 list prices for all companies 
became uniform and actual prices agreed closely with list prices. CoUDSel for the 
Readinc company conteDded, however, that there were diHerenc:es even in October, 
1902, when the conspiracy was said to have been put into operation and "when 
t:::~IY it must have been fresh in the minds of the ~ conspirators" (U.s. .... 

o Co. (1911), Brief lor 1leG4i_" Co . • -',14). In 1903 the monthly average of 
actuallellin« prices departed from the list price in ouly one month and then by ouly 
ODe cent aoNES, TIl • .t..ur/lCile CIHIl CIIWIhiIUlliina, 167). 

• The averqe of the monthly unweghted average of the amounts by which the 
prica charged by rivals for stove coal fell short of the Readinc company's prices was 
7 cents bet_ November, 19000 and May, 1901, and I.S cents between June, 1901, 
and September, 19Q8. 

• The aftJ"I.{'C havinc been 7.8 cents from November, 19000 to May, 1901, and 
6·3 cents from June, 1901, to September, 19Q8. Prices above those of the ReadiDg 
compaay abow a ~ --w variation, the pe&tesl diHerential heine in April 
and May, April heine the month in which the ~ annual reduction in prices was 
made to induce .. 011 peak .. IAUIlIDeI" buying. 

• The total additional _ which the 6ve larger companies would have nceived 
011 sales of coal of prepared sizes had they charged the list prices from the period 
from November, 19000 to December, 11)08, were computed at 2.8 million dollars 
(U.s. Y. Readiq Co. (1911), 1lIur4 VI, 559); these BUIDS ue the product of the ""0. at sales and the &IDOWlt of the diHerential. The utent of the lack of ani
lannilT of prices was abo displayed by a calculation that if each company had aoId 
each _ of coal at the 10 __ averqe reported for any company in each IDODth the 
aiDe Iarg!st companies would have nceived in the whole period from 1900 to 19GB 
7·18 JDillioa doIlan leIII thaD they in fact nceived (U.s. Y. Readinc Co. (1911). 
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these differeQces tended to increase. They have been magnified, 
however, partly by the inclusion of sizes other than stove sizes of 
coal.1 On the other hand, as counsel for the Reading company 
pointed out;Z the use of monthly averages of the prices of different 
companies tends to eliminate day to day differences in price 
where there is a general tendency for prices to come to a common 
level although this level may never be completely attained. Some 
differences, moreover, were due to differences in the conditions 
affecting different bargains.s Nor does the presence of differences 
preclude the possibility of a well-understood minimum price. 

More information is available concerning the prices charged 
by the smaller sellers for the period since 1913. The prices of the 
independents were much more erratic and usually higher than 
those of the railroad-controlled companies: the independent 
companies usually published no list price, although after 1917 the 
larger of them announced prices usually 75 cents or more per ton 
above the highest railroad price. In times of shortage the prices 
charged by the railroad companies were such that the independents 
were able to charge considerable premiums over those of the rail
I'oads, while in times of plenty the prices charged by the inde-
~ pendents were often driven down to the prices of the railroad
controlled companies.4 Figure 7, showing the prices for different 
sizes of coal charged by the larger companies and by the inde
pendents between January, 1923, and April, 1924, reveals that the 
price obtained by the independents for steam sizes was rarely 

( above and frequently below the prices obtained by the railroad 
companies, in contrast with the conditions above described in the 
market for the larger domestic sizes. The prices announced 
annually by the larger railroad-controlled companies were fairly 

Record VI, 508). These figures accumulated upon all sales over long periods of time 
magnify the differences in price that occurred. 

1 The company itself pointed to the absence of any charge by the Attorney 
General that the uniformity of prices between the different sellers extended to the 
smaller sizes of anthracite (U.S. v. Reading CO. (19II), Brief for Reading Co. d al, 
84), but it included these other sizes when calculating the magnitude of the differ
ences that existed in practice. " 

Iloe. eil. 
I The Attorney General admitted some variations from" the schedule of prices 

but attributed them to differences in the quality of coal and favoritism in selling 
and argued that the companies had not attempted to prove that the bulk of sales 
were made at prices varying materially from the schedule prices (U.S. v. Reading 
CO. (19II), Brief for U.S., 201). ." 

'F.T.C., Premium Prices of Anthracite, 1925,4. During the penod 1913 to 1925 
the prices'charged by the railroad-controlled companies were such that price differen
tials appeared almost annually (ibid., II). 
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uniform, 1 diff~rences in quality being responsible for some differ
ences in price. 

Complete uniformity of prices was not, therefore, attained, but 
it was closely approached within the group of railroad-controlled 
companies. The higher prices charged for domestic sizes by inde
pendents in times of activity suggest an unwillingness or inability 
on the part of the large producers to increase their output suffi
ciently to adjust supply to demand at the current price but also 
an unwillingness to adjust demand to supply by raising the price. 
On the other hand, the fact that independents undercut the large 
producers in times of diminished demand suggests that the large 
producers then attempted to maintain prices. Again the influence 

,Alf the leader, supported by other large producers, was exerted in 
the direction of stabilizing prices. 2 

Jfhe proportion of business controlled by the leader was a much 
smaller percentage of total sales in the whole industry than in the 
case of the industries already discussed; the Philadelphia and 
Reading Company was responsible for only 18.99 per cent of the 
output of anthracite in 1890' The acquisition of control of the Cen
tral Railroad of New Jersey in January, 1901, raised this per
centage which was reported in 1912 to be 29.16 per cent.3 The 
company claimed4 that this percentage was not sufficient to give 
it control of prices or power to dominate the industry. 5 TJ!.eJgdus
try is also notable in that leadership aimed at maintaining and 
stabiliZ1ng-prlceswainfoCaccompanied by a serious decline in. the 
retativeposition of the leader. During the whole period from 
i890 to 1913 its percentage moved in a narrow range between 
18.70 and 21.29 per cent,· and the range narrowed further with 

1 When, in 1922, the Pennsylvania Fuel ComInission required an announcement 
of prices by the large producers the prices of only three railroads varied by more 
then 0.6 per cent (5 cents per ton) from the price announced by the Reading com
pany and the extreme range of all their prices was 4.5 per cent (ibid., 6). 

• See Chap. V. 
I U.S. v. Reading Co. (1920), Brief for U.S., 166. 
, Brief for lhe Reading Co., 280. 
II ibid., 280. The Supreme Court, however, held that even control of about 20 per 

cent of the total output gave it power to inftuence the price of coal and condemned 
the acquisition of control of the Central Railroad of New Jersey which increased its 
share of the total business to over one third (U.S. v. Reading Co., 253 U.S. 57 
(1920». This decision is in marked contrast with the complacency of the court 
toward the United States Steel and International Harvester companies, each of 
which controlled a much larger share of their respective industries. The concentra
tion under the control of the Lehigh Valley Railroad of 20 per cent of the output of 
anthracite was similarly condemned (U.S. v. Lehigh Valley Railroad Co., 254 U.S. 
270 (1920)~ 

• The Reading company reported (Brief for Reading Co. (1914), 262) its own 
percentage of business for the whole period for 1890 to 19II to have been: 
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the passage of time.· This stability,~_ doubtles~in ]2atlJiue to the 
con trol of most of the antIiiaClte ~ ~f!se!:Y~UY!L f,!w.tOmpanies.i.."n;! 
compe;:ors cannot ennnh&-iAdustry and undermine the position 
ofilie eader. 1he absence of new fuDiS is, therefore, not evidence of 
~ return upon capital already invested. The failure 
of other existing firms to increase their proportion of the business' 
is probably due t-2-tell.dership being !einforced~.!J>.(!licy of sh~r
ing themar~t;t.~ Pri~esiifiiced,however, to maintain in 
existence large firms paying annual interest and tax charges upon 
heavy investments in resources not being exploited. C The larger 
companies have been exploiting their reserves at a slower rate than 
the smaller. -c.Up to the end of 1922 the eight railroad companies 
estimated onginally to have controlled 76.5 per cent of the 

11190 11.\19 1901 17.13 
1891 19 .• 9 190. 15.81 
1892 17.44 1903 16.60 
1893 17.30 1904 16.75 
1894 17.92 1905 17.58 
1895 18.87 1906 17.19 
1896 17.61 1907 17.3. 
1897 16.11 1908 15.34 
1898 16.34 1\109 14.75 
1890 17.21 1910 14.10 
1900 17.10 1911 14.30 

The percentage of business done by the Reading company and the affiliated Wilkes
Barre Coal Company together was reported (ibid., 265) to have been: 

1901 25.02 
1901 23.11 

::: :::~ 
1905 25.25 
1906 24.53 

1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 

24·47 
23.01 
21.87 
21.23 
21.40 

I Ita average yearly variation of production from its ten-yearly average of its 
percentage of total shipments was 1.15 per cent in the decade 1871 to 1880, 1.33 per 
cent between 1881 and 1890. 0.57 per cent between Ilk}o and 1900, and 0.57 per cent 
between 1901 and 1910 aONES, ThtJ Anthracite Coal CombifJlJlitm, 149). 

• The company claimed that there had been a sufficient decline in its proportion 
(of the business in all sizes of anthracite, however) to rebut any charge of monopoly 
or restraint of trade (ibid., 26; also 262, 279). 

I See Chap. IV. 
I The United States Coal Commission commented that "the peculiar difficulty 

of the Reading company has apparently been to pay the wes and interest on its 
enormous reserve of coal lands" (eil. F.T.C., P,emiu", Prius of Anthrll&Ue (1925), 
52). 

I The Attorney General calculated for each of the large holders of anthracite 
reserves the life of their reserves if they continued to be ezploited at the rate current 
in 11195, with the result that the life of the Reading company's reserves was calcu
lated to be 116 years, that of the reserves of the Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal 
Company (which later came under the control of the Reading company) 163 years, 
against 116 years for the company with the next longest ezpectation of life, and 
63 fUrs for the remainder (U.S. v. Reading Co. (1911), Brief for ,htJ u.s., 30). The 
UDlted States Coal Commission, speaking of the heavy reserves of the Reading 
company, said, "had the anthracite business been an ordinary competitive business 
and the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company an ordinary competitive 
business enterprise, one of two things would have happened long ago. The company 
would either have been forced out of business or else forced to sell part of its coal 
lands to IOmeDne else (eil. F.T.C., op. eiI., 52). 
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resources in the ground had produced only 71.7 per cent of the out
put of anthracite With the result that at that date they controlled 
71.7 per cent of the estimated recoverable supply.~'This basis of 
sharing the market may be attributable to the inducement offered 
by the level of prices. The sharing of the market to avoid price 
competition has been largely confined to the major units in the 

lindustry. Technical considerations must, however, also have been 
important. Smaller reserves can be exploited without additional 
overhead investment in mines, while the more extensive reserves 
cannot. Nevertheless the policy of sharing the market offered 
sufficient gains to the large units, in the form of profits to be gained 
and losses to be avoided, to induce them to postpone the marketing 
of their anthracite resources. Furthermore, if the president of the 
Reading company was correct in claiming that its mining costs 
were greater than those of its rivals, its leadership would have 
made for higher profits by its rivals even if its own profits were 
normal. 2 

" 

Whetlier by restriction of output producers have maintained 
prices on a level above that necessary to cover costs and a normal 
rate of profit is difficult to determine. The capacity of the industry 
to produce, judged simply by the capacity3 of the mines existing 
from year to year, and the extent of actual production since 1890, 
are shown in Fig. 8. The mines have been worked to 90 per cent of 
their capacity in only three years during the whole period from 
1890 to 1929, the average percentage of capacity in use for the 
whole period being 70.7 per cent. The United States Coal Com
mission, however, in 1923 attributed the recent market shortage 
and high prices for anthracite t~ insufficient develQP.ment and in
adequate production. 4 The comnussion concluded that production 
hadoeenKepf'Oelow demand for many years with the result that 
high profits had been obtai~ed; coal companies should not be 

1 Cit. F.T.C., Wealth and Incotml in ,he United States, 1926, 86. The Attorney 
General pointed out that, at the current rate of mining, the supplies of the Reading 
company would outlast those of all competitors, and that there was no possibility 
of the monopoly being broken ul? by the influx of new capital attracted by high 
prices (U.S. v. Reading Co. (1920), Brief for 'he U.S., 22). 

I FRAZER and DORIOT, Analysing Our Industries, 404. It has been said that the 
concentration of control has resulted in the maintenance of prices and the avoidance 
of overproduction during the periods of declining demand with the result that profits 
have remained stable and satisfactory. 

I Calculations of capacity in use are based upon the number of days worked 
in relation to an annual number of days regarded as a maximum (a crude method of 
calculation). 

'Separate reports on anthracite industry, July 5, 1923. Cit. F.T.C., Premium 
Prices of Anthracite, I925, 52. 
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allowed to hold large reserves without developing them; private 
property institutions appropriate to other economic resources 
operated, in its opinion, much less satisfactorily when applied to 
natural resources/ In fact throughout the period 189<rI9II 
(during the last Half of which the coal combination is alleged to 
'DI cvn 
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have been in existence), the production of anthracite increased 
from about 41 to about 81 million tons per annum, and the average 
value of anthracite per ton (i.e., the value of all sizes) increased 
from $1.50 to $2.16 per ton. The output of anthracite was evi
dently insufficient to meet the demand at an unchanging price. 
Inspection of Figure 8 reveals that capacity for production began 
to decline in 1907, and, that, while the percentage of capacity in 
use declined until 1900, it slowly increased thereafter at a time 
when prices were rising. Between 19I1 and 1921 the output 
remained substantially unchanged, although the average value 
per ton increased from $2.16 to $5.58, Changes in the general level 
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of prices and, therefore, in the cost of mining must, of course, be 
taken into account in judging this increase of prices. Between 
1921 and 1929, however, the output of anthracite declined from 
80 million tons to 66 million tons per annum, although the price 
increased from $5.58 per ton in 1921 to $5.84 in 1929. During this 
period the capacity for production showed neither an upward nor 
a downward trend but the percentage in use declined. Counsel 
for the Reading company in 1920 contended that the output of 
anthracite had kept pace with the increase in population, "which 
is the logical criterion of normality," and therefore that the indus
try had enjoyed an entirely normal growth.1 This defense could 
not be made for the period since 1920, and is not strictly true of the 
period since 19II. He claimed, furthermore, that 40 per cent of 
all the anthracite was of the smaller sizes which must compete with 
soft coal for a market, while the remaining 60 per cent competed 
with gas and fuel oil for central heating. It is evident, however, that 
in so far as there was any preference on the part of buyers for 
anthracite over the substitute products, or inability on the part 
of sellers of substitutes to sell equivalent quantities at the same 
price as anthracite, there was a limited monopoly available to any 
group of firms able to control the output of anthracite. No mo
nopoly, of course, is absolute. 

~ The anthracite producers have incurred considerable criticism 
because "the boasted stabilization of prices has not prevented 
frequently recurring premium markets with resultant instability 
of prices to the ultimate consumer."2 The commission stated that 
high prices and frequently recurring premium prices, together with 
almost stationary production, were viewed by the public generally 
as evidence that production was too restricted owing to the fact 
that operators made no provision for developmental work or 
storage facilities designed to meet an emergency: in consequence 
wholesalers and retailers had been able to secure excessive profits 
during periods of temporary or apparent shortage.3 The Federal 
Trade Commission attributed the recurrence of premium prices 
to the failure of mine operators to increase output in keeping with 
demand since 1913.4 The presence of premium prices from time to 
time is, however, simply an indication that the prfces charged 
by the anthracite producers were not so high as they might have 

1 U.S. v. Reading Co. (1920), Brief for Reading Co., 262. 

: f.:r·C., Premium Prices of Anthradte, 54. 
ibid., 55. 

• ibid., 5. 
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charged for the quantities of anthracite that they decided to 
produce. Had they frequently adjusted prices so that demand 
at the prices set equalled the supply, the few smaller producers 
would have been unable to charge premiums over the prices 
set by the combination. The premium prices, taken alone, there
fore, suggest clumsiness in price setting, but nothing more and 
probably were incidental to the effort to stabilize prices. 

The failur~oLlIJlthr~~~_to..Jncrease--with in
creasing prices!emains~J):o\VeyerL to be explai~. The Federal 
Trade'-CommisSion, contemplating1lle premium prices above 
mentioned, reported that the railroad producers of anthracite 
voluntaril restricted rice increases, apparently to prevent 
undesirable inro ther to avoid regulation, which 

. con uct, it was said, "strengthens the argument against burdening 
present consumers with high prices in times of shortage merely 
because such high prices can be obtained. Hi The commission also 
reported that a greater production of anthracite was possible at 
more moderate costs and prices, and questioned the desirability of 
prices which covered the costs of very high cost producers. "Before 
it becomes necessary to advance prices to a point justifying such 
mining methods, substitution of other fuels or technical improve
ments may gradually take place which might relieve the public 
of the necessity of ever paying such prices. "2 The policy of the 
producers has undoubtedly· been influenced also by their high 

\.. funded obligations resulting from their efforts to purchase control 
of deposits. a Furthermore, as the unmined deposits of a small 
number of companies are likely to be exhausted within a short 
period of time, the trend of output of anthracite. is a serious 
matter. 

Comparison of the behavior of prices of anthracite with the 
movement of the index of wholesale prices suggests that general 
monetary conditions do not wholly explain the movements in the 
price of anthracite. The price of anthracite did not rise between 
1903 and 1907, during which period the index number of general 
prices rose from 85.5 to 93.5. This stability was regarded by the 
president of the Lackawanna Railroad as the reason why anthracite 
"sh!>uld remain in the control of the few hands where it now is.'" 

1 ibid .. 19. 
1 IDe. ,;,. . 
• JOMES, "Is Competitioa in Iadustry Ruinous?" Quarl. JIIIW. &1nJ., 34: S03 

(1920). 
• LackaWIUIIla Railroad, AIffHIlIl RePIIrl, 1907, u. 
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Between 1899, and 19II, however, the price of anthracite rose 
29.8 per cent while the general index of commodity prices rose 
27.1 per cent.1 But Professor Eliot Jones has pointed out that the 
rise in the price of· anthracite can hardly be regarded as a reflex 
of the rise in all prices, because the increase in the price of anthra
cite occurred almost entirely between 1899 (when the relative was 
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FIG. 9.-The price of anthracite and an index of wholesale prices. 1913 to 1934. 
(Drawn from data at U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics: Wholesale Prices.) 

97.6) and 1903 (when the relative was 127.1) j there was practically 
no change during the period in which the price of all commodities 
rose from 85.5 in 1903 to 93.0 in 19II. Evidently the anthracite 
coal combination did not endeavor after 1903 to raise the price in 
harmony with changes in the generaIlevel of prices. Figure 9, show
ing the movements in the wholesale price of anthracite and in the 
index of general prices since 1913, indicates that the price of 
anthracite rose during the period from 1915 to 1920 by con
siderably less than the index of general prices: it rose from 59.5 
to 92.5 while the index of general prices rose from 69.5 to 154.4. 
Between 1920 and 1926 the price of anthracite continued to rise 

1 JONES, The Anth,tM;i#1I Coal Combinalion, 140. 
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during the period when the general commodities index was falling 
perceptibly and then rising more slowly. Between 1923 and 
1929 the value of anthracite at the mine (all sizes) tended down
ward slightly more than the index of general prices although in 
1929 it was higher in relation to prices in general than in 1913. 

, In the anthracite industry, therefore, the Reading company 
~ appears to have had considerable influence as a leader and its large 

rivals appear to have acted in harmony with it. Smaller producers 
have at times sold at prices below those of the larger companies, 
but they have also sold at higher prices. Moreover, smaller pro
ducers have been realizing their reserves more quickly than the 
larger firms, which, therefore, have been meeting out of the prices 
charged heavier costs for carrying unused reserves; these costs 
have been further enhanced by the much greater scale of their 
reserves. The power of rivals to oppose the policy of the larger 
units is liInited by the relatively small amount of their reserves 
and the rate at which they can be marketed: opposition from new 
competitors is excluded by the concentrated control of resources. 
In consequence the share of the leader appears not to have falIen; 
high prices have probably, however, facilitated the expansion 
of the sales of rival fuels. Increases in output have been induced 
only by considerable increases in prices, possibly because of differ
ences in the cost of exploiting resources in different areas. During 
the period between 1921 and 1929, when sales were decreasing 
considerably, prices rose. Full analysis of conditions in the indus
try is, however, hampered by lack of information concerning the 
sales and profits of each producer in recent years. 

E. Ol~er 1 M"st,ies 
CJn the prosecution of the American Can Company evidence was 

offered that" the company's rivals usually followed the published 
price of the American Can Company for 'packer cans'''; indeed, 
there were few sales of cans until the American Can Company had 
announced its price for the season.! Some smaller competitors,· 
however, regularly sold at a price slightly lower than that of the 
American Can Company.~The price of "general line cans" varied 
considerably from seller to seller but the variations were probably 
due to differences in specifications: one witness testified that the 

I u.s. v. American Can Co., SumftUJry of EfIitlma, 174. 
I These competitors were not more than one twentieth as large as the American 

Can Company in output (U.S. v. American Can Co., 230 Fed. 892) • 
• U.S. v. American Can Co., SUfllftUJr, oj Erndmce, 168. 
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price of the American Can Company was the balance wheel in 
making the price. i In consequence the Attorney General argued 
that the presence of the company had substantially eliminated 
price competition. The company replied that its largest, as well as 
its smaller, rivals did not always follow its prices; the fact that 
they cut very little below its prices indicated the impossibility of 
selling at much lower prices.2 The court decided, however, that 
since 1901 the American Can Company had largely fixed the price 
of packer cans throughout the United States, although there was 
no evidence of price agreements: the largest rival to the American 
Can Company followed the prices of the latter very strictly; the 

I smaller concerns were unable to cut prices further because by so 
: doing they would attract more trade than they could handle; to 
\ attempt a sudden expansion of facilities might bring them face to 
!face with ruin if the American Can Company reduced its price; 
Ion the other hand the price policy of the American Can Company 
was limited by the potential competition of these smaller rivals. a 
Again therefore complete uniformity of prices was not attained. 

There is no satisfactory evidence concerning the price policy of 
the industry under this leadership. The price of cans was raised 
after the formation of the American Can Company, although the 
amount of the increase is uncertain, partly because of the lack of 
records and partly because there was a variety of bases of com~ 
parison. A very considerable increase had been made over prices 
three years before the formation of the company, but the increase 
was less if comparison was made with prices in the period after it 
became known that the company was to be formed.4 The chief 
of the cost estimating department of the company testified that the 

I ibid. ISo. 
I Brief jOf" ..4 merican Can Co., 13. 
I U.S. v. American Can Co., 230 Fed. 891, 892. 
• U.S. v. American Can Co., 230 Fed. 879. A considerable number 'of new plants 

was set up partly in response to the high prices and partly in the hope of selling out 
to the company. The price of "Number three packer cans" during the period 1896 
to 1898 had been about $15.00 to $16.70 per thousand. In 1899 and 1900 it rose to 
$23.00 to $24.00 (U.S. v. American Can Co., Summary of Evidence, 201). The average 
annual price of tin plate had been between $2.99 and $3.63 per base box in the period 
1896-1898 and between $4.41 and $4.82 between 1899-1900. Tin plate is said to 
represent from 60 to 80 per cent of the cost of cans. A very rough calculation suggests 
that an increase of $1.50 per thousand in the price of cans might be explained by the 
change in the price of tin plate. (If $16.00 per thousand be taken as the price in the 
first period and 70 per cent (In. 20) of this be taken as the price of tin plate, and if 
$4.60 be taken as the price in 1899-1900, an increase in cost of 14 per cent of $n.20 
or about $1.50 would be expected.) Between Mar. 28 and Aug. I, 1901, all prices 
were said to have increased about 25 per cent (U.S. v. American Can Co., Summar, 
of Evideme, 129). 
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company raised the price of "general line cans" after it was formed 
by about 60 per cent, for which advance he knew of no economic 
reason. I In the period following this initial change in prices, the 
price of "number three packer cans," which had been about 
$24.00 a thousand in March, 19o1, fell fairly steadily until by 
January, 1914, the price was $17.00. Meanwhile the price of tin 
plate fell from $4.35 per base box to $3.89 in 1913.1 Thus the price 
of cans in 1914 was apparently not very different from what it had 
been in 18¢. Although wages increased somewhat,labor costs were 
said to have fallen,' but the quantity of solder used was said to 
have increased greatly.' The court concluded that, prices being 
about the same when fixed by the company as they had been when 
fixed by a number of competitors, and the manufacturing costs 
having been reduced, the company had not conferred the benefits 
of this reduction upon the buyers of cans.' 

That this price policy was remunerative, at least to new pro-
, ducers,' is suggested by the decline in the relative importance of the 
I American Can Company in the industry although its business has 
expanded. At its formation in 19o1 (by the combination of some 
95 plants) it produced about go per cent of all the cans made in the 
United States.' By 1913, however, the company was producing I 

I The feneral manager of the New England plants stated that prices were 
advanced immediately by 15 to 33 per cent and sometimes as much as SO per cent. 
Other evidence quoted increases of 15 to 50 per cent which were said often to have 
been made against the advice of those who had formerly run the business, to which 
advice, however, the DeW owners responded that they had spent a lot of money and 
had to get it back (S ... ...., uf ErJiderJu, UI-U4).1t was pointed out that prices in 
1900 had been above those in preceding years and that after the promoters of the 
company obtained options upon plants they had advised maintaining prices (U.S. v. 
American Can Co., 230 Fed. 867). 

: ~ .. S. Y. American Can Co., S.~ uf EPideftu, 202 and 203. 
ibid·,205. 

t The capacity of can·making machine')' was said to have increased from 25,000 
to 50,000 per day in 1901 to 75,000 in 1909 (ibid., 205). The C&racity of machinery is, 
of course, irrelevant unless it can be shown that the cost 0 production was sub
ltaatiaUy reduced by increases in capacity; the machinery may have been intro
duced because of the rising wages or because it made possible an absolute fall in costs. 

• It admitted that cans were now more uniform, but remarked that the machinery 
now in use made it DO more costly to make good than bad cans. The company 
claimed to have conferred other benefits upon the trade: it offered to contract for the 
wbole amoUDt of cans required by the packers, the former practice having been to 
contract for a fiIed quantity of cans and, in seasons when demand uceeded the 
quantitia provided for in the contract, to supply the balance at higher prices. The 
company required ezclusive contracts in retum for this concession, but kept stocks 
of cans in warehouses in different parts of the country to enable it to supply speedily 
all the demands of the packers . 

• The reported profits of the American Can Company ranged in the decade 
192J-1933 between 10.4 million dollars (in 1923) and 22.8 million dollars (in 1930). 
Re~rted profits in 1933 were 15.3 million dollarB. 

U.S. Y. American Can Co., 230 FeeL 867. 
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only 50 per cent of all cans made for sale. During this period a large 
rival, the Continental Can Company, grew rapidly in size. and 
prospered. Moreover, some packers began to make their own cans: 
of all cans made (including the output of these integrated manu
facturers) the company made only 33 per cent in 1913. 
~In the newsprint industry" the International Paper Company 
really makeS'lhe-lliarkeC piice for newsprint paper for the entire 
United States except the Pacific coast,l' the price in the latter 
territory being made by the Crown Zellerbach Corporation.1 The 
sales manager .of the Great Northern Paper Company stated 
to the Federal Trade Commission that no seller could charge a 
higher price than the International Paper Company without 
losing business, or a lower price without inviting further reduc
tions by the International Paper Company.l The leadership of the 
International Paper Company is evidencea by the fact that in 
long-term contracts for sale of newsprint (which are common 
in the industry) the price at which paper is to be supplied is fre
quently determined by reference to an average of the announced 
prices of three large companies at the time of delivery; this price is 
in fact that of the International Paper Company.s The Inter
national Paper Company controlled only 20 per cent of the business 
in the industry.4 Although the North American producers were 
equipped in 1932 to produce about 30 per cent more newsprint 
than had ever been sold, and were able to meet demand based 
upon the most optimistic estimates of consumption until 1940,6 
and although there have been repeated reductions of price, the 
available data do not suggest that the industry has been particu
larly unprofitable. 8 

JIn the corn products industry, the Corn Products Refining 
Company "seUhe-prieen>nhe stap!es of the industry, pub~ed 

1 F.T.C., Newsprint Paper Industry, 1930, 81. 
'loco cit.; cj. also New York Times, Oct. 31, 1928. 
B ibid., 31, 81, 90. 
'ibid., 81. Three companies produced about 50 % of the production of the United 

States. Imports have, however, been considerable. . 
6 FRAME, "Planning for the Newsprint Industry," HanJard Bus. Rev., 1932, 

447· 
8 During the years from 1927 to 1932 (the figures for the last year being partly 

estimated) percentages of net profits .after payment of tax to book value of stock 
equity in the paper pulp and products industry were 6.7, 7.1,6.4,2.9, -0·5, -3.8; the 
comparable figures for manufacturing industry in general were 6.2, 7.6, 8.3, 2.6, 
-1.0, -2.5 (National Bureau of EconoInic Research, Bulletin 50, April, 1934). 
The declared profits of the International Paper Company ranged in the period from 
1923 to 1928 between 2.6 million dollars and 5.1 million dollars: it declared a deficit 
of 9.5 million dollars in 1932. 
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them, and the rest of tbe trade generally followed. III A court 
aedded that the company, having a productive caPa"city capable 
of meeting the whole demand at the price ruling in 1913 and 1914, 
had the power to manipulate prices; after 1907, however, the 
capacity of the independents was sufficient to prevent the raising 
of prices.)fhe Federal Trade Commission reported that the price 
of gluten feed in 1919 was uniform for all manufacturers. The 
rivals of the Com Products Refining Company (which was respon
sible for the production of 63 per cent of the total output) explained 
frankly that this unanimity was the result of "the dominant 
position which the Com Products Refining Company occupies 
in the industry." Immediately upon receiving notice of a change in 
the prices of the Com Products Refining Company "each of the 
smaller concerns institutes a similar change in prices." There was 
no agreement concerning prices but the price announced by the 
Com Products Refining Company was consistently followed. 2 For 
a considerable period after 1890 the Com Products Refining Com
pany and its predecessors sought to destroy or absorb their rivals 
and not to lead them. Their attempts to keep prices on a level 
high in relation to costs repeatedly attracted new firms which in 
tum were absorbed. In the opinion of the court the company 
manipulated the price of glucose and starch independently of the 
price of com, "alternately raising and lowering it as the immedlate 
occasion seemed to require."· They had raised prices to a level that 
encouraged rivals and then "lowered prices to a sum less than a 
fair profit for the purpose of securing trade for themselves and 
harassing and annoying and, if possible, driving out their competi
tors." "They never meant to keep the prices so low ... and 
could not have done so .... All their conduct illustrates the kind 
of competition which tries to prevent the development "of new-

I If A distinction must be, however, taken here between actual control by the 
leader and voluntary following by the independents. A producer may still be the 
largest in the market and yet be unable to force others to follow his lead. That would 
depend upon his capacity to fill the larger demand which would arise from his lower 
prices. If, for example, he was producing nearly up to his capacity, he would be unable 
with a drop in price to increase more than that limit; indeed it would be hard to 
imagine any purpose in lowering his price, for it would result in the economic solecism 
of two prices in the same market. If, however, the elasticity of the largest producer's 
capacity of production were so great that he could accommodate it to the increased 
demand as the price fell, then he has the absolute power to compel all other pro
ducers to follow him down when he lowers his pnces." (U.S. v. Com Products 
Refining Co., 234 Fed. 975, 993 (19 16». 

I F.T.C., C __ ciaI Feeds, 1921, J63, 173. This uniformity of prices between 
lIeIIers was achieved by the use of a basing-point system (see Chap. VI). 

I U.S. v. Com Products Refining Co., 234 Fed. 97 1• 
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comers who JJlight permanently, secure their own position."! In 
more recent years, however, the industry appears to have settled 
down to a regime similar to that in other industries where leaders 
exist. In particular it has achieved a considerable stability in the 
price of com starch, and glucose. 2 

~The Federal Trade Cqmmission also reported a very modified 
kind of price leadership in the;" fertilizer indust!Y. The Virginia
Carolina Chemical Company issued printed price lists for each 
spring season for the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama; these prices were adopted by 
practically every other fertilizer concern doing business in' these 
states~ Competitors awaited the publication of these lists and 
adopted them because if they tried to charge more, they got no 
business, and if they charged less the Virginia-Carolina Chemical 
Company would meet their prices. In the northern states the prices 
of the American Agricultural Chemical Company were followed by 
other companies.3 The use by competitors of the price lists 
of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Company gave rise to the belief 
that there was a secret agreement concerning prices, but although 
list prices and certain discounts were uniform, actual prices were 
not; allowances and concessions were made in different amounts 

Iloc. cU., 1010 The National Starch Manufacturing Company, a predecessor of 
the Com Products Refining Company (formed in 1890 by consolidating 20 concerns), 
controlled from 75 to 80 per cent of the starch output of the country (see WATKINS, 
Industrial Combination and Public Policy, Chap. X; U.S. v. Com Products Refining 
Co., 234 Fed. 968) but from 1895 onward its percentage fell seriously. In 1900 the 
company was reorganized and absorbed many important rivals; it thereby secured 
control of 95 per cent of the box starch sold in the United States and about 80 per 
cent of the lower grade bulk starch (the president of the company told the United 
States Industrial Commission (XIII, 673) that it produced 85 to 86 per cent of all 
the starch then produced). This percentage fell during the next two years and the 
company got into difficulties, which ended in a further consolidation, which con
centrated control of both starch and glucose manufacturing. The Glucose Sugar 
Refining Company, which controlled about 85 per cent of the glucose output of the 
country in 1897, also suffered a decline in percentage owing to the development of 
new rivals and the expansion of old ones. The Com Products Refining Company, 
formed in 1902, controlled practically the whole output of both starch and glucose 
in the United States but by 1906 its percentage of control had fallen to 50 per cent 
or less: a further absorption of rivals in 1906 increased the company's percentage of 
control to about 100 per cent of the glucose and 64 per cent of the starch output of 
the country. Its percentage of starch rose from 64 per cent in 1906 to 70 per cent in 
the period of 1907-19II but thereafter fell to 67 per cent in 19I2 and 63 per cent in 
1913 and 58 per cent in 1914. Its percentage of glucose manufacture had also fallen 
by 1914 to 53 per cent. The company, which had in 1906 consumed 95 per cent of all 
the com used in wet milling, was by 1914 using less than 65 per cent. Owing to the 
growth of the industry as a whole, however, the company ground about the same 
amount of com in 1916 as in 1910 and a little less than in 1906. 

I See Chap. V. 
I F.T.C., The Fer'ili_ Indus'", 1916, 218, 219. 
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from the list prices by different competitors.! In 1923, however, the 
commission reported that for some years the announced price list of 
the American Agricultural Chemical Company had been adopted 
by the Vuginia-Carolina Chemical Company in its northern terri
tory, while the published price list of the latter had been adopted 
by the former in its southern territory. These lists were also 
adopted by smaller concerns, "that is, the list prices are regarded 
as maximum prices, and independent companies usually have to 
shade these prices by a margin of a dollar or a dollar and a half a 
ton."1 The lists being regarded merely as maximum prices, the 
large companies cannot be regarded as leaders. I In fact, the com
mission reported "that competition in the sale of fertilizer was 
keen in both 192I and 1922 and that the list prices made by the 
large manufacturers were not maintained.'" 
~e Uni~ed States Industrial Alooh.ol Company is said to have 

been the price 'leader in the market for industrial alcohol: i By 1930, 
99 per cent of the ethyl alcohol marketed in the United States was 
sold by six firms. Of this output the United States Industrial 
Alcohol Company manufactured 40 per cent and controlled the 
sale of a larger percentage: The company consolidated its leadership 
after the formation of the Industrial Alcohol Institute in 1928; the 
company's announcements of its prices at meetings of the institute 
were received with "significant silence."') A notable degree of 
control appears to have been secured only during 1928 and 1929 
when prices became markedly more uniform from seller to seller; 
at the end of 1929, however, deviations from official price lists 
became so frequent that the lists became a mere formality. Such 
leadership as existed appears to have reduced both the frequency 
and the amount' of price changes. But between March, 1928, 
and December, 1932, the amount of price changes increased again 
partly owing to the increased range of movements of prices in 
general; it is probable that the diminished frequency of price 

I ibid., 243. 
• F.T.C., TIM Ferlil;_ Ifill.." 1923, 58. 
I The above two fertilizer companies were reported in 1923 to be selling one 

third of all the fertilizer1llOld in the United States (ibid., 58). 
'ibid 8 
I All ~ent brief analysis of conditions in the industry between 1922 and 1932 

will be found in WBlTNEY, TraM AS80ciDliMts IIfIIl IUIISIriaI Cllfllrol, 129 I. 
I ibid., 132. 
t The price remained unchanged for an average of 1.61 months between January, 

1921, and February, 1926, 1.71 month. between Man:h, 1926, and February; 1928, 
and 3.63 months between March, 1928, ~d December, ~932; the ~verage amount of 
price changes was 3.13 cents per gallon m the first period, 2.86 m the second and 
3.60 in the third (ibid., 213, alao 211). 
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changes dammed up the forces making for reduction with the 
result that the changes were larger than they would have been had 
they been made more frequently. Over longer periods no great 
measure of stability· of prices was attained 1 but changes were not 
closely correlated with changes in the price of the principal raw 
material and considerable changes occurred in the margin 'between 
the price of alcohol and that of blackstrap molasses. 2 The pub
lished income of the United States Industrial Alcohol Company 
reflected these changes in margin with some lag. 3 If the year 1926 
be excluded, the movements in the margin suggest a steady 
upward pressure until 1929. Exploration of the possibility of 
monopoly profits was facilitated by the exclusion of new com
petitors; the Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol imposed a system 
of production quotas with the object of preventing the accumu
lation of inventories and reducing the temptation to sell through 
illegal channels. By 1929, however, the development of rival 
products was restricting the possible monopoly profits. 
~f the cement industry it is reported that the five largest 
companies, ~ther controlled about 40 per cent of the 
output in the United States in 1931, "are the leaders in the indus
try and are generally followed by the smaller companies in matters 

,.of policy and price,"4 i.e., that, as in the oil industry, there was a 
, number of leaders. The industry sells a product homogeneous in a 
high degree; considerable uniformity in the prices of different 
sellers is therefore to be expected) The Federal Trade Commission 
reported that of sales of 22 million·barrels of cement in 1927, 1928, 
and 1929 (about 4.2 per cent of all sales in the United States) 
94 'per cent were made at uniform prices by different sellers at 
each point of delivery; in 13 of the 21 cities to which the cement 
was delivered there was complete uniformity of prices by all 

1 The annual average of the monthly high and low prices of alcohol rose from 25.1 
cents per gallon in 1922 to 48.8 in 1925, then fell to 29.1 in 1926, rose again to 48.0 
by 1929, and fell to 27.0 in 1931. 

, The margin between the price of alcohol and that of blacks trap molasses 
(multiplied by two and a half) rose from 22.0 cents per gallon in 1922 to 32.5 in 
1925, the price of alcohol rising more than the price of molassesj a fall in the price of 
alcohol then reduced the margin in 1926 to II.6j a sharp decline in the price of 
molasses and an equally sharp increase in the price of alcohol restored the margin to 
31.4 in 1927 and 33.6 in 1929, after which year, largely owing to the fall in the price 
of alcohol, the margin fell to 15.1 in 1931 (ibid., 219). 

I Iti published income rose from 1.3 million dollars in 1922 to 3.2 million dollars 
in 1923. declined to 2.2 million dollars in 1927. rose to 4.7 million dollars in 1929: 
in the three succeeding years it incurred losses of between one and two million 
dollars (ibid., 222). 

'F.T.C., The Cemenl Industry, I933, xi. 
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sellers.1 Similar results were revealed by investigation of the prices 
at which 2.9 million barrels were sold to WISCOnsin dealers in 1927 
and of the prices in 8,000 bids to five state ~ghway commissions 
in 1929. Even here, however, it is notable that complete uni
formity was not revealed. 

The analysis of prices for cement is confused, however, by the 
custom of selling only at delivered prices; i.e., prices calculated 
by adding to the price at a basing point in each territory the 
cost of railroad transportation to each delivery point. Many 
manufacturers calculate their delivered prices by reference to a 
point other than the point of manufacture. The five large com
panies above referred to, or their predecessors, operated, in 1927, 
47 plants, all but two of which were located in strategic points east 
of the Rockies; they produced together 47 per cent of the output 
in this territory. A further 18 per cent of this output was produced 
in rival mills at or near the basing points of one of the larger 
companies, and a further 30 per cent was produced at mills at 
points which were not basing points. If these five companies chose 
to cooperate they could, therefore, influence directly the price of 
95 per cent of the cement sold in this territory.2 The largest firm 
in the industry, the Universal-Atlas Company, controlled about 
17 per cent of the domestic shipments of cement.a 

'-kRealization of the dangers of price cutting in the industry 
might be expected to predispose sellers to the acceptance of leader
ship. A considerable proportion of the cost of production is in the 

. form 01 ovemeadCOsts;oemand is subject to WIde cyclical fluctua_ 

tions, and for this and other reasons capacity for production has 
recej~en greatly in excess of dem!lnd at current prt~S.4 
Mer ers ve increased the power of the large units, & facilitated 
unanimity by reducing the number of policies to be brought into 
harmony, and eliminated recalcitrant producers., Resistance has, 
however, been encountered. The Federal Trade Commission 
reported the application of various forms of pressure to firms 
refusing to adopt the pricing structure conventional in the 

I F.T.C., Priu Bases lrtqlli,y, m. These statistics allow for changes in the price 
of cement from time to time. 

I F.T.C., Priu Basellrtquwy, 119. 
I ibUl., 94, and Emibit I • 
• The percentage of capacity in use declined from 85.3 in 1924 to 65.9 in 1929. 

capacity for production increased every year up to 1930 (ibUl., 19). In 1932 the 
percentage had fallen to 29.7 (F.T.C., TIte CetMIfII1Idustry, lrl). 

'The largest firm in the industry resulted from the merger of the Universal and 
Atlas companies in January, 1930. 

• ibUl •• 92. 
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industry ~1 The broad consequences of leadership in the industry 
are so much entangled with the consequences of the particular 
basis upon which uniformity in prices was secured, viz., the use of 
a number of basing points, that they are best left for analysis in 
connection with the discussion of geographical price discrimination.2 

It is reported that since 1899 sellers of,n,on-ferrous metals have 
customarily contracted to sell at prices equal to those of the 
American Smelting and Refining Company in force on the date of 
shipment.3 To the extent that this practice is followed, the Ameri
can Smelting and Refining Company obviously becomes the price 
leader in the industry. It is also stated that when the National 
Lead Company announces a change in price, others usually 
follow. 4 

anufacturers of crackers" must and do follow the lead set by 
the Ion IScwt Company and the Loose-Wiles Biscuit 
Company."o Counsel for the Quaker Oats Company stated that 
the price in the market was much influenced by the small millers, 
who might cut prices because they needed business, but that the 
largest producer, having the largest number of orders and con
tracts to deliver, was generally the first to advance in price and 
the last. to reduce it. When he advanced the price he took the 
chance of losing business to smaller rivals, who sold heavily 
at the former price until they had obtained sufficient orders to 
satisfy them. On the other hand, if the largest producer reduced his 
price, other mills generally accepted at once. Other millers" sooner 
or later follow the price made by the largest producer and attempt 
to get his price, and in the business it will naturally be expected 
that the asking and list prices will be either the same or about the 
same as those of th,emiller producing the best quality of oats."1 

It was reported that in the sugar industry the beet sugar 
manufacturers follow the price of the cane sugar manufacturers,' 

1 ibid., xix, 84, 125 (footnote), 130. 
I See Chaps. VI and VII. 
I FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 202. 
'S.u:OLSKI, "Price Making and Price Stability," Hanlard Bus. Rev., 3: 207 

(1925). 
i F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 78. The National Biscuit Company was 

reported to have sold 51.6 per cent of all the biscuits and crackers sold in the United 
States in 1914 and 55.7 per cent in 1921, and the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company 
sold in 1914 about 15 per cent of the crackers and biscuits (National Biscuit Co. v. 
F.T.C., 299 Fed. 735, and ALSBERG, Combination in lhe American Bread Baking 
Induslry, 6). 

I U.S. v. Quaker Oats Co., Brief for Quaker Oals Company, 170. 
7 U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brief for Sugar Inslitute on lhe Facts, District Court 

177; U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Decision of Judge Mack (mimeographed), 44· 
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but there is little evidence of price leadership in the market for 
cane sugar. 

The Federal Trade Commission reported in 1918 that about 
90 per cent of the pack of canned salmon was sold at the "opening 
prices," that is, prices set in the late summer, when it is possible 
to make some reliable estimate of the size of the catch for the 
year. I Although no cooperation or agreement has been proved to 
exist among the canners, there has been great uniformity in the 
opening prices charged by the canners since 1905; nearly all 
canners follow the prices of one or two large companies, and refuse 
to quote prices until those of the large firms have been announced. 
The Alaska Packers Association has taken the lead in declaring 
the prices of all grades except one and its prices have been followed 
by nearly all the other canners in declaring their prices. The price 
for the remaining variety (which is mainly caught on Puget Sound) 
is usually declared by a firm of brokers much interested in packing 
in the district. Many packers wrote inquiring when the opening 
price was likely to be declared and whether it was possible to give 
an advance estimate of the prices. I A great number of canners do 
not declare opening prices but arrange with their brokers to sell 
their whole product for them. Both the uniformity of the prices 
declared and the uniformity of time of declaration suggest that 
the prices of one or two leading firms are used as a guide.· Control 
over the opening price involves possible control of output; as the 
price is announced before the end of the season it may be difficult 
to increase the catch if the opening price is high but a low price 
may cause a restriction; in fact, the catch is said to have been so 
restricted in J92J. 

I F.T.C., CMIfIed StJl_, 1918,49. 
• A practice which the Federal Trade Commission regards as BUggesting "an 

implied agreement to ill or maintain prices" (loc. AI.). 
• ibitI. 54- There iB a number of conditions peculiar to the industry which may 

account for this procedure: the industry iB carried on by a considerable number of 
compania (128 reported to the Federal Trade Commission in 1917) but the maIitet
inc of the product iB concentrated to the extent that in 1917, five compames or 
BlOuPS of companiea handled 53-4 per cent of the total pack. (ibitI., 70). A great num
ber of packera have a small output and are working in locations far from the market, 
of which they are ill infonncd; their size and the ama1lness of the variety of products 
they have to offer make it unprofitable for most of them to attempt to market their 
product diftctly. "The limited number of [fishing) locations and the large amount of 
capital needed for an undertaking have led to an important degree of centralization 
of control" (ibitI., 78). The aupply of the product is determined mainly by natural 
COnditioDl (which cause very wide f1uctuatioDl in Bupply) but also by federal and 
atate government action in limiting the territory and the frequency of fishing. The 
product though aupplied during a portion only of the year can be Btored for a con
liderable period and carried over from one year to the next. For the method of price 
bina in the industry Bee ibitI., II, 49.1. 70. and 79· 
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The Federal Trade Commission reported that intrastate 
wholesale slaughterers accepted the leadership of the large packers 
in making the prices of meat products.1 It has also been alleged 
that there is 'a leader stabilizing the market in the packing indus
try,2 but there is no evidence of one among the· large packers 
acting as a leader in price making. The presence in the industry of 
two large packers of approximately equal size (Swift and Company 
and Armour and Company) probably makes it difficult for either 
to secure leadership. The principal charge against the industry has 
been that the la:rge firms have shared the market. 3 

The tobacco manufacturing industry presents a somewhat 
similar situation in that there is a small number of companies all of 
very considerable size. There is, however, little evidence of price 
leadership. The list price of the principal brands of cigarettes has 
invariably been uniform for all the four large companies, but whiJe 
the R. J. Reynolds Company has initiated more changes ttal 
any of its rivals,' it has not invariably been the first to announce 
changes in price. , 

The rubber tire industry is also one in which there is a small 
Jnu.mber.of fairly large firms but it has been seriously unsettled by 

repeated price cutting, which has contributed to the regret that 
"unlike the more experienced, older, and wiser industries, it had no 
opportunity to work out a solidarity and group consciousness."o 

III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF PRICE LEADERSHIP 

/The foregoing summary of the available data suggests that 
~me kind ~,tErice lead~~~~::~S~! in m!n~..!~~<!u.~~ in 

1 F.T.C., The Meal Packing Industry, I, h4 .. 
I F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the Petroleum Industry"I928, 232. 
I See Chap. IV. . 
'At the beginning of 1917 the P. Lorillard Company was the first to attempt to 

adjust the price of cigarettes to the rising general level of prices, but "lost its cour
age and restored its earlier prices" (Cox, Competition in the Tobacco Industry, 204, 
205). After the passing of the Revenue Act of that year R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com
pany led in the first real advance. The wholesale price of popular brands of cigarettes 
reached its highest point in 1919 ($8.00 per thousand) and remained steady for the 
next two years, at the end of which period the American Tobacco Company reduced 
its list price by 25 cents. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company responded by reducing its 
price SO cents and made two further reductions in the same year, each of which was 
accepted by the other companies. After minor adjustments the price remained 
unchanged until April, 1928, when the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company was again 
the first to announce a reduction (ibid., 204, 207) and was followed by its competitors. 
In 1929 this company was the first to announce an increase in price, but a reduction 
in January, 1933 was initiated by the American Tobacco Company (New York 
Times, Jan. 3, 1933). The increase in January, 1934, was, however, again initiated 
by the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (New York Times Jan. 10, 1934). 

i New York Herald Tribune, Mar. 22, 1931. The steel industry may well have 
been the "older and wiser" industry in view. "", 
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w.hWl.~~~U.~9.!lS!.~t~jQ large unl!(~admlU~t 
lilfeI.r~9,.i).c£!lrwhere.ollC firmJar excee4£~y..of its rivl!!s. in ~ize~ 
although the alleged leaders in the newsprint and anthracite 
industries did not control more than 20 and 33 per cent of the total 
output of their respective industries .• 
~ader~_y!ry so widely in their power that it is diBi~t_to 

g~~!.~ali!e. c~ncerning .!h~_ ~~ec~ of ~e_ader~¥p ~~ Price and pro.duc
tl~ ~!!g.e~)'he proportion' olthe industry accepting the price 
of the leader is not, as may appear at first sight, an element 
determining the price policy of the leader. This proportion indi
cates w1t.ether or not the apparent leader is in fact a leader, but no 
more/,lJIe policy of the leader depends upon his estimates Of.th~ 
reactions of his rivals and ~tentialriv8.1s to each possible li~i~f 
policy· there are limits of policy viiHiill-wlllch -rivals are likely 'to 
belota'! and potential competitors discouragecl The probability 
cCattracting new firms into the industryhirns upon the profits 
being made in the industry and the extent to which these profits 
are known to potential competitors; potential competitors must 
also estimate the probable effect upon prices of their entry into the 
industry.,)\mong potential competitors, moreover, m.l.Jst be 
numbered industrial purchasers who may produce their own 
materials if they believe that prices charged them are too high. 
~ven if new firms entering the industry accept the price Jeader, 

ship of the large firm, their entry involves sharing the existin 
volume of business between a larger number of sellers, with th 
result that the profits of each tend to be diminished. • ' 
h. leader, able to assume that his followers will loyally accept 

any price policy he may select, and that any new firms will do 
lik.ewise, must be expected to ~ the price up<ln the s..~~~ .level as_a 
JEonopolist; the total amount of investment in the industry may, 
however-;-6e very much greater than would be made by a monopo
list, particularly if 'potential competitors become actual competi
tors. Monopolyprices may be char~~ but ~1!.e_[a.tes of return upon 
inv~~~me~Uf!self. excessive in relatio.n"'iO-a~tual ~uipuq m~~h~ 
normal..~ practlce,-however, there are senous diBiculttes In toe 
~way or ~l~!ing !he . .Qll!p!I.uo~Jhe wh~I~_!ndllstry' which will 
yi,!l<!. ~he ~aximum net return. Future demand, especially in new 
industries, is diBicult to calculate and the relation between demand 

I A monopolist might be able to make more efficient use of the means of produc
tion and also to obtain them at a lower cost than a group of semi-independent 
producen (C/. ROBINSON, JOAN, The Eamomics o/I",perfed CompaUitm, 143, also 
Chaps. XI, XXVII). 
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and price at each moment of time is imperfectly knownlFinally, 
leadership in prices" even though it results indirectly in control of 
output such as will prevent the accumulation of stocks, may well 
lead to increasing expenditure upon efforts to secure additional 
business at existing prices; monopoly prices may encourage 
expenditure upon advertising and other forms of sales pressure and 
diminish the profits resulting from such prices.) • 

..lll practice the leader is able to rely upon the loyalty of his 
r!ya.JS0ruy\YiUiinTl¢itsj ,he is also conscious of the possibility that 
a policy of high prices may attract new competitors. Leaders I 
appear in consequence to confine themselves to the exertion of a 

"general pressllre in the direction of maintaining pric~s; this influ
ence is especially evi"denflntimes of diminished demand and 
suggests a ~<¥~.E!.ead policy ofstabili7ing individual prices upon 
!_M~her ~~~!Jhan.JllightJ)ccu!: ,W1tl!.~ut.l~~~e!sI;llPll but wIthout 
always yielding high profits. But even this policy has met with at 
least intermittent resistance in most industries. ,fomplete uni
formity in the prices of different sellers is' rare. This lack of 
uniformity is in part apparent rather than real and arises from 
imperfections in price data; it is in part also real and due to smaller 
rivals charging lower prices than the leader. The declining tendency 
of business firms to resort to the drastic economic warfare of the 
type indulged in by the former Standard Oil and American 
Tobacco companies has made it easier for smaller firms to sell at 
prices a little below those of the leader. 2 

-<It appears to be the common fate of leaders to suffer a decline 
i~ th~ir .proportio~.5!L~he. total business in tbe market:-Sporamc 
arid intermittent pnce cutting by smaller firms and expenditure on 

, sales promotion by them are doubtless partial explanations of this 
• fate.~When leaders erect to maintain prices and raise the margin of 
'profit they stimulate rivals to one or both of these policies. The 
leader may from time to time absorb rivals but in none of the 

1 See Chap. V. 
I It has been suggested that the large companies are the victims of unfair methods 

pursued by the smaller, that, for instance, the large firm is less able to contravene 
the prohibitions upon price discrimination in Sec. a of the Clayton Act than the 
small competitors, who are able to obtain business from it by this means (GOIlDON, 
in The Federal Anti-Trust Laws (edited by Handler), 1932, 215). Cf. also argument of 
counsel for the Standard Oil Company of New York, "that a concern which has the 
largest part of the business in a particular area is particularly sensitive to lower 
prices by even small competitors. Having the larger business it is more vulnerable 
to attack and has to follow the price made not only by the larger of its competitors 
but even by relatively small ones." (U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York and 
Vacuum Oil Co., Brief lor Standard Oil Co. d al., 58.) . 
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industries discussed has the leader succeeded in maintaining his 
superiority by this means. 

J:hanges in the relative position of the leader in his industry 
have not been, however, necessarily or even usually the result of 
efforts to control the market: in the industries discussed changes 
in the aggr~ate_ demand for _ th~J>~~~u_ct....!lppear to have been 
more effecQ.v~ere the industry is contractiIig and the leader's. 
shareof business is declining, its absolute volume of bUSIness 
must be declining faster than that of rivals. Rivals must be pro
tecting themselves against the general decline in demand either by 
price cutting (indicating limited acceptance of price leadership), 
by the offer of a better quality of product (indicating indirect or 
disguised price competition), or by expenditure upon the pro
motion of salesl Expenditure upon the promotion of sales suggests 
that the level of prices is sufficient to permit such expenditures 
by the smaller firms. ~e leader presumably expects that the 
maintenance of prices will be profitable even though the leader 
must carry more than its proportionate share of the restriction 
of output necessary to support its price policy. Where new firms 
enter the declining industry the restrictive policy must offer 
considerable profits to new units. The leader's policy may offer a 
wide margin of profit in general; some branches of the industry 
may remain profitable; or some portions of the marketing territory 
may offer good profits to new firms more advantageously located 
with regard to such areas than the existing firms.· 

JI1 e ndin industries (such as the steel and oil industries 
in the period under review a deterioration in the relative position 
of the leader implies neither imperfect leadership nor high profits., 
Price leadership may be complete but the leader may be unable, 
because of its great size, t.o accept a volume of business increasing 
as rapidly as the industry as a whole; such rapid growth may give 
rise to serious inefficiencies. The leader may even be more cautious 
than smaller rivals in calculating the future rate of expansion of 
demand upon which it bases its investment policy. Smaller firms 
(previously existent or new) are thus enabled to obtain business 
without resort to price cutting. Their growth may enable them to 
organize on more nearly the same technical lines as the leader. 
But while they grow without resort to price competition their 
growth increases their ability to challenge the leader. ' 
~e power of the leader is frequently also circumscribed by 

differences in the costs of 4ifferent firms. If the leader is a high-cost 
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producer he is likely to aim at prices remunerative to himself; 
m.ore, ejlicientproducers may thus be stimulated to expand or 
ente~r.,~he industry: 'But if he is a low-cost producer he may be) 
tempted to aim at prices which yield more than a normal return. 

~
part from his desire to maximize profits, he may wish to secure 

the con~~~~1tll~glallCe,of-his follo~j charging a price likely to" 
cover their costs is one way of buying that allegiance.}In fact 
leadership approaches the trade association and carter in this 
respect. Imperfect and limited control of the market fortifies 

"itself by avoiding any irritation of rivals. Otherwise short-term 
price cutting may'begin. Again control may pe p~I'chased at the 
expense of a deterioration ofth,e leader's position .. 

f ~!-e~ge~~hip..tenda to, ,replace ,pressure to reduce costs by 
pr~ssure to keep prices comfortably above costs. Pressure upon the 
less efficient to' adopt the methods of the more efficient is reduced. 
Each is protected from the risk that rivals, finding better methods 
of production, will seek to benefit from them by cutting prices and 
improving their relative position in the industry.) • 
';'Leadership, if it be restricted to matters of price and production 

policy, leaves open a considerable field for rivalry.)The leader 
may be able to maintain his position without meeting the price 
reductions of his rivals if he can secure loyalty among his customers 
by filling orders more promptly than rivals or being less ready thin 
they are to raise prices as soon as demand increases.~n fact~, 

I however, leadership in price policy alone more commonly concenj; 
. trates rivalry into various methods of promoting sales other thall(, 
. by price reductions. In this manner also leadership tends tot 
'incr:ease costs. Leadership may thus by raising costs in a variety of 
ways deflect criticism from prices that yield no more than a normal 
return largely bec'ause manufacturing and marketing costs have 
been raised incidentally to efforts to control price competition:) .. r:. J(I>rice leadership is a step in the direction of replacing the rule of 

~
. (iustry through the conflict of many individual decisions by rule 

I accordance with a plan for the whole i.ndustry., But it suffers 
rom most of the" disadvantages of association controlJ It is true 

that it is not in itself contrary to the anti-trust laws2 but it lacks 
, any power of enforcement. For this reason it may be .!..tr~itio.nal 

f<U:!!!. for the concentration of co!!lrol. In the steel industry it 
__ .r \ 

1 Ct. F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 78. 
t U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417 (1920); U.S. v. International Harvester 

Co., 274 U.S. 693 (1927). 
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... eplaced pools and meetings to control prices, largely, no doubt, 
because these were illegal forms of contro~ But leadership requires 
considerable disparity between the largest firms and its rivals. 
Rivals are apt to learn from the career of the large firm of the 
advantages of size and they too are apt to look to mergers or 
vigorous business tactics to increase their size. With the reduction 
of disparities in size, and increasing social control of crude methods 
of coercion, other methods of unifying policy are likely to be 
sought. The trade association may be the means to the solution 
of this problem. ,!!rice. leadership being_.!!O-morethan Lform'Of 
relationshieJ>etween sellers,further-diicussion of its consequences 
must be In terms of the outcome of the t;TIlicies leaders are apt 
to pursue; e.g., sharing the1narket, the sta lllzation of prices, and 
me IndltCement of non-price competition .. These policies are the 
subject of the succeeding chapters. 



CHAPTER IV 

SHARING THE MARKET 
I. The definition of sharing the market-II. The evidence of iharing the market
A. Agreements between sellers affeciing the sharing of business-x. Pooling agree
ments-2. Cooperative selling-3. Trade association activities-4. Agreements 
concerning the utilization of plant-B. Sharing the market by convention-x. Meat 
packing-2. Anthracite-3. Other industries-C. Reciprocal dealing and the dis
tribution of business-III. The consequences of sharing the market. 

I. THE DEFINITION OF SHARING THE MARKET 

q"~~~ring the ~~rke!" ~~c.urs when output is cont!olled by 
reference to the share of the totalsales of the product obtainedJ>y 
each firm. Wiete-market 'conditiQllS stimulate a fear of short-term 
pnce -cutting aimed at changing the existing distribution of busi
ness in favor of the price cutter, sellers may endeavor to avoid this 
danger by resort to the contention that each firm is entitled to a 
"fair share" of the market but no more.J!t is . assumed that every
Olie knows what is a ff fair share'~; in practice, it often means the
share possessed by each finD. at- the time "When price cutting was 
abandoned. <Instead of endeavoring to increase this share, each 
firm should "~ve;' i.e., avoid conduct likely to_drive 
out rivals. ) . 

II. THE EVIDENCE OF SHARING THE MARKET 

jlThe evidence concerning the prevalence of the policy may be 
arranged by reference to the forms _of_relationship between 
'P~ducers from which it has ariseli:)lf""xplicit agreements to share 
production, cooperative selling agencies, trade associations, con
ventions aimed at the stabilization of the distribution of business, 
and conventions involving the distribution of business by reference 
to a formula applied by buyers, may all involve the sharing of the 
market, and each will be separately discussed. 

A. Agreements Between Sellers Affecting the Sharing of Business 

1. POOLING AGREEMENTS 

JPooling agreements or cartels aimed at the control of prices 
generilly provide also for the control of output.;If they do not, 

146 ' 
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some members may too optimistically estimate the amount of 
the product they can sell at the price fixed by the agreement; the 
accumulation of in'Ventories may lead to the abandonment of the 
agreed price. It is not sufficient to determine the permissible 
output for the whole industry: the output of each member must 
be fixed.' Price competition can no longer determine the distribu-

i$;.
. n of business between firms and a quota is usually set for each. 

quotas may be set either by allocating specific shares of 
business or by allocating markets . 
.{ Specific quotas of sales are frequently expressed as a percentage 

'of total output. Decisions concerning changes in the total \outputl 
are then automatically applied to the quota of each firm. The : 
distribution of quotas is the most difficult stage in the negotiation . 
of cartel agreement~ Ql,lot_~ are usually calculated by reference to 
some arbitrary. criterion such as the total output of each firm in 
some 'past period of time, or the capacity of each firm for produc
tion.)provision is rarely made for changing the quotas of each 
firm; such adjustments are usually made by abandoning the pool
ing. agreement and reestablishing it upon a new basis.2 

jJ>ooling agreements appear to have been the first device to 
which large-scale industries turned during the last third of the 
nineteenth century in: order to regulate prices.)price and output ' 
agreements were relatively infrequent before the Civil War, when 
also they must have been restricted to local markets. After the 
Civil War,' with the development of wider marketing territories 
consequent upon the improvement in transportation facilities, 
they increased in number and importance, agreements being made 
in the cordage industry in 1861 and more formal pools having 
appeared in 187S.<Pools existed in the seventies and eighties in 1 

the salt, whisky, coal, cordage, and nail markets and in the i 

nineties (when they became larger and more important) in the, 
explosives, iron and steel, beef, and anthracite markets. ) 

Specific )holing agreements were made in the anthracite indus
. try during e seventies and tentative agreements during the 
eighties, but none was satisfactory, partly because the member-

I C/. VOH BECUlL\TJI, Modem IffIlrulri4l Or,lInjmliorl, 239. 
• In more recent yeam quotas have often been made transferable in countries 

where they are permitted; the rigidity of the distribution is thus relieved. Quotas are 
generally regarded as having been transferred whenever two firms each possessing a 
quota are me"ed. 

• A pool UlSted in the brass industry as early as 1853 a ONES, The Trusl Problem 
.. lIN U .. ik41 ShUu, 6). -

• DEWING, CorporGU Promolitml MId Reor,lInj.llliorJ1, II4-
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ship was not sufficiently comprehensive,! and partly because of 
dissatisfactioh with quotas. In 1892 the Reading company 
atteinpteda large combination but the venture resulted in bank
ruptcy for its promoters. 2 Between 1897 and 1902 shipments of 
anthracite were apparently regulated according to the mining 
capacity of each producer in the territory of each railroad in 1896.3 
The large railroads after 1900 secured control of the output of the 
independent operators through uniform contracts to purchase, in 
perpetuity, all the output of the independents, at a price equal to 
65 per cent ofthe tidewater price.' By 1907 about half the output 
of the independent operators was disposed of under these con
tracts,6 which subsequently the Supreme Court ordered to be 
abrogated.6 These pooling agreements were superseded by sharing 
of the market by cOBvention.7 

Pooling agreements existed in the market for dressed meats 
after 1885.' Between 1885 and 1893 there was an agreement 
:fixing the quantity of dressed meat to be shipped to the east by 

. each packer; between 1893 and 1896 there was a similar agreement 
~ providing for the payment of fines in respect of business in excess of 
each firm's quota and for the receipt of bonuses in respect of 
deficiencies from each firm's quota. 8 These agreements are said to 

"have been abandoned in 1902,8 after which date the market appears 
to have been shared in accordance with an unwritten convention. 

Pooling agreements were common in the steel industry in the 
eighties and nineties of the last century. A steel rail pool estab
lished in 1887 lasted until 1893 when it collapsed owing to dis
agreements concerning quotas; it was renewed until 1897 when it 

• agam collapsed owmg to unfavorable trade conditions which 
induced infractions of the pooling agreement.10 It set the total 
output of business and its distribution between the parties to the ,. . 

1 The pool formed on Dec. 31, 1884, did not include the Pennsylvania Railroad 
which, moreover, did not even act in harmony with the pool GONES, The Anthracm 
Coal Ctlmbinalion, 47). 

I ibid., 57. 
a Cooperation was facilitated by the formation of the Temple Iron Company, the 

directors of which were the presidents of the five anthracite railroads, and the meet
ings Q,f whose board of directors offered opportunities for the discussion of many 
matters other than the business of this insignificant company (ibid., 151). 

• U.S. v. Reading CO. (I9II), Brief for U.S., 63, 65, 192. 
& U.S. v. Reading CO. (I9II), "Enterprise" Brief, 45. 
8 U.S. v. Reading Co., 226 U.S. 324 (1912). 
7 See below p. 166. 
8 F.T.C., The Meat Packing Indus"'y, II, 12.ff.; WELD, The Packing Industry, 92. 
D WELD, op. cil., 92. . 

10 COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS, The Steel Industry, I. 68.tr. ' 
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agreement. Even after the formation of the United States Steel 
Corporation, there was a friendly agreement between the producers 
of rails concerning the output of each producer and providing for 
uniform prices. l A wire nail pool, formed in 1894, survived for 
one and a half years, which was considerably longer than its 
promoters had anticipated.· A steel billet pool formed in 1896, 
under the name of "Tbe Bessemer Steel Association of the United 
States," provided for the maintenance of prices and the distribu- 1 

tion of the available business, with penalties and bounties for 
those who exceeded or fell short respectively of their allotted 
shares. The pool was undermined by a few of the members who 
used their billets for further manufacture and sold the secondary 
products at prices which their non-integrated competitors could 
not meet if they paid the pool price for billets. Several important 
manufacturers also failed to join the pool and it collapsed within a 
year.' 

The Bessemer Ore ASsociation was a pool formed by iron ore 
producers in the Lake Superior district. Profits had fallen seriously 
as a result of the panic of 1893, and they sought to control the 
price and production of ore and to allocate output between 
operators. The pool was threatened'with extinction in 1896 but 
managed to survive on the basis of an agreement between some 
of the leading producers who reduced the price of ore to $2.75 per 
ton.· A structural steel association was formed in 1897 by nine 
manufacturers who agreed to share the available business among 
themselves, according to fixed percentage allotments. 6 

The producers of cast iron pipe in a territory from which the 
cost of transportation excluded outside competition (within a con
siderable price range) devised in 1895 a complicated method of 
distributing business without resort to price competition .... Pro
ducers of two thirds of the pipe produced in the territory formed 
the Southern Associated Pipe Works, which set the price to be 
charged for the pipe over more than three quarters of the United 
States. Members of the association bid against one another 

I U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Brief Jar u.s. (before the District Court of New Jer
leY), II, 122. 

I The pool was abandoDed owing to difficulties eDcoUDtered iD nnDg quotas aDd 
enforciDg them u well &I owing to the establishmeDt of outside competitioD; Dew 
manufacturers could very eaaily enter the industry and were induced to do 10 by the 
price policy of the pool. 

I COIOOSSIOND or COIl.POIlATIONS, TN SUelIMIISI", I, 73, 74. 

• tbtd., I, 74-
I STEVENS, IUwlrial Combifllllitml OM Trusls, 111-313. 
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privately for the right to tender at the fixed price, the firm paying 
the highest price for the privilege of tendering obtaining an under
standing from his rivals that they would tender only at a price 
above that 'agreed upon. The proceeds of these private auctions 
were distributed among the members of the association.l..,In the 
course of much spurious argument intended to prove that this 
device had no effect upon price competition (because only one 
firm could in any event secure each contract) it was claimed 
that the arrangement was aimed at securing a "fair division" 
among the members of the association of the business secured by 
all of them. 2 .. 

Between 1886 and 1891 there was a pooling agreement fixing 
the total production of explosives and the production by each firm, 
with provision for payment of fines for exceeding the quota, and 
receipt of premiums for failure to produce a full quota, the agree
ment being substantially continued for a further five years after 
1891. In 1895, however, pooling gave place to consolidation.' A 
cotton bagging pool was formed in 1888 providing also for the 
regulation of the output of individual producers. 4 

~ Sharing the market by sharing sales territory has occurred 
in the markets for cast ironpfpe and nails. Division of territory is 
more commonly employed, however, to share the international 
market between national groups; market agreements of this type 
have been made afvarious tiines in the tobacco, steel rail, cotton 
thread, glass bottle, aluminum, gunpowder, calcium carbide, and 

I meat industries:trhis method of sharing does not secure a constant 
I distribution of llusiness, but leaves the rate of expansion of differ
f ent firms or groups of firms to be determined by the rate of growth 
of demand in the. different territories and the price policy pursued 
in each.) . 

It is evident that the urge to a cartel movement was present 
in the United States as in other countries and that the movement 
attained considerable proportions. ,3nformation concerning pools 

1 Addyston Pipe and Steel Co. eI al., v. U.S., I75 v. U.S. 237 (I899) •. 
I Brief for Addyston Pipe Co. eI al, 28, 29; Supplemental Brief, 7; Brief for u.s., 

62. In I896 the price paid to the association for the right to tender at the lowest 
price for public contracts in the so-called "pay territory" rose as high as $7 to $8 a 
ton, which suggests the difference between the profitability of contracts inside and 
outside the restricted areas, after taking account of freight rates. In consequence 
some firms chose to sell most of their product outside the restricted area and take 
their share of profits arising from the high prices inside the restricted area. (Brieffor 
U.S·,70.) . 

I U.S. v. DuPont de Nemours Co., Pleadings. 26, 34. 45. 
• JONES, The Trusl Problem in the United Statu, 8. 
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fades away at the tum of the century when the~ illegality became 
evident.· Probably the pools themselves also faded away except 
as temporary and often as local agreements. 

2. COOPEllATIVE SELLING 

J..The cooperative selling organization, frequently resorted to in 
Germany to, enforce adh~rence to agreed quotas, has also been 
tried in the l1nited States. If a, cooperative sellin, . g agencysecur~ 
power to dispose of aU the outPU.LoU~~embers it can compe " 
adherence to quotas as well as fix the price of the product an 
therefore, the total volume to be sold. One of the first experi 
ments o~ this type was made in the Michigan salt industry as early 
as 1876-.(, A brief experiment in cooperative selling was also made 
in the oil industry after the collapse of the South Improvement 
Company in 1872. Th~_ Standard Oil group formed the National 
Refiners' Association, which was succeeded in 187 S by the Central 
Association of Refiners, a selling agency dominated by the 
Standard Oil Company;lthe Standard company determined the 
output of each membet,purchasedJIll crude oil, and sOld all oil .. 
products and negotiated all transportation for its members. I By 
1879 it controlled 90 to 9S per cent of all the oil refining capacity 
and was replaced by the first trust agreement.:: ' 
...(The Continental Wall Paper Company is a more typical 

example of the cooperative selling agency. Formed in 1898, it was 
controlled by the producers of 98 per cent of the wall paper manu
factured in the United States. It purchased the whole output 
of its members, determined the selling price of wall paper and the 
output of each member, and regulated the activities of jobbers. Its 
profits were distributed according to the productive capacity of its 
members.' )The emphatic condemnation of the company by the 

I The cIeciaioD in U.S. v. AddystoD Pipe Co. (175 U.S. 211) made their status 
clear. 

• The Michigan Salt AssociatiOD was formed, the stock in the associatioD being 
held by manufacturers of salt in pro~rtioD to their productive capacity. The mem
ben agreed to deliver to the associatiOD all the salt produced or to lease their plaDts 
to the associatiOD, ucept that, OD paymeDt of a sum of 10 cents a barrel, members 
might market their own salt. It appears, however, that DO restriCtioD was placed UPOD 
the output of the members. The operations of the associatiOD were very successful 
for lOme time, although competitioD had to be met from the New York aDd Ohio 
6clds. The pool finally collapsed in 1882 wheD it reduced prices in aD attempt to gaiD 
CODtrol of the Chicago market. (RIPLEY (Editor), Tnub, PfHIls, 11114 CtWPtWtJlitm, 
~~ . 

• The Standard interests were occupied during this period in driving out or 
ahIorbiDg most of their rivals (if. JONES, TN TnuJ P,Dblefllill ,he UlIiktl SItJIu, 52). 

• Continental Wall Paper Co. v. Voigt and Sons, 148 Fed. 947 (1906). 
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Supreme Court1 put an end to such experiments for twenty 
years .. 

In 1932, however, the bituminous coal industry sought relief 
from 10ng-cQntinued low profits by a cooperative selling agency; it 
may have been encouraged by the fact that the federal govern
ment was by this time vigorously encouraging cooperative selling 

/by agricultural producers. 137 operators producing about 54 per 
cent of the soft coal produced in the Appalachian and surrounding 
territory formed Appalachian Coals, Inc. This company was to 
seek purchasers of soft coal and allocate orders between its mem
bers2 and determine the selling price, but not the output, of the 
members. For the first time the Supreme Court accepted the cartel 
as a legitimate form of organization, largely because it was deeply 
impressed with the distress in the industry,3 and implied its 
! preparedness to rest its judgment upon the policy pursued rather 
; than the nature of the industrial structure.' 

3. TRADE ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 

The statistical activities of trade associations have been dis
cussed~tatistics of the voluine of business of each firm in relation 
to. the total s~les of the industry tend, although often ineffec-

1 Continental Wall Paper Co. v. Voigt and Sons, 212 U.S. 227 (1909)' 
. I The members, however, reserved the right separately to seek orders, it being 

provided that orders obtained by their solicitors should be allocated to them. 
a Remarking that "realities must dominate the judgment" the court noted that 

the industry had a capacity for production in excess of current demand by about 
40 per cent, and that the demand for coal had been declining owing to the competi
tion of oil, gas, and water power, with the result that the industry was in a "chaotic 
condition." In consequence "if some improvement can be effected it will be better 
for all concerned." The court held that the law did not preclude the operators from 
"making an honest effort to remove abuses, make competition fairer, and thus to 
promote the essential interests of commerce." The mere establishment of machinery 
for cooperative selling" did not unduly restrain trade, and if this latter should follow 
as the result of the agreement then the government would be able to apply for 
relief." (Appalachian Coals, Inc., v. U.S., 288. U.S. 344 (1933).) The court pro
vided that the case should remain open in order that evidence of any attempt by the 
company to abuse its position might be brought before it. The lower court remarked 
upon the fact that not all the producers in the Appalachian field had joined the 
association, and that no such association had been established in other fields (U.S. v. 
Appalachian Coals, Inc., F. Suppt., 339)' As the company was set up in order to 
ascertain its legal status and with the wtention of establishing similar agencies in 
other fields if they were held not to contravene the law, the fact that operators in 
only one field had adopted the device was unimportant. The code of fair competition 
for the industry under the National Industrial Recovery Act empowered marketing 
agencies in each area to establish" fair market prices" for each grade and size of coal 
in the area, provided the agency represented at least two thirds of the commercial 
output of the area. 

• In 1927 the same court explained the impossibility of judicial control of the 
policies of trade associations controlling output and prices (U.S. v. Trenton Potteries 
Co., 273 U.S. 392 (1927». 
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tually, to induce a sharing of the market upon a constant basis. 
Attempts to control the hours of plant operation point in the 
direction of sharing the market in proportion to the productive 
capacity of each firm.l 

-,)lore recently, however, schemes have been proposed for the 
more effective use of the trade association for the purpose of 
sharing the market.CThe members of the American Institu~.9f • 
Steel C..Qnst~ were in distress because ora. "fear oil the part I 
O1'some that they would not get their share of the available 
business."· It was proposed, therefore, that members whose, 
business exceeded a "reasonable ratio" of the total business 
available (such "reasonable ratio" being based upon the produc
tive capacity of each member) should pay additional dues to the 
institute on the yround that they were enjoying a greater share 
of the benefits of Its research and promotional work. ~ ':Jhe princi
ple on which this plan is based is that a member of the Institute is 
entitled to his proper share of the business available";3 "competi
tion would be more widely distributed and the public benefited" 

vhy this scheme because it would keep many businesses in existence 
which would otherwise fail; it was not proposed to control prices 
but merely to "live and let Jjve "4 Unless small businesses were 
protected there would be a series of mergers which the institute 
desired to prevent. The scheme proposed was in fact an agreement' 
to distribute quotas, to impose fines for exceeding the quota and 
presumably bonuses for failure to attain the quota; these latter 
bonuses, however, were limited to the remission of the institut~ 
fees.'. 

The legality of this device being highly questionable, those 
interested in promoting the use of trade associations for industrial 
regulation have been more interested in the amendment of the 
law. Mr. Gerard Swope recommended8 the amendment of the 
Sherman Law to permit two or more producers to make contracts 
"in order to balance production and consumption to so divide 

• A"..1ISIul Ne'IIIl, November, 1931. 
• Hearing 011 ,IN EslablisllMeJII oj .. N alitmGl ~ CIHlIfCil before the Senate 

Committee on Manufactures. 1931, 468. 
• A.ifllled NtfIIIl. November, 1931. 
• H ellri,." 011 ,lie EslablisllMeJII Df .. N aliOllol &tmo1ttie CIHlIfCil, 468. 
• No such remission was prescribed but presumably the greater the special dues 

the less would the ordinary dUel be. 
I HUJri,." 0II111e EsIablisllMeJII of .. NaliOllol &tmomie CIHlIfCil. 1931,302,308-

309. Mr. Swope'. recommeDdatioDl were in harmODY with those of the American Bar 
AaIociation and the United States Chamber of Commerce. 
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between them the demands of the given time."1 It was hoped thus 
to stabilize' business activity. In order to protect purchasers 
against unreasonable prices, the contract was to be operative only 
after a prescribed period, and then only if no objection had been 
raised or a federal supervising commission had taken no action; 
Mt. Swope contended, however, that the plan involved no control 
of prices by the state. 2 

4. AGREEMENTS CONCERNING THE UTILIZA'tION OF PLANT 

(The distribution of business between producers may also be 
controlled by· agreements concerning the rate of operation of 
plant. During the period from 1879 to 1884 the large raUroad 

.pi:~Q~<:!;r~_o~.II.l!.~ll.~~ite are said to have closed their mines for an 
agreed number of days when the market weakened; the number of 
days of non-operation varied from 88 in 1880 to 107 in 1884.\fhis 
policy stimulated the opening of new mine~8 and increased the 
labor force attached to the industry. The introduction of mechani
cal methods of producing window glass increased the productive 
capacity of the industry which sought to protect itself by an 
agreement to curtail the period of operation of furnaces to four 
and a half months a year; the Supreme Court took no exception to 
this restriction of output. 4 The fir lumber manufacturers sought to 
curtail production by suspending operations for at least one day a 
week in 1916.6 
v(The Cotton Textile Institute, which began operations in 1927, 

endeavored to renaollifaie the cotton industry by restricting the 
hours of plant operatio~. In January, 1930, the institute attempted 
to pledge the industry to the limitation of day shifts to 55 and 
night shifts to 50 hours per week, in the hope of reducing fluctua
tions in output.~About 75 per cent of the industry accepted but 

1 ibid., 167, 16S, ISS. 
I ibid., 308-309. Mr. Javits, a trade association counsel, stated that Mr. Swope's 

proposals clearly rested upon price fixing and restriction of output and remarked 
that such a plan tended to keep the marginal producer in business (ibid., 547). The 
chairman of the committee of the Chamber of Commerce agreed that it would 
indirectly involve such control of prices (ibid., ISS). A committee of the Chamber 
of Commerce reported that" many producers would prefer to gauge their output to 
the consuming capacity and divide the volume of such production among the differ
ent units of industry on an equitable basis," a proceeding which was hindered by the 
anti-trust laws. (Report of Committee on Continuity of Business of the United 
States Chamber of Commerce, cit. ibid., 1931, ISS.) 

I JONES, The Anthracite Coal Combination, 46. 
'WATKINS, Industrial Combinations and Public Polic'}, 159 ff., and U.S. v. 

National Association of Window Glass Manufacturers, 263 U.S. 403 (1923). 
Ii F.T.C., Lumber Manufacturers T,.ade Associations, 1922, 77, 
• New YorA Times, Mar. 2S, 1930. 
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"in 1932 only 49 per cent of the southern mills were actually 
observing the so-hour night shift, and the average time worked by 
each employee in approximately 160 mills throughout the country 
was still, as it had been in 1928 and 1930, 53.4 hours a week."! In 
June, 1932, when operations were at a low ebb, the Institute 
endeavored to discourage night operations by increasing their 
cost; it reoommended the abandonment of the employment of 
women and children at night. The proposal appears to have been 
abortive I and was abandoned when business increased.3 The 
policies of the Cotton Textile Institute were important, however, 
because the industry obtained the first code of fair competition 
under the National Industrial Reoovery Act and the code included 
restrictions upon the weekly hours of plant operation; similar 
clauses were subsequently accepted in the codes for many 
branches of the textile fudustry. C 

, "I:Restrictions upon the hours of plant operation tend in the 
direction of sharing the .market according to the productive 
capacity ef each producer. They may, therefore, cause considerable 
changes in the distribution of business:)The restriction may also 
result in a reduction of the total output of the industry. In general 
it increases the average oosts of all firms whose output is reduced. 
It may increase obsolescence charges by retarding the replacement 
of plant and it must increase interest charges per unit of output. If 
night work is less efficient than day work and is eliminated there 
is an offset to the tendency to increase costs. Ii 

B. Sha,ing tM M a,kel by Convention 

~though until 1933 agreements to share markets were clearly 
contrary to the anti-trust laws, some .markets appear to have been 
shared by convention:}The sentiment that "we must recognize 
the ethical distinction between necessary price reductions and 
price cutting which is inspired by a selD.sh desire to obtain more 

I WIIITMEY, TraM Ass«i4lions tiM IMUSIrial Ctmlrol, 71; COTTON: TErru.E 
IJfSTITUTE, A .... UGI ReII1rl, 1932,3-4; Mtmlhl, lAbor Rerriew, July, 1932, lSI. 

I WIIITMEY, II'. riI., 72 • 
• MUJlCHISON, .. Stabilization in the Cotton Textile Industry," PrllCUllings tJ/ 'M 

AlINrieGn Eamttmic Ass«i4lion, 1932, 77. 
• See Cha,P. X.' 
• The policy adopted by the Federal Farm Board in 1930 when it attempted to 

reduce the output of cotton and wheat by appealing to all producers to reduce their 
output by a uniform percentage (FEDEIlAL FAIUl BOAllD, AnnUGI ReII1rl, 1931, 62) 
and the IUbsequent policy of the Agricultural Adjustment AdministIation involved 
the sharing of the market on the basis of previous output; it was also aimed at the 
restriction of total output. 
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than a reasonable proportion of business,"l suggests regard 
for the reactions of price policy upon the distribution of business. 

'~rn the beef and anthracite industries this attitude has apparently 
e..~en translated into action although whether by explicit agree-

~
nt or tacit convention is uncertain./As these two industries are 
portant and afford the only available information concerning a 

robable conventional sharing of the market, they call for analysis 
in some detail. 

I. THE MEAT PACKING INDUSTRY 

.,(Conventional sharing of the market appears to have succeeded 
the meat pools which were abandoned in 1902. The market for 
packing house products is said to have been share<i as early as 
1903 by sharing the purchases of livestock in the large stock 
markets.~)In 1918, after a prolonged investigation, the Federal 
Trade Commission reported that the large packers were "in an 
agreement for the division of livestock purchases throughout the 
United States according to certain fixed percentages,"3 which 
allegation the packers denied. The amounts of cattle purchased by 
each of the large packers as a percentage of the total purchases 
of the group are shown in the following table:4 

TABLE III 

Year Swift Armour Morris Wilson Cudahy 

1913 33.90 27. 18 17.80 11.74 9.38 
1914 34. 01 27. 16 17·97 11.56 9.30 
1915 34·47 27·57 18.14 10.15 9. 67 
1916 34·59 27·04 17. 86 10·94 9·57 
1917 35. 07. 26.96 17. 14 10.85 9.98 

The COmmlSSl.on remarked upon these figures that "the first 
glance . . . reveals such a remarkable uniformity in the per
centages purchased by each of the big packers from year to year 
as to convince any. disinterested person that such results could be 
obtained only by agreement." Figure 10 shows the distribution 

1 Address by the executive director of the American Institute of Steel Construc
tion at the Conference of Iron, Steel, ant;! Allied Industries, cit. New York Times, 
Feb. 13, 1931. 

I U.S. v. Swift and Co., 196 U.S. 375 (1905). In 1910, however, a number of 
packers were acquitted of this charge (U.S. v. Louis F. Swift d al., indictment in 
Northern District of Dlinois, September, 1910, and U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE; The Federal Anti-trust Laws, 86). 

a F.T.C., The Meal Packing Industry, I, 226. 
a ibid.,I, 52. 
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between the large packers of their total slaughter of cattle, sheep, 
and hogs during .the period 1913 to 1917. It is evident that "the 
percentages for hogs, sheep, and calves displayed the same 
uniformity." "Even more significant, the figures for the separate 
markets also were consistently maintained." The commission also 
reported that approximate stability in the distribution of business 
was maintained even from week to week.1 Accumulated per-
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FIG. n.-Accumulated percentages of the shares of each large packer ul total 
cattle purchases in 1916. (Redrawn from Federal Trade Commission. Meat Packin, 
I ndustr,!. II. so.) 

centages of the snares of cattle purchases up to the end of each 
week during the year 1916 are shown in Fig. II. The stability of 
these curves of accumulated percentages is undeniable: it is the 
more remarkable in view of the very great seasonal and weekly 
changes in the total volume of cattle purchased by large packers; 
the smallest weekly purchase during the period was 62,006 cattle 
and the largest 190,686.2 "With this variation in the number of 
animals purchased, the maintenance of such percentage uni-

1 When in one week "one of the companies exceeds or falls behind its percentage, 
it restricts or expands its purchases during the succeeding weeks so that by the end of 
the year a close approximation to the agreed division is secured" (ibid., II, so). 

• See also Hearings on Governmenl Control of ,he Meal Packing I MUS", before 
Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 1919, 79. 
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formity could not be expected without agreement."· The commis
sion claimed that this statistical evidence (togethet with docu
ments found in the records of the packers) proved the existence 
of an agreement to share business. I 

The large packers, vigorously denying the commission's 
allegations, contended that the di!\tribution of business was not 
completely stable. They failed, however, to rebut the commission's 

\!:
arges concerning the facts.' They also a~gued that such stability 

. in the distribution of business as had existed was the outcome of 
mpetition and of no particular significance "as these businesses 

have been many years in developing, and each company now has 
its regular organization, its territory and usual trade, and its plant 
capacity and distributing system."· It was argued Ii that businesses 

I F.T.C., .,. AI., n, so. 
I It believed that the agreement was administered through the rigid control of 

all pun:haae. from Chicago, irrespective of conditions in local markets or at local 
pluta (each local buyer knowing hia share of local supplies and buying that share in 
the absence of special instructions), and the keeping of daily records by each packer 
of the pun:haae. of other packers (with the aid of the stockyard companies and often 
of the other packen) (ibid., 42 ff.). 

• It wu a""ed that the percentage of animals purchased varied greatly from 
week to week an most markets. During the period from Sept. I, 1917, to Sept. I, 
1915l the ,proportion of the total purchases of hogs by the five large packen which 
wu DOUgIlt by Swift and Company varied from 32.5 per cent to 40 per cent; the 
average variation from week to week was 2$,000 hogs; their percentages of cattle 

'varied between 32 per cent and 39.S per cent (with an average variation of 12,000· 
cattle per week) (SWIrr .um COKPANY, lUjoitukr, Oct. 29, 1918). These absolute 
figures do not, however, touch the allegations of the commission, nor do the vari
atioBl in weekly percentages; the commission agreed that daily and even weekly 
comp1iance with the agreement would be diflicult in view of the short period of the 
daily IDIruts and the actioBl of individual buyen and speculaton (F.T.C., DP. ,iI., 
II, 46). The commission rested its case mainly upon the stability of the accumulated 
percentagel for the whole set of major livestock markets. Swift and Company also 
contended that their percentage of purchases had increased between 1913 and 1917 
by about 3.5 per cent or 90,000 cattle and claimed that there had been a further 
increase in IQIS (SWIrr .um COKPANY, AfI4lym Df.he FederaJ Trade Commissio1l 
RelDrl, 30). The figures presented by the commission showed, however, an increase 
of only 1.17 per cent. The packen also contended that the form in which the statis
tics were presented suggested a greater uniformity of distribution than e:risted in 
fact. Owing to the tremendous volume of purchases, a difference of one per cent 
meant a difference in purchases of several hundred thousand head of cattle. (Testi
mony on behalf of Morris and Company in Heari,.,s 011 PfJder CDftSenI Deer" 
P"'JtIfJ'" III SeruJU ResDluliDII 2n before a 8ubcommittee of the Committee on Agri
culture and Forestry of U.S. Senate, 1923, nos.) A difference of one per cent in the 
pun:haae. of Morris and Company for the nriod from 1913 to 1917 represented, it 
was said, 76,000 cattle, equal to ten weeks kill in Chicago and three weeks' kill at 
all the Morris plants. Where the unit of measurement is SIDIll in relation to the 
~te to be measured, a change of one per cent represents a lsrge number of 
1lDlta, but this fact does not diminish the significance of the stability to which 
attention wu called • 

• Evidence on behalf of Morris and Company at Heari,.gs 011 PlUlw CDftSmI 
lHa .. PWIfj(JfIf III SeruJU ResDluliDII :rn, 1923, nos . 

• Evidence of L D. H. Weld at Heari,.,s 011 AtukrsDII Bill before the Committee 
on Agriculture of the House of Representatives, Mar. n, 1920, xiv, 1240 
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of all kinds r~ach an equilibrium in the course of their develop
ment, and that stability in the distribution of business represents 
their relative plant capacities, facilities for distribution, and 
established trade. After examining this contention" in the light of 
comparative plant capacities and the purchase figures" the com
mission rejected it; in Denver, where the plant capacity of 
Armour and Company was less than that of Swift and Company, 
and where the aggregate. purchases of the two firms ranged within 
wide limits, purchases were shared between the two firms on a 
substantially equal basis.1 If the plants of all the firms were fully 
occupied the available business would naturally be distributed 
according to their capacity for production; but over periods of 
considerable length in relation to the time necessary to establish 
new plants, if plants were fully occupied some firms would be 
expected to increase plant facilities in order to provide for taking 
over still more business. Little information is available concerning 
the productive capacity of the packers;2 it is believed, however, 
that their plants have been occupied at considerably. below their 
capacity oWing to the decline in the export demand for their 
products after the conclusion of the war of 1914 to 1918.3 Failure 
fully to exploit plant, taking the form either of the exploitation of 
all plants to the same percentage of their capacity, or of an equal 
sharing from year to year of the business available, suggests that 
the distribution of business is determined by other than competi
tive conditions. 4 

• 1 F.T.C., op. cit., iI, 75. 
t The commission produced no further information concerning the relative 

productive capacities of the packers, nor did it examine the proposition that 
business might be expected to be distributed according to the capacity of each 
packer, i.e., that all firms would employ their plants to an equal percentage of 
capacity. . . 

I Between 1925 and 1929, 86 per cent of the capacity for meat packing is said to 
have been occupied on the average, seasonal slackness not being regarded as em
ployment below capacity. The proportion of unoccupied plant was less than in 
manufacturing in general. (NOURSE and associates, America's Capacity to Produce, 

3
0

3')Th 1 k' . d th bili" th di 'b' f b . • e arger pac ers mSlste at sta ty m e stn ution 0 usmess 
was evidence of competitive behavior in that it was to be found in many other 
industries such as railroads (an unfortunate example), paper manufacturing, insur
ance, and merchandising. (L. D. H. Weld, evidence at Hearings on the Anderson 
BiU before the Committee on Agriculture of the U.S. House of Representatives, 
Mar. II, 1920, xiv, 124). Subsequently it was claimed that in any stabili2ed business 
operating under competition there is more uniformity of purchase by leading in
terests than there is in the packing industry (evidence on behalf of Morris and Com
pany at Hearings on Packer Consent Decree Pursuant to Senate Resolution 2II before 
subcommittee of the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the U.S. Senate, 
1923, IIOS). The packers do not appear, however, to have presented any statistics 
to support their contention. . 
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The large packers also explained the stability in the distribution 

of business between them as the outcome, not of agreement or 
convention, but of the equipoise of vigorous efforts by every packer 
to secure business from every other packer. They agreed that they 
kept records of the percentage of total amounts of livestock bought 
by them, but contended that they did so for competitive reasons:1 

there was no agreement concerning prices in the industry, "in 
fact, there is no agreement whatever as to the division of receipts. 
• • . The fact is that the packers are in such active competition 
with each other that not one of them is willing to lose ground to 
the other in volume of business handled, accordingly they watch 
each other so closely that no single packer is able to increase his 
purchases inordinately."! Swift and Company claimed that they 
measured their success in this keen competition by reference to 
their percentage of business, which percentage they were con
stantly striving to increase. They also stated, however, that they 
did not attempt recklessly to work up their percentages, and that 
if they did so, no one would benefit and the market price of 
livestock would be more erratic.' They referred to "cooperative 
competition" to regulate cutthroat competition and compared 
their activities to those of open-price trade associations collecting 
and distributing information as to costs, output, and selling 
prices; records of past transactions were reasonably used as a 
basis for future operations without any price agreement. 4 They 
stated that the closer the contact between competitors and the 
more watchful they were of each other's activities, the more likely 
was this constant distribution of business. The stable distributiOlI 
of livestock was, therefore, "merely an indication of keen competi
tion and rivalry among the several large packers."6 The larger 

I SWUT AND COIO'AJIY, AMlysis of ,he Federal Trade Commission &porl, 27. 
• SWUT AND COMPANY, SIaUmenI, Aug. 19, 1918, 2. Cf. also the statement" Each 

packer watches the others so closely that no one of them is able to gain appreciably 
on the others" (SWIFT AND COIlPANY, AMlysis of ,he Federal Trad, Commission 
&~'. 28 J.) . 

• f!'i!l., 28, '9· 
ibid., '7. 

• SWUT AND COIO'AJIY, SIaUmenI, Aug. 19, 1918, 18. Mr. Edward Morris of 
Morris and Company testified to the same e1fect, denying any formal agreement to 
distribute purchase. and ltating that .. it must be self-evident that it would be an 
absolute impoaaibility to give instructions in any poaaible manner to attain a definite 
and fi:J:ed percentage and not have these buyers know it" (Hearing, on House &so
,."ion 13324- IV, 1038). Evidence of reference by buyers to agreed percentage 
distribution of busineaa in certain markets has, however, been offered (F.T.C., op. 
nt., 11, 30, 72). See also Hearings on Smale Bill 5305, I, 655, 664, Hearings on 
H_ &solulion 13324, IV, 724. The commission also quoted letters by some of the 
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packers also claimed that the "law of general average" tended to 
bring about constancy in the distribution of business1 but did not 
elaborate the contention. 
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The only reply to the argument that this stability in the 
distribution of business is due to an equipoise between vigorous 
large packers complaining that others were not buying their quota (F.T.C., op. cU., 
11,60 ff.). 

1 Evidence on behalf of Morris and Company, Hearings on Pack" Cons"" Deer" 
PU'SUG'" 10 SenGle ResoZlllio" III, 19113, IIOS. 
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competitors is that where the conditions of demand are changing, 
and where the personnel of each company is changing, it is odd 
that efforts on the part of each finn to discover some better means 
of appealing to customers than they have formerly used, and 
better than their rivals are using, do not result in at least tempo
rary displacements. In this industry such displacements would 
result in changes in the proportions in which they purchase raw 

. materials. The truth of the matter appears, however, to have been 
stated more than once by the packers themselves, vis., that they 
did not endeavor to secure any great increase in their share of the 
business at the expense of their large rivals, for fear of setting in 
motion a price-cutting campaign. As each possessed considerable 
capacity for production in excess of that in use, each could take 
over a considerable amount of business from the others. They 
chose, however, to keep up their percentage but not to increase it 
" recklessly."· 

The distribution of business between the five large packers 
between 1919 and 1924 is indicated in Fig. 12. It is evident that 
very considerable, but not complete, stability in the distribution 
of business persisted also during this period. The purchase of the 
business and assets of Morris and Company by Armour and Com
pany in March, 1923, raised the percentage of Armour and 
Company from 17.4 in 1923 to 24.2 in 1924; as Swift and Company 
controlled 24.2 per cent of all interstate slaughter, the Federal 
Trade Commission remarked that the "Big Five" had given place 
to the "Big Two"· and that the future of the meat packing 
industry depended upon the relations between the large packers. 
Subsequent statistics' show that between 1920 and 1929 Swift and 
Company somewhat increased its percentage of federally in
spected slaughter while Armour and Company (including Morris) 
suffered a slight reduction.' 

I SWIFT AHD COIIPAJIY, .AfttIlysis of ,IN Federal TrtMk C_missitm kIm, 30. 
• r.T.C., Tiu P(I(;/ur C"",ettI Decree, 20. 
• HaYing beea deprived of jurisdiction over the industry by the Packers and 

Stockyards Act, 1921, the commission had no recent information concerning the 
conduct of the industry. 

• The pen:eDtages of federally inspected slaughter were: 

-Swift an CompaDY Armour and Company 
1920 1929 

C&ttle.............. ............ ..... ..... 23.1 25.8 Cal................................ ...... 31.1 33.~ 

~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::! ~:::i 
(V.s. Y. Swif' ..... Co. ..... (1931). Brl4/tIr U.s~ 36.) 

1020 
30.0 
24.8 
ajI.1 
21 .• 

IP2P 
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~ This policy of attempting to maintain but not increase their 
shares of business has been variously explained. "One fundamental 
reason why no single packer is going to lose business to the other if 
he can help it is that the expense oLQP~atinu!~ts and distribu
t!y~ .!llachin~ry is more· or less-fixed.!. Hence a decrease-in volullie" 
would raise his expenses ananelp to lower the expenses of his 
rivalS."l It is equally true, however, that an increase in volume 
reduces the expenses of the packer improving his relative position, 
while increasing the expenses of those whose share is reduced; in 
this form the argument suggests very forcefully the desirability of 
attempts to incr~ase the proportion of business done by each 
packer. It was stated, however, that a packer could increase his 
proportion of busiiiess only by paying higher prices for livestock; 
"but since, due to competition, dressed meat is handled on a profit 
of only a fraction of a cent a pound, it would be a disastrous thing 
for us to attempt."2 Furthermore, other packers would be likely 
to meet such· competition, "suffering losses rather than permit us 
permanently to get part of their trade."Y'In other words the 
avoidance of price competition is partly d~ to the smallness of 
the number of buyers in the market and the consequent impossi
bility of anyone ignoring the effects of his action upon that of his 
"l'ivals~ide seasonal variations in the volume of packing house 
activitfes give rise to a considerable amount of unemployed plant 
in some months. Whenever the amount of livestock is insufficient 
to keep all plants fully occupied, the packers may either indulge in 
cutthroat competition or restrain. themselves, assuming that 
others will do the same. The presence in many livestock markets 
of only two or three packers operating on a large scale increased the 
probability that price competition would become cutthroat 
competition.5 Speaking of local markets where livestock purchases 
were shared equally between two large packers, Mr. Morris of 

1 SWIFT AND COMPANY, Rejoinder, Oct. 29, I9I8, II. 
I SWIFT AND COMPANY, Statement, Aug. 29, 19I8, I8. 
Iloc. cit. 
'C/. the opinion of U.S: Food Administrator Herbert Hoover, that "Entirely 

aside from any conspiracy to eliminate competition amongst themselves and against 
outsiders, it appears to me that these five firms closely paralleling each other's 
business as they do, with their wider knowledge of business conditions in every sec
tion, must at least follow coincident lines of action and must mutually refrain from 
persistent sharp competitive action towards each other. They certainly avoid such 
competition to a considerable extent." (An opinion given to President Wilson on 
Sept. II, I9I8.) 

I WALLACE, H. C., "Livestock, the Basic Raw Material of the Packing Industry," 
42, in INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN MEAT PACKERS, T/U Packing Industry; WELD, 
L. D. H., ibid., 82. 
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Morris and Company stated that "when you get down to cold 
facts, you will find that it is in the interests of the producers that 
the little markets near the sources of production be maintained, 
and they cannot be maintained by ruinous competition."l 

The anti-trust la~ve also been blamed for this stability~ 
in the diSfiffiution of business; efforts to enforce these laws had' 
involved a "very determined fight for several years from certain 
qua~ers to hold these companies to their present volume and not 
to permit them to grow or extend, if not to disintegrate them 
altogether. All of this would tend to bring about an even greater 
uniformity of purchases than the law of general average."z 

The reason why attempts to control cutthroat competition 
took the form of a sharing of livestock purchases, rather than some 
more direct form of control of price cutting, is doubtless that in 
both the markets in which the packers buy and those in which 
they sell there is no single price to be controlled; both their ra;{ 
materials and their products lack homogeneity. Their products are 
so numerous that they would be difficult to control. Packing house 
products are also sold in a very great number of places; again 
price control would be difficult~ There is, however, some direct 
evidence of sharing the market in finished products. Swift and 
Company have stated that, in order to prevent gluts and scarcities 
in city markets, the packers learned from each other the amount of 
fresh meat in each ma~ t and regulated shipments by reference 
to the stocks of rivals Whatever may have been the effect or the\ 
objective of these arran ements, they' suggest a sharing of local 
markets which may indeed have been necessitated because control 
of purchases of livestock proved too distant and crude a regulator 
of competition in the selling of products in the larger citie~ No 
packer would be likely to reduce his shipments to a market to 
enable his rivals to dispose of their inventories there without reduc
ing prices unless there were some understanding that the burden of 
inaintaining prices would be distributed among the different sellers 
on a satisfactory basis. Shipments to a market influence subsequent 
stocks and provide a reason for' restriction. Unless this restriction 
were shared, there would be a temptation to increase stocks in 
order to thrust the burden of restriction upon others. 

I HeMin,s",. HIHIS/I Reso,",i",. 13324} IV, 1026. 
I Mr. Edward Morris of Morris ana Company, at HeMin,s",. Packer Conse,,' 

Deer/l/l PU,.,UGm 10 Serw.U Resol",iIm 2J1 before a subcommittee of the Senate Com
mittee OD Agricu1tUJe and Forestry (1923), JlOS· 

I U.S. v. Swift and Co. 111111.,196 U.S. 37S. and. Briel lor Swil' anti Co., 69-71. 
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2. ANTHRACITE 

..-{ Conventional sharing of the market appears to have developed 
in the anthracite industry in much the same way as in meat pack
ing. It was adopted as a substitute for the pooling agreements 
already mentioned when, at the tum of the century, they were 
challenged by the Sherman Act. Efforts to distribute coal tonnage 
between the carriers on a stable' basis began as early as 1896.1 The 
president of the Reading Railroad Company admitted before the 
Industrial Commission in 1901 that in a general way each railroad 
tried to maintain its proportion of the traffic in anthracite coa1.~ 

TABLE IV 

Railroad 

Philadelphia and Reading .•••...•....•. 
Central Railroad of New Jersey ....• : .. 
Lehigh Valley .•..•................ ;, .• 
Lackawanna .•••••••••.•••..•....•.••. 
Delaware and Hudson .••.......... ,;' .. 
Pennsylvania Rallroad& •••.•....•..•... 
Pennsylvania Coal Company .........•. 
Erie Railroad" .••••..•...••••....•..•. 
Ontario Railroad ..•......•......•...• 
Delaware, SUSQuehanna, and Schuylkill •. 
New York, Susquehanna, and Western •. 

• Since 18113. 13.18. 

Highest percentage Lowest percentage 
of aggregate busi- of aggregate busi-
ness in any year 

21.29 
15. 66" 
18.88 
16.51 
10.30 
13·57 
4.92 

12.58 
5·22 

4·02 

3. 22 

ness in any year 

18.70 
II.04 

14.84 
1I.31 
8.67 
7·67 
3.98 
2.87 
1.72 

O.II" 

1.75" 

• No statistics after 11100. 
• Since 18119 includes New York. Susquehanna. and Western. and since 1901 includes 

Pennsylvania Coal Company. 
• No statistics after .IP06. 
• 1894 to 18p8 only. 

The carriers feared that any relative expansion by one company 
would lead to demoralization of the industry and cutthroat 
competition. Seasonal variations in activity increased the risk of 
cutthroat competition,*the demand for domestic sizes of anthracite 
being heavier in the winter than in the summer.3 

The stability of the leader's share in the' total output has 
already been discussed; it was, however, part of a broad stability 
in the distribution of business between the major producers. The 

I u.s. v. Reading Co., 226 U.S. 344 (1912). 
I JONES, The Anthracite Coal Combinalion, ISO. 
I The practice of granting regular discounts during the summer months dis

tributed the cj.emand more evenly and, therefore, reduced this risk (ibid., 167)· 
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range within which the percentages of the total market enjoyed 
by the major sellers varied during the whole period from 1890 to 
1913 was extremely narrow as will be seen from Table IV.l 

Changes in the control of producers during the period, however, 
somewhat obscure the meaning of this table. The average yearly 
variation of production by the more important producers from the 
ten-yearly average of their percentage of total shipments during 
the forty years from 1871 to 1910 was: 

TABLE VI . 
1871-1880 1881-1890 ISgI-1900 1901-1910 

Philadelphia and Reading ..•.•...• 2.15 1·33 0·57 0·57 
Central RaiIroad of New Jersey .•. 0·93 0.65 0.86 0·44 
Lehigh Valley •••••••••••••••••.. 1.21 0.89 0.58 0.61 
LackaWIIDD& ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.51 0·79 1.10 0.60 
Delaware and Hudson .•••..•..... 1.38 0.36 0·33 0.30 
PeDDlIylvania Railroad •.•.•••••... o.Sg 1.13 0.68 0·73 

Total variatioos .•••..••.••••.. 8.07 5. 15 4·12 3. 25 

I Jox-. ,.,. AI .. 14!I. 

The distribution of business was not only highly stable over these 
ten-yearly periods; it also increased in stability from decade to 
decade, more especially when the pools were established.2 In the 
year 1902, when total shipments decliD.ed to 50 per cent of those 
of the previous year, the distribution of business remained 
unchanged.-

The Reading company and the other large anthracite carriers 
emphasized both the magnitude of the departures from .the 
percentage distribution of output said to have been agreed upon 
by the presidents of the railroads, and the decline in the per
centage of the Reading company. The excesses and deficiencies 
of the tonnage actually shipped by the mOle important companies 
above or below the "presidents' percentages"4 of the output for the 

~
ONE.!t TIN A.JJlhrtUiU Coal CllflJbitllllitm, 147.1. See also U.S. v. Reading Co., 

B • 'Jar u.s., 32. 
~ooliD& is aaid to have ezisted Bince 1876 (U.s. v. Reading Co. (1912), Brief far 

u.s., 53). .. 
• JONES, 0/. AI., 147, ISS • 
• 'rhat is, those alleged to have been agreed upon by the presidents of the railroad

controlled companies in 1806 (U.S. v. Reading Co. (1912), Brief far u.s., 53; BrU/ 
far &l1li;,., CII., 39). 
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whole period from 1896 to 19081 were emphasized, but they ac
counted for only 5.5 per cent of the total output for the whole 
period. 

Since 192I there have been many shifts of corporate control 
and figures concerning the sales of the different companies are not 
available; in 1930, nevertheless sale of anthracite was still in the 
hands of a small number of railroad-controlled companies. 2 The 
Reading company has, however, ceased to be the largest producer. 
In the main this stability in the distribution of business has been 
attained in a period of expanding output. The total output in the 
industry increased from 41 million tons in 1890 to 89 million tons 
in 1917, and then declined to 66 million in 1929.3 

3. OTHER INDUSTRIES 

../there is sporadic evidence of attitudes favorable to sharing the 
market in a few other industries.lThere is occasional evidence of' 
such attitudes in the steel industry, although, as we have seen, no 
stability has been attained in the sharing of the market,. )The repre-

1 The excesses and deficiencies were reported to have been (in millions of tons): 

--Company Excess eliCIt 
Reading company .................................. . 

1:~::c~';t~;'.i.":::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3-241 
Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western.. ................ 10.130 
Delaware and Hudson....... • •• • . . . •. . • • . . • . • . . . • •• . 0.934 
Pennsylvania......... • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . .. . . . I2. 185 

~~~':ri~'~;"d w~i~..n::.::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: '7:069 1.570 
Delaware, Susquehanna, and Schuylkill ••.••••.. : •.•••. 1 ____ 1-_2_.1..:5_0_ 

21.040 21.034 

(Briel Jor Rladi"g Co. " al., 53.) 

I FRASER and DORIOT, Analyzing Our Industries, 400. The Glen Alden Company 
was incorporated in 1921 to take over the anthracite properties of the Delaware, 
Lackawanna, and Western Railroad and merged with the Wilkes-Barre Coal Com
pany in 1929. The Hudson Coal Company took over the anthracite properties of the 
Delaware and Hudson Railroad in 1927, the latter retaining stock control. The Pitts
ton Company was formed in 1930 to lease the properties of the Erie Railroad. 

Proportion of 
Total U.S. Out-
put (per cent) 

Glen Alden Coal Co~pany ........ ,............... 18.8 
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company. • I2. 5 
Hudson Coal Company........................... 10·4 
Lehigh Valley Coal Company...................... 9.4 
J'ittston Company ...................... :.. ....... 6.3 
Lehigh Navigation and Coal Company............. 5. I 

'Mineral Resources oj 1M UniUd Stales, 1929, II, 695. 
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sentatives of the steel producers were convinced in 1907 that 
U demoralization harmful to all must follow any efforts to capture 
an undue share of business or an invasion of a rival's territory."l 
Judge Gary stated that he believed that every business man knew 
what constituted his fair share of the market and that when he 
sought to get more than this share he delayed progress: to struggle 
over the business in sight blinds the participants in the struggle 
to the bigger business in the future. In consequence it was not a 
good policy to run an industrial machine, particularly a large one, 
at maximum speed all the time. It was necessary to provide re
serves for emergencies, and opportunities for the maintenance of 
equipment as well as its continual improvement. 2 Mr. Schwab, 
addressing the American Iron and Steel Institute on Oct. 28, 1927, 
insisted upon the necessity of a "live and let live" policy; empha
sizing the tremendous investment in the industry, he said that 
"we have our customers, our trade, and our position, and, there
fore, must try and respect our relative positions." 

The Federal Trade Commission has reported orders by the 
large tobacco manufacturers for the purchase of leaf expressed in 
terms of percentages of the offerings of leaf,· and there have been 
comp!aints that the few buyers who had a dominant position in the 
tobacco leaf market bought "only a certain percentage of the 
offerings.'" Unless, however, this percentage is kept rigid through
out the season, instructions in this form do not lead to sharing the 
market to any important extent. The wide fluctuations in the dis
tribution of business, particularly in the cigarette market, 5 

between the large successor companies, indicate that sellers have 
not succeeded in sharing the market between them upon any 
constant basis. 

The Federal Trade Commission has also reported that grain 
elevators frequently endeavor to maintain what they regard as a 
fair share of the business of the locality and will cut the price when 
they feel they are not obtaining that share of the receipts of grain. 6 

The commission also reported that fruit brokers "got together 
in the matter of ordering goods" and agreeing upon the share to 
be taken by each, an arrangement which it thought "might be 

I Meeting on Nov. :n, 1907, ,iI F.T.C., Sl~ Off Pillsbw,h PIllS, 401. 
• McGAJUlY, W. A., SalwtitJ, E_i", Pasl, Oct. IS, 1927. 
• F.T.C., TabtJUlliMIU"" 1920,62,64.119,96,147, 149. 
• F.T.C., Prius of TabtJUII P,aduas, 1922,9. 
• See below, p. 22S. 
• F.T.C., TIN Gr." T,lIIle, 1920, I, 277, 282. 
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open to suspicion as a possible means of unduly limiting supply."l 
The president. of the National Asso,ciation of Window Glass 
Manufacturers iIi 1915, when the industry was operating at 
50 per cent o~ capacity, said that "most producers have recognized 
the fundamental law of supply and demand and demonstrated a 
willingness to exact his [sic] share and be satisfied," but lamented 
that "a few manufacturers . . . propose to operate full capacity 
for a f~ll year, furnace conditions permitting."2 

C. Reciprocal, Deal,ing and tke Distribution of Business 

./. Sellers who restrict price competition may place themselves in 
a position in which the distribution of business between them is 
determined by the buyers. If the different sellers offer their goods 
at a uniform price 'and buyers abandon hope of price compe
tition they must select the firms from whom they buy on 
some basis other than price. They may cast lots. 3 They may, 
however, look for benefits less direct than price or quality 
advantages." 

Price culting being largely absent from the railroad industry, 
many of these arbitrary devices are found there. The career of the 
South Improve'iiient Company (formed in 1871, 45 per cent of 
the stock b,eing held by persons later prominent in, the Standard 
Oil Company) indicates the lengths to which those interested in 
building up a monopolistic position in the oil industry were 
prepared to go. The company, as an important purchaser of 
transportation services, contracted with the interested railroads 
to share its oil traffic between them on condition that the railroads 
paid to the South Improvement Company a rebate on all petroleum 
and its products carried by them (whether the property of those 
interested in the South Improvement Company or their rivals). 
The railroads also agreed to furnish the South Improvement 
Company with waybills for all petroleum products transported by 
them. It has been contended,' however, that the South Improve
ment Company was not a completely new and outrageous device 

1 F.T.C., WAol.ale Food Marketing, 157. 
I Cit. WATKINS; Industrial Combinations and Public Policy, 158. ," . " 
I The Navy Department is reported to have been receiving identical tenders 

from different steel producers as a result of the operation of the code under the 
Recovery Act and to have awarded contracts by lot (New York Times, Jan. 6, 1934). 
Ct. also F.T.C., Basing Point System in the Steel Industry,s, 45, 65; Cement Indus-
Iry, 73. . ' -.. _ 

• MONTAGUE, The Rise and Progress 0/ lhe S~a"1~d Oil Company, 20 JI. 
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and that it originated with the railroads rather than with the oil 
interests. 1 

In general outline the contract was very like those subsequently 
made with the grain elevator owners in the northwest and with the 
cattle shippers in Chicago. Throughout this period it was the policy of 
the railroads to bind to themselves growing industries in which, as in 
the elevator and refining industries, considerable capital and much 
enterprise were necessary in order to succeed and by granting to these 
concerns special rates to build up trade for the industries and traffic 
for themselves.' 

Jr!. short, they selected the firm most likely to succeed and 
.,.JUISlsted it to drive out rivals by giving it secret rebatesj3 the rail

roads required, however, that traffic be distributed between them 
on an agreed basis.4 But the South Improvement Company does not 
appear, however, to have been intended to act as an "evener,"1i 
controlling the distribution of traffic between the railroadsj it 
would have controlled the largest single volume of traffic, and if it 
continued to share this business among the railroads its contract 
would have controlled practically all railroad transportation of 
oil. The South Improvement Company was, however, stillborn; 
when its relationships with the railroads became known public 
criticism caused it to be abandoned. 

Steel rails are purchased by railroad companies by reference to 
the amount of freight traffic in steel products obtained by the rail
road from each mill.' This situation is of peculiar interest because 

I BoYU in &PtwI of lhe I11dtu'rlol CommissUm, 19000 421. Mr. Boyle's imparti. 
a1ity baa been questioned (&p"", of ,he I11dtulriol CommissUm, 1900, 398) but Mr. 
Montague CIaiIDI that it baa never been disproved (MONTAGUE, op. ,m., 22). 

• ibUl., 27 • 
• The railroads also contracted to maintain the business of the South Imp-rove-

meat Company "against 1088 or injury by competition to the end that the [South 
Improvement Company) may keep up a remunerative and so a full and regular 
buainess," and to lleCure this end the railroads agreed to "lower or raise the gross 
rates of transportation over ita railroads and connections as far as it legally may, at 
such timet and to luch extent as may be necesssry to overcome such competition" 
(ibUl., 26). The railroads reserved the right to give the ssme privilege to any other 
concem offering the _me volume of traffic as the South Improvement Company, 
but the chances of any other seller attaining the position of the South Improvement 
Company were very much diminished by its arrangements with the railroads. 

• "Where the competition for traffic was keen, the railroads usually contracted 
with the strongest shipper or group of shippers to carry freight it a special rate or 
e1_ ia the case of the large cattle shippen of Chicago and the South Improve
ment Company in the oil regio_appointed the group 'evener,' and, in retum for 
a ~ rate, required it to apportion traffic among the roads according to a fixed 
ratw" (ibUl., 28). "" 

:~, f~STATB COIDDllCB COJDIISS10~ ReciprfJCal P""Mrinl AV""""" 
1932, Docket Number 224SS.,4U. 
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it brings together as buyer and seller firms in the two industries in 
which the danger of cutthroat price competition is probably 
greater than in any others. There are only five or six manu
facturers of ,steel rails, and fixed costs are a very high percentage 
of total costs; broadly similar conditions apply to the railroads. 
Steel manufacturers are said to have threatened to reroute traffic 
to avoid as far as possible any railroad purchasing rails from abroad' 
or changing its distribution of business between domestic manu
facturers. In consequence the distribution of business in steel rails 
and the routing of steel traffic tend to become stabilized for long 
periods; an attempt to secure rails at a slightly lower price is not 
worth the risk of loss of traffic. 1 Purchases of cement are also 
distributed approximately according to the distribution of freight 
traffic by the manufacturers. 

Railroads serving coal mines ,occasionally adopt a policy of 
purchasing only from those providing them with a minimum 
volume of tonnage, varying from I7,000 to 20,000 tons a year. 2 

Their purchases of coal are . 

. . • apportioned in 'most instances to the commercial traffic controlled 
by the seller, and this practice of purchasing traffic usually results in 
the payment of prices higher than necessary. Some of the railroads 
that do not serve coal mines also admittedly pay higher prices to com
mercial shippers than those at which coal of equal quality is offered by 
the operators not shipping the tonnage required by reciprocal practices 
to entitle them to orders. 

Furthermore, 

. • railroads with mines on their line pay more in practically every 
case than those ' not serving but buying from the same mines. They 
generally pay a uniform price reached by agreement with the operators 
throughout a particular district for the same sizes of coal irrespective 
of the inherent differences therein. They maintain it is to their interest 
from the standpoint of commercial traffic to have the mines in opera-

I In 1929 steel rails represented only 7.8 per cent of the total cost of supplies for 
Class I railroads. This arrangement is said to have had one peculiar consequence; 
it was one of the inducements to the attempted merger of the Youngstown Sheet 
and Tube Company and the Bethlehem Steel Company. The Youngstown com
pany did not produce rails, and its freight transportation of steel products did not 
secure to it, therefore, a share in orders for rails; but the merged company by secur
ing control of the transportation of other steel products from the plant of the Youngs
town company would thereby secure a larger proportion of the orders for rails. 
(FRASER and DORIOT, Analysing Our Induslnes, 257.) 

I I~TERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, op. cil., 427. 
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tion and that their orders at fair prices are a backlog enabling the mines 
to continue operation. Some carriers try to distribute their coal orders 
among as many operators as practical, having regard in most instances 
for commercial traffic.1 

The meat packing industry also provides the railroads with a ~ 
'Very large volume of transportation and a reciprocal pur.chasing/' 
relationship has been deliberately established with this industry. 
Railroads cannot be expected to purchase meat products in any 
considerable volume, but senior officers of both Swift and Com
pany and Armour and Company have, since 1920, been directly or 
indirectly interested in companies producing minor railroad equip
ment. The Mechanical Manufacturing Company, said to represent 
officials of Swift and Company, has been ordered by the Federal 
Trade Commission to cease threatening to withdraw the freight 
traffic of Swift and Company from railroads unwilling to purchase 
equipment from the Mechanical Manufacturing Company.2 The 
members of the Swift family who were officers and directors of 
Swift and Company, together with three employees of Swift and 
Company (two of whom were manager and assistant manager 
respectively of the transportation department) made up the board 
of the Mechanical Manufacturing Company. The Waugh Equip
ment Company, closely related with the traffic officials of Armour 
and Company, was ordered on Oct. 12, 1931, to cease using the 
threat to withdraw Armour and Company's freight traffic as a 
means of coercing railroad companies to purchase equipment. 3 

This integration between meat packing and the manufacture of 
railroad equipment is explicable only as a device for securing 
disguised transportation rebates from the railroads; it is notable 
that the companies to whom rebates would have been payable 
in the form of high prices for railroad equipment were owned, not 
by the companies controlling the freight traffic, but by a few 
strategically situated members thereof. A large manufacturer of 
radios and radio equipment, who controlled considerable competi
tive railroad traffic, was also interested in minor transportation 

I ibid., 426. Payment of higher prices to firms controlling freight traffic consti
tutes an indirect rebate on trans{lOrtation rates. It is notable also that the effort 
by each railroad to keep in operation as many mines as possible operates to prevent 
the closing of mines as the result of competitive pressure. 

• U"mtl SIaIe. Daily, Apr. 4.1932 • 
• F.T.C., A,.,,"oIlUporl for year ending June 30, 1932, 24. Since that date the 

Swift estate has also become interested in the Waugh Equipment Company. See also 
U.S. v. Swift and Co. "01. (1931), Brief for U.S., 68, 69, 25. . 
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equipment. the traffic in radio equipment was an effective induce
ment to carriers to purchase the equipment.1 

The Interstate Commerce Commission stated that 
• • • while the practice of reciprocity in purchasing and routing is not 
new it is clear ••. that never before have traffic considerations 
assumed such an important place as at present.· ••• The shippers 
use their tonnage in soliciting purchases from the carriers and the 
carriers use their purchases in soliciting tonnage from the shippers. 
Under such practice the greater the tonnage controlled by the shippers 
and the larger the purchasing power of the carriers the greater the 
pressure that can be exerted. Obviously, where the business is competi
tive, the concern or carrier which exerts the greatest pressure usually 
obtains the greatest share of the business. a 

Where purchases are made by tender the higher bidders are fre
quently advised of the amount of the low bid; 

• • • after the final bids are in, the purchases are usually divided 
between a number of the lowest bidders, the division being dependent 
upon the bidders' traffic value as demonstrated by past shipments. 
There are exceptions to this general practice in the case of some carriers 
and as to some commodities, but in practically all cases, the amount of 
traffic controlled by the seller is of considerable if not controlling 
importance.· 

The commission concluded that the practice, "sound and 
logical when indulged in in a strictly private business," was "a 
matter of concern when transplanted to a quasi-public enterprise."1 
It resulted mainly in a shifting rather than an increase in traffic 
and succeeded "only in making the handling of existing traffic 
more expensive"; costs were considerably increased and although 
the public benefited little, it had to bear the cost through the 
charges it paid to the railroad companies. 6 

Large quantities of cement have been purchased since 1920 by 
highway commissions. Price competition has been so effectively 
restricted that bid prices have often been completely uniform. The 
commissions must then find some means of selecting suppliers. 

lINTElI.STATE COm.u:RCE COw.m;SION, op. cU., 432. 
I ibid., 433; see also 420, 425. 
I ibid., 423. 
«ibid., 422. The commission reported that manufacturers controlling a large 

volume of freight traffic had suggested to carriers that the carriers could afford to 
pay a higher price for their commodities than they paid to other manufacturers offer
ing little or no traffic. While the payment of such higher prices was generally denied, 
some instances were disclosed (ibid., 424). 

I ibid., 43J-434. 
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Non-price competition is restricted both because specifications are 
uniform and because of the method of purchasing. In Indiana an 
attempt has been made to distribute orders in proportion to the 
purchases by the cement manufacturers of coal mined in the state. 
Others have distributed orders in proportion to the amounts of 
taxes paid by different cement manufacturers in the state; in 
Oklahoma a statute'requires preference to producers in the state; 
yet others distribute contracts in such a manner as to maximize 
the profits of the manufacturers {by minimizing transportation 
costs).1 The code of fair competition for the cement industry 
under the National Industrial Recovery Act prohibited the 
purchase of fuel or other supplies at above the market price, or 
the shipment of cement by any transportation agency for the pur
pose of increasing sales, thus suggesting that reciprocal selling 
arrangements had affected the sale of cement to railroads, mines, 
and other purchasers. Reciprocal selling arrangements were also 
prohibited in the codes of a number of other industries.2 

m. THE CONSEQUENCES OF SHARING THE MARKET 

~~Sharing the _market removes any incentive to any firm to , 
increase its volume of business, except at the rate at which the t 
sales of the industry as a whole are increasi!J.g.'frice and non-price 
competition, in so far as they continue to exist, merely attract to 
each firm aJ!~ of any new business. Prices tend to uniformity, 
except in so far as buyers believe. that products differ, or sellers 
market in different places, under conditions permitting differ
ences in price without inducing any net shift of business from firm 
to firm. A constant distribution of business could be secured by th'e 
maintenance of prices at the level at which they happened to be 
at the time the policy of sharing the market was introduced, but it 
could also be obtained as the result of raising or reducing the price 
level in the market provided all buyers changed their prices 
simultaneously and equallY.J~~rke~_~an b~--..sh.;ued at any y 
price level. Similarly the relative expeiiOiture of dIfferent firms on

l riOri~prrcecompetition must be so adjusted that there is no net 
shift of business from one to another: expenditure on non-price 
competition might be on any level provided the expenditures 
of the different firms were adjusted to be mutually neutralizing. I 

• P.T.C., PM BIUU 1'"1"/1,, 61, 63 • 
• Waterproofing and compounds, crushed atone, sand gIavel and slag, ml

c:hinecl Waite. 
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,;pf sellers aim at the maximum of income and have no fear of 
attracting new <;ompetitors, their price and production policy will 
be that of a single monopolist) Each will endeavor to regulate his 
output and price so that the total output of the whole industry 
(calculated on the assumption that his proportion of the total is 
;cnown and fixed) is that which yields the maximum return. A 
'producer who knows that his_ shar~ -<){ the E!.~~J:~ in th!!_industry is 
fixed will cooperate to maximize the aggregate profit to be shared. 

The-~c·aJcula.tion: of the monopoly policy is-of ten extremely 
difficult. This difficulty may be enhanced by differences in the 
methods of organizing different firms, changes in aggregate output 
reacting differently upon the costs of different firms. The total 
output for the industry as a whole which would maximize the 
profits of one firm may not, therefore, be identical with the total 
output which another would prefer. In consequence there may be 
differences of opinion concerning the price level at which business 
should be shared on the accepted basis, i.e., as to the absolute 
amounts of business each will seek. Short-term changes in condi
tions of demand and supply due to seasonal, cyclical, and other 
caus~s further complicate the practical problem . 

..!Producers are rarely able to ignore the probability of new firms 
entering the market if a monopoly price is charged. H new firms 
appear, at least the former basis of sharing the market must be 
abandoned. H the biSls"(:)f'Snaririg-is· repeatedly modified for this 
reason the'whole market is not shared although the original firms 
may maintain the same relative positions.~hose sharing the 
market may select a price policy with the object of attracting no 
new firms. Each must then calculate the total output that can be 
sold at a price that will offer no more than a normal rate of return 
to a firm operating at the lowest costs technically possible at each 
moment1 Each can then calculate its share of this output. ~ere 
are, however, many obstacles to the adoption of such a policy. 
Calculations of the proper price and of the sales that each firm can 

I uniess costs are different from what they would have been had there been a 
single producer. 

I A monopoly price policy might continue under these circumstances with the 
monopoly profits of each firm continually declining owing to the widening basis of 
their distribution. Where overhead costs are important, and the aggregate demand 
for the product is not increasing rapidly, the slowness with which equipment can be 
curtailed to adjust the investment of each firm to the amount technically necessary 
to produce its diminished output may cause profits to fall although the monopoly 
price is maintained. Even in the long run the reduction in the output of all firms 
may cause increases in cost where firms are compelled to produce on less than the 
most economical scale. 
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expect at that price may vary from firm to firm. Producers must 
estimate the conditions of demand and of production in the most 
modem plants and unanimity in such estimates is unlikely. Prices 
covering the average costs of a completely up-to-date plant in 
full operation involve losses whenever plant is not fully occupied. 
~e only advantage of this policy over a purely competitive one 
is that it 'protects the industry fron:t great reductions in 'price due 
to~cutt¥oat competition wbere there is a considerable amount of 
unemployed pl&!1.t: In times when the demand for the product is 
rapidly expanding _ the price that will attract no new firms may 
cause so great a demand for the product that if the existing firms 
attempt to meet it they will become uneconomically large.)Their 
average costs may increase owing to their inability to handle the 
greater volume with the same efficiency as the smaller.,JPJapidly 
~growing industries l~e petroleum, steel, and automobiles, it would 
probably for this reason have been impossible to maintain a rigid 
sharing of the market. )'inally, the calculation of such a policy 
involves estimating the information available to potential competi-t 
tors and their probable reaction to it, a further source of difference/ 
of opinion between the firms sharing the market. Doubts con~ 
ceming the loyalty of existing firms to the prevailing basis of 
sharing the market further obstruct uniformity of price and output 
policy. 
JSharing the market is not in itself and alone a determinant of 

price policy nor does it offer more than the most uncertain basis of 
calculating such a policy. It tends in The direction of a restriction I 
olOutput because it holds down the firms most likely to expand 
to the rate of expansion of the industry as a whole. 1 Pooling agree
ments almost invariably involve also direct control of total output. 
Prices then depend upon the policy of output control. Conditions, 
in the markets said to have been shared by convention illustrate' 
these uncertainties. '\ 

The Federal Trade Commission contended that the 

••• prearranged division of livestock purchases forms the essential 
basis of & system by which the big packers are relieved of all fear of 
each other's competition and, acting together, are able to determine 
not only what the livestock producers shall receive for their cattle and 
hogs, but what the consumer shall pay for his meat.' 

~ 
I C/. VOJ( BECIEUTB, M tHkrrt llIIluslrial Or,lJrHaaliorI, 240-
• r.T.C., MI4I Podli_, llIIlYSlry, I, 49; n, 26, 77. 
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As the relative amounts of fresh meats each could offer for sale 
were fixed none. could flood the market, 

• • • nor is it likely that there will be a general glut as a result of all the 
members of the combination buying more livestock than the market 
for fresh meat can absorb, for, with the price held down by the division 
of purChases, the shipments will tend to fall off as soon as general over
supply is threatened. All that is necessary to complete the control of 
dressed meat sales is an exchange of information as to margins (together 
with an understanding of each company's method of figuring test 
costs) and a personal inspection of the supplies in one another's coolers 
at the principal distributing points.1 

If it were true that the price of livestock was "held down by 
the division of purchases" the quantity of livestock brought to 
market could be controlled and general gluts prevented, but there 
is no evidence that the division of purchases had this effect. 
Swift and Company appear to be more correct in their claim that, 
even if there were an agreed division of livestock receipts, it would 
not carry the power to control the price of livestock in the various 
markets or the price of dressed meat. 2 If a meat packer discovers 
that his purchases represent an increasing percentage of the total 
business in the market he may reduce the price offered for live
stock and thus allow his percentage of business to fall; but on the 
other hand, a meat packer discovering that his purchases represent 
a decreasing proportion of all businesses may increase the price 
offered for livestock. A stable distribution of business can be 
secured at any level of prices for raw materials or finished goods, 
provided all packers are paying and charging the same prices, or 
prices differing merely by a sufficient amount to neutraliie 
imperfections of the market. The commission was on much firmer 
ground, therefore, in considering that an agreement to share the 
market would give rise to uniformity in the prices paid by those 
attempting to maintain their proportion of the total volume of . 
business. 3 

Concerning the level of prices likely to result from this policy, 
the Federal Trade Commission stated that in a market in which 
the large buyers purchased 95 per cent of the product "the com
mon price comes inevitably to be that offered by the low bidder. 

t;bitl., II, 77. 
I SWIFT AND COMPANY, Analysis and C,iticism oj ,he F.T.C. Reporl on ,he Mea' 

Packing Indust,y, 41. 
I F.T.C., The Meat Packing Indust,y, JI, 77; F.T.C .• Meat Packing Repor, oj 

July 3. 1918, 24· 
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f:
ThUS without collusion beyond the agreement to divide pur
bases, the market price is bound, in the long run, to be the lowest 

price which will keep the producers raising cattle~ hogs, and sheep 
and sending them to the stockyards."l It is not clear why the 
market price should be set by "the low bidder," and there is a very 
wide range of prices within which some cattle, hogs, and sheep 
will be sent to the market. The commission also stated that "in the 
long run the highest prices which the packers can pay for livestock 
are those which would equal the prices which they are able to get 
for the products minus the actual cost of operating the packing 
business and a small profit on investment", and "in the long run 
the lowest prices which it is advantageous for the large packers to 
pay for livestock are those which will yield the maximum amount 
of profit, considering the cost of slaughtering livestock and the 
price of its products, together with the volume of business."! 
Having set these limits to livestock prices, the commission stated 
that, in general, the large meat packers would "endeavor to keep 
the actual prices of livestock as near as practicable at the level 
which yields them maximum profits. However, in making the 
daily livestock market they continuously change their prices 
according to variations in the receipts of livestock at the different 
markets, according to the trend of animal product prices, and 
according to prospective market changes."s In other words, 
according to the commission, the meat packers aimed at a mo
nopoly policy; in order to calculate these prices they estimated the 
demand for each of the meat products at different prices and 
the supply of livestock that could be expected at each price 
offered for it. In fact, however, the calculation of a monopolistic 
policy would be extremely difficult in this industry; the range of 
products sold by the packers is so very wide that it would be very 
difficult to estimate the conditions of demand for all products; 
both the supply and the demand of many of these products are 
mutually dependent; the supply of livestock over long periods of 
time is difficult to calculate. The monopoly policy would also be 
limited by the probability that any success which the large packers 
might have in widening the margin between costs of production 
and selling prices would induce the establishment of local packers 
and the expansion of those already existing. 

I F.T.C., TIN ileal Pa&lIi", Indust", n, 77. 
I ibid., nI, 105, 106. 
I IDe. AI. 
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The commission, however, concluded that the large packers 
having cove(ed the whole country with their branch houses and 
peddler car routes, had given the local packer the impression 
that he could "not maintain himself against their distribution 
system if he should attract their unfavorable attention by aggres
sively trying to increase his volume of business. The local packer, 
though able to compete in the local market, fears to exert· his full 
powers. His strong tendency is to come in 'under the umbrella' 0,/ 
of the big packer prices and to content himself with a modest 
share of the nearby business."l If he did·so the umbrella must 
have been very ineffectual; 23 meat packing companies secured 
profits equal to only 1.9 per cent of their investment throughout 
the whole period from 1919 to 1928 when the average rate of return 
for all manufacturing :firms of moderate size was about 10.8 per 

TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGE OJ!' INTERSTATE SLAUGHTER IN HANDS OJ!' FIVE LARGE PACKERS 

·Cattle .......................... . 
Calves ......... ~ ................ . 
Sheep .•..............•.......... 
Swine .......................... . 

Year ended Year ended 
June 30, 1905 June 30, 1917 

74·9 
63. 0 

71.6 
53. 2 

So.S 
73. 6 
S6.0 
60.2 

cent. It is necessary, however, to examine the changes in the 
position of the large packers as a group in the industry as a whole. 

The large packers obtained an increasing proportion of the 
total interstate slaughter3 until about 1918, since which date the 
percentage appears to have declined. The percentage of the total 

1 ibid., I, II4, also lOS. 
I Epstein, Industrial Profits in the U.S., 242. 
• There was much controversy upon the question whether the position of the 

large packers should be calculated by reference to the total slaughter in the United 
States or by reference only to the intrastate slaughter. The commission preferred 
not to include the intrastate s1aughterers because ·their importance was "by no 
means in proportion to the number of animals they slaughter" (The Meat Packing 
Industry, I, II4). It definitely rejected the proposal to include the slaughter in 
retail butcher shops and on farms because there was no reliable estimate of the 
aggregate slaughter and because "the fact that the farmer has an opportunity to 
raise and slaughter cattle for his own use or for the use of an adjacent town or village 
has little bearing on the question of the monopolistic position of the big packers as 
regards their control of the prices which the great majority of the urban population· 
must pay for meats" (ibid., IS). (See also the Hearings on H.R. 13324 before the 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives, 
65 Congo lid Sess., 1919, SI.) In fact, therefore, the commission's inquiry and conclu
sion relate only to the sale of meat products in large cities. 
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federally inspected slaughter in the hands of the five large packers 
increased between 1907-1908 and 1916-1917 as shown in Table VI.l 
During this period, however, the total volume of "interstate 
slaughter" was also increasing as follows:! 

TABLE VII 

190;'-1908 1916-1917 
(millions) (millions) 

Cattle..... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . ... . . 7. II 9.29 
Calves.......... . .. ... . .. . .. . . . . 1.99 2.67 
Sheep......................... 9.70 II.34 
Swine.. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. II 40.21 

The large packers increased their percentage of the total business 
partly by purchasing smaller packers; these purchases were 
regarded by the commission as evidence of " rapid progress 
by the Big Five in perfecting their control.>13 Since 1917, however, 
this trend has been reversed; the percentage of all animals in
cluded in "interstate slaughter" handled by the five large packers 
as a group having increased from 59.7 in 1908 to 70.5 in 1917, fell 
to 69.3 in 1919, and 60.6 in 1924;4 between 1919 and 1924, how
ever, the total interstate slaughter increased from 70.7 millions to 
79.8 millions. I 

The cause of this improvement in the relative positio~ of the 
large packers as a group in the earlier period is not clear. The 
commission reported in 1918 that the large packers were relatively 
inefficient.' Although they obtained their principal raw material, 
~iz., livestock, more cheaply than the independents (because of 
their control of the centralized markets), enjoyed transportation 

I F.T.C., The Meal Packing Industry, I, 129. 
: ~~., I, u8, 129. 

ibid., 130. 
• F.T.C., The Packer Consenl Decree, 17, 18. 
I It hal been stated that between 1920 and 1929 the five (later four) large packers 

increased their collective share of the total (interstate and intrastate) slaughter of 
the.United States &8 follows: 

Cattle ..••.••.•••••••.•...••.••.•....•.•...•... 
Cal ........................................... . 

~lit~~ i~;.t.:::::::.:.::.:::::.: :.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::: 
(t1.S. Y. Sri, IUld Co • ., a/ (1931). BrUff'" U.S •• 37.) 

I F.T.C., The Meal Packing Industry, m, 123. 

. 1920 
(per cent) 

44·4 
32.2 
59.8 
31.4 
38 .• 

19'9 
(per cent) 

47.' 
38.6 
65.8 
31.0 
38.3 
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advantages,! and were able to grade their hides and obtain better 
prices for them,' they possessed no appreciable advantage over 
the large or even medium-sized rivals in the utilization of...by; 
EFoducts.B They enjoyed great advantages, however, in the dis-

~
tribUtiOn of their products; the small meat packers were at a great 
, ,·sadvantage in distant markets because they owned few refriger

tor cars.' The small packers owned relatively few branch houses 
and those they owned were generally near to their plants or in 
sparsely populated areas; those of the large packers were generally 
distant from their plants and in areas of dense population.6 Lack 
of adequate refrigerated transportation facilities obstructed the 
development .of branch h.ouses by the smaller units: while f.ormerly 
meat br.okers and c.ommissi.on h.ouses had furnished an .outlet 
f.or the smaller packers, the abs.orpti.on .of such independent dealers 
by the larger packers .or their departure fr.om the business had cut 
.off this .outlet, "S.o that the principal remaining .outlet f.or the small 
independent, aside fr.om his I.ocal trade, is the big packer, and in 
utilizing this .outlet, he largely delivers himself .over t.o the influence 
.of the big packer uP.on wh.om he depends f.or a substantial part .of 
his business and ceases t.o be a c.ompetit.or .of m.oment."s 

The peddler car r.outes .of the large packers, which in I9I8 
reached 25,36I t.owns (including duplicati.on where m.ore than .one 
packer reached the same t.own) in the territ.ory .of chief pr.oducti.on 
and slaughter and its adjacent marketing area, served" a d.ouble 
purp.ose .of reaching an extensive market n.ot .otherwise .open t.o the 
Big Five and .of checking in this market the devel.opment .of I.ocal 
slaughtering and .of advantage.ous sales by the nearby inde
pendent interstate slaughterers."7 But the c.ontrol .of such a wide
spread .organizati.on by the large packers was n.ot maintained 
with.out C.ost: .overhead C.osts f.or general management and adver
tising expense were very much heavier f.or them than f.or the 
packers selling in I.ocal markets, where als.o the smaller packers 
.often .obtained higher prices than the large packers (partly because 
.of a reputati.on f.or selling fresher pr.oducts). 

1 ibid., III, n6. 
I ibid., III, 121. 
I ibid., III, 120. 
t Ninety-two per cent of the beef refrigerator cars were owned by the large 

packers, and the supply of cars in the hands of the railroads and private car lines 
available for leasing to smaller packers was inadequate and irregular (ibid., m, 
193)· 

, ibid., III, 129. 
6 ibid., 131 • 
, ibid., m, 125. 
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The packers attribute the decline in the relative importance . 

of the large packers in the interstate business during the period 
up to 1922 to the fact that the smaller packers were not burdened 
with a widespread selling organization (which, however, the 
Federal Trade Commission regarded as an advantage), to high 
freight rates (which favor local firms), and to the ability of smaller 
packers to pay lower wages and work longer hours.l 

Recent changes in methods of distributing meat products have 
greatly diminished the earning power of the elaborate system of 
branch houses, refrigerator cars, and car routes organized by the 
large packers. The rise of chain grocery stores, controlling, by 
1930, 50,000 retail outlets for the sale or consumption of meats, has 
increased large-scale buying by chain store organizations. These 
firms have meat products shipped to their warehouses whence 
they distribute to their stores without resort to the branch houses 
of the large packers; this method of operation conforms to the 
customary method of doing business by small packers but has 
reduced the profits on operating the branch houses of the large 
packers.1 Some of the chain stores have established their own 
slaughtering plants' and a number have bought meat in carcasses 
and operate their own dressing plants, thus, according to the large 
packers, depriving the latter of the most profitable of their opera
tions.' The increasing use of automobile trucks has also widened 
the territory of operations of the smaller packers, both because 
of the capacity of the small packer to distribute cheaply over a 
wide area, and because of the developing tendency of local dealers 
to make purchases in neighboring towns, thus again depriving the 
large packers of business.6 These inroads upon their business forced 
the packers to solicit smaller orders than formerly and conse
quently to increase the cost of doing business through branch 
houses.' The development of chain stores in the territory served 
by the car routes of the large packers has reduced the amount of 

I WELD, TM PlUking Indus"'" 76. 
• U.S. v. Swift and Co. " Gl., Brief far Swifl /lnd Co. /lnd .40,_ /lnd Co., 105, 

106. 
• ibid., 107. There were ~o processing plants under federal inspection owned by 

chainl in 1930, compared WIth 8 in 1920 (ibid., 15). 
• ibid., 108. 
I ibid., 109. 

The average sales ticket at branch houses of Armour and Company fell from 
156 pounds in 1920 to 126 Jl?unds in 1929 (ibid., 112) and for Swift and Company 
from 117 (IOUDds per sales ticket in 1923 to 93 pounds in 1930 (ibid., 113). Swift and 
Co;'DJI&ny'1 cost of doing business is said to have increased from $0.845 per hundred
weight in 1923 to $0.991 in 1930 (ibid., 113). 
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business done by these cars with the result that here also the 
packers have been forced to accept smaller orders,l and also 
that the number of cars shipped has been reduced. 2 It appears, 
however, that the development of the quick-freezing process may 
again reverse this trend; "it will deprive local packers of the 
advantage that they now have in that their meats are freshly 
slaughtered." 3 .. 

This decline in the relative importan~Ithe large packers as a 
group has a!Iected the two largest of the group. Whereas in 1916 
the business of Armour and Company and Morris and Company 
together accounted for 36.5 per cent of the federally inspected 
slaughter of cattle, 31.8 per cent of the slaughter of sheep, 29.7 per 
cent of the slaughter of calves, and 25.0 per cent of the swine, in 
1925, after the two were merged, it was said that the new unit 

I controlled less than 25 per cent of the federally inspected slaughter. 4 

\ If all livestock be reduced to a dressed meat basis and lard be 
included, the percentage in the hands of Armour and Company, 
including Morris and Company, between 1920 and 1929 fell fr9m 
15.8 per cent to 14.1 per cent, and of Wilson and Company 
from 5.2 per cent to 4.3 per cent, which decline, the packers 
argued, was "not suggestive of any monopolistic control at the 
present time."5 Furthermore the large packers alleged that, with 
one exception, all of their rivals increased their business between 
1920 and 1930 at a time when each of the four large packers suffered 
a decline in absolute volume of business6 and argued that the large 
packers were obviously not dominating the industry. 7 

These more recent changes in conditions in the industry are 
said to have been accompanied by an increase in the number of 
"independent" packers. The number of packers reporting under 
the Packers and Stockyards Act increased from 494 in 1923 to 832 

I The average weight per car route order for Swift and Company fell from 206 
pounds in 1923 to 165 pounds in 1929 (ibid., II4). 

I In 1925 Swift and Company despatched 8,146 cars from its East St. Louis plant 
and in 1929, 4,341 (ibid., lIS). 

I U.S. v. Swift and Co. et al. (1931), Brief for u.s., 18, 25, 58. 
e U.S. Secretary of Agriculture v. Armour and Co. before Secretary of Agriculture, 

Conclusion and Order, Docket 19, 1925, 7. . 
i U.S. v. Swift and Co., Brief for Swift and Co. and Armour and Co. 49. The per

centage of Swift and Company rose from 13.2 to 15.2 and that of Cudahy from 
4.0 to 4.7. 

I ibid., 50-52. . 
7 "Obviously it is not true that either the power to monopolize or to crush competi

tors exists in those who have been unable to hold their own strength and who occupy 
part of a field wherein flourish increasingly successful and strong competitors
competitors who testified without exception that they have no fear of defendants' 
competition '! (loc. cit.). 
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in 1929.1 This increase is, however, partly due to increasing efforts 
by the Packers and Stockyards administration to secure complete 
returns.' It might be partly due also to the maintenance of prices 
upon a level which offers, at least to smaller scale packers, a rate of 
return sufficient to induce new investment. The Federal Trade 
Commission reported that during the three years from 1914 to 
1916 the profits of the five large packers had averaged 13.5 per cent 
of their capitalization, while those of 65 independent packers had 
averaged 16.3 per cent.' The commission concluded that the large 
packers were either less efficient than the small packers in meat 
packing in the narrow sense, or that their profits on non-meat 
packing activities were lower than those on meat packingj it 
decided that they were investing profits from meat packing in new 
fields in which they were not securing a normal rate of return.' In 
1921, however, the five large packers are said to have suffered a 
loss of 10.8 per cent upon their net worth while the independents 
as a group made a profit of 3.2 per cent of their net worth.6 The 
returns of the large packers are said to have been poorer than those 
of the independents since the consent decreej' the earnings of the 
four largest packers appear in every year between 1920 and 1929 
to have been very much less than those of the fifteen largest rivalsj 
during the whole period the average earnings of the four largest 
packers were 2.6 per cent of their net worth, while those of the 
smaller packers were 9.2 per cent:7 the larger packers are now', 
evidently at a disadvantage as compared with the smaller.sf 

I Heari",s /Itt FDod Prices, 1930,318. 
I The Attorney General contended that the increase in the number of federally 

inspected alaughterers was only 17 • 
• The commission emphasized, however, that the functions performed by the 

large packera differed from those of the small packers; the former operated branch 
houses, car routes, and a number of enterprises other than meat packing in the nar
row sense; the smaller packers generally undertook a smaller variety of activities 
and BOld locally or through brokers. 

• F.T.C., TIN Meal Packi", lnduslry, I, 16; V, 94 and 95. 
• It has also been reported that the smaller meat packers suffered losses of $.8 

per cent of their net worth in 1921 (Swift and Co. eI Ill. v. U.S. 286 U.S. 106 (1931». 
I The Federal Trade Commission was not prepared to aay whether the decree 

.. as the cause of this decline and remarked that the big packers probably made heavy 
losses on their export business during the period 1919 to 1922 (F.T.C., Pader Clift
..... Decree, 20, 43 See also H,ari"gs 011 Senale Resolulions 4IIO and 389 before 
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 1933, 9)· 

, Swift and Co. eI Ill. Y. U.S., 276 U.S. 3II (1928), Brief for Swift and CII. eI Ill., 9, 
52. 

I Much higher eamin~ per dollar of sales by a Dumber of rivals of the large 
packera were quoted as eVidence of the higher operating costs of the large rackers in 
1929 (Wi4., 56). The Attorney General, however, denied that the profits 0 the large 
packers have been small compared to those of their rivals; he compared the propor-
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Although the larger packers must exercise considerable control 
over prices the fact that their costs are higher than those of their 
smaller rivals has enabled rivals to prosper and expand under 
price conditions yielding low returns to the larger packers. 
Sharing the market between them has not, therefore, meant even 
a constant share of the total market, nor has it meant prosperity 
to the larger packers. 

Criticism of the prices they have charged is not easy owing 
to the close interdependence of supplies of various meat products 
the demands for which may be altogether unrelated. Figure 13 
suggests that the price of beef rose in relation to the price of 
cattle between 1913 and 1926 and that between 1926 and 1928 
the price of cattle rose more than the price of beef. During the 
first period, however, the price of hides fell relatively to the 
prices of beef and cattle and during the second it rose again.1 

During a depression the demand for some meat products falls 
off more than that for others; in consequence the relationship 
between the prices of different products obtained from a single 

tion of total business which they did with the proportion of total profits obtained 
by them with the following results: 

Year Percentage 
of business 

Percentage 
of profits 

19'4 69.4' 63,'7 
19'5 63,'7 75.97 
19.6 66 .•• 15.91 
19'7 70.99 103.27-
19.8 70.87 69.13 
1929 71.89 17.63 

• Apart from the defendants there was a combmed net loss for this year. About 70 per cent of 
the losses were sustainec\ by six concerns. 

These statistics, however, presumably include the low profits of a large number of 
small firms. The large packers were said to be operating in 1929 on a much more 
profitable basis than at the time of the decree, combined earnings having been 
0.18 per cent of total sales in 1920 and 1.06 per cent in 1929 and for the years 1923 to 
1929 inclusive they averaged 1.30 per cent (U.S. v. Swift and Co. el al. (1931), Briel 
for lhe u.s. 39). These returns, however, include the profits on foreign business and 
the operations of subsidiaries using by-products. 

1 The relation between the price of by-products and the spread between the 
prices of cattle and beef for the years 1919 and 1921 is analyzed in Swift and Com
pany, The Effed of By-produc, Values on lhe Spread between Cattle and Beef Pri.;es, 
1921. A similar comparison of the price of hogs and hog products is presented in 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 493, p. SO. The export of hog products tends 
to stabili2e the price of hogs and some hog products (SWlPT AND COMPANY, The Effed of 
Pork &porls on lhe Produdion and Price of Hogs, 1922). For a comparison of the rela
tive movements of livestock prices and the prices of their respective products, see 
Letter from Department of Public Relations and Trade of the Institute of American 
Meat Packers, Uniletl Slates Daily, Apr. 14, 1932, where it was argued that there 
was CIa close correspondence between live prices and product prices"; product prices 
in general fell somewhat less, however, than the price of live animals. 
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animal changes. 1 The prices of meat products declined sharply 
during the period of declining wholesale prices from June, I929, 
to February, I933, o'YVing largely to still sharper declines in the 
price of livestock. 

C Although the meat packing industry presents more information 
concerning sharing the-tnarkeMhall any other, the effects of 
such a policy are not evident. It was never the whole market that 
was shared, and lack of satisfactory statistics obstructs any 
conclusion concerning the change in the relative position in 'the 
industry of the large packers as a group. Their relations with 
other packers were more in the nature of those between a group 
of leaders and followers. Important changes in the conditions of 
production and ~istribution have affected differently the large 
integrated manufacturers and the small packers~.It is difficult 
to prove any attempt to obtain monopoly profits, if for no other 
reason, because the monopoly profits available cannot be cal
culated. New firms have appeared and smaller firms have increased 
their share of the total interstate business, a fact which indicates 
that prices have exceeded the cost of production, at least by the 
smaller firms, by an attractive margin. Possibly the large meat 
packers with their higher costs have exerted pressure to maintain 
prices upon a level higher than would otherwise have prevailed 
but the growth of the smaller packers must have placed serious 
limitations upon their policy. 

The anthracite industry has shared the market under more 
favorable conditions than the meat packers. During the period 
or-most definlie-market sharing there was little obstruction to 
leadership, partly no doubt because demand followed an upward 
trend from I890 to I9I7. The 'proportion of the whole industry 
collaborating to share the market was greater than in meat 
packing. Leadership has moreover enjoyed more scope because 
the industry is less exposed to competition from new firms. Ten 
railroad-controlled companies owned 90.3 per cent of the unmined 
anthracite in I8961 but only 78.04 per cent in I907;3 in this latter 

1 Hides vary in price much more widely than cattle and the price does not appear 
to be very closely related to that of the cattle from which they ar~ produced, but 
of which they are a relatively unimportant joint product (U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Bulldin 493, 48). The prices of difierent hog products are affected by the 
fact that the relative quantities of them are capable of adjustment: when the price 
of fat backs is low in relation to the price of lard more lard and less fat backs are so~d 
(SWIFT AND COMPANY, The Price of Por" Products: Lard, 1923). 

I JONES, op. cit., log. 
a ibid., 105; U.S. v. Reading Co. Brief for 'he U.S. (19XX), 36; Brief for Reading 

CO.,82. . 
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year, however, the railroad-controlled companies controlled' 
about half the output of the independents through perpetual 
selling contracts. In 1923 the eight principal railroad-controlled 
companies controlled 79.8 per cent of the recoverable anthracite 
supplies.1 Harmony between the existing producers was secured, 
as we have seen, upon a basis which involved slower marketing 
of the unInined reserves of the leader than of those of its followers 
and the imposition upon the leader of heavy carrying charges 
in respect of its unInined resources. 2 

There is evidence that since 1917 prices have been raised as a 
result of a decline in output. Output declined by about 26 per cent 
between 1917 and 1929 while the price of stove sizes had risen 
by the end of 1928 nearly 100 per cent. The general level of whole
sale prices fell about 17 per cent and the prices of other sizes. 
produced jointly with stove sizes did not increase, and some fell. 
The average wholesale price of anthracite, however, rose by 
almost 20 per cent. During the depression which began in 1929 
anthracite was one of the few commodities to increase in price j 
it rose 0.7 per cent between June, 1929, and February, 1933, 
during which period the index of all wholesale prices fell 37.2 per 
cent. These policies, while not attracting new anthracite producers, 
have doubtless undermined the position of the industry in the 
general market for fuel and power resources. 

"Live and let live" policies are said to 

.•. tend not to the strict rationing of opportunity practiced by guilds 
and communism, but to a milder form of socialization of the oppor
tunity in which working rules are laid down to protect the individual 
in the enjoyment of his share so long as he proves himseH the most 
worthy candidate for that share. Behind the individual are the rules 
that fit him into his sharing of the opportunity, and behind the rules 
are measurement and observation telling us what the opportunity is 
and how individuals make use of it. 

I r.T'C'1 W,aUh o,",I"'_'ff ,he Uffi/e4 S'ales, 86. 
I StatistiCl offered by the Reading company (and based upon the output of all 

aiua) suggested that the percentage of business done by the largest company had 
declined, the amaller firms having benefited more than the largeri the percentage of 
total production marketed by the principal companies in 1901 and 191 I having been: , 

Company 1901 IOU 

Philadelphia and ReawDI and Lehigb aDd Wilke ... Barre compaoieo. '5.0'" .40 
Delaware. Lackawanna. aDd WeaterD ••.• o •••••• 0 •• 0.0.0 •••••••• 1:1,0011.51 
Lehigb Valley Coal Company ................................. · 14.0814 .• 6 
PeDnlylvania Coal Company ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8.1311.41 
Delaware and HudaoD •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••• •••• ••• • 9.36 10.11 
SU"9uebanna Coal Company ................................... 4·8S 5.54 
LehIgh Coal and Navisation Company .......................... 2.08 4.88 

(lJriq / .. lIN RtGd • .., Co •• 06$.) 
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Such a policy 

... admits of the pursuit of self-interest but concedes that the force 
of group opinion tends to limit that pursuit to methods which do not 
unduly disturb trade. It looks upon efficiency as an informed and 
silsIaineth;bility ~to"Sell at a reasonable price, and to stand back of the 
product even after it has been sold. It gives first consideration to the 
fit, leaving the elimination of the unfit to the effect of the average 
group price over a period of time.1 

But is the "group opinion" of producers the most suitable 
medium for c<!ntrol of a whole industry when concentrated 
control is permitted? Will group opinion protect producers only 
so long as they are the "most worthy candidates"? Is the average 
group price (whatever that may be) a suitable test of worthiness? 
Is it true that, in the opinion of the industrial group, efficiency is 
sustained ability to sell at a "reasonable" price? Is the group the 
best judge of the reasonableness of prices? Is the group to be 
trusted to decide what changes in industrial conditions constitute 
"undue" disturbances in trade? Will group control of this kind 
and no other device induce sellers to "stand back" of the product 

, even after it has been sold? 
vCSharing the market, as we have seen, may affect cos~~ 
production through its effect upon total output. It aIso affects 
the cosfoJproduction ibi-oughits effect. upon the inducement to 
jmproveam~ho<i§...Qf proql!.tl!2n. That part of the-competitive 

<, .... timulus to greater efficiency which consists of rewards' in the 
form of iniprovements in the relative position of the innovating 

Ji.rm is eliminated. The . ..extent of the remaining stimulus to the 
reduction of cosisturnslargely upon size of the firms in the 
\.It~!l: Where the firin' is' large, ~the benefit to be obtaiiiecI1rom. 

'reducing the cost of producing its existing output may be great 
enough to stimulate attempts to increase efficiency, but where 
the :firm is small the stimulus is correspondingly small. Pressure 
to improve methods of production in the form of fear of losing 
ground to more efficient rivals is also removed where it is under
stood that the market is to be shared\The contention that a 
"live and let live" policy assures a seITer that he "will not be 
deprived of his customers by price cuts so long as he can keep 
up to the average 'efficiency of the industry,"2 assumes that 

" 
1 MONTGOMERY, "The Government and the Theory of Competition," Amer • 

. Econ. Rev., IS: 449. 446 (1925). 
I ibid., 447. " 
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;Prices will be set so as to yield a normal profit only to those who 
attain "average efficiency"; the diminution of the stimulus to 
im,Prove this average is, however, of great importance ..• 
J(1f each firm is assured, when demand declines, of its old I 

percentage of whatever business is available, the pressure! 
to eliminate firms is reduced. '!.hudjustment of investment..to ,: 
~anging_demand is thus retarded.1.,sharing the market tends t~J 
ooSEnict tIiose Improvements in methods of production requiringf 
a larger scale of operation; where the merger of two firms entitles 
the new firm to a quota equal to the sum of the quotas of the two 
firms disappearing" this objection is partly avoided; smaller 
ad 'ustments of scale of production may, however, be CiTIfiCUIi 
o ma e y mergers. s e cost 0 acquiring additional busmess 

in this mannermay e less than the cost of acquiring it by price 
competition the transferable quota may facilitate the adoption of 
more economical large-scale methods of production and the 
transfer of business from the less to the more efficient firms. a 
But on the other hand, it may operate merely to facilitate expan- \ ' 
lions dictated by the desire for size even when it is inefficient. 
V<The effect of cartel arrangements for control of output by the 
imposition of fines upon producers in excess of agreed quotas 
and the payment of subsidies to producers falling short of agreed 
quotas depends in part upon tbe..amount of the fines and sllbsidi~ 
Where the reductions in cost accruing from larger-scale production 
exceed the fines a firm may increase its output sufficiently to 
permit it to operate more nearly at the optimum size. Jhe fines 
and subsidies virtually set the prices at whic~ quotas a~!rans
ferred~firnis losing all-ousinessmaycease production an~....withQ1,l~ 
ielliilg-iheir -quotas oecome automaticany-«carter-rentiers.'! 2 
Whentne-liDeSexceed any reductions in cost likely to be obtained 
from larger-scale production, firms are unlikely to expand beyond 
the quota allowance, but if the subsidies are equally high firms 
may be increasingly prepared to become mere rentiers, thus 

\ 
production tends to be diminished below the aggregate fixed 
amount. But as fines are usually expected to provide all the funds 

I C/. W AIlllIND., ClHISbinu and RalionalilllJlion in Germany, 48. Also the Hearings 
011 .. NlJlioMI &0fIIJfIJU CllflfICil, 1931 (168,341,482), where Senator La Follette and 
the president of the General Motors Corporation con~nded that agreements to 
ahare the market would tend to maintain in existence the least efficient firms • 

• Some pooling agreements permit the sale of quotas. The opportunity to obtain 
• preacrihed ahare of the business is sufficiently protected by agreement or convention 
to be treated al a property right to be bought and sold. 

• C/. VOM BECEDATB, Mod_lnduslrial OrganialJlion, 241. 
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to pay the subsidies, subsidies requiring more revenue than is 
yielded by the fines are not likely to persist for long. Cartels 
which provide compensation to firms closed down or un1:ble to 

,fulfill their qllotas tend to keep prices low in order to reduce the 
number of firms to be compensated for not filling their quotas 
and to distribute the cost of compensation as widely as possible.1 

High prices reduce demand and any increased profit is offset 
by increased subsidies to those unable to sell. 

, Jirhe particular basis upon whichthe market is sJ:tared may also' 
/:ffect costs. Sharifigaccording to capacityior prOductionterids 'to 

eiCeSsiVe1nvestment, especially where the market is shared by an 
agreement which must be periodically renewed. When the date 
of expiry of the agreement approaches, additional investment 
may be made to reinforce a demand for an increased quota.2 

~
• he excessiveness of prices may be concealed by high costs which 
reduce profits. Sharing market territories diminishes the oppor
tunities for dumping goods at distant points more economically 
eached by rivals and thereby reduces the total transportation 
osts of the industry.,)In this respect it is superior to simple 

control of output or prices. I 
, J.:The meat packers have claimed that "sharing the market by 
~ pools has been undoubtedly a benefit to the public at large in 
~ that they helped to avoid recurren~d scarcities in eastern 

markets and tended to ateady ma{.ke~ Theyoontended4 

that when a number of firms ship long distances to a city with 
only. limited demand, "if each acts' without the knowledge of 
what the other is doing in that market, there will be an o~-
~esh meat at their warehouses there.': This meat cannot 
be reshipped easily and mqst be sold quickly, and uruess demand 

• responds quickly to a fall in price, some of the meat may spoil 
before it is sold; prices would have to be cut below cost to dispose 
of the meat. It has already been suggested, however, that the 

\

Sharing of local markets may have been necessary to support 
the more general sharing of the market through control of the 
purchases of livestock. Otherwise, the packers might have failed 
to make the best distribution of their products between local 
markets and therefore to obtain the full benefits of their policy. 

1 ibid., 265. '. 
I VON BECKERATH, op. cit., 240. BRADY, The Rationalisation Movemem in Ger-

manY,96. . • r. 
I SWIFT AND COMPANY, Statement, Aug. 19, 1918. .• 
c U.S. v. Swift and Co. et al., 196 U.S. 375. 
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V The consequences of the kind of market sharing that arises 
out of reciprocal dealing require separate discussion. (Reciprocal 
dealing does not discourage attempts to attract buyers by 
offering benefits in matters other than price. It encourages such 
efforts, their form being determined by the criterion adopted 1 

by the buyer in distributing business. Purchasers faced with 
identical offers by sellers turn to formulae that will yield them 
indirect benefits. Sellers who refuse to compete openly and directly 
tend to be driven into indirect competition which benefits the' 
buyer. It is of the essence of such a device, therefore, that the 
distribution of business, although governed by an unchanging 
formula, is capable of change. Steel manufacturers by adjusting 
their distribution of freight between railroads could bring about . 
changes in the distribution of steel rail orders. Cement manu
facturers by changing the location of their plants or the dis
tribution of their purchases of coal could change the distribution 
of orders for cement.)If different purchasers use different formulae 
the situation is complicated but remains fundamentally un
changed. l If only some buyers are able to resort to such formulae 
the distribution of business is determined only in part thereby. 

The price policy of an industry treated by its customers in 
this manner remains to be explained mainly in other terms. 
The very identity of offers which drives buyers to such a policy 
betokens the presence of some device by which the harmony is 
maintained. If there is price leadership then it is necessary to 
investigate the policy of the leader. But the policy of the buyers, 
being aimed at changing the behavior of the sellers, is likely to 
affect· their costs. If steel rail orders are distributed between 
manufacturers according to the proportion in which they have 
provided traffic to each railroad buying rails, there is presumably 
an inducement to each manufacturer to direct his freight in each 
year to the railroad likely to be planning the largest orders 
for rails. In so far as such diversions involve costs to railroads 
they may be regarded~! expenditures on non-price competition. 
They increase the total costs of sellers, and thereby tend to 
provide a reason for maintaining prices through their tendency 

. J to diminish profits. They bring the profits of railroads under the 
lnll.uence of causes other than technical efficiency and their suit
ability to meet demands for transportation. The effect of inducing 
cement manufacturers or railroads to purchase coal where they 

I Formulae adopted by different purchasel'l might conllict. 
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would not otherwise purchase it is similar~Where the cement 
producers are induced to locate plants in states where a large 
demand for cement for highway construction is expected, costs 
may also be increased with similar consequences. This policy 
may, however,merely speed up a geographical redistribution of 
production that would occur in its absence though more slowly . 

..-JA!n general, therefore, the desire to avoid destructive price 
competition expresses itself more or less definitely in some indus
tries in the form of preparedness on the part of producers to 
abandon opportunities of improving their relative position in their 
industry; it is assumed, of course, that rivals will take the same 
attitude. One element of risk in industry is thus eliminated~ The 
knowledge tha:! sellers have adopted this policy is'nofsufficient 
to permit the calculation of the level of prices or the level of 
expenditure on non-price competition. All that can be. said is 
that at any moment of time· prices tend to be equal and the 
selling costs of different firms mutually neutralizing. In con
sequence such policies must be accompanied by some other 
objective, such as the pursuit of monopoly profit or the pursuit, 
of a reasonable profit. If the latter be the objective, then it is 
necessary to inquire how a reasonable profit is likely to· be cal
culated.. \Sharing the market diminishes the pressure to improve 
methods of production and eliminates the necessity for passing 
on to purchasers any of the advantages of reduction in cost. Any 
tendency to excessive investment arises rather from the price 
policy pursued than from sharing the market.) . 



CHAPTER V 

THE STABn.IZATION OF INDIVIDUAL PRICES 
L" The definition of stabilization of price&-li. The evidence of stabilization of 
price&-A. The detection of stabilization of prices-B. The prevalence of stabiliza
tion of price&-l. Conventions concerning price policy_. Price setting--b. Long
term contrac:ta--e. Guarantees against decline in priCe-2. Trade associatio_ 
3. Price leaderahip-o. The steel industry-b. The anthracite industry--c. The agri
cultural implements industry-d. The petroleum industry_. Other industries
.. Duopoly and monopoly-So Other examples-6. Summary of evidence concerning 
the ltabilization of price&-m. The consequences of stabilization of price&-A. 
Price letting for abort period&-B. Stabilization of individual prices and the business 
cycle-C. Stabilization of prices over long periods. 

I. THE DEFINITION OF STABll.IZATION OF PRICES 

vJhe phrase "stabilization of prices" is used in a number of 
senses of widely differing economic signifi.~ance. Occasionally, 
but altogether illegitimately, it is used synonymously with uni
formity of prices between different sellers at a moment of time; 
such uniformity mayor may not involve absence of change over 
periods of time. Legitimately used, the phrase relates. to the 
behavio~ of a giv.«:..rrriCeovertiJ!l~' Complete stability means· 
tDeaosence of changes of price. Prices that never change do not 
exist; in consequence the phrase is used in practice in a wider 
sense, implying degrees of stabili~y~Such degrees may be measured 
in terms of tn~ngtllorthe periodt1n which complete stability 

'occurs 01 in terms of the number of changes in longer periods of' 
time.lDegrees of stability may also be measured by the ..a.mp!itude c 
of fluctuations in price instead of their fr~uency jn time,. The 
influences giving rise to reductions in the amplitude of price 
changes !l{e very different from those causin~ductions in their 
frequencYl stabilization in the latter sense is tJie-prlncipaI subject 
or the present chapter. ) • . 

Nodtations are necessary to show that pleas for the stabiliza-
. tion of prices have become increasingly widespread among business 
men in recent years. Their pronouncements at meetings of trade 
associatio)ls and in the press lean increasingly heavily upon the 
necessity for stabilization. This widespread desire is traceable 
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to a number of causes. It springs in part merely from the desire 1 
t.9Jl.yoiQ-.an}LlQ:wering-OLprices in the crude"belief that higher 
prices always mean greater profits. Where there is unused plant 
and overhead costs are a large part of total costs price com-

...petition is costly, and the avoidance of changes in price elimixi;rtes 
dangerous price cutting. 'The desire ~e.ve~j;_"cutthroat." 
competition leads, however, to the elimination of all price cutting, 
"cutthro~t" competition being difficult to distinguish from other 
price competition. Sellers able to coordinate their policies may 

I reduce the frequency of price changes because of ~sumptWns 
c.9.Fce!'.~inLthe...~havio.t~tbl!Yers: Where they fear, for instance, 
that reductions in price will stimulate the __ hope of further cuts, 
or where they believe that deman~-a'llrore'gen-eral
sense, they are likely to reduce the number of price cha~ges. 

~Stability may also be sought because of uncertainty as to the 
f policy that wiU l?_e most profitable in the indu.stry, particularly 
if the effect of high profits upon investment in the industry is 
taken into account. Finally stability of prices may be sought 

...merely because jt is a simple policy and because the wisest policy 
is hard to discover.) 

II. THE EVIDENCE OF STABILIZATION OF PRICES 

A. The Detection of Stabilization of Prices 

(The proof of the prevalence of policies aimed at stabilizing 
prices is beset with the same type of difficulty as the proof of price 
l~adership and sharing the market~onsiderable periods of un
changing price can be shown to have existed in a number of 
industries for periods of increasing length:)As early as 1897 

• the Joint Committee of the Senate and Assembly of New York 
State concluded that~rusts had, secured a greater stability of 

~ prices and doubted whether the stability had benefited the 
\ consumer .1) Types of relationship between sellers likely to give 
opportunities for the attainment of stability can also be shown to 
exist, frequently in the same industries. It is then fairly clea~ 
that producers whose policies are coordinated have chosen ~. 
policy of price stabilization., But as the interval of unchanging 
price diminishes in length, and.as the evidence of the existence 
of interrelationships between producers calculated to facilitate 

-- ---- -. . 
1 New York Senate Doct. 40, 1897; JENKS, "Recent Legislatio\l and Adjudication 

on Trusts," Quar'. J ou,. Eeon., I2: 462 (1898). ">4 - *' 
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such a policy becomes more shadowy, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to determine how far such periods of stability as occur 
can be attributed to any deliberate policy.' 

The inadequacy of statistics of prices also obstructs definite 
conclusions .• The statistics most easily available and most often 
used in official compilations are statistics of quotations, or offer 
prices. In many industries, however, it is almost customary to 
depart, at least from time to time, from these offer prices. The 
market reports concerning steel prices, for instance, refer fre
quently to the" shading" of the official price and to "concessions"; 
the sugar refiners pointed out that offer prices and actual prices 
after 1928 were not identical; the prices of rubber tires are noto
riously subject to a number of discounts. The so-called "official" 
price becomes then a point of reference from which to measure 
actual prices which may vary from time to time, from seller to 
seller, or even between the different buyers from a single seller. 
Nevertheless, so long as statistics of quoted prices are all that are 
available, analysis must be applied 'to them, with, however, the 
constant realization of their inadequacy. Constancy of offer 
prices alone is, moreover, not without significance; widespread 
departures from the" official" price usually compel an adjustment 
of II official" to actual prices. The available price statistics are 
often inadequate also because they relate to a given day in each 
month or to. an average of quotations for a given period. It is 
conceivable that such series should follow a horizontal line al
though the actual prices vary from day to day, but only a rare 
coincidence would cause daily variations to neutralize each other 
over long periods.1 

B. The Prevalence of Stabilization of Prices 

SThe evidence of stabilization of prices may conveniently be 
marshaled by reference to the forms of behavior that appear to 
facilitate it, viz., conventions concerning price policy, trade asso
ciations, price leadership, and duopoly and monopoly, each of 
which will be discussed in turn.) 

I. CONVENTIONS CONCERNING PRICE POLICY 

a. Price Setting. (xhe most imlibrtant convention affecting the 
frequency of changes in price is that of price setting. In an increas

I The FllIieral trrade Cinnmission found that the apparent stability of some 
prices was partly due to ~ aature of the statistics but concluded that there was" a 
good deal of apparently undue stability" (Opm PM Trade .A.ssocuuions, 120). 
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ing number !?f industries sellers set an offer price likely to remain 
open for a considerable period of time. Within the period in which I 

'-" the offer remains open production is adjusted to the amount sold 
at the price seti)This situation differs markedly from that in a 
competitive market to which sellers bring their ()utput to be sold 
at prices determined as a result of conditions of demand and 
sup~11 at each price. 1 

~here there is a seasonal concentration of either sales or pro
duction, prices are frequently set at the beginning of the season 
and maintained throughout most if not the whole of the season. 
"9pening e..r!.ces" which are commonly maintained for a con-

i siderable portion of a whole season are prevalent in the canning, 2 

agricultural implements, a anthracite,4 tin plate, 6 woolen fabric, 6 

i carpet,7 various dress goods, oil, and automobile industries( 8 Some 
trade associations have attempted to introduce this practice into 
industries where it has not previously prevailed. When the Wool 
Institute was established one of its objectives was "the main
t&!!~~.l.p!!.~roughout the season/,g The priceOf'dri;i 
beet pulp (used as a fertilizer) also frequently remained unchanged 
for several months and generally for the whole crop yearjl0 one 
concern had contracted for the purchase of a great part of the 
whole output of this pul~, the price of which it endeavored to set 
for the whole year. (Fhen the price was set too low to equate 
supply and demand, ~upplies of the product were ~austed, 
b~he end of the year. On occasion, apparently, the company 

rationed the supply in preference to raising its price.l~ 
/ ~The practice of setting prices irrespective of the season is 

~ obviously prevalent in a great many other markets, E,arti.Eulgly 
1 The president of the Millers National Federation, enumerating a number of 

methods of selling which he regarded as undesirable, included the practice of .. selling 
flour on the basis of bids rather than naming a price at the home office and main
taining it" (F.T.C., The Flou, Milling Indus',y, 1926, 136). 

I F.T.C., Canned Salmon, 49. 90 per cent of the total pack was sold at the open
ing price. Cf. also Open Price T,ade Associations, 78. 

• U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brief for Inkrnational Haf'fleskr Co., 161; 
F.T.C., The High Prices of Farm Implements, 135. 

• Mineral Resources of ,he United S,ates, II, 453. 
I The steel makers customarily adhere for nine months to the price announced 

at the beginning of the season in the sense that they do not advance it: can manufac
turers making seasonal contracts with packers are thus protected (NtIf.II York Times, 
Nov. 5, 1934)' ~ 

I U.S. v. Wool Institute, Inc., Pelitton, 4, 5. 
7 WHITNEY, Trade Associations and Industrial Control, 80. 
• F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 78. 
• NtIf.II York Times, Feb. 16, 1928. 

10 F.T.C., Commercial Feeds, 1921, 126. 
11 ibid., 166. 
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those for branded goods sold_at retail, the prices of which are well 
k:doWD not to llnnuate from day to day. The prices of oil, gaso
line, bread, sugar, drugs, and many other products sold at retaily 
[also have been freed from any tendency to continuous change.j 

. !This setting of prices involves stability for the season or other j . 

v FriOd and injects a degree of Egidity into the price st..ructure I 
arying with the length of the intervalS between changes. ) • 

:J1le convention of setting prices for a number of months 
arises ,out of imperfectio~.!.EUJte market. To obtain the maxi
mum of profita manufiCturer must charge a price such that the 
sale of one more unit would result in a greater addition to total 
costs than to revenue and the sale of one less unit would involve 
a greater reduction in total revenue than in total costs. 1 But ij 
would be both impossible and absurd to readjust prices on this .. ~ 
basis from moment to moment. A seller operating upon a large 
scale in relation to the total market realizes that changes in his 
policy affect the price in the market; if changes in his price are 
immediately accepted by his rivals his share of the market is not 
increased; a price cut initiated by him and immediately becom
ing general may, however, increase total sales. But a reduction 
may cause a greater reduction by a rival and generate a l?ricei ... 
~ increase may be more difficult to make than a reduction 
because rivals are tempted to delay following the lead of a firm 
initiating an increased price; for this reason reductions expected " 
to be temporary are discouraged. Some of the reactions of pur
chasers to price changes are slow, far-reaching, and uncertain. A 
price reduction may result in a purely speculative increase in 
demand, i.e., an increase due to the anticipation of the demands 
of a future period when prices are expected to be higher; demand 
is then merely shifted forward from the future period. A reduction 
may induce increased purchases only after long-delayed adjust
ments to the new price level. A reduction may create in the minds 
of buyers a notion of what is a II fair" price which later becomes an 
obstacle to attempts to raise the price; buyers may let theirinven
tories run down or experiment with rival products. When prices 
move downward more easily than upward, price changes continue 
to reverberate throughout the industry for a considerable time, 
and when costs must be incurred on a large scale for long periods 
producers attempt to limit readjustments of prices to rare occa
sions when fundamental changes in conditions of demand or supply 

I That it, margiDal coat is equal to margiDal revenue. C/. Chap. L 
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exert themselves. ;It-demand or supply is subject to wide seasonalj 
fluctuations pricestend to be set for whole seasons; seasonal prices 

v are, however, not always free from competitive pressure; mid
season price reductions may be made. t.Where seasonal fluctuations 
in demand or supply are not pronounced, offer prices may prevail 
for longer periods; price setting merges into long-period price 
stabilization. ) . 

l b. Long-term Contracts. \!he frequency of transactions in
fluences the frequency with which it is possible for prices to 

I change. In organized markets in which transactions occur almost 
continuously, ;rapid changes are at least possible; speculation 
increases the number of transactions and, therefore, the oppor
tunities for change. Wherever sales are made by contract to I 

'supply goods. over considerable periods of time, as in the market_ 
.for steel rails, newsprint,2 book paper, and crude oil,a the number!' 
of transactions is thereby diminished. If it is customary for suchL 
contracts· to be made by most buyers, at about the same time, 
particUlarly at about the same time in each year (e.g., steel rails), 
the apparent lack of change in prices throughout the year may 
be due to the lack of transactions; the offer price is ineffective. 

4ong-term contracts tend to prevent price reductions, if not 
.price increases, because of the pressure to modify existing .con
tracts if prices are seriously reduced and because the reduced 
price will apply to business for a long period in the futurx.l In 
1909, for instance, Judge Gary resisted a red,uction in the price 
of steel products because a reduced price woUld apply to many 
long-term contracts. 4 ./ 

c. Guarantees against Price Decline. vfln some industries sellers 
have guaranteed that, should their pric'e be reduced during the 
currency of the contract, the lower price woUld apply to all de
liveries made under the contract; postponement of orders by 

. buyers who anticipate that selling prices will be reduced in the 
near future is thus discouraged. '\This practice has frequently 
been followed in the steel industry.. A reduction in price necessi
tates the repayment of a part of the sums received for past sales 
under contracts still in force, the amount of the refund depending 

lIn the carpet industry sellers jockeyed for position at the seasonal openings, 
endeavoring to delay declaration of their prices until those of their rivals were avail
able, but the Carpet Institute attempted to eliminate the practice (WmTNEY, 
Trail, Associations and Industrial Control, 80). 

I F.T.C., Newsprint Paper Industry, 1917,48. 
B F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the Petroleum Industry, 1928, 101. 
t F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 410. 
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upon th~ duration of contracts; the reduction of prices is ob
structe<¥' In the market for iron ore this practice is said to have 
favored the large manufacturers who own ore deposits as against 
those who buy ore in the market, presumably because of its 
tendency to maintain the price of ore.1 (A somewhat different . 
type of guarantee against price decline was granted by manu- -
facturers of canned milk who undertook, whenever they reduced 
the price, to ~y a rebate to the jobbers upon all canned milk 
bought at the higher pnce anGsfilIuiiSOld. This practice tended j 

to encourage speculative buying by wholesale grocers when the: 
price fell; if the price increased again the buyer made a specu- ' 
lative profit, but if it fell further he suffered no loss.2 Manufac
turers are discouraged from making price reductions, although 
possibly less than by the first form of guarantee; they must 
carry the losses upon the inventories held by jobbers as well as 
upon those held by themselves.3..9uarantees against a decline in I 
prices tend to stabilize prices only when other influences make I ~ 
for reductions; they do not discourage increases in price" Even I 
where sellers do not guarantee against price declines but habitually 
make a reduced price applicable to all subsequent deliveries under 
contracts in force at the time of the reduction (e.g., in the cement 
and steel industries) price reductions are discouraged. The re
duced prices attract little business from rivals in the short run; 
they merely compel rivals to deliver more cheaply under existing 
contracts. i As increased prices apply only to new business8 they 

I F.T.C., Dig"' 0/ Replies in response '0 an inquiry by ,he Federal Trade Com
",usion rel4liN 10 ,he pracilce 0/ ,ifling guarantees agai"" price decline, 1920,45. 

• F.T.C., Canned Milk, 1921, 55. 
• Adopted on any large scale these guarantees must lead to control of jobbers' 

inventories by manufacturers, and probably also to attempts to control their resale 
policy. 

'ID the months immediately preceding the post-war boom in business the 
Federal Trade Commission issued eleven complaints against this practice, but sub
eequently decided that the practice was not unfair and abandoned the proceedin~ 
(WATDNS, "The Federal Trade Commission," Quart. Jour. Econ., 40: 572 (1926». 
the majority of the codes under the National IDdustrial Recovery Act, however, 
proscribed the practice as unfair. 

• "In the old days the steel trade had a marketing style of its own. • . • The steel 
trade throve on 'buying movements' for forward deliveries, when at intervals prices 
advanced for successively further forward deliveries. During such periods the seller's 
skill lay in limiting his obligations until the top was reached. At that time all buyers 
were covered and prices were automatically protected because in essence contracts 
were guaranteed against price declines, and for months more specifications for 
actual shipment could be squeezed out of contracts than could be secured by cutting 
prices. A buyer offered a cut price would merely require his original vendor to 
readjust the contract. Eventually the market would break and then a dip would 
lead to. natural recovery." (NtNI York Timu, Nov. 7, 1927.) 

• F.T.C., Priu Bas" Inquiry, 83, note 9-
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may have little effect upon sales revenue for a considerable 
time. 

2. TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 

\:!he maImer in which the statistical activities of trade asso
ciations may reduce the frequency of changes in price has already 
been analyzed.' Statistics of production are. often presented wit~ 
suggestions th~ supply must be adjusted to demand at current 
prices.CMore direct campaigns to induce restriction of output and 
a feeling of shame in those who cut prices tend in the same direc
tion. {Open-price policies increase the speed and accuracy with 
which the prices quoted by any seller are communicated to others, 
and thereby reduce the interval within which any pris:e cutter 
can expect greatly to increase his volume of business because of a 
difference between his prices and,those of his rivals; one induce
ment to price cutting is removed~'Furthermore, "it is probable 
that trade associations foster an attitude that is favorable to 
such stability of prices through instilling into the members the 
idea that the lowering of a price will merely t.end to demoralize 
the market."~The Supreme Court agreed in 1923 that the asso
ciation of the linseed crushers of the country with the Armstrong 
Bureau of Related Industries (which organized the speedy ex
change of very detailed information concerning prices) had 
rendered the price of linseed oil more stable. 3 Trade associations 

1 See Chap. II. 
I" .•• Perhaps the form of price reporting,that most directly conduces to this 

end is that wherein deviations from announced net prices are reported and dis
tributed to competitors as soon as made. This system does not involve any element 
of conspiracy or restriction of the liberty of the individual to make his own prices as 
he will. Yet it may not only be effective in causing substantial uniformity in prices 
in a market at the same time, at least for a homogeneous commodity, but it may also 
tend to maintain a constant level of prices from month to month, somewhat regard
less of changes in cost, especially, for example, in the cost of raw materials." (F.T.C., 
Open Price T,.ade Associations, 353-354.) 

I U.S. v. American Linseed Co. d aI., 262 U.S. 371 (1923). The Attorney General 
regarded periods of stability in the price of linseed oil as the effect of the operations 
of the Linseed Oil Council; the longest of these periods during the twenty-one months 
of the life of the association was a little over two months and most of them were of 
about two or three weeks, duration (U.S. v. American Linseed Co., Brief for- lhe U.S., 
125). The crushers replied, however, that during the twenty·nine years from 1889 
to 1917 (immediately before the establishment of the Linseed Oil Council) there was 
one period during which the price remained unchanged for five months, one period 
of unchanging price of four months, three of three months, twelve of two months, 
and twenty-seven of one month (Brief for- Ankeney Linseed Co. d aI., 150; also 
Government Exhibit 6). It does not appear, therefore, that prices were rendered 
more stable by the association if the length of the periods of unchanging price is 
the criterion of stability. The crushers admitted that ftuctuations in prices had been 
reduced, partly owing to the elimination, through the operations of the council, of 
price reductions induced by false representations by buyers that they had received 
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"..... have been very active in collecting and disseminating statistics 

of the prices, output, and sales of paper of various kinds; Fig. 14 
shows that the price of writing paper changed only once between v 

1923 and 1931 and that the prices of book paper and newsprint 
changed infrequently. Between 1922 and 1932 the capacity of 
the industry was repeatedly increased although production 
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(Reproduced from Fr .. ser .... d Doriot, A .. tIlysi .. , Our l .. dKSlries, 320.) 

continuously fell short of capacity by 20 per cent or more.1 

During the period from June, 1929, to February, 1933, when 
the price of wood pulp of various kinds fell 34 to 44 per cent, the 
price of wrapping paper remained unchanged, that of tissue 
paper fell 20 per cent, and that of book paper 30.4 per cent:2 in 
January, 1932, the price of tub-sized writing paper which had 
been $10 for eight years fell to $4.50.3 

offers to sell at reduced prices (Brief for lhe A .. keney Lim •• d Co. d al., 235) but they 
appear to have referred to the amplitude of lluctuations. It was said that during the 
twenty-aeven and three quarter years prior to the formation of the council there 
had been, on the average, 4.86 months per annum in which the difference between 
the high and low price during the month did not exceed one cent per gallon, while 
during the twenty-one months during which the council was in operation this 
average had been 4.0 months per annum (Brief for ,he A .. keney Limeed Co. d al., 
151). According to this criterion also, therefore, prices had been more stable prior 
to the formation of the council than during the period of its operations. The court 
neither approved nor disapproved of such stabili2ation as had occurred. The two 
Judges disaenting from the decision of the court condemning the activities of the 
Hardwood Lumber Manufacturers Association concluded that if the activities of 
the lISIOCiation had substituted stability of prices for violent lluctuations .. its inllu
ence in this respect is not against the public interest" (American Column and Lum-
ber Co. v. U.S., 2S7 U.S. 418). . 

I CONSUllEll ADVISORY BOARD, Paper Complaims, S, 8. 
I U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wholesale Prius. 
• CONS11KEIl ADVIsORY BOARD, Paper Complaims, 8. 
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..:rhe inconclusiveness of the Federal Trade Commission's 
attempt to discover the extent to which the prices of commodities 
manufactured by firms belonging to trade associations were 
more stabl~ than the prices of other products has already been 
mentioned. It has been pointed out, moreover, that the absence 
of correlation between stability of prices and the presence of 
active trade associations does not indicate that trade associations 
fail to secure a greater degree of stability than would otherwise 
occur in the same industries.1 • 

3. PRICE LEADERSHIP 

$he most notable characteristic of the price leaders already 
.-discussed is the wide variation in the limits within which their 

/:

eadershiP is accepted by their followers. <A leader assured of 
unquestioning and unswerving allegiance hi the matter of prices 
might be expected to pursue the same price policy as a monopolist. 2 

)Ie must, however, consider the effect of such a policy upon the 
rate of expansion of his existing rivals and upon the appearance 
of new ones. But neither a monopoly policy nor one aimed at 
avoiding undue stimulation of existing or potential rivals would 
be expected to involve an unchanging prica. jThe price would 
change with changing conditions of cost and of demand$ et 

'. ) stable prices have f nd reat favor'in the eyes of leaders. )l'he 
'Feder rade Commission c e e leadership of 
the United States Steel Corporation has "tended toward con
stancy of prices through considerable periods, even though 
there might be lack of uniformity of prices at various particular 
times. Something similar has possibly been achieved in various 
other industries, in steel pipe, for example, and possibly in tin 
cans."3 . 
vtrhis desire to stabilize prices is probably due to the instability 

Sof the relations between leaders and their followers. 4 Fear that 

1 See page 63. The prices in industries without trade associations may also be 
influenced in varying degrees by the fact that they buy from industries in which 
such associations exist and have succeeded in introducing some measure of stability. 

I The cost of production is likely, however, to be different in the two situations. 
I Open Price Trade Associations, 77. The commission also stated that the observed 

undue stability of some prices might be due to price leadership (ibid., 103) and that 
"price leadership is probably a more important cause of stability or undue stability 
in prices than any other factor" (ibid., 121). See also ibid., 354. 

'C/. the remark of the Federal Trade Commission that "in this country ••• it 
appears to be difficult to discourage in any important line of business for long the 
expression of independence and the exertion of individual initiative" (F.T.C., OPen 
Price Trade Associations, 103). 
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changes in price will unduly strain the delicate bond between the 
leader and his followers may lead to the avoidance of price changes; 
The leader may doubt his capacity to secure the acquiescence of 
his rivals in what he believes to be the wisest policy and decide, 
therefore, to "let sleeping dogs lie" and seek to protect his 
investment and profit in some other way.)lJe may be uncertain 
as to the wisest policy and for this reason lack the conviction to 
initiate a change: where, for instance, a few sellers deal with a 
few buyers (as in the market for. steel rails, or in a number of 
urban markets for fluid milk), it is very difficult to arrive at a 
proper price., Even where the leader feels himself moderately 
secure he may aim at stable prices; he may fear to disturb buyers 
who may hold off the market if the price is reduced a little, or 

ho m~ be stimulated into critici.sm of prices if they are raised; 
e ma believe demand to be inelruitic1.stabilization may also, 

b an' cidental conseque~he avoidance of price cutting 
d 'ng eriods of diminished demand, a period of danger in any 
in st and of great danger in those the demand for whose 
pro fluctuates widely with cyclical changes in general 
busin s nditions. Evidence that leaders have in fact secured 
stabilit f prices is available for a number of industries and this 
evidence will now be considered. ') • 

4, The Steel Industry. O'he steel industry provides the most 
notorious example of a price unchanged for long periods, viz., 
the P!!~e..2!~~el r~s,\Before May, 1901, the price of rails fluctu
ated with the Price o( pig iron and steel billetsl and during the 
period from 1880 to 1891 ranged between $8.50 and $16.50 per 
ton.1 Since 1901, however, the price of rails has remained stable 
for long periods. Less than sixty days after the formation of the 1 
United States Steel Corporation a price of $28 a ton was announcett ~ 
and 1t remained in force from May, 1901, until April, !9..I~ 
(ISO montllS). Mter a number of changes· the price was again 

I During a period of sixteen yean subsequent to 1887, prices are said to have 
been fixed by a pool except during the yean 1897 and 1898 (BELCHER, "Industrial 
Pooling Agreements," Quan. JO#r. Econ., 19: II7 (1904); U.S.v. U.S. Steel Corp., 
Bm,/for U.s. Sled Corp., 210). 

BERGLUND, "The U.S. Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization," Quarl. Jour. 
Ectm., 3S: 1 (1923) • 

• Between May, 1916, and October, 1916 (6 months), rails were quoted at 
133, in November, 1916, at 136, from December, 1916, to December, 1917 (13 
months), at 13S, from January, 1915, to February, 1919 (14 months)l at $55, in 
March, 1919, at 152.50, from April, 1919, to February, 1920 (n months), at 145, in 
March, 1920, at 149, from April, 1920, to November, 1920 (S months), $55, Decem~ 
ber 1920, Iso, January, 1921, to September, 1921 (9 months), 14$, October, 1921, 
143.75, and from November, 1921, to September, 1922 (II months), 140. 
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stabilized at $43 from October, 1922, to October, 1932 (121 
months).l 

A'his remarkable stability" has been variously explained. 
Firstly, it, is said that before 1900 the railroads purchased rails 
";;ne-never they needed them at the best price obtainable, but 
about 1900 they began to make purchases of rails at the end of 
each calendar year for the succeeding year, partly as a consequence 
of the adoption by the Pennsylvania Railroad of an annual 
budget 2 and the acceptance of the practice by other railroads. 
If annual purchases were concentrated within a very short 
period steel -companies might have no inducement to change 
theIr quotations during the remainder of the year:3 but the 
absence of changes from year to year cannot be thus explained. 
Secondly, it was said that orders for rails were usually distributed 
among sellers "something along lines of their respective freight 
tonnages."4 This method of distributing rail orders, as we have 
seen, is more likely to be a result than a cause of lack of price 
competition a~ong sellers of rails. ~ly, the manufacturers 
claimed that the' cost of manufactUrIng Bessemer rails had 
increased owing to the high quality required by railroads. 6 But 
why, then, was the price of rails not raised during the period? 
The only answer offered was that the corporation had refused to 

\ 
increase its price, with the result that other sellers were unable 
to increase theirs.6 Fou@y, it was said that the price of $28 
which prevailed for fifteen years applied only to standard Bessemer 
rails, the demand for :which, however, declined during the period 

\ 
and the price of which was used merely as a convenient base for 
calculating the price of more expensive open hearth rails which 

1 AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, Annual Statistical RSPIJI't. Quotations 
since October, 1921, relate to Bessemer or open hearth rails. 

I It has been said, however, that the Pennsylvania Railroad adopted this prac
tice as early as 1885 (Hearings be/lJI'e Stanley Committee, I, 308. Cj. SEAGER and 
GULICK, op. cit., 255). 

a Reductions during the year were also .said to be discouraged by the practice of 
granting rebates on all purchases under a contract if the price was reduced during 
its currency. (See p. 201.) 

, U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Brie//IJI' U.S. Steel CIJI'p., 210. 
5 ibid., 2II. The average price of pig iron during the period 1901 to 1910 was said 

to be $4.29 per ton above its level in the immediately preceding years, while the 
average price of steel rails rose only $2.40 a ton. 

"loc. cit. It has been pointed out that in 1899, just after the reformation of the 
rail pool, and before the corporation was formed, the price of steel rails had been $35 
a ton, whereas the price maintained for ten years was $28 a ton. It was said that in 
1902, 1l/05, and 1906-1907 prices could have been raised without exciting any com
ment. (MEADE, "The Price Policy of the United States Steel Corporation," Quart. 
Jour. Econ., 22: 454 (1908).). 
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the railroads were demanding in increasing proportions. 1 What
ever the validity of this explanation of price stability during 
the earlier period, it does not apply to the period since 1921, when 
the quotations were for open hearth rails. 

The stability of the price of rails attracted public attention 
again in April, 1931: it was suggested that railroads failed to press 1 
for changes in the price of steel rails partly for fear of a rerouting 
of the freight traffic of the steel companies; for the same reason • 
they feared to import rails from abroad. Steel companies, on 
the other hand, presumably avoided price cutting because, in 
view of the small number of producers, any price cut would 
inevitably be accepted by rivals and would fail to bring much " 
additional business to the price cutter. I The president of the 
United States Steel Corporation a claimed that the price of rails 
was attributable to increases in the cost of production; the 
price could not be excessive when thep--ri@·perpounawas no 
more than the cost of two Connecticut cigars of his favorite, 
brand; the price of rails should be $49 a ton instead of $43. The 
maintenance of the price of steel rails waJ regarded in other 
quarters, however, as "a striking example of a kind of trade! 
restraint that constitutes an important obstacle to bUSines~ 
recovery. The pegging of prices at artificially high levels exercise 
an important influence in causing the depression and the main 
tenance of such & pegged price is a barrier against the return 0 

prosperity."· Meager reductions followed5 but without mucl} 
effect upon the volume of business.1!L!.933, how.~ver, the federal 
gov~t-.ougbt to provide emplo~ent in the steel and . 
railroad industri.es)y making part of the funds voted for public \; 
works avaJI.ci.ble.1oLthe purchase of 700~ooo tons of rails.' The 
railroads were not prepared to pay $40 per ion for rails nor 
was the Transport Coordinator prepared· to authorize loans for 
purchases at that rate. In pressing for competitive bidding and 
a lower price, he remarked upon the great stability in the price 

I Brieffl1l' u.s. Steel Cl1I'p., 214. 
• RIPLEY, LeUer III Nelli Yorlt Times, Apr. 5, 1931• 
• Speech at a meeting of the American Iron and Steel Institute, AI. Nelli Yorlt 

Times, May 23, 1931. • 
• CietIdMtd Tnu' BfIlldi", Mar. IS, 1931. 
• To 141.80 in October, 1932, and ko per ton in November, 193 2• 
• The funds were to be lent at a low rate of interest to the railroads which, how

ever, were not anxious to increase their obligations at a time when their revenue was 
poor and their general financial con~tion unsatisfactory. ~m~ railroads, ~oreover, 
bad made purchases in 1930, also m response to a preSIdential exhortation, and, 
tralIic ba ving been very light, these rails were still in good condition. 
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of rails in the past, the uniformity in the prices of all sellers, 
and the fact that since 1926 an international agreement between 
manufacturers had prevented the importation of rails altho1,lgh 
the price of rails in other countries had declined with the price 
of other steel products. Railroads had changed their specifications 
for steel rails since 1922, but these changes had not materially 
increased costs and had been offset by improvements in methods 
of iron and steel production. He alsci remarked that while the 
code of fair competition recently adopted (under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act) had increased the labor costs of steel 
producers, these costs were not higher than those prevailing prior 
to the depression, and the large orders offered could be executed 
under favorable conditions, particularly as the number of types 
of rail required was being reduced. In consequence" the available 
information warrants a conclusion that the base prices to be 
submitted should be below rather than above $35 per ton"; he 
suggested that the best method of refuting this claim would 
be to give government agents access to the cost records of the 
companies. The companies displayed no haste either to justify 
their prices1 or to reduce them. After milch hesitation the com
panies cut the price to $37.75 per ton, not, however, by competi
tive bids but by the simultaneous filing of the revised price by 
all the manufacturers with the American Iron and Steel· 
Institute.' 

..l'he market for steel rails is obviously very far from competi-

~
ive: in the presence of only five or six sellers and of extremely 

high overhead costs of production and a very inwtic demand, 
rice competition cannot be expected. B Stability hasoeen Secured 

in the face of wide fluctuations in the price of pig iron, which 
, equaled or even exceeded the price of rails on more than one 

occasion between 1901 and 1907 and again in 191!.4 The Attorney 

I The vice president and general manager of sales for the Carnegie Steel Com
pany (a subsidiarr, of the United States Steel Corporation) thought that the existing 
price was II right. ' He pointed out that the price of steel rails should not be com
pared with the price of other steel products WIthout allowing for the fact that quota
tiona for rails were for a ton of 2,240 pounds while a ton of 2,000 pounds was used for 
all other products. The price of rails adjusted to the unit used for other steel prod
ucts was $35.70 a ton while merchant bars of a similar grade sold (or $45 per ton. 
He also emphasized the increasing cost of coal. (New York Times, Sept. 26 and 27, 
Oct. 5 and 16, 1933.) 

I ~;I Oct. 22, 1933 . 
• Wlliie the Transportation Coordinator appealed for competitive bidding he at 

the aame time announced that the firm making the lowest bid would no' thereby 
secure the business; it would simply set the price for all • 

• During 1917 when the price of steel raiIs was maintained at $38 per ton the 
price of pig iron was on some occasiona $20 a ton above the price of raiIs (BUGI:~' 
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General contended, however, that, at the price of $28 a ton that 
prevailed for so long, the corporation made a profit of $13 a 
ton, I although the basis of the calculation was not disclosed. 

r :.The policy of price stability may have been chosen because of I 
<the difficulty of agreeing upon changes; it is doubtless also partly 

due to the importance of the reciprlal relations between the, 
railroads and the steel manufacturers . 

.J1te prices of other steel produ have never attained a 
stability comparable with that in the steel rail market. Figures 
15 and 16, however, indicate that prices have remained unchanged 
~r considerable periods, and this tendency has been more pro-

Inounced since the formation of the United States Steel Corpora
tion than it was before; it has been most evident in the course 
of the prices of sheets, tank plates, bars, beams, wire, and wire 
nails. \P~fs stabilization of the price of steel products was ofte!l 

. accompli~ed in the face of wide fluctuations in the price of raw 
materia1~ There were times when the price of wire nails was 
lower than the price of the wire rods out of which they were 
made, the price of skelp was higher than the price of pipe, and 
the price of galvanized sheets was lower than the price of spelter.' 
After the general disruption of prices owing to the war of 1914 to 
1918 (i.e., mainly after 1922), the prices of a number of steel 
products, e.g., bars, billets, tank plates, and rails, again showed 
periods of unchanging price for considerable periods (c/. Fig. 17). 
The price of iron ore remained unchanged from 1925 to 1928' and 
again from 1929 until the end of 1933.6 

"The United States Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization," Qt4arI. JOUT. Bam., 
38: 24). Cf. Fig. 17. 

I U.S. 9. U.S. Steel Corp., Brief fl1l' U.S., I, 174, 181. 
I The Attomey General claimed that the price of beams had fluctuated remark

ably little aince the formation of the United States Steel Corporation <U.S. v. U.S. 
Steel Corporation, Brief fl1l' U.s., I, 181). The price of tiD plate, which fluctuated 
monthly before the formation of the American Tin Plate Company <at the end of 
1808), allO Ihowed little 8uctuation between J898 and 19JJ. A similar change in the 
behavior of the 'price of plain wire followed upon the formation of the wire com
bination, the pnce of wire baving remained uniform for many months at a time 
(ibid., I, 185). The price of Iheets changed much less frequently after the formation 
of the corporation, although in the yearsl8g7, 18g8, and 18g9 the price had changed 
every month (ibid., I. 186). While the price of wire nails had risen to 170 in 18g9, it 
bad remained between $40 and 138 a ton during the period from 1900-1907 (MEADE, 
"Price Policy of the United States Steel Corporation," QUGrl. JOUT. &on., 22: 455 
(lgoII». The price of plates showed a similar lack of change for periods of a number 
of months between 1902 and 1909. 

• BEIlGLUND, "The United States Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization," 
QwGrl. JIIW. Bam., 38: 23, 24 (1923). 

• hAD, T. T., .. Valorization in the Metal Indus.tty," Polil. Sci. Q.UGrl., 47: 238 
(1932). The integration of iron ore and steel production renders the pnce of iron ore 
relatively unimportant however. 

• Co!fllVKEll ADvuOllY BOAllD. Brief ". Slul CtIfIIllaiflll. 
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~(Jhe general policy of the United States Steel Corporation I 
has been to avoid very great increases in price during periods of 
increased demand for steel products .and to oppose reductions 
during periods of decreased demand and in this way to stabilize 
prices.~ point of view has frequently been expressed. At the 
meeting of representatives of the steel industry in 1907 it was 
said that as prices had not been advanced in the recent prosperity 
they should not then be reduced, that "stability of prices is the 
greatest consideration from the standpoint of the personal interests 
of the producer and that buyers generally cordially approve it. 
when they have the assurance that others do not have advantages 
over them."l Similar views were expressed at a second conference 
in 1908.' Figures 16 and 17 suggest that in 1907 attempts were 
being made to maintain prices on the level to which they had 
been raised since 1904 and that the effort was in general unsuc
cessful: the price of billets fell even during 1907 and during the 
succeeding four years never regained the level it had attained in. 
1907; while the prices of sheets, bars, plates, and beams were 
maintained throughout 1907, they declined in the subsequent 
years; the price of wire and wire nails was even raised during 
1907 but was also subsequently reduced to a lower level. The 
corporation agreed in the course of the proceedings against it 
under the Sherman Act that its policy of keeping prices down 
in good times and maintaining them in bad times was in sharp 
contrast with that of its predecessors and was partly responsible 
for the diminished fluctuations in the price of its principal products 
since its formation. It contended, however, that the use of the 
"asking prices" quoted in the trade journals, gave an impression 
of greater stability than had in fact occurred;8 these figures took 
no account of the rebates and allowances which were commonly 
made from the quoted prices.' During the decline in general 

I Meeting on Nov. 21, 1907 (F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 401) • 
• "While no agreements for the maintenance of prices were made or suggested, it 

W&I the expressed belief of all that maintenance would result in benefit to the manu
facturers, to their customers, to the employees, and to business interests gener,!,lly; 
that stability of prices if and when reasonable is desirable; that violent lI.uctuatio~s 
resulting in abnormally high prices when the demand exceeds the supply and In 
unreasonably low prices when the reverse is true are to be deplored. • • •. It was also 
remarked that the present disposition to assist one another ~y the free !~tercha,!ge 
of views rather than resort to unreasonable and destructive competition which 
would ultimately result in the application of the Jaw of the survival of the fittest is in 
accordance with the present state of public sentiment." (ITon Age, Feb. 6, 1908; cit. 
F.T.C., StaIemenI on Pittsburgh Plus, 403.) 

• U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., Brie! fur U.S. Sl;eel Curp., 140· . 
• The average price of beams In 1906 received by the Umted States Steel Cor-
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business 'which began in 1920 the price of steel products fell, 
although less than the index of the prices of manufactured goods. 
The index of the price of iron and steel products fell by only 
2.2 per cent between June and October, 1920, while the index 
of the price 'of manufactured goods fell 7.8 per cent; by June, 1921, 
however, the former index had fallen 30 per cent while the latter 
had fallen 35 per cen t.1 

Figure 18 indicates that during the depression which began 
in 1929 the prices of the principal products were maintained 
until about the middle of 1930, after which they fell, although 
considerably less than the average of wholesale prices.2 Thus 
prices were not stabilized, and yet output declined until only 
12 per cent of the blast furnace capacity of the country was in 

. use in August, 1932~deed the power of the United States 
'Steel Corporation to stabilize prices appears to have been less 
than formerly~ There were many complaints of secret rebates 

, in 19311 and eiforts to maintain prices.· Finally Robert P. Lamont 

poration had been $36.36, whereas the charts based on published prices showed an 
unvarying price in 1906-1907 of $38.08 per ton (Brief far u.s. Sled Carp., 335). 

1 Sleel and Standard Statistics Base Book, 1931. The prices of some steel 
products fell more than the general index of manufactured goods. Between June and 
December, 1920, the latter fell 19 per cent while the price of billets fell 30 per cent 
and that of shapes and plates, 24 per cent; the price of wire nails remained unchanged. 

t Between June, 1929, and February, 1933, the following percentage declines in 
wholesale prices occuned (U.S. BUREAU OF LABOl/. STATISTICS, The Trends oj WlJolc
sale PrUeI, June, 1929,10 1933 (mimeographed»: 

Per 
cent 

All commodities ....................... 3,.2 
Metal. and metal producto...... • • • • • • •• 23.5 
Iron and .teel. .. .. . • • • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • •• 19. I 
Bar iron. Pittoburgh.................... 0.0 
Bar iron. Philadelphia............. • • • . • 4.0 
Pipe.galvani ... d..... .•• ............... 5.2 
Pipe. black steel.. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.9 
Steel rails............. . • . .••• • .•.••• • • ,.0 
Terne plate •.•.....•••••••••••••..•.•• 15.2 
Wire. plain annealed ..................... 6., 
Wire. galvanized ....................... 1'.4 
Steel merchant bars...... • • • ••••• • • •••. 1'.9 
Structural steel..... .••. • . ..••. • •.••••. 18.0 

Per 
cent 

Tie plate &teel ...................... 18.6 
Tin plate .••.••.•••.•••.•••••..•••• 20.6 
Reinforcing bars.. •• .. • .. • • • • • • .. • •• 22.0 
Billeto ............................. 26.1 
B!",! sheet .teel ..................... 26.8 
PIg Iron ........................... 2,.0 
Sheeto steel ........................ 28.$ 
B8Jbed wire ........................ 29.0 
Sheeto.l!alvani ... d ........••••...... 29.' 

~t~~~.~?i :"R:~~~::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: ~;:; 
Auto body sheeto ................... 39.0 

The price of iron ore remained completely unchanged from the beginning of 1929 to 
the end of 1934 (New York Times, Apr. 22, 1935). Little ore is, however, sold in the 
open market. 

I CJ. J. A. Farrell of the United States Steel Corporation at a meeting of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute, cit. New York Times, May 23,1931. 

• In December, 1931, the leading producers were "as strongly committed to 
price maintenance as formerly. In the three heavy rolled products, bars, shapes, and 
plates, representing in 193038 per cent of the total production of the steel industry, 
the Pittsburgh mills are insisting on the long prevalent price of 1.60 cents a pound 
in the matter of first quarter contracts. ..; . Wire products are being held at prices 
representing an advance of $3.00 a ton over the minimum price of this year.N (New 
York Times, Dec. 28, 1931.) "With price structures weakened by the practice of 
granting concessions to get volume in the early months of 1932 the industry sought 
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resigned his Secretaryship of the Department of Commerce to 
become active president of the American Iron and Steel Institute 
and bring about II closer cooperation among the various producing 
units of what has been one of the most highly competitive indus-
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tries in the country. Mr. Lamont will in effect become dictator 
in the industry."l Those in the industry regarded this appoint
ment as part of a move "to eliminate the price cutting rebates 
and bitter ~mpetition which have long caused dissension among 
the steel producers," and it was expected that Mr. Lamont 

aggressive measures to correct this situation through price stabilization. While such 
.a campaign usually takes the form of 'pegging' a declining market or stimulating 
an advance in prices, in the case of the steel industry the primary objective has been 
the elimination of destructive concessions. So far price stabilization has been a failure 
in that it haa not revived buying confidence to the extent where increasing ordera 
have poured in from maoufacturera abandoning hope of concessions. In the view of 
IIIOIt .teel men, atabilization is impracticable without full collaboration of the steel 
makers" (loc. AI.). 

1fbUl., Aug. S, 193" "Important steel executives expressed distaste for that 
term" (ibid.). The institute did not seek agreements to partition markete or liz 
prices ;'jit desired to "leek atabilization of the industry in as forceful a manner as 
JIOIIible and endeavor to stamp out trade practices that destroy profits, disorganize 
trade, and create bitter competition UDder perilous circulDStaocea." 
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would "recommend steps to control overproduction and to 
develop the e,xport market, and urge detailed studies of the tariff 
rates. He may perhaps propose the absorption of some of the 
other steel associations into' the larger and more powerful organiza
tion.1Il The code of fair competition under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act gave the industry in I933 the powers it was seeking. 

Jhe desire for stability of prices is clear. Some measure of 
stability has been attained. The statements of the steel producers 
indicate fairly clearly the origin of their desire for stable prices. 
The demand for their products is subject to wide cyclical fluctua-

, ,. tioIis; they are anxious above all to avoid price cutting in times of 
v diminished demand because of their heavy overhead costs and 

their (doubtless well-founded) belief that in any given condition 
of business the demand for steel products cannot be greatly 

\ stimulated by price reductions. They also appear to pin some 
, faith to the belief that if they maintain their prices buyers can 

'.1 be discouraged from holding off the market in the hope of further 
I reductions. 2 The policy of stable prices springs, therefore, from 
a dual source, the hope of eliminating price cutting from a situa
tion in which it may be very costly, and the hope of mitigating 
the cyclical fluctuations in demand which lead to undue price 
competition. The extent to which this latter hope is justified 
will be discussed below. 3 

b. The Anthracite Industry. ~ices have attained considerable 
stability in the anthracite industry, as will be seen from Fig. I9. 
This stability applies, however, to the domestic and not to the 
smaller (steam) sizes of coal. 4 Allowance must, moreover, be 
made for the regular seasonal fluctuations in the price of anthracite 
for domestic use; the price is reduced in the summer months 
with the object of reducing seasonal fluctuations in demand.) 
Prices remained stable after the strike of I902 until I9I2; after 
I923 seasonal discounts reappeared, the price tending upward, 
and 'after I926 the seasonal discounts became less regular but 
prices followed a horizontal trend.& Between June, I929, and 

1 ibid., Aug. 6, 1932. ' 
lit has been argued that this policy has enabled steel purchasers to plan for the 

future in the light of fair certainty as to the policy of the United States Steel Corpo
ration and to protect themselves from surprises in its policy (MEADE, "The Price 
Policy of the United States Steel Corporation," Quar'. Jour. Econ., 22: 455). 

• See footnote, p. 245. 
, Steam coal is sold in competition with bituminous coal; it is also sold on con

tracts running from year to year (U.S. v. Reading CO. (19II), Brief for U.S., II9). 
6 The Federal Trade Commission noted in 1925 that the prices announced by the 
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February 1933! however, the price of chestnut sizes fell 3.2 per 
cent and egg SlZes, S.I per cent.1 Here too. therefore, leadership 
has resulted in considerable stability modified by a conventional'·/ 
seasonal variation.~ 
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PIG. 19.-The price of stove sizes of anthracite 1903 to 1913. and 1923 to 1934· 
(Dra_l,om U.S. B .. ,.a .. 01 Labor Sialisliu: Wholesale P,ices.) 

C. The A gricultural Implements Industry. (The practice, already 
noted, of announcing prices for the whole season has resulted in 
seasonal stability of the prices of agricultural implements; stability 

railroad companies remained in force for some time and did not lIuctuate with de
mand, except for the regular seasonal variations (P,emium P,ices of Anlhrcu;il., 
1925,4). The prices of the larger independent companies appear also to have heen 
.tahle (Mifllral Resou,ces of ,he U"iWl SIllies, II, 453, 462). 

I U.S. BUIlEAU 01' LABOR STATISTICS, The T,end of Wholesale P,ices, Ju"" 1929. '0 1933 (mimeographed). 
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has, however, been secured for even longer periods. The whole
sale contra~t prices charged by the International) Harvester 
Company for 6 foot and 7 foot binders and for 5 foot regular 
and 5 foot vertical and 6 foot mowers and for com binders 
remained Unchanged for five years from 1903 and 1907 and for 
at least four years from 1908 to 19II.1 Actual prices depart 
somewhat from these list prices, however, owing to the granting 
of concessions which vary from year to year. 2 The monthly 
prices of most implements as quoted by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics show practically no changes from January, 1927, until 

. the second half of 1931, when prices were reduced, although 
considerably less than the average of wholesale prices. Between 
June, 1929, and February, 1933, the average of all wholesale 
prices fell 37.2 per cent while the prices of agricultural implements 
in general fell 16.1 per cent; the prices of some important imple
ments remained unchanged or changed very little. a 

d. The Petroleum Industry. ~ prices of crude oil, gasoline 
and a number of oil products have remained unchanged for 
considerable periods as will be seen from Fig. 20. The quoted 
price of crude oil has remained unchanged for periods of some 
months: the quotations used are, however, often the posted or 
offer prices of large buyers and do not always represent the actual 
prices being paid. 4 The prices of fuel oil in particular and also 
gasoline and kerosene on the Pacific coast have been notably 

I stable. 6 The price of medium grade automobile lubricating oil 
'* 

1 COID4ISSIONEll OJ!' COll.POIlATIONS, The Inkrnatitmal Harves~ Company, 254. 
For one implement the company required payment for attachments which had 
previously been supplied gratis. Statistics of average net prices for a number of 
implements are given at ibid., 248, and show slight variations from year to year: 
these variations are, however, due to the granting of concessions from year to year 
in varying amount, to variations in the proportion of machines of various sizes sold, 
and to differences in the proportions sold in each region. 

I ibid., 248. 
I The percentage decline in the prices of the separate implements during the 

perio.d from June, I929, to February, I933, was: 

Per cent 
Grain drills....................... 0.0 
Com planters..................... 0.0 
Tractors..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 0.0 
Rakes, self dumping................ 0.0 
Shellers, com ..................... , 0.0 
Harvester threshers. • . . • . . • . • • • . . • • 2 .6 
Cultivators........................ 4.6 
Hay mowers...................... 5.2 
Grain binders. • . . . .. . • . . . . .. .. .. • • 6. 1 
Hay loaders....................... 6.S 

Per cent 
Threshers, grain.. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • 6.2 
Rakes, side delivery............. 8.0 
Harrows.. .. • . . . • .. •• . .• • . .. • •• 8.4""9.0 
Tractors. 10/20 hp .............. 11.4 
Wagons, farm .................• 11.4 
Plows, one.-horse...... . . . . . . . . .. 11.8 
Manure spreaders .. · ............. u.s 
Rakes, hand .................... 14.1 
Plows. two-horse ........ · •••.•..• 17.4 
Tractors, 15/30 hp .............. 29.3 

, F.T.C., Rep"' on PeI,.oleumlndus',.y, 1920, S. 
I F.T.C., Paci.fic Coas' Pelroleum Indus',." I922, 48. 
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f.o.b. refinery on the Atlantic seaboard was at times remarkably 
stable; it remained unchanged between January, 1924, and 
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March, 1925, and between May, 1925, and June, 1926: similar 
. periods of unchanging price occurred on the Pacific coast and in 
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the central western states.1 During the period of the general 
decline in prices between June, 1929, and February, 1933, the 
prices of oil and oil products declined more th~n .the index of 
wholesale prices, partly owing to increases in the supply of crude 
oil. The principal. decreases were: 

Crude Oil: 

Per 
cent 

California..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24.2 
Pennsylvania .................. 66. I 
Kansas-OklahoJ;Ila ............. 70.7 

Gasoline: 
California ..................... 44.9 
Pennsylvania .................. 54.8 
North Texas .................. 70.5 
Oklahoma ..................... 72.2 

Fuel Oil: 

Per 
cent 

Pennsylvania ................. 31.7 
Oklahoma. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. 37.0 

Kerosene: 
Refined ...................... 36. I 
Water White.... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31.2 

e. Other Industries.~wsprint as we have seen is commonly 
sold on contracts for considerable periods of time, not infrequently 
longer than one year; as these contracts usually provide for a 
fixed price throughout the period of the contract, prices tend to 
be stabilized for considerable periods. ~ Prices are also said to be 
guided by a leader with the. results shown in Figs. 14 and 21. 

The announced price of the International Paper Company 
remained unchanged for ,the three years 1926 to 1928 although, 
in fact, allowances froin the published price changed. 8 The 
average price of newsprint quoted by the U. S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics remained unchanged for four years, from January, 
1927, until January, 1931: the price was reduced in January, 
1931,4 January, 1932, and twice in the late mo~ths of 1932. 
Between June, 1929, and February, 1933, the price of newsprint 
declined 27.4 per cent while the index of wholesale prices fell 
37.2 per cent and the price of wood pulp between 34 and 41 per 
cent. 

1 F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Compelition in Pe/rokum, 1928, 182. The Federal 
Trade Comoossion regarded the more frequent changes in the price of lubricating 
oil on the Gulf coast than in the other territories and the downward trend there 
compared with an upward trend elsewhere as an indication of keener competition 
(loc. cil.). 

I F.T.C., Newsprinl Paper Induslry, 1917,48. 
B F.T.C., Newsprinl Paper Indust,.y, 1930, 32, 33. 
'The announcement of reduced prices by the International Paper Company in 

May, 1931, established a schedule of prices and provided for the extension of con
tracts for a period of five and a half years, which announcement was regarded as 
establishing the maximum prices for newsprint for the whole of that period (New 
Yo,.k Herald Tribune, May II, 1931). 
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(The Com Products Refining Company is said to have led in 

making prices· in the com products industry and there is some 
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1923 to '933. (DrOfllll from dolo ;11 U.S. B .. reo .. of Labor Slolislics: Wholesole 
Pr;eu.) 

indication of success in stabilizing prices. )The monthly price of 
cornstarch quoted by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics remained 

I There is also an active trade association in the industry which requires all 
reports to be made by telegraph (F.T.C., OPm Price T,ade AssocioliollS, 126). 
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unchanged at 7.3 cents per pound from July, 1923, until October, 
1930. The p~ce of laundry starch was similarly stable; the price 
of glucose, however, has been less stable although it has recently 
remained steady for at least a few months in each year. This 
stability is 'attained in the face of wide fluctuations in the price 
of com: the price of com fell between June, 1929, and February, 
1933, about 74 per cent while the price of cornstarch fell 47.4 per 
cent and glucose 39.1 per cent; the average of wholesale prices 
fell 37.2 per cent. 

Figure 22 suggests that the price of cement has remained 
unchanged for, considerable periods. There has been notable sta
bility in some cities. According to statistics offered to prove the 
competitiveness of the industry, the price of cement in New York 
remained unchanged for 24 consecutive months, beginning in 
January, 1913, II months beginning in December, 1915,9 months 
beginning in April, 1917, and 13 months beginning in April, 1919;1 
it was admitted that cement prices changed only infrequently. 2 

More recent investigation of the industry has shown that the 
basing-point system has been accompanied by considerable 
periods of practically unchanging prices. In Washington, Wil
Inington, and New York City there had been only one change 
in 1927; during 32 months between 1927 and 1929 only two 
changes were made in ,Chicago and MinneaPolis, four in Cleveland 
and Indianapolis, and three in St. Louis and Madison; in Bir
Iningham, Alabama, there had been only three changes in 24 
months. 3 Prices remained unchanged at basing points in the 
Lehigh Valley between January, 1927, and November, 1930 
(except during the period August to November, 1929) and in the 
Hudson Valley there was similar stability except during the 
period from November, 1929, to November, 1930, when they 
were 10 cents higher than they had been prior to August, 1929. 
At Buffington, Indiana, they had also been stable except that 
during the last year of the period the price was 10 cents lower 
than prior to August, 1929. These forms of statement magnify 
the stability of prices but the duration of periods of unchanging 
price is nevertheless striking. The Federal Trade ComInission 
concluded that delivered prices of cement in the 2I cities studied 
appeared to change less frequently than would be expected for 

1 WILLIS and BYERS, Portland Cemenl Prices, 39. 
I ibid., 4. 
• F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry, 81. Cj. also hASH and DORIOT, Analyzing Our 

Industries, 295. 
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a commodity the demand for which is sensitive to changing 
industrial conditions and which is supplied by a number of 
presumably independent producers. Moreover, between 1927 
and 1930 the percentage of plant capacity in use was declining. 
Between June, 1929, and February, 1933, the price of cement 
reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics fell 13.5 per cent. 

The glass industry is one in which the distribution of business 
between firms is similar to that in the steel industry; the Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass Company (formed in 1895 by the consolidation of 
five firms) produced in 1895 at least 80 per cent of the total 
output of plate. glass; but by 1913, in spite of considerable expan
sion of its capacity for production, the company produced only 
47 per cent of the total output of plate glass, the remainder 
being produced by eleven companies. During the subsequent 
decade the company raised its percentage to about 50 per cent, 
at which point it appears to have been maintained. The great 
increase in building activity after 1920 induced heavy imports 
and the percentage of total sales made by the Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass Company appears to have fallen from about 48 per cent 
in 1920 to 39 per cent in 1923.1 That prices have been stable 
for considerable periods is indicated by Fig. 22. The wholesale 
price of plate glass of sizes from 5 to 10 square feet published 
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics remained unchanged from 
December, 1927, to June, 1930, and from January, 1931, until 
at least August, 1933. The wholesale price of plate glass fell 
only 5.2 per cent during the period from June, 1929, to February, 
1933· . 

In the window glass industry the American Window Glass 
Company (formed in 1899, when it controlled about 85 per cent 
of the productive capacity of the industry) made abortive attempts 
to drive out rivals; by 1918 it was apparently pursuing a policy of 
"live and let live ... not only in production but in prices,"2 . 
with the result that production appears to have been curtailed 
at times far below the productive capacity of the industry. 8 

Figure 22 indicates that the wholesale price of grade A window 
glass published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics has remained 

1 Calculated from approximate figures quoted by WATKINS, op. c~., 166. Professor 
Watkins contends that as the period 1920 to 1923 was abnormal there is no evidence 
that the Pittsburgh Company is "slipping" further. .. 

t U.S. TAltIFP COMMISSION, The Glass Industry, 1918, 74-83. Cu. WATKINS, op. 
cil., 157. 

a WATKINS, op. cit., 160, 163. 
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unchanged for considerable periods. During the decline in general 
prices from June, 1929, to February, 1933, however, the price of 
gt;ade A window glass fell 31.5 per cent . 

.::..I:;eadership in the can manufacturing industry has also been 
accompanied by considerable stability of prices.1 

The National Biscuit Company, which produces about half 
the crackers in the country, is said to be accepted as a leader 
in the setting of prices. I) Figure 21 indicates that the wholesale 
price of crackers published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
remained unchanged, e.g., from September, 1921, to November, 
1924, December, 1924, to March, 1928, and that changes have 
been infrequent. During the period from June, 1929, to February, 
1933, the wholesale price of sweet crackers fell only 3.3 per cent 
and that of soda crackers 12.8 per cent, while the price of flour 
fell between 36 per cent and 46 per cent. 

4. DUOPOLY AND MONOPOLY 

~ flhere is a number of industries in which neither leadership 
nor the existence of a trade association can be definitely pointeq 
to as a means of controlling prices but where the smallness 
of the number of firms, or the overwhelming proportion of the 
total business being in the hands of one of them, is accompanied 
by price stability;· 

She partition of the former American Tobacco Company 
by the Supreme Court placed the greater part of the tobacco 
products industry in the hands of three or four large firms.jThere 
is little evidence of price leadership and positive evidence of the 
absence of any successful sharing of the market. a The American 

I N.R.A., Charls 011 1M Op~alion o/Ihe Nalitmalituluslrial RecOfl~y Act, 12. 
I National Biscuit Co. v. F.T.C., 299 Fed. 735 (1924) . 
• "The four companies formed by the decree to which most of the domestic 

cigarette business was passed have developed among themselves a considerable 
degree of competition, in so far as the existence of competition is proved by changes 
in the distribution of control over the country's output" (Cox, Competition jn lhe 
AIlUricGn TobGt:UlItulusw" 71). The American Tobacco Company produced 36 per 
cent of the national output of cigarettes in 1912, but its proportion dropped to 20 
per cent in 1921, after which it appears to have regained its former position as the 
largest manufacturer of ci~arettes in the country (ibid., 69); its proportion of the 
total output of cigarettes SlDce 1926 has been estimated as follows: 

Year Share (per cent) 
1926 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.14 
1927 ................................................ ·•·•••••••· •• "·44 

mL: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iH! 
The R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company produced 0.2 per cent of the country's cigar
ettes in 1913 (COHKISSIONEIl O. COIlPOIlATlONS, The ToblJ(;co Itulusk" 1915, III, 
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Tobacco 'Company, which set out with the largest percentage 
of the sales C?f cigarettes, had by 1926 suffered a severe decline, 
but by 1930 had 'recovered its former position. Lorillard, the next 
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largest firm at the partition, had declined to the position of least 
relative importance by 1928. Liggett and Myers, which set out 
with one third of the total output in 1912, produced only one 
sixth in 1922 but by 1930 it was again producing about one third, 
while the firm with no output at all at the time of the partition 

2) but its II Camel" brand proved"popular, and by 1924 its production was reported 
(SEAGElI. GULICK, op. ,iI., 181) to be about 50 percent, in 1928 about 35 percent, and 
in 1930 about 29 per cent of the country's total output of cigarettes (Cox, op. cit., 
67-'1'1). The share of the business held by Liggett and Myers is estimated (ibid., 70) 
to have changed as follows: 

Share 
Year (p"... cent) 
1912 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 37 

::!t::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ("Chesterfield" alone) 
19.7 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• '9 
1930 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24·2 

The P. Lorillard Company, which was awarded brands accounting for 18 per cent of 
the total sales in 1912 and 22 per cent in 1913, suffered severely from the decline 
in the popularity of Turkish cigarettes; the introduction of its .. Old Gold" cigarette 
has failed to restore its former position, its share of total sales in 1928 being estimated 
at less than II per cent (ibid., 71). 
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had acquired one half of the total business by 1924 but by 1930 
was producing less than one third of the total. 1 These fluctuations 
in the distribution of business have not been due, however, " 
to price competition; Fig. 23 reveals long periods of unchanging 
price for tobacco products. Plug tobacco remained unchanged in \; 
price from September, 1921, to December, 1923, and from Feb
ruary, 1924, until September, 1932. Smoking. tobacco remained 
unchanged in price from January, 1920, until January, 1924, 
and from February, 1924, until July, 1931. The price of the four 
popular brands of cigarettes (" Camel," "Chesterfield," "Old 
Gold," and "Lucky Strike") has also remained constant for 
long periods, for example, throughout 1920 and 1921, from 
November, 1922, to April, 1928; thereafter it was changed in 
October, 1929, June, 1931, January, 1932, February, 1933, and 
January, 1934. In 1931 the wholesale price of smoking tobacco 
was reduced by 16 per cent but that of cigarettes increased. 
This latter increase was regarded, even in Wall Street, as ill-timed 
and unexplained;' a reduction in price was regarded as more 
reasonable, a view in which the Federal Farm Board concurred. J 

Leaf prices had been falling for nearly three years and demand 
was stationary, if not actually declining; the price of a number of 
tobacco products had been notably stable between 1923-1928 
when leaf prices were changing considerably. When the price of 
the four well-known brands of blended cigarettes was reduced 
in January, 1932, it fell only to the level ruling until 1929. 

v-The prices of tobacco products do not, however, move in any 
simple and constant relation with the prices of leaf tobacco. 
The price of leaf fluctuates more than the price of products. 
The price of leaf has fallen more during the depressions that 
began in 1921 and 1929 than have the prices of the principal 
manufactured products' but leaf prices also rise more quickly 
with a rising general level of prices than the price of tobacco 
products;1 tobacco product prices follow increases in the price 
of leaf more quickly than decreases. a One of the principal explana-

1 Little ia knowD CODCemiDg chllDges in the distributioD of the business in othe 
tobacco products. 

I BUNEY AND COMPANY, TobIJUD IrulflSlry, 1931. 
I FEDEIlAL FUll BOAllD, Annual Reporl, 1930, 15. 
I Cox, C_pauiolJ ;. ,he AmeriaJIt ToblJUD lrulflSlry, Chap. VIII. 
I Wid., 195. ., • 
• Wid., 198. The average warehouse price of leaf ID KeDtucky begaD to ~ ID 

1916 and by 1919 its price was represeDted by a relative of 260 as compared With a 
relative of 82 in 1915 (base year 1926). During the same period the relative for dark 
red burley at Lowaville rose from 61-4 to 162.8. During these periods, however, the 
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tions of'the failure of cigarette prices to decline concurrently 
with the de~line in leaf prices is that leaf is purchased by manu
facturers two or three years prior to its utilization in manufac
tured products., When the price of leaf falls, therefore, cigarettes 
and other 'manufactured products must continue to be made 
from leaf purchased at the prices of two .or three years earlier. 
New competitors being unable to take advantage of the current 
leaf prices to manufacture at lower costs than the producers 
already in business, a reduction in leaf prices cannot be expected 
to cause immediate reduction in the prices of products. On the 
other hand, during a fall in general prices pressure to reduce 
the price of products would be expected to come mainly, and in 
this industry first, from a decline in the power of purchasers to 
buy the product. During the period between 1918 and 1930 
or 1931 this influence was, however, partly offset by a general 
extension of the demand, particularly for cigarettes. Presumably 
these two factors would, even in a fully competitive industry, 
have prevented a decline in product prices simultaneously with 
a decline in leaf prices. 
Jhe fact that increases in leaf prices have been more speedily 

reflected in the price of products than reductions is again partly 
due to a steady upward trend in the demand for the product._ 
The increase in price in 1931 is, however, beyond explanation, 
and the stability in the prices of products over long periods of 
time in the face of considerable changes in the price of the prin
cipal raw material doubtless indicates that the few important 
producers in the industry are unwilling to resort to price com
petition. But even here, it is to be remembered that the price of 
leaf tobacco is not a large part of the price of the finished product. 1 

price of manufactured plug tobacco rose from a relative of 58.2 in 1915 to 107.9 in 
1919 and continued to rise during 1920. The price of smoking tobacco rose from a 
relative of 69.2 to IIO.3 in 1919 and continued to rise in 1920. But whereas the 
price of tobacco leaf in Kentucky fell from 260.9 in 1919 to 139.1 in 1921 and that of 
burley from 144 to 130.2, the price of plug tobacco fell only from 107.9 to 102.5 after 
a rise in 1920, and that of smoking tobacco rose from IIO.3 to II9.2. During the 
period 1922-1931, the average price of leaf at Kentucky sales fluctuated, falling 
from 170.6 in 1922 to 100 in 1926 and rising again to 197.4 in 1929, but the price of 
plug tobacco was approximately constant; the price of smoking tobacco remained 
approximately unchanged between 1924 and 1930 and the general course of cigarette 
prices after allowing for changes in taxation was about the same as that for smoking 
tobacco, although the increase from $6 to $6.40 a thousand in October, 1929, was 
attributed to an increase in the cost of leaf (N ew York Times, Oct. 6, 1929)' The 
price of smoking tobacco declined in 1931 when that of cigarettes increased. 

1 In 1914 the cost of leaf to the successor companies to the American Tobacco 
Company was about 40 per cent of the net receipts from the sale of plug tobacco 
(after deduction of taxes); for smoking tobacco the percentage was 36, for snuff 26, 
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The stability of prices persisted during the depression which 
began in 1929; the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that between 
June, 1929, and February, 1933, while the price of leaf fell 46.2 per 
cent the wholesale price of snuff remained unchanged, that of 
cigarettes fell 6.7 per cent, cigars 12.2 per cent, plug tobacco 
IS.S per cent, and smoking tobacco 38.S per cent. 
,.):The sewing thread industry was reported in 19271 to be in the 
hands of three large firms; 90 per cent of the production of house
hold thread and handwork cottons, and between one half and 
two thirds of the total production of these types of thread,· 
together with manufacturers' thread, was in the hands of these 
three firms; they held a "dominant position" in the field of 
household spool thread production and by their international 
affiliations influenced the amount of foreign importation~i The 
price of thread apparently remained unchanged from 1890 to 
1900, 1900 to 1906, and 1909 to 1913.2 Figure 22 shows that the 
wholesale price of thread quoted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics3 

was unchanged from September, 1921, to April, 1924, and June, 
1924, to October, 1930; during the decline in prices from June, 
1929, to February, 1933, it fell only 4.1 per cent. 
J;rhere are only two important producers of sulphur in the 

United States and the coordination of price policy in the industry 
is said to have been secured through an export corporation 
organized under the Webb-Pomerene Act. ~ Both before and since 
the orgariization of this corporation prices have been stable for 
long periods (see Fig. 22); the average price of crude sulphur 
reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics was unchanged from 
January, 1927, throughout the period of the depression to at 
least February, 1933. 
~e dominant position of the Aluminum Company of 

America in its industry is well known. It attained its superior 

and for cigarettes 4J (COJOOSSIONU o:r COIlPOIlATIONS, TM Tobacco Indust,y, IS 
216, 255, 312, 334). 

I U.S. TAIlIPJ' COJOOSSION, CoUo" Sewi"g Thread and CottOM for Handwork, 
(Tarill Information Survey) 192 7, IS. 

I ibid. 43. The American Thread Company, formed in 18c)8, had by 1912 secured 
control ~i 90 per cent of the domestic thread business, and 60 to 70 per cent of the 
manufacturers' thread business. As a result of a suit in equity a decree was issued in 
1913 aimed at the establishment of three independent units in place of a single unit 
resulting from interlocking stockholding (ibid., 21). 

• Six·and 200 yard spools, J. and P. Coats, freight paid spool Joil!. 
• Read, "Valorization in the Mineral Industry," Pol". Sci. Quarl., 47: 238. More

over" the Sicilian sulphur pits and the American sulphur producers divided up the 
world sulphur market long ago" (VON BECXEJ1ATII, Modem Indus/rial Orga"i.atio", 
126). . 
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position 'by control of patents which expired in 19090 It has 
subsequently maintained its position through its control of 
supplies of bauxite (the mineral from which aluminum is manu
factured) aided by a protective tariff. While it has produced 
practically 'all the crude and semifinished aluminum it has some
what less control of some branches of the fabricating industry.1 
In 1925, however, the Federal Trade Commission decided that 
the company controlled the price of sheet aluminum to the 
manufacturers of kitchen utensils because the latter were depen
dent. upon it for supplies of either sheet or ingots, and that the 
consent decree under the anti-trust laws had failecY to restore 
competitive conditions. 2 This position remained unchanged in 
19343 when it was reported that the "price policy of the Aluminum 

I In the prosecution of the Aluminum company in 19I2 the Attorney General 
claimed that the corporation controlled 90 per cent of the raw material (bauxite); 
it produced practically So per cent, and consumed substantially 100 per cent of the 
alumina (the intermediate concentrate used for metal production); it manufactured 
substantially 100 per cent of the crude and semi-finished aluminum; it controlled 
and manufactured more than 50 per cent of all the aluminum castings manufac
tured and sold in the United States; it manufactured and sold more than 70 per 
cent of the aluminum cooking utensils in the United States (U.S. v. Aluminum Co. 
of America, Pdilitm, 26, 27). The company replied admitting that it used about 
100 per cent of the bauxite used in the United States for manufacturing aluminum 
and that it manufactured 100 per cent of the crude aluminum, but it contended that 
there were large importations of ingot and semi-finished aluminum products and 
that there were other manufacturers of cooking utensils and "dozens" of manufac
turers of aluminum castings (Reply Brsef for ,he Aluminum Co. of America, IS, 33). 
The courts expressed no opinion on this situation as the company consented to a 
decree (Decrees and Judgments in Federal Anti-Trust Cases, 341) which was aimed at 
diminishing the power of the company over the bauxite SUPPlies of the country and 
eliminating unfair practices. 

I F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, m, xxvi. "The manufacturers of alumi
num kitchen utensils in the United States are almost entirely dependent upon 
the Aluminum Company of America for their supply of raw materials, the quantity 
imported being relatively small. With the exception of three companies which 
operate rolling mills, these utensil manufacturers buy aluminum sheet in various 
forms. Of the three concerns operating rolling mills which are dependent upon the 
Aluminum Company of America for their supply of ingot, one is owned and another 
largely controlled by the Aluminum Company of America. • .'. The Aluminum 
Company of America, with its complete control of the production of aluminum in 
the United States, fortified by a high protective tariff upon imports, control!; the 
price of sheet aluminum to utensil manufacturers." The commission concluded that 
the company had repeatedly violated the prohibitions upon unfair practices in the 
decree and that" the original decree is obviously insufficient to restore competitive 
conditions in harmony with the anti-trust laws, especially with respect to the 
monopolization of high-grade bauxite lands" (ibid., III, xxxii). In 1926 the Attorney 
General reported that the control of bauxite lands was not in itself illegal and that 
he knew of no reason why the company should be prosecuted for violation of the 
decree (Senate Doc. 67, 69th Cong 1St Sess. (1926), vii, x). 

I The company controlled the distribution of 90 to 95 per cent of the normal im
ports and domestic production of high-grade bauxite ores and produced 100 per cent 
of the alumina, and had 100 per cent of the virgin aluminum ingot plant capacity. 
A duty of four cents per pound on imported ingots kept down imports during the 
period 1925 to 1932 to II per cent of the total supply of ingots used; 32 per cent of 
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Company is the dominant factor in the American aluminum 
market."· This control "proved to be sufficient to maintain the 
basic level for ingot prices at a more stable and relatively higher 
point than for other basic -commodities during the depression 
period ";1 the price of pig aluminum had followed a very slow 
downward trend since 1924 with unchanging prices from June 
to September, 1927, from January, 1928, to July, 1930, and thence 
until March, 1933. Between June, 1929, and February, 1933, 
the price fell only 4.2 per cent. 

The world output of nickel is controlled by very few firms and 
in recent years has been largely in the hands of the International 
Nickel Company, said since 1928 to control about 90 per cent 
of the world output. I The price of nickel ingots has been stable 
for considerable periods. It remained practically unchanged 
throughout the period of the war of 1914 to 1918, in spite of 
heavy increases in demand, particularly for military use.4 The 
price of nickel ingots remained completely unchanged from 1925 
throughout the period of the depression until at least February, 
19.13 (see Fig. 21). 
~lThe Federal Trade Commission reported in 1924 that th~ 

Singer Sewing Machine Company handled 8<;> per cent of the ../ 
world output of sewing machines and on this account dominated 
their price.' me prices of electric and treadle machines both 
remained completely stable from January, 1925, to May, 1927, 
June to August, 1927, September, 1927, to December, 1928, 
and were practically so from January, 1929, to December, 1930. 
During the period from June, 1929, to February, 1933, the price 
of treadle machines fell 17.8 per cent and that of electric machines 
25.6 per cent. 

The importation of bananas is in the hands of a very small 
number of firms and little is known of the industry; Fig. 22 
indicates that the average wholesale price published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics changes only at intervals of a few 

ingot uaed was from scrap !Old for a little leu than virgin a1uminllDlt the price 
of which it followed closely. (N.RA, Tile Al_i,,_IM""'Y, 19J5, ... s.) 

I ibid., ,. 
1ibi4., 4-
I BBCKU.ATR, 01. AI., 2JI. 
6TAuSSJo, Pm. Fm", M S_ ", • Pm. Fiser, QUIJrl. JtIfII. Bum., JJ: 217 

(1919). The Bureau of Labor StatistiCI reports an increase in the average wholesale 
pnce from 42.5 centl per pound in 191J to 44 centl per pound in 1918 with DO IUbse
quent inc:reue. 

• F.T.Co, H_ F-ulri"" 1M",,"", m, 17J. 
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months. 'During the period from June, 1929, to February, 1933, 
the price fell only 3 per cent. 

The sale of fluid milk for consumption in large cities presents 
an interesting market situation. A large majority of farmer 
producers of milk are cooperatively organized, the marketing 
association negotiating selling prices on behalf of all its members. 
The number of distributors in many of the larger cities is also 

, yery small. The price of milk has remained unchanged in many 
"'parts of the country for increasingly long periods in recent years. 
The price published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics has remained 
unchanged for periods of two, three, and four months since 
1927.1 This average may change, however, while the price in 
many cities remains unchanged for long periods. The president 
of a large milk distributing company in Washington, D.C., 
stated in 1931 that the basic price of milk had not changed for 
three and one half years.2 There were only four changes in the 
retail price of milk in Chicago during the decade 1921-1931.3 
The price of milk remained unchanged in Boston for considerable 
periods between 1917 and 1926,4 although some instability appears 
to have been caused by the use of milk as a price leader by chain 
stores prior to 1926. The retail price of milk in New York City 
changed ten times during the five years from 1926 to 1930, 
although on one occasion it remained unchanged for 21 months. 6 

1. 
This stability of prices has been defended on the ground that 

retail milk prices .have so small an effect upon the demand for 
milk that "if prices were fixed by the interplay of immediate 

~ supply and demand, prices would be erratic beyond measure."6 
I In months of increased output of milk, the price of fluid milk 
)would drop perceptibly, while in months of shortage it would 
/.ncrease. The unwillingness of farmers to face these fluctuations, 
together with the inconvenience of periods of milk shortage, 
and the necessity for some control of the hygienic conditions 
under which milk is produced, stimulate the organization of 
cooperative marketing associations. These associations elect to 

1 Cf. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, Bulletin 493, 60. See &Iso Hearings on Food 
Prices, 1931, 210. 

I U.S. Senate Committee, Hearings on Food Prices, 1931, 238, 262. 
I ibid., 222, and UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION, 

The Marie/ing of Milk in ,he Chicago Dairy District, Bulletin 269, 1925,462. 
4 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Some Economic Aspects of the Marketing 

of Milk and Cream in New England (Circular 16), 31. 
II U.S. Senate Committee, Hearings on Food Prices, 1931, 2II. 
I U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, op. cil., So. 
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set the price for considerable periods of time, thus adopting a 
selling policy comparable with that developing in many manu
facturing industries. The seasonal variations in output of milk 
result, of course, in fluctuating surpluses which cannot be sold 
at the retail price based upon the wholesale price set by the 
association. Some cooperative associations deal with the situation 
by charging lower and more fluctuating prices for milk for other 
than fluid consumption.1 

The shoe machinery industry, in which a very large proportion 
of all the available business is in the hands of the International 
Shoe Machinery Company, publishes no information concerning 
prices, many of which are, moreover, in the form of rentals and 
royalties. 

The automobile tire industry is one in which there is a small 
number of large firms and a fringe of smaller ones. The wholesale 
quotation for tires frequently remains unchanged for a few months 
but rarely longer than 9 or 10 months. The list prices are subject, 
however, to large and fluctuating discounts. In fact, there have 
been many complaints of destructive competition. 2 During the 
general fall in prices between June, 1929, and February, 1933, 
the price of cord automobile tires fell 19.2 per cent,"that of balloon 
tires, 23.2 per cent, and that of truck and bus tires, 28 per cent: 
the price of rubber, however, fell about 85 per cent and that of 
finished goods generally, 30.8 per cent. 

The production of rayon is in the hands of a small number 
of firms and it will be seen from Fig. 21 that its price3 has been 
stable for considerable periods: between June, 1929, and Febru
ary, 1933, however, its price fell 52.4 per cent (doubtless partly 
as a result of a fall of 71.9 per cent in the price of silk. yarn). 
It is notable.that 85 to 90 per cent of all productive capacity in 
the industry was in use in July, 1933.4 

5. OTHER EXAMPLES 

There remain a number of products the prices of which reveal 
periods of stability but where information concerning the nature 

I See Chap. VI. These other uses have a much more variable supply of milk, but 
as they make products such as cheese and butter which can be- stored, the arrange
ment need DOt be uneconomical (U.S. Senate Committee, Hearings on Food Prius. 
1931, 237). 

• The average ratio of net income (before payment of federal tazes) to capita1iza
tion for 26 companies was, however, 5.9 per cent for the ten-year period 1919 to 1928 
(NATIONAL BUIEAU OW ECONOKlC RESEAIlCll, Bullelin 44, January, 1933). 

• The price of ISO A denier quoted.by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
• NIlfII Yori Times, July 31,1933. 
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} 
of the rel~tionships between the firms in the industry is too sparse 
and vague t? justify their inclusion under any of the foregoing 
headings. . 

The production of bread for sale in large cities is frequently 
in the hands of one or a few large bakers and a fringe of smaller 
ones. These larger bakers frequently sell bread over very large 
territories and might be expected, because of the proportion of 
the business in their hands, to exercise considerable influence 
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FIG. 24.-The wholesale price of bread in five cities October, 1923 to December. 
Jl/2l/. (Draw" from dolo i" U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Who/yale Prices:) 

in the determination of bread prices, the smaller firms accepting 
the prices of the larger.1 Complaints have been made, howe:ver, 
that price cutting has been initiated by the large bakers. 2 The 
price of bread in fact shows considerable stability especially 
in the presence of a decline in the cost of flour. Figure 24 shows 
the course of the wholesale price of bread in a number of large 
cities since January, 1921. These prices show a high degree of 
stability:3 in Cincinnati the price was fixed at 6.2 cents per pound 

I ALSBEllG, Combi"alio" i" ,he A meNca" B,eotl Baki"g Indus'", Il3. 
I F.T.C., Compelilio" and P,ojils i" Breotl and Flour, 192. 
I U.S. Senate Committee, Heari"gs 0" Food Prices, 1931, 36. See also U.S. 

BvaEAV 01' LABolt SrATISTICS, BuUeli" 493, 42. 
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during 1922, 1923, and 1924, and at 7.1 cents from February, 
1925, until December, 1926; in New York the price was 7.0 cents 
from March, 1924, until December, 1928, and 6.6 cents from 
February, 1929, until January, 1932; in a number of other large 
cities a similar stability is evident. Even the average of retail 
prices in 51 cities,· remained unchanged for 17 successive months 

PIG. .s.-The prices of wheat. and flour 1922 t.o 1930. (Smote Co",,,,iUce 011 A';" ""'w •• fIII Porulr7, B."';.'$ 011 1M Priu of Pood, 1931, 8.) 

on one occasion, 9 successive months on another, 6 on two others, 
3 on another, and 2 on two others.' 

The Senate Committee inquiring into food prices in 1931 
was informed that the wholesale price of wheat and the wholesale 
price of l10ur move in fairly close correspondencej' the relationship 
between the prices of wheat and l10ur between 1922 and 1930 
is shown in Fig. 25. During the period of falling wheat prices· 
there was a slight increase in the spread between the price of 
wheat and that of l1our. It was remarked that the decline in wheat) 
prices which had been so disastrous to the farmer had benefited 

I Thia average obscura changes in price in particular cities. 
• F.T.C., C_ldilitnt.u Profils'. BretMl Grul Flow, 212. 
• BeIIri.f$ /lit Food Prius, 1931, 8. 
• Although the coat of production of lour was said not to have changed much 

dUlin, this period the price of the by-products (used mainly for feeding Btock) feU 
lbarply owing to the decline in the price of dairy producta, In which form the ,tock 
feed wu ultimately marketed (ibid., 140 17). 
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the purchaser of bread very little.1 The Federal Trade Com
mission inquired into the relationship between wholesale flour 
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1913 to 1923. (F.T.C., Wheal Flour Milling, 1924, 82.) 

and retail bread prices between 1913 and 1923 in Minneapolis, 
Kansas City, and Boston and reported the price movements 

1 ibid., 83. 
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presented in Fig. 26 which showedt'one Pliing very definitely, 
that is that the development of tlfebread baking industry has 
not lowered the price of bread, and that the price of bread iS

l not sensitive to a reduction in the cost of flour.)ln other words, 
the bread baking industry has developed a power of resistance 
to conditions of -supply and demand in flour."l Subsequently 
the Senate· Committee in 1931 discovered that, in spite of the 
drastic decline in the price of wheat to the lowest point reached 
in 23 years, and the general reflection of this reduction in the 
wholesale price of flour, the price of bread had not fallen at the 
same rate. 2 The price of bread failed, howe~r, to adVance as 
raPidly as the price of flour between 1916 and 1920 but between 
1920 and 1924 the price of flour fell much more than the price of 
bread; between 1924 and 1927 the price of flour increased more 
than the price of bread, and between 1927 and 1930 the price of 
flour was again falling more quickly than that of bread. 3 During 
the period of general decline in prices from June, 1929, to Feb
ruary, 1933, while the price of various grades of flour fell from 
36 to 46 per cent, the wholesale price of bread in different cities 
(as reported to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) behaved 
in remarkably different ways. In Cincinnati it fell 38.4 per cent 
and in Chicago 33.6 per cent; in New York, however, it fell 
only 8.9 per cent while in San Francisco it rose 2.6 per cent. 

CAny criticism of bread prices must take into account the I 
Stability of such prices at times when the price of flour is rising i 
as well as at times when the price of flour is falling. The bakers v' 
have offered two explanations of the behavior of bread prices. 
Improvements in the quality of bread 4 and the production of 
new varieties are said to account for the increased spread betweelJ. 
flour and bread prices. ).rhe bakers arbitrarily insisted that the 
consumer was better off in getting better quality bread than he 
would be if he were able to buy the same quality of bread as 

I F.T.C., Wheal Flour MiUing, 1924, 82. 
I Bearings on Food Prices, 1931, 36. Senator Wagner in proposing the hearings 

pointed out that between October, 1929, and October, 1930, the price of number 
two hard winter wheat in Chicago had fallen from $1.28 a bushel to 78 cents, that 
ia, by 39 per cent. The price of hard winter 95 per cent patent flour at Chicago had 
fallen from $6.10 a barrel to $4.30, that is, by 29 per cent. The price of bread reported 
by the Department of Labor had fallen from a relative of 158.9 to 153.6, that is, by 
3.3 per cent. (New York Times, Jan. 20, 1930.) 

I Bearings on Food Prices, 36. 
• A representative of the American Bakers Association and the chairman of the 

General Baking Corporation argued that the price of bread did reflect a decrease in 
the cost of materials and that the profits of the bakers were two million dollars less 
than they had been in the previous year. They denied that bakers dictated the price 
of bread and argued that" plain bread" out of plain flour, "the kind that we had in 
11)00," cost 5-4 cents a pound in 1931 compared with 5·6 cents in 1913. (Bearings 011 
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before at lower prices.1 Stability in the price of bread has also 
been attributed to the fact that if large bakers contract ahead 
for flour and the price of flour subsequently rises, their rivals, 
whose costs are increased, suffer serious losses if the larger bakers 
keep down the price of bread. If they raise the price of bread 
they are charged with profiteering, although their abnormally 
high profits arise from successful speculation in the flour market 
rather than from their baking operations. If the price of flour 
falls, large bakers may be able to resist a reduction in prices and 
permit the smaller firms to gain. Consequently the large bakers 
may use their resources to stabilize prices, resisting reductions 
when the price of flour falls and resisting increases when the 
price of flour rises. 2 Pressure of public opinion and the possibility 
of adverse legislation are also said to lead to the stabilization of 
prices.s 

The prices of shoes show considerable stability,4 as will be seen 
from Figure 27.6 During the general decline in prices from June, 
1929, to February, 1933, the prices of shoes published by the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics declined on the average 21.5 per 
cent, the decline in the price of. various types varying from 
3.0 to 41.0 per cent; The price of leather fell 49.9 per cent and of 
hides and skins 63.1 per cent. 

The production of matches has been in the hands of a small 
number of companies and the wholesale price reported by the 
Food Prices, 65.) The average retail price of bread in 51 cities on January IS, 1931, 
as quoted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was 8.2 cents per pound (ibid., 50) but 
that price did not relate to "plain bread." It was contended that price reductions 
had occurred and that if further reductions were made they would involve the use of 
inferior flour (ibid., lIS). 

1 Legal limitations upon the weight of the loaf were said also to hinder price 
adjustments. 

I ALSBERG, Combines in ,lie American Bread Baking IMus'ry, III, 120. 
• The Federal Trade Commission discovered, however, that statistics of the 

retail price of bread must be used with care. They do not represent the price ob
tained for the whole output of the baker because a proportion of his output must 
always be sold as stale bread at lower prices. They do not allow for samples given 
away (which, however, must be regarded as advertising expenditure) and they do 
not take proper account of differences in transportation and delivery costs. (F.T.C., 
Competition aM Profils in Bread aM FIOM, 1928, 2II.) It is notable in this connection 
that this lack of harmony between the movements of the prices of bread and of flour 
have attracted attention in England and that the Food Council, in attempting to 
bring pressure upon the bakers, has suggested reasonable maximum prices from 
time to time which are calculated by reference to the price of flour (Food Council 
Repor, of Nov. 14, 1925). 

• Shoes have obviously not been homogeneous throughout the period; there has, 
moreover, been a tendency in the clothing industries to adapt the product to con
ventional "price lines." 

• The quotation was also unchanged for some years prior to 1894 and from 1897 
to 1903 (U.S. BUllEAU 01' LABOR SUTISTICS, Bulldin 440, 1927, 106). 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (not however. in unvarying units 
owing to changes in the number of matches per box) has shown 
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unusual stability: it was unchanged between 1891 and 1893. 
1896 and 1901, 1903 and 1914, 1917 and 1919, I92I and May, 
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1925; subsequent changes are shown in Fig. 27. During the 
period of declining general prices from June, 1929, to February, 
1933, the price' of safety matches increased 27.8 per cent and that 
of "strike anywhere" matches 38 per cent. 

Changes in the price of salt are shown at Fig. 22; the price of 
salt rose 4 per cent between June, 1929, and February, 1933. 

The prices of a number of drugs were highly stable during the 
period from 1924 to 1929;1 the prices of some but not all of them 
resisted the general decline after 1929.2 Similar conditions pre
vailed in the chemical3 and fertilizer industries. 4 

1 The drugs whose reported prices were unchanged for long periods were: Citric 
acid, cream of tartar, epsom salts, ether, iodine (September, 1924, to January, 1932), 
Opium (September, 1924, until June, 1929, and from August, 1929, to March, 1931), 
peroxide of hydrogen "(May, 1926, until March, ~932), quinine (May, 1926, until 
July, 1931), soda phosphate (1924 until December, 1929), and zinc chloride. 

S The changes in the prices of these products between June, 1929, and February, 
~933, were: 

Per 
cent 

Citric acid ......................... -37 
Cream of tartar ..................... -44.7 
Epsom salts ........................ + 4.0 
Iodine ............................. -43.0 
Opium ............................. - 0.8 

Pe~o"ide of hydrogen .............. . 
Owtl.1.ne .....•..••.•.....•..••••••• 
Soda phosphate ................... . 
Zinc chlonde ..................... . 

Per 
cent 
-".9 

0.0 
-30.8 
-17.2 

a The chemical products whose prices remained stable forlong periods were: acetic 
acid (January, 1927, until July, 1928, January, 1929, until May, 1930), boric acid, 
liquid carbonic acid (1924 to at least the end of 1931), muriatic aCidt nitric acid, oleic 
acid, salicylic acid (October, 1926, until at least February, 1934), sulphuric acid 
(June, 1926, until at least February, 1934), alum, aluminum sulphate (March, 1924, 
until November, 1930), anhydrous ammonia, anilin oil, white arsenic, bleaching 
powder (November, 1925, to July~ 1931), calcium chloride, coal tar colors, copperas 
(August, 1926, to February, 1930), acetate of lime, caustic potash, soda ash, bicar
bonate of soda, carbonate of soda (sal soda), caustic soda, silicate of soda, toluene. 
The behavior of the prices of these products during the decline in general prices from 
June, 1929, to February, 1933 (when the price of chemicals in general fell 19.2 per 
cent), is summarized below: 

Per 
cent 

Acetic acid ......................... -31.7 
Boric acid .......................... -21.7 
Car~on. dioJ!ide.... ... • • • .. .. .. . . .. . 0.0 
M.u~atlc.aC1d... •.•...••.•••••.••••• 0.0 
N.tnc aCId......................... 0.0 
Oleicacid .......................... -47.4 
Salicylic acid....................... 0.0 
Sulphuric acid...................... 0.0 
Aluminum sulphate... • • • • • • .. • • • • •• - 10.7 
Anhydrous ammonia ................ +10.7 
Anihnoil.. ..... .. .. .. ...... .. .. ... + 6.6 
White arsenic ........... ".......... 0.0 
Bleaching powder.. .. • .. • • • .. .. • .. .. -".5 

Calcium chloride .................. . 
Coal tar colors .................... .. 

(Nigrosine) ......................... . 

g~fJ~:-:';~~~i~:::::::::::::::::: : 
Caustic potash ................... . 
Soda ash ......................... . 
Bicarbonate of soda ............... . 
Carbonate of soda (sal soda) •••••••• 
Caustic soda . ............•.......• 
Silicate of soda .................. .. 
Toluene ........................ .. 

Per 
cent 

-10.0 
- 0.0 
- 3.0 
- 7.6 
-44·5 
-12.3 
- 8.9 
- 7.5 
-It.I 
.... 1.7 
- 7.1 
-25.0 

Over the whole period of ten years from 1919 to 1928 nine corporations producing 
crude chemicals secured an average return of II.I per cent on their capitalization 
(excluding bonded debt) (NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEAlI.CH, Bulletin 44, 
January, 1934). 

, The fertilizer products whose prices remained unchanged for long periods were: 
Kainit (from the beginning of the quotations in July, 1927, until April, 1929), 
manure' salts (1926 until April, 1929), muriate of potash (December, 1926, until 
april, 1929). During the fall in general prices between June, 1929, and February, 
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6. StJlOlAllY 01' EVIDENCE CONCEllNING l'HE STABILIZATION OJ!' 

PJUCES 

Ahe foregoing evidence, unsatisfactory as it is, abundantly 
proves that many manufactured, and occasionally unmanu
factured products (e.g., fluid milk) are no longer sold in markets 
in which prices are incessantly changingl in response to actual 

'S 

l z 

Number of Price ChoInges, IQZ6-IQ33 
(1) Chanlf}NIi t:rl ~ rt:rle t7f If'ss thCIn O~ --V 10 monfhs 
(Z)Chom~ 01+ the,.,.,tp of less th"," once f'V«'Y 4 mon~ 

but mon: than ~ eY!"Y 10 months. 
{J)Chclncteei t:rl ~ ~ of mcrf' thct" 0TWe --V 4 months 

and less 'than 3 times every 4 months 
(~)Changed tit the ra~ of at'-f.1 -limes every -I monlh$ 

PIG. ".-Rigid and fiezible prices 1926 to 1933. CRedrlltl1tl from Mell'u. 1"01,,,,
"Nl PrUu ."of Tluir Rdllliw I"IIniInlU7. 2. [Se1IIJU Doe_"",,, 13. 741" COfIgr,U. 
I" HUiora).) 

and anticipated changes in conditions of supply and demand. 
That this new type of market in which prices remain unchanged 
from day to day and even year to year, is now sufficiently common 
to require investigation is suggested by Fig. 28 which indicates 

1933. the prica of theae products changed as follows: 
Per Per -, -, 

Kaini, .............................. +1.1 Phoophate roclo:....... ......... ..... 0.0 
tot ......... t ......................... -4.0 6u\pbate oi potuh .................. -0.6 
Maria. oi potuh .................... +1.1 

I C/. abo F.T.C., ope. PM TraM .Ass~. 449-
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\ 

the relative importance of commodities whose prices change 
with diff. • ere. nt. degrees. of frequency.!Jn general, markets in WhiChj 
fprices are sta,ble-ior-amstderable pertejtF.i ale tli6s~hich 

1
·· th~re rsa'finn-with--a..quasi..monopoly, a price leader, or a small 
n~1ifiiiS. A measure of stability occurs even in the absence 
of these conditions where short-term price cutting is avoided by 
5()Il~en~n; long-period c()Il~!II.ctsJnd. guarantees against price 
decline tend to produce this result but the more frequent con-

Inolelt No of 

I 
n 
m 
12' 
y 
'2I 
\']I 
'ill[ 
IX 
X 

Items 
14 
77 
76 
82 
96 
88 
86 
85 
83 

~ 

Fr~uencvof 
Price Chomge 

o 
1-4 
5-8 
9-1.3 
14-21 
22-$ 
3froO 
61-87 
88-93 

94 

1'129 IQ30 
FIG. 2g.-The relation between frequency of price change and magnitude of 

price change during depression (1929 to 1934). (RedrafU1l from Mea"s. I"dasITial 
Prices a"d Tltei, Relative I"jUsibility. 4. [Senate DocumetJI 13. 74111 COfIgress. u' 
Sessio,,).) 

ven tional cause is the practice of setting prices for a'season or some 
other period not necessarily predetermined. ) 

Although stability is here defined in terms of the duration of 
periods of unchanging price, sufficient information has been given 
to indicate that the conditions of price making that permit the 
stabilization of prices in times of relatively small change in the 
volume of business also very commonly permit in times of busi-

j
ness recession (such as the period from June, 1929, to February, 
1933) considerable resistance to the general tendency to declining 
prices. A remarkable number of the· products that decreased 

\ little, remained stable, or even increased in price during this 
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period of depression are to be found in the industries in which, 
prior to the decline in business activity, prices were infrequently 
changed.· Figure 29 reveals the close relation between the fre
quency and amount of price changes during the years from 1929 
to 1933 among the prices included in the index of wholesale 
prices compiled by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

m. THE CONSEQUENCES OF STABILIZATION OF PRICES 

,;The importance of the substitution of a price unchanging for 
an interval of time for one varying from minute to minute in 

'I response to conditions of supply and demand lies in the elimination 
( 0!..the mutual dependence of supply, price. and demand. (price is 

less in1luenced by actual or anticipated changes in supply and 
demand but more in1luential in determining supply and demand.:) 

. The operation of this type of market depends, therefore, upon tho
. factors determining prices. It is obviously unreal to assume that, 
but for a mischievous ce;nspiracy 'on the part of business men, 
ever-changing prices would induce speedy and happy equilibria 
between demand and supply in every market j the desire for 
.,t&bility springs in large part from fundamental changes in the 
conditions of both demand and supply ~t it is equally unreason
able t()_assume that these stable prices are the happiest possible 
response to the unhappy conditions in which producers find price 
competition so dangerous. The effects of stabilization depend 
inter alia upon the periods over which stability is secured. It is 
impossible ... to. establish a sharp classification of these periods 
but three type situations present themselves, flil&., price setting 
for a few months or a season, price stabilization for periods long 
enough to include cycles of business activity, and stabilization 
over long periods of years. Actual problems must be discussed 
by applying a mixture of the considerations present in each type 
case" 

A. Price SeUing for Short Periods 

rStability for many months or even a season may and does 
octur in such industries as automobiles and furniture without 
any suggestion of stability over longer periods. The price setting 
which brings about this result greatly diminishes resort to price 

1 A chart of the wholesale prices of raw materials aDd semi-finished goods the 
prices of which wen: regulated by cartels in Germany shows that such prices decliDed 
little in 1929 and 1930 while IlIII'egIIlated prices decliDed in Germany by about 2S per 
cent (N.I.C.B .. TIN RIIIitnuIliHlitnio G.-" IMIIS"" 51). 
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cutting, which, as we have seen, is one of the reasons for its 
adoption')N0 firm can for long maintain an openly published 
offer unless 'it is identical with the offers of rivals, or differs 
from them only by an amount accounted for in terms of difference 
in place of delivery or in the real or assumed nature of the product . 

. .-trh!.e.~9.\lsion 'Of price competition affe.c~1l;1e_c()~tof production 
in _ a_ numbel; oLways. Wmay cause increased expenditure upon 
non-price competition as a means of changing both the aggregate 
demand for the product and. the share obtained by the seller 
incurring the expenditure. 'It necessitates the adjustment of 
'Output to demand at the unchanging price and, if demand at a 
oConstant price fluctuates, either output or (as in the automobile 
industry) inventories must be destabilized. 'ff buyers assume 
that a newly announced offer price will remam unchanged for a 
considerable time the inducement to speculate on changes in 
price is removed; they plan their orders so as to create a more 
6table demand than would otherwise exist; they are also more 
willing to hold inventories and therefore to accept less speedy 
delivery of orders. If the ~~tP-llt of the manufacturer can be thus 
stabilized 1:osts of production can be reduced; stabilization of 
.0ufpuCby the accumulation of inventories by manufacturers, 
however, requires additional capital and involves additional 
costs. 

She setting of a price for it period of time affects the)eyel ar 
which the price is set, apart from its effect upon costs of produc· 
tion., The'selection of a price is a matter for delicate .calculation. 
The trend ·of costs and demand throughout the future period 
in .view must be calculated. If the calculation is made with con
siderableallowance for'" contingencies" (i.e., it is realized that 
the basis of the estimate is slender) and the estimate is biased in 
favor of the producer prices are likely to be somewhat higher 
than will cover technically necessary costs. But each seller must 
take into account the probable prices of rivals. The nature of the 
relations between sellers which enable each to t~ke account of the 
probable policies of others doubtless varies, but, having attained 
a relationship which avoids at least the minute to minute and 
day to day price cutting, ~re is a tendency to set higher prices 
than would otherwise prevail. Such a policy tends, however, 
to induce additional investment in longer periods and to adjust 
investment to prices until only a normal return is available upon 
an investment abnormal in relation to outpu~. 
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B. Stabilisation of Individual Prices and the Business Cycle 

(Stabilization of prices over periods of a few years implies 
stability over periods long enough to include cyclical1luctuations 
in demand, and long enough to permit increases in investment 
in the industry in response to the level of prices maintained. 
IL.the.demand for a product is at all elastic the maintenallce of 
an unchanged price throughout cycles of increasing and decreasing 
demand must increase the amplitude of 1luctuations in the 
volume of production beyond what it would be if the price were 
increased in times of increasing demand and reduced in times of 
falling demand. Price stabilization operates most devastatingly. 
to inc~.e~. the amp~_~ude of 1luctuations m}he sales of those 
products the demand lor which is most fluctuating and most 
elisHc.-TlieViider Uie-cYclic8l fiuctuationsm demand the greater 
is the &COpe for attempts to stabilize; the more elastic the demand 
for the product the greater the possibility of remedying the 
instability of output by ~rices.)Unfortunately,' 
however, products for which demand is subject to the widest 
cyclical 1luctuations have also a relatively inelastic demand 
(within each short period'of time); the opportunities for stabilizing 
the output of steel, cement, .and most construction goods by 
destabilizing prices are thereby greatly diminished. 
• (The relationship between prices and output has been more 

".thoroughly investigated in the steel industry than in most others. 
~ Attempts to maintain the price of steel in periods of falling 

demand have been based primarily on the assumption lhat tHe 
volume of sales }s largely in~ll>endent of price within short 
periods of time. Price competition reswtfug lifoecliifes-Uq>l"ices 
prior to 1901 (when the United States Steel Corporation was 
formed) is alleged to have failed to increase the demand for the 
various products and to have achieved merely an increasing 
uncertainty among buyers.1 During the depression otIgol-!90B 
the demand fOL _steel_ploducts~he .pnces·-or which _wer~_ not 
stabilized is said to have declined as much as the demand forj 
those that were. It was pointed out, for instance, that the price 

I MltADE, "The Price Policy of the United States Steel Corporation," Qvarl. 'tIW. &1Iff., 12: 452 (1908). At a meeting of representatives of the steel industry in 
1907 it was atated that the prices of steel products had not "in the past boom times 
risen to a point where ~ricea checked consumption, nor would now a slaughter of 
valuea .timulate bu~ , (meeting on Nov. 21, 1907, eiI. F.T.C., SkIIemenI ,",PiUs-
6w,II Pltu, 401). - . . 
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of pig iron was greatly reduced without calling forth any response 
in the form of increased business;l but so long as those who 
manufactured pig iron into steel and steel products were main
taining their prices, it is difficult to see how reductions in the 
price of pig iron could call forth an increased demand for pig 
iron; such reductions could do no more than increase the profit 
margin of those Ilteel manufacturers who bought pig iron; further
more, the demand for different commodities shrinks by different 
amounts during a depression; allowance must be made for these 
differences before inferring from similar reductions in demand 
that dissimilar reductions in price have left demand unaffected; 
in other words, the demand for the products the prices of which 
were not stabilized might have fallen much more had the price 
been stabilized. 

, The desire to maintain prices is reinforced by the fear that 
reductions in price will induc~ an expectation of further reductions, 
and, therefore, reduce the volume of business rather than increase 
it: sellers fear the "uncertainty of buyers." TIre stabiliz!1iml of 
prices is intended to discourage specUlation an~and 
more-eve-~1:o aCllleve this end,however, it is necesJ 

I saryTo'~iiiate oIilY those reductions in price which induce an 
,expectation of further reduction; the maintenance of prices when 
purchasers consider continued maintenan,.ce.-J.mpossibl1Lmerely 

r' ,,- """---
induces the postponemer:t ~~_rchase~ __ whi1e _ ~~duc!!()ns "suffi'" 
ci!E-.!!l.g~~at to convince buyers that no furiIier reductions can 

. be expected discourage the postponement of demand. A halfway 
policy of making grudging reductions when there i's a general 
shrinkage in business activity and reduction of the prices of other 
products is the one most calculated to induce a general expectation 
of more severe cuts,2 and a postponement of purchases. Yet 
attempts to stabilize the prices of steel products appear often 
to have operated in just this way; prices have been maintained 
during the earlier part of the contraction of business activity, 
but have ultimately been reduced. The reduction in the price of 
steel rails in October, 1932, from $43 a ton (the price that had 
prevailed for the previous ten years) to $40 a ton, "in ~e hope of 
inducing the railroads to place orders which have been long de-I 
ferred,'" was abortive partly because a reduction of 7 per cent 

1 MEADE, op. cit., 461. -
• CLAllX, The Economics of OtIerhead Cosls, 406; also Thompson in NATIONAl. 

BVREAUOl' ECONOKIC RESEARCH, Business Cycles and Unemploymenl, 167. 
• New York Times, Oct. 21, 1932. 
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appeared inadequate in view of the fact that the iItpex of the 
prices of steeT products generalty (mdudiiigsteer7"rans) had, 
declined since October, 1922, by 2S per cent, and the index of 
prices of finished steel products had declined 20 per cent. 

It has been said that business men would act more intelligently 
in times of depression if they made a cut ~ y!!ce_~ha.t_~qu~t~~.'~!h~ 
new d~_l!n~.!!i~~_~~e~o!"t-pe.ri~c!]upp.!1"; this being "the 
maximum possible cut . . • cannot lead, so lar as people under
stand the facts, to the expectation of a further cut later on-apart, 
of course, from a further independent fall from the side of de
mand."1 There are, however, many obstacles to intelligent action 
of this kind. The" short-period supply" is the supply the marginal' 
cost of which is equal to the' marginal revenue obtained from 
sales. I This price is difficult to calculate, more especially where 
the reaction of 'aemanato- K"-change-in price is uncertain. The 
reaction of buyers is likely, moreover, to depend upon the period 
of time taken into account: the immediate reaction may be small 
but as time goes on a greater response may be made. But attempts 

. to take account of longer periods are complicated by the possi
bility that demand is progressively declining (apart from the 
effect of changes in price); this progressive decline suggests a 
succession of reductions which, if expected by buyers, may lead : 
to bear speculation by them in the form of reductions of inven
tories and purchases. Moreover the adjustment of prices to a 
declining demand so that marginal costs and marginal revenue 
are equal may suggest an increase in prices which for practical 
reasons producers cannot make. Finally an announcement of a 
reduction in the price of, say, steel, like the announcement of a 
change in a discount rate, operates indirectly as well as directly; 
it is apt to be interpreted as an indication that observers· well 
qualified to judge have decided that prices in general must fall; 
business men are deprived of what optimism they had and pursue 
a more cautious policy, with the result that the demand for :;teel 
products, as well as many other commodities, is reduced. 

, lIt is impossible to prove that if prices had been less stabl~ 
;, production would have been more stable. Information concerning 
'the volume of sales at prices other than those that have preniled 
: is, of course, not available. The secondary reactions of policies 

I C/. Plo017, IUfUlritJI FludllDliDm, 1929, 170. 
'that is, the additional COlt of producing one more unit is equal to the addition 

to total revenue resulting from the sale of one more unit. 
, For eumple, if marginal COlts rise with the decline in output. . 
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of stabilization or other possible policies are far from clear. Two 
~approaches to an approximate judgment are, however, worth 
• examination,' vis., the changes in the behavior of production iIr 
the steel industry over a period in which price policies have 

"changed, and the ·differences in the behavior of production in 
... different industries in which prices have varied in their stability.) 

Analysis of the fluctuations in the volume of output before 
and after the formation of the United States Steel Corporation 
suggests, but does not prove, that le~ap_iliJy"j!1_ ~ric~s.w.Quld 

l have be~~lI.c~?mpanied by more stability ~ outp.'!t.(rhe average 
of annual deVlations of 'the ,output of the steel in~ustry from a 
five-year moving average was 10.5 per cent for steel ingots and 
castings between 1887 and 1901 (that is, before the establishment 
of the United States Steel Corporation) and 14.7 per cent between 
1902 and 1922; for rolled iron and steel the comparable per
centages were 8.5 and 14.9, and for pig iron 7.7 and 13'5"!"-Th~U 
annual fluctuations in total. output of , the industry measured in 
this way have been greater in each of these three classes of product 
since the formation of the corporation than they were before. 2 

\

"InferentiallY, price stabilization has required frequent and, In 

some cases, drastic adjustments with respect to output to meet 
market conditions."3 The price of steel rails having been more 
stable than the price of any other steel product, considerable 
interest attaches to changes in the amplitude of fluctuations in 
output of this product as compared with those of others. During 
the period 1902-1915 the average of the percentage of annual 
deviations from a five-year moving average was 17.9 for steel 
rails,IS.o for steel castings, 14.8 for steel ingots, and 13.6 for 
pig iron." Fluctuations in the output of rails (measured in the 
same' manner) for the period 1880 to 1901 and 1902 to 1922 

I BERGLUND, "The United States Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization," 
Quar'. Jour. Econ., 38: 614, 615. 

J BERGLUND, "The Modem Merger Movement" (discussion), Proceedings of lhe 
American Economic Association, 1931t 102. Professor Berglund added that periods of 
depression in the industry appear to have been shorter but more severe than before 
the organization of the corporation. 

• BERGLUND, "The Umted States Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization," 
Quar', J01U'. Econ., 38: 618. Subdivision of the period 1902-1922 into two intervals 
revealed a slight decrease in the annual deviation of production from the five-year 
moving average in the period 1915 to 1922 compared with that from 1902-1914 
(ibid., 617); the percentages of annual deviation from the five-year moving average 
were as follows: 

Date 
I\lO:t-I\l14 
11115-11122 

'ibid., 622. 

Pig iron 
13.7 
13.1 

Steel inl{Ots and 
·castmgs 

15.0 
14. 2 

Rolled iron and steel 
products 

15.1 
14.6 
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resulted in an average annual percentage deviation in the former 
period of 13.1 and in the latter of 14.9. Thus fluctuations in output 
were wider in the latter period than in the former, but the increase 
is much less than for the output of the industry generally. The 
smallness of this difference is said to be due to the presence in 
the earlier period of a special influence making for fluctuations../ 
in output which was not present in the latter, namely large 
variations in demand from year to year during the decade 1880-
1890 owing to the building and completion of new railroads. I 
It has been reported, on the other hand, that cyclical fluctuations 
in the output of pig iron were more pronounced in the period 
1879 to 1896 than in the period 1897 to 1913. The standard 
deviation of percentage deviations of annual output from the 
trend, adjusted for seasonal variations, was 19.30 for the first 
period and 15.63 for the second. Thus it appears that while th~ 
output of iron and steel products was subject to wider cyclical 
variations, the output of pig iron was less variable. I The explana-

,r" tion of these differences in behavior may lie either in a change 
in the fluctuations of inventories or very probably, in differences ., 
in the methods of statistical analysis used. I It is notable that the 
general tendency for the amplitude of fluctuations in the outputl 
of steel products to increase is not explicable in terms of a tendency 
for the amplitude of fluctuations in business activity in general 
to increase.' 

I ibi4. 61 
• "AIl'In~ of BuBineu Conditiolll, 1875-1917," RnievI oj &0ftfIffJi& SIaIis,i&t, 

1927, 28. 
• It baa been ,tated that there ia lOme realOn to think that the amplitude of 

lIuctuatioDi in production in the iron and steel industry "ia tending to decrease in 
recent yean • • • in spite of the destabilizing elJecta of a policy of price stabiliza.. 
lion" and that .. it ia advisable to look to factonl other thaIl industrial combination 
alone for the ezplanation of the mtuation," II the attribution of changes in the 
'tability of production in the indus~ to the formation of the United States Steel 
Corporation or other combinatioDi 'involves too great a dependence upon the 
aflUment '0" _ "'1' trDI""" _" (MACCALLUK, Tile I,1Hf ofNI Sled IfNI,"", iff 
1M Urtik4 SItJIu, 163, 164). ProfeslOr Berglund concluded that the average percent
ace anaual deviatioll of the number of worken employed by the United States Steel 
Corporation compared with the five-year moving average WII 8.9 per cent, which ia 
much Iesa than the 13.' to 14.9 per cent lIuctuatioDi in the output of the corporation 
during the period 1901 to 1921 (01. AI., 623). 

• The decline of bulinesa activity from crest to trough II a percentage of the 
trend after allowing for aeuonal vanatiODI during the period lince 1890 haS been: 

1a-1191" 1~190' 35 
189,...1194 34 11I1G-1911 15 
119t-1897 I. 191,...1914.' 
1199-1_ IS 1111 .... 1919.5 
1901-1_ 80 1919-1911" 

{AKnIC411 TIILH .... .um T ..... olIII CoIIPAKY, Bui ... , 1f14n, cII. MrrQQLJ., Bui ... 
~,34~) . 
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The extent of reductions in the price of steel billets during 
periods of declining demand is compared with the contempo
raneous changes, in the percentage of the total capacity of the 
industry in use in the following table: 

TABLE VIII 

Percentage Percentage 
Decline in Percentage 

reduction of ingot 
percentage changes in 

Period in the CGpacit, 
of ingot the index 

price of in use 
capacity of the price 

Bessemer 
1St I 2d in uset ofmanufac-

billets- date date turedgoods 

I i 
~ov. I907-Jan. 1909 ........ 10·7 no data no data 
May I913-~OV. 1914 ........ 30 . 0 91 42 49 - 1.1 
Jan. 1919-Oct. 1919 ......... II·4 81 4S 36 + 4. 2 
Oct. 1920-July 1921 ......... 41.3 77 19 58 +31.0 
Mar. I924-July 1924 .•.•.... 5.0 85 36 49 - 3·· 
Mar. 1927-~ov. 1927 ........ 2·9 90 6. 28 + 0.6 
Oct. I92g-Dec. 1932 ......... , 25·7 82 19.8 < 26 -28.0 

• SllItttlllrtl SllIli.'iu Bulle/itt BII .. BooTe. 1932. and June. 1933 • 
• Percental!'e of ingot cal?acity in use from 1913 to 1932 calculated by dividing ingot produc

tion for the month specified .nto one twelfth of the annual capacity as publisbed by the American 
Iron and &eel Inst.tute and expressing the result as a percentalle. 

Large price reductions have apparently failed to prevent large 
reductions of output; the largest percentage reduction in price 
(of 41.3 per cent in 1920 to 1921) was accompanied by the second 
largest decline in the percentage of capacity.in use (of, 58 per 
cent); the largest decline in percentage of capacity in use (of 
about 62 per cent. in 1929 to 1932) was accompanied by the 
third largest percentage reduction in price (of 25.7' per cent). 
The price of billets' fell about 27 per cent more in 1920-1921 than 
in 1913-1914, yet output declined by 58 points in the former and 
only 49 in the latter period. In view of the fact that the magnituqe 
in the decline in demand (apart from differences in price policy) 
differed from depression to depression these'figures are, however, 
inconclusive. 

Differences in the relation between the price and production 
policies of different industries during the depression which began 

\

in 1929 are very evident. The' correlation between stability of 
price and instability of production is indicated by TableD(l shown 
on page 252. These relationships are denoted in Figs. 30 to 34. But 

'MEANS, Indus/rilll Prices GM Their RUlllive Inflexibilit" 8. 
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TABLE IX 

1929 to spring of 1933 

Decline in Decline in 
price production 

(per cent) (per cent) 

Agricultural implements .•.•••••.•...•. 6 80 
Motor vehicles .••••••••••.••.••.••••• 16 80 
Cement ••••••.••••••••••..••••••••••. 18 65 
Iron and steel ........................ 20 83 
Automobile tires ...................... 33 70 

Textile products .• , ...•..••.•..•.••..• 45 30 
Food products ........................ 49 14 
Leather .............................. 50 20 
Petroleum ••.•.•.•.•...... ' ..•.••••••. 56 20 
Agricultural commodities •.•..••.•••••. 63 6 

it cannot be inferred that, if the prices which changed little had been 
reduced more drastically, output would have been maintained 
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Commissiotl Au. 1932. 17.) 

as it was by the group of industries whose prices fell; it is more 
likely that if this latter group had maintained its prices its produc-
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tion would have fallen more nearly as did that of the first group. 
The products the output of which fell most are, in the main;' 
durable products the life of which can be prolonged when incomes 
are curtailed (e.g., automobiles and tires) or constructional goods 
the demand. for which is known to fluctuate more widely than 
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that for other products (e.g;, steel, cement). It appears that 
"prices for open-price trade associations are much more stable 
than output," but that "this is doubtless true for manufactures 
generally." 1 

vZT~ S!l:\.l>.i~i~_atiQQ of-pJices-mightLco.nse~vably .Lw:~il~ increasing 
the amplitude of ~yc!ic!ll_ de~1ines i~ demand,S!iilil the period of 

l A comparison of the fluctuations in the output of industries in which there was 
an open-price policy with those in which there were merely statistical services 'll'ith
out an open-price policy led to the conclusion that "it does not appear that indus
tries with open-price associations are better in respect to stability or regularity of 
operation than those that merely have trade statistics; indeed the comparison, 
although on too narrow a basis, is more in favor of the latter" (F.T.C., OPen Price 
Trade Associlllions, 357, 358). It will be remembered, however, that a comparison of 
the stability of wholesale prices in industries in which there wereo~-price trade 
associations and in those in which there were none, yielded no positive results. "If 
open-price associations effectively stabilize prices, that effect is brought about in 
other ways by equally important factors whatever they may be, so that the open
price commodities show no greater stability or no more undesirable stability, as the 
case may be, than other commodities. In fact they appear to show a trifle less con
sistency in their movements from month to month" (ibid., 357). "Possibly open
price work is more often undertaken in industries where instability forces remedial 
action of this sort" (loc. Gil.). 
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IUch declines. Professor Berglund remarked that, since the 

Tomii'tionoffhe United States Steel Corporation the very drastic 
curtailments in the output of steel in times of depression have 
been associated with rapid business increases which are "seem-1 
ingly associated, to some extent at least, with a general price 
policy which experience has apparently proved to be a factor 
in any permanent financial prosperity."l) The average duration 
of periods of declining business was about 19 months between 
1878 and 1904 and about IS months between 1904 and 1923.1 
Such results turn largely, of course, upon the delimitation of 
cycles of business activity but, in so far as periods of declining 
business have become shorter there is a number of infiuences 
other than the price policy of the United States Steel Corporation 
to which the curtailment may reasonably be attributed. The' 
period from 1873 to 1896 was one in which prices generally were 
falling and that from 1896 to 1920 was one in which prices were 
rising; it is well known that periods of prosperity are prolonged 
and periods of depression curtailed by an upward trend of prices. a 
As it is not claimed that the duration of cycles as a whole has been 
curtailed by the policy of the corporation, this ~ 
gener~j>.rJcdeyd..o1Iers.a plausible expl~.!!~.!!on of the curtailment 
01 the per!()d.-.9l!ec~ssi(m~ Moreover, changes- fidlie size of the 
population and in the technique of production caused an especially 
rapid increase in the demand for steel in the second period and 
probably one more in advance of the expansion of investment 
in the industry than in the first; recession would also be curtailed 
by such conditions. It is also possible that the curtailment of 
periods of recession has been more a cause tba n an...eiI~he 

policy of stabilizing prices; the "'difficulties ~SUch a policy are 
diminislie~upenodS of recession are curtaile . In so far as demand 
revives because of the "rusting out" and 00 lescence of plants 
in other industries, a.,price policy wh!ch ~a.use~.a __ se!~r.e_~ecli~e 
in t_h~_ ~~put ofst«:.e.ld~nng the decline in general business mi~ht, 
however, by postponing renewals and replacements for a time, 
cause- a @ing up of PQtentiaI demand. 'I1iiSpotentiir demand 
is likely to Lecome actual when business revives and thus cause 
an increase of demand greater than would have occurred pa<l 

• BUGLVND, "The United Statea Steel Corporation and Price Stabilization, 
QwGrl. J_. &tna., 38: 628. 

• Derived from AJlUlCAJf TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COJIPANY, Irules oj 
Btuirte .. Ad;",,,, AI. M11'CJIE~ BIIS;ms, C"lu, 338. 

• C/. MI1'CJIE~ Btuimsl Cydu, 411. 
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some replacements. been induced by greater price· reductions 
during the . period -of recesSion-:-JliJronly if tCiustmj(ou.t JT-ana 
obsolescence proceed sO fast as to reduce usable plant below that 
needed during the depression would failure to replace during the 
recession ~e likely to advance the moment when replacements 
begin.) 
I £A .. policy of price stabilization involves the avoidance of 
increases in price in periods of increasing business activity as 
well as the avoidance of reductions during a recession .. The 
absence of fear of increases in prices during periods of increasing 
demand is said to discourage speculative increases in purchases 
and inventories_ beyond the amount justified by immediate 
increases in business. It is probably easier t~ remove fear of an 
increase in price in times of expanding business than to remove 
hope of a decrease in times of depression~ The stabilization of 
prices is occasionally accompanied, however, by premium prices 
for speedy delivery; purchasers must then choose between higher 
prices and delayed delivery and this situation may stimulate 
speculative increases in purchases. This consequence is, however, 
the outcome not of stabilization but of failure to stabilize. Unless'" 
the demand for the product is completely inelastic in times of 
business activity the failure to raise prices must induce a greater I 
demand than would otherwise. exist. If producers endeavor to 
expan<rtheii:mvestment.·· to enable them to meet the whole of 
this demand they facilitate the cyclical expansions of demand 
which prepare the way for subsequent cyclical contractions. I 
,Failure to raise prices in good times is not so meriw.t1Q:t!s_ as _ is 
often alleged; and may not even be so profitable as it is though!
to be. The desiretos[abiHze prices<Iiinngaepressions anses:ollt 
ora threatening condition of the market which is the outcome, 
in part, of success in stabilizing prices in times of active business. 

There is in fact a tendency in industries in which prices are 
stabilized to increase investment to permit the industry to meet 
the peak of demand.1 This· tendency not only prepares the way 
for later declines in demand; it also tends to increase the cost of 

l The fact that in times of peak demand in the steel and anthracite industries, for 
uample. the smaller producers are able to charge premiums over the prices of the 
larger firms (F.T.C •• Brief 011 PiUsbvrgll Plus. 12; S~ .11 PiUsbvrgll Plus. 82. 
~37; P,_i"JII Prius of AnllwadU. 4) suggests that larger firms do not adjust their 
lDvestment to the absolute peak of demand; these firms ration their output while the 
smaller raise their prices. But the increasing volume of unfilled orders of the large 
firms and the higher prices obtainable by the smaller stimulate increased invest
ment; the premiums are thereby usually kept within small limits. 
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production by the indust~ If over the longer period prices cover 
wtal costs, prices must "be higher than they would be if there 
were less investment in the industry and it were more fully used. 
Whether the prices of commodities subject to wide cyclical 
fiuctuations in demand do yield only a normal profit over long 
periods is uncertain. It is even uncertain whether the price POliCY! 

'--pursued in fact maximjzes profits; it has already been suggested 
that perhaps even higher prices would be charged during periods 
of reduced demand if short-term considerations of profit dominated 
policy. Steel manufacturers believe that profits would be lower 
or losses higher in times of depression if prices were reducedl and. 
if they are correct in their belief more new investment is doubtless 
attracted in years of increasing demand than would be if years of I 
depression brought heavier losses. 

,.9fbe stabilization of prices affects not only the industry the 
pnce of whose products is stabilized; it reacts also upon those 
who sell to and those who buy from the industry. Those who sell 
to the industry with stabilized prices may be somewhat protected 
from pressure to reduce their prices. It is very evident, however,' 
that the stabilization of the price of tobacco, bread, and com 
products, for example, has not stabilized the price of the principal 
raw materials of which they are made'oFirms selling their own 
product at a stable price continue to strive to minimize their 
costs (including the cost of materials)~ The demand for the raw 
material being restricted by the policy of the manufacturers its 
price may fall far if the sellers compete. If, however, sellers of the 
raw material are few, or have succeeded in discouraging price 
cutting, the realization that buyers have stabilized the price 
at which they resell greatly strengthens the resistance of sellers 
of the raw material to attempts to obtain lower prices. If they 
reduce their prices to buyers who will not in tum reduce their 
prices the &ellers of raw materials can expect no increase in 
demand; they simply increase the profits or reduce the losses 
of those to whom they sell. Sellers to an industry in which prices 
are stabilized are forced to accept a reduction in volume of 
business; if they reduce their prices they suffer a still further 

I When ill 1909 the United States Steel CorporatioD 1LIID0UDced ita abandoDDlent 
of aD opeDjlrice policy to enable it to deal with price cutteD it was remarked that 
price .tabilintioD by maiDtaiDiDg the r.rice ill tilDell of diminisbed dellWld, maiD
taiu. profita or reduces 1-. aDd that • the wiping out of profit ill the lIWIufactura 
of .tee! may have ita .w.ter !!ide ill checking the developllleDt of further facilities 
for productiOD for.ame time to come" (IrOtt A,., Feb. 'S, 1909, AI. F.T.C.,'SIGH
....., Ott PiIIsbtw,1I Phu, 410). 
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/reduction in revenue. They are deprived of the choice between 
increased sales at a lower price and existing sales at the existing 
price; they can secure only existing sales even at a lower price. 
They are likely, th~refore, to stabilize their own prices.! I 

f Stabilization of prices is often saId to benefit mdustries using 
the product the price of which is stabilized: its adoption is not 

.Iinfrequently attributed to the desire of those engaged in a sub
sequent stage of production to avoid losses owing to fluctuations 
in the price of their raw materials or factors of production. The 
stabilization of the price of steel products is said, for instance, 
to have protected customers against sudden increases and de
creases in price and to have been highly appreciated by them) 

Qrhe stabilization of an important element in the costs of the 
industry using the product of which the price is stabilized tends 
to stabilize the price policy of the second industry; the qu~tita"'l 
tive effect of the inducement depends upon the relative importancel 
of the cost of the product the price of which is stabilized in the 
total costs of the industry using it.,lThose in this latter industry 
realize that attempts to increase the aggregate sales of the industry 
by price cutting will be more expensive if one element of costs is 
fixed than they would be if that element could be reduced. 

I .. It has long been recognized that the stability or inertia of prices to the con
sumer has involved a certain inefficiency in the machinery of distribution. If pro
ducers of foodstuffs, for example; have unusually large crops, the consumer feels 
verr little of the effect in the form of reduced prices and has very little inducement 
to mcrease his consumption, so that the surplus, instead of being worked off by 
lower prices to the users, is in large part simply wasted. If through a stabilization of 
manufacturing industries that involves a disinclination to sell larger quantities at 
lower prices, there is no disposition on the part of the manufacturer to take increas
ingly large quantities of raw materials even at much lowered prices, then the price 
difference between the raw materials and the finished products is increased by 
stabilization at the latter end, and the difficulties of the producer of raw materials 
intensified •••• If the producer of raw materials cannot make effective any reduc
tions in price to the consumer and has nothing to say as to how much the market 
will take, the consumer, of course, will take only the usual quantity and the surplus 
merely goes to waste." (F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 353. See also 363.) 

I CO_ONS, "Delivered Price Practice in the Steel Market," Amer. &0". Reo., 
14: 507. A further reason for. maintaining prices during the period following the panic 
of 1907 was given by Judge Gary at a meeting of the American Iron and Steel Insti
tute on Feb. 25, 1909. He stated that "jobbers and consumers throughout the 
country had purchased large stocks at the prices prevailing when prices were favor
able and these were undisposed of. Pending contracts for construction which involved 
iron and steel were extensive, contracts for new furnaces, mills, and equipment and 
for raw and semi-finished material had been made by large numbers. An immediate 
and radical reduction of prices would have meant bankruptcy to multitudes. To 
prevent disaster and ruin and at the request of scores who were interested, a large 
percentage of the leading men connected with the industry met to advise each other 
m regard to the best interests of all concerned including the general public." (Cil, 
F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh PIllS, 408.) 
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...These considerations lead to wider questions concerning the 

I relation between 'policies of price stabilization and fluctuations of 
g«:neral 1>Usiness. ThestaDilization~oI pncesIDasmgle industry 
may react upon general business conditions in two important 
ways: it may affect general business conditions bl!tiiiSeOf the 
far-reaching influence· of the industry whose price is stabilized; 
or because stabilization is adopted in a large number of industries. 

Jhat the policy of a single industry may seriously influence 
general business conditions because it impinges upon a large 0 

number of industries is the assumption underlying attempts to 
control business activity through control of banking. This policy 
is applicable to any industry the cost of whose product. enters 
into the costs of most industries:1 e.g., coal, gas, electrical energy, 
and transportationl The prices of gas, electrical energy, and 
transportation are, bowever, relatively stable; during the period 
from June, 1929, to February, 1933, the quotations of the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics for electricity increased 9.0 per cent and those 
for gas 2.3 per cent; freight rates on a number of staple products 
were raised IS per cent and even the price of bituminous coal 
fell only 11.4 per cent while the index of wholesale prices fell 
37.2 per cent. 

Stabilization of prices in one industry might seriously affect 
general business conditions also because the industries which it ~ 
touched most closely were those subject to the widest cyclical 
fluctuations in activity. Industries providing materials to the 
constructional industries are the principal examples of this 
second class; during the period from June, 1929, to February, 
1933, they also generally declined in price less than the index of 
wholesale prices as is indicated by the following list:1 

Cemrnt .................................. ·• 
Structural .teet ............................ . 
Iron aDd .teet ............................. . 
Brick aDd tile ............................. . 
Other building materials .................... . 
Lumber ......................... · •• ····· .. • 

Average of all wholesale prices .............. .. 

Percentage Decrease 
in Price, JUDe, 1929, 

to February, 19JJ 
13·5 
18.0 

19. 1 

19·3 
19·4 
40.0 
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The steel industry falls in both classes because of the considerable 
demand. for steel. products for the manufacture of consumers' 
goods as well as producers' goods. 

The effect of the stabilization of prices by an .industry whose 
product is demanded by a large number of industries involves 
merely a more general application of the argument alr~ady 
presented concerning the effect of the stabilization of the price 
of raw materials upon the price policies of the industries using 
,.th~p1. In general, all industries using the product are presented 
during aaep~esSlonwlth moie~.f6rcefUl-arguments-igainsfreduc:
tloiis hi-price than would be present if the costs of their materials 
were. "ralling:'A-gtmeral tendency' to m:aintain prices- during a 
perIod 'of ,Ia11ing. ~PiaJld.:incr~ases the contraction -or--bUsiness. 
If when demand began to contract every producer'iniiiitamed his 
price his sales would decline; he would reduce his direct costs as 
nearly as possible in proportion to the reduction in sales. In the 
entirely imaginary case of all costs being direct costs capable of 
exact adjustment to changes in output, every producer's expendi
tur~ upon costs would decline by the same amount as his receipts; 
an. initial decline in sales would cause an equal reduction. in dis
bursements on costs which would cause an equal reduction in 

\

SaleS and so on. Production in this simply and rigidly organized 
world could be brought to a standstill by a small but sustained 
initial fall in demand. The presenc~f overhead costs. prevents 
the speedy' re<;h.l~tion of all costs in the. salIl.~!'QPortion as 
output. But it is not costs as c&culated.-·bY· reference toliOok-
keepIng conventions that are important: it is disbursements 
out of business revenue. :pisbursements in respect of overhead 
costs are made intermittently and in irregular amounts; they can 
in fact be reduced in proportions greater than reductions in output. 

I When demand falls by a considerable amount it is possible to 
stop replacements of plant altogether for a time,2. thus c~using 
a contraction in the demand for producers goods, unemployment, 
and contracted demands in other fields. Price stabilization does 
not, however, enhance this tendency; if the decline in . demand 
is such that, even if the price of the product were drastically 

I Over lon~er periods. reorganization of whole industries owing to the failure of 
firms and decISions not to replace assets tends to reduce total costs more nearly in 
proportion to demand than is possible in short periods • 

• Such reduced disbursements may result in the repayment of bank debts or the 
purchase of securities and thus indirectly permit a reduction of bank debts and 
deposits. 
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reduced, replacements of plant must still be completely suspende]d 
a greater reduction in sales owing to the stabilization of the price 
of the product can do no more; it is more likely to prolong the 
period of suspension of demand for producers' goods than to 
increase the magnitude of the reduction in demand. 

,l"he stabilization of the price of a commodity demanded by a 
large number of industries also affects the rate of expansion in 
periods of increasing general business activity; it bas been said 
that it "without doubt moderates the impact of crises on society 
if the stable prices of syndicalized [cartelized] producers' goods, 
especially of raw materials and fuels, diminish the tendency of 
industrialism to sudden speculative expansion of productive 
equipment."1 But does the stabilization of such prices tend to 

,diminish the tendency to expansion?.;pfie Ilbsence of increases 
I in the price of producers' goods, i.e., the absence of increases in 
I costs in times of increasing demand for finished goods, is more 
• likely to magnify the expansion of the finished goods industries. 

Jlthe stabilization of the prices of some products while the I 
prices' o(otners move freely affects the incidence of the burden 
of- depression; both the Federal Farm BoardS and the Federal· 
Trade Commission' contend that the burden bome by industries 

I Vox BBCU:llATB, JlIItknt ll14lU1rial OrgGflisaliim, 256. 
• " Agriculture is an industry which in this depression has maintained production 

and employment but has done 10 at the cost of very much reduced pnces for its 
producta." While the volume of industrial production was reduced about 42 per cent 
between 1929 and ~J!::e price of manufactured goods fell less than the general 
inde2 of prices. (E on behalf of the Federal Farm Board at HetJrifigs 011 lhe 
A..-lflNftl oj UtI Fllklu TraM Cl/fllmisritnf ..ta, before -U.S. Senate Committee on 
the Judiciary, 193', 17o-i72.) 

.. During a period in which the prices of the products obtained from slaughtering 
a hog had fallen about $4, the price of hogs fell by almost the same amount: in other 
words practically all the cut in price was passed back to the farmer and the dis
tributoR and thOle in between were able to maintain their margin unchanged. • . • 
The re&IOD for the maintained margin was that wages, freight rates, and other costs 
which are paid by the wholesaler and the distributor of farm products did not de
cline rapidly •••• ,.. it is now the prices of half of the [economic) system may be 
CODtrolled as, for nample, through set freight ralell or agreed prices or customary 
margins." (ibid., 167.) 

"U you permit certain prices in your economic structure to be controlled and at 
the same time other prices are not controlled that means the industries which are 
DOt able to control their )'.rices have to bear the entire .train of economic readjust-
menta which take place' (loc. eiI.). _ 

• .. StabilizatioD in a Bingle line of business may be obtained at considerable 
ezpeDIe to the rest of IIOciety. StabilizatioD for manufacturera in general may be 
achieved at the cost of agricultural producing interests." It was added that the 
alent to which atabilizatioD had been achieved in manufacturing "may be COIl
lliderably euggerated and manufacturers, DOt bein~ able to reduce wages as 
fast u prices fall, the difference in the incidence of dellatioD UPOD manufacturers and 
agriculturalista wu partly due to factors beyond the control-of the former." (F.T.C., 
0,.,. Priu TraM AIS~, 366.) The commileioa believed that "if there ia to be 
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in the handS of large numbers of relatively small producers (e.g., 
in agriculture and the cotton textile industry) is increased by 
the ability 'of others to take shelter from price competition and 
stabilize prices; the prices of the goods they sell decline more 1 

than the prices ortheir raw materials and consumption goods~ 
&rage earners in the sheltered industries suffer a greater reduction 
in employment than those in the unsheltered; whether those who 
retain work secure higher wages than they otherwise would 

\ depends partly upon the behavior of sales revenue and other 
costs. Farmers receiving returns in the form of wages and profits 
combined have probably suffered little unemployment but 
have suffered a drastic reduction in returns~' 

Stabilization of prices does not necessarily maximize the 
profits of investors; we have seen that on some occasions higher 
prices might yield higher profits in a depression; doubtless on 
other occasions reductions during a depression and increases 
during periods of activity would be more profitable. If the second
ary effects of price policies are taken into account it is difficult 
to decide what policy is likely to be most profitable. It is difficult 
to decide, therefore, whether the profit receivers in industries 
that have stabilized their prices have thus improved their position 
compared with what it would have been had they reduced their 
prices; doubtless many industries have thus benefited. :But the 
magnitude of the restriction of output in many industries is, 
as we have seen, mainly due to causes other than their pricei 

policies, e.g., to the directions in which entrepreneurs and con
sumers' economize in a depression. \ ' 
. In the effort to avoid short-term price cutting aimed at 
shifting business from firm to ,firm in a world in which more 
rigid and formal control of prices and output has been prohibited, 
business men turned in a number of industries to a policy that 

< has eliminated almost all price cutting. They have paralyzed the I 
',mechanism of response to declining demand; claiming to benefit 
'industries\purchasing from them, they have failed to realize the 
extent to which their policy magnifies reactions to a decline in 
business. Major adaptations to changing conditions of supply 

j are hindered. Not only is pressure to ~crease efficiency ,diminished 

atabi1iza.tion of prices through regulation of. output, it is worth considering whether 
the beginning of the application of this method should not be at the raw product end. 
If applied first to finished products it meanS sheer waste of raw products. If applied 
first to raw products then the waste not only of material but of labor in planting and 
harvesting is avoided.!! 
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. but also positive pressures towards decreasing efficiency and 
'increasing costs are set in motion. . 

" jJJanking is the only industry which has hitherto been expected 
",to frame its price policy with reference to its effect upon general 
. business activity; it is argued that if one element in the cost of 
'; many businesses (rns., interest charges) can be controlled the 
'Volume of business activity as· a whole is capable of control~ 
Current interest charges on short-term loans are a small element 
in the total costs of most businesses but changes in long-term 
interest rates afiect the volume of general business through their 
effect upon the profitability of new investments, and, therefore, 
upon the demand for producers' goods. Control involves, however, 
flO' the stabilization of this element of cost but a deliberate and 
calculated destabilization, a destab~a!ion calculatedtQ neutralize 
the effect of other elements in th..e _industrial -orgaIrlsm makirig 
for instability. Irthe United States Steel Corporation were in
a pC)Sluon-to control the prices of steel and cement which enter 

~ largely into the costs of producers' goods, the output of which is 
I subject to wide cyclicallluctuations, and if it wished to stabilize 

general business, it would seek to destabilize and not to stabilize 
steel and cement prices. It would endeavor to damp down the 
demand for producers' goods when it was believed that business ' 
was approaching a condition of unstable activity and reduce 
them when business appeared to be declining to an unhealthy 

f 
~egr~e .• Stabiliz~tion o.f prices may, however, discourage spec~-l 
tion m mventones by Its customers that would further destabilize; 
business. The stabilization of prices which enter into costs over a, 
wide field of industrial activit)!' tends, therefore, to destabilize 
industrial activity as a whole.l.Price control by industry groups \ 
springing from fear of short-run price competition is not yet I 
sufficiently emancipated from its origin to be used as an instru- i 
ment for the control of general busine~s activity. Indeed it is 
doubtful whether it can ever be so used; 

~ ~. key prjces are used as a means of general stabilization they 
must be frequently adjusted in the light of changes in economic 
conditions; industries vary in their power to in1luence general 
conditions becallse the importance of their prices in the costs 
of other industries varies: if attempts are made by more than 
one industry to stabilize general business, conflicts must occur; 
stability in general business activity moreover may not be identical 
with the interests of the industry whose price is to be used as a 
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means of control. FinllllY, it is questionable whether the stabiliza
ftion of general business can be left in the hands of those managing 
key industries; knowledge is so inadequate that policy must 
r~~ largely upon judgment. . 

) ~rice stabilization has become effective over an increasingly 
wide industrial field, partly no doubt because it tends to spread 
from industry to industry in the manner already explained; and 
partly because similar conditions in different industries have 
produced a similar response . ..J:'he general consequences of such a 
rigidity of prices have already been. analyzed in connection with 
stabilization by vital. or key industries. To this analysis must 
be .added some ~ation of the effect of stahlli.zing. prices 
w,!l~l!jndustriaLefficiency _j!Lil!-creil-sing., This ~ombination of 
Clrcumstances has been held to be the major cause bf the collapse 
of business after 1929.1 If pric~~Lg~_ stabilized while costs ar~ 
fa,lling profit margins widen as they probably did betwee~ 192 
at;ld 192 9;1 the index of the prices of manufactured goods decline 
by 7 per cent or about 1.2 per cent per annum,S policies aime 
at the stabilization of prices being common, but not universal. 
The stability of prices may have been due in some industries to 
the absence of significant changes in conditions of demand and 
supply. The efficiency of business operation was, however, increas~ 
ingj the national income increased 24.9 per cent during th 
period 1923 to 1929,4. without any general increase in ptices 0 

1 C/. "The rapid technical progress and organizatory rationalization, combined 
with easy credit, did not lead to the price fall objectively possible. Instead it pro

~ moted both the stock market boom and an overinvestment in real estate, factories, 
.transport facilities (automobile industry), the radio trade, etc. The overinvestment 
was made possible by the accumulation of vast new capital from the extraordinary 
profits many entrepreneurs realized from the profit margin widened through more 

I efficient machinery and human organization despite rising wages and salaries. This 
disproportionate investment of capital could have been avoided only by a sharp 
restriction of credit and by high interest rates. Actually, however, credit was easy as 
a result of a rather expansive credit policy which caused the stabilization ofJ the 
price level virtually equivalent to raising it." (VON BECXEltA1'lI, J(odem InduslritU 
Organ'saliofI, 270.) 

I The rate of return upon capitalization for 2046 corporations of medium and 
large size and responsible for over half the manufacturing by corporations was for 
each of .the years from 1919 to 1928: If! .. 3, 12.3, 2.9, 10.2, 11.2, 10.0, 12.1, 12·4, 9.S, 
11.0 (EpSTEIN, InduslritU Profi'! in lhe Untkd SIllies, 242). As, however, the book 
capita1ization is used as a basIS for these figures they are difficult to interpret. 

I MILLS, Economi& TmdencieI, 333; Cu:uu:, "The Failure of Monetary Policy to 
Prevent the Depression of 1929 to 1932," JotIr. Pol.,. Econ., 42: 162 (193~); COPE
LAND, "How Large Is Our National Income?" Jour. Pol.,. Econ., 40:1 (1932) Changes 
in the prices of the more complex manufactured goods (such as various types of 
machinery) are not refiected in th~ figures owin& to the difficulty of securing 
series that are homogeneous. • 

• COPELAND', Ioe. cH. 
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any great change in the proportion of labor and plant unemployed. 
This ~dened profit margin is obtained by the Oisplacement of 
labor or capnat or both; the sales of the goods with fixed prices 
can be maintained although unemployment is increased if profit 
receivers as a class apply their added purchasing power at the 
points from which it has been withdrawn by the workers and 
interest receivers (if any) whose incomes have been. reduced. 
If profit receivers s~ve part Q!' all of their increased incomes, I 

and priCes are stable, the demand for goods may lall. If the 
workers discharged, and capital freed, are reemployed during 
the period in which more equipment is being produced, and they 
receive the same income as before and spend it as before, and 
current incomes from profits remain unchanged, again no dis
equilibrium need occur. But if prices are stabilized the demand I 

i ,for goods is maintained only so long as the increased purchases 
If of equipment continue. When new equipment becomes available,. 

for use the continued high profits of the industries with stable· 
prices will not suffice to purchase the products of the new Plants.!, 
the annual payment for the use of the plants can be only a fractiorl 

vOf the expenditure upon their equipment. The continued building 
of plants is discouraged; cessation of building causes both labor 
and equipment to be thrown out of employment (although some 
labor will be needed to operate the new plant). If all prices were". 
stabilized this reduction in demand would cause a progressive 
decline in production and a progressive increase in unused re-: 
sourceSj profits then decline and reduce the supply of funds. 
available for investment. If wages and .selling prices are fixed 
workers can buy no mo!~gooq~!l.hen the effiCienCY of production 
increases; if the· receivers of increaseapronraonofwisli -to' con
sume-more they can temporarily maintain sales and profits by 
increased investment but they cannQt permanently do so . ..Al. 
ipyest9rLthey _r~f~~e _ to-.!~.E.c~l!.t of their own .P.O~I!. 
employers, seller~~umers. 
-liicreasesm wages tend to divert incomes from those who save 

.. much to those who save less; they increase the demand for con
sumers' goods and offset the above tendencies. Some such offset 
probably occurred in the period under discussion. During the 
period from 1920 to 1926 the share of the national income going 
to workers is reported not to have changed significantly:' the 

\./ 

I COPELAJm, in NATIONAL BUIlEAU OP EcONOIDC bSEAllCR, ReuttI BcIJfJOflJU 
CIuJII,a, U, 769- . 
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annual rates 'Of increase in wages judged by various indexes from' 
1922 to 1929 varied from 0.8 per cent for woman factory labor 
to 4.3 per ceI\t for hourly union rates, even farm wages increasing 
1.6 per cent per annum.1 Incomes from work increased about as 
quickly as incomes from property, partly because wage rates 
are increased with less reluctance in times of increasing profit 
margins and partly because piece rates tended to increase the 
money earnings of workers.! If the collapse of business from 19291 
to 1933 is attributed to the stabilization of prices while costs I 
were falling the above diversion of incomes to workers must 

-have been insufficient to offset the tendency to diminish spending 
on ~nsumers' goods . ./ -

C. Stabilization of Prices O7Jer Long Periods 
The analysis of the effects of the stabilization of the prices of 

individual commodities over long periods of time provides an 
opportunity for investigating the consequences of stabilization 
apart from the business cycle. . -'-... -- -

APrice sta.biliiation tends in J!, variety of ways to a higlle~1 
oicosts than would otherwise occuf('The level upon which prices 
are stabiliZed is likely to be one that subjects no important firm 
to great pressure; the most efficient firms probably receive a 
relatively high rate of return. As the efficiency of production is 
increased the stable price hecomes increasingly profitable. Wide 
margins of profit provide the means for, as well as induce, new 
investment either by new firms or by those already in the industry; 
increased ill-vestment may be induced by the hope of securing 
business by non-price competition or very profitable business 
at times of peak demand. Profits are reduced (unless demand 
at the unchanging price increases sufficiently to keep the expanding 

I equipment fully occupied) but the reduction comes not from any 
~eduction in price which benefits consumers, but from an increase 
in costs which has benefited nobody except, possibly, those 
engaged in the provision of productive equipment.jThe extent 
to which such unused plant is becoming a permanent character
istic of industries that stabilize prices is impossible to measure.; 

'It has been calculated that about 20 per cent of manufacturing
j 

capacity in general was unused during the period from 192 5.to 
1 MILLS, EctmOmic Tendencies, 477. 
I HANSEN and TOUT, "Investment and Saving in Business Cycle Theory," 

Economekica, I: 147 (1933). See also CUlUlIE, "The Failure of Monetary Policy 
to Prevent the Depression of 1929 to 19321" JOUl'. Polito EC(/n., 42: 162 .. 
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1929 but that there was no tendency for this proportion to 
increase between 1900 and 1929.1 The statistics available for 
the industries discussed in the present chapter are:' 

Percentage of 
Capacity in Use 

Boot and &hoe •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Paper ••••.••••.•.•..........••.............•.. 
Pig iroD ••••••••••••••••••••••••...••••.•.••••• 
Steel ••••••.....•...••.•..•.•••................ 
Rolled .teel products ...•...•.......•............ 
11Dplate •...••................•............... 
Wire ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••........ 
W"mdow gIasa. , •••••••••••••.••...••••......... 
Plate gIasa ••••••••••.•••••.••..............•... 

1925 to 1929 
80 
92 

85 
93 
73 
68 
74 
62 
85 

These figures are inconclusive; the measurement of capacity is 
notoriously difficult, and reliable factual material is often lacking . 

... 
250 

100 

ISO 

100 

• 
:11 

_EMc:e.u lI/Jp«ify r1??l1JPrtxAldian 
PIG. 3S.-Pen:entqe of capacity for the production of cement in use 1907 to 1930. 

()I'M., lI.d Dar"". A.IIl"n., 0", l.dtUlriu. :a88.) 

We have seen, moreover, that stabilization tends to expand 
both demand and capacity in times of business activity such as 
the years investigated; the extent of the unemployed plant the 
cost of which tends to be included in prices appears, therefore, i 

in years of depression. It has been remarked, for instance, that! 

I NOURSE and auoclatea, A,,",,"o', ClltGCil, 10 P,otluu, 4 16, 4:11. 

• ibid., 303. 
. . 
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the prices of steel products in 1934 sufficed to yield profits as 
soon as plants were employed at more than 50 per cent of capacity. 1 ' 

In the cement industry except for a few months in the latter 
half of 1929 the price of cement was maintained, throughout 
the four-year period beginning with 1927.2 During this period, 
however, productive capacity in use showed a continuous decline 
from 83.5 per cent in 1926 to 65.9 per cent in 1929 and 61.5 per 
cent in 1930.3 It is evident from Fig. 35 that the amount of equip
ment available in 19II was not equaled by actual output until 
1922; during ·the whole period from 1923 to 1928 capacity for 
cement production increased about 50 per cent, while sales 
increased about 28 per cent; although the volume of production 
declined in 1929, investment in the industry continued to increase 
for a time.4 'Many influences have contributed t-o this result; 
production has been established in a number of new areas; rail
roads have induced the building of plants on their lines; local 
pride has led some states to build their own cement plants to 
provide cement for public buildings and highway construction. Ii 
But there is little doubt that if the price of cement had been 
lower, the apparent profit prospects of plants in new areas would 
have been diminished. Furthermore the establishment of plants 
by state governments is attributable not only to local pride, 
but also to a suspicion that state plants could produce at costs 
below the prices being paid. II Again in the paper industry capacity 
was constantly increased between 1923 and 1933 although 
production continuously fell short of capacity by 20 per cent or 
more.7 

(
/lThe elimination of the less efficient is retarded by price 
stabilization in a variety of ways: prices are unlikely, as we have 
seen, to be stabilized.....Jmon a level likel to drive out 
business; prices being uniform for all sellers apart from differences 
i"iigrade of product or places of delivery) the low-cost firms are 
prevented from driving the high-cost firms out of business by 

1 New York Timu, Aug. IS, 1934. 
I F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry, 82. 
Iloc. ciI. 
, Probably owing to the completion of projects initiated earlier. 
, fiASEli. and DOlUOT, op. ciI., 288. 
• The manufacturers have been very conscious of this threat to the maintenance 

of prices in the industry; in one case at least they quoted a base price for cement at 
a point at which the only producer was a state plant; the price being low, this action 
has given the impression that the state plant is an unprofitable enterprise (F.T.C., 
Price Bases Inquir" 122). . 
'CONS~ ADVISORY BoAB.D, Paper ComPl~inls, 5. 
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price cutting. l p'e pressure to reduce costs is also diminished; 
it is not removed because reductions in cost widen the profit 
margin. Where improvements require considerable expenditure 
for their discovery and development and the expenditure will 
be about the same for a large as for a small firm the stimulus to 
improvement is proportionate to the volume of business done by 
each firm; the larger firm may incur the cost, but if it succeeds 
in increasing its efficiency, the absence of price competition 
reduces the pressure upon the smaller firms to adopt the new 
methods. The larger firm may reduce profits by expenditure on 
non-price competition or overexpansion. The minimum level of 
efficiency possible in the industry depends (apart from expenditure 
upon non-price competition) upon the level at which prices are 
stabilized; it is a matter of administrative decision in the industry, 
freedom of decision being limited by the fear that if the price 
set will not permit the survival of most firms it may precipitate 
& struggle for survival in which price competition will again 
raise its ugly head. I 

,..The minimization of price competition by resort _Jo price 
stabilization tends to divert rivalry into other forms of compett= 
!!2!!.:. Individual firms prevented from attracting aaaitwnal 
business by .price cutting attempt to obtain such business by 
increasing their expenditure on sales promotion.' Selling costs 
in the ce'1nt industry, for instance, are said to have reached a i 

high level. In the cement, sugar, and steel industries the main-

a The F al Trade Commission concluded with regard to the stabilization of the 
price of cement during the four yean beginning with 1927 that "had there been 
keen competition in price during these four yean, and so price flexibility, low cost 
producen would have forced the high cost and disadvantageously located producers 
out of production by lowering their prices" (F.T;C., P,ia Bases Inqui,y, 82). 

• The Federal Trade Commission has argued that, just as large firms which have 
,tsbilized pricee have .uffered a decline in relative importance in their industries, so 
whole indultriee that luCCeeded in stabilizing (~.g., through the activities of a trade 
auociation) mil{ht be expected to 100e ground in relation to industries with less 
rigid price policlel (Olm Pria T,ad, AssocitUions, 364). The analogy is, however, 
not altogether proper; we have seen that the declinin~ relative position of leaders 
has been due in a number of CaBeI to the growth of the mdustry as a whole at a rate 
with which already large firms would have difficulty in keeping up. Moreover, the 
more lucceseful.maller firms do not appear to improve their relative position because 
their policiee are lese rigid than those of the leaders. However, the commission sug
geated that .. some of the loss of importance observed in the case of the trusts and 
to be "peeted in the case of too highly stabilized linea of business is probably due 
to comparative inefficiency. The benefit of competition is not merely in the lowering 
of pricee but .till more in the stimulus to efficiency." (loc. cil.) 

• See Chap. VIII. 
I The aelling and administrative costs of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company 

in 1930 were reported at 18.3 per cent of sales and those of the Intemational Cement 
Company at 13.1 per cent of salee (FllAZEll and DOIllOT, 01. cil., 309). . 
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tenance of·mill prices has been accompanied by efforts on the 
part of producers to increase their sales by enlarging their sales 
territory; ,they reach out into territory in which, to sell at the 
same price as producers who have easier access, they must accept 
prices which yield at the seller's mill less than sales to buyers 
nearer the plant. This policy tends to increase transportation 

I costs; buyers may pay higher prices than are necessary although 
l producers may make only normal profits. 1 This practice may 

go so far, where there is a large excess capacity, that producers 
"'finally turn to price cutting, as they did in the cement industry 

in the spring of 1931; a price WJU' following upon increasing 
freight absorptions carried the price of cement to about one 
dollar a barrel at the mill, a price said to be below the cost of 
production for the great majority of plants. 2 

~rice stabilization reduces the risks of investment in the 
v'fnd"ustry to the extent that it excludes price cutting 1D periods of 

reduced demand~Risks are diIninished, however, only if the return 
above direct costs is greater when prices are stabilized than .when 
prices are not: whether or not such is the fact depends upon the 
extent to which demand Inight be increased by a reduction in 
prices and the extent to which average costs are increased by a 
reduction in output. The possible tendency to reduce costs in 
this way is, however, more than counterbalanced by the tendency 
to increase them. ' 
...k Stabilization of prices leading to high profits over the longer 
period of time also .§.timulates integration: state governments 
building roads and pUblic buildings have undertaken the manu
facture of cement; the International Harvester Company makes 
its own steel and the automobile manufacturers have contemplated 
the same policy.)The broader aspects of this matter are, however, 
discussed in a later chapter.8 

cae effect of price stabilization upon the distribution of 
econoInic well-being between the principal classes in the com
munity is extremely difficult to discover; the ultimate effect of 
stabilization upon both the level of the price stabilized and upon 
cyclical fluctuations of business is uncertain. Stabilization of I 

, prices is intended to reduce the risRs of capital, but it is doubtfuV 
whether this is achieved; p,tice competi~ion tends t~ 

I See C;:hap. VI. 
I FltAZER and DOIUOT, op. cil., 310. 
I See Chap. IX. 
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bY-Don-price com tition.:) It is also doubtful whether over long 
p 0 0 e a stable price policy is more profitable than one 
of adjusting prices to conditions of demand and supply. The 
benefits to investors are doubtful except in comparison with an 
econ9mic system in which there is continuing cutthroat competi
tion/The f~powing statistics of the average rate of profit (before 
payment of federal taxes) to capitalization (excluding funded 
debt) from 1919 to 1928 suggest that over this period the indus
tries whose prices were relatively stable were also more profitable 
than most:l 

TABLE X 

All manufacturing .•••.....•........•.. 

Boots and shoes •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Glass •••••••.•••..•...•••.......•.... 
Bakery products ..••.•......•......... 
Carpets ..•••.•..•..............•..... 
PortlancLcement •...•................. 
Tobacco .••.•........................ 
Crude chemicals .....•.•....•......... 
Wire and naiIa .••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Paper ..••.•....•••....•............. 
Petroleum refining ....••........•..... 
Sheet metal .••....•.....•...•........ 
Rubber and rubber products .•....•.... 
Castings and forgings (including iron and 

.teel plants of all kinds) ............. 

Profit as 
Number of per cent of 

corporations investment 
(1911)-1928) 

2046 10.8 

25 17·3 
18 16·9 
17 16.8 
18 15. 6 
21 14. 2 
23 14·2 
9 11.1 

20 10·9 
III 9. 6 
52 8·7 
20 7. 1 
26 5·9 

99 5. 8 

These figures relate, however, only to medium and large-sized 
producers who remained in operation throughout the whole 
period. I Their relatively high profits, moreover, were due in 
part to other consequences of 'the conditions that enabled them 
to stabilize prices. Their profits might have been even higher 
had they not aimed at price stabilization. 

purchasers of the product are unlikely to gain from any '..-' 
reduction of risk that is achieve4:.-price stabilization attracts 

I Epsuur,IfIIltUlriDl PrDjjU iff 'lui u"iIMl SIDUs, 242 ff. . 
• The corporations included were responsible for over one-half of all the manu

facturing by corporations. 
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'excessive amounts of capital to the industries concerned and 
probably magnifies cyclical fluctuations of business: selling and 
transportation costs may increase thus reducing profits without 
reducing prices: the stimulus to increase the efficiency of produc
don is diminished as well as the pressure to transI#t the benefit 

.... of lower costs to purchasers . .lY~ers may secure some greater 
\measure of stability of income; t ey may share in the benefits 
of the reduction of risks. P...Iw;ly.cers may have pursued a "high
wage policy" in the sense that they have paid wages higher 
than they w()uld otherwise have paid simply because of a fear 
that if costs were reduced without any equivalent reduction in 
prices there would be increased difficulty in disposing of their 
product. These higher payments to workers represent another 
tendency under a regime of stabilized prices for costs to increase, 
but they serve also to pass on to workers some advantage from 
the discovery of more efficient technical methods of produc
tion. But it is doubtful whether a high-wage policy has been 
adopted for these reasons. Moreover, stabilization of prices, inJ 
so far as it increases the amplitude of cyclical fluctuations in 
business, increases the burden thrown upon workers in the form. 
of unemployment. ,./ 



CHAPTER VI 

PRICE DISCRIMINATION 

I. The definition of price discrimination and the conditions favoring it-II. Dis
crimination according to the use of the product-III. Discrimination according to 
the trade ,tatus of the buyer-IV. Geographical discrimination-A. Zone price 
lyste~B. Baaing-point Iystema-I. The occurrence of basing-point systema
•. Lumber and miscellaneous industrie.-b. The steel industry-c.The cement indus
try-d. The lugar industry-2. The policy of the National Recovery Administration. 

I. THE DEFINITION OF PRICE DISCRIMINATION AND THE 
CONDITIONS FAVORING IT 

(-..Price discrimin . ver a seller sells a homo-
genelnJT"coiiiiiiOdity at the same time to di eren p ~sers at 
di1Ierent prices;\If-sellers--attempt merely to sell aT"'"thif best. 
pmes Offered, discrimination tends to disappear. Even if sellers 
take account of the purpose for which th~ product isio be used, 
or lhe place at which it is to be used, there will be little difference 
in the prices paid by different buyers unless there is only one 
seller or unless the sellers adopt a cominon basis of discrimination. 
Even in these circumstances, however, ~erent prices can be; 
maintained for different classes of buyers only where the com .. 
modity is not easily transferable by buyers in one class to those 
in another" 

.vthe profitability of djscrimination in ,Price rests upon differ
ences i!L!be elaslli:it~U)Lthe-.-demlL.n_(L<!f _<!tfferent groUQS and, 
ultimately, of different individual buyers~ If a producer is selling 
at a uniform price in a number of markets the sale of another 
unit in the market in which demand is most elastic will yield a 
greater net revenue than the sale of another unit in markets 
where demand is least elastic. He will gain by restricting sales 
in the markets with the least elastic demand and increasing them 
in those with the most elastic demand.\The most profitable total~ 
output will be such that the~aiginal revenue upon sales in all 
markets is equal, and equal to the marginal cost of production. 

• Medical men are able to tiea\ the poor more cheaply than the rich partly be
cause the aervice cannot bMold~' IeCOnd hand by the poor to the rich. 

, 273 
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phe price will be highest in the market with the least elastic} 
demand. l 

JJiscrimination would be profitable in the sale of practically 
all commodities. Interest centers, therefore, upon th~. extent to 
w}llch past changes 'irithe organization of production (and particu
larly in the scale of production) have facilitated discrimination, 
!lnd the extent to which facilities for discrimination have been 
used to maximize profits. In any strict definition discrimination 

'ocCurs wherever there "are higgling, and bargaining and where 
l temporary local price cutting occurs but it is unsystematic and 
I' unlikely to maximize profit. Systematic discrimination aimed at. 
"maximizing profits is most likely where ~ same product is sold' 

-- at different prices according to the use to which it is to be pu\J 
The limitation of discrimination to 'dealings in homogeneous 
articles is, however, unnecessarily narrow. It may also occur 
when the prices at which different combinations of commodity 
and service are sold at prices which do not correspond to the 
difference in the identifiable cost of producing each. It is more 
difficult to identify under these conditions; there are, however, 
two important types of such discrimination, .!jr.'(.dis~Jj~~I?ation 
according Jo. trag~~tatus, and geographical discrimination.)The 
three types of.discrimination call fOr'separate-wscusslon. 

II. DISCRIMINATION ACCORDING TO THE USE OF THE 
PRODUCT 

o ~niform products have for long been (old by ltublic ~ties 
/ at prices varying with the use to which they are to be put. ater, 
ga~i~t~ten sold at one price for domestic usI1, another 
for comme Cl use, and possibly another for public use. Elec
tricity is com:i:nonly sold at different prices for lighting and heat
jng:)The monopolistic position of the seller, and the relative ease 
with which sales intended for one purpose can be prevented 
from flowing into other uses, make this discrimination possible .• 

Discrimination similar in type is beginning to make its appear
ance in other markets, of which that for ~is the most impor
tant. Cooperative associations of dairy farmers commonly sell 

, mil,k.. identical in quality at a variety of prices according as it is 
tobe used for fluid consumption, tream, butter making, cheese 

making, or canning as condensed or evaporated milk.1 This 
1 Cf. ROBINSON, JOAN, TM Economics of Imperfecl Competiliofl, Chap. XV. 
I Hearin, on 1M Prices of Food Producls before the Senate Committee on Agricul

ture and Forestry, 1931, 206. When the Milk Control Board of the State of New 
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~licy is possible only beCause of a considerable element of 

monopoly on both sides of the market. The cooperative prevents 
farmers from attempting to take advantage of the higher-priced 
markets, thus bringing prices in all to a common level. Buyers 
can be prevented from diverting low-priced milk into higher
priced uses. The policy is profitable because in each area the 
demand for milk for fluid consumption is relatively inelastic 
while that for other uses is more elastic, owing partly to the 
ease with which demand can be postponed (e.g., cheese can be 
manufactured and stored when prices are low) and partly to the 
availability of supplies from other areas (e.g., butter can be 
economically transported longer distances than fluid milk). 
There is, however, no means of deciding how nearly the price of 
fluid milk approaches the monopoly price. The profits of dairy" 
farmers depend upon their numbers. So long as there is freedom 
of entry, increased numbers mean a smaller share for each in the 
high-priced market and a greater proportion of their product 
sold in the lower-priced markets at falling prices. 

(' The gr~ growers of California were encouraged by the 
Federal Farm Board to seek relief in the formation of a Grape 
Control Board which was to purchase in each year" the estimated 
surplus of grapes above the quantity which could be marketed 
at adequate prices and remove it from the grape and raisin market 
channels, either by leaving the fruit on the vines, or disposing 
of it to by-product industries."l The board claimed as one of 
the merits of cooperative marketing associations their ability 
II to market an entire crop so as to return the producers the 
most that the crop viewed as a whole can be made to yield."1 
York established minimum prices to be paid by dealers it fixed prices separately for 
lOme BeVeD categories of this kind (OjJicUJI Order 17 by Milk CoDtrol Board of the 
State of New Yort, May n, 1933). 

1 FEDERAL FAll .. BOAllD, A .... ual Relm, 1931, 59. The coDtrol board was to 
determine the probable amount of surplus grapes aDd to purchase them out of a levy 
OD the grapes IOld. The board in the year 1930 bought 337,goo tons of raisin grapes 
(about a quarter-of the total crop), most of which were lift OD the vines, although 
lOme were IOld for maDufacture into by-products. The cODtrol of the fresh-grape 
market was less successful. 

• FEDERAL FAll .. BOAllD, .A, .. 1tual Relm, 1932, 9. The board approved of the 
"principle of the diversioD of excess supply to lower-value uses, 10 that the remainiri,. quantity could be IOld in remunerative chaDDels at the usual price. With lluid 
milk the aurphu may be dried, coDdensed, or churned; with lemoDs it may be made 
into by-products; with grapes or peaches for c:amling the grower may be paid to 
leave it unpicted. The grower benefits from a stabiliziDg of prices wheD the increased 
return for 'basic dispositioD' more thaD offsets the decreased return from the surplus 
quantities. So long as the weighted average price received by the grower exceeds the 
price which would prevail if the surplus was permitted unduly to depress prices, he 
gaiDa.'! (ibid., 61.) 
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But power tQcontrol the number of producers and their planting 
programs is a prerequisite to monopoly profits although not 
to monopoly prices.1 The approval by the World Wheat Advisory 
Commission of the proposal to denature part of the wheat supply 

. ...to prevent its USlLfor human consumption while leaving it available 
for use as cattle f~~he possibility of a discriminatory 
policy in the wheat market. --------_ 

J)iscrimination according to the use of the commodity occurs 
in the markets for industrial products but information upon the 
subject is very scarce. The price of plate glass per square foot 
varies considerably ~th the size of the piece sold, the smaller 
pieces being sold very much more cheaply than the larger. a 
Small pieces are as costly to produce as the larger, because glass 
is most cheaply made by being first ground in large sheets and 
later cut up into smaller pieces.)Xhe maintenance of this policy 
must depend upon at least a common determination by all sellers 
to protect the market for the larger pieces even though they 
must" dump" their remaining output into the market for smaller 
pieces.4 \ The fact that small pieces cannot be recombined into 

,large sheets prevents the former from finding their way into the 
market for large sizes. These larger sizes are used in large buildings 
and for store fronts where a considerable resistance to wind 
pressure is necessary and where, the cost of glass constituting 
but a small part of the total cost of the building, the demand for 
it is inelastic. Smaller sizes, however, have to be sold in competition 
with window glass and the price that can be charged is limited, 
by the difference in quality of the two products . 

..;rhe Aluminum Company controls the price of pig aluminum 
by virtue of the fact that it produces all the aluminum made 
in the United States./; Prior to 1935 the company apparently 
sold'aluminum ingots at 23.0 cents per pound but sold aluminum 
made into cable (at a fabricating cost of 6 cents per pound) at 
17.5 cents per pound. The price obtainable for aluminum cable 

1 Monopoly profits are prevented if high prices induce unnecessary expenditure 
upon the production of commodities not sold. 

I New York Times, Apr. 6,1934. 
I The avexage price per square foot in 1906 was So.I875 for a piece from three to 

five square feet and $0.45 for a piece of fifty to a hundred square feet. The correspond. 
ing prices in I9IS. were $0.17 and $0.35. (WATKINS, Indus'rial CombintUUms and 
Public Policy, 170.) In February, 1935, plate glass in pieces of 3 to 5 square feet cost 
$0.245 per square foot and in pieces of 5 to 10 square feet $0.260 (Bureau of Labor 
Statistics). 

4 WATKINS, op. cit., 171. 
I N.R.A., Repor' on ,he Aluminum Indus"y, 20. Imports occur, over a tariff duty 

of 4 cents per pound, and must exercise some restraining influence. 
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was limited by the price of copper cable. This differential could 
be maintained only by requiring purchasers of cable to agree to 
use it only for transmission purposes. l 

Somewhat similar discrimination occurs in the sale of coal. 
In some areas the price paid for coal is dependent upon the type 
of building in which it is burned. I Discrimination also occurs in 
the markets for steam and domestic sizes. I 
~ Discrimination of this type is in the interests of all concerned I 

Lwhere it permits a scale of production more economical than , .. 
would be possible if a uniform price were charged and, con- • 
sequently, ~ults in loweurices. The price of plate glass of large 
sizes might be higher than it is if none were sold in competition 
with window glass. But where there is more than one producer 
this argument is unlikely to applYi if there were fewer producers 
they could sell at the same average price as they get under dis
crimination and obtain equally high profits while selling large 
sizes at lower prices.c.DiscrimJnatio~ is also a means of avoiding' 
the consequences of excessive investment. It may yield only 
normal profits but on an excesSiVeinvestment. If it yields mor~ 
than normal profits it may perpetuate itseU by inducing increased 
investments until profits are normal even under discrimination, 
and discrimination is necessary to maintain normal profits. ' 

IlL DISCRIMINATION ACCORDING TO THE TRADE 
STATUS OF THE BUYER 

~anufacturers commonly sell their products even where 
completely homogeneous at different prices according to the 
trade status of the purchaser, i.e., according as he is a ~er, 
~...ntail~r, or.~al pl.1rchaser.}rhe goodsaliTse:rviCes supplied 
to ese different classes- are,however;-not-tmiforlll-,Tho- whole-

--saIer tues commodities in large quantitief,'iiid-performs a number 

• ibid., 14- Fabricator& for other purposes would have bought cable at 17.S cents 
In preference to ingots at 23.0 cents and melted the cable had they been permitted 
to do 10. 

• N.R.A., CONSmau ADVISOIlY BOAllD, Fising Coal P,it;u (statement at Price 
Hearing, Jan. 9, 1935), 4, 9. . 

• ibid. 9. Differences could be cla88ified as discriminatory, however, only if the 
procae 01 production is such that the quantities of each IIize are subject to control. 
The British coal industry has been sharply divided concerning the desirability of 
differentiating in price according to the use to which the coal is to be put. Many 
producer& contend that they should be permitted to quote lower prices to the bunker 
tnlde than to other buyers. The Coal Mines Act of 1930 does not permit such di .. 
crimination. (MINES DEPAIlTllEN'f, Coal Minu AcI 1930: &,DrlIl1f ,he WIIt',""g of 
SdUNU • ••• Dvring ,he Y_ 1932, 10, c;, LUCAS

1 
"The British Movement for 

Reconatruction," QIIIIrl. JOIII'. BcII1t., 49: 210 (193S)·). . 
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of distribution services (including, possibly, carrying inventories) 
that would fall upon the manufacturer if he sold direct to the 
consumer. ~ a smaller measure the jobber and the retailer also 

perform. par. t O.f. the service of distribUtiOn.j)~crimin_~~i() .. ll occur~ 
thereiore,_opJ,Y.where the differenc!!~Li!!...1>.!:.i_~e -(or the trade dis 
counfs) -cIo not correspond to differences.in the cost of doin 
business With each class, i.e:, where the net y.leld"uponsales t 
those iIi each- class, after deducting costs of selling directly at
tributable to differences in the trade status of buyers, is not 
uniform. 

(Departure from this uniformity has occurred. Chain and 
department stores and cooperative buying associations of retailers, 
having integrated the services of wholesaling and retailing, have 
claixned the full trade discounts allowed by manufacturers to 
wholesalers who buy under similar conditions.) Some manufac
turers have refused to grant these discounts and have been 
upheld in their refusal by the courts.1 

,))ifferences in the prices charged to wholesalers, jobbers, and 
retailers turn partly upon differences in the size of ord.ITs. In so 
far as large orders involve lower bookkeeping,credit, and-selling 

~
sts, they can be executed at a lower price per unit of product. 

I Q':!:3.!ltityJliscounts. frequently, howev~r .. _exceed the differences in 
costs arising from these sources. They are often granted because 

e manufacturing cost of executing large j)rde.rs is believed to be 
lower than that of executiilg small orders. Where a seller has 
unoccupied <:apacity.ior production, an additional large order 

\ 
may, but does not necessarily, involve lower costs per unit than a 
number of small orders. Where a large order is placed for delivery 
over a considerable period of tim~, the manufacturer can fre
quently execute the order by utilizing his plant at times when 
other·orders, smaller .and for more ixnmediate delivery, do not

l occupy it. Where the buyer is supplying such an "off-peak 10ad"l 
it can be accepted at a lower price, just as a public utility is 
properly permitted to charge lower prices for such business~ 
But a large order requiring ixnmediate delivery may involve 
costs greater than are involved in smaller orders coming in ove1 a period of tixne, because it requires an extension of plant or th~1 
utilization of present plant beyond its most economical rate. 

I Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. v. Cream of Wheat Co., 227 Fed. 46 (19 I S)i 
F.T.C. v. Mennen Co., 288 Fed. 778 (1923)i F.T.C. v. National Biscuit Co. and 
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., 299 Fed. 739 (1924) (in which case refusal to treat a co
operative ~rganization of buyers as favorably as a chain-store buyer was upheld). 
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In the steel and oiP industries large orders appear to have been 
generally accepted at lower prices than smaller ones before 1933. 
but in the cement' industry quantity discounts were rarely given. 
In the sugar industry it was denied' that large orders could be 
executed at lower costs than smaller ones and contended that 
discounts unaccompanied by savings equivalent to the discount 
allowed were "purely arbitrary price discrimination.~t appears. 
however. that some large orders could be executed more cheaply 
than smaller ones because of lower delivery. storage. and book- , 
keeping costs.' Large contracts for delivery by equal installments 
over long periods of ti.Ii1e also involved lower indirect costs.,) 

I F.T.C., TIM PeI,IIkw",ltttltulry, 1928, 241. 
• F.T.C., PM BlUes IfIlJfIWy, 23. 
• U.S. Y. Sugar Institute, Brief M ,lie FtJds for ,lie Stlgar Imlilflle, 86-102. 
• ibid., 1)00 Large orders permitted no savings in the purchase of raw sugar (which 

accounted for 80 per cent of the cost of the refined product) nor did they permit any 
.. vings in indirect costl. They did not permit a more even distribution of production 
over the year. It was said that "a large purchaser who takes from 50,000 to 100,000 
bags of IUgar during the year contributes no more to the production volume of the 
refiner to whom he throws that business than would be contributed by 50 or 100 CUll
to_who took 1,000 bags apiece during the year" (ibid., 100). It was agreed, how
ever, that economies could perhaps be realized if deliverY could be made at the 
option of the eellerJ that is, if orders could be executed at times when there was little 
other business ano immediate deliv~ could be made to the purchasers, but con
tended that in fact such arrangements were not possible. Such discounts did not 
permit longer" runs" through the plant because sugar was a completely standardized 
producL Finally, no savings in the costs of eelling, carrying, storage, deliverY, and 
handling were obtainable because, when a large quantity of sugar was sold on a single 
contract, deliverY was usually taken in a series of installments within a period of 
thirty days. Nor did such discounts induCe large jobbers to stock the product and 
presa it upon the market as they did in some industries, thus increasing total sales 
and reducing average costs. Quantity discounts attracted business to a refiner only 
if they were aecret; if given openly rivals would immediately grant similar discounts 
and thus leave all parties where they were. (ibid., 103.) "As surely as the door is 
open to quantity discounts in the sugar refining industrY it is also open to secret and 
Irregular price concessions in favor of large customers to the disadvantage of small 
customers. This is why quantity discounts are condemned in the code of ethics of the 
institute. • • • U the trade is not permitted to eli.minate quantity discounts it is 
Impouible to hope for the elimination of aecret price discriminations which will put 
lOme purchasers of lugar, and particularly the smaller purchasers, at an unfair dis
advantage in their competition with other purchasers and particularly with the 
larger purchasers" (ibid, 103). 

I U.S. v. Sugar Institute, DecisUnI of Circuit Judge Mack in Southem District of 
New York, 1934 (mimeographed), 99 • 

• 1«. AI. In reply to the argument of the refiners that, the demand for sugar 
being inelastic, the encouragement of large sales by quantity discounts would not 
build up production, Circuit Judge Mack remarked that one third of the sugar sold 
was used for the manufacture of other products and "as these may well have 'a 
market capable of indetinite expansion' a quantity discount to a manufacturer of 
IUch a product would in tum enable him to dispose of more of his product; increased 
demand for sugar would necessarily follow." That the refiners did not, in fact, regard 
the demand for the sugar as inelastic was held to be eYidenced by heavy expenditure 
OD ad vertisinf, "ice cream, cerea1s, and various other things with which sugar would 
be conaumed' (ibid., 101). The court decided that the attemp.t of the refiners to 
eliminate quantity discounts was intended to preserve the uniformity of the price 
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.~/ Oppositi~n to the adjustment· of prices to differences in the 
cost of selling to different classes of buyers arises from two sources. 
The efforts of the sugar refiners to eliminate discounts based 

'upon the quantity sold l arose from a desire to eliminate a potential 
disguise for price competition. Similarly where discrimination 
arises out of an over-rigid classification of buyers adopted in 
order to secure ,a uniform trade discount policy on the part of 
all sellers it facilitates, as it is intended to, the elimination of 
differences in prices to different buyers in the form of higher 
trade discounts to some. 
~n many industries discounts based upon the §tatus of' tye . 
~ and not in accordance with the cost of selling to' each 
maintain a hierarchy of distributors; If wholesalers buy in the 
same quantities as chain stores and require no less service but 
obtain lower prices, they can survive although they, and their 
dependent retailers, operate on a higher level of other costs than 
the chain stores.,y fact, this outcome is partly the aim of manu-

" facturers who prefer the survival of numbers of wholesalers and 
retailers to the passing of distribution into the hands of a few 
large firms who may later bargain harshly with them~ Whether 
discrimination based on trade status arises out of a desire to 
regulate competition between sellers or'maintain a number of 
buyers it obstructs the improvement of methods of distribution. 

IV. GEOGRAPHICAL DISCRIMINATION 

'~ographical discrimination, like the type of discrimination ~ 
\ just discussed~ arises where the combinatloii'Of goooSiiiiISerV1ces 
: s~id ISiiOtuniform; th~amount of transportation service provided 
tviiies. The cost of this service is, however, usually capable of 
easy calculation. Geographical price discrimination occurs, 
therefore, when any seller disposes of his products at prices 
which, after deduction of any transportation expenses incurred 

,-' by the seller on the finished product, riel~ net prices at th~oint 
oi.P.roduction (often called "mill-net realization" or "!!!ilLnet ") 
varyrng-witlithe geographical location of buyers.). 

structure and prevent refiners from using such discounts as a cloak for price conces
sions, and that, to attain this end, they were prepared to obstruct economies in the 
sale and distribution of sugar (ibid., 102). It IS possible, however, that the demand 
for sugar is extensible by sales-promotion activities without being very elastic 
within practicable ranges of price. 

The efforts of other industries to eliminate quantity discounts under the 
National Industrial Recovery Act doubtless arose from a similar cause. See Chap. x. 
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....oGeographical price discrimination is absent only when this 
mill net realization is uniform 'for all the sales of each product 
at a given time. The simplest selling policy resulting in this 
uniformity is that of selling on a "shipping-poi~-!." or "f.o.b. 
mgt~' basis uniform for all buyers When prices are so decrare<i, 
they are announced for delivery at the plant (or on rail or truck 
near the plant) and purchasers at a distance may either purchase 
at the plant and arrange their own transportation or pay a 
delivered price which exceeds the declared shipping-point price ' 
by the actual cost of transportation. Prices are, however, com
monly referred to as "~mint of origin " when in fact they are 
not shipping-point prices iIi the above sense:- 6Jthough the title 
to the goods (and the risk of loss in transit) may pass to the 
buyer at the point of origin1 the seller may make "freight allow
ances" or charge "freight pickups," i.e., he may pay a part of the 
freight or charge an amount in excess of the actual freight. Thes~
practices convert the apparently shipping-point pricing system 
into some other system the nature of which depends upon the 
pattern of the freight '''allowances'' or "pickups.'~ . 

The only data available concerning the frequency of the use of 
'''shipping-point prices" were obtained by the Federal Trade 
Commission, which, in 1928, collected information from about 
3S6x representative manufacturers in the principal industries 
in the country. It found that 44 per cent of all the firms reporting 
sold exclusively on an f.o.b. point-of-origin basis, with a further 
38 per cent adopting both this basis 'of selling and others. 2 Of 
all firms included in this inquiry 82 per cent made at least some 
sales upon an f.o.b. point-of-origin basis, and of this total IS Pir 
cent made some sales on an f.o.b. point-of-origin basis coupled 
with partial freight allowance.' 

I F.T.C., Pria BlUu Inquiry, 1932, S. 
• Of the fifteen industry groups into which the retulDB were classified, eight 

showed more thu 50 per cent of the reportin" firms aelling exclusively on the f.o.b. 
point-of-origin basis. These groups were textiles and their products (68 per cent), 
paper ud paper products (52 per cent), printing and publishing and allied Industries 
(62 per cent), petroleum and coal products (53 per cent), leather and its finished 
products (65 per cent), machinery except tf&DSportation ll9uipment (59 per cent), 
tr&Dsportation equipment (81 per cent), and miscellaneous mdustries (60 per cent). 
In all but two (food and kindred products, ud rubber products) of the fifteen groups, 
the percentage of reporting firma in the exclusively f.o.b. point-of-origin class was 
higher than the proportion in the exclusively delivered-price class (F.T.C., Pm. 
BIUU Inquiry, 1932, 10). Where firma were engaged in more than one industry group 
they were counted more than once. 

• The industry groups in which the greatest percentage of firma made such allow
ances were iron and steel and their products except machinery US per cent), non
ferrous meta1a ud their products U2 per cent), paper and paper products (20 per 
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..a'he practices that result in departures from this uniformity of 
I "mill-net realization" fall into a few general patterns, 'Diz., zone 

prices, basing-point systems, and systems in which local differences 
in price are' correlated with local variations in the distribution of 
business between sellers (local price cutting). Local price cutting is 
usually unsystematic an'd temporary and is excluded from further 
~discussion. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the 
nature of the remaining two practices, the extent of their adoption, 

I and the reasons for their adoption. 

A. Zone P,ice Systems 

AA zone. system of prices occurs when sellers charge delivered 
pricescr.e.-,--prices including the cost of transportation) uniform 
Tor all points in a territory which may be that of the whole country 
or ,of some lesser ,area. This practice involves discrimination 
wherever transportation costs from the place of production to aU 
points of equal delivered price are not uniform. The net realization 
at the mill is smallest upon sales for delivery at points to which 
the cost of transportation is greatest.) • 

-', The Federal Trade Commission discovered that of all :firms 
selling any product on any delivered price basis, 30 per cent sold 
at prices uniform for all destinations (i.e., a single-zone system), 
this percentage being higher than that for any other form of 
delivered-price system. l Uniform-price zones are to be expected 
where costs of transportation are uniform or where they are 
nearly so and account for only a small part of the final cost of 
the product (e.g., in the sale of tobacco products and cotton 
thread 2). They require more explanation, however, in the sale 
of stoves,a mahogany,4 and asphalt and mastic tiles.& 

cent), leather and its finished products (19 per cent), stone, clay, and glass products 
(18 per cent), and machinery except transportation equipment (18 per cent) (ibid., 
II). 

1 ibid., 12. The practice was most prevalent in the rubber products industry, 
where 86 per cent of firms using delivered prices sold on a single-zone price basis. It 
was also used by 64 per cent of firms selling leather and its finished products, 59 per 
cent of those in the printing and publishing and allied industries, and S3 per cent of 
those in the textile and textile products industries. 

I C/. TARIFF COMMISSION, Tariff Information Survey, Cotton Thread, 1927,44. 
I C/. F.T.C., House Furnishings Industries, 1923, II, 89. .. 
C The code authority for the lumber and timber products industry under the 

National Industrial Recovery Act established a uniform price throughout the coun
try for African and American mahogany (CONSUHEa ADVISORY BOARD, Slatement aI 
Hearing on lhe Operalion o/Ihe Lumber Code, Jan. 9, 1934). 

i The code of fair competition for this industry under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act required uniformity of prices throughout the United States. 
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,...Multiple-zone systems of selling are also common; of all firms 

selling sOme or 8lf products on any delivered-price system in 1928, 
27 per cent sold at prices uniform in each of a number of zones} 
The practice has been used in the salt industry2~ and in the sale 
of bath tubs by the so-called "bath tub trustt l "Freight zoning 
plans" are also reported to have been used successfully in the 
alcohol,· coffee, and soap industries and to have been contemplated 
in the cane sugar industry. Ii In the com products6 and steel 
industries such zoning preceded the use of basing-point systems. 7 

..-'Jiellers of steel divided the country into seventeen zones a short 
time after the United States Steel Corporation was formed in 
IgoI, and sold in each zone at uniform delivered prices based 
upon the Pittsburgh price plus the average freight to all points 
in the zone. Their declared object was "to have everybody get 
his fair share of the business.!'", Sharp differences in price to 
buyers on either side of the zone boundaries caused friction9 which 
resulted at the end of 1903 in the zone system being replaced 
by the "Pi~~~burgh plus" practice.10 

lID the chemical and allied products industry (presumably including petroleum 
producu) 33 per cent of firms sold on a zone basis; in the stone, clay, and glass prod
ucts industry this percentsge was 33 per cent, in non-ferrous metals and their 
products, 32 per cent, and in the paper and paper products industry, 32 per cent 
(F.T.C., PM BlUa Inquiry, 12). 

• RIPLEY (Editor), Trush, Pools, and Combinations, II. The code of fair compe
tition for the industry under the NationallDdustrial Recovery Act delimited mar
ket areas and provided that the minimum price in each should be the lowest price 
announced by any aeller in the field. Any change in market territories was thus 
prevented. 

• u.s. v. Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co., Brief lor U.S., 31. 
t WHITNEY, Trade AssocitJlio1&s and InduslriaJ Ctmlrol, 133. 
• U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brief lor 'M U.s., 245, 246; FETTEIl, MlUguerade 01 

JI _,oIy, 242. 
• U.S. v. Corn Producta Refining Co., 234 Fed. 994 (1916); F.T.C., Commer,iaJ 

FfeIls, 1924, 163. 
, It was apparently in turn preceded in the steel industry by a basing-point sys

tem which was abandoned because of the use of water transport from Buffalo which 
enabled prica to be quoted at Duluth below the prices that could be quoted by mills 
having access only by rail transportation (F.T.C., SItJIemenI Off PiUsburg" Plus, 632. 
FETTER, ",. AI., 148). 

• F.T.C., SItJIemenI". PiUsburgla Plus, 632. 
• A producer at Davenport Iowa, for instance, on one bank of the Mississippi 

River, would pay two dollars per ton more for steel than a rival on the opposite bank 
of the river at Rock Island (F.T.C. Stalenunl Off Pitlsburg" Plus, 634). Buyers 
objected to IUch situations and a large Minneapolis consumer bought for delivery 
in one lOne and arranged for the goods to be carried on to another without trans
shipment, and without any additional payment for freight, with the result that he 
aaved one dollar per ton (ibid., 642) . 

•• See page 300. Zone prices for boiler and tank steel plate and structural steel 
were the first to be abandoned with the result that the price of structural steel at 
points near to Pittsburgh was reduced by $0.50 to $1.00 per ton, but raised $0.30 at 
Chicago, $0.70 at Milwaukee, and from $1.50 to $2.00 at some other points (F.T.C., 
0/. AI., 705; Ir". Ag., Jan. 7, 1904). ID September, 1904, zone pnces for billets, 
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Jhe pro{,:eedings against the American Linseed Company 
revealed that twelve linseed crushers had agreed, through their 
membership in the Armstrong Bureau of Related Industries, to 
divide the 'United States into eight zones, throughout each of 
which prices were uniform; all sellers sold in different zones at 
the same differential~ 1 ywo explanations of the practice were 
offered, fliz., that it avoided troublesome freight calculations2 and 
that it fadlitated the intelligent exchange of market information 
by "establishing a uniform basis for the reports of all' council 
members.".a It appears, however, that pressure from two large 
crushers of flaxseed, between them doing 50 per cent of all the 
business, was instrumental in causing uniformity of practice.4 

""fhe practice of announcing prices at the shipping point but 
"absorbing" part of the cost of transporting the goods to the 
delivery point can be, and has been, used to produce delivered 
prices uniform for large zones. This result is attained if on all 
sales for delivery within a territory freight charges in excess of a 
fixed sum (less than the actual freight rate to any point in the 
territory) are paid (or "absorbed") by the seller. 1he zones of 
uniform delivered price thus created may be large or small and 
they may exist in a geographical price structure which is not 
wholly divided up into zones. For instance, the Quaker Oats 
Company and at least one competitor are said to have made a 
uniform freight charge from their points of production to a group 
of cities, although the actual freight rates to those cities were not 
uniform. These cities were said to be places from which wholesale 
houses were competing against each other for sales in common 
territory, and the policy was supported on the ground that it 
"did not put the wholesaler at a disadvantage in competing 
with some other wholesaler at a different point in common terri
tory, who, by reason of a somewhat lower freight rate, might 
resell goods at a lower price from the same mill if this arrange
ment were not in existence."5Jhe potency of such a policy to I 

sheets, and iron bars were also abandoned, with the result that the excess of the 
price of ,bars i!l Chicago over that in Pittsbur~h was increased from $1.00 to $3.00' 
(F.T.C., op. ,;iI., 707; Iron Age, Sept. 22, 1904). 

1 It was "stipulated that each member should quote a basic price for zone num
ber one and should add thereto one, two, four, six, seven, eight, and eleven cents 
respectively for others" (U.S. v. American Linseed Co. d al., 262 U.S. 371 (1923»' 
For map of zones and prices see FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 225. 

I Brief for U.S., 23; Brief for Ankeney Linseed Co., 56. 
I Brief for Ankeney Linseed Co., 36; Brief for American Linseed Co., 12. 
a Brief for Ankeney Linseed Co., 20; Brief for U.S., 142. 
I U.S. v. Quaker Oats Co., Brief for Quaker Oals Co., 71. 
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counteract the advantages of superior location and, therefore, to 
influence the location of buyers is indicated by this argument. . 

The newsprint industry, at the beginning of 1928, adopted a 
policy of quoting mill prices with part of the freight to destina
tion "allowed" to the purchasers. "For coDvenience in applying 
the freight absorption plan the territory east of the Mississippi 
River was divided into zones on the basis of the freight charges 
to be borne by the purchasers.U1 There were four such zones, 
one of which comprised only the city of BostoJ?" but others of 
which were of considerable area.- A fixed amount (four dollars 
per ton in the most extensive zone) was payable for freight by 
the purchaser, and the whole balance by the seller. As freight 
rates to all points in the territory exceeded four dollars, I all buyers 
in the territory paid the shipping-point price plus four dollars 
and the seller received net prices at the Inill varying with the 
amount by which the actual freight to each delivery point ex
ceeded this four dollars, that is, varying approximately accor~ng 
to the distance of delivery points from the mill. Thus a uniform 
zone price was established. In 1929 the International Paper 
Company made its prices on a siInilar basis' and the Great North
ern Paper Company was reported to be making a uniform price 
to all buyers in the same zone. Ii 

• .-The partition of the former Standard Oil Company gave rise 
to a series of price zones for gasoline, although the relations be
tween the prices in different zones differed from those in the 
industries discussed up to this point. The former Standard com
pany was succeeded by a number of companies selling in territories 
for the most part geographically separate.' It was the practice in 
the industry for sellers to charge a "uniform price in a state or 
marketing territory regardless of freight rates." During 1915 

I F.T.C., Nf/llJstn'" PDper Irtduslry, 1930, 37. 
lOne, for instance, included the New England ltates (except BOlton), New York, 

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Ohio, part 
of Michigan, Indiana, a part of Dlinois including Chicago, and parta of West Vir
ainia and Kentucky. 

, Had the freight rate to any part of the zone been less than four dollars the seller 
would have absorbed no freight on sales to luch points and buyers would have paid a 
freight rate varying with their distance from the mill. 

• F.T.C., op. ciI., 44-
'ibid So 
I The" val~e of sales of oil products (except lubricating oil) by Standard com

panies in the territories of other Standard companies was reported in 1915 to be 
negliaible (F.T.C., TIte Price of Gasoline i" 1915, 1917, 149). The territories of the 
Magnolia Petroleum Company and the Standard Oil Company of Louisiana over
lapped those of other successor companies. 
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there were great differences between prices in the various Stand
ard territories, which differences varied from time to time, but 
not in acco~dance with cost of transportation or marketing, nor 
generally with differences in demand and supply.l These zone 
prices appear at first sight to differ from those in the other in
dustries hitherto mentioned, in that in the newsprint, steel, and 
linseed industries each seller sold in more than one zone (and at 
different prices in each zone) whereas each Standard company 
selling petroleum products confined its sales to a single zone. 
Considerable quantities of gasoline did, however, pass from one 
zone to another "but the sales were made by one Standard com
pany to another so as to minimize their tendency to equalize 
prices."! Thus in effect companies were selling in different zones 
and at different prices, although the prices received by each 
company for sales in different zones were not related to differ
ences even in average transportation costs thereto or to differences 
in cost of production.3 The Federal Trade Commission attributed 
this policy to the determination of the successor companies to 
avoid competition between themselves,4 owing to the interlocking 
stockholding resulting from the method of partition ordered by 
the court. 6 The companies stated that invasion of the territories 
of other successor companies would merely invite retaliation 6 and 
would involve heavy investments upon which there was no pros
pect of adequate return. It is clear, therefore, that these price 
zones arose out of consideration by each seller of the effect of 
changes in his policy upon those of rivals, and the peculiar basis 
upon which business was distributed by 'the court among the 
successor companies in the forlorn hope of speedily restoring 
competition. 

This situation has, however, greatly changed with the passage 
of time. Interlocking stockholding had so far diminished by 1923 
that stockholders holding one per cent or more of the stock out
standing in two or more producing, refining, or marketing com
panies held, in the aggregate, only 30.4 per cent of all the stock 
in the former S~andard companies and in 1926, 23.7 per cent.7 

I ibid., 149, 113, I2Ij also F.T.C., TM Advance in tM Price of Petroleum Products, 
1920, 54. 

: f.:r.C., The Price of Gasoline in 1915, 149. 
,bid., 6. 

410c• cit. 
i ibid., 129, ISO. 
a ibid., 153, 154. 
7 F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in tM Petroleum Industry, 1928, 71. The 
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No body of stockholders holding a controlling interest in any 
company held a majority interest in any other. Inquiry into the 
changes in stockholdings in pipe line companies yielded sub
stantially the same result. l There was little community of stock
holding in the industry outside the group of former Standard 
companies.· Concurrently with this change in the control of the 
successor companies, the sharp separation of marketing terri
tories began to disappear. Some of the Standard companies began 
to sell gasoline to Jobbers for marketing outside the territory of 
the seller.' More recently, however, the Standard companies 
have invaded each other's territories, usually by the acquisition 
of independent companies,' and there have been signs of an 
attempt by these companies to extend their marketing territories 
to cover the whole country.& In 1926, however, "no Standard 
company was the second l~rgest seller of gasoline in the territory 
of any other Standard company."s Nevertheless zone prices were 

extreme percentages for any company were 41.6 (South Penn Oil Company) and 
10.8 (Standard Oil Company of Kentucky) in 1923 and 39.8 (South Penn Oil Com
pany) and 5.3 (Standard Oil Company of Kansas) in 1926. The percentage holdings 
of these shareholders declined in every company between 1923 and 1926 with the 
lingle exception of the Standard Oil Company of Kentucky. 

I ibid., 75. There were 20 stockholders who, on Dec. 31, 1923, or June 30, 1926, 
held al much &I one half of one per cent of the voting stock in each of two or more 
pipe line companies of the Standard group and if the two holders who appear on 
only one of these dates be eliminated" in 1923 the combined holdings of 18 stock
holden average 35.2 per cent of all the outstanding voting stock per company for all 
these companies. In 1926 the average combined holdings in each of these companies 
by these same eighteen holden W&l a little less than 33 per cent of their total voting 
.tock." 

I ibid., 81. 
I ibid., 57. Products other than gaaoline were sold over a wider territory by some 

of the companies than W&I their gaaoline, although trade in gaaoline between Stand
ard companies continued on a large scale. 

• "During the put few years, particularly through the acquisition of independent 
companies, there have been some important changes in the gaaoline tank-wagon 
marketing territories of certain Standard companies" (ibid., 54, where details of 
the more important changes are set out); while the boundaries of the Standard 
marketing territories for tank-wagon deliveries coincided with state lines in most 
cases, those of independents "are utended apparently to any point that can be 
reached advantageously" and without any attempt to reach every part of any state 
In which they make tank-wagon deliveries (which seemed to be the policy of the 
Standard companies) (ibid., 57). 

• Ct. the statement that the Standard Oil Company of New York has "followed 
the general tendency of the integrsted companies towards nationwide distribution '! 
(U.S. Y. Standard Oil Co. of New York (Socony-Vacuum Merger), Brie//or Standard 
Oil Co." III., 38). Between i925 and 1930 the Standard Oil Company of New York 
absorbed 15 companies 13 of which gave it additional distribution facilities (Brie/ 
{or U ,s., 26, 57) with the result that in 1930 the company had 23.351 retail outlets 
an New York and the New England states and 13.556 retail outlets located in all the 
-.tates west of the Mississippi ucept Idaho. Furthermore, the company sold gaaoline 
in states in which it had no retail outlets (ibid., 7). 

• F.T.e., Pricu, Projils, aM C_leliIitm ;,. ,he Pelrokum Induswy, 1928, 228. 
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slow to disappear; until 1930 gasoline was generally sold in the 
wholesale market at tank-wagon prices which were uniform, 
usually for state-wide territores, but which covered "the average 
freight from refineries to all points in the zone. In the eastern 
states this system was replaced in January, 1930, by one of de
livered prices at each point equal to the cargo price for gasoline 
at seaboard plus freight to destination.1 

..Jc~~.E!.ic~!Li.t~~Jn a.ntl~~Lways. In the ~lace, they ... 
arise even out of uniform mill-net realizations wliere transporta
tion costs are upon a zone basis but they then involve no dis
cti,mination. Zone prices would be expected, for instance, where 
.goods are distributed by mail. In the second place, where trans
portation cO,sts are a relatively unimportantp;ut of total deliV:ered 
costs, even to distant. points, sellers may prefer to sell at uniform 
delivered prices rather than calculate the delivered cost of each 
shipment. 2 The departure from uniform mill-net realizations 
may also be too small to induce any buyer to take delivery at 
the plant and arrange for the transportation of the commodity. 
In the !SId place, where transportation costs are heavy, zone 
prices facilitate the limitation of price competition. They aid 
in the comparison of prices by reducing the number of price 
quotations.)fhey facilitate the discovery of price cutting and the 
acceptance of price leadership.8 

",..('Dne of the immediate consequences. of the use of zone systems 
is to produce uniformity between the prices of different sellers; 
delivered prices for large zones are unlikely to. vary from"seller to 

I seller).,As differences in price no longer determine the distribution 
of business between sellers this distribution must be determined 
by other causes. Rivalry may remain in speed of delivery, credit 
facilities, or other incidents to the sale, or in sales promotion. 
In the absence of rivalry in any of these forms, the distribution 
of business may depend upon an open or tacit sharing of market 

1 New York Times, Jan. 29, 1930, Feb. 2, 1930. 
I In the course of its decision concerning the Com Products Refining Company, 

which had sold on a zone basis, the court decided that such a system was not objec
tionable if .. the zones are fairly organized and not too large and the radial difference 
from the routing point of places within the same zone is not too great." It concluded 
that the practice made for economy and convenience. (U.S. v. Com Products Refin
ing Co., 234 Fed. 994 (1916).) 

I That such is the purpose of at least some zoning systems is indicated by the fact 
that the zone price systems in the steel and com products industries gave place to 
basing-point systems, which also facilitate price comparison and leadership while 
avoiding some of the difficulties of zoning (arising out of the sharp differences in 
price at the edges of the zones). 
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territories. Producers may regard business in some areas as their 
own, provided that rivals take a similar point of view with regard 
to other areas, after the manner of the successor companies to the 
former Standard Oil Company lFtle volume of business done in 
the territor>' served by each plant is then a ~atter of positive 
control by sellers rather than the outcome of competition.J ~ven 
then there may be bands of territory approximately equidistant 
freightwise from more than one point of production, in which 
some of the above forms of rivalry persist. 

The level of prices is likely to be infiuenced by a leader who, 
I not improbably, induces the acceptance of zone prices as a means 

of facilitating both the following of its prices and the detection 
of departures from them. This situation probably prevailed when 
zone systems were in use in the steel, linseed, corn products, and 
newsprint industries. The relation between the prices set in the 
different zones may be determined by the desire to maximize 

, aggregate net returns, in which event the differences in price 
from zone to zone would depend upon differences in the elasticity 
of demand in the different zones (should such differences exist), 
and differences in the cost of doing business in each (including 
differences in the cost of transportation). Conditions in the oil 
industry after the dissolution of the Standard Oil Company were 
such as to permit the pursuit of separate monopoly policies in 
each territory; the successor companies confined their direct 
sales to their own territories and sold to other territories only 
through the Standard Oil company there. Indeed the Federal 
Trade Commission claimed that these companies, closely inter
locked as to ownership and control, were able to obtain "the 
highest price possible for the output of the group as a whole."l 
It has been claimed, however, that at least some of the zone 
systems above described, e.g., steel, provide for prices in each 
zone based upon the average freight costs to all points in the 
zone from the nearest point of production. This policy precludes 
discrimination between zones based upon differences in the 
elasticity of demand in each. 
~ "k-Zone prices exert a particular infiuence upon the location of 

, . production. The industry charging zone prices is seriously affected 
only where conditions of supply and demand are such that one 
plant customarily sells in more than one zone, and, even then, 
only if the prices in the different zones are unrelated to trans-

I F.T.C. Pricu, PrDfiu, .",z CDflJPdiliDft ifJ ,,., PelrDleum 1",zusky, 1928, 69. 
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portation c,?sts from production points. In these circumstances 
production is pulled in the direction of the zone in which prices 
yield the highest net returns a.t the point of production?Jndustries 
purchasing the product sold upon a zone basis are more affected; 
the extent of their reaction depends upon the importance of the 
product in their total costs, and the amount of the departure of 
the zone prices from those which would result from sales at 

j>rices yielding uniform mill nets. In general, zone prices diminisq 
~tthe importance of nearness to the point of production of the 
:!;!!,aterial sold .on a zone basisJ Where conditions of production 
and the nature of demand in each zone are such that there is 

{,

·n each zone a number of plant~, each being economically equally 
, ear to supplies of the raw material, physical nearness to such 

.- upplies ceases to affect the location of the industry. Where' a 
single plant delivers to points in -more than one price zone it is 
drawn to the edge of a zone and the direction of the zones of 
highest price. It· thus diminishes the cost of transporting its 
finished goods to the areas in which rivals must pay a higher 
price for the material sold on a zone basis without increasing the 
cost of these materials to itself. These influences operate, however, 

. .".only over long periods, i.e., where a zone system is expected to 
persist .• 

B. Basing-point SYs!ems 

'i j CAJ)!I:~ing-p_<?i~Lsystem of sellin~~xists whenever goods are 
sold atdeJi:ver~<:tp}'jc~s. calculated. by adding together the price 
at abasing point and the cost of transportation from that point 
to jhe. poiD.t. of. delivery. In the country as a whole there may 
be one or a number of basing points.") 
..AThis practice may give rise to discrimination for two reasons. 
FirstlY, the mill-net yields of sales from points of production that 
are not basing points vary with the differences betweeij the 
cost of transportation from the basing point and that from the 
actual point of production.1 Secondly, even though every point 
of production be a basing poiD.t, sellers often cc absorb freight" 
on sales to points ;more cheaply reached by rivalsj sales involving 

\.; 
I For example, if II¥ base price is $5.00 and a producer not at the basing point 

pays $1 to send the goods there, the net realization on sales at the basing point will 
be $4.00. If he sells for delivery at his point of production and the cost of transporta
tion from the base to his poin~ of production IS $1.00 he sells for, and secures a net 
realization of, $6.00. 
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freight absorption yield less than· sales which involve no such 
absorption0 

I. THE OCcmuu:NCE OF BASING-POINT SYSTEMS 

~e Federal Trade Commission found that, where sales were 
made at delivere~ prices, basing-point prices were less common 
than zone prices.! They occur in industries in which transportation 
costs comprise a "large part of the cost of the delivered product, 
overhead costs are important, the number of pro<4J.cers is fairly 
small, and production and demand widely scattered.'J'hey appear 
in their most developed form in the lumber, metal, and cement 
industries but are beginning to appear in othersJ. -

G. Lumber and Miscellaneous Industries. Single-basing-point 
systems have been used in a number of branches of the lumber 
industry .. The Attorney General contended2 that the actual 
prices of maple flooring corresponded to those that would have 
resulted had Cadillac, Michigan, been used as· a base, and that 
this correspondence was due to the circulation by the Maple 
Flooring Manufacturers Association of a bulletin showing freight 
rates on flooring from Cadillac. This freight rate book, together 
with calculations of average cost at the basing point, was intended 
to be used, and had in fact been used, to secure the quotation of 
uniform prices by all members at each point of delivery. The 
manufacturers denied that Cadillac had been generally accepted 
as a basing point, suggesting that, had it been generally used, 
the great differences in delivered prices which had existed in the 
same centers of consumption would have been impossible.' They 
claimed,. moreover, that although only three of the plants were 
actually located in Cadillac most of the mills were in Michigan 
and Wisconsin and were so distributed geographically that the 
average freight rates from the various mills to the centers of 
consumption were approximately the same as the rate from 
CadiUac.

' 
This argument inclined the Supreme Court to accept 

I The five industry groups having the highest percentage of reporting firms mak
Ing any sales upon basing-point prices were iron and steel and their products (ex
cept machinery), :16 per cent, stone, clay, and glass products, 18 per cent, food and 
kindred products, u per cent, chemicals and allied products, 6 per cent, lumher and 
allied products, 5 per cent. In the iron and steel industry alone of all firms selling on 
~y ~vered-price system a higher percentage sol~ at basing-po~t prices than on 
either single- or multiple-sone systems. (F.T.C., Pnce Bases Inqu"" 13.) 

• U.S. v. Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association d ~268 U.S. 563 (1925). 
• U.S. v. Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association, Bm/ fur AppellanU, 290 • 

• ibUl., 282 • 
• Mere correspondence of lI_agll freight rates from all points of production with 

that from Cadillac is, of course, a matter of little importance. In fact, it is possible 
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the freight rate books partly on the ground that, while they 
caused divergences from the price structure that would result 
if each mill were used as a base, the divergences were small. 
Professor Fetter claims, however, that purchasers in Minnesota 
paid to the lumber mills "130 per cent more for freight than the 
amount which the common carrier may legally charge."l The 
Attorney General contended that this structure of prices was 
maintained partly by the refusal to sell at other than delivered 
prices, to which the manufacturers responded that although 
90 to 95 per cent of maple flooring was sold at a delivered price, 
prices f.o.b. mill were quoted whenever buyers desired them.2 

But if, as appears probable, the f.o.b. price was computed by 
first calculating the delivered price based on Cadillac and then 
deducting the actual freight rate from the point of production 
to the point of delivery, the buyer gained nothing from the use 
of the mill price. 

pne effect of the use of the basing-point system was suggested 
by the plea in extenuation of the practice that "no member could 
take advantage of his geographical position if all members were 
using the Cadillac freight rate."~ prevents geographical advan
tages in the location of plants from being expressed in prices. 
Geographical advantages are not, however, eliminated as an 
element determining profits which are enhanced by proximity to 
areas of high delivered prices." In general, purchasers nearer 
to a mill than to Cadillac probably paid higher prices than they· 
would otherwise have done, while those near to Cadillac paid 
somewhat lower prices. The Attorney General also pointed 
out that the practice, together with that of publishing the" average 
costs" of each grade of product, caused uniformity in the delivered 
prices of different sellers, a uniformity which the manufacturers 

to imagine an industry like sugar refining in which production is carried on in New 
York, New Orleans, and San Francisco claiming that all sales should be mad6.frith 
St. Louis as a base, on the ground that the freight charges from St. Louis (where no 
sugar is refined) are equal to the average freight charges from each of the points of 
production, thus producing a completely arbitrary geographical price structure. . 

I FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 234. On shipments to Chicago the Cadillac 
freight rate used to calculate prices was 24.5 cents, while the average of actual freight 
rates from the seventeen mills delivering to Chicago was 19.8 cents and from the 
two nearest mills 14 cents (ibid., 449). 

I Brief for Appellanls, 282. 
I Brief for Appellants, 289. 
• It was admitted that the system gave an advantage to those situated west of 

Cadillac in shipments westward and to those east of Cadillac in making shipments 
eastward (ibid., 287). 
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admitted, but which they attributed to "the operation of economic 
law." 

.,...other branches of the lumber industry also used single basing 
points. The Western Red Cedarmen's Information Bureau used 
Sand Point, Idaho, as a basing point when circulating price 
information.! The hardwood manufacturers used Wassau, Wis
consin, in much the same way; as many sellers had a considerable 
freight advantage over Wassau, the magnitude of the departure 
from a mill-price price structure was greater than in the maple 
dooring industry. The Federal Trade Commission concluded 
that the policy of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu
facturers Association, "being in the interests of price uniformity, 
lays the basis for price enhancement."2 The Western Pine Manu
facturers used Spokane as a basing point; again some sellers 
secured added profits because of a freight advantage in regard to 
markets as compared with Spokane, and here too the Federal 
Trade Commission concluded that this policy had been an incident 
in the organized activities of the manufacturers aimed at·eliminat
ing or restricting price competition.' Similarly, New Orleans 
has been used as a basing point for selling cypress lumber, Norfolk 
for North Carolina pine, and Minneapolis for northern pine.' 

The code of fair competition for the lumber industry under 
the National Industrial Recovery Act specifically provided for 
f.o.b. mill prices. Nevertheless "the lumber code authority has 
established and announced through· its bulletin a wide variety 
of basing-point systems. i For most divisions of the industry it 
orders that those subject to the code shall quote only delivered 
prices, and that these delivered prices shall be composed of the 
f.o.b. mill price plus freight from a specified basing point."6 
Cadillac, Michigan, was still the basing point for maple dooring 
in 1933, Wassau, Wisconsin, for northern hemlock, and Duluth, 
Minnesota, for northern pine.7 The Consumer Advisory Board 
re!¥Jked that, buyers being quoted identical prices by all sellers, 
dealt with distant mills as readily as nearby ones, with the result .. 

• F.T.C., wutmt Red CetllII AssodatiofJ, tie., 1923,6. 
• F.T.C., Hemlo&II OM Hlllftlwo04 Monu/adUl'ers AssodatiofJ, 1923, ix. 
• F.T.C.,LMfltber MonufadUl'ers AssodatiofJs, 1922, J2I. 
I COIO'TON, Tile Orranuatio" of ,lie Ameri&a"LMfltber IMus"y, 1916, 50. 
I This action may have been thought to be justified by the requirement in the 

code that the code authority in fixing prices have regard to competition between 
areas and Ipeciel. 

I COIISUKEIl ADvIsOIlY BOAllJ), S'atemml at Hearinr 1111 OPeratill1l 0/ ,lie LMfltbe, 
CINk, Jan. 9, 1934, 14-

'~UI .• 16. 
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that the total transportation costs of all the mills were increased. 
Figure 36 shows the long distance between some of the maple 
flooring mills and the basing point in 1934. 
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FIG. 36.-Location of maple flooring mills and of basing points in 1934. (RedrawlI 
from N.R.A •• COllsumer Adllisory Board. Statemem at Lumber Hearings. Jalluary 9. 
1934. 16.) 

,Corn gluten feed has been sold by reference to Chicago as a 
basing point.' A petition by the Attorney General for an injunction 
against the :trfteen manufacturers who were members of the Corn 
Derivatives Institute, 2 and who manufactured more than 98 per 

1 F.T.C., Commercial Feeds, 1921, 163, 120 Dote. 
I Ulli'~d Stales Daily, Apr. 8, 1932. 
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cent of the aggregate output of com products in the United States, 
suggests that this practice was facilitated by the institute which 
maintained a system of reports concerning prices, production, 
terms of sale, and the like, aimed at maintaining uniformity of 
practice in selling com products. 1 The use of the basing point was 
naIvely explained by manufacturers as arising from the desire to 
avoid discrimination between their customers, but their rambling 
explanations of the practice' resolve themselves into two con
tentions, tn •. , (I) that sellers must naturally be expected to 
exploit the advantages of their location and buyers must be 
protected by them from the temptation to do likewise, and (2) 
that the abandonment of the basing-point system would involve 
cutting the prices of rivals in some places . 

./Zinc has been sold for many years at prices based upon the 
price in East St. Louis, Dlinois, plus freight therefrom to the 
delivery point. ~ The freight from Iniddle western zinc smelters 
west of the Mississippi River is generally equal to the sum of the 
freights from the smelter to the base and thence to the delivery 
point. This system of pricing is used, however, even when sales 
are made from a smelter several hundred Iniles from the base 
and zinc is shipped direct without touching East St. Louis. In 
so far as smelters are generally west of East St. Louis and the 
markets are a considerable distance east therefrom, such a system 
is likely to result in conditions siInilar to those that would exist 
if mill prices were quoted. Indeed, it is comparable to the I' gate-

a The institute consented to a decree requiring the dissolution of the institute 
and enjoining ifIIer oliIJ agreements to refuse to quote except in accordance with 
the buing-point aystem. This decree could not, of course, compel the abandonment 
of the baaing-point system. 

... In order best to conserve the consumer, the industry has to hold itself in a 
position to aerve all buyers in every part of the country difiering only in differences 
m price by difierential freight rates. Did we do anything else you can plainly see 
that we would be discriminating against certain classes of buyers. As a matter of 
fact we would be cutting other manufacturers' prices and the amounts involved 
would be so infinitesimal that it would not cut any ice-it is so ridiculously small. If 
by virtue of our location we are able to get into certain points at a lower rate of 
freight and at a lower cost than our competitors why should we relinquish that 
advantage?" It was insisted with a great show of public spirit that if a manufacturer 
in Clinton, Iowa, did not sell on a Chicago base, buyers near the plant would be 
able to buy at lower prices than those more distant and the manufacturers felt it 
.. essential to protect all buyers in all parts of the country according to their geo
graphical location • • • in other words, they would not be called upon by virtue of a 
disadvantageous location to pay a higher price for their goods than people who might 
be more advantageously located." (F.T.C., til. ,;iI., 164.) 

• SPUJUl and WOaKSU (Editors), TIse M tJt'kel;n" tJj MeIIJls 4M MineroJs, 216, 221, 
133. Delivered prices are uncommon, prices being quoted f.o.b. East St. Louis 
although that is the point neither of production nor of delivery; quotations f.o.b. 
Imelter are rare, except upon aales for export. 
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ways" used. in some branches of the lumber market.1 Smelters 
in Pittsburgh,· however, also sell on an East St. Louis basej 
although they are nearer to consuming markets than the middle 
western smelters they are farther away from ore supplies. 2 East 
St. Louis is said to have been used as a base because of its proximity 
to the most important zinc field in the country in the Missouri
Kansas-Oklahoma territory. 

(Copper is sold from smelters in Arizona, Montana, Michigan, 
. New Mexico, California, and Tennessee upon a New York basis.· 

Some 53 per cent of the smelting capacity of the country in 19'25 
was, however, in New York and New Jersey, and a further 
28 per cent in Maryland, only about 8 per cent of the smelting 
capacity being in each of the states of Washington and Montana 
and little over 2 per cent in Michigan.4 By far the largest con
sumption of copper occurs in the eastern states, a fact which 
presumably explains the geographical distribution of smelting 
plants. In so far, however, as the Montana and Washington 
plants sell at New York prices plus freight, unless their costs of 
production exceed those in the east by the cost of transportation 

/(which appears very improbable) they are exploiting the local 
market to the full extent possible without losing all business to 
the eastern smelters . 
...KWhere prod~ction occurs at a number of points distant from 
each other there is a strong tendency for the number of basing 

, points to increase. Multiple basing-points systems then develop~ 
".86me branches of the lumber industry have for many years 

used more than one basing point. Savannah, Jacksonville, Hatties
burg, Beaumont, and Houston have been used as basing points 
for southern yellow pine, and Baltimore and Puget Sound cities 
for fir. ~ In the hardwood industry sales were made at a delivered 
price calculated for territory east of a line from Chicago to New 
Orleans upon Cincinnati as a base, and, for territory west of that 
line, upon Cairo, Dlinois, as abase. 6 The hardwood trade associa
tion issued a weekly report of sales in which the delivered price 

ISee p. 297. 
I SPURR and WORllSER, loco cu. 
"FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 198. 
• SpURlI. and WORMSER, op. ci,., 46. 
I COILPTON, The Organisation of,he American Lumber Indus'ry, 1916, So. 
• FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 222. Special basing points apparently also 

existed in about 1920 south of Memphis. The diilerence between Cairo and Cincin
nati prices ranged from $3.00 to $10.00 a thousand feet according to the kind and 
grade of lumber. 
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at which each transaction was made was "audited back" to the 
basing point by deducting the official railroad tariff between the 
destination and the "gateway" of Cincinnati. An average price 
for all sales at the "gateway," supposedly based upon actual 
statistics, was set beside the actual prices. As, however, the 
"average" was always stated in even dollars,! the elimination of 
differences in prices by different mills appears to have been the 
object of the arrangement. In so far, however, as the actual freight 
rates paid by mills departed from freight rates from Cincinnati for 
the eastern territory, the net return on sales at the various mills 
varied with the point of delivery.2 When the code of fair com
petition was approved under the Recovery Act of 1933, multiple 
basing points continued in use. Johnson City, Tennessee, was 
used as a basing point by producers of oak flooring for sales in 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Michigan, and Ohio, while producers 
in Florida used Alexandria, Louisiana, as a basing point, and a 
producer in Chicago used Memphis, Tennessee. Shippers of 
southern pine to New England from Florida used Jacksonville 
as a base, while those in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, and eastern Alabama used Goldsboro, North Carolina. 
Producers of southern hardwood were classified into· groups 
according to the freight cost from their xnill to Toronto, Ontario. 
Those falling in each group used a single basing point.- Figure 37 
shows the long distance between many of the mills producing 
southern pine lumber and the basing points. 

Un December, 1926, the Department of Justice complained 
that 39 producers of fertilizers, producing about 85 per cent of 
the total output in the United States, had during the previous 
three years agreed inter alia upon the sale of fertilizers at prices 
calculated by reference to certain ports. Delivered prices were 
calculated by adding an arbitrary sum to prices, equal to the 
freight rate therefrom to the point of delivery, although the ship
ments were not in fact made from the ports upon which the price 
was calculated.· ) 

I ibid., 223. 
• Had Cincinnati ~n a "gateway" in the sense that all transportation routes 

from the milia to points of delivery passed through it, there would, even under com
~tition, have been a tendency to uniformity in the delivered prices adjusted to the 
'gateway." In fact, however, lumber cut in northem Ohio and shipped to Boston or 
Philadelphia and lumber cut in West Virginia and shipped direct to Baltimore was 
paid for as if it had passed through Cincinnati. 

• CONSUKEll ADVISOIlY BOAllD, Stalemenl 01 B earlngs 011 OPeraHoli 01 ,he Lum
ber COtk, Jan. 9, 1934. 

• Nelli Yorll Times, Dec. II, 1926. The companiesconcemed were fined, the court 
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In 1930 the practice of selling gasoline at prices uniform over 
considerable zones gave place, as we have seen, to a basing-point 
system. The first notice of this new practice was given by the 

* Freieht bOisineJ points 

FIG. 37.-Location of southern pine lumber mills and of basing points in 1934. 
(Includes only mills with an average monthly production of over 500,000 board feet.) 
(Redrawn from N.R.A. COfISumer Advisory Board, Statement at Lumber Hearings, 
January 9, 1934.) 

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, which announced that 
in the future the price of gasoline at each point would be cal
culated by adding to the cargo market price for gasoline in tank-

taking into account the period of severe losses through which the industry was still 
passing. The code of fair competition for the industry under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act provided for the zoning of prices in the industry. 
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steamer quantities a fixed differential together with the actual 
cost of transportation to each selling point. This change of practice 
resulted, of course, in considerable reductions in price to con
sumers near ports and much lower reductions to more distant 
points. l The practice was apparently introduced to deal with the 
sporadic but effective competition of small distributors' originating 
in increasing importance of shipments of oil from California to 
eastern ports by way of the Panama Canal. A similar method 
of pricing was adopted by the Magnolia Petroleum Company, 
a subsidiary of the Standard Oil Company of New York, selling 
in southern territory,' and by the Standard Oil Company of 
New York for sales in New York and New England. Whether 
all prices are calculated by reference to the port through which 
the oil actually passes, and whether oil passes to each point 
through the point offering the lowest delivered cost is not known. 

Lead is sold generally at delivered prices based apparently 
upon prices in the New York, St. Louis, and Chicago markets. 
These markets were regarded as "gateways"; New York handled 
lead from San Francisco, Utah and Idaho (by way of the Panama 
Canal), Spain and Mexico; St. Louis handled lead from Missouri, 
and Chicago lead from Utah, Idaho, and Colorado when sent 
overland.4 Professor Fetter6 has alleged that some form of basing
point system has been used also in the markets for asphalt shingles 
and roofing, sewer pipe, hollow building tile, expanded metal 
laths, and bolts, nuts, and rivets,· but he has offered no evidence 
in support of the statement. 

b. The Steel Industry.(/rhe steel and cement industries afford 
the most detailed information concerning the development and 
effects of basing-point systems.~ the early part of the nineteenth 
century the bulk of the rolling mills in the iron and steel industry 
were east of the Alleghenies and Philadelphia prices were dominant 

• Nelli Y.i Timu, Jan. 3,1930. The change in price apparently also involved a 
general reduction in the margin between wholesale and retail prices. 

• In annoUDcing ita prices, the company implied that the zone prices had not 1!een 
uniform: "local competitive conditions have caused prices to vary in different neigh. 
borhoods. At times comparatively wide variations have existed between nearby 
communities causing the public to be confused and the dealer dissatisfied" (NWI 
Y.i TifflU, Jan. 19, 1930). The new price schedules were intended to meet this 
local price cutting; the company annoUDced prices calculated to tenths of a cent. 

'N"" Y.i Timu, Jan. 9,1930. 
• SptlU and WOIIHSElt, 0'. AI., 93 ff. 
I M tlSqaMaM 0/ M _'01" 141 • 
• See U.S. v. Dolt, Nut, and Rivet Manufacturers Association eI al., in equity 

No. 53'383, District Court of lJ S. for Southern District of New York. Pelilitm, May 
17, 1931. Consent decree filed. 
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in the indqstry. By about 1875, however, production in western 
Pennsylvania had increased in importance 1 and producers there 
began to dominate the market. 2 Prices based upon Pittsburgh 
appeared in the market for rolled steel products in 18763 and 
in the nail trade in 18944 and by the end of the century applied 
to ,all important steel products. The temporary resort to zoned 
prices has already been mentioned; after quoting on a Pittsburgh 
base was resumed in 1904 about 90 per cent of the sales of plates, 
shapes, bars, wire products, and sheets were on a Pittsburgh-plus 
basis until 1921. 6 

Steel rails6 and pig iron were the principal products not sold 
on a Pittsburgh base. The railroads could arrange to take delivery 
at least at the nearest point on their tracks to the mill, and often 
at the mill itself, and they were not expected to pay prices that 
covered transportation from Pittsburgh when no such trans
portation had taken place. In 1900 for the first time an identical 
price was quoted for rails in both Chicago and Pittsburgh, and 
this uniformity of mill price continued. Judge Gary attempted to 

1 The opening up of the Lake Superior iron ore fields was the principal reason for 
the relocation of the industry (N.R.A., The Operation of the Basing Point System in 
the Iron and Steel Industr'Y, 19). . 

: ~e~ ibid., 36. Cf. also 18, 41. 
ibJd., 37. 

• F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 262. It was said that "the Pittsburgh-plus 
system was unknown as a general practice in the steel trade prior to 1901 as to 
any but possibly wire products" (Brief for A mict Curiae, 87; EDGERTON, II The Wire 
Nail Association," Polito Sci. Quart., 12: 251). It appears, however, that rails were 
quoted on a Pittsburgh basis as part of a price-fixing scheme toward the end of 

, 1895 (Iron Age, Oct. 31,1895, cU. F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 19). Wire products 
generally are said to have been quoted on a Pittsburgh base in 1899. Testimony was 
also offered, however, that Pittsburgh was used as a basing point for steel beams as 
early as 1880, when the first steel beam association was formed, the practice being 
eJttended to plates, shapes, bars, sheets, tin plates, and wire toward the end of the 
century (Colonel H. V. Pope, cU. FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 147. See also 
F.T.C., The Practices of the Steel Industr'Y under the Code, 60). The Bessemer billet 
pools of 1896 and 1900 based their prices on Pittsburgh (Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 50)' 

Ii F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 3II. Certain specialty products to which 
the United States Steel Corporation gives little attention were not sold on a Pitts
burgh base (F.T.C., Statement on Pitlsburgh Plus, 330) nor were semi-finished prod. 
ucts such as billets, wire rods, sheet bars, or railroad track materials consistently 
sold on a Pittsburgh basis (ibid., 291). Nails were always sold on both a Chicago 
and a Pittsburgh base. In 1908 the method of quoting for billets was modified in 
order, it was said, to put the consumer of billets located at points distant from the 
supply on an equitable basis in competition with finishing mills located nean;r 
Pittsburgh and which, therefore, had the advantage of lower freight rates. This 
modification had the effect of making delivered prices at all points at which the 
freight rate from Pittsburgh exceeded one but fell short of three dollars, the Pitts
burgh basing price plus only half the freight. In so far as finishing mills at Pittsburgh 
had to pay full freight upon their finished goods, this modification gave a definite 
advantage to finishing mills at a distance from Pittsburgh. 

• F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 52. 
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establish a basing-point system for pig iron during the war of 
1914 to 1918, but was unsuccessfuP and there were in fact almost 
as many pig iron markets as producing districts.- A Pittsburgh 
price for pig iron would, of course, have transferred any profits 
arising from the Pittsburgh-plus system from producers outside 
Pittsburgh to suppliers of pig iron. Where, as in the case of the 
large units in the industry, pig iron production was carried on by 
the steel manufacturer, no shift of profits would have occurred. 

Before the Federal Trade Commission began its investigation 
Judge Gary had admitted that the Pittsburgh-plus policy had 
been "practically universal in adoption and practice,'" but the 
attitude of the United States Steel Corporation changed after 
proceedings were begun. With great labor the commission sought 
to prove that the actual geographical structure of prices was 
consistent with prices calculated by adding to the published 
Pittsburgh price the cost of transportation from Pittsburgh to the 
point of delivery. Some of the admitted departures from Pitts
burgh basing have already been indicated.' It was also contended 
that while quotations were on a Pittsburgh-plus basis they were 
seldom strictly adhered to, the corporation and its· competitors 
selling in different localities "at the market prices prevailing 
therein as determined by the law of supply and demand and the 
competition among manufacturers."& Although there were many 
statistical difficulties' it appeared that over 90 per cent of a 
large number of contracts were at prices within 5 cents per 
hundred pounds of the Pittsburgh-plus price. 7 The extent of this 
correspondence is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 38. 

I F.T.C., Brief ",PiUs""'g" PIllS, 189. This end was achieved after the passage of 
the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933 (see p. 309). 

I Pig iron wu quoted at the fumace, and the differences between different pro
ducing points had no relationship to transportation costs between them (ibid., 
53)· 

I ibid., 58. 
• See p. 300. 
• F.T.C., SIiJIe1JIeftI '" PiUshurg" PIllS, 27. 
• It wu not alwaY' clear euctly what had been the base price and especially 

whether the prices quoted in the I'D" A.ge were the prices at which past transactions 
had been completed or offer prices (C/. ibid., 345). The date of the contract was often 
not the date of the quotation by the aeller. Commodities were not always identical 
with those for which base prices were quoted. . 

'ibid., 353, 363. The commission examined contracts for 3765 sales, of which at 
leut 379 were of doubtful comparability as they represented concession prices, 
lobber sales, future prices, Chicago base price, export prices, or special goods, and 
found that 6?751er cent agreed with the 1'0" A.ge quotations, while another 19.10 
per cent deVIate by Dve cents or less per hundred pounds therefrom (ibid., 345). 
The corporation examined the same underlying documents and, having rejected 
lOme, found that of 2877 sales on contract 61.9 per cent agreed with the 1'0" A.ge 
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The co!poration claimed that the margin of departure from 
the Pittsburgh-plus price structure admitted by the commission, 
fliz. 5 cents per hundredweight, or $1 a ton, was very substantial, 1 

to which the commission replied that while such a difference would 
affect the profits of fabricators, it was not sufficient to cause the 
abandonment of sales territory. 2 The corporation did not, however, 
prove that the deviations were not equally distributed over con
tracts for a variety of products for delivery at a variety of points. 
In other words, they did not disprove the charge that the geo
graphical structure of delivered prices was explicable by reference 
to a Pittsburgh base. The deviations were probably due to a 
number of causes. Some were due to cutting below the base price 
of the corporation, especially during periods of reduced demand,8 

although some were due to small producers charging premiums 
over the prices of the United States Steel Corporation in return 
for prompt delivery in years of great activity in the industry. 

quotations for the date next before the sale while 5.4 per cent deviated by less than 
five cents. Such discrepancies as existed were due to differences in the basis upon 
which contracts were rejected as non-comparable, arising out of lack of information 
concerning dates of sale, uncertainty as to the amount to be deducted for "extras," 
and similar matters. The corporation, however, objected to the exclusion of some 
contracts by the commission, arguing that only by such exclusions could the high 
measure of correspondence between actual and Pittsburgh-plus prices be obtained 
(Brief flW U.S. Steel Corp., 91). The Federal Trade Commission also calculated that 
of the tonnage for which information was available, about 66.5 per cent was sold at 
prices which agreed with those quoted in the Iron Age, whereas the corresponding 
figure calculated by the corporation was only 24 per cent (F.T.C., Statement on 
PiUsburgh Plus, 363). (These calculations are amended because of an evident error 
in the commission's statement. The total tonna&e analyzed by the corporation was 
greater than that considered by the commission.) 

1 Brief flW U.S. Steel Corp., 91. . 
I F.T.C., Statement on PiUsburgh Plus, 358. 
I During the depression year 1908 in which the output of steel ingots fell about 

40 per cent below the output in 1906 and 1907, conferences of steel manufacturers 
discussed prices but no reductions were made. In February, 1909, however, in
dividual companies broke away from the agreed basing-point prices, with the result 
that the United States Steel Corporation declared an open market (ibid., 78). Busi
ness revived, however, and by May, 1909, mills were again quoting unifonnly on the 
old basis. In May, 19II, the Republic Iron and Steel Company cut below the official 
prices in the industry, and a meeting of other steel producers decided upon a reduc
tion in the price. In December of that year, Judge Gary told the Senate Committee 
on Interstate Commerce that his corporation could keep down prices if it wished, and 
significantly added that the Republic company which had·cut the price of bars in 
the preceding May would be glad at that time to increase them (F.T.C., op. cit., 81j 
Annual Report, 1924,36). Prices on a Pittsburgh base were restored in 19I2 (State
ment on Pittsburgh Plus, 92). Again, in February of the depression year 1921 the 
Midvale Steel Corporation, whose mills had been closed for some months, announced 
a price reduction, with the result that the United States Steel Corporation refused 
fully to cooperate with independents as it had done before; the United States Steel 
Corporation in July, 1921, met local competition in Chicago by departing from 
the Pittsburgh-plus prices (ibid., 93), and prices fell below the level set by the 
Midvale company (F.T.C., Statement on PiUsburgh Plus, 84). 
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The United States Steel Corporation charged no such premiums 
but sold for delivery from sixty days to six months ahead.1 Prices 

f'erl'ed hits 
p,..,;; .. prie •• 
c.-.;_ 
lNpc.fd 

Toto. 

PremiUftl priea, fot' 
~t de1ivet1l 
,; hq &I,hl"-

• btfathlr 
"f indopendenfs 

J. 

Ccn:eaaiollS In p"ca 
* To ccr builder. * EatrG freiqht Gllo.w_. 

PIG. 38.-Correspondence between actual delivered prices and Pittsburgh plUII 
pricea In 1919 for Reel plates, structural shapes, and bars sold by some sixty corpora· 
tions for delivery to various points east of the Rocky Mountains. (lIro". P.T.C., 
Doe,", 962; B.,/sldurII-LGckoflloliliO merller; d,. P"'er .. Mos'lrurode of MOIlO~':1," 
173·) 

NOT.: Each dot 01' other character rept'eHllta a lingle aale of a carload or more (oome oales 
were of oYer 10.000 tons). Characters in the area marked .. Pittaburgh Plul Prioe of U.S. Steel 
(;orporati01l" repraent aaI .. at delivered prices equal to those obtained by adding together the 
c.m.e Steel Company' ••• b_ Pittaburgh" prioe .nd the c:oat of tranlportation I'''''' PiUs. 
6.". to the clelivery porn\. Cheractero in the oucc:eosive outer ..,Deo repreoeDt saleo at delivered 
prioeo dilferioc (up or down) from these Pittoburgh plua prices by the Dumber of oeoto per' 
h1lDdred pouD4a iodicatecl withiD each ....... 

were generally, therefore, in conformity with the Pittsburgh-plus 
system with exceptions as to certain products and certain areas; 

I ibid., 77,82,331,532. Such premium prices were being charged for bars in the 
Ia.tter moDtha of 1912 and in 1913. In 1916 premium prices again appeared, but the 
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'such price, cutting as existed did not destroy the main outlines of 
the basing-point system. 
,i"The basing-point system was, however, under constant pressure 

--and has been repeatedly modified; indeed, the Pittsburgh-plus 
system has probably never applied throughout the whole industry. 
The development of new centers of production resulted in pressure 
to increase the number of basing points.)In aboutI909 the united 
States"'SteeI """Corporatloil-yreIdea-tocomplaints against the 
sale on a Pittsburgh basis of steel products manufactured at 
Birmingham, Alabama, by the Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railway 
Company (which the corporation had acquired in 1907).1 It 
decided to sell steel bars manufactured at Birmingham at a 
Birmingham base price which was arbitrarily fixed at $3.00 per 
ton above the Pittsburgh price.:! The corporation explained 
this local departure from Pittsburgh plus as a temporary con
cession to Birmingham manufacturers to enable them to develop 
industries which would be of great benefit to the south and would 
furnish an additional market for the products of the Tennessee 
company;· it proved, however, to be a permanent concession} 

:"This argument reveals the power in the hands of the corporation 
to control the rate of development of steel using industries in 
different parts of the country, and raises the question why other 
parts of the country, and particularly the middle west, did not 
obtain similar consideration. When the concession was made 
at Birmingham the president of the corporation admitted that 
ultimately Chicago would also have to be made a basing point.& 

government, following the advice of the steel producers, fixed a uniform price" at a 
height intended to bring out maximum production.'! Premium prices appeared 
again, however, in 1920. 

1 When these complaints were under consideration it was reported to a meeting of 
sales managers of the United States Steel Corporation that freight rates on bars and 
plates from Birmingham were at least as favorable as those from Pittsburgh or 
Chicago to about 46 per cent of the area of the country containing about 29 per cent 
of the total population. In the matter of heavy and light rails, Birmingham was at 
least as favorably situated as Pittsburgh or Chicago in relation to about 35 per cent 
of the area of the country including about 26 per cent of its population. (ibid., 620.) 

J ibid., 127. The delivered price of bars from Birmingham was calculated, there
fore, by adding to the Birmingham base price the actual freight from Birmingham. 

I ibid., 28. 
'The arrangement continued until August, 1920, when the differential was raised 

to $5.00 a ton simultaneously with an increase in freight rates (ibid., 12). This rise 
in the differential was not, of course, required by the change in the cost of trans
portation, but presumably represented in part a desire to take advantage of the 
possibility it offered for raising prices for goods delivered from mills distant from 
Pittsburgh, and in part an effort to avoid a disturbance of the market territories 
served respectively by mills at Pittsburgh and Birmingham. 

I ibid., 620. 
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For brief periods prior to 1921 products manufactured in 

Chicago were also sold on a local base price. l Most of these 
temporary deviations occurred in times of diminished demand 
when Sellers were tempted to cut prices at Chicago, where demand 
was large and mill nets on local business were high. In 1909, when 
the United States Steel Corporation failed to prevent serious price 
cutting, a Chicago base was established, and the demand for the 
output of Chicago mills was stimulated, but after only a few 
months the Pittsburgh basis of pricing was restored. 2 Tem
porary selling on a Chicago base again occurred for about six 
months toward the end of 19II.' In 1917 the War Industries 
Board established Chicago as a basing point with steel prices 
in Chicago the same as in Pittsburgh.' The price structure for 
steel products over a wide area was changed with the result that 
fabricators in the west enlarged their plants and extended their 
sales territories. i 'But again, after about nine months, the Pitts
,burgh pricing system was restored at the request of Mr. Gary.' 
The users of steel in the middle west refused however, to accept 
the Pittsburgh base and pressed the Federal Trade Commission 
to take action, which it unwillingly did.7 In January, 1922, shortly 

I Prior to 1901 light sheets had been sold on a local price, the district having 
been favorite fighting ground for sales of this product. The consolidation of the 
&heet mills, however, resulted in local products being sold upon a Pittsburgh basis 
~F.T.C., Brief",. Pillsbtwgla PltU, 26); the American Tin Plate Company announced 
In 1903 that aU products would in the future be sold on a Pittsburgh basis, owing to 
"the higber cost of delivering steel and other raw material to the mills in that dis
trict, and to the heavy additional e~se incurred through the substitution of coal 
for gu u fuel in the various plants (Wid., 23). This argument implies that more 
costly methods of production had been substituted for less costly. 

I r.T.C., SIakrrNrII ",. Pillsbtwgla PI,", 181. 
I ibid., 81. Prices dropped from II to 13 per ton below the Pittsburgh-plus price (1,,,,. Ag', Jan. 4, 1912, 59). 
• F.T.C., Codl (1M P,ofits ill ,he Sled IMus'", 1925, 20. 
I FETTEIl, Jf MIJfI6IMle of Jf OfIfIpoly, 153. 
• CO_ONS, .. Delivered Price Practice in the Steel Market," .4".".. Ectm. Ret., 14: 

509· . 
, Consumers of ,teel in the Chicago district protested to the commission in 1919 

that this method of selling was contrary to Sec. 2 of the Clayton Act (which pro
hibita salel at discriminatory prices where the result of discrimination may be to 
\euen competition (except where the discriminatory price is made in good faith and 
to meet competition). After a protracted hearing the Commission concluded that the 
practice was fII1I illegal and declined to issue a complaint (r.T.C., .4f1f1tuJ1lUporl, 
1924, 36). Apparently u a result of protests to the president of the United Slates 
Steel Corporation by the Western Association of Rolled Steel Consumers, supported 
by the American Association of U1timate'Consumers of Rolled Steel (who a~tated 
through legislatures, attorneys general, and the governors of some 32 states), Mr. 
G&ry himself approached the Federal Trade Commission and in April, 1921, it 
issued a formal complaint. Thirty of the etates formed an organization known as 
"The Auociated States Opposing Pittsburgh Plus" and filed a brief. After almost 
c:ontinuoUi hearings from Januaryi 1922, to March, 1924. the commission on July 21, 
1\124. ordered the abandonment 0 the practice by the United States Steel Corpora-
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after the ~mmission issued its formal complaint, the corporation 
voluntarily commenced selling bars, plates; and shapes (the 
principal heavy rolled steel products other than rails) on a Chicago 
base; the Pittsburgh-plus practice continued to apply, ho~ever, 
to sheets, tin plates, wire, and wire products.1 

The order of the commission in July, 1924, resulted, however, 
in the abandonment of Pittsburgh base prices for sheets, wire, and 
pipe, I and the establishment of bases at Duluth, Cleveland, and 
a number of other points. a Pittsburgh basing continued in the 
eastern states although there was much complaint of price cutting; 
it was said that it continued, "if at all, only because there was 
nothing better.'" The independent companies adapted themselves 
to the new conditions, "here and there creating an additional 
basing point as competitive conditions required."6 In 1927 the 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation announced f.o.b. prices for structural 
shapes, plates, and bars at its mills at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 
Coatsville, Pennsylvania, Sparrows Point, Maryland, and Lack
awanna, New York,,1 This further modification of the basing-point 
tion and certain of its subsidiaries, an order which the corporation did not contest. 
This order of July 21, 1924, prohibited the sale of steel products on a Pittsburgh-plus 
basis, the sale of such products upon any basing point other than that at which they 
were manufactured or from which they were shipped, selling without a clear indica
tion upon the invoice of the f.o.b. mill or shipping-point price of the product and of 
the charge for actual freight,and discrimination in the price at which sales were 
made to different buyers. Professor Fetter reports that in 1905 the Commissioner of 
Corporations took the view that freight absorptions by firms at points outside Pitts
burgh to enable them to dump products under conditions yielding them less than 
the net realization they were obtaining at the mill were not discriminatory against 
local buyers, and, where factories were large and widely scattered such price cutting 
was the only means of preserving competition (FETTEII., Masq_ade 0/ Monopoly, 

1
3

)'1 COIO(ONS, op. cit. 509. C/. also N .R.A., The OPeratUm of'he Basin"g Poi", SyslMll iff 
,he Iron lind SIeelIndflSlry, 40. At various times prior to the order by the Federal 
Trade Commission there had been minor concessions from the basing-point system. 
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company was said to have departed from Pittsburgh 
base prices from time to time in selling wire products in the southwest, especially 
in Texas (F.T.C., StatemeJII on Pittsburg" Plus, 66). In 1922 a special price was 
established for wire products in the city of Cleveland only. Strip and sheet steel 
was also sold on a Youngstown base price identical with that of Pittsburgh. This 
price appears to have been quoted only locally in Youngstown and to have affected 
about 10 per cent of the business of the mills in the immediate territory (ibid., 66, 
533)· . 

'Iron Age, Jan. I, 1925, 3, 48, 54. 
• ibid., Sept. 25, 1924. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, which manufac

tures at Pueblo, Colorado, and enjoys in western markets a very high freight advan
tage over eastern plants, adjusted its prices at many points to the new Chicago and 
Birmingham base prices, although it continued to sell at some points at prices 
involving the absorption of part of the freight (FETTEII., Masq_ade of Monopoly, 
323). 

• New York Times, Nov. 20, 1927. 
I N.R.A., op. ,iI., 43. 
• New Yorll Times, Dec. 8,1927. 
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system' was accepted as offering a more stable price arrangement 
in the east than had existed since 1924.1 
vtWhen the code of fair competition under the National Indus
trial Recovery Act was drawn up for the iron and steel industry, 
all questions concerning the existence of the basing-point practice 
were dispelled. Explicit provision was made in the code for the 

I llegal enforcement of the practice. The code provided that all' 
. prices' should be delivered prices and set out the basing points 
i for each product)1dembers were required to file their price lists 

using only the prescribed basing points.4 Excluding four peculiar 
and two very minor classes of product, the average number of 
basing points for each of the remaining 32 steel products was 4.6, 
the range being from a minimum of one to a maximum of eleven. i 
While no attempt was made to make every producing point a 
basing point, the number of bases was increased.' The industry 
offered the code as being in substantial conformity with existing 
practice as to the number and location of basing points7 but this 
claim was challenged' and there is no doubt that the code intro
duced a number of important departures from previous practice. 

One of the most remarkable changes was the abandonment of 
. Youngstown, Ohio, as a basing point for sheets. Youngstown 

I The change may have been due· to the acquisition by the Bethlehem Steel 
Corporation of pIaats throughout the eastern territory. or to its knowledge that the 
federal Trade Commission was inquiring into the desirability of the merger between 
the Bethlehem and LacbWlUlll& compaDies. 

• Br this time ban were being aold by reference to Pittsburgh, Chicago. Birming
ham, Oeveland, and on a zone system in Michigan; shapes by reference to Pitts
burgh, Chicago. Birmingham, Bethlehem, and ButIalo; plates by reference to 
Pittsburgh, Chicago. ButIalo. Sparrows Point, Mary\aad, and Coatsville, Pennsyl
Yaniaj theets by reference to Pittsburgh, Chicago. and Birmingham; pipe by reference 
to Pittsburgh. Gary. and Lorain, Ohio; tin plate by reference to Pittsburgh and Gary. 
and wire products by reference to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago. Worcester. 
B~haIn. Imnton, Anderaon, Indiana, Duluth. DeKaib. and Joliet. 

"'EscT!!:~ .teel raila and oil pipe materials. 
• The . point to be U!Ied wu to be the point of production where that point 

... alao a basing point recognized by the code and otherwise "the basing point for 
auch product nearest in terma of all-rail freight rates to such plant." or in the case 
of baIi.oa points on the Gulf or Paci1ic cout "f.o.b. cars dock such port." Steel rails, 
however. were to be quoted f.o.b. mill or port of destination when shipped from any 
Atlantic or Gulf port to any Gulf or Pacific coast port. Other basing points might 
be used with the permission of the code authority ( ..... the board of directors of the 
American hoD and Steel Institute). Substantially similar provisioDl appeared in 
the code for the reinforcing materiall industry (except that both zone and baaing
point pric:ea were provided for). 

I F.T.c., Pr~ tdllN Slul IfIIl,""".ruler,1te Code. 1934. 17. 
I A list of the new \ases it given in N.ll.A.. TIM Opcrll4Un1 ~ lIN Ban", PtIi", 

S,"',,'IuI Ir ... fIIl Slul IItd..,. 46. 
, kIM of the Deputy Administrator (annesed to the code). 
I F.T.C., PrGdicu ~ lIN Skd IfIIl.,w, .tUUr lIN ClltU, 17,62. HCGrl"" on the 

Imn and Steel Code. UrHU4 SIDIu Dail" Aug. 6, 1933. 
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was the most important locality for the production of· sheets 
in the country, yet, after the introduction of the code, all sheets 
were sold on a Pittsburgh base; only 0.2 per cent of the sheet 
manufacturing capacity of the area using Pittsburgh as a base 
was at Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh is 57 miles from Youngstown and 
the change involved an increase in the price of sheets of from 
$1.50 to $2.50 per ton to some purchasers .. Subsequently Youngs
town was U granted a concession substantially restoring its 
previous position" and fabricators there did not press for a basing 
point lest it lead to the establishment of other basing points 
that would adversely affect them. t 

.Jbe Federal Trade Commission contended that pig iron which 
had formerly been sold on an f.o.b. nillI. basis was placed on a 
multiple-basing-point system." Figure 39 shows the basing points 
and points of production of pig iron in December, 1933. The 
secretary of the American Iron and Steel Institute stated, how
ever, that pig iron had for some time been sold by reference to 
basing points and that the code merely made the base prices 
public and increased their number.' These and other changes 
in basing points' caused serious loss to some purchasers of iron 
and steel, and the Federal Trade Commission properly pointed 
out that "the power to select, discontinue, or increase the number 
of basing points involves the power of deciding what cities shall 
be handicapped and what cities shall be built up as centers for 
the remanufacture and processing of steel products"S because it is 
"the power to determine which mills shall collect a delivery 
charge from the purchaser which is not the equivalent of the 
actual cost of delivery.'" . 

..:rhe remaining changes introduced by the code were mostly 
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of the basing-point sy§tem 
ill securing uniformity in the delivered prices quoted by all steel 
producers. The base prices were themselves reduced to uniformity 
before or immediately after they were filed with the code authority 
owing to "cooperative action among the producers of competitive 
steel products organized as groups or committees, and to group 

I F.T.C., tI,. AI., 5, 17, 45. . 
I N.R.A., ",. AI., 91. 
I ibid., 8. This change had beeD unsuccessfully attempted by Judge Gary during 

the war of 1914 to 1918 (ibid., 58, and see above, page 301). 
• N.R.A., tI,. AI., So, 89. 
I F.T.C., tI,. AI., 16; Ba.rln, Poi'" S,s'- in 'M SleelI,",,",,,, 30. 
• F.T.C., P,tJdiuI tlf'IN SIeelItulus", "tuler ,IN Code, 20, 45. 
'ibid., 16; Borin, Poi'" S, .. ,,. 1M SIeelItuluslr1, 30. 
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or code authority pressure."1 The sums added to base prices to 
'-- arrive at delivered prices were openly and rigidly standardized, I 

including transportation and delivery charges. 
IBasing-point systems can be maintained only if all sellers 

kIlow precisely what prices will be quoted by rivals at each point. 
Such calculations require precise knowledge not only of base 
prices but also of the transportation charge from the base. Because 
the charges by railroads are published and relatively stable they 
offer the most convenient means of calculating the transportation 
charge. Prior to" the code, railroad rates were very widely 
used bi calculating delivered prices for steel. Mter the code 
adherence to the use of railroad rates was even more general. 
Uniformity of transportationch~rgt!~ was secured by the publici. 
tion of freight tables which, pursuant to an amendment to the 
code, members were required to use in calculating delivered 
prices.8 These tables followed, with a few unimportant exceptions, 
the published railroad tariffs. Switching charges were not always 
known in advance of shipment and arbitrary amounts were 
prescribed which sometimes exceeded and sometimes fell short 
of the actual charges.' Ocean rates were used from eastern to 
Gulf and Pacific ports5 but as the use of actual rates "might 
result in unfair competitive co"nditions" arbitrary steamship 
charges were included in the freight tables; these rates were 
sometimes above and sometimes below the actual rates.· Apart 

1 F.T.C., P,adias of ,he Sud Indus'" tinder ,he Cotk, 5, 9. "The level of prices 
under the present practice is not determined by the forces of competition but by the 
combined judgment of the organized industry of what the traffic will bear" (ibid., 
57). See also F.T.C., Basing Point S,sum in the Sud Indus'", 6. The harmony 
among steel producers was disturbed, however, in July, 1934, when subsidiaries of 
the National Steel Corporation filed new prices involving considerable reductions. 
Manufacturers were '.' astonished and dismayed at the action, as they had had no 
warning of the cuts" which were attributed to a desire to "favor the automobile 
industry" (New Yorl Times, June 30, 1934). 

I With the standardization of additions to and subtractions from the base price 
where the commodity sold departed from the standard commodity quoted (F.T.C., 
P,adi,es of ,he Sud Industry tinder ,he Code, 9) and with the margins of jobbers (ibid., 
35) we are not here concerned. (Also F.T.C., Basing Point System in the Sud Indus
try, 7, 10.) 

• Wid., 340 
'F.T.C., P,lUtias 0/ ,he Sud Indust" tinder ,he Cotk, 14. In large terminal 

areas a uniform switching charge was prescribed which was an average of actual 
charges. A small zone of uniform delivered prices was thus created. This practice 
was attributed to the necessity of placing fabricators and dealers in the area upon a 
uniform basis (N.R.A., 01. "'., 107). Presumably buyers taking delivery by truck 
would otherwise favor dealers nearest the mills and able to buy at a lower delivered 
price. 

• N.R.A., op. "'.,119; F.T.C., Basing Point Syshm in ,he SUelIndustry, 19. 
t F.T.C., P,adices oj the Sud Industry tinder ,he Cotk, 21. 
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from these exceptions. the prescribed all-rall rates were used 
except where other charges were "previously approved by the 
board of directors and filed with the secretary."l The importance 
of the requirement to use rall rates lay in the availability of 
cheaper transportation by water and truck. 

Prior to the approval of the code. prices had been calculated 
in a number of areas by reference to inland water transportation. 
The withdrawal of this practice naturally evoked protests from 
mills.' jobbers.' and fabricators t having access to navigable 
water. The code authority refused to exercise its power to permit 
the use of water rates except in a few minor cases. i In reply to the 
complaint that this policy nullified the attempts of the federal 
and state governments to provide cheap inland transportation by 
developing facilities for canal and river navigation. the manu. 
facturers remarked that they did not dictate the kind of trans
portation used.' As. however. they required payment for rall 
transportation which was the most expensive as well as the 
speediest. water transportation was obviously handicapped and 
the water transportation companies protested. although abor
tively. against this interference with the development of their 
business.' Some steel manufacturers did. however. use water 
transportation.8 The water transportation companies were not 
then obstructed. but the steel manufacturers were annexing the 
benefits of public expenditure on the development of water 
transportation facilities where such expenditure had been incurred. 

Similar difficulties arose where truck transportation offered 
economies to buyers. The code authority endeavored to enforce 
prices including the cost of rall transportation although no trans
portation at all was provided.' but they were compelled to yield 
to protests to the extent of deducting 6S per cent of the carload 

I Code Schedule E, Sec. 4-
I F.T.C., PraaKu oj 1M SI«J IrldflS", Mtler ,IN Code, II. 
I ihi4., .8-
• ibid., '7, '9/.; P.T.C:t BtJ.ritll Poi'" Syskm itl ,IN Sl«llrldflS"" 22. 
• F.T.C., Bantl, Poi'" ~yskm ." 1M Sl«llrldflS"y, '3. Local, temporary, and 

ratricted departure was permitted in the ease of pig iron owing to the failure of 
lOme CODCelDI to file a base price at Granite City, Dlinois, which was an approved 
basing point (F.T.C.,PraaKu ojIMSl«llrulflSlry.tIder'M Code, II, '7). In Decem
ber, 1933, a number of deductions from the all-rail delivered price were recommended 
in connection with deliveries to certain ports on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Hudson 
riven, the New York State Barge Canal, and the Atlantic seaboard, but the recom
mendations were not approved by the code authority (ibid., '7). 

• ibid., '3. 'ibid., 3'; BtJ.ri .. , Poi'" Syskm ill 1M Sl«llrulflSlry, lOS, 106. : ~.:r .c., PraaKu oj 1M SI«lI rldflSlry flfIIler 1M Code, 22, 30. 
~·.33· 
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/rate! for rail transportation; buyers taking delivery in trucks 
(at the mill were thus still compelled to pay over one third of the 
(cost of tr~nsporting their products by rail although the seller 
provided no transportation service at all. Protests from buyers! 
and trucking companies8 produced no further concession. Thus 
where public expenditure on the improvement of road surfaces 
reduced the. cost of transportation, at least a considerable part 
of . the resulting benefit was annexed by the steel producers. 4 

Where steel could be economically used as a return freight in the 
trucks of automobile and other manufacturers,6 part of the 
economy accrued to the seller rather than to the buyer of steel. 
The steel manufacturers advanced the pseudo-benevolent defense 
usually offered' in such cases that they wished to prevent unfair 
competition among both sellers and buyers of steel. If mills 
with access to water were permitted to use and charge for water 
transportation, buyers and sellers without such access would be 
handicapped.' Thus the industry was prepared to "impute to' 
and enforce upon sellers, buyers, and localities having natural 
advantages making for low costs and lower prices the natural 
disadvantages of other sellers, buyers, and localities making for 
high costs and higher prices"7 and thus prevent those with such 
advantages from sharing them with buyers in that locality. 
"It is in essence the monopolization by the sellers to the exclusion 
of the buyers of the natural advantages inherent in the natural 
resources of that territory."8 There is little doubt, however, that 
the profits accruing to the manufacturers were a happy incidental 
consequence of a policy directed toward the restriction of price 
competition that might arise out of lack of uniformity in the 

I Where less than carload lots were sold only 65 per cent of the carload rate was 
to be deducted although the less than carload rate was the higher, and had been 
used in calculating the delivered price from which the deduction was made (ibid., 
33). Cf. also F.T.C., Basing Poi", System in the Sleel Industry, 24. 

I F.T.C., Praclices of lhe Sleel Induslry finder lhe Code, 33. 
I ibid., 35; New York Times, Dec. IS, 1933. 
• F.T.C., P,aclices of lhe Steel IndusI,y finder lhe Code, 33. 
• ibid., 34. . 
• ibid., 28. The refusal to exclude all charges for transportation from prices when 

steel was delivered to trucks at the mill was defended partly on the ground that 
the movement of products to points within the mill where they could be picked up 
by truck involved costs, and partly because, if buyers for truck transportation were 
not chaIged some part of the cost of rail transportation they would benefit as com
pared with those not arranging for truck transportation, and the purpose of the 
practice was to "remove inequalities in the treatment of buyers" (New York Times, 
Dec. IS, 1933). . 

r F.T.C., P,aclices of lhe Steel Industry finder the Code, 49. 
• ibid., So. Where the advantage was in the form of improved roads or improved 

water navigation facilities ~e advantages were not entirely "natural" advantages. 
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charges for transportation by different sellers. Their principal 
immediate aim was the elimination of the use of trucks. l 

....Nevertheless the industry did not find it entirely possible to 
secure price uniformity upon the simplest conceivable geo
'graphical structure of prices. Steel rails and a few other productsl 

required special rules. The possibility of imports resulted in 
departures from the general system of basing points at Gulf and 
Pacific ports' where there were bases at points at which there 
was no production.· Local departures were also made upon a 
restricted basis in part of the pig iron market. The only notable 
concession obtained as a result of protest by buyers was 'obtained 
by the automobile manufacturers, some of whom bought steel 
on so large a scale that they were able to threaten to manufacture 
their own. i In consequence, the steel manufacturers permitted 
sales in Michigan alone at prices from three to five dollars per 
ton below the delivered prices arrived at by adding the cost of 
rail transportation to the basing-point prices.' The concession 
to buyers accepting delivery by truck has been mentioned. In 
order that the government might take advantage of its right to 
ship its purchases over land-grant railroads at less than the 
published transportation rates; seller~ to the federal government 
were permitted to deduct the full transportation costs from 
delivered prices.? Concessions were also made to railroad buyers.s 

• The steel manufacturers mentioned, for instance, that the use of cut-rate truck 
lines had in the past upset steel prices by allowing one steel mill to undercut another 
(ibid., 35) and lack of uniformity in water transportation charges was open to the 
.. me objection. But "in that connection the question arises to what extent, if any, 
attainment of the objectives of this one industry for its own prosperity and recove~ 
may be at the ezpense of other industries which cannot be isnored m the nation I 
.truggle to restore normally prosperous conditions" (ibid., 27). 

I For eumple, hot rolled steel Itrip (ibid., II) and pipe and tubular goods. 
• AKuIc.uf UO. AIfD STEEL lNS1"IT1TlE, Basin, Poi,," IIf11l CompeliliOll in 

S/ul,5· 
I The N.R.A. committee stated that the use of such bases wu "open to abuse and 

Ineouality" (op. AI., 171). 
- - J ibid., 46, and _ below p. 422. AI the code for the iron and steel industry 
prohibited the building of new blast furnaces or open hearth capacity they would 
have been compelled to buy existing plants. The, also diverted purchases from the 
larger to the smaller manufacturers "u a purutive meaaure" (New York Times, 
Feb. 2, 1934). 

I ibid., 10, 46. Manufacturers in Toledo, Ohio, finally protested against sales of 
.teel in Detroit, Michigan, at 3~ cents per hundred pounds less than in Toledo, 
which w .. nearer to Pittsburgh (NeI/1 Yorll Times, July 9,1935). Minor concessions 
were permitted in Ca\ifomia, Oregon, and North Carolina, where sellers were per
mitted to absorb the atate sales tax. C/. also F.T.C., Basin, Poi'" S,stem in ,he S/ul 
Iflilusfry, 18. 

, The delivered cost to the government wu then the base price plus the special 
Iand-grant transportation rate. 

I F.T.C., P,aQUu of ,he S/ullflllllSlr7 .ruler ~he CoM, 10. 
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As all these departures were subject to rigid rule, the uniformity 
of the delivered prices of the sellers was not disturbed. 
C After a survey of the structure. of base prices the Federal 

Trade Commission reported that "Pittsburgh, the basing point 
for 33 products, l is still the center and starting point for all 
basing-point calculations."2 Five other cities were basing points 
for a number of products in 1934 but they were, in the main, 
secondary to Pittsburgh.9There were "indications that the price 
differentials between various basing points are recognized as 
standard an4 not subject to change by individual action!" 
Chicago base prices were generally one to two dollars per ton 
above those in Pittsburgh although the cost of production in 
Chicago was believed to be lower than in Pittsburgh, and, in the 
case of some products, so much lower that products could profit
ably be shipped from Chicago to Pittsburgh. r; A similar complaint 
was· made of the higher base price at Birmingham than at Pitts
burgh.6 The Board of Review appointed to discover whether the 
administration had fostered monopolistic practices or handicapped 
small enterprise, made scorching accusations of monopolistic 
control by the board of directors of the American Iron and Steel 
Institute acting as code authority for the industry. Its accusations 
.were based largely upon the report of the Federal Trade Com
mission.7 Counsel for the N.R.A. stated that this latter report was 

1 That is, practically all steel products. 
I ibid., 17. C/. also F.T.C., Basing Po;'" System in ,he SIeelInduslry, 28. 
I East and south of a line connecting Pittsburgh and Buffalo there were few 

basing points and those were principally for minor products; prices in a large put 
of the eastem, southeastem, and Gulf states and Pacific coast territory were deter
mined, therefore, by Pittsburgh plus rail or combined rail and water rates. "Over 
all this area the essence of the Pittsburgh·plus practice applies on many products in 
its original effectiveness" (F.T.C., PracJKBS of ,he SIeelIndus'ry under ,he Code, 17). 
From Chicago two-thirds of the way westward across the continent prices were 
"Chicago-plus" prices; the influence of Birmingham in the south was limited by 
high base prices. 

e ibid., 19. 
I ibid., 19, 56. 
• F.T.C., Basing Poi", System in ,he Steel Indwtry, 21. 
'The report of the (" Darrow") Board of Review was never published. An abstract 

will be found in New York Times, May 21, 1934. The board reported that counsel 
for the institute had charged that the report of the Federal Trade Commission on 
the operation of the steel code was a "tissue of falsehoods" but he had failed to 
substantiate the charge, from which failure the board concluded that "no answer 
was possible." After reviewing the report of the Federal Trade Commission it con
cluded that the practical consequence of the multiple-basing-point practice in the 
industry was "to hasten the exit of the small enterprise and foster the always grow
ing autocracy of the greater" because it precluded price reductions by non-basing
point mills in sales to nearby purchasers, thus handicapping new and comparativel, 
small concems in obtaining a foothold in the industrr. The practice involved "arti
ficial arbitrary ••• [and) uneconomic" discrimination between fabricators of steel 
and deprived the public of the benefits of price competition; the code "closes all 
discernible avenues to the entrance of price competition.!! 
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erroneous and unsound1 but almost complete acceptance of the 
criticisms of the commission was implied in the proposal of the 
administration to recommend that the code be amended to 
provide for basing points "either at or within a short distance 
from the place of actual production . . • in no instance outside 
the immediate area of their actual production" and for the charg
ing of only actual transportation costs or a fair approximation 
to them. t The amended code increased the number of basing 
points to take care of "outstanding complaints" and it was 
alleged that the provisions with regard to the calculation of 
transportation charges had been modified.' In promulgating the 
new code the President recognized the desirability of further 
modification of the basing-point system and ordered an investiga
tion of the system by both the N.R.A. and the Federal Trade 
Commission. • 

I CoUDJel for the administration stated (NeI/1 Yori Times, May 21, 1934) that 
the N .R.A. had II been from the beginning critical of the price provisions in the steel 
code including the setup of the basing-point system." While it was not contended 
that this system was socially or legally Justifiable the administration was required to 
oblerve that in at least two anti-trust prosecutions where basing-point price sys
tema were involved the Supreme Court has not held that such a price system was 
illegal f"! .,. Owing to dilferences of opinion between competent legal and economic 
authonties the administration had felt that II the surest method of adjudicating the 
Iuu, wisely would be to give these provisions a trial under close and continual public 
oblervation." The fruits of this observation had been offered to the Federal Trade 
Commission which had rejected them and produced an erroneous, unsound, and 
one-sided report. The commission had used the Recovery Administration "only in 
the gathering of evidence to IUpport its legal and economic preconceptions"; its 
report made "ludicroue errors of fact," was unsound and inconsistent in some of 
ite "conjectural conclusions," and unfair in its omission of all reference to the 
beneficent aspects of the code (ibid.). 

• NIlIII Yorl Times, May 31 1934. 
• The new code provided tbt when deliveries were not made by rail the code 

authorit,. could authorize a charge for transportation less than the all-rail rate by an 
amount "equitable and necessary in order that com~titive opportunities to pro
ducers and eonsumers ahall be maintained," the administration of this clause being 
lubject to review by the administrator. This clause involves no obvious change 
in the powers of the eode authority eacept perhaps a more direct control by the 
administrator. 

• Ezecutive Order of May 30, 1934. It was stated in this order that "conditions 
of economic emergency make necessary the retention in a modified form of the 
multiple-basing-point system adopted in the original code and effective in the indus
try for many yeara." The increase in the number of basing points, and the alleged 
modification of the method of calculating transportation charges effected by the new 
code, while alleviating some of the inequities in the existing system, II illustrate the 
desirability of working towards the end of having prices quoted on the basia of area 
of production, and the eventual establishment of basing points coincident with all 
IUCh &reII, as wen as the elimination of artificial transportation charges in price 
quotations." The investigation was to discover II in what manner the practi<:llS of 
the industry, particularly in regard to the multiple-basing-point s).'!ltem, may be 
improved so as to preserve for the benefit of all concerned the stabilizing effects of 
the uisling IYStem, and at the same time to insure full opportunity, through fair 
eompetition, to pase on to the eonsumers the benefits of increasing productive 
ef6cienq while eontinuing to improve labor and providing greater ltability of 
IIIIployment." (N ... Yorl Times, May 30,1934.) 
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The persistent modification of the basing-point system over a 

long period of years in the direction of increasing the number of 
--1>asing points resulted in considerable transformation of the geo

graphical structure of prices. Prices at the..ne..w bases were often 
considerably belo~I:!~_~eli~ere.d price formerly prevailing there. l 

Chicago prices for heavy rolled steel products had been about 
$6.80 a ton above those at Pittsburgh when calculated on a 
Pittsburgh base; when the Chicago base was installed they were 
reduced to only $2.00 above Pittsburgh, a reduction sufficient to 

PIG. 42.-Annual average prices of pig iron at Pittsburgh. Chicago. Birmingham. and 
Valley Pumacee, 1920 to 1934. (Dro_/rOlff d/Jlo;,. Sud.) 

increase very considerably the profitability of fabrication at 
Chicago and points on the side of Chicago away from Pittsburgh. 
Even heavier reductions appear to have been made in the price 
of wire products at Duluth which were reduced from $12.00 to 
$2.00 per ton in excess of Pittsburgh.1 Figure 40 showing the 
differential between the Chicago and Pittsburgh prices for a 
number of products indicates a narrowing of the differential on 
structural shapes and sheets. Figure 41 indicates that the price of 
cast iron pipe at Chicago and Bethlehem has preserved a fairly 
constant differential since 1923, while the price at New York, 
which was above the price at both the above centers in 1923, was 
below the price at both Chicago and Bethlehem in 1931. Figure 42 
shows the annual average prices of pig iron at Chicago, Pittsburgh, 
and Birmingham. 

e. The Cemenl Industry . . '1)e history of the basing-point 
system in the cement and steet"mdustries is broadly parallel. The 

I See diagram showing the reductions in the price of wire products at a number of 
points in F:uru, .,. cf4., 159-

• FnTD, It¥. AI. 
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cement industry was confined during the greater part of the nine
teenth century to the eastern states and mainly to the Lehigh 
Valley. When new mills were established in the west and south 
prices were first made by reference to the Lehigh Valley as a base.1 

As capacity for production expanded at new points many were 
converted into basing points.' Figure 43 showing the location of 
cement mills throughout the United States, and distinguishing 
the basing-point from the non-basing-point mills, reveals that by 
1930 in the northeastern and south central states most mills were 
at or near a basing point, but that in other parts of the country 
there was often a considerable distance between non-basing-point 
mills and their basing points. During the years 192I to I93I there 
were 69 basing points at which there were I07 cement mills and 
2 silos,' but only 30 per cent of the cement output east of the 
Rockies was produced at basing points in I927.4 During the last 
half of I93I and the early months of I932 there were 30 different 
prices prevailing at these basing points. Ii There were thus more 
points of production and more basing points than in the steel 
industry. 

There has been a high degree of correspondence between 
delivered prices calculated by reference to the basing points 
and those actually charged.' Sample investigations revealed over 
90 per cent of the tonnage sold in accordance with the basing-point 
system." Taking periods of time within which the price of cement 

I F.T.C., Pri&I BMa lflqfliry, 7 note. Delivered prices appear to have been used 
by the Atlu Portland Cement Company as eady as 1902, when the single-basing
point system had been used intermittently for lOme years for some steel products. 
It has been said that the United States Steel Corporation was responsible for intro
ducinlJ the baaing-point practice when it acquired the Dlinois Steel Company and, 
with it, the Univeraal Portland Cement Company (FETTEJI, M asq_adc of 11 o,",~oly, 
'39) but the Federal Trade Commission was unable to verify the statement (Pm. 
Billa IfIqfIiry, 30). 

• The uistence of a baaina-point system is acknowledged by the sellers (F.T.C., 
C.-... 1114,""" 33). 

• F.T.C., C-.tlfttlru"7, 1933, 37. At the close of 1930 there were 80 companies 
In the United States operating 166 mills producing Portland cement (F.T.C., PM 
S_IffPir1, 16). Of these mills 80, or about one half, were non-basing-point mills 
(i6i4.;I07). 

, .T.C.,ol. AI.,II9. 
• F.T.C., C"""" 1114.." 1933, xiii. 
• See cliagrama at F.T.C., Pri&I SMa lfll/flir" 207 ff. 
• All inquiry made by the Wisconsin Bureau of Markets concerning purchases of 

cement by dealers during 1927 amounting to more than 2.9 million barrels of cement 
(which wu over half the total ahipments to the state in that year) showed that 
dcviatioaa from basing-point prices plus freight aJIected less than 0.1 per cent of the 
total tonnage. The commission remarked that 10 high a percenta~e of agreement 
upon 10 large a volume of ahipments by 14 manufacturers to 10 different ahipping 
points wu ItriIting; DO deviation exceeded 10 cents per barrel. The commission itself 
anal)'leCl 66,157 ules of over II million barrels of cement to 21 different cities in 
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had remained unchanged, it was found that in all cities, with the 
exception of Baltimore and Detroit, complete harmony of actual 
prices with basing-point prices had existed for one or more suc;b 
periods.1 Only in the city 'of Detroit were there notably wide vana
tions and even there 88.15 per cent' of the tonnage sold conformed 
to the basing..;point prices plus freight. Such deviations from basing
point prices as did exist ranged up to 35 cents per barre1. The 
greater proportion of tonnage sold at less than the basing-point 
price, however, was sold at from 6 to 10 per cent below that price, 
4 per cent of the total tonnage being sold at prices within this· 
range. A further I percent was sold at prices from II to 15 cents 
under the basing-point price. 2 Of a little over 19 million tons of 
cement sold in 1929 to highway commissions for road building 
in a number of different states, 95.19 per cent was sold at prices 
conforming to the basing-point system; in 1930 of a similar ton
nage about 97.60 per cent was sold on this basis;3 The commission 
commented that these figures demonstrated "in a remarkable 
manner the strength and perfection of a system whereby producers 
maintained their mill prices for long periods in practically com~ 
plete accord and in some more or less definite relation."4 
~Departures from basing-point prices did occur. Secret rebates 
have been made from the basing-point prices;6 some mills have 
continuo"sly offered openly to sell at prices from 10 to 20 cents per 

the United States in the three years from 1927-1929. This analysis revealed that in 
13 of the 2I cities, every sale had been m ... de at a price corresponding to the basing
point formula, and that in 3 other cities approximately complete uniformity existed. 
Of all sales (made by different manufacturers) taken together, 93.95 per cent of the 
tonnage represented had been sold in accordance with the basing-point system. 
(ibid., 57, 58.) 

I Some of the departures were departures only in appearance because invoices 
represented deliveries under contracts made at an earlier date when the price of 
cement was below that prevailing at the time of the invoice. Had such invoices been 
referred to the date of the contract rather than the date of the invoice, greater uni
formity would have been revealed. 

I ibid., 58, 59. 
I ibid., 63, and diagram at ibid., 65. About one third of the total output of 

cement was used for road building and similar purposes in 1928 (ibid., 17). 
• ibid., 64. It added that uniformity upon such contracts was more convincing 

than uniformity in prices to dealers, in view of the fact that II for a producer to be 
out of line on these gigantic state contracts by ever so little, if high, is to invite 
enormous losses in volume of business .••• Yet such is the confidence of any 
member of the industry in his kIiowledge of the mathematical formula, base prices, 
and freight rates which the other members will use in arriving at their bids, that, 
when the system is smoothly working, as prior to 1931, he will bid a price calculated 
in that same way with an assurance bom (If experience that such a bid will enable 
him to share with a half dozen or so of otherl\. in the letting of contracts amounting 
to a total of from $2,000,000 to $6Jooo,000 and, in the case of one recent letting, to a 
total of more than $18,000,000." libid., 64.) 

I F.T.C., Ce""'" Indus'", 92. 
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barrel below the price calculated .by reference to the governing 
basing point.) This price cutting has apparently, however, been 
confined to certain delivery points, where mills believed that price 
cutting would "bring in more additional business with less' risk. of 
reprisal from the 'regular' companies."l One mill for some years 
maintained one base price for the stite of Michigan and a higher 
base price outside the state, I and occasionally mills have arbi
trarily restricted to a prescribed territory the application of a 
basing point.' Departures from basing-point prices have also been 
made in coastal markets around ports of entry to meet the com
petition of foreign producers of cement.4 In California the multiple
basing-point system was abandoned in 1929 for a system of 
delivered prices based upon freight charges from the mill nearest 
the point of delivery. Ii Cement manufacturers, like steel manu
facturers, have also departed from their general basing-point 
practice in dealing with railroads. They sold cement at a mill price 
wherever the mill was situated on a railway route.' They have also 
made arrangements similar to those in the steel industry to permit 
the federal government to take advantage of special land-grant 
rates available to it.7 

As in the steel industry, the availability of cheaper methods 
of transportation than the railroad has caused pressure to modify ..... 
the principle of adding railroad freight charges to the base price 

I F.T.C., Pm Basu IfllJWY, 133; also Cemenllnduslry, 1933, xiii. 
I F.T.C., Pm B/JIU 11IljUiry, 113. . 
• ibid., 101); alao CemenllndllSfly, 51. 
: ~.:r.c., Cemenllnduslry, 46, 47. 

ibid., 127. 
• This mill price appears to be fixed by either the lowest basing-point price on 

the line, or the lowest total of base price from any point not on the line, and freight 
from luch point to the nearest junction freightwise on the line, the lower of these 
two pricea being the one let. Thus railroad buyers are in a position to secure for any 
point 011 their line .. the lowest price prevailing commercially on their roads, all 
pointa collsidered," although railioad purchases of cement are not completely on a 
mill bale. Wherever a purchase ill made from a mill off the line the price charg~ is 
the lime II. the delivered price to a non-railroad buyer located at the nearest Junc
tion point 011 the railroad. Apparently in recent years railroads have P!1rsued ~e 
policy of increasing their purchases from ~ off their lines, bu.t from .which then: IS 
a through line to the destination on the line where the cement IS reqUired, the pnce 
of cement at the point at which it meeta the line of the purchasing railroad being 
the lowest the company would have to pay at any point on t!te line. ~e freight 
from the mill to this junction point ill deducted from the delivered pnce by the 
Ieller, the buying railroad pays the agreed proPOrtiOIl of the through rate to the 
railroad canying cemellt to the junction point; as, however, thia agreed amount is 
u.naIly lesa thaJl the lum deducted by the cement manufact!ller on the inv~ice, the 
purchaler IeCureI a gain UpOIl such purchases. (F.T.C., Pnu B/JIu IfllJusry, 10:l-
I~~ . . 

ibid., 103, 104-
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to arrive at, the delivered price. With one1 exception, however, the 
price was calculated by the use of railroad transportation costs 
even where water transportation was available. But cement was 
not always delivered by railroad; cement delivered by water 
yielded a higher price at the mill than sales to points equally 
distant freightwise to which water transportation was not avail
able.1 The availability of trucks resulted in the quotation of 
special prices for delivery by the buyer's truck. a These prices 
undermined the basing-point system because truck-delivered 
cement was cheaper than that delivered by rail. The code of fair 
competition for the industry under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act contained no reference to the basing-point system. 
Producers filed open prices for each delivery point in accordance 
with the system. 

d. The Sugar Industry. The course of events in the sugar 
industry illustrates how efforts to regulate price cutting lead to 
the introduction of a basing-point system. Before 1928 (when 
the Sugar Institute began operations) the price of sugar at any 
delivery point was generally the price at the nearest refinery 
plus the cost of transportation thence to delivery points; the 
price of sugar at refineries at different points was approximately 
uniform.4 Had sales been made to all buyers at uniform refinery 
prices, each refinery would have been limited to sales in the 
territories to which it could deliver more cheaply than any rival. 
Refiners were not willing, however, to accept this limitation upon 
their territories and had reached out into wider fields by U absorb
ing freight." The total absorptions by each were determined 
by the territories each decided to serve. Ii These freight absorptions 

I The basing-point mill which determines the New York price has used a water 
transportation rate (ibid., 25, 66). 

I ibid., 133. 
• In some districts producers quoted mill prices when delivery was to be made to 

the buyer's truck about IS cents per barrel above the prices for railroad deliveries 
(ltu:. ril.; CemenI Indus"" 55, 58, 59). In other areas, however, producers have 
ceased to quote any price for truck deliveries, thus establishing uniform prices 
based upon the all-rail cost of transportation (F.T.C., CemenlIndus1r'J, 28, 57, 59, 
~~ -

• U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Decision of Judge Mack (mimeographed), 42. 
• These decisions were embodied in their "freight applications," i.e., the amount 

they added to the refinery price to arrive at the delivered price; the difference ~ 
tween the actual cost of traasportation to a point and the refiner's" freight applica
tion" measured the amount of freight he II absorbed." The policies of refiners varied. 
"Some refiners would absorb no more than 10 to IS cents per hundred pounds and 
normally even less; others like the California refiners would absorb as high as 
30 cents. This thez could afford to do because of certain advantages in purchasing 
raw'! (ibid., 43). (They purchased raw sugar from their parent company operating 
plantations in Hawaii.) In general, refiners did not refuse to sell at f.o.b. mill prices 
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resulted in an interpenetration of market areas involving lack of 
uniformity in mill-net realizations but left the structure of relati", 
prices at di1ferent delivery points in conformity with what would 
be expected from a system of f.o.b. mill prices. in the territory 
east of the Mississippi River, north of the Ohio River, and west 
of a line from Buffalo to Pittsburgh, however, a "Philadelphia
plus" system prevailed.l In areas to which Texas refiners had 
most economical access, sales were made upon a New Orleans 
base and, in consequence, yielded a "pickup" to the Texas 
refiners who are said to have "substantially lived" on the "pick
up" for many years. I The beet sugar producers are mainly located 
in W"lSCOnsin, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Utah, and Colorado but, 
apparently since the beginning of the industry, beet sugar has 
been sold in each area at the prices at which cane sugar is offered 
there. As the cane sugar refineries are mainly on the coast, the 
beet sugar producers were able to "make a substantial profit on 
transportation,"· i.e., to secure a freight "pickup." 

The middle western states have traditionally been the most 
vigorously contested territory in the industry; water transporta
tion was available and delivered prices were usually calculated 
by reference to. the cost of transportation by water, even when 
sugar was actually transported by rail, either because the refiner 
did not have access to water, or for any other reason.4 Similar 
conditions prevailed on occasion in Alabama, Tennessee, Ken
tucky, and the parts of Indiana in the Warrior River area. i 

The attempts of the Sugar Institute between 1928 and March, 
1931, to standardize refinery prices and methods of doing busi
ness,' and to eliminate secret price making, diverted competition 
into more vigorous rivalry in making freight allowances. The 
institute then turned to strenuous efforts to eliminate this rivalry. 7 

The outstanding difficulty of the industry lay in the existence 
of water transportation facilities, often considerably cheaper 

but it q not dear whether these prices were uniform to aU buyers irrespective of their 
1oeatioD. • • h 

I Deliveriell into this territory from New York involved aD absorpUoD of frelg t 
of two eente per hUDdred poUDds while deliveries from Baltimore yielded a "pickup" 
of ODe eent per hUDdred poUDds (ibid., 44). 

• ibid., ..... • •• 
• Brief lilt 1M FtJdI lIN 'M Su,. IflSliluIe, 177; U.S. v. Sugar Iaatitute, DUtStIIIt 

of Judge Mack (mimeographed), 44. 
: ~ of 1udge Mack, 47. 

ibid., 47. 
• See p. 72. 
f ~ of Judge Mac:k, 45, 114. 
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than railroad transportation,although slower and more liable 
to· cause deterioration of the product. Mter discussion, the 
i'nstitute decided that "absorbing freight means the selling of 
transportation at less than cost, which is unsound in principle 
and necessarily throws. an undue burden on the consumers· at 
and near the primary markets,"l a conclusion which, translated 
into action, would have completely reshufHed the marker terri
tories of the refiners. No effort was made to apply the new prin
ciplej the refiners sought "to prevent the breakdown of the 
freight structure chiefly in the Great Lakes2 and Warrior River 
areas,"s i.e~, apparently to secure prices in those areas based 
upon the cost of railroad transportation. Similar but less success
ful efforts were. made to establish a delivered-price system in 
other areas.' Thus the condemnation of local price discrimination 
by the institute in its ruling against freight absorptions was 

1 Wid., 50. 
I ibid., 51. Desperate but abortive efforts were made during the early months of 

the institute to secure this end, and, by the summer of 1928, delivered prices in the 
middle west had fallen to the Philadelphia price plus the cost of combined rail and 
water transportation; the institute succeeded, however, in preventing their reduc
tion to the still lower price arrived at by adding to the pnce in New Orleans the 
cost of transportation thence by barge (ibid., 52). The refiners considered the desir
ability of zone prices and agreed delivered prices (Wid., 53/., and Brief fo,. U.S., 
261, 262) and finally arrived at "a system of delivered pnces with denial of the 
privilege of purchases f.o.b. refinery" (Decision of Judge Mack, 52). After drastic 
price cutting in the middle western states, the American Sugar Refining Company 
announced in April, 1929, that it would sell at the important lake ports, as well as 
at some nearby points, only at delivered prices. The prices announced were a little 
less than its refinery price plus the cost of railroad transportation and were, there
fore, higher than the prices prevailing during the immediately preceding period of 
price cutting, as well as higher than those charged priO!: to the existence of the 
institute (ibid., 59; Brief for ,he U.S., 251). The extent to which refiners were thus 
enabled to "pick up" freight is indicated by the fact that refiners are said to have 
transported sugar to Chicago at a cost of 28 cents per hundred pounds while selling 
there at a price which included 51 cents per hundred pounds for freighf (Decision of 
Judge Mack, 59. Cleveland purchasers paid 36 cents per hundred pounds for freight 
but could have transported their sugar for 23 cents per hundred pounds (loc. cit.». 
In the litigation much importance was attached to the question whether or not the 
American Sugar Refining Company made this drastic increase in prices in the most 
competitive territory in the country with the assurance that its rivals would follow 
its lead. The refiners contended that the company acted on its own initiative and to 
meet price cutting by others (Brief on ,he Facts lor ,he Suga,. Ins'itute, 208). It is 
difficult to see how the announcement of these pnces above those prevailing can be 
attributed to previous price cutting. The Attorney General claimed that the com
pany had been assured that its lead would be accepted and that its lead was, in fact, 
accepted; this new structure of prices prevailed until five weeks after the petition 
against the institute was filed (Brief for ,he U.S., 251, 253, 262, 293). The judge in 
the Circuit Court decided that the adoption of the new price policy was greatly 
influenced by the collective activities of the refiners in the institute, and that the 
institute by concerted action maintained the foliCY (Decision of Judge Mack, 63). 

I A similar policy of preventing the sale 0 sugar except at delivered prices was 
adopted in the area served by the Warrior River, in which also the delivered price 
was calculated by reference to the cost of railroad transportation although cheaper 
water transportation was available (ibid., 63). 

'ibid., 71 , 73. 
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completely forgotten when the new delivered-price system was 
discovered as a means of raising prices in the Great Lakes and 
Warrior River areast where "freight pickups" were secured. 
Yet "pickups" involve discriminations as much as absorptions. 
The Circuit Court decided that the real purpose of the refiners 
was not to eliminate discrimination but "to solve in a manner 
advantageous to themselves and without consideration of the 
trade, a troublesome transportation prob~em."2 The maintenance 
by the sugar refiners of freight applications departing from the 
actual cost of transportation stimulated the diversion of sugar 
in transit and the transiting of sugar (i.e., the continuation of the 
transportation to a more distant point without transshipment) 
because buyers could thus, owing to the structure of transportation 
rates, evade,the freight applications of th~ sellers.' 

2. THE POLICY OJ!' THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION 

.At has already emerged thatCthe Recovery Administration 
took no detemlined stand against geographical.prlce.~scrimina
tion".)11iJ.sing-point systems were used in the l\lmber and cem.ent 
mdustries although not specifically authorized in the code. 4 

In the bituminous coal industry "the determination of freigh;t 
allowances by the marketing agencies . . . created a honeycomb 
of prices thai has fostered discrimination between one buyer 
and another and uneconomic crosshauling of coal as well as its 
production at unecono~c points."'.,l'he .steel industry, howev~:r:, 
obtained explicit authority to com~L adherence to the basing
poiI.!t system and to c;;ontr"QI1he .selection-bToaSes-and'"metnods 
of calCUlating transportation costs. Of the first 180 codes approved 
six' proVidedfoi' ~ne'systeDis, arid five7 for basing points. Some 
33 other codes provided for delivered prices of some kind.8 Some 

libU., 71. 
I ibid., 7" 
I ibid., 78. Brief "" 1M. Fads for 1M SuglJl' lrulilllle, 25', '54, 258. Nevertheless 

the iutitute· contended that it avoided placing any obstacles in the way of the free 
choice of methode of transportation by buyers and permitted buyers to purchase 
~.o.b. refinery (iI,. eil.; 193). .' • • ., • . . 
• :. The code (or the cement andustry prohibIted the divemon of shipments; :a 

provision indicating the intention to prevent sales on a mill basis.' . 
. I CoNSUJlEIl ADvlsollY BOllD, Fi.:ring CooJ Pri.t:es, 5. ' 

I Business furniture storage equipment and filing supplies, fertilizer, petroleum, 
aa1t; and abovel drag line and crane; Zone prices for newsprint were vigorously 
opposed by newspaper publishers (New York Ti.mes, Feb. 2, 1934). : 

'Cast iron soil pipe, iron and steel. lime, refractories, reinforcing materials 
fabricatin~. . ~ 

• For list see CONSUJlEIl ADVlSOIlY BOAllD, Appendices to MemoraMIIfIf iii Cen
"OJ Jollruoff, Feb. 19, 1934. The codes for the laundry and dry c1ean1ng..JDil..Chinery 
and abovel drag line and ctane induatries provided for basing points only in the 
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specifically. a~thorized the absorption of freight' and a few 
attempted to prohibit dumping' or to divide territory;' a number 
of codes, however, definitely required that all sales be made f.o.b. 
and that it the seller paid for transportation the whole cost thereof 
was to be charged to the buyer. 
v(, The Consumer Advisory Board criticized the acceptance of 
geographical discrimination 4 and suggested that, in general, 
market. a.reas be adjusted to secure that each point be served 
from its nearest point of supply. The principal attacks upon 
basing-point ·systems were, however, leveled at the practices 
of the iron and steel industry.~It has already been stated' that 
when the amended code was approved in May, 1934, only minor 
modifications were made in the basing-point system? but that the 
Presidential order of May 30, 1934, stated that conditions of 

Pacific coast territory. The c:edar chest manufacturers were permitted to amend 
their code to establish Atlanta, New York, and Chicago as basing points. 

I Sales below cost of production were permitted in the structural clay ~roducts 
industry to permit freight absorption to meet the published prices of a nval and 
in the sponge rubber and rubber sundries divisions of the rubber industry freight 
absorptions were permitted up to a maximum amount equal to the actual cost of 
transporting the commodity. The wallpaper manufacturing code permitted "freight 
allowances" but restricted them to amounts that would reduce the freight charge to 
the cost of railroad transportation from the nearest operating mill to the customer. 

I The cast iron pressure pipe producers divided the whole of the United States 
into two "home markets" and ruled that quoting prices f.o.b. foundry in distant 
markets less than in the home market was destructive of sound business, and that it 
was unfair to sell in such distant markets at a foundry price less than that charaed 
in the home market during the preceding fifteen days. The code for producers of 
funeral supplies made it unfair to sell outside the "normal" territory of a pro
ducer at prices lower than those charged in his normal ~f'rritory. Sales of corrugated 
and solid fiber products outside the normal territory of each seller at prices below 
those prevailing in the other territories were prohibited • 

. I The code for automobile dealing provided that it was unfair to sell new cars in 
any area except through the regularly enfranchised dealer for the territory for the 
make of car concerned. 

• It contended that although "such devices may be needed and fairly used in 
some industrial situations, their history is one of grave abuse" and suggested that 
they be permitted only under peculiarly close scrutiny by the administrator to guard 
against potential abuse (Memorandum on Suggestions lor Code Rmsitm, Feb. 19, 
1934). The board sought information concerning the volume of output at each 
producing center and of shipments to each delivery point as a means of assessing 
the effect of these practices. Failing to obtain this information, partly because it was 
not in the possession of the code authorities themselves, it suggested that the latter 
be.required to compile statistics that would reveal the effect of systems of dividing 
the market provided in the codes. 

I After the attacks by the Federal Trade Commission (see p. 314) the administra
tion announced a general policy of endeavoring to modify these systems until every 
important area of production was a basing point. In August, 1934, however, a code 
was approved establishing Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Birmingham as basing points 
for steel joists. . 

• See p. 315. 
, CI., F.T.C., Blllin, Poi", SyslMlt in 'M I'tIff.M14 SIuII1IIlwlry, 29. 
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economic: emergency required the retention of the multiple
basing-point system in modified form and instructed the Federal 
Trade Commission and the National Recovery Administration 
"to study further and jointly the operation of the basing-point 
system and its effect on prices to consumers and any effects of the 
existing system in either permitting or encouraging price fixing 
or providing unfair competitive advantages for producers or 
disadvantages for consumers." The Federal Trade Commission' 
reiterated its previous criticisms of the basing-point system and 
recommended that the code be amended so as to withdraw the 

,endorsement of the basing-point system by the government . 
../...l'he report of the National Industrial Recovery Administration,l 

however, while rejecting some of the criticisms of the system, 
agreed ~t it was desirable that producers be given a greater \ 
incentive to increase their market territories by reducing their ( I 

base prices rather than by absorbing freight.)Crosshauling was \ 
admitted to be wasteful and a burden upon purchasers. The 
committee decided that hostility to the system was such that 
piecemeal modification would not suffice and a comprehensive 
program aimed at a new system was needed. A system of uniform 
prices at the mill was too uncertain and disturbing in its effects 
to be recommended and would nqt meet the criticisms of the 
basing-point system unless freight absorption was also eliminated 
or restricted. Elimination was held to be undesirable and both 
elimination and restriction were believed to be unattainable by 
federal government compulsion. Where mills were close together 
uniform prices to all at each mill would involve unnecessary 

I 
complications. Jt was accordingly recommended that in any I 
revised code provision be made for the establishment of a basing 

. point for every group of mills.· It was tentatively suggested that 
sales should be made to delivery points at which prices were 
determined by reference to any basing point other than that 

1ihi4., 42 • 
• The report was presented by a committee coDSisting of Professor 1. M. Clark, 

M. P. Sharp. R. W. Shannon, and B. T. Ansell. . 
• Group mill bases were to be established within So miles of each town with aD 

aDDual ingpt capacity of more thaa 20,000 toDiaDd alto contailling facilities for roU
in~ aDd ahaping luch ingotl into primarY or aemi-finished forms. Existing basing 
pomtl not thUi qua1ifying at group bases were however. to become group buea. 
Bue pric:a were to be Iiled at luch group bases for each product produced at plantl 
Dearer thereto thaa to any other bate. (N.R.A .• TM O,eraJiMI D/ ,IN BllrinC Poi'" 
5, ... iff 'M I, • • nd SIUl Induslr,. 167.) This arraagement would hive re9~ 
the establishment of 19 additional group mill bases and would leave only I" per 
cent of ro11ing mill capacity more thaa SO miles from a group bate (ihi4., 169. and 
Appendi.&es D aDd E). 
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g~veining the seller's mill only if they yielded at the seller's 
lnill not more than $5.00 per ton less than sales within the territory 
in which his' own base price determined delivered prices.1 If these 
proposals appeared to be unacceptable the abandonment of the 
price features of the code was to be considered. . 

These principles were first applied in the amended. code for 
the lime industry2 which provided for the. estab~hment of a 
tnultiple-basing-point system in which not all points of pXoduction 
need be basing points.3 Water and truck. transportation costs 
could, moreover, be standardized, but freight absorPtions were 
limited to. 20' per cent of the base price of the product. 4 Thus 
uniform lnill nets with the resulting sharp separation of the market 
territories of each mill were rejected. The interpenetration of 
territories by freight absorption was, however, restricted to a 
band of territory. . 

We now tum to a discussion of the economic effects of basing
point systems. 

1 No information was given concerning the method of arriving at the figure of 
$5 00. An investigation of shipments of 1,534,000 net tons of steel products shipped 
during the three months ended June 30, 1934 (about 20 per cent of the total national 
output by mills with 85 per cent of the national capacity within a fifty-mile radius of 
Pittsburgh), revealed actual freight charges paid in excess of freight charges passed 
on to buyers averaging $1.07 per ton (N.R.A., op. ciI., Supplement No. I). This 
average freight absorption gives no indication of the number of tons shipped at 
absorptions exceeding $5.00 per ton. Total freight absorptions are distributed over 
all tonnage, including that involving no freight absorption. 

I Code 31, Amendment 2, of Apr. I, 1935. 
I For hydrated finishing lime produced in Ohio a single base was established for 

the whole of the United States (Art. VIlI, Sec. 2 (b». 
• Committees of the code authority were authorized to establish basing points in 

each district to govern all rail shipments (Art. VII, Sec. 2). every member of the 
industry being free, however, to establish his own plant as his basing point. Different 
basing points might be used for different products. These committees were also to 
designate for each basing point the territol')' (known as the "low-rate area") to 
"include all destinations from which such basing point has a minimum carload rail 
freight • • • lower than or ell.ual to the minimum carload freight from another rail 
basing {loint" (Art. II, Sec. 9). The open-price clause provided that for ,all destina
tions WIthin the "low-rate area" of a plant prices were to be filed "f.o.b. the rail 
basing point": the seller might also designate destinations outside this area to which 
such prices were to apply. In both areas delivered prices were to be the base price 
plus all-rail freight. Sales to other destinations were to be made at flO' less than the 
most favorable terms filed by any other member of the industry provided that the 
yield at the plant should be not less than 80 per cent of the filed base price (this latter 
proviso being stayed for 90 days). Art. VIII, Sec. 6, however, provided that a mill 
might deviate from its "filed" prices to meet the competition of sellers shipping into 
his area from outside, thus providing for a noncompliance with this clause. Prices 
for delivery at the mill or by truck or water might be filed provided they also speci
ned the minimum quantity and area to which they applied and the charge for truck 
or water transportstion. Provision was made for petitions for relief where this clause 
worked hardship (Article VIII, Sec. 3 (g». The operation of this multiple-basing
point system was to be studied with a view to possible revision. 



CHAPTER VII 

PRICE DISCRIMINATION (Continued) 

os. The elfecta of basing-point system5_. The interpenetration of market 
territori~. The DOn-basing-point produc:eJ'--1:. General effects of basing-point 
l)'ltems. 

3, THE EUECTS OJ!' BASING-POINT SYSTEMS 

~ The immediate effects of basing-point systems are upon the 
revenue of the sellers and the costs of buyers. These effects flow 
from both the absorption of freight even where all mills are basing 
points (i.e., from the interpenetration of market territories), and 
from the presence of non-base producers.': The more immediate 
effects of these two aspects of the systems will be discussed before 
their general effects are analyzed. 

G. Th41nterpenelration of Market Territories. (Freight absorp
tions originate in maladjustments between investment and 
demand. The ideal investment at each point would be sucIl 
that, when fully utilized, its output, sold at a uniform mill net, 
would yield a revenue that covered the full costs of production, 
the scale of production being the most economical from a technical 
point of view, ',But the nature of demand and of methods of 
production obstructs such an ideal adjustment, with the result 
that the presence of unused capacity on the one hand impels 
efforts to secure the full utilization of plant, and, on the other, 
arouses fears of price cutting aimed at short-run gains. 

Where the plant of a producer in an imperfect market is not 
being fully utilized the volume of production can be increased 
without incurring a proportionate increase in costs. A reduction in 
price to all purchasers (i.e., in the base price) tends to increase 
sales revenue by increasing the volume of sales but this tendency 
is p~~r wholly"'QfJ~~ th~ declin~~1!e revenue per unit 
soli. A muCh greater reduction m price can be made to secure a 
given increase in the volume of sales if the reduced price can be 
restricted to a new class of customers; any price to this class that 
exceeds the marginal or direct cost of production increases the 
net revenne of the producer. It· is largely because sales to. pur-

329 
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chasers mor~ cheaply reached by a rival at another point of pro
duction appear to producers to fall into this category that they 
maintain prices to buyers in their existing territory and "absorb 
freight" to sell in the territories of others$Jn fact, however, 

.freight absorptions stimulate similar absorptions by rivals. In 
consequence the firms seeking additional business from purchasers 
at new delivery points suffer a decline in business at points already 
reached more cheaply by them than by rivals. Freight absorptions 
may, therefore, prove altogether abortive as a device for increasing 
the rate' of utilization of plant.)rhey result 'in a mutual inter
penetration of territories; if sellers charged uniform prices to 
all at the mill, market territories would be bounded by lines 
determined by transportation costs.1 These absorptions are not 
an inevitable, but they are a usual, result of basing-point systems. 

(Sellers prefer freight absorption to price competition partly 
I because they believe that it can be~asily controlled than 
price competition, which may easily ge~_ out J!L~nd. i They are 
probably &ISO mC11ned'toUiidereSUm:l.li tnee1asticity of demand:) 

(This interpenetration of territories is stimulated in a variety 
of ways. The desire to anticipate increases in demand induces 
firms to expand their productive capacity beyond the immediate 
demand for their product and results in pressure to utilize plant 
more fully. Fluctuations in demand over time also leave producers 
with unused plant at some periods and create a similar pressure. 
Changes in the location of production may have the same effect. 
The building of a new plant at a point which has a freight advan
tagein reaching part of the territory of an existing plant may 
increase unused capacity.)If the new plant becomes a base the 
older plant may endeavor, by absorbing freight, to retain its 
business in the territory more cheaply reached by its new rival, 
more especially as it already has established connections with 
buyers there. Wherever it can reach its former customers more 
cheaply than its new rival it may, however, 'maintain its former 
level of prices. On the other hand, a new or small producer may 
seek thus to improve his position in the market (possibly with 
the object of attaining a more economical size); he may prefer 
to maintain prices in the territory in which he can reach pur-

• CJ. FE1'TEll, M /JSquerade oj M _poly, 284. If transportation rates an: not upon 
a mileage basis but an: "blanketed" market areas may overlap. 

I They may find it difficult to forecast the effect of a local price reduction on the 
whole structure of prices. 
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chasers more cheaply than rivals, but to attach new customers 
outside his existing territory by absorbing freight on sales to 
them, intending subsequently, perhaps, to reduce his base price. 

tchanges in the cost of transportation may also stimulate freight 
absorption. If new and cheaper methods of transportation favor 
one seller as compared with another, the territory of the former 
is extended and that of the latter restricted; The latter firm, 
however, may seek to retain business in the affected area by 
absorbing freight on sales there, again partly because he has 
established connecti'ons with buyers. I) 

..;rhe foregoing maladjustments of investment tend over longer 
periods of time to disappear. Maladjustments may, however, be 
incapable of avoidance so long as present methods of production 
prevail. If demand is distributed sporadically, owing, possibly, 
to local concentrations of population, or the localization of an 
industry consuming the product in a few small areas, a single 
pro~ucer may be compelled, in order to keep his plant in full 
operation, to obtain business from more than one area of con
centrated demand. A uniform price policy to all buyers might 
necessitate so Iowa base price (in order to reach the more distant 
markets) that the firm could not remain in profitable operation. 
This situation may be due to the plant being uneconomically 
located in relation to the existing geographical distribution of 
demand; local discrimination may enable the poorly located 
plant to continue in existence and, possibly, even in profitable 
existenCe, although in the long run it would be more economical 
for the plant to be relocated. But it may be that conditions 
of production suggest a scale of operation in excess of that neces
sary to supply demand from anyone area of concentrated demand. 
If full freight were charged from A to B the delivered price in B 
might be so high that a plant of less than the most economical 
size might be attracted into existence at B, although a plant of 
the most economical size could supply both A and B. Partial 
absorption of freight to B may prevent this outcome and also 
permit sales in A at & lower price than would be necessary if 
separate plants existed at both A and B.t This argument may 
even apply if there is more than one plant at A; one plant of the 

1 C/. Sovru, ".Modena Monopoly u the GentleJlUUl Crook," PlIlil. Sri. Quarl., 
.1: -49 (1933) • 

• Thil argument is analogous to the argument that those who pay full rates to • 
public utility may be better 01 when lower prices are c:hargecl to lOme dassel of pur
cbater becauee the p1aat u • whole caD be operated on • IDOIe economical acale. 
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most econo~cal size may be too few; and two too many, to permit 
the ideal adjustiIient. . 

\

1 /In the same way the distribution of· demand over time may 
prevent the ideal adjustment of investment. The demand for 

. cement and steel, for instance, is subject to wide fluctuations 
in the territory most economically reached by each producer. 

B NB N B. 
MILES 

FIG. 44.-Net yields at base and nonbase mills under a basing-point system. 

It depends upon the location of constructional activity, especially 
public works (including road construction). In any short period 
demand in the vicinity of a base may exceed the capacity of that 
base. Producers there might then raise their price until delivered 
prices in the area of heavy demand were sufficiently high for 
nearby mills to sell there without absorbing freight. The enlarge
ment of local capacity might not occur because the probable 
demand throughout the life of a new plant would not suffice to 
make the investment remunerative. Shipments into the territories 
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of other mills deter these sharp local price increases or uneconomic 
investments while providing a llexibility of supply otherwise 
unattainable. Similarly when demand in some territories declines 
much more than in others the mills closest to the depressed areas 
can reduce their losses by absorbing freight and selling in other 
territories.1 

J'he most immediate effect of freight absorption is upon the 
revenues of sellers. Figure 44 shows the net yields obtained by 
base mills at Band B t , upon sales to different places along a line 
joining the two mills. It assumes short-haul rates per mile 
higher than long-haul rates and that transportation costs per mile 
are approximately uniform. Each base mill obtains on all sales 
up to and including N a net yield equal to its base price. Ship
ments beyond N yield, at the mill, sums decreasing twice as 
fast as transportation costs increase. I These shipments reduce the 
average mill net obtained. The amount of these sales involving 
freight absorption depends upon the distribution of demand in 
the territory involving freight absorptions and the decision of 
the seller as to the territory in which he will endeavor to sell. 
It depends also upon the relative levels of prices at the two bases. 
trhe higher the price at a base in relation to that at other bases 
the smaller the territory in which sales involve no absorption \1. 
of freight and the greater the tendency to obtain business by ; W 

absorbing freight., Figures 4S and 46 show the actual variety of 
~ill)lets obtained by cement mills.) 
~e effect of freight absorptions upon the local distribution of 

pIaD.ts depends upon the extent to which the elimination of all 
sales from each base into the territories of others would affect their 
aggregate mill nets.' If aggregate mill nets would be unaffected 
by the complete abandonment of freight absorptions the geo
graphical distribution of plants would be similarly unchanged. 
But where the sales revenue from shipments into territory 
governed;t>y prices at other bases exceeds the revenue that 

I C/. the remark that frei~ht absorptions permit producers to reduce their losses 
owing to purely local reducUons in demand in the easiest way; "if he had to cut 
his bale price in order to reach into adjacent districts the sacrifice might be so great 
that thIa retIOurce would be of DO value to him, aDd, in any case, its value would be 
very much less thaD if the same end could be gained by the less expensive method of 
freight ailtorptioD" (N.R.A., D,. Qt., 144). C/. also, AKnICAN 1ll0N AND STEEL 
lJiSTlTtTnl, Bonfl, Poi,." IIfIII C_,ailiofl til Stul, 13. 

I The delivered price is falling and the cost of tlaasportatioD is increasing at the 
same rate. 
,'-' I It dependa UPOD the volume of sales involving freight ailtorptions and the points 
to which they are made, j .•. , the mill nets UPOD each. 
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would be .obtained if the mill took over the sales now made 
by mills shipping into i~ territory, the elimination of freight 
absorption would reduce its total sales revenue; it could maintain 
its revenue only by reducing its base price. The extent to which 

.. ~ 
I •• •• ,;".~'.:.:~.: • :.. 

. .s""",-:.;;;~;,,, • L.~\ 
PIG. 45.-Net yields on bids submitted to tbe Division of Highways, Department 

of Public Works, State of Illinois for the sale of 3,000,000 barrels of cement to be 
delivered to 102 destinations, March 22, 1929. (F.T.C., Price Bases InlJuiry, 198.) 

NOTBo-Each dot represents a bid. Dots in the ....... marked "one price Iystem" represent 
bids at prices yielding to the mill its "then current mazimum mill net price." Dots in successive 
outer IOnes represent bids at prices which would yield I_ than the mill'. maximum mill net 
hy an amount within the range of cents indicated in each lOne on the chart. (The delivered 
prices quoted by lome firma at 56 of the 76 destinations were above that calculated in accordance 
with tile baaing·point aystem.) 

sales revenues would be thus disturbed by abandoning freight 
absorption is unknown. 1 Apart from the possibility that the 
elimination of freight absorptions would change the relations 
between prices at different bases such absorptions leave the 

I C/. CONSU1lEIl'ADVISORY BOARD 01' N.R.A., MemtJrISMII", /IIJ Suggesliom lor 
Cod, ReW.sion, Feb. 19, 1934. . 
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,elaJivI geographical structure of prices unchanged.! Prices 
increase with distance from base mills and increase in proportion 
to the cost of transportation from the mill to the delivery point. 

-.16 

PIG. 46.-Net yields on the eale of 2.350 carloads (360.580 barrels) of cement to 
five Minneapolis line lumber companies at 210 destinations in Minnesota. Iowa, 
and North and South Dakota between July I. 1927 and June 30. 1929. ()I.T.C. Priu 
BtUn 1"fl"I'7i 206.) 

Non_Baeh dot _til one carload of cement. Dotll in the area marked "one "rice 
~te.·t ftPteMDt .. l_at pricee yieldine to tbe mill itl f·tben current masimum mill net pnce." 
nota in __ ... au __ repreaent .. I. yieldi .... 1eoo than the mill·a muimum mill net 
b, an .......... , wilmll the ra_ of centll iadicate4 wilbin eacb lOne Oil lbe chart. 

....Freight absorptions have no effect. therefore. upon the location 
of industries purchasing the product unless they affect the geo
graphical structure of base prices. 

, The \lie of railroad rates to calculate delivered price. where cheaper transporta
tio. Ia av,uable aec:euitates a moclificatioD of this statement. This matter Ia dis
cuuecI 0. p. 170. 
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l The effect of freight absorption upon the' relations between 
prices at dlfferent bases is far from clear. It permits a seller to 
maintain a high price to buyers in the vicinity of his mill without 
restricting his sales to the small territory in which his base price 
plus freight gives a lower delivered price than that calculated by 
reference to any other base. If neighboring bases reduce their 
price a mill can continue to sell in part of its former territoryl 
without reducing its own base price. Sales into territory governed 
by' the new lower base price yield less, but to respond by lowering 
its own base pri.ce would merely mean lower mill nets on sales to 
points in the vicinity of its mill. I But the maintenance of a base 
price whe~ neighboring bases have reduced their price makes 
freight-absorbing sales' by other base mills more attractive to 
them and may even induce quite distant mills to send salesmen 
i~to this: high-price territory .. Similarly,' a relatively low base 
price discourages freight-absorbing sales.l) Furthermore, where 
(as in the steel industry) a considerable proportion of all sales 
is made to fabricators, a reduction at one base gives a competitive 
advantage to fabricators there; steel manufacturers at other 
bases can protect fabricators in their own neighborhood (who 
are likely to be a large part of their non-freight-absorbing market) 
only by reducing their base price.4 In the absence of freight 
absorption, however, the only means of increasing sales would 
be a .reduction in base price which might increase sales within 
existing territory and (if rival bases did not respond) increase the 
territory served. ~he downward pressure upon prices would, 
therefore, be ~ncreased. 6 

b. The Non-basing-point Producef' . .(Basing-point systems in. 
variably establish fewer basing points than there are points Of 
production. Commodities sold by the non-basing-point producers 

" are sold at each delivery point at a price calculated by taking 
, the lowest combination of base price plus transportation from the 

1 Reduction of neighboring base prices extends the territory they can reach with-
out absorbing freight. 

I Ct. F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry, I4Sj N.R.A., op. cll., IS9. 
I C/. N.R.A., op. m., ISS. 
• ibid., 161. 
• ibid., ISS ff., ,62. The inducement to extend territory by this means depends 

upon the rate at which freight rates increase with distance, the extent to which the 
base price exceeds direct costs, and the distribution of demand in neighboring 
territory. U freight charges are high in relation to existing margins between direct 
cost and prices, and demand is located near centers' of production, the induce
ment is at a minimum. The probability that a price cut will immediately be met by 
nearby bases also deters such price cutting. 
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base to the delivery point, i.e., as if they had been produced and 
shipped from that base, even thOU~h ey may be sold at the 
door of the non-basing-point mill. e non-basing mill has no 
price policy of its own, I~ revenues· epend upon the price policies 
of the base mills goveMing prices at the various points at which 
it sen,. It is in fact merely a limiting case of a base mill; it has 
a base price so high that there is no territory in which its price 
plus freight is lower than that of any other mill. Along a line 
joining the governing base with the non-base mill and projected 
in the direction away from the base its delivered price is equal 
to that of the base mill if transportation charges are proportional 
to distance. Thus practiciilly all its sales involve mill nets below 
those on sales at its mill. As in practice transportation charges 
per mile are higher for short than for long hauls, there are few, 
if any, delivery points sales at which yield mill nets equal to those 
on sales at its mill.1 

There is a number of possible reasons why a mill should set so 
high a price at its mill that it permits the base mill to deliver 
there without absorbing freight. In the last analysis, however, they 
are all traceable to maladjustments between investment and 
demand.' We have seen that in general the non-base mill is 
located at a point at which production was commenced later 
than at the base and that there is, over long periods, pressure to 
convert these mills into base mills. Mills are established at new 
points of production when it is believed that, at existing delivered 
prices in the territory expected to be covered by the mill, and 
taking account of the volume of business expected to be obtained 
~ere (by non-price competition), at least a normal return can 
be obtained upon the necessary investment, allowing also for 
the costs of production at the new point.' It may be that only 
upon this level of prices the mill can be built at all.4 H it established 
a base price it might get no more business because existing mills 
would enter the territory in which it could sell most cheaply, 

I C/. 'II. 46. 
• Cf. the statement that steel mills are often distant from supplies of raw materials 

or prderred markets, and that "changing industrial conditions may have brought 
abOut these dislocations" (AKDlc.ur hOIf .um STEEL INSTITUTE, Basi", Pili"" 
_fill C_Idi'Uni Nt Sled, 4). 

• In the cement industry it Wall cIaimed that the search for" freight pickups" led 
to the building of new plants in fresh areas at times when emting plants were not bein, used to full capacity, and thia fact wall offered all proof of the vigor of competi. 
tion ID the industry (U.S. v. Cement Manufacturers Protective Association, Brieffor 
.111 CefMffI M--fad .. ", ProUd ... AIltH:UUUni, uS). 

• N.RA., _,. ri4., 72, 128. 
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absorbing freight to do so. But, of course, so long as the new mill 
remains a non-basing-point mill purchasers obtain no benefit 
from the establishment of the new mill, except in speed of delivery 
and, possibly, other forms of service. With the growth of the 
local market, however, it may finally take the step of declaring a 
base price, thus reducing mill nets on business in its own neighbor-
hood. Or it may 'tleclare a bas~ price to a~~t f~~!c~ors ~ 
its mill.1 Purchasers in this temtory then ben e estab-
lishment of the new millphe non-basing mill may thus be a 
.1Etnsitional phen~~~aracterist~ of re cation 
,-onn~. 2 'But it is such, at least partly, because existing ase 
DiiIIs, by aDsorbing freight, restrict the amount of business to be 
obtained by selling at a mill price. 

Non-basing mills may, however, retain their status for long 
periods; they may do so (as did the steel mills in the Chicago area) 
when there is more than one non-basing mill in the same district. 
This policy may be due to its profitableness or to fear that the 
declaration of a base price would be regarded as cutting prices 
(or "undermining the price structure") and call forth reprisals. 
A :firm already operating at a base may establish a non-base 
mill in territory already served by it and benefit by lower costs 
(of either production or transportation or both). It maY,do so 
because it is badly located in relation to the current geographical 
distribution of demand. The practice may give it abnormally 
high, normal, or subnormal profits3 but in any event a revenue 
above what would be obtainable if it announced a mill price. 
Business obtained at high prices by expenditure on sales promotion 
is more profitable than business at lower prices involving equal 
expenditure on promoting sales. The only difference between 
this situation and one in which a new, well-located mill remains 
a non-basing mill is that the latter has lower costs than the former 
and, therefore, higher profits. In either situation abnormally 
high profits continue only in the presence of barriers to increased 

1 Cf. below and N.ll.A., op. cit., 130, 161. 
I It has been pointed out that before the basing-point system was authorized by a 

code of fair competition in the iron and steel industry any seller could transform a 
non-basing point into a base. Under the code, however, a three fourths vote of the 
producers of the country was needed to authorize the change. (N.R.A., op. cit., 91, 
128.) 

• The Imperial Sugar Refinery at Sutherland, Texas, for instance, is said to 
have "picked up" freight to the extent of 0.453 million dollars in 1926 and 0.169 mil
lion dollars in 1931 because it sold on a New Orleans base price. Other companies 
obtained '''pickups'' in some years. (U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brief for ,he Sugar 
Institute on the Facts, 180.) Beet sugar manufacturers also "picked up'! freight in 
this way (ibid., 177). 
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investment. It may be that the optimum scale of production is 
such that the addition of another mill of the most economical 
size would involve subno~al profits for both, or all the mills 
at the non-basing point.vn any event the non-basing mill is a 
phenomenon of imperfect competition. 

The restriction of the number of basing points affects the 
location of production through its effect upon the.mill net obtained 
by sellers at non-basing points, and upon the size of the market 
territory in which basing-point mills can sell wit1wnt absorhiBg
~igure 44 shows for a simple case the nature of the mill 
nets obtained by a non~basing producer NB. Shipments towards 
the base yield mill nets falling twice as fast as the delivered prices 
(ignoring the difference between long- and short-haul rates). 
Shipments away from the base usually yield higher mill nets 
than are obtained by the base mill. These shipments do not 
necessarily, however, make the non-base mill abnormally profit
able. The average mill net of a non-base mill depends upon the 
territory it serves and the distribution of shipments within that 
territory. The greater the proportion of its total shipments made 
in the direction of the base the more does the average mill net 
fall below the maxImum mill net. On the other hand, the profits 
of the non-base producer depend upon differences in costs of 
production at non-base and base mills: if the former are high
cost producers a higher average mill net is necessary to yield the 
same rate of return as at the base. 

Where the deliveries from a non-base mill are such that a mill 
base price available to all buyers equal to the average mill net 
obtained as a non-base mill would result in equal aggregate mill 
nets, the location of production would not be changed by con
verting the Inin into a base mill. The fact that the base mill can 
reach a wider territory without freight absorption than it could 
if all mills were base mills tends to encourage expansion of invest
ment at the basel but the non-price competition of non-base 
mills tends to offset this tendency. As, however, the persistence 
of non-basing-point mills results in higher prices in the vicinity 
of the mills than might otherwise prevail, demand there is probably 
restricted. In so far as local mills would obtain a large part of this 
additional business investment there is somewhat discouraged. 2 

I Ct. VOM BECItEll.ATII, Motkm IJtd1l.!wial Organisation, 216. •• • 
• Local fabricatolll are for instance discouraged (F.T.C., BIISSng Po.'" System tn 

• SIulIltduslr" 25). 
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. Con1licting opinions have been expressed concerning the effect 
of Pittsburgh-plus practice upon tJ{e development of steel manu
facturing outside Pittsburgh. ~e Federal Trade Commission 
claimed that the Pittsburgh-plus practice had stimulated the 
development of the steel industry in Pittsburgh and retarded 
it in Chicago and the weyt, and to some extent in all places 
other than Pittsburgh,1~d that the elimination of Pittsburgh 
basing would build up steel producing centers outside Pittsburgh. 2 

Firms outside Pittsburgh insisted, however, . that the Pittsburgh 
basing-point. practice had stimulate<jl the building of plants 
outside Pittsburgh and, moreover, tltat their survival depended 
upon the continuance of the Pittsburgh pricing practice.3 

At first sight the opportunity to sell steel in Chicago at $6.80 
per ton more than it would fetch in Pittsburgh, where the cost of 
producin.g it was ~bOU . the same, suggests that production in 
Chicago might be so ofitable that excessive development might 
be expected there.4 ut these maximum mill nets were obtained 
in a ... l'~g.ed.J&Icitgry. Chicago mills were able, for instance, 
to self steel bars at a uniform and maximum net realization 
(which was above that obtained by Pittsburgh mills) only in 
portions of Dlinois and Indiana, Wisconsin, Montana, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, 
and Kansas. 6 Sales for delivery outside this area yielded less at 

1 F.T.C., Statemml on PiUsbut'g" Plus, 318-319; Annual RepOJ'I, 1924,38. 
I C/. Iron Age, July 24, 1924, 205. 
• Judge Gary contended that but for the practice plants would not have been 

built at Chicago or Duluth (F.T.C., Statemem on Pitlsbut'g" Plus, 888), and that the 
short interval of Chicago base prices in 1917 and 1918 threatened the existence of the 
high cost mills at Chicago (ibid., 868). The Trumbull Steel Company of Warren, 
Ohio, claimed that its business had been built up in reliance upon the Pittsburgh 
pricing system and protested against any proposal to do away with it (F.T.C., 
Applit;alioM, AMWers, and StalemeJlJs Conarmng lhe So-called Pittsbut'gh Basing 
Poim!OJ' Steel, 1919, 173) and the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company and others 
supported the argument (ibid., 154). The American Iron and Steel Institute an
nounced that" many steel plants have been located in places which have advantages 
as producing points under such a method of quoting prices, but which would not be 
desirable places from which to distribute steel products if the basing-point method of 
quoting prices were not continued" (Basing PoiJlJs and Competition in Steel, 5). 

• Professor Fetter suggests that fear of local price cutting prevented the establish
ment of firms at points where prices were high (0;. ,it., 31). Capacity for independent 
production did, however, expand outside Pittsburgh (see p. 350). 

i F.T.C.j Slalemem on PiUsbu,gh Plus, 99, 318. The mill nets that would have 
been obtained by Chicago mills from sales on a Pittsburgh-plus basis had transporta
tion in all directions from Chicago been on a uniform mileage rate are shown dia
grammatically in Fetter, 0;. ,it., 122. It might be expected that Chicago mills selling 
on a Pittsburgh-plus basis would have been able to secure a maximum mill-net 
realization only on deliveries to points on a line joining Pittsburgh and Chicago and 
extended from Chicago in a direction away from Pittsburgh. In fact, however, trans
portation is not equally costly per mile in every direction. Moreover, Chicago would 
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the mill; those for delivery toward Pittsburgh yielded less owing 
to both falling delivered prices and rising transportation costs 
as Pittsburgh was approached.1 Producers east of Chicago and 
west of Pittsburgh (e.g., Youngstown, Wheeling, and Columbus) 
were protected in the same way as Pittsburgh producers when 
shipping westward and producers east of Pittsburgh (e.g., Johns
town) were protected in the same way as Pittsburgh producers 
in competing with plants farther east at Bethlehem and Phila
delphia.1 In fact, moreover, most plants shipped in the direction 
of Pittsburgh. The Pittsburgh-plus system would induce a greater 
expansion of investment at non-basing points than a uniform 
f.o.b. system only if, after taking into account the geographical 
distribution of points to which delivery was made, and the 
amounts delivered to each point, the average realization at the 
mill exceeded the mill price that would have existed if all sales 
had been made upon a uniform f.o.b. basis. Figures 47 and 48 
show that between 1916 and 1931 productive capacity outside 
Pittsburgh was growing faster than the capacity of the industry 
as a whole. Capacity for ingot production within sixty miles of 
Chicago increased from 3.230 million tons in 1908 to 8.545 million 
tons in 1923.' 

be able to deliver at prices equal to those quoted by Pittsburgh mills on a line away 
from Pittsburgh only if the lum of the local rates from Pittsburgh to Chicago and 
Chicago to the point of delivery were equal to the rate for the whole distance from 
Pittsburgh to the point of delivery'. As, however, the Bum of the two local usually 
~ ~ ~~gh rate, the territory in which Chicago secured an advantage was 
more limited. (ibtd., 186.) . 

lID 1920 sales 0 ,teel bars in Chicago for delivery in Chicago yielded $7.60 
__ the Pittsburgh base price, sales for delivery in Pittsburgh yielded in Chicago 
17.60 Iu. than the P;Usbwr,II base price. Deliveries at other points yielded the 
following cli1Ierentiala: 

DoUan per Ton 

~!:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: lH: 
Paci!ie _ terminaIa. • •••• •• • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • •• l3.30 
Indiaaapolil.... ... ... .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1.40 
Muncie. Indiana.................................................. 1.10 
Ne .. Orle&no aDd .. omphia ......................................... +0.80 
BirmiDcbam ...................................................... +0.50 

0aI_ and HoutoII............................................ 0.00 

t~7~!.~~·:·:·:·::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =!:E 
(F.T.C., SIDIetJNftI l1li PiUs_,ll PI,", 98.) Other aimiIar calculations ILre given at 
ibtd., 97 and 832. These calculations all ezclude switching charges. Similar calcula
tionl have beeD made for other products and for other points of production, but they 
reveal DO Dew principle (see ibid., 101, 102, IU, 2440 833,837, 843)· 

• ibtd., 329 • 
• ibtd., 299. The total ingot capac~:f the U:nited States S~ ~rpora~oD out-

IIde Pittsburgh increased from 15.3 D tons m 1908 to 22.7 lnillioD tons m 1933, 
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Some lightmay be thrown upon the effect of Pittsburgh basing 
upon non-basing mills by an analysis of the consequences of the 
increases i,n the number of basing points between 1920 and 1924. 
The anticipations of the technical press were mixed. Youngstown 
producers regretted the acceptance of the order of the Federal 
Trade Commission by the United States Steel Corporationl 
either because they felt that control over price cutting would 
be weakened or for fear of the effect upon them of a redistribution 

~ )Jniled States 
.-.----- PennSl"lnil -_.-... _- )llillois 

Million tons - Ohio --- Ne. Yor' "Million lou 
sl,t, sui. __ laeliua -: ____ '" AI.b.r ... & Georlia U. S. scal' 

30 ~-T-~~--~--~~--T-~--~~~-r--r-~--~~ 10 

25t:t:j==~t=i=~=t=t~==t=t:~~~~t.~:j15 L--+---I--+-r---"~- ;:; ~'L-i--"'_+---t-__ 

20 1--i---r--j-t:±=!::;:::::;I-"T"-......... d,7\ ./~t--r---t---lH 6,0 
L,...----'- i"'" 

15 r--t~~±::j::~::~=f~t==t~9==1~=t~t--t--~-j S5 

10 I-?" 50 
I:~::t::±==±::±::!::±::±::f=:~:i~~~~~~-~-~ 45 

_ ......... - ~- ... -- .-.- ...... .._.. ..-- ..... , ...... .--_. , 40 
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.O"1oY Al.1t1AM;4 

FIG. 47.-Productive capacity for steel ingots and castings and its geographical 
distribution, 1916 to 1931. (American Iron and Steel Institute Statistical Reports.) 

of market territories. But it was also suggested that the abandon
ment of the practice would cause an expansion of capacity for 
production in Chicago, a& well as the consolidation of inde
pendents. The latter anticipation has been realized.2 The former 
suggests that capacity at Chicago had grown less fast than it would 
have grown in the absence of the Pittsburgh basing system. 
Figures 47 and 48 indicate that after the partial abandonment 
of the Pittsburgh-plus practice in 1921 the capacity for production 
of steel ingots and castings in Pennsylvania ceased to expand; 

while its capacity in Pittsburgh increased only from 6.8 million tons in 1908 to 7.9 
million tons in 1923 (ibid., 32S). 

1 Iron Age, Sept. 2S, 1924. 
I Since 1920 the Bethlehem Steel Corporation has absorbed the Lackawanna Steel 

Company (1922), the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company (1923), the Pacific 
Coast Steel Company (1930), and the Southern California Iron and Steel Company 
(1930). The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company has acquired the Brier Hill 
Steel Company (1923) and the Steel and Tube Company of America (1923) j the 
Republic Iron and Steel Company has merged with the Trumbull Steel Company 
(1928) and acquired Steel and Tubes, Inc. (1928), the Central Alloy Steel Corpora· 
tion, Donner Steel, Inc., the Bourne·Fuller Company, and a number of their sub
sidiaries (1930). 
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after the order of the commission in 1924 it declined slightly. 
Capacity in Ohio and Indiana continued to expand somewhat 
after 1921 and between 1924 and 1931 the .expansion continued 
at most points outside Pennsylvania.1 The proportion of the 
actual output of steel ingots and castings in the United States 
that was produced in Pe~sylvania declined from an average 
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PIG. 48.-Production of steel ingots and castings and the geographical distribu
tion of output and capacity, 1916 to 1931. (American Iron and Sleel Insli/ule, 
Sl<Uislical Relorls.) 

of 43 per-cent in the period from 1917-1920 to 39 per cent in the 
period from 1921-1924 and 34 per cent in that from 1925-1931•2 

There is no evidence that the abandonment of Pittsburgh basing 
caused any great change in the profit prospects of the independent 
companies after 192I or 1924. There is, however, no reason why 
their profits should have been reduced; where the points of 
production became basing points, e.g., at Chicago, lower prices 
at the basing point and at points in the direction away from 

I In 1929 the rolling mill capacity in the Chicago district for the first time ex
ceeded that in the Pittsburgh district (IrOfl Age, July 31 , 1930, 30 5). 

I C/. also.N.R.A., TM OleraliOfl:oj'M Basin, Poi'" System in'M Iron and Steel 
'IM,"Iry~21 ff. and 40-
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Pittsburgh would be counterbalanced, at least in part, by higher 
yields than formerly on sales in the direction of Pittsburgh. Thus, 
although profits would be derived from different areas, the 
ag~regate need not be changed. 

lProducers at the base are affected by the basing-point system 
because the fact that some mills are non-basing mills increases the 
territory reached by base mills without absorbing freight. Under a 
simple Pittsburgh-plus system, for instance, Pittsburgh producers 
could sell at any point in the United States at a price equal to 
that of any other producer without absorbing freight, the dis:' 
tribution of business between them depending upon the outcome 
of non-price competition.) The base mills would, however, be 
likely to limit the territory in which they sought business by 
reference to the cost of canvassing very large territories. Pro
ducers with mills at a number of pointsl would be expected to 
minimize their transportation costs by shipping from the mill 
most accessible to the delivery point. Investment by these latter 
firms at each point would be .regulated, therefore, by demand in 
each area; this demand would, however, be restricted by high 
prices resulting from the basing-point method of selling.2 Prices 
at Chicago about $6.00 above those at Pittsburgh restrict demand 
and, therefore, investment at Chicago. Shipments by non-basing 
mills towards Pittsburgh, financed out of higher prices near to 
Chicago and in the territory on the side of Chicago away from 
Pittsburgh, tend to restrict sales from Pittsburgh and restrict 
investment there. 

The net result of the Pittsburgh-plus practice upon Pittsburgh 
producers is, therefore, difficult to calculate. The selection of 
Pittsburgh as almost a sole base is explicable, as we have seen, in 
terms of the development of the industry. The attempt to main
tain it in spite of the increasing proportion of the total productive. 

1 The United States Steel Corporation having mills at a number of points might 
have set the base price on Pittsburgh below a level yielding a normal return upon 
investment there but have obtained a normal return upon its total investment be
cause it obtained high returns from investment outside Pittsburgh. The absence of 
any signs of distress among producers operating only at Pittsburgh suggests that no 
such policy was followed. For this reason doubts must be reserved concerning the 
comment of the Iron Age on the abandonment of Pittsburgh-plus that "while under 
the new plan the buyer at Chicago may succeed in placing his tonnage at a price 
more nearly equal to that prevailing at Pittsburgh, he cannot be sure that the mar
ket at Pittsburgh would not have been considerabl:r lower under conditions of 
country-wide competition" (Iron Age, Sept. 25, 1924). In fact, as we have seen, 
freight absorptions reduce the profits from base mills. 

I In so far as the structure of transportation rates favored Pittsburgh fabricators 
(see p. 347) it induced fabrication there and. therefore. steel manufacturing also. 
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capacity outside Pittsburgh may have been due partly to the 
fear that permission to producers outside Pittsburgh to cut 
prices locally and establish other basing points might involve 
price movements that would get seriously out of hand. But the 
United States Steel Corporation was probably also mo~e)han 
acquiescent in the maintenance of the Pittsburgh base ~ause 
of its very considerable investments in Pittsburgh, whiCh were 
protected' by the maintenance of a practice which provided so 
wide a market for the output of its Pittsburgh plants.2 The effects 
of the disturbance of this geographical price relationship in 1921 
and 1924 were doubtless mitigated by the general prosperity 
of the industry between 1924 and 1929.- In 1935, however, the 
American Iron and Steel Institute believed that disturbance of 
the then existing basing-point system would "seriously decrease 
production in some of the largest producing centers such as 
Pittsburgh and Youngstown" and "increase production at plants 
that are favorably located in or near the large centers of steel 
consumption.'" 

.h'he effect of the failure to make all mills basing points upon 
the location of the industries using the product sold under a basing
point system depends upon the effect of the system upon the 
geographical pattern of prices and the nature of the activities 
of the buyerl!.. While freight absorptions leave the pattern of 
relative prices unchanged, the failure to make all production 
points basing points does not. Non-base producers are not sur
rounded by a "saucer" of concentric and rising price contours 
as they would be if they were basing-point producers. Buyers 

I F.T.C., SI~ on PiUslHwg" PI,", 374. 
I When Chicago base prices were temporarily set up in I9II an official of the 

Carnegie Steel Company emphasized the seriousness of the change and refused to 
believe that" the corporation would so direct its affairs as to damage its Pittsburgh 
interests" (Brief lor Amil;; Cwiae, 72). In 1935 productive capacity within 75 miles 
of Pittsburgh was about 20 million tons a year or about three times as great as de
mand within that area (AKERIC.ur IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, Btuing Points /lnd 
C_,eJuiOlJ itt SIul, 6). Nevertheless, by the time serious complaints were being 
made against the system, the corporation was probably willing to modify it although 
it had been deterred from doing so partly because some of the independents who 
thought their interest would be damaged by any change might have resisted, even 
to the extent of pursuin~ an independent price policy. The independent companies 
were manifestly disappolDted when the United States Steel Cc.>fI!Oration !l~cepted 
without any challenge the order of the Federal Trade CoDllD1SSlon reqwnng the 
corporation to abandon the practice. But there is no evidence that they suffered 
greatly from the modification of the system. 

• CI. N.R.A., 0'. cu., 45 . 
• B~ng Pllinls /lnd C_petuiOlJ in Sleel, 8. Prod!,c~rs rePrest:nting 97.9 per cent 

of the IDgot capacity and 98.3 P!'r .cent of the ~~ng capacIty of the IDdusUy 
favored the continuance of the emtiD~ system (ibid., 8). 
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located near the non-base mill pay more than buyers at a distance 
from it in the 'direction of the governing base. This change in the 
geographical pattern of prices may exercise some but cannot 
exercise any great influence upon the geographical distribution of 
demand for cement or sugar. But it has greatly influenced the 
location of steel fabricating industries. 

Rigid adherence to a simple Pittsburgh-plus basis of selling 
steel tends to induce the location of fabricating industries at 
Pittsburgh. l From thence they reach a wider market than from 
any other point. A fabricator at Chicago, for instance, would 
not be able to sell any more cheaply in Chicago itself or westward 
than a Pittsburgh fabricator, and at all points in the direction of 
Pittsburgh mill nets would be set by the price of the Pittsburgh 
fabricator and would be less than would be obtained by the 
Pittsburgh fabricator. 2 In other words, in so far as the only 
difference between the Pittsburgh and Chicago fabricator lay 
in differences in the cost of steel, those differences would be 
precisely equal to the difference in the cost of transportation 
from Pittsburgh and a Pittsburgh-plus price structure fo, fab,i
cated goods would be expected to result even from competition 
in the fabricating industry, and, therefore, to give access from 
Pittsburgh to all markets. This broad tendency would be modified, 
however, if the cost of transporting fabricated goods were not 
always equal to the cost of transporting the constituent raw 
materials, by the pattern of transportation rates, and by differ
ences in the othe~costs at different places. 

1 "There is a strong tendency for steel fabricating industries to locate at basing 
points" (F.T.C., Practices of the Steel Industry under the Code, 1934, 20). 

I In consequence of the favorable effect of the Pittsburgh basing price practice 
upon fabricators in Pittsburgh (F.T.C., Statement on PiUsburgh Plus, 14) the United 
States Steel Corporation was able to call two hundred customer witnesses to testify 
that the practice was not harmful; the witnesses were almost entirely from the 
Pittsburgh district and occasionally from points eastward thereof (FETTER, Mas
querade of Monopoly, 141). The Federal Trade Commission, on the other hand, had 
no difficulty in finding fabricators outside Pittsburgh prepared to testify to the 
adverse effect of the practice upon their business. Great numbers of western manu
facturers testified that they were excluded by the price structure for steel from 
selling in eastern markets (F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 117 if.; Statement on 
PiUsburghPlus, 12, 71, 932 to II 77). It would be expected, of course, that fabricators 
outside Pittsburgh would be unable to compete in Pittsburgh with fabricators there, 
but it was pointed out that they were at a disadvantage in selling to points only a 
short distance eastward (F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 104, 789) and at 
many points north and south (ibid. IOS-1I6, 124). Where their costs exceeded those 
of Pittsburgh producers by a sum equal to the cost of transportation from Pitts
burgh they would be expected to be confined to deliveries along a line away from 
Pittsburgh. 
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Lack of complete correspondence between freight rates upon 

finished products and upon the steel used in their manufacture 
sometimes placed the fabricator at Pittsburgh at a positive 
advantage over rivals elsewhere and sometimes at a disadvantage, 
although not so great a disadvantage as he would have suffered 
under a system of uniform mill prices. Manufacturers of forgings 
in Pittsburgh had an advantage under the system over similar 
manufacturers at any other point because 20 to 65 per cent of the 
steel used does not emerge in the finished product. The Pittsburgh 
fabricator paid freight only upon the steel ultimately used in the 
forging while the fabricator at other points paid freight also 
upon the steel not appearing in the product. 1 The development 
of plants outside Pittsburgh must obviously have been dis
couraged. Indirectly expansion of facilities for steei production 
in Pittsburgh was encouraged, because of this localization of the 
demand for fabrication in Pittsburgh. Buyers of plates of irregular 
shapes were penalized in a similar manner.! Steel tanks, on the 
other hand, are more costly to transport than the raw material 
of which they are made. Nevertheless, a Milwaukee manufacturer 
of steel tanks buying steel on a Pittsburgh-plus basis and selling 
at delivered prices including actual freight paid, usually labored 
under a disadvantage over the Pittsburgh manufacturer; this 
disadvantage was, on deliveries at Pittsburgh, $1.015 per 100 
pounds, at Chicago $0.165, at Duluth $0.025, at delivery points 
in Texas $0.215, at New Orleans $0.355, at Seattle and San 
Francisco $0.230' At Minneapolis and St. Paul he had an advan
tage of $0.01 and at Milwaukee of $0.18.8 

I The Chicago forging manufacturer paying the freight rates prevailing from 
August, 1920, to June, 1922, was at a disadvantage compared with the Pittsburgh 
manufacturer of 13.20 per ton even wben delivering in Chicago and as much as 
110.70 per ton when delivering in Toledo, Ohio; had he paid in Chi~go ~e same 
price for ateel as his Pittsburgh rival he would have had an advantage m Chicago of 
17.60 per ton (F.T.C., Brief otJPiUsburghPlw, 64, 112). The Chicago manufacturer 
would doubtless, however, obtain a higher price for his scrap than his Pittsburgh 
rival. 

I The price for steel plates of irregular shapes (sketch plates) was calculated by 
adding together two amounts, vis., a sum based upon the actual weight of the cut 
plate and a sum representing the price (at the rate charged for rectangular plates) 
of an amount of plate equal to the difference in weight between the smallest plate 
from which the sketch plate could be cut, and the actual weight of the. sketch plate, 
after deduction of the scrap value of the w.aste. Thus an eleme~t of ~relght upon the 
scrap (which was not transported) was plUd by all buyers outside PIttsburgh .. 

• F.T.C. Slalemenl otJ PiUsburgh Plus, 943; also 940 and 931. The Chicago 
manufactu~r of boilers and tanks buying materials on a Pittsburgh-plus basis was 
at a disadvantage as compared with the Pittsburgh fabrie;&tor u~n deliveries to 
St. Louis of 10.215 per 100 pounds, to Duluth 10.19, to Mmneapolis and St. Paul 
10.14, and to Milwaukee 10.17 (ibid., 946). 
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1!he structure of -transportation rates also affects the position 
of the fabricator. Short-haul rates are in general higher per mile 
than long-haul rates. For this reason a fabricator not at a basing 
point is at a disadvantage compared with one at a basing point 
even in selling in a direction away from the base. He buys his 
steel at a price including freight charges from the base and, when 
he ships his product on, he pays a second freight charge. The 
fabricator at the base pays, however, for only one longer haul 
which costs less than the sum of the two shorter hauls. The fabri
cator not at -the base must, if he sells at all, accept for his work 
less than the base fabricator.}The committee of the National 
Recovery Administration cont~ded that the privilege of "fabrica
tion in transit" removed the worst effects of the system upon the 
location of fabricators using steel bars, plates, and shapes. 1 The 
committee added, however, that the privilege induces purchasing 
from distant mills. 2 If a fabricator in Pittsburgh buys from Buffalo 
he pays the same price for steel as if he bought in Pittsburgh but in 
the former case he can ship the product on at freight rates applica
ble to the extension of the first haul rather than at the rates 
applicable to a new haul.3 But the committee did not refer to the 
efforts of the industry to eliminate this practice. The code provided 
that structural steel sold for fabrication in transit should be sold 
by calculating the delivered price at the place where the fabricator 
may erect an identified structure and not at the shop of the 
fabricator to which the material is actually delivered. 4 Even this 
regulation was not completely satisfactory and the steel manu
facturers sought further control. 6 The fabricators resented the 

1 N.R.A., The Operation of the Basing Poi'" System in the Iron and Steel Industry, 
75. "Fabrication in transit" represents a concession by railroads permitting a 
fabricator to ship his material to his mill and his product from his mill to the market 
as if it were one continuous haul (plus a small charge for reshipping). 

I ibid., 95. 
I The fabricator in Pittsburgh ships on to Detroit for the difference between the 

Buffalo-Detroit rate and the Buffalo-Pittsburgh rate plus a 3 cents stopover charge; 
for this second haul he pays 6~ cents whereas if he bought steel in Pittsburgh it 
would cost 26~ cents (F.T.C., Basing Poi'" System in the Steel Industry, 98; also 
76.1., 80, 95). Even where the destination could not be reached by continuing the 
first haul the fabricator often held in stock steel bought from some other point on 
which a through rate could be obtained (ibid., 93). 

• ibid., 21, 76, 87. 
I Fabricators bought steel for jobs near their plant and then diverted it to dis

tant jobs, thus securing freight advantages. The American Iron and Steel Institute 
sought to induce the railroads to make changes in the administration of the "fabri
cation in transit" privilege to eliminate this practice (ibid., 85). These efforts were 
unsuccessful in part because it was explained to the railroads that the privilege as 
administered increased traffic partly by causing cross shipments of steel and partly 
by stimulating the decentralization of fabricating (ibid., 98). The mills also claimed 
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power attained by the steel producers over the fabricating indus
tryl and claimed that this power was being used to cripple the 
independents (i.e., those not operated by subsidiaries of the steel 
producers).1 The elimination of the advantages of fabrication in 
transit would, it was said, relocate fabrication at basing points 
and destroy the business of fabricators who relied on the privilege.' 
As the fabricating subsidiaries of the steel manufacturers were 
mainly located at basing points they would benefit from the 
change.4 Fabricators also claimed that their business required 
them to hold stocks from which on the average about 20 per cent 
of their needs were supplied and that the ruling of the code author
ity would make the holding of such stocks onerous. & They con
tended, also, that their business was being disturbed by the steel 
manufacturers simply because the basing-point method of selling 
steel resulted in cross freighting which the steel manufacturers 

Zh to avoid because it reduced their mill nets. 6 

is evident, therefore, that the Pittsburgh basing-point 
sy em favored the establishment of steel using industries at 
Pittsburgh, although this tendency was partly offset by the 
"fabrication in transit" privilege, and by other differences in cost 
and convenience at different points. In so far as the practice was 
largely maintained by the United States Steel Corporation, the 
corporation was able to influence the rate of development of steel 
using industries in different parts of the country. The president of 
the corporation emphasized this power by implication when he 
agreed that occasionally local departures were made from the 
Pittsburgh-plus practice where it was decided to encourage a local 
industry. The Birmingham differential of $3.00 over Pittsburgh 
was quoted as a special example of the exercise of this power.7 

that fabricatora overbought for contracts and placed the excess purchase in stock, 
later .hipping it on to a delivery point at a price less than that chargeable under the 
code (ibid., 91, (7). The mills also desired to eliminate advantages posses~d by 
fabricatora able to ship their producta by transportation cheaper than railroad 
tran~rtatioD (ibid., (1). 

I ibid., 81. • 
• ibid., 9S. It was claimed that the American B.rid~e Company a~~ McCiintic

Marahall Company did 50 per cent of the total fabncating busmess (ibid., (7). 
• ibid., 91, 93, 98 • 
• ibid., 98. It W&8 etated that steel ~!,facturera. h~ also taken conlra;cta for 

fabricated products and sublet the fabncation &8 an mdirect means of cutting the 
price for steel. The contract W&8 taken at prices which did not exceed the cost of the 
,tee1 by the cost of fabrication (ibid., 86, (7). 

: ,!,~., 82, 91. 
ibid., 98, 99· • eI 

, F.T.C., Brief lilt PiUshr,Ts PlfU, 62. Professor Fetter pomts out that the ste 
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The Federal Trade Commission was, therefore, at least in part 
Justified in claiming that the elimination of Pittsburgq: basing 

would build up steel consumption outside Pittsburgh,~eturn to 
western and .southern producers the advantages of their loc,tion, 
save middle western farmers 30 million dollars per year,~~tore 
many western plants destroyed by Pittsburgh plus, and eliminate 
excessive prices for steel outside Pittsburgh.1 The United States 
Steel Corporation argued that fabricators had always been free to 
locate where they wished, that they had selected their locations 
after the Pittsl?urgh-plus practice had been adopted, 2 and that 
they had prospered and multiplied outside Pittsburgh.3 Some of 
these allegations were denied,4 but, in so far as they are true, 
they ignore the question whether it was reasonable for fabricators 
to be forced to accept the price structure established by the 
corporation. As a natural corollary of this proposition it was 
claimed that the abandonment of the practice would involve 
unfairness to both steel producers and fabricators5 by falsifying 
legitimate expectations. AS fabricators had no alternative to 
accepting a practice which remained undisturbed by the govern
ment for so long they at least have some claim in equity to be 
protected for a time from serious loss if the system is eliminated. 

The extent to which the multiple-basing-point system affected 
the location of industry depends upon the distance between the 
non-basing points of production and the basing points. This rela
tionship is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 49 which shows that 

manufacturers exercised a power of local discrimination of -which railroads had been 
dispossessed by law (FETTER, Masquerade of Monopoly, 306). 

1 Iron Age, July 24, I924, 205. Comment in the technical press at the time of the 
commission's order was very mixed. On the one hand it was said that the change 
came at a time when the Pittsburgh basing point was nonexistent as a market factor 
(Iron Age, July 3I, I924, 266); Cleveland consumers expected no relief (Iron Age, 
Sept. 25, I924). On the other hand, it was said that Pittsburgh would continue 
visibly or invisibly "through its competition to furnish the yardstick by which 
market prices will be made," which was what it had done when it was formally 
established as a basing point. This situation would continue "until some other pro
ducing territory is so developed that it usurps Pittsburgh's position as the chief 
source of free surplus supply for the general market" (Iron Trades Review, Oct. 2, 
I924, 856). The new pricing methods were not expected to cause any important 
reductions; it was argued that, while in years of great prosperity the United States 
Steel Corporation had been able to obtain higher prices under the Pittsburgh-plus 
practice than it would have otherwise secured, whenever competition developed, 
Pittsburgh plus had been ignored with the result that prices had been as low as were 
likely to be made without the practice (Iron Age, Sept. 25, I924, 747 if·). 

I F.T.C., S~atemenl on Pitlsburgh Plus, 29, I202. 
I ibid., 29, I208. 
, Brief for Amici Curiae, 45. 
I F.T.C., Statement on Pitlsburgh Plus, 50S. 
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in 1934 about one quarter of the total capacity for producing iron 
and steel products was at basing points, about half within 50 miles, 
and the remaining quarter more than 50 miles from a basing point.1 

~ At .NoIatbulwithin DNoI within 50 
~bClsing point 50 miles ~ basing miles of basing 

pomt poInt 
Dimension ofeath diagram along the line "X Y"represenls S",ph
iaolly ,he wpacity fur the produdion.flootproducHofheSaaIe·linch·j~ooqOOOIons. 
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PIG. 49.-Loeation of productive capacity in the steel industry in relation to 
the basing points in 1934. (RedrIJ_ from N.R.A .. OperlJlion of the BIJn .. , Poi'" Syslem 
ia lhe IrOll IJad Sled ladustry. 55.) 

The presence of non-basing mills within short distances of base 
mills is not open to serious criticism. Where mills are concentrated 
in groups and only one is a base mill the fact that the others are not 

I The percentage distribution of productive capacity in 1934 was: 
Percentage 0 proaucbve capaclty 

Product 
Within More than 

SO miles SO miles 
of base from base 

PilJiron....................................... 40.85 47.58 11.57 
Bloom •• billeto. and .Iaho........................ 25·2 47.9 26.9 
Men:hanl and CODcrele ban..................... 29.1 41.0 29.9 
Sh_ and lin plale ban......................... 33.5 55.0 11.5 

~:le~.~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 26.1 :::: 2::: 
Sheeto...... ..................... ......... .... ·t~ 37.6 56.1 

~:f.~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~H in ~u 
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~u u:i ~:: 
~i::.~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I::~ 0.2 ~~:; 
(N.R.A., ,,~. ,iI., 54. and AppendU: C.) Approximately 6 per cent of the capacity of 
the United States Steel Corporation to p~duce code products and.44 per cent of th.e 
capacity of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation was more than 50 miles from an appli
cable basing point (ibid., 43). 
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has little effect upon the geographical pattern of prices. Indeed, if 
each were required to become a base mill and give up absorbing 
freight, each would be compelled to sell only in the direction away 
from the group in which it had a freight advantage.1 

It was also claimed that the Pittsburgh-plus practice favored 
fabricating units integrated with the United States Steel Corpora
tion, such as the American Bridge Company.2 This company in 
buying material from the plants of the corporation on a Pittsburgh
plus basis was on an equality with rival fabricators. It could afford, 
however, to quote prices lower than rivals, because it could cut into 
the profits being obtained by the parent corporation out of sales 
upon the Pittsburgh-plus basis, whereas unintegrated rival 
fabricators had no such opportunities. This policy was said to give 
it a great advantage in Chicago and the territory' west thereof, and 
at Birmingham, Alabama, and in the territory south thereof. 8 

This advantage was said to be reflected· in the growth of the 
American Bridge Company's plant in Chicago to twenty times the 
size of that of its nearest competitor. 4 Similar advantages were 
secured in other branches of the fabricating industry by the 
United States Steel Corporation through the American Sheet and 
Tin Plate Company, the American Steel and Wire Company, and 
the Chickasaw Car and Shipbuilding Company (of Mobile, 
Alabama).6 These advantages were expected by the Federal Trade 
Commission to disappear with the Pittsburgh-plus practice.6 It 
has not been proven, however, that the Pittsburgh-plus practice 
directly results in high profits nor that the corporation accepted a 
subnormal rate of return on its fabricating activities. 

The effect of the Pittsburgh-plus practice upon the price of the 
principal raw material of the industry, viz., pig iron, is difficult 
to estimate. Figure 42, showing the movements of the price of pig 

1 A mill in the center of the group would be compelled to quote a mill price 
sufficiently lower than its rivals to enable it to ship beyond them and might then 
be able to ship in more than one direction. If a shipper at the eastern edge quoted a 
mill price low enough to enable him to ship westward, shippers on the western edge 
could hardly ship at all. (C/. N.R.A., op. cil., IOO.) 

I The American Bridge Company was reported to fabricate more than 40 per 
cent of the structural shape· material fabricated in the United States; its western 
plants fabricated probably ten times as much as any western competitor (F.T.C., 
StaJemm' on Pittsburgh Plus, 288). 

• ibid., 288, 289. . 
'F.T.C., Annual Repor', I924, 38. 
I F.T.C., Statemenl on Pittsburgh Plus, 289. The argument was more crudely 

expressed when it was stated that the American Bridge Company could afford to /lid 
for jobs at cost (F.T.C., Briq on Pittsburgh Plus, I36). 

• C/. Iron Age, July 24, I924, 205. 
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iron and the December prices for the years 1920 to 1931, reveals 
little immediate change in the geographical structure of pig iron 
prices during 1924 and 1925 owing to the abandonment of the 
Pittsburgh-plus practice.1 The major portion of the pig iron used in 
steel manufacturing and about 80 per cent of all pig iron 2 is, how
ever, produced by the steel manufactUIers themselves. 

c. The General Effects of Basing-point Systems. At this point 
the attempt to segregate the consequences of freight absorption 
and the presence of non-base mills must be abandoneg..Q'he most 
striking general consequence of basing-point systems is the 
uniformity in the prices of all sellers at each point of delivery. 
The attainment of such a "one-price system" is the major imme- , 
diate objective of the practice:)Where production is decentralized;,) 
markets are wide, and overhead costs important, sellers especially 1 
fear secret and sporadic price cutting. It not only eats into their! 
business unless expensive arrangements are made to meet it \ 
wherever it may occur, but it also undermines the general struc- i 
ture of prices. Openly declared base prices and uniformity of prac
tice in calculating delivered prices from base prices provide a 
simple and certain method of avoiding unintentional and detecting 
intentional price cutting.' The steel producers repeatedly empha-

I Between 1921 and 1922, however, the Pittsburgh price rose much more than 
the price at Chicago, MahoDing, and Shenango Valley furnaces (on either side of the 
PeDDlylvania-Ohio state line) or llirmingham, and fell much more than prices 
eiBewhere during the years 1923, 1924, and 1925. 

• U.S. TAlI~ COIiHISSION, 1'(Iff i,. Pigs, 1927,3 • 
• The way in which basing-point systems develop to meet this need is illustrated 

by the difficulties encountered by some trade assocIAtions in establishing open-price 
eystems. Price comparison is possible only if prices representing sales to different 
delivery pointe can be reduced to a comparable basis by the elimination of differences 
in freight charges. But the subtraction of freight charges from the delivered prices 
merely reveala the net yield of sales from each of a number of points of production. 
Conaequently in lOme industries prices have been reduced to common terms by 
referring them to lOme central shipping point or "gateway." Freight charges from 
thia gateway to the point of delivery are deducted from the delivered price at each 
point in the country to arrive at the "gateway" price. Information is then availahle 
m a form in which different sellers can most easily compare their prices with those of 
rival., and, particularly, their prices for certain areas with those of rivals in the 
Ame area. The development of a basing-point system is not then inevitable;. it 
occurs when thie information leads, as it frequently does, to positive effort to equalize 
the ",ateway" prices by all sellers to all buyers. (F.T.C., Pme Bases Inquiry, 
74-'15.) Thul the lumber manufacturers in the west explained that as lumber mills 
had different freighte to the principal consuming points, uniform f.o.b. prices would 
give rise to different selling prices in these principal markets. By unifo.rm f.o.b. 
priCei they meant prices unifo~ not as between all ~uyers. from one ~ but as 
between all mill, at different pomts. The use of a bumg pomt would aVOid these 
differences between the prices of different sellers at the same delivery points only if 
the price of all sellers was equalized at the basing point. (F.T.C., Lumber ManU/a&'wer, .4'StH;ialitms. 1922, 121.) 
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sized this function of the basing-point system, 1 often adding that it 
: was a "stabil4ing influence" and occasionally that buyers 
~ approved of the practice because they knew that their rivals 
. were paying the same price for steel as they were. 2 This argument 
applied, of course, only to rivals at the same point of production. 

This tendency towards uniformity of prices at each delivery 
point has been severely condemned as a device by which "price 
cutting of almost every conceivable sort appears to have been 
anticipated and proscribed."3 The basing-point system in the steel 

1 A former vice president of fue Carnegie Steel Company (a subsidiary of the 
United States Steel Corporation) testified that the Pittsburgh-plus system was 
adopted in order to secure uniformity of prices (F.T.C., Findings on Pittsburgh Plus, 
(Z - 19). A witness testified to the necessity of a basing point even prior to the 
formation of the corporation in order to stabilize the industry and keep it under 
control (F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 644). Mr. Schwab stated in 1901 that 
,a single basing point was essential even though steel was not all produced there 
(Report of the Industrial Commission, 13,469,470, cit. FETTER, Masquerade of Mo
nopoly, 7). Colonel Bope, chairman of the Carnegie company, said that structural 
steel producers could not maintain uniform prices without a basing point; they had 
tried to do so in 1909 but failed so completely that they were glad to return to the 
old practice (F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 545; Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 
IS). Uniform prices were necessary to produce a stable market (F.T.C., Brief on 
Pittsburgh Plus, 60; Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 929). If a base price were set up for 
each mill there would be a great variety of prices" without stability of any kind or 
without knowing what competition was or how we would be able to meet it. There
fore the mills themselves thought the proper thing to do was to have a basing point." 
(F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, ISS.) The vice president of the Inland Steel Com
pany (an "independent" company) said that, in the absence ot a basing point, 
freight rates from all mills to all points would be difficult to get, with the result that 
some would quote "too high" and some "too low" (F.T.C., Brief on Pittsburgh 
Plus, 143); it was a matter of convenience to know what the price would be any
where in the United States. The secretary of the American Rolling Mill Company 
agreed that the practice was aimed at the stabilization of business and prices (F. T.C., 
Brief on Pittsburgh Plus, 24). The National Association of Sheet and Tin Plate 
Manufacturers had the same object in view in adopting the practice (ibid., 40). 
Judge Gary recommended at a meeting of the price-fixing committee of the War 
Industries Board that Pittsburgh be restored as the sole basing point in the industry 
as the Pittsburgh pricing had done more to stabilize production, to increase produc
tion, and to bring about extension of the mills already established and, more par
ticularly, the establishment of new mills, than anything else (F.T.C., Statement on 
Pittsburgh Plus, 868). At the preliminary meeting before the Federal Trade Com
mission he claimed that the practice was needed for the orderly conduct of business 
by both buyers and sellers (ibid., 84). The Iron Age spoke of an agreement to revert 
to strict adherence to the Pittsburgh pricing system as giving hope that irregularities 
in price which had been more or less general would be eliminated (ibid., 710). Finally, 
the president of the United States Steel Corporation agreed that the code of fair 
competition for the iron and steel industry under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act provided for a "one-day policy" (New York Times, Feb. 9, 1934. Cf. also N.R.A., 
The OPeration of the Basing Point System in the Iron and Steel Industry, 32, and 
Appendix B). 

I Mr. Gary pointed out that the fabricator of steel knew under the Pittsburgh
plus system what his rival was paying for steel (F.T.C., Statement on Pitlsburgh Plus, 
884). Professor Commons remarked that intermediate consumers of steel approved 
of this aspect of the basing-point system (" Delivered Price Practice in the_Steel 
Market," Amer. Econ. Rev., 14: 508). 

a F.T.C., Practices of the Steel Industry under 'he Code, 12, 29, 33. Cf. also, "Sum-
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industry "not only permits and encourages price fixing but 
it is price fixing/'l It has resulted, as we have seen, in the allocation 

. of pUblic contracts by lot in both the steel and the cement indus
tries. t The steel producers while agreeing that the industry has a 
"one-price policy" deny the elimination of price competition.3 

J,:rhe basing-point system undoubtedly facilitates the elimina
tion of price cutting aimed at short-run increases of business. But, I 
on the one hand, it does not always completely eliminate such price 
cumng and, on the other, various kinds of pressure upon prices 
appear to survive. Reference has already been made to the " shad-
,.~' of steel pnces which has from time to time attained s~ 

proportions. 4 Cutting below the delivered prices calculated in 
accordance with the basing-point system has also been a serious 
difficulty in the cement industry. Firms refusing to adopt the 
pricing structure conventional in the industry were sometimes 
dealt with by reducing the base price of the firm whose price most 
closely affected the delivered price of the offending firm. "" This 
practice, however, throws a great deal of the cost of enforcement 
upon the firm required to reduce its price. Sometimes the delivered 
prices quoted by the firm cutting below the conventional price were 
met by rivals. This practice also was unsatisfactory, because, at 
least in the short run, it amounted to acceptance of the infringe
ment of the convention and might prove demoralizing in other 
parts of the country. Occasionally a neighboring mill declared a 

ming up this system of calculating delivery charges, it starts with an arbitrary 
basing point so that differences in actual delivery cost are merged into a fictitious 
common rate. Then it uses, but solely for calculating purposes, a higher cost mode of 
transportation than is frequently utilized. Then in some cases it substitutes arbi
traries which are higher than the actual cost even of the calculated transportation. 
Thul the system is not one for determining actual freight costs. It is a device for 
automatically insuring that all mills will reach a given destination at identical 
delivered prices, and that the identity in their mill-base quotations will not be set at 
naught by differences in location and of actual freight costs." (ibid., 23.) This uni
formity of delivered prices the Federal Trade Commission held to be the "goal and 
object which motivated the initial step and each succeeding step in the process" 
(ibid., 45). See also F.T.C., Basing Poi", Syslem in lhe Sleel Induslry, 3, 4, 45.1·; 
COIDIONS, "Delivered Price Practice in the Steel Market," A mer. Econ. RetI., 
14: 508. 

1 F.T.C., Basing Poi", Syslem in lhe Sleel Induslry, 35· 
I See Chap. III. Cf. also F.T.C., CemeIJI Induslry, 73; Basin, Poi", Syslem in lhe 

Sleel Indus',y, 5, 45.1., 65; CONSUKER ADVISORY BOARD, Appendices to Memorandum 
10 General Johnson, Feb. 19, 1934; New York Times, Jan. 6, 1934· 

• The president of the American Iron and Steel Institute claimed that prices after 
the adoption of the code of fair competition" are bound to be dictated, as heretofore, 
by the laws of supply and demand" (F.T.C., Praclices oflhe Sled Indusl,y under ,he 
Code,49). 

• See Chap. III and present chapter, p. 302• 

• F.T.C., Priu Bases IlIIluiry, 84, 85· 
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base price, at the point at which the offending mill was situated 
which had not until then been a basing point. Thus it made the 
base price for a mill at a point at which it was not producing. A 
mill showing marked independence of price policy was so dealt 
With, 1 as well as a plant operated by the state of South Dakota.2 

Such price cutting is clearly not to meet competition, as the com
mission pointed out. If no other mill was situated near by, the 
major part of the cost of such tactics fell upon the offender, 

. although some necessarily fell upon the firms delivering at the new 
low prices. Freight absorptions in such cases exceed the amount 
necessary to meet the price of nearby rivals, but the departure 
from conventional practice is a short-term policy aimed at main
taining over a longer term the limitation of freight absorptions 
to the amounts necessary to meet such competition.s Finally, 
firms purslfing an independent price policy have found it desirable, 
or even necess~zr,.~retire from the industry through mergers with 
existing firms. v-nese mergers, in the opinion of the commission, 
contributed to the smooth working of the basing-point system by 
providing an exit for the "bad actor," and by reducing the num
ber of firms to be coordinated, thereby facilitating the acceptance 
of leadership. ' 
./tThat there is downward pressure upon prices even under a 
basing-point system is indicated by the history of such systems. 
Prices at newer points of production distant from the older have 
fallen and the number of basing points has increased~The ability 
to enter distant territory by absorbing freight relieves the pres
sure to reduce prices in nearby territory& and influences the price . , 

1 Outside mills made Marquette, Missouri, a basing point after a mill at that 
point had cut below the delivered prices of rivals in' the vicinity of its own mill 
(ibid., us note, and xix). 

I ibid., 130 • 

• ibid., 9I. 
• The Federal Trade Commission reported that a state highway commission 

desiring to avoid the uniformity of prices in tenders for cement, endeavored to 
induce small independent corporations to quote below the· conventional price, 
promising to concentrate awards on any producers following this suggestion. Some 
mdependents did accept the suggestion, and thereby caused so much ill feeling that 
the practice was discontinued. Of five companies selling to the highway commission 
below the conventional price, three have been absorbed by larger companies. The 
highway commission in question has found it difficult to secure a continuance of 
even such semi-competitive bidding because of the inability of the bidders to keep 
price concessions from the knowledge of their competitors and, therefore, to avoid 
the unpleasantness engendered, and because also of the tendency for such companies 
to be absorbed (ibid., 924)3). In fact, the commission attributed the growth of 
several large cement manufacturing companies" as much to the buying out or merg
ing with other companies as to their own building and enlarging of plants." 

I Ct. F.T.C., Basing Poi", System in the Sleel Industry, 17, and above p. 336. 
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policy of both the base and the non-base mill, even when there is 
more than one mill at a production point. But when demand 
declines there is a temptation to cut prices and make a bid for more 
local bUsinessl\)fie repeated temporary departures from Pitts
burgh basing in the Chicago area indicate the force of this tempta
tion. Over longer periods there is a downward pressure on base 
prices or pressure to establish bases to attract fabricators or dis
courage freight-absorbing sales by distant mills. 

The structure of prices at the different bases is, however, dif
ficult to explain . .Doubtless iI!j!!~ries in which basing-point 
systems d~~eJ~~re is a CQns~~e meaSure of leadership. All 
freight-absorbing sales (which inciuaes--allsales by non-base 
mills) involve tll~ac~~~ce of price! set by a rival. Control of 
prices at eadi base is generally in fhe hands of producers there. If 
producers at other points assumed the right to change prices at 
points at which they di<}not produce this element of leadership 
would be diminished~t base prices themselves are likely to be 
influenced by leadership. Leadership)n the sugar and lumber 
industries is, however, unproven; pruie associations have been 
influential in securing the· common y.ction essential to the main
tenance of basing-point systems. II1i the cement industry accept
ance of the system has been attributed in part to the emergence of a 
few large firms, which has provided effective mill·price leadership, 
At the commencement of 1930 the five companies possessing the 
largest plant capacity in the industry were together capable of 
producing 38 per cent of the cement which the country was 
equipped to produce, and in 1927 these companies in fact produced 
.&.!.,Per cent ~l!tput for tha.t..year. They were reported 
to operate between them 47 plants, all but two of which were 
located in strategic points throughout the territory east of the 
Rocky Mountains. Of the entire output of this territory they 
produced 47 per cent in 1927; a further 18 per cent was produced 
by mills at or near the basing-point mills of these five companies 
and a further 30 per cent was produced at non-basing point mills. 
Thus, if these five companies chose to cooperate they could influ
ence directly the price of 95 pe~cent f the entire cement output 
east of the Rocky Mountains. leadership was presumably 
much strengthened by the merge in January, 1930, of the Univer
sal Portland Cement Company and the Atlas Portland Cement 

I F.T~C., Priu BGSU I"II""Y, 89. These five companies produced 40 per cent of 
the tobal output in the United States in 1931 (F.T.C., CemenI Indus"y, 12). 
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CompanYi1 these two firms were responsible for about 17 per cent 
of the total domestic shipments of the country in 1927 and for a 
much higher percentage in the area in which they were influential. 
The tendeney for troublesome firms to be absorbed has already 
been mentioned. Evidence that the largest firms cooperate is, 
however, lacking. 2 

(Acceptance of the basing-point system in the steel industry 
may have been due to fear that if rivals cut much below the prices 
of the United States Steel Corporation at any point, the corpora
tion would respond by damaging price cuts. The power of the 
United States "Steel Corporation in this respect would depend 
partly upon the proportion of producing capacity at the more 
important points of production under its control, and partly upon 
the relation between its costs of production and those of rivals.) 
It was said, for instance, that the corporation, being the largest 
producer in both Chicago and Pittsburgh,3 could maintain a 
Pittsburgh-plus policy in spite of the independents. 4 It was also 
reported that steel producers in Chicago and Birmingham, at least, 
were convinced that the United States Steel corporatio~wa the 
lowest-cost produc~ in each a~ that it was, therefo ,in a 
pOsition to arive out competitors by price competition. 's view 
'appears to have been publicly expressed from time to time by 
officers of the corporation, and rivals believed that the corporation 
would, and indeed did, at times, punish price cutters. 6 Thus Mr. 
Gary's statement in February, 1909, that he would cease to publish 
the prices being quoted by the corporation and would make prices 
privately with customers without regard for their reaction upon 
rivals, resulted in the restoration of stable prices on a Pittsburgh
plus basis throughout the industry within sixty days. 6 Compliance 

~
:With the policy of the corporation, on the other hand, insured 

1 ~:lf.C., Price Bases Inquiry, 94 and Exhibit I. 
. I The Federal Trade Commission remarked that "fear of the large producer and 
ven a degree of coercion mayor may not be present" (ibid., 88). 

I The United States Steel Corporation controlled 59.7 per cent of the steel ingot 
capacity in Pittsburgh in 1923 (compared with 72.8 per cent in 1908) and 40.9 per 
cent of the capacity in the country as a whole (compared with 51.8 per cent in 1908) 
(F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 325). 

4 ibid., 377. The Federal Trade Commission claimed that the practice "produced 
a trend" towards certainty in fixing prices all over the United States" (ibid., 761). 
The Western Association of Rolled Steel Buyers claimed that adherence to the 
practice by the United States Steel Corporation, which had a mill in every important 
steel center, induced rivals also to accept the practice with the result that competi
tion among sellers was eliminated and the price of steel and steel products enhanced 
(Brief for Amici Curiae, 177). 

& ibid., 329. 
D ibid., 81. 
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protection from destructive price cutting by it. It also enabled 
independent producers at Pittsburgh to sell in any part of the 
United States. 

In the tin plate branch of the industry it was contended that a 
general acceptance of the basing-point system was facilitated by a 
trade association consisting of practically all but the largest 
producer (the Amertcan~heet and Tin Plate Company) whose 
quotation in Pittsburgh was used as the base price.1 The American 
Sheet and Tin Plate Company published a book of freight rates 
and also a uniform list of extras and differentials which were used 
not only by the company b1it also by the independents in fixing 
Pittsburgh-plus prices. ~e of the avowed objects of the associa
tion was to stabilize prices, and the Pittsburgh-plus practice was 
regarded as a means to such stabilization. 3 As in 1922 the members 
of the association produced from 60 to 6s per cent of the sheet steel 
of the country, and the American Sheet and Tin Plate· Company, 
which was evide~y cooperating closely with it, produced another 
2S per cent, 4 ~ ~sociation was doubtless an effective mechanism 
for securing uniformity of price policy upon a Pittsburgh-plus 
basis . 
... (Basing-point systems tend indirectly to generate conditions ~ 
favorable to leadership. Firms controlling a number of widely J 

I The American Sheet and Tin Plate Company began selling on a Pittshugh base 
after its formation in 1900, and the construction of new mills; its rivals followed its 
lead. Independents at that time sold at prices differing by small amounts from that 
of the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company. Prices were made in multiples of 
5 cents; while Pittsburgh prices were quoted in multiples of 5 cents, freight rates 
were usually not in such multiples. In consequence, independents sometimes fixed 
their prices at the multiple of 5 cents next below the Pittsburgh-plus price. After 
1912, as independents increased their volume of business, there was increasingly 
close adherence to the Pittsburgh-plus quotation. (F.T.C., Slalemenl on Pillsbur,h 
Plus, 225. 226.) 

I ibid., 233; Brieffor Federal Trade Commission, 35. The American Sheet and Tin 
Plate Company lent to the association the printing plates for a book showing the 
weight of bars necessary to produce sheets in various sizes. When the National 
Association of Sheet and Tin Plate Manufacturers was formed in 1916, nearly all 
producers other than the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company (a subsidiary of 
the United States Steel Corporation) became members and the American Sheet and 
Tin Plate Company cooperated fully with the association, furnishing to it advance 
announcements of its pricesr which the association rublished to its members in the 
form of bulletin •. Some at east of the members 0 the association regarded these 
prices &I minimum prices (ibid., 226) and on a number of occasions between 1919 
and 1921 independents notified their salesmen that they were following the prices of 
the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company (ibid., 228) • 

• The president of the association believed that the abandonment of the practice 
would throw the industry into confusion "until some other means was found of 
serving the purpose served by the Pittsburgh-plus system" (F.T.C., Slalemenl on 
PiUsburg. Plus, 236). 

• ibid., 236. 
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scattered plants are best able to ship from a fairly nearby plant and 
",hus to minimize transportation costs:'}These systems, therefore, 
encourage mergers to obtain these economiesJ Mergers in the steel 
industry and probably also in the cement industry2 have been thus 
encouraged. 3 

The policy of the leader is mainly important because of his 
power to influence the selection of basing points from time to time 
and the structure of prices at these bases. There is, in fact, little 
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FIG. so.-Prices of cement in seven cities. 1923 to 1932. (Dr/lwn from dlJl/l in the 
Engineering News Record.) 

information concerning the influences affecting base prices under a 
basing-point system. The Federal Trade Commission confessed its 
inability to explain the factors influencing differences between 
base prices for cement4 but suggested that asin - oint ractices in 

\p;t:.~~r~ increased costs owing .to the disa . vantag~ous o£atl~ 0 

ill~~-utnionto:raw'matenals;ftret;u.<r1aoor, 6 and the protec
tion of plants burdened withei'cessive overhead, obsolete equip-

1 F.T.C., Open Price Trade AssocitJIions, 94. 
I In the absence of such territorial integration sharing the market upon a geo

graphical basis has at least the advantage that it tends to reduce transportation 
costs (CJ. VON BECKERATH, op. m., 244) • 

• FRASEl!. and DORIOT, Analysing Our Industries, 256. CJ. statemen~ of a small 
steel producer that abandonment of the basing-point system would damage small 
steel companies who had only one or two producing points (AMERICAN IRON AND 
STEEL INSTITUTE, Basing Points and Competition in Steel, II). 

: f.:r.C., Price Bases Inguiry, 88. 
Ibid., 142. 
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ment, and ~cient manageme~ Figure 50 showing the price of 
cement in a number of cities between 1923 and 1932 reveals a 
number of changes in the relation between prices in these cities 
arising doubtless out of changes in basing points, changes in the 
relations between prices at different basing points, and departures 
from basing-point pricing. 

In the steel industry the United States Steel Corporation 
played a large part in opposing the abandonment of the modified 
Pittsburgh-plus practice and its possession of plants in most of the 
major production areas gave it considerable power. When the 
practice was modified the number of bases was increased. The Fed
eral Trade Commission concluded, however, that prices at these 
bases were not competitively de~rmined 2 owing to the lack. of 
incentiv~'D~lower base prices.Vfase prices have, however, been 
lowered~~ as new bases have been established prices have been 
maintained higher than those at Pittsburgh. Until 1931 Chicago 
base prices for structural steel products were about $2.00 per ton 
above the Pittsburgh price (see Fig. 40) and those at Birmingham 
about $3.00 above Pittsburgh.- Such meager information as is 
available suggests.that the costs of production outside Pittsburgh 
are not consistently above those at Pittsburgh; indeed. in 1920 costs 
of the United States Steel Corporation at Chicago were apparently 
less than at Pittsburgh and those at Birmingham little different. 4 

It has been suggested that, as the cost of production is less in 
Chicago than in Pittsburgh, this price differential protects the 

lloe. ell. 
I F.T.C. Basin, Poi", S,slem in ,he SleelIMw'", 16, 17, 103. 
I Cf, ~'! II. Steel produced in California is sold virtually on a Pittsburgh price 

plul rail ana water transportation although there are bases more accessible to 
California (Wid., 19) • 

• AD investigation by the Federal Trade Commission into steel costs and prices 
In 1920 revealed that, for the most important products, costs of production at 
Chica~ were generally below and sometimes considerably below those at Pittsburgh 
and Birmingham, &I it indicated by the following table: 

Mill COlt 0 prod.uctlon In ollara per ton ID 1920 

PnKluctioa poID' Structural Plate. Ban Black . 
Ihap. Iheets 

,.P.!o.tta;:;bi:': .... :::p:r-.. -•• -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. ·I--':SC,;,"'; •• ;;;:07;- 48.659 50.319 85.891 
Chi_.......................... 4 •. 835 47.907 45.683 77.894 

~i~h~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::: 5a.o43 57.007 !::~! 

(F.T.C., Reptll" IIJJ Sleel Cosls OM Pmes, 110; c/. also F.T.C., P,oclices ol,he Sleel 
I MWw, "nder ,he Code, 1934, 56.) These costs do not include general depreciation, 
administration expenses, aelling expenses, taxes, or general overhead. The commis
lion believed that overhead costs ran somewhat lower in the Pittsburgh district 
than in othen. The figures include intercompany profits except at Birmingham. 
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Pittsburgh area from decline1 and that with the disappearance of 
Pittsburgh plus "the Chicago district pro~~ll become the 
quantity production area of the country."\JtILe higher prices at 
bases outside Pittsburgh operate, therefore, to protect the local 
distribution of investment in steel production which grew up under 
the Pittsburgh-plus practice.3 This policy is apparently conscious. 
The president of the American Iron and Steel Institute, protesting 
against aa>roposal to replace the basing-point system bif;6.b. mill 
prices, contended that the change would result in ~ abandon
ment of a large part of the steel mills in the Pittsburgh district 
representing is per ceJ}.t of the entire steel industry and would 
ultimately compel the relocation of many other industries using 
steel for their raw materials."4 The Federal Trade Commission 
remarked, however, that "the growing :weakness and comparative 
inefficiency of older plants in locations no longer best suited to 
the industry ~ they are assured a continued 
outlet into large areas at delivered prices not to be undersold by 
any present competitors or by newer, better equipped, and more 
efficient plants"5 and that possibly the best preventive of excess 
capacity would be permission to "new mills in better locations, or 
more efficient, to supply the territory near them as fast and as far 
as they are able and permitted to do it by lower f.o.b. prices."6 
Some retardation of changes in the location of industry might be 
desirable to reduce the loss of capital on plants whose location is 
rendered relatively uneconomical by changing conditions.7 But 

1 New York Times, Dec. 7, 1931. 
J MACCALLUM, The Iron and Steel Industry in the United States, 52. Cf. also 

"Pittsburgh plus built the tremendous capacity that Pittsburgh has today and its 
abolition has left Pittsburgh with a surplus production for which it has no legitimate 
market" (Iron Age, Nov. 10, 1934). In consequence the Pittsburgh producers in 
1927' sought an adjustment of freight rates that would extend their markets (loc. 
cit.). 

I It has been reported that the United States Steel Corporation proposes to 
remove its Gary, TIlinois, plant to the Pittsburgh area, owing partly to the I).igh cost 
of assembling raw materials at Gary (New York Herald Tribune, May 19, 1933) but 
the report was denied (Standard Corporation Records, Daily News Section, May 20, 

I933)· 
• F.T.C., Practices of the Steel Industry under the Code, 43. When an amended 

steel code was submitted to the President in May, I934, it was admitted that "the 
multiple-basing-point system is designed to maintain existing areas of production . 
and channels of distribution, and prevent violent dislocations proceeding from such 
unrestrained competition as has resulted in the past all too frequently in increasing 
concentration of business in the hands of large producers, with violent fluctuations 
in prices and wages, in a ruthless struggle to survive" (New York Times, May 31, 

I934). 
I F.T.C., Practices of the Steel Industry under the Code, 43. 
'loco cit. 
Y See p. 547. 
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while the differential between Chicago and Pittsburgh, for 
instance, has been reduced during the past decade, there is no 
evidence of any intention over the longer period to induce the 
most economical location of the industry. :Jp. this manner the bas- ! 

ing-point system may protect badly located investment or firms 
inefficient in other ways .. Where the commodity affected is as 
important in the economic life of a country as steel, the leader, or 
the industry in council, exercises a far-reaching powet over the 
rate of development of different parts of the country.l The Federal 
Trade Cominission goes too far, however, in claiming that the 
effect of the basing-point system in the steel industry is "to 
neutralize and equalize all natural advantages and disadvantages 
of location as a factor in prices."2 

...{The association of bll$ing-point systems with leadership and the 
avoidance of short-run price cutting might be expected to result in 
stability of prices where such systems occur) Such stability has not 
appeared in the sugar industry3 nor is it especially notable in the 
lumber industry. The price of cement is much more stable4 and 
the discriminatory policy of the industry has been attributed to the 
desire to obtain additional business while preserving a rigid price 
structure. 6 The stability of steel prices has already been discussed.6 

..,Basing-point systems react upon prices also through their effect 
upon costs. They affect the cost of selling and of transportation 
and may protect the less efficient producers. Sellers emphasize the 
fact that these systems increase the number of sellers at each 
delivery poiD~fht,ab;o~ enable them, as we hll;~.~~~ to 
~~etrate each 0 er s erntory. and the non-basmg-point iiilll 
muSfineet nvaIS Iit-every oellVery point(!'he United States Steel 
Corporation defended the Pittsburgh-pTus practice because it 
enabled Pittsburgh producers to compete for delivery in any part . 
of the country and enabled less efficient rivals to enter the market;7 
thus more firms were offering to sell at any point than would offer if 
each mill had been a base mill) The increase in the number of 

I Cf. the protests against the abandonment of base prices at St. Louis (F.T.C., 
~.Ban,".g.Poi'" Syslem;n lhe SIeelInduslry, 19, 20, 25). 

ibid., 3, 18, 25. 
I U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brief on lhe Facls for lhe Suga, Inslilule, Exhibit 0 3. 
• Cf. F.T.C., Price Bases Inqui,y, 56, 82. 
I F.T.C., Price Bases Inqu;,y, 34, 89, 146. 
• See Chap. V. 
, Brief for U.S. Sled Corp., 29. 
• Brief for Amid Curiae, 51. Cf. also F.T.C., Basing Poi,., System ;n the Sleel 

INdustry, IS, 16, and N.R.A., op. ci/., 148, where it was said that this increase in the 
Dumber of aellelll at each point "may be fah;l~ important'! and have the efiect of 
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sellers at points distant from Pittsburgh was obtained, however, 
only because delivered prices were sufficiently above the Pitts
burgh price to make. shipment from. Pittsburgh profitable. The 
number of sellers can always be enhanced by raising prices suffi.
ciently.l The nature of the downward pressure upon prices was,. as 
we have seen, seriously altered#re is little justification for the 
claim that costs were reduced 2 and good reason to believe that 
they were increased. The system rests upon the meeting, but not 
the cutting, of the prices of rivals and the maintenance of a "one
price policy." Business must be obtained by non-price competition 
except where public contracts are allocated by lot, and prices must, 
in the long run, cover these costs which tend to increase so long 
as any rivalry for business persists.o/lS to be remembered, how
ever, that the imperfectly competitive conditions that stimulate, 
resort to basing-point systems tend also to increase the cost ofl 
Sylling even in the absence of basing-point systems . 
./, I Basing-point systems increase aggregate transportation costs. 

T e interpenetration of market areas results in cross freighting. 
Local demands are no longer supplied from the most economical 
point of production taking account of costs of production and 
transportation. The commodity travels in both directions on tlie 
same railroad and may pass the doors of another mill. The waste
fulness of such cross freighting (except where a mill is unable to 
supply the full demand in the territory most cheaply reached by it) 

"definitely strengthening the force of competition" but it was admitted that "only 
those quoting on the home basing point are competing in a way tending very directly 
to reduce the price" (ibid., 163). If every mill were a base mill and there were no 
freight absorptions there would be more than one seller at a delivery point only if 
there were more than one manufacturer at a point of production, if railroad rates 
were not on an equal mileage basis, or if the delivery points were just on the boundary 
between the territory of two points of production. 

1 "It is the effect of the monopolistic practice in enhancing prices which is con
demned by the law and not the superficial consideration of the sum total of the 
number of. competitors within a given area" (Brief for Amici CUrilU. 53). It was 
also pointed out in this brief that the law is not concerned with the number of com
petitors (except in the rare circumstances in which all competition is eliminated) 
but with the restriction of the limitations upon competition to such normal and 
natural limitations as freight rates, proximity to raw materials, and markets (ibid., 

5
2
)i The American Iron and Steel Institute claimed that this widening of the 

"range of available sources of sUllply from which any user of steel may satisfy his 
needs without penalty of price" mcreased the freedom of competition among pro
ducers and made "actual costs of steel lower to the average user than would other
wise be the case" (Basing Points and Competition in Steel, 4). 

I F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry. 7. 142. Selling and administrative· costs were 
reported to be 18.3 per cent of selling prices for the Lehigh Portland Cement Com
pany and 12.20 per cent for the International Portland Cement Company (fiASEB. 
and DORIOT, Anal,lIing Our Industries, 309). 
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is acknowledged by the sellers. I If they are to obtain a normal 
profit these unnecessary transportation charges must be covered 
by prices. I I 

.Il'he extent of this cross freighting depends upon the territories 
which the various sellers decide to serve and there is practically 
no satisfactory information concerning this matter. The Illinois 
Steel Company, which produced near Chicago, sold considerable 
quantities of steel at prices yielding mill nets less than those 
obtained from sales in Chicago although it was a subsidiary of the 
United States Steel Corporation which was better able than any 
other seller to arrange for shipments from the nearest mill. a An 
investigation of shipments of 1.534.000 net tons of steel code 
products shipped during the three months ended June 30, 1934 
(about 20 per cent of the total national output), by mills with 
85 per cent of the productive capacity within a tifty-Inile 
radius of Pittsburgh, revealed that the actual freight paid 
exceeded the freight charges added to basing-point. prices by 
1.639 million dollars or $1.07 per ton; the total delivered value 
of the shipments being 92.072 million dollars.4 No information 

I Mr. Schwab, addressing the American Iron and Steel Institute in 1928, com
mented that the II hunger for tonnage" arising from a desire to operate mills at full 
ca~ity had been one of the fundamental mistakes of the steel industry and the 
chief cause of the crosshauling of steel 'products. All steel manufacturers knew, he 
laid, that they did not thus change theu rates of operation as compared with com
petitors to any appreciable extent, but that they had merely dissipated part of their 
profit in unneceasary transportation. He admitted, however, that such wasteful 
crosshauling was paid for by the consumer as well as the producer of steel products. 
(1,." T,.lIIler RnievJ, May 31/1928,1410, cU. F.T.C., p,.ia Baser Inquiry, 133.) The 
wastefulness of crosshauling lIaS been recognized in the clay products industry, with 
the comment, however, that such crosshauling would not be so serious if all the 
freight charges could be passed on to the consumer (Brick aM Clay ReclWtl, June 5, 
1928, cU. F.T.C., PM Baser Inqui,.y, 134). 

• CI_ F.T.C., BNef 1m PiUsbw,Is Plus, 798; I,.1m A.,e, July 24, 1924, 205. 
''the shipments of the Illinois Steel Company yielding less than its manmum 

mill nets in 1919 were, in thousands of tons: 

Territory 
.Heavy 

Plates Bani Total· .tructural 
shapes 

8tates ... t of Iodiana-Ohio line &Del aortb of 
12.836 ~Ii 55.361 Ohio an4 Potomac riven ............ .... .8110 5·'48 

States oouth of Ohio River Ind of lOuthern 
Mieoouri line (inc1udinlJ ArUooa Ind from 

8.864 5.'56 U.038 Ari ...... _l .............. · •••••••• ••·· '2.1115 

tti~:;..~~::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::: 3U~~ 14~:~~~ 3t~~~ ·~i·II~; 6 .00 

• The total includee commoditi .. ill addition to tho .. iDcluded ill the separate cclumua. 

(F.T.C., Stalemml" PiJlsbw,Is Plus, 300.) Similar figures are given for 1920. 
• N.R.A., o,. cU., Supplement No. I. No separate calculations were made for 

each produCL Freight absorptions in this average are distributed over all tonnage 
ncluding that involving no freight absorptions. 
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was obtained, however, concerning shipments into this area from 
outside.1 ' 

The aggregate net costs of fr!ight absm:.ptiopsjn the sugar 
industry (after deducting "freight pickups" obtained by non-bas
ing-point refiners) were reported by counsel for the refiners to have 
ranged between two and four million dollars between 1926 and 
1931.2 It was pointed out that since the formation of the Sugar 
Institute in 1928 losses on freight absorptions had increased by a 
little over a million dollars in four years, and that the amounts of 
the absorptions by individual refiners showed no harmony of 
movement. 3 If these losses on freight absorptions are computed by 
deducting the actual price obtain,ed for sugar (after deducting any 
freight charges) from the price regarded as the ruling price at the 
refinery, and charged on a considerable volume of sales, they are 
not altogether satisfactory as a measure of unnecessary cross 
freighting, as will be evident from a consideration of the Federal 
Trade Commission's more complete analysis of the same problem 
in the cement industry. 

The commission reported that in the cement industry the 
average manufacturing and selling cost of cement exclusive of 
interest charges in 1927 was $1.3145 per barrel while the average 
freight absorptions were $0.243 per barrel, or 44 per cent of the 
difference between average manufacturing and selling cost and 
average mill price. 4 It cannot be assumed, however, that all these 
sales involving freight absorptions involved cross freighting. 
Shipments from some market areas may have been very little 
offset by shipments in the opposite direction, owing, for instance, 

1 Examples of cross freighting of steel are described by the Federal Trade Com
mission in Basing Point System in the Steel Industry, 13. 

I, Freight absorptions were reported to have been: 
Million Dollars 

19.6 2.3.6 
1927 2.974 
1928 3.054 
19'9 3.15' 
1930 3.453 
1931 3.974 

These figures reveal only the nel position for the country as a whole. (Cj. U.S. v· 
Sugar Institute, Decision of Judge Mack (mimeographed), 49). • 

I The heaviest absorptions were made by the California and Hawaii Sugar 
Refining Company which shipped from the Pacific coast: its total absorptions were 
1.682 Inillion dollars in 1926 and 2.071 million dollars in 1931, or considerably over 
half the total absorptions in the industry (U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Brieffor the Suga,. 
Institute on the Facts, 180). These figures are not comparable with those of other 
refiners as the company had an arrangement with those from whom it bought raw 
sugar to absorb freight (Decision of Judge Mack, 49). Its main supplier of raw sugar 
was its parent corporation which owned sugar plantations in Hawaii. 

• F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry, xiv, 90. Transportation charges on the average 
, added 22 per cent and in some territories as much as 50 per cent to the mill price. 
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to temporary increases in demand in some areas. Comparison of 
freight actually paid with the freight from the nearest milP is 
also a poor measure of the extent of uneconomic transportation. 
The nearer mill may be unable to supply the total demand at 
nearby points of delivery. Shipments from more distant points are, 
moreover, as economical as shipments from nearer mills when the 
cost of production at more distant points is sufficiently below·that 
at the nearer mill to counterbalance any difference in transporta
tion costs. 2 If, however, distant mills are less economical, the 
final economic costs are greater than these figures would suggest. 
In specific instances, however, the uneconomic effects of the 
system were evident. 

Only one third of the sales of cement in Chicago, for instance, 
were made from the nearest mill, which was at the same time 
shipping considerable quantities to distant points, sales at which 
yielded mill nets below those on sales in Chicago.3 Of sales in 
Milwaukee during the two-year period beginning on July I, 1926, 
only 2S per cent came from the mill at the base upon which Mil
waukee prices were calculated (which was also the mill by reference 
to which Chicago prices were calculated). A Wisconsin mill which 
was nearer than any other to Milwaukee, but which was not a 
basing point, provided only 6 per cent of the Milwaukee deliveries 
of cement and shipped the remainder of its output to Chicago, 
Minneapolis, and other more distant markets. 4 

The commission attempted to estimate" the burden of unneces
sary production and distribution costs arising under imperfect 
competition" by calculating the difference between average mill 
nets and average prices in 1927,5 and arrived at an estimate of 

1 The freight actually paid upon shipments of cement to 25 selected cities in the 
two years from July I, 1926, to June 30, 1928, was compared with the freights that 
would have been paid had shipments been made from the mill nearest freightwise 
to the point of delivery. The average excess payment of freight upon these ship
ments (which were about 20 per cent of the total sales of cement during the period) 
amounted to JI.4 cents per barrel and to a total of about 7.2 million dollars. The 
amount of excess freight varied gljeatly for different cities, from 33.32 cents per 
barrel on shipments to Detroit, 31.92 cents per barrel on shipments to Davenport, 
Iowa, 22.42 cents per barrel on shipments to Philadelphia, and about 0.79 cents on 
shipments to Denver, to no excess at all on shipments to Seattle. (ibid"'''35.) 

• ibid., 136. • 
• The commission calculated that if the mill had sold at a uniform base price sales 

to Chicago could have been made at a price 22~ cents per barrel less than that 
actually paid. The quantity of cement actually supplied would have cost $800,000 
less than it did in fact. (F.T.C., Price Bases Inquiry, 108.) It is assumed that if the 
mill price had been equal to the average mill net obtained under the basing-point 
system the volume of sales would have been the same. 

t ibid., 143. 
I ibid., 141. 
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$0.243 per l?arrel or a total of about 42 million dollars. 1 It does not 
follow, however, that, had all freight absorptions been eliminated, 
the same buyers could have purchased the same quantities of 
cement for $0.243 per barrel less than they paid without any 
loss of profit to the sellers. Some mills rely upon high base prices 
and ~ small volume of sales at these prices with a relatively large 
volume of sales involving freight absorptions. The non-base mill is 
the limiting case of such a policy. The elimination of freight 
absorptions would compel such mills to reduce their base prices 
by more than $0.243 per barrel if their sales were to remain 
unchanged. Non-base mills would also be compelled to declare a 
base price. The general structure of base prices would, therefore, be 
changesl. 2 In fact, this estimate is affected not only by freight 
absorptions but also by attempts by mills to exploit local monop
olies, possibly but not necessarily because they have abnormally 
high costs.3 

,In the last resort the difficulty of calculating the extent of 
unfconomic cross freight lies in the difficulty of establishing an 

'ideal economic condition upon which to base comparisonsJ{he 
problem might be approached by endeavoring to determine the 
market area of each plant by allocating each delivery point to 

• It calculated the burden on 141 million banels or 81 per cent of the total 
shipments for the year, and assumed that the remaining 19 per cent was sold under 
similar conditions. . 

I The commission states that its calculation rests upon "the assumption that the 
ratios of mill prices to costs are approximately alike" (ibid., 13CTI41). Where a 
mill makes a mill price yielding a smaller margin over cost than its rivals at other 
production points, the tenitory of the mill is somewhat greater than it would other
wise be, with the result that some shipments which would otherwise involve freight 
absorptions do not involve them, and also the sum from which weighted net realiza
tions are deducted is smaller than it would otherwise be. Thus the measure of 
"uneconomic freighting" for such a mill is less than it would be if its margin between 
cost and mill price were the same as for other mills. On the other hand, the measure 
of uneconomic freighting for producers shipping into the tenitory of this mill is 
increased, partly because more delivery points involve freight absorptions than 
would otherwise be the case, and partly because the average net realizations de
ducted from average mill prices are smaller (loc. ciI.). These errors are somewhat 
offset, however, when all mills are'taken as a group. The commission also states, 
however, that these statistics offer" an estimate of that part of production and 
distribution costs attributable to imperfect competition that would appear if a com
parison of costs of all producers with the costs of the low-cost producer could be 
made" (ibid., 140). There appears, however, to be no justification for the claim that 
these calculations indicate the extent to which costs exceed those of the low-cost 
producers. 

I ibid., 139, 141, 142. In its report on open price trade associations, the commis
sion questioned whether crosshauling was as important under delivered-price sys
tems as was commonly believed, partly because manufacturers naturally confined 
their major sales effort to tenitories within convenient reach of their plants, and 
partly because they naturally watch each other carefully and regard the invasion of 
their territory as provocative of retaliation (F.T.C., Opm Price Trad, Associations, 
75). 
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the plant from which the sum of production and selling costs 
plus freight would be a minimum .• It would then be possible to 
calculate from the total number of barrels of cement delivered to 
each point, the total sums that would have been paid for them 
bad they been obtained from the mill in whose economic territory 
the delivery point was situated. This total for each delivery 
point could then be subtracted from the actual delivered prices 
charged under the basing-point system, and the extent of the 
uneconomic costs thus calculated. But such calculations would 
in some cases imply deliveries from a mill beyond its capacity 
to deliver, and in others, deliveries too small to maintain it in 
existence. Costs are not, moreover, independent of existing price 
policy. These difficulties might be attributable to telllPorary I 
conditions. But high-cost mills might be unable to survive without '. 
the basing-point system. Yet any calculations based upon the 
best distribution of production in the light of present distribution 
of demand and costs at each point would be unfair because invest
m-:ny~ust be made in advance of knowledge of actual demand. 
Qasing-p()¥ systems exert, therefore, an upward pressuretl 

upon C05tS.J6 50 far as profits tend to a normal level these in- j 
creased costs are passed on to purchasers in prices,I The Federal· \ 
Trade Commission remarked upon the significance of the "fact 4 

that the steel industry was able to show satisfactory profits 
for the first six months of 1934 without operating to more than 
half its producing capacity."2 Over the longer period from 1925 
to 1934, however, profits are said by the industry to have averaged 
only 2.5 per cent.' The average profit of 21 of the larger portland 
cement companies for the period from 1919 to 1928 was 14.2 per 
~J1t and for 64 of the larger lumber manufacturers 10.0 per cent.4 

\}'here is no reason to suppose, therefore, that these additional 
costs were not passed on to buyers. & • 

I The contention that freight absorption tends to a lower average/rice for 
cement than would uniform mill price. (BIlOWN, "Economics of Portlan Cement 
Prices," A.mer. Ec"". Rn., 15: 77) appears to be untenable except where it permits 
technical economiea in production (see p. 331). 

I F.T.C., Basi", Pili'" Sys'em i" ,he Sleellndus/ry, 37; c/. also N.R.A., op. ciI., 
AppendiJ: A, 10. 

'American Iron and Steel Institute, ciI. New York Times, May 14,1935. The 
highest annual rate of return reported was 9.2 per cent in 1929. The average rate of 
return of 99 larger corporations m the metal castin~s and forgings industry (in which 
all iron and steel plants were included) for the penod from 1919 to 1928 was 5.8 per 
cent (EPsTEllf,lnduslrial Profi's in ,IN Uni/ed Slales, 287). 

• EpSTEllf, DI. ciI., 266, 284- The average profit of 26 larger planing mills was 
17.7 per cent. 

I The average profit for the same period for all manufacturing carried on by films 
of moderate size was 10.8 per cent (EpSTEIN, DI. ciI., 242). 
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Jhese Jncreased costs resulting from efforts to prevent short
time price competition subject prices in increasing degree to the 
pIPlicy of sellers in the selection of sales territory and the deter
miriation' of expenditure on sales promotion; these in turn show 
signs of group control. In the oil industry, for instance, refiners 
have been exhorted to keep to their normal marketing areas 
and adjusy' their operations to the probable demand from such 
areas.1)\1severe price war in the cement industry in the spring 
of 1931 was attributed to shipments by some mills outside their 
so-called "logical" markets. 2 

,J::Basing-point systems react not only upon the industries sellfug 
and buying >he product affected, but also upon the transportation 
\industry.~neconomical cross freighting increases the demand for 
transportation services in general and gives transportation 
agencies an interest in the maintenance of the practice) These 
systems also affect the demand for different kinds of transporta
tion. Their use being principally stimulated by a desire to regulate 
price competitIon they must provide a simple and definite method 
of calculating transportation costs. Mos.t frequently railroad 
transportation rates are used in calculating delivered prices; 
they are published and relatively stable and railroad transporta
tion is the most generally available. It is unfortunate, however, 
that railroad transportation is not always the most economical. 
The availability of cheaper transportation is a constant source 
of difficulty, but also of profit. If delivered prices based on rail
road rates can be maintained, but cheaper forms of transportation, 
e.g., by water or truck, used, mill nets of sellers are increased and 
sellers enabled to penetrate farther into rival territories, but 
there is no diversion of demand between different types of trans
portation. If, however, railroad transportation is used there 
is an uneconomical diversion of demand from the cheaper to the 
more expensive type of transportation but the mill nets of sellers 
are less than if the cheapest transportation were used. S In the 
steel and cement industries th~re have been attempts to dis-

1 They were told that there was" no plainer or more persistent folly than the idea 
that a surplus can be gotten rid of for what it will bring without in tum affecting the 
home market. Inevitably these 'chickens come home to roost.' The original dumper 
must ultimately find his area invaded by some surplus if he initiates a policy of get
ting rid of his surplus in other territories at low prices" (Oil and Gas Jour., Jan. 10, 

1929)' 
I hASER and DORIOT, Analysing Our Industries, 310. 
I C/. the remark of the general manager of sales of the Republic Steel Corporation 

that abandonment of the basing-point system would "handicap railroads" (AMER
ICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, Basing Points and Competition in Steel, 14). 
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courage the use of· trucks by charging prices yielding higher 
mill nets when delivery is taken in trucks at the mill. Considerable 
effort is necessary, however, to maintain jlelivered prices bas,d 
on the cost of railroad transportatioIVYftere other and che:per 
transportation is available. The first basing-point system for 
steel is said to have broken down because of the diversion of 
products to cheaper transportation.! If the system is modified 
to permit the calculation of delivered prices by the use of, say, 
water transportation, mills absorbing freight to reach points 
at which rivals have the advantage of access to water transporta
tion must accept lower mill nets than if the base mill charged 
for railroad transportation. Furthermore, water transportation, 
being slower and more liable to ca~.det.erioration of the product, 
the mill accessible to water and fixing its delivered price by the 
use of water transportation rates may be compelled to use railroad 
transportation, thus reducing its mi!l net. If it does not do so 
the greater speed by which the rival makes deliveries by rail, 
and the better condition of the product on arrival, may divert 
the major part of the business to him. In this manner, for instance, 
the delivered p~e Great Lakes territory, and 
occasionally in Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, and parts of 
Indiana served by the Warrior River, has been brought down to a 
level including the cost of only water transportation although 
other forms of transportation were used. 2 The use of water rates 
in calculating delivered prices for steel was resisted for fear of a 
similar outcome. a Similar action has been taken in the cement 
industry. The benefits of water transportation have, however, 
in a few places affected prices; silos and grinding plants have been 
established and made basing points, and prices at these bases 
appear to have been influenced by the fact that cement can be 
shipped there by water. 

I A purchaser at Duluth arranged for delivery to Buffalo and transported thence 
by water. 

I U.S. v. Sugar Institute, Decision of Judge Mack, 47, 48. 
• F.T.C. Basin, Poi'" System in lhe SleelIflduslry, 23. 



CHAPTER VIII 

NON-PRICE COMPETITION 
I. The origin and nature of non-price competition-II. The effects of non-price 
competition-A. Sales-promotion activities-I. Effects on the organization of pro
duction-2. Effect on the distribution of goods and services-B. Competition in 
quality and service-I. Effect upon the organization of production-2. Effect upon 
the distribution of goods 'and services-C. Competition in style-I. Effect on the 
organization of production-2. Effect upon the distribution of goods and services
III. The changing importance of,;non-price competition-A. Evidence of increasing 
importance-B. Evidence of aedtning importance. 

I. THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF NON-PRICE 
COMPETITION / 

", The preceding discussion of the more important policies 
adopted as an escape from price competition has revealed that 
these policies almost all tend to deflect such rivalry as remains 
into what has been called "nqI.1:price competition.'':.These policies 
are directed towards unifoJ;Dlltyin-the, '()ffer prices of sellers; 
those who seek to increase' their volume of business must a'itrac't 

v1:>uyers by some means other than price cutting. Price leadershi£'~ 
l?rice stabilizat joD

41i 
and eo ra hical price discrimination o~ ! 

lead the - . t.inn... armg t e market ... 
owever, stands upon a different basis; all opportunity of obtain

i g an increased share in the market is cut off; if non-price com
petition occurs, it must be mutually neutralizing in its effect 
upon movements of business between firms. Thus although the 
increasing use of mechanical methods of production has made it 
possible to prodil~e·more' homogeneous products, it has not, 
as might have been expected, oroughtthe actual market more 

; into conformity with the perfectly competitive market'\9reater 
) homogeneity has been attained by the conversion oLa large 
'-, proportion of the costs of production into overhead costs; unused 

.. <plant is frequently present; in consequence price competition 
)between sellers has been modified in the various ways already 
\discuss.ed and ri~~lry has been diverted into the channels of 
{ non-pnce competitIOn .. 

372 
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~ . 

,,)N:on-price . competition has, however, been stimulated by 
otE:~r lIi1ttrences. The knowled.§i''Of Q~y~r,§,wrnp~rfect; frequently'" 

C they are ftilly informed concerning neither the offers of sellers,' 
other than those with whom they have customarily dealt, nor 
the full range of varieties of products available. Sellers, in con
sequence, are induced to incur expenditure in order to make this 
information available.)Sellers have also come into possession of 
knowledge of methods of~fluencing the , attitudes of buyers to 
each product, \9£ changing their estimates of the utility of a 
product. Sellers no longer accept the total demand for their \ 
product (at each price) as beyond their cQntrol. !.Realizing that 
they can influence the allocation of expenditure by individuals 
without reductions in price and thus increase the total demand 
for their product, and that efforts in this direction may be very \ 
profitable, they have, in some industries, so emphasized selling 
activities that the cost of selling exceeds the cost of manufacturing. 

I $rhe distinction between price competition and non-price 
,.competition needs to be made with some care. The simplest and 

,j most direct basis of distinction may seem to be to regard price 
competition as a means of attempting to attract business by 
s,acrificing revenue from sales, and to include under non-price 
'competition all methods of attracting business involving additions 
to expen.diture.~his basis of distinctionlS~however, unsatis
Iactory; it inv~lves entanglement in the bookkeeping practices 
of sellers. A seller may sell at a lower price to retailers who provide 
a special window display for his product, than to other retailers; 
it is unsatisfactory to classify this method of obtaining business 
as price competition when expenditures on advertising out of 
revenues obtained by charging a uniform price to all are classified 
as non-price competitionl t'"~ more satisfactory basis of distinction 
between price and non-r>Tice competition is suggested by the 
separation of costs into production and selling costs, selling 
costs being those costs whicn alter lhedemarid curve arid produc- t 

tion costs those which do not. 2 ~Q.~~~ ... f_~.?m t!l.~sic t 
price made with the object of increasing the demand for the 

l"TIis"pos"SloTe, of course, to regardthediscoliiifS for;inci~~'dispfay as expendi
ture which is, for convenience and economy, offset in settlement against revenue 
due from the same persons. But this adjustment is much more difficult to make when 
the price charged to all retailers is set on a lower level than would otherwise be 
charged, with the object, not of permitting a retail price lower than would otherwise 
prevail, but of increasing the margin of the retailer and thereby enlisting his services 
in pressing the commodity upon buyers. 

2 CHAMBERLIN, Monopolistic Competition, 123. Professor Chamberlin alter
natively defines this distinction in the statement that "those [costs] made to adapt 
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product over, what it would have been at that price (and all 
other pnces) WIthOut such deductions, as well as an actual pay-. 
~~ with t~ame obJec!, ar~...s!.~~~ costs a!Is.!Eg outolnon
pnce competition.)ProductlOn costs maude not only costs of 
mitrufrnuring and management but also costs of distribution 
(such as costs of transportation, handling, and delivery) which 
add utility to the physical commodity by making it more capable 
of satisfying wants;/ 
vDifficultiesnatu~ally arise in applying this criterion. If a 

price of ten cents is reduced to nine cents by making an adver
tising allowance of one cent, the dealer may contribute out of 
his resources of equipment or labor to furthering the sale of the 
product at the old price. But he may regard the allowance as a 
price reduction and reduce his resale price; it may be necessary, 
therefore, .to regard the allowance as partly_. pri<:e_.!l1f<Lpartly 
non-priee-cmnpetition. "Freight absorption" involving sales for 
delivery at some points yielding (at the point of production) 
less than sales at points nearer to the seller's point of production 
cannot be regarded as a cost incurred to increase demand at the 
existing mill price; it must be regarded as discriminatory price 
cutting. Reciprocal buying practices (buying on condition that 
the seller either buys some other product or service from the 
buyer or grants him some indirect benefit) present difficulties. 
Sales of steel rails to railroads at prices that can be maintained 
only because railroads are afraid of losing freight traffic if they 
actively seek rails at lower prices might be regarded as a covert 
rebate by railroads, i.e., as price cutting in the market for trans
portation disguised as an enhancement of steel rail prices. But 
steel rail manufacturers may pay higher transportation costs 
in order to increase their sales of rails; such increases in freight 
payments are expenditures aimed at increasing the demand for 
the rails of each seller at the current price. The increased expendi
tures on rails by railroads may therefore reasonably be regarded 
as a cost of increasing the demand for transportation services 
at the current price. The extent to which the practice f~the 
category of non-price competition depends upon the extent 
to whiCh It is expected to result in an increase in total freight 
expen ltures. 

the product to the demand are costs of production; those made to adapt the demand 
to the product are costs of selling" (ibid., 125). C/. also BRAITHWAITE, "The Eco
nomic Effects of Advertisement,'! Eeon. Jour., 38: I7 (I928). 
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....lExpenditures on non-price competition fall into three classes 

• which have very different consequences, vis., (A) expenditures 
aimed at changing the attit~~yyers to a commodity broadly 
similar to that sold by rivals and unaffected by considerations 
of style; (B) competition in Qualib' and servjce, involving expendi
ture aimed at attracting buyers by offering incidental advantages 
not offered by iiva.TS; (C) expenruture incurred to bring about 
c~~ which increase the demand for the commodity. 
These three types of non-price competition will be considered 
separately. ) 

II. THE EFFECTS OF NON-PRICE COMPETITION 

@ Sales-promotion Activities 

J Sales-promotion activities take a very great number of different 
10rms.J.lj[it,. and most spectacular, is advertising involving 
expenditure upon publicity in newspapers and periodicals, on 
billboards, at radio broadcasting stations, expenditure on window 
displays and upon methods of packing intended solely to influence 
the purchaser~anufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers making 
such expenditures tend to eliminate the market in which a homo
geneQ.\l!;_product is sold by a lilricnumber of sell~ a perfect 
competitive market no seller advertises, because his product is 
indistinguishable from that of any other; he has, in consequence, 
no reason to expect that he will reap the fruits of advertising in 
any greater degree than his rivals ~ indeed, each seller assumes j 
that he can increase his output and sales without any perceptible 
effect upon the market price and without any advertising. Whether 
or not advertising reduces the physical homogeneity of products" 
is irrelevant if it induces among buyers a belief that products 
are not homogeneous. In the presence of this belief small reduc
tions in price by one seller fail to shift all the business in a particu
lar "product" to the price cutter . 

.c;:.secon.dly, !,ales may be pressed through the employment of 
alesmen,':who dorm 6 word of mouth the functions e ected 

in 0 er CU'cumstances to be erformed by advertis~n ., Salesmen 
may, owever, collect or ers, a Just complaints, and act 
as instruments of service competition (as when they give technical 
advice). Salesmen approaching the final purchaser may also, 
deliver the commodity and collect payment, thus performing I 

some of the functions of production as broadly defined above. ! 
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Wherever the pJ.argin offered to a dealer is calculated to induce 
him to press goods upon his customers, such expenditure or loss 
of income must also fall under this heading~TbirdJy, sellers 
attempt to change the attitudes of buyers by giving' them an 
opportunity of experiencing, without payment, the utilities 
obtained from a product.)Giving samples is naturally limited to 
products sold in units the cost 01 which is relatively low, such 
as soap, tobacco, and branded foods; it is not to be expected, 
in the automobile or radio equipment industriesY'0urthly, sellers 
may attempt to induce sales b 'viD bu ers tne ri ht to partici
pate in lotteries Q' in some other way to secure !lce of 
~aini~rize. ~ sellers may give coupons which are 
exCIiiiigeable in quantity for other commodities, a practice 
which has been common in the retailing of tobacco, candy, and 
some food products. ~, sellers may @e the agents 2! 
eurchaser~.\payments ill money or in the form of entertainment 
are-a source of considerable concern and regret in a number of 
industries. The attitude of the agent rather than that of the 
actual purchaser is influenced but the expenditure is believed to 
increase sales at each price or prevent their decline. Expenditure 
aimed at identifying the customers of rivals in order that sales 
campaigns may be concentrated upon those from whom the 
greatest response is likely are also a type of sales-promotion 
activity.' 

""The effects of expenditure upon sales promotion may be 
analyzed in terms of their effect upon the efficiency of production 
and upon the ultimate distribution of goods and services between 
the different classes in the community. 

I. THE EFFECTS OF SALES PROMOTION ON THE ORGANIZATION OF 

PRODUCTION 

(When the expenditures of producers are increased by th1 
inclusion of selling costs, the tendency for prices in the long run 

.. to cover no more than the costs of production ceases to operate. 
If there is any tendency to normal returns, prices must cover 
'hoth selling and production costs. Expenditure on sales pressure 

./ 

1 Expenditures involving the "shadowing" of the salesmen of rivals, following 
their delivery wagons, or obtaining similar information from railroads by bribery or 
otherwise have in the past figured largely in condemnations of methods of large 
firms attempting to consolidate their position, lI.g., oil (COMMISSIONER OF CORPORA
TIONS, Th, Pdrolilum Induslry, I, 302, II, 58), and cash registers (SEAGER and 
Gt1LICX, op. ,iI., I64i Petition in U.S. v. National Cash Register CO. (I9U), U-29)· 
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must, therefore, always result in costs higher than they would 
be under pure competition because under such competition 

, "the individual firm is producing most effectively and without 
selling costs~'~But it does not follow that sales promotion always 

, increases tota1 costs where competition is not pure and markets 
are not perfect. The organization of industry in the hands of 

! firms "producing most effectively" may be hindered by the 
) imperfections of competition and some of these hindrances may 
) be overcome by sales promotion. ,..:my_ effect of sales pressure 
'upon the total costs of business (IH1lS upon ~ir e~poD
~rogu!=~ upon the amount of the expenditure upon 
&ales pressure. • 

In order to break up the problem into parts of manageable 
,.proportions, we may first consider the effect of Jiles pres~ure 
wjler~ the most economical scale of production, while not neces
sarily ldenticarwrfli the actual_scale. is 'not ch8.nged~6y the 
introduction or intensification of sales pressure. Furthermore, 
we may first assume that sales pressure by one or more firms 
in an industry has no effect upon the total demand for the product ~I 
of the industry~erely shifts demand from one seller to another. 

Where demand at prices equal to average total cost of produc- . 
tion with full use of existing facilities' (i.e., upon the scale at 
which the average costs of producing with the existing equipment 
are minimized) is insufficient to permit full utilization of resources, 
price competition causes prices to fall below average total costs. 
These conditions may prevail for considerable periods when total 
demand has fallen below its former level, until the resources 
allocated to the industry have been perfectly adjusted to the 
decline. They prevail also when allocations of resources have 
been made upon a too optimistic estimate of demand and until the 
excessive allocation has been corrected. If, however, competition -
is imperfect, sellers take into account the probable effect of changes 
in their price upon demand and the probable responses of rivals 
to their own changes in price (because there are but few very 
close rivals); they may be unwilling to change prices frequently, 
or take steps to prevent sellers from initiating price changes and 
securing additional business before others have followed suit. 
Prices may, in consequence, be maintained upon a level that 

I CIlAlOJDUIf, tI'. ",., 166 • 
• Whether or Dot these are of a size such as will permit prodUCtioD at the lowest 

COIti poasible with uistina kDowledge of methoda of productioll. 
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prevents full u~ilization of resources.1 Profits, however, may be 
kept down to normal by the appearance of new firms and a 
reduction in the volume of business done by each firm; their 
average costs· increase aI!fr means of production are utilized 
below theirfull capacity~s condition is likely to be a continuing 
characteristic of imperfectly competitive industries and there is' no 
tendency to the most economical use of the means of production. 2 

If sales pressure be substituted for price competition, the 
c,gsts of thefums resorting to iu.re incre~If the total demand 
for the product is unchanged and the selling efforts of the various 
firms are mutually ~eut alizing, the amount of business done by 
each is unchanged' e costs of each being increased, profits 
are diminished or osses increased and the prospect of sorc.e 
firms being eliminated is enhanced.3 In so far as the number of 
firms is thus diminished the amount of business done by each is 
increased and their average total costs are reduced again. Each 
must be operating upon a scale nearer to that at which average 
total costs are minimized than it formerly was; sales pressure 

I has reduced the unused capacity of each surviving firm. But the 
average total cost of each of the remaining firms is likely to be 
higher than it would have been without sales promotion. In other 
words "selling costs per unit are ~han the decrease in ./ 
production costs. The resources expended to achieve' the result 
are, therefore, greater than those saved by achieving it. And of 
course the lmlance of excess ~Qacity remaim('4 

(. The sales pressure of different firms may, however, react 
unequally upon their sales)<owing to differences in the effectiveness 
of a given expenditure upon sales pressure). The period of adjust
ment· is thereby further shortened; the firms that gain' most 
business secure the greatest reduction in average costs and those 

t that lose most business suffer the greatest increase in average 
costs and the greatest losses; the departure of these latter from 
the industry is hastened. 5.;.rYus expenditure upon sales pressure 

\ t~ds to cause firms to be expelled more speedily than they 
1 Even if competition were perfect, prices would not generally fall below marginal 

cost at which level plant might still not be fully occupied. 
I Cj. CJIAMBERLIN, op. cit., log. But see also KALDOR, "Market Imperfection 

and Exc6SCapaclty," Economica, 2: 33 (1935). 
a If sales promotion is resorted to contemporaneously with increases in invest

ment the tendency to increase investment is at least partly offset by the rise in costs. 
, CHAMBERLIN, op. cit., 172. 
& If greater increases in sales are obtained by a firm because of greater relative 

expenditures upon advertising (and not greater effectiveness or expenditures) the 
outcome depends up.on a combination of both the above arguments. 
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would be if there were imperfect competition wi~Hmg 
pressure. They are probably, l but not necessarily, more speedily 

-expelled than under price competition. From the point of view 
of the economy as a whole, greater efficiency in the use of resources 
is secured only where resources (suCh as labor and even some 
10rms of not too highly specialized equipment) can be transferred 
to other nses.2 

) C. Where firms are using their existing facilities for production 
to the full it is quite likely in practice that the scale upon which at 
least some are organized is less than t~£ti!llU~ i.e., that which 
permits the lowest average costs if all existing knowledge of 
methods of production is utilized. Sales promotion may ~c~se 
~he deJ!1and for the""p!,o..5J,uc;ts ~ilhl9W 0.ptimum size and 

enable them to attain it.~ they can obtain sufficient business to 
keep their new and larger organization fully occupied, their 
average production costs will be reduced as a result of an increase I 
in selUng costs-)These conditions are most likely to be preSl!nt 
in new industnes, and in those in which knowledge of more 
econoIDlcaI methods involving production upon a larger scale 
has been accumulatingj its utilization may have been postponed by 
consideration of the cost (in the form of reductJPns of sales 
revenue) of attracting business by price cutting. ~es promotion 

"is rather more likely to facilitate the concentration L.pr.o_~on 
~n this manner tha.n price C~j i lS proba y less costly than 
price competition, and also it lS regarded in many industries 
with less fear (price competition being regarded as the more 

-difficult to control). The_firm will~as we have seen, be unlikely to 1 

attain the same output as it would under perfect price competijion. 
\Jtow nearly it is Jik.ely Jo approach that ideal as a result of salesl 
promotion depends upon the rate at which average costs decline 
with an increase in Capacity for production and" upon the costs of 
sales promotion. n these latter costs fall short of the expected 
gains from economies of production, they merely diminish but 
do not eliminate the gains from reorganization upon a larger 

J Because of the probability that some firms pressing sales will, in the present 
very partial .tate of knowledge of the effect upon sales of a given expenditure upon 
sales pressure (see P./84), have greater success than others. 

I If the number 0 firms is reduced as a result of mergers, some specialized re
aources that might otherwise be abandoned may be used; the purchase of new 
equipment to replace equipment wearing out may be postponed . 

• The losse8 due to the obsolescence of plant when any serious reorganization is 
involved also obstruct changes in the ecale of production, but they operate where 
reorganization is sought either through price cutting or through sales promotion. 
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scale; the firm.will :find it profitable to press sales and increase 

I 
the scale of its' organization. But expepditure on sales pressure 
is subject to disproportio,nate retumsvtp to a certain expenditure 
the marginal cost of attracting another unit of sales probably 
declines, but beyond that point it increases. If these marginal 
costs begin to increase at a volume of, sales which is less than the 
amount of business necessary to 'permit production upon an 
optimum scale, the deterrent to the attainment of an optimum 
volume of production increases. The marginal cost of obtaining I' 
additional business may rise to a level which exceeds the gains 
from increasing the scale of production before the optimum is 
reached. The greater the resistance of other firms in the industry 
to such attempts at reorganization, the greater the sums they 
spend on sales promotion and the greater the obstacle in the way 
of any firm seeking by sales promotion to attract sufficient business 
to enable it to organize on an optimum scale. . 

:.> l Expenditure upon sales pressure, however, frequently increases 
the demand for the output of the whole industry. Indeed manu
facturers o~casionally cooperate to advertise with this end alone 
in view~e trade associations in the lumber, sugar,! and cement 
industries have undertaken such advertising. )While some or all 
firms spend on sales promotion all may gain additional business. 
Firms already operating on an optimum scale will be faced with 

)increased production as well as selling costs and their loss of 
profits is likely. to weaken their position atJ,d reduce their expendi
ture upon selling ·efforts. But all the sub-optimum firms IIl!ly f 
reduce production cost!j, although not necessarily by the amount 
necessary to offset the increase in their selling costs. As a given 
expenditure upon sales promotion brings a greater increase in 
sales than in the earlier case, the hindrance to the attainment of 
the optimum size is diminished. 2 The scale of production is likely 
to be larger than where no increase in total demand results from 
efforts to promote sales, but the scale of production in both 
cases may be either larger or smaller than under perfect com
petition (without sales-promotion activities).3 

1 The Sugar Institute spent one and three quarter million dollars in four ye,,:rs on 
advertising products made from or consumed with sugar (U,S. v. Sugar Institute, 
Decision of Judge Mack (mimeographed), 101). 

I Where advertising by one seller increases the sales of rivals who do not adver
tise at all the reaction of those who do not advertise to the policy of the advertiser 
is less drastic than it would otherwise be (Cf. CHAMBElI.LAIN, op. cu., 153). 

• ibid., 162. 
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~But even if no firm increases in size in the long run, and 
the increased output is proyided by an increased number of firms, 
costs may be reduced~ increase in the industry as a whole 
may result in external economies; the resulting increase in the 
demand for equipment, semimanufactured materials, and sub
sidiary services (such as transportation) may make possible a 
reorganization offtese subsidiary industries and a reduction 
in their costs~e expanding industry will secure reductions in 
cost, however, only when the industries serving it were not 
previously organized to produce ·on the D!O!;!t efficient s~iW:; some 
measure of price competition is aTsc;es;entiiJ1iitnese-mdustries 
to ensure that reductions in cost are re1lected in reductions in 
price. An increased demand for the means of production may, 
of course, raise their cost of production; there may be&xternal 
dis-economies.1 The increased demand attracted by sales promo
tion is likely to be at the, e.?l?ense of industries away from which 
expenditure is de1lected;2~ shorter periods of time they suffer 
from operation below thell full capacity; in longer periods they 
may either suffer a loss of external economies resulting from the 
shrinkage of their demands for specialized means of production 
or realize a gain because of the avoidance of dis-economies. Sales 
promotion, if it diverts spending, may either increase or decrease 
the relative importance of activities yielding either increasing 
or decreasing returns, and thus cause either a fall or a rise in other 
costs of production. In any event, the total costs of production 
will be higher than they would have been had the reorganization 
of production been possible without expenditure upon such 
pressure, although they may be lower than they would have been 
had there be~ expenditure on sales pressure and no diversion 
of spending. 'ij nese higher costs are the price paid for the imper
fections of the market that lead producers to avoid price competi
tion and buyers to res~_nd..tQ..§~le~e.1 

I That is, a r:iainU9JI&~d cost curve. 
I Unless tales promotion l~ge in the relative valuation of work and 

leisure resulting in an increase in total production (see p. 390) • 
• It baa been aaid that pun:hasera have no one to blame but themselves for the 

largely wasteful ezpenditure on advertising because II if it were not true that a dollar 
spent on advertising brought in more ordera than a dollar taken 011 the price of goods, 
manufacturera presumably would not advertise" (ROBINSON, E. A. G., TIte Slrudtw, 
tI! C_~dili .. IIId,""y, 69). But it is not true that resort to advertising is due solely 
to a greater readiness on the part of rurchasera to respond to tales 'pressure than to 
price cutting. The very readiness 0 purcbasera to respond to pnce cutting may 
necessitate a speedy response by alllellera to a reduction in price by one of themj 
where there is unused capacity prices may be pressed well below the average total 
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o ./[Sales-promotion activities have clearly played a part in 
facilitating the utilization of large-scale methods of production; . 
they are one means by which a firm m~y increase the volume of 
its business. The resulting economies in production are frequently 
cited as one of the great benefits of sales promotion.! It is clear, 
however,~h sales promotion is not the only mean; of attaining 
this end' . ce competition is a more effective means to the 
same end ut the ~l?!mHl~ to.large-:!l~ale I9.d.u.d:ioxuI.p~ 
~olve a re!reat frO~!!l'pef . n. . general, therefore, 
sales-promotlOn activities which divert emand from firm to 
firm or industry to industry may divert it in directions in which 
a larger demand facilitates the more economical utilization of 
r;,esources and permits closer approach to the allocation of 
resources that yields the greatest net satisfactions (if we boldly 
ignore differences in the utility of dollars of income to different 
individuals).JBut sales promotion is equally capable of diverting 
demand into directions in which attempts to increase output 
encounter obstacles . which raise production costs.s In any event 
such activities themselves attract the means of production fro~ 
other uses. Probably the most.frequent net result is that the total' 
costs of production are increased, i.e., that a given quantity of 1 
resources in a community yields less goods and services (in 
quantity but not value) than would otherwise be available., '-...J 

The foregoing discussion has assumed that sales pressure does 
not itself affect the most econom~' al scale of production. This 
assumption must now be removed ales pressure may originate 
in attempts to increase the scale ~!.99.Jl,!1ioJ:unore...nearly-.to 

{
t~ optimum size, to increase 11le1iusiness of a firm even beyond 
that size l>eca~e size itself is attracti~.JQ... entrepree~, or to 
ecure a positlO~of leade~hiI>or m~rket contro}J~ aPI?ears, 
owever, to attam a; permanent place m the conduct of busmess; 

" those who have not initiated it must adopt it and it becomes 

cost of production for considerable periods; for that reason sellers may prefer adver
tising to price competition. 

1 Cf. VON BECKERATH, op. cit, 193. 
I It has been suggested that as countries develop in efficiency to the point at 

which less essential goods can be provided, continued reliance upon the choices of 
consumers as to their purchases will, as a result of untrained public taste, cause 
great instability of demand. It may even be necessary to control the production of 
these relatively nonessential ~oods in order to maintain an individualist organization 
in other fields of production (FISHER, A. G. B., "Capital and the Growth of Knowl
edge," Econ. Jour., 43: 379 (1933». The main causes of instability at present do not 
appear to lie, however, in the changeability of the attitudes of consumers. 

I Cf. MARSHALL, Principles of Economics, 470 ff. 
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as mu~eap.s 01 defense a£....Q~n many fields (e.g., 
tobacco products, branded foods and drugs) it is becoming 
impossible to sell even at considerably lower prices than rivals 
unless demand is induced by sales promotion.1 This addition 
to the functions of the entrepreneur may change the optimum 
size of business as a whole; the desire to organize continuing 
selling campaigns on the most efficient scale may lead to efforts 
to increase the volume of productive activities. It may result,k 
concentration under a common control of a number of plants 
each of the most economical size for production. It may also 
lead to the combination in a single firm of the manufacturing 
of a variety of products calling for similar selling methods, e.g., 
in the market for branded foodstuffs. 2 It may lead, as in the 
petroleum industry, for example, to the integration of manu
facturing and distribution in a number of territories. Any of 
these methods of adjusting the size of the firm to the most economi
cal scale for the promotion of sales is threatened, however, by 
the possibility that the resulting firm may be beyond the size 
that can be most economically managed, more particularly 
where increased integration is involved; these increases in costs 
may, however, fall short of the accompanying fall in the costs 
of sales promotion. If sales promotion' could be avoided, not 
only would the expenditure directly involved be avoided, but 
also the accompanying inefficiencies of management. If these 
inefficiencies of management stimulate attempts to remove them 
the optimum scale of management may be increased; costs at 
the optimum may be reduced with the result that total average 
costs fall below the former average production costs. 
JSales promotion not only affects costs by reacting upon the 

SlZe of businesses; it also affects the costs of business at each 
scale of production for the firm and for the industry.)In general 
a firm would be expected to expend upon sales-promotion activi-I 
ties up to the point at which additional expenditure would not 
be fully met by increased returns (total sales revenue less total 
production costs). The total expenditure so determined depends 
upon the nature and cost of the methods of sales pressure to 

• "The problem for the manufacturer is becoming less and less the amount that 
he can produce at a given price and more and more the amount that he can sell. And 
the amount he can sell depends largely on his ability to create a reputation for his 
product." (BRAITHWAITE, op. c"., 29.) 

I C/. Standard Brands, Inc., General Foods, Inc., Beech-Nut Packing Company, 
Ca1ifomia Packing Company. 
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which buyers respond and the amount of their response. The 
amount of this response depends upon the success attending the 
attempt to influence the attitudes of former buyers and potential 
buyers, and the success of rivals in this respect, together with 
the amount of their expenditures. Total expenditure upon adver
tising also depends upon the manner in which production costs 
vary with output. In the long run the amount of these expenses 
must be such that the price charged will just cover both the aver
age production and average selling costs of the output that can 
be sold at that price. The number of firms must be adjusted so 
that there is neither any excess above nor deficit below a normal 
return, and no firm can improve its position by increasing or 
decreasing selling costs. 
~esort to sales promotion, in a world in which little scientific 
information is available concerning the effect of promotion 
activities upon sales, introduces an element of great uncertainty 
iqto cost§~)The probable amount and permanence of the addition 
to sales t6 be expected from any given expenditure are uncertain. 
So too is the reaction of rivals to such additions; rivals may 
spend on sales promotion but with unforecastable results. Adver
tising by one seller may even considerably increase the sales of 
his rivals, The effect of sales promotion upon total demand is 
also uncertain. Close rational planning by each firm is thus 
hindered and risks are increased. Where there is a small number 
of firms, the personal attitudes of a few individuals may play a 
dominant part in determining allocations for sales promotion, 
as they probably have in the tobacco, automobile tire, and 
similar industries.fl'his lack. of precise knowledge introQuces an 
element of chance into the selection of firms for survivaV vt The distribution of business between firms depenps partly 
upon Jl!CJL where sales-promotion expenditures are importantj\ 
the tendency for the most efficient producers to survive is modified 
by the tendency for the most fortunate, as well as, in some 
measure, the most skillful promoters of sales to survivt; J>otential 
competition is also likely to be obstructed; acquaintance with the 
costly and relatively unsuccessful attempt of the Lorillard Com
pany to establish a brand of cheap cigarettes (" Old Gold") 
by advertising is a warning to potential competitors that they 
must be prepared to gamble with very large sums to bid for a 
position in the industry. The greater the amounts being spent 
upon advertising, the greater is the cost of creating a reputation 
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for a new brand. The existence of firms specializing in the manage
ment of sales-promotion activities somewhat modifies these 
tendencies by enabling producers to attach to themselves for a 
period of time an already organized and experienced sales-pro
motion department; it also enables them to change their sales
promotion department without delay and difficulty; but sales 
promoters promote the sale of their own services and when one 
manufacturer succumbs others are often compelled to follow 
with the result that the total expenditure upon sales-promotion 
activities increases. 

2. THE EFFECT 01' SALES PRO)(OTION UPON THE DISTRIBUTION OJ!' 

GOODS AND SERVICES 

The distribution of the co!!,Sequences of sales promotion must 
be traced in ~eir effect upon-the-ilii-ee ~ oP}mrchasers, 

I investors, anlt'S&1es promoters. The benefits obtainedby these 
last1tre so obvious as to require little discussion. The emergence 
of a demand for the services .of persons whose capacities, and often 
whose equipment and organization, qualify them to conduct 
sales campaigns enables this class to obtain an income from this 
source. Over long periods, however, such persons gain only to the 
extent that they are without equal capacity for undertaking other 
functions in connection with production. 
JSales pressure affects purchasers through its effect upon 
prices, upon the allocation of spending by consumers, and upon 
the benefits directly ob~d by purchasers from the methods 
of sales promotion adopted. ! 

I t) '-8"ales pressure can, as we have seen, never result in prices 
lower than they would have been under perfect competition, i.e., 
prices covering merely production costs and those at the technical 
minimum. But under imperfect competition, sales pressure 
in1luences prices through its effect upon both costs and profits. 
We have seen that the average total costs of production may 
be less than they would have been in the absence of sales pro
motion; in such circumstances consumers gain, provided that 

I 
a tendency to normal profits persists even under imperfect com- I 

petition. But where average total costs are increased, purchasers 
must pay more for the product' than they would otherwise have 

lIt is argued that advertising does DOt increase and may dec:rease the prices of 
products, becaUle in the absence of advertising resort would be had to .. personal 
Idling" and other forma of wee promotion (STAIlCB, PrirKiplu of Atlterlisj"I, log). 
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paid if profits .tend to a normal rate.1 The tendency to normal 
profits is, however, often obstructed; if large sums are needed to 
build up a reputation for a product potential competitors are 
discouraged and abnormal profits may persist for a long time, 
more particularly where, owing to conditions of manufacturing 
or selling, the firm of the most economical size is very large. 
Over long periods, however, high profits will probably tempt 
new firms to try their luck. 
/<..The extent to which prices can be increased depends not only 
upon the behavior of average costs but also upon the responsive
ness of purchasers, i.e., upon the effect of sales-promotion actiVities 
upon the aVocation of income by spender~ Spenders may be 
induced to reassess the utilities anticipatecl.'irom each possible 
quantity of the product and thus to buy more at the same pnce 
as before, or the same amount at a higher price. These changes 
in the allocation of their incomes affect the total satisfactions 
obtained by consumers. ~vertising may inform consumers. of 
the existence of products which woulp have otherwise remamed 
unknown to them, or of offers to sell goods similar to those which 
they have been buying but at lower prices than they have been 
paying; it then enables consumers to allocate their income so as 
to ~crease theitlQta.l..sa~ But there is little doubt that 
much~g holds out to consumers false hopes of the satis- _ 
factions to be obtained from products; "truth in advertising" 
is no more truthful than any other advertising slogan. 2 

Interference with the allocation of s ending is not limited 
to blatantly untruthful adver lSIng. vertlsers endeavor to 
limit the benefits of advertising as far as I!ossible tq,1.hemselves, 
isolating their product in the minds of prospective purchasers 

This argument merely concerns the different methods of sales promotion and has 
little bearing upon the effect of sales-promotion activities as a: whole. 

1 Resort to branded goods is said to lead also to the stabilization of the prices of 
such goods and to the protection of purchasers from price increases because of the 
manufacturers' fear of disturbing the settled habits of buyers (VON BECKERATH, 
Modern Industrial o,ganization, I97). The consequences of the stabilization of 
prices have already been analyzed and it is to be remembered that stabilization 
denies purchasers the benefits of price reductions as well as protecting them -from 
increases of prices. 

I A bill (S. I944, 73d Congo Ist Sess.) requiring the more accurate and truthful 
labeling of food, drugs, and cosmetics, and prohibiting advertising either untrue 
or, by ambiguity or inference, creating a misleading impression (especially as to 
the curative qualities of drugs), aroused great opposition from the industrial inter
ests concerned. The claim that the bill, if passed in its proposed form, "would 
seriously affect the advertising plans of manufacturers" (New York Times, Nov. 12, 

I933) suggests that truth would be very damaging to advertising. 
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f!~~J!!e pro<!.ucts of rivals; they establish brands ~asily identifiable 
by their appearance, often by their packing. \l»'anded goods 
have rapidly increased in importance not only in the food, drug, 
cosmetic, tobacco, and automobile industries, but also in the 
sale of gasoline (identified by color), meat (identified by packing), 
and even coal (sold in identifiable bags).l 

Advertising is aimed at creating the impression that one 
brand is superior to others! whether or not it is actually superior; 
wherever it is not sufficiently superior to counterbalance the 
higher price that is paid the total benefit obtained from his income 
by the consumer influenced by the advertising is reduced.3 It is 
extremely difficult, however, to decide when the consumers' 
total satisfactions are in fact diminished; the allocation of spending 
that would have existed with advertising of the informative but 
without advertising of the persuasive types· offers a theoretical 
but hardly a practical criterion of the ideal allocation of spending. 

It is impossible to ignore the fact that even after purchasers 
have yielded to advertising and, presumably, experienced the 
actual satisfactions obtainable from a commodity, they continue 
to purchase it; they may continuously pay a higher price for it 

I This device is especially attractive to manufacturers where the distribution of 
the product is not in their hands (as it usually is not). 

. I It has been suggested that the monopoly of profits obtained by advertisers from 
the ereation of brands might be diminished by a reversal of the present law with 
regard to trade-marks. If, instead of preventing the imitation of trade-marks, such 
imitation were permitted provided the imitator reproduced the product whose mark 
was imitated, monopoly profits would tend to be eliminated, and the inducement to 
advertising, m large part wasteful, also reduced. (CHAl4BEII.LIN, op. cu., 204.) The 
practical difficulties of such a policy are admitted as there has grown up under the 
present law a network of property rights in trade-marks largely but not entirely 
the result of advertising. If all the products sold under any mark were identical in 
quality there would be no danger that a purchaser buying on the basis of past 
esperience of marked articles would suffer in any way, although the use of such 
marks would be discouraged. Even at present the qualities of branded goods do not 
remain constant. 

• In the fertilizer industry formerly the same physical product was sold under a 
number of brand names as well as by a number of apparently, although not actually, 
independent aellera (i.e., by .. bogus independents ") with the result that .. the 
farmer • • • has had no means of knowing what company he was actually patroniz
ing. As a result the larger fertilizer manufacturers have been able to divert to them
selves, to the detriment of their competitors, considerable business which they would 
not otherwise have secured" (F.T.C., Tite Ferliliser Industry, 1916, 182, 221 if.). 
Where experience luggested one fertilizer to be unsatisfactory, efforts to experiment 
with a different commodity were hindered by the fact that many commodities 
which aeemed to be different were not so in fact. In the last resort this difficulty arises, 
of course, out of a sad lack of knowledge on the part of buyers concerning the quali
tiel of the things they buy. The use of these bogus independents also enabled manu
facturers to obtain the aervices of more dealers than would otherwise have been 
available to them. 

• Bv.ITJIW AlTE, op. cil., 19. 
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than for a physically identical unadvertised commodity, or pay 
the same price for advertised and unadvertised commodities, 
although the former are of lower quality. Either the advertised 
product yields more utility than the cheaper product, or the 

,consumer allocates his income in the belief that it does.\ TJrere 
is a very thin line between the realization of utilities aM the 
belief that they have been realized. Advertising, by suggesting 
that certain satisfactions will be obtained, may induce the con
sumer to believe that he has obtained these satisfactions. The 
Federal Trade .Commission, for instance, induced a seller of 
perfumes to agree to cease representing that its product was 
"irresistible and can captivate the soul or that it will enable the 
user to be exclusively attractive and t~ 
of any ~sired" when, as the comIDlSSlOn, with bureau
cratic austerity, remarked, "such are not the facts. Hl The belief 
that one is irresistible is the important thing for the consumer 
and if she (or he) continues to hold this belief she (or he) may 
in fact have proved irresistiblej had her (or his) experience con
Bicted violently with the belief, the perfume would not have been 
continuously purchased. Continued purchases suggest that the 
re'sponses of individuals have been so changed (often by designed 
appeals to sex and other emotions) as to render the new allocation 
of income the most satisfying . ..t!'Jtdecide whether advertising 
has increased or reduced the total satisfactions of spenders, we 
. must . answer the difficult question whether the purchaser, as 
transformed by the advertiser, gets more satisfactions out of the 
allocation of income that appears most satisfying to him· in his 
renovated condition than did the unreformed purchaser out of 
his allocation of spending.) 

lLooked at from the point of view of the community as a whole, 
~anges in the allocation of the spending of consumers brought, 

l
bOU~ ~4pers~e and not informative sales prom~ti~n ten,d 
o diIDlmsh the national'Income In utiIffiesj)"reputation" IS 
ttiCIied"t<>eommodities2 withthe resUlt that purchasers are • 

1 F.T.C., Annual Report, 1932, 238. • 
I Miss Braithwaite (Econ. Jour., 38: 25) contends that where advertising fails to 

increase the total demand for a product, but shifts it to a seller whose prices are 
higher than those of his rivals (because of his expenditure on advertisement), and 
where economies in production do not offset the increase in selling costs, "the 
national dividend is made up of rather fewer other goods and services and rather 
more reputation than would have been the case had there been no advertisement." 
But if sales promotion increases the demand for the product as a whole, and does 
not bring economies in production, the total national dividend has been increased 
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induced to pay a higher price for the same quantity thad they 
would without advertising, This tendellJ=Y may be offset by 
increases in the efficiency of production'Cll decreases in cost of 
production do not offset increases in advertising costs, prices, 
are higher with advertising than they would have been without;1 
resources are diverted from the production of goods and services 
into the production of "reputation"; if the total demand for the 
advertised product is increased, some resources are also diverted 
from the production of ~er goods into the production of those 
successfully advertised. If the distribution of resources that" 
would have occurred"Wl hout advertising would have given 
greater satisfaction t}t~ the new distribution, aggregate satis
factions are reduced,,-Where economies in production resulting 
from large output exceed the costs of advertising, resources are 
diverted from the production of other commodities; resources 
saved as a resul~of the increase in demand provide for the creation 
of "reputation.'1;rhe distribution of spending that would have 
occurred without advertising might nevertheless have yielded 
a greater aggregate of satisfactions. If the increased output is 
produced with less total resources than the smaller output sold 
without advertising, consumers must gain; they can purchase 
as much as before of all other commodities and also more of the 
advertised commodity, or as much as before of the advertised 
commodity and more of others. But it is probable that a greater 
total sum will be paid for the greater output of the advertised 
commodity and that resources will be transferred to the produc
tion of the advertised commodity. Where economies in production 
permit a reduction in cost, purchasers secure all the amount 
formerly obtained at a lower price per unit and thus gain. But 
they lose owing to the production of the units added to output 
resulting from advertising and which are produced at a price 
greater than their utility in the absence of advertising. This 
loss "is greater the greater is the increase in output due to adver
tisement and the more inelastic is the original demand curve . 

• 
because the shift in demand away from other commodities to the one advertised has 
been made "in order to produce a set of commodities which advertisement has in
duced peoDle to consider more valuable than those which were previously being 
produced" and because "econ~miC8 C?nly takes into acco~nt the fact of subjective 
valuations as shown by the pnces paid and does not conSIder whether these valua
tion. are justified." Although the matter is of no great importance, it would be more 
coDlistent if value of product is accepted as a measure of the national dividend to 
accept the fact that as more ~I paid for the to!-al pro~u.ct in ~ first case also, ad
vertilling can be said to have IDcreased the Dational diVIdend ID that case too. 
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On th~ other ~and this loss is more likely to be offset the greater 
is the decrease inprice brought about by advertisement."l Where 
advertising causes reductions in price, the adverse effects of 
diversion of' demand away .from the commodities that would 
otherwise be bought may be counteracted by gains from more 
economical production arising from standardization of output, 
and sometimes of savings in the cost of distribution . 
.t,Sales promotion is capable of changing the attitudes of pur

chasers not only to each brand of commodity and to each com
modity, but also to the relative utilities of commodities in general 
and leisure) If it increases willingness to work to acquire more 
commodities, the resources for sales-promotion activities may 
be obtained without any diversion of resources from the production 
of other pJ;oducts and the national dividend of goods and services 
may be increased; but if the relative valuations of leisure and 
goods and services in general which prevails without advertising 
results in greater net satisfactions than the relative valuation 
resulting from advertising, purchasers are not benefited by the 
increase in the national dividend. 2 

'(Advertising like price cutting may also be a means to the 
altainment of monopoly by eliminating rivals;)the ,American 
Tobacco Company, for instance, spent a much larger percentage 
of its revenue upon advertising when it was securing control of a 
tobacco product than it did after control had been secured.3 

~f it assists the seller to attain a position from which he can more 
profitably restrict output,4 purchasers be~r a double burden. 

Where there is a small number of firms in an industry and each 
considers the long-run interests of all those in the industry, i.e., if 
each desires to maximize profits but, in doing so, takes into account 
the effect of sales pressure upon net income, both directly and 
through the reactions of rivals thereto, the total expenditure 
upon selling is determined in the same manner as if there were 
only one seller. A change in the sales-promotion policy of one 
firm affects rivals more directly' when they are few than when 
they are numerous; each seller may, therefore, hesitate to increase 

1 BRAITllWAITE, op. cit., 27. 
I BRAITHWAITE, op, cit" 29. 
a COMMISSIONER OJ!' CORPORATIONS, The Tobacco Indust,y, 1915, III, 4, 5. The 

decline in average selling costs was, however, partly due to the increased volume of 
output over which the expenses were distributed (op. cit., III, 4), j.e., to increased 
efficiency in the use of resources applied to advertising. 

, For example, if it enables him to secure control of the whole market for ciga
rettes instead of the market for one brand. 
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selling costs unless a considerable increase in total demand is 
expected. Increased sales pr~qgure is most likely where a seller 
takes a short view of the comequences of such a policy; he may 
have but a brief interest in the market; he may be shortsighted; 
he may be uncertain as to the effect of his action upon the' markets 
of rivals and as to their probable response.1 The greater the i • , 

prospect of an increase in total demand, the greater the induce-\ ' 
ment to commence sales promotion. Where sales promotion by 
one would seriously affect the market of rivals, the amount spent 
on selling activities is indeterminate between zero and the amount 
that would be spent under monopolistic competition.2 The 
market for tobacco products since the partition of the former 
tobacco trust into four companies in the more important branches 
of tobacco manufacturing offers the best practical example of 
this situation. Expenditure upon advertising increased rapidly 
\until it was for years' practically the only form of competition. 
\tThiS emphasis upon advertising' was, however, greatly stimulated 
\ y a belief, justified by subsequent events, that the total demand 

r cigarettes could-be zreatly extended. The principal benefits 
to purCha:st!tsIrom the dissOlutlOnof the former tobacco trust 
have been, therefore, in the exhilarating effects of the advertising 
of the successor companies. 
j ~Jc..hasers·may obtain direct-gains from de-'ice~_fo! Pl'0moting 

sales. The distribution of samples may give some satisfactions to 
1IiOse who receive and use the samples. The conduct of lotteries 
gives satisfactions to the winners if not to all the participants. 
The giving of coupons gives satisfaction to those with the assiduity 
to collect the coupons and convert them. When sellers bribe the 
agents of buyers, consumers obtain no benefits.~Traveling sales
men may bring technical advice with their sales talk and pur· 
chasers may secure information otherwise hard to come by. 

Advertising presents a more subtle problem.!..It has been argued 
that advertising has a serious disturbing effect upon the consumer, 
driving him into .. an increasing unrest and superficiality in the 
conduct of life" and endangering cr the culturally and ethically 

• CILUIBULIN, op. AI., 170. 
• ibUl., 171. 
• The appeanmce of lo-cent bnmds of cigarettes during the depression after 1929 

reintroduced a measure of price competition. 
• COIOOSSlONEll OF CORPOII.ATlONS ToblJUl) Induslr, 1915, m, :u:xii. 
• The opportunity to obtain these bribes may 1'!duce the remuneration paid br. 

the emp!oyen to such penlODB (as the payment of tips af!ects the w~ges of waiters , 
but there ia DO reason why the 6nal cost of the commodity or servIce to the buyer 
should be reduced. 
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valuable sense of harmony in the surroundings," inducing an 
"entirely impersonal striving for sensational change" and in
creasingly wasteful and uneconomical consumption. I) Whether 
or not these moral and aesthetic judgments be accepted, the 
possibility of direct reduction of welfare must be faced. Benefits 
to purchasers are equally possible. When the International 
Harvester Company, in an effort to increase the demand for its 
products, operates experimental estates and engages in scientific 
research to enable it to suggest better methods of farm manage
ment involving the greater use of machinery, 2 it is likely to 
contribute to increased efficiency in farming, although its publicity 
is likely to be biased in the direction of greater mechanization.3 

In so far as the news and fiction sections of newspapers and 
periodicals are largely financed out of the advertising revenue 
obtained by the publishers, the readers of newspapers and maga

. zines secure these services at less than their specific costs.4 But 
the editorial and news policy of the press being considerably 
influenced by the views of their principal paymasters, the quality 
of the services is changed. The maintenance of radio broad
casting out of advertising revenues operates in much the same 
way. The cost of operating subways and taxicabs and the provision 
of matches and blotting paper is also partly met immediately by 
adFtisers. 

I ..Al'he incidence of the benefits of sales-promotion activities 
differs from that of price cutting; all buyers of the product benefit 
from the latter, but the benefits of advertising accrue to a larger 
class. Moreover, just as a price policy may be discriminatory, 

l
expenditure upon sales-promotion activities may be directed 
to one class of prospective purchasers:\Those in a particular area 
or of a particular class may be appro(ched. Sales promotion may 
be aimed directly at the customers of rivals and little attempt 
made to attract an increase. in total demand . 

./0 (Investors are the third class affected by sales promotion. 
TheyOeilefit principally from a reduction in the risks of invest
~g~ut-of.th~ut they shoulcfer 

1 VON BECKERATH, Modern Indust,ial Organisation, 192. 
I C/. VON BECKE'RATH, op. cit., 191. 
I Analogous methods are said to have been used in the German coal and potash 

mining and chemical industries (loc. cit.) • 
• The benefits are distributed among readers but paid for, in so far as the pay

ment can be tIaced at all, by the purchasers of each product or service contributing 
to advertising revenue. Advertising, however, is most extensively addressed to 
consumers who also provide the body of readers. • 
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risks of another kin<\, "i~ those of shiftinS; demands due to 'sales
P!!>!!lQ.tJQILJI,.®ties. ~ese are m some mdustries considerable 
risks; the wide fluctuations in the distribution of business in the 
cigarette industry since I9I2 appear to be mainly due to the 
varying degrees of success attending upon the advertisinl\-cam
paigns of the large cigarette manufacturing companie~J lhe 
magnitude of these risks depends upon the extent to which-nvalry 
persists in the industry, as evidenced by the amounts likely~to 
be spent J)D.P"'motiD~S. We have seen that the amount of 
such expenditures is influenc'ed by the nature of the commodity, 
and the extent to which preferences for one brand rather than 
another rest upon attitudes of Inind created by advertising 
(because of the inability of consumers to assess their satisfactions 
apart from advertising activities). The following statistics of 
profits l (before deduction of federal taxes) as a percentage of 
capitalization (excluding funded debt) in a few industrial groups 
in which advertising has been important suggest, however, that 
during the whole period from 1919 to 1928 the profits of these 
industries were above the average rate of return in manufacturing 
in general: 

TABLE XI 

Industrial groups 

Toilet preparations ................ 
Proprietary preparations ........... 
Confectionery •.•••......•........ 
Bakery products .•................ 
Package foods .••.•............... 
Tobacco ......................... 
Canned goods .••••.•••.•.•...•.•. 
Beverages ..•........•............ 
Meat packing .................... 

AU manufacturing ................. 

Number of 
corporations 

9 
56 
21 

17 
19 
23 
16 
II 

23 

2046 

Profit as a 
percentage of 
capitalization 
(1919 to 1928) 

31.6 
20.8 
17.8 
16.8 
16.2 
14·2 
13. 8 
3. 8 
1·9 

10.8 

The figures relate, however, only to the medium and large-sized 
corporations that were continuously in business throughout the 
period • 

• EPsnnr. IJtdIlSIrial P,ojiU iff 'M U"iIetl Slales. 242 ff. 
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.0uv.mmru:y, therefore, the mixed regime of competition and 
monopoly tends, by reducing emphasis on price competition{\tlt' 
divert the lingering desires of firms to improve their position in 
relation to their rivals into expenditure upon the promotion of 
sales.)This expenditure is encouraged by the imperfect rationality 
of buyers; it is further stimulated by some knowledge, although 
very imperfect, of methods by which sellers may play upon the 
psychological reactions of buyers and influence their assessment 
of the utilities obtainable from different products. ExpenditureJ 
on sales promotion may be but is not necessarily offset by saving~ 
in production costs. It may yield benefits to consumers, more 

'particularly by assisting them to allocate· their expenditures 
with more correct regard for the utilities obtainable, but it is 
more likely to diminish their total satisfactions b}bb.olding out 
false expectations and diverting resources to the creation of 
'i=eputation.4~ral effect upon investors is uncertain; it 
replaces one risk by another. , 

® Competition in Quality and Service 

~-price competition may also take the form of efforts to 
increase profits by adjusting the quality of the product or the 
extent of the services provided in connection with it. The offer 
of a higher quality product, or more service, for the same money 
is, in a sense, price cutting .. But !L differs from price cutting in 
that itJ>resent.a..t!t~. purcha~~!"_~t!t _lI. more,<;QI11plex choice_than 
iliat betwee~offers of identica.L.m:m!ucts at different prices; 
buyers must choose between products varying from se:llei- to 

·seller in both their apparent utilities and their price.l~s form 
of rivalr also affects ··n manner different from 

. cecutting._ .in a purel co ket.\Furthermore, 
adjustmen s 0 qua ty and service do not always involve the 
offer of more utilities for the same price; sellers may seek to 
increase their profits by offering less actual utilities than their 
rivals but at the same price. 

Uompetitionln._quality and service is in general distinguished 
from sales promotio . that the former involves the open offer of 
actua ene 0 he urchaser while the atter oes not ut e 
disbnction is difficult to make an IS no ways sabs a:ct6ry. It 

1 In the wholesale dress market, however, there has been a tendency to set a 
'series of fixed prices because retailers desire them "to fit into their established price 
lines" and to concentrate all competition upon quality (New York Times, Aug. 19, 
q~. ' 
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is not applicable to the policy of deteriorating the product in the 
hope of gain during the period in which purchasers act without 
realizing that the product has been changed. Sales promotion and 
qUality and service competition are frequently entangled in 
practice. (Commodities of new colors, with different types of 
packing, or in containers of a new type, do not necessarily yield 
any greater utility to the consumer; if they do not, the cost of the 
alteration aimed at changing the attitudes of buyers is a selling 
cost;.~ the new container, for example, facilitates the use of the 
prodd"ct or enables it to be used more economically, the cost of 
the change is in paFl at least a production cost.)When a seller • 
maintains an expensive selling organization which also renders 
advisory services to buyers, the additional costs are partly selling 
costs and partly the cost of producing more service.1 It is equally 
difficult to segregate the expenses of retailers which increase 
their services to purchasers and those which influence the pur
chasers without increasing the utilities they obtain. Changes in 
quality and service may necessitate advertising to bring the 
changes to the notice of potential purchasers (or to induce them 
to believe that no change has been made); it is difficult, however, 
to analyze the costs of sales promotion into those necessary to 
make the Changes in quality ,and service known, those which 
induce a false belief that the quality of the product is being 
maintained, and those which otherwise attract purchasers. Sales
promotion expenses are not, however, an inevitable accompani
ment of changes in quality and service; better equipment and 
service in retail stores may attract purchasers without advertising, 
as may also better located retail stores. Competition between' 
newspapers and magazines is mainly in terms of quality but 
involves little (although some) expenditure on acquainting 
prospective purchasers with the quality of the periodical. 

I. THE EPPECT OIl QUALITY AND SERVICE COMPETITION UPON THE 

, ORGANIZATION OIl PRODUCTION 

~roducers contemplating quality and service competition 
consider for each combination of quality and service likely to 
appeal to purchasers the cost of producing various quantities of 

, I The Commissioner of Corporations concluded, for instance, that the Inter
national Harvester Company had preferred to maintain an expensive selling organi
zation rather than to reduce its prices (COJDOSSIONEll Olr COIU'OB.ATIONS, Inter
ftGIiMJal HtmluUr C_pan" 27). 
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each.1 They also consider the prices at which different quantities 
of each product are likely to be sold2 and endeavor to select the 
combination of product and service the conditions of demand and 
supply for which are such as to offer the highest profit. They 
do not necessarily select the product whose cost of production 
is lowest or produce the quantity of any product that permits 
the lowest cost of production. a If the products of different sellers 
differ in quality, the market for each is monopolized~The demand 
for each product is affected by the readiness oYpurchasers to 
shift from one qUality to another. If the products differ so little 
that existing equipment can be adapted with little or no expense 
to produce a commodity of a different grade the costs of movement 
by producers from one market t9 another are reduced. If firms 
are operating below their full capacity and one changes the 
quality and price of its product, it may increase its profits without 
any disturbance of rivals; it may discover a type of product 
yielding for the same volume of output as before a price suffi
ciently increased to more than cover the increase in costs; costs 
may even be lower and prices unchanged. But, even so, purchasing 
power is withdrawn from some other direction, and temporary 
maladjustments of resources to demand will occur. The increased 
profits may, how~ver, come from an increase in sales at the 
expense of rivals; the innovating firm operates more nearly to 
full ca~.acity; it places rivals at a corresponding disadvantage 
and ~celerates their expulsion from the industry. The firms 
whose changes in quality and service attract most business may 
be able to reorganize their plants upon a scale pe~tting lower 
costs than fa erly; knowledge of more economical methods of 
production pon a large scale may be available but hitherto 
unused. ality and service competition may bring about these 
adjustments more effectively than price competition in imperfect 
markets because the effects of quality and service competition 
are less feared than those of price competition. It may result in a 
speedier expulsion of firms because the innovation may react 
unequ~lly upon the other firms; the products of some may be 
more firmly entrenched in the favor of purchasers than those of 
others. But firms thus threatened with expulsion are likely to 
make some effort to recapture their market. If they adjust ~e 

1 That is, they contemplate a series of cost curves each relating to a possible 
quality of product or combination of quality and service. .-:' 

I That is, a series of demand curves. ' 
I CRAMBEIU.IN, op. cit., 80. 
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nature of their output to approximate to that of the successful 
firm and recover business before they fail, the old excess of 
capacity remains. Even if they fail, new rivals are to be expected, 
if the innovator makes high profits. We have seen that, when 
price competition is imperfect, excess capacity is to be expected, 
and while the extent of such capacity may be changed by resort 
to changes in product, there is no good reason to expect it to be 
less where rivalry is confined to quality and service. 
~ges in quality and service do not necessarily operate in 

the same manner as sales-promotion activities; expenditure on 
. changes in quality cannot always be adjusted gradually., The 
seller may be faced with a choice between one type of commodity 
or another; expenditure upon service can sometimes be more 
closely adjusted, although even here the seller must often choose, 
for instance, between offering the service of installing the product 
and not offering that service. The retail store may be able to 
adjust expenditure on service by relatively small amounts. )In 
so far as such expenditures are capable of adjustment, the new 
scale of production depends upon the rate at which buyers respond 
to such expenditures, and the rate at which costs can be reduced 
as production is reorganized on an increasingly large scale, as 
in the case of competition in sales promotion. 
-f... Competition in service and quality is likely in some cases, 
however, to increase the total demand for the product.) The 
provision of services which facilitate the repair and maintenance 
of automobiles tends to increase the demand for all automobiles; 
widespread facilities for the easy purchase of gasoline tend to 
increase the demand for it. Competition in the provision of such 
facilities may, therefore, benefit all firms, including those who 
do not participate in it; by increasing the response of buyers to 
such competition. it facilitates the organization of production 
upon a more economical scale. These gains in efficiency may, 
however, be immediately offset partly .or wholly by changes 
in the opposite sense in the industries from which spending has 
be~~ di!erted. 

, ~ty and service competition may, like sales promotion, 
-react upon .the Op!i!n\lW scale of production. Increasing attention 
to adjusting the product and the attendant services emphasizes 
one aspect of entrepreneur activities; the most economical scale 
fOr the production of such services may depart from that for 
any of the other functions and thus necessitate a recalculation 
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of the most economical size of firms; the optimum scale of produc
tion under the' new conditions may be larger or smaller than it 
was under the old.) 

But quality and service competition involves not only the 
managerial problem of seeking variations from the prevailing 
type of commodity and service and selecting the most profitable 
combination of quality and service. It affects also the problem 
of actual production; the technically optimum scale of production 
for the new product may be different from that for the old; the 
provision of mor~ service may necessitate a larger scale of produc
tion; the provision of a traveling force for setting up and main
taining agricultural or shoe manufacturing machinery may be 

/economical only if the sales in each area are large; the provision 
of service stations for automobiles, through ownership and 
through indirect control by petroleum refiners, may yield benefits 
only if such stations are generally available over wide areas; the 
provision of a rapid delivery service by a department store 
decreases in unit cost as the deliveries within each area increase 
in volume. The probability of a change in the most economical 
scale of production is, therefore, considerable.1 . 

~e effect upon sales of changes in quality and service is as 
uncertain as the effect of expenditure on sales promotion, with 
the result that risks are increased and the selection of firms for 
survival is subject to factors not related to efficiency of production 
in the narrow sense.') 

2. THE EFFECT OF QUALITY AND SERVICE COMPETITION UPON THE 

DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES 

.;the effects of quality and service competition upon different 
classes are very different from those of sales promotion. While 
sales promotion generates a demand for the services of sales 
promoters, Vliere is no analogo1l0ass...bene1iting from _ qua.li1.Y.
and service competiti9Il;2 those who plan changes in quality and 
sef'ViCeare perIormrng functions traditionally included among 
those of the entre:ereneur, although now more strongly empha
siz~. CQualityand sez.vrCe' competition favors the entrepreneur 

I Cj. CONSmrEl!. ADVISORY BOARD, Statement at Hearings on the OPeration of the 
Lumber Code, Jan. 9, 1933, where it was argued that service competition w~ prej
udicial to the small firms because of the heavy overhead costs of better selling and 
distributing services. 

I Firms have, however, been established to advise concerning the attitudes of 
buyers to existing products and possible variant products. 
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most skilled in analyzing the probaMLaJtitudes. o('p_u!cha~~!s 
to variations in the commodity or to various combinations of 
commodity and service, compared with those whose skill lies 
mainly in improving the technique of producing and marketing 
an unchanging product:) • 

} .. The princiPa!_p~culil!.ri!ie!>of quality and service competition 
are to..be found in its effect upon purchasers. In the 1U:stplace, the 
statement that-cOsts and prices must always be higher than they 
would be under free competition1 loses much of its meaningj~ 
costs are increased but so are the utilities offered. If there is a 
tendency to normal profits, prices must covertne total costs of 
the commodity and service provided. But for any given price the 
product is inevitably somewhat inferior to what it would be 
under price competition, because of the tendency, where com
petitiQn is imperfect, fot resources to be used .on less than ~. 
m9~t economical ~~he impossibility of selling all he pleases 
at thegotifg pnce creates a tendency, not only towards higher 
prices, but also towards inferior products."~ But in comparison 
with imperfect competition without competition in sales promotion 
or quality and service, the purchaser may gainj where existing 
facilities are more fully used or where reorganization permits 
lower costs, average costs are less than they were before the change 
in quality and services was madej' in other cases, average total 
costs and prices are higher than they would otherwise be . 
./'\ The tendency to normal profits may, however, be obstructed 
by the provision of better quality or service. The provision of 
better credit facilities and services in connection with setting up 
and maintaining agricultural implements, is said,4 for instance, 
to have given the International Harvester Company a great 
advantage in competition with its rivals. )Where the optimum 
scale of production for a firm offering the same facilities as the 
International Harvester Company is very large in relation to the 
total market, the profits of the Harvester company may exceed 
a normal rate of return without attracting new firms of the same 
type because the total market may not be large enough to permit 
each of two such firms to secure a normal rate of return. 

I See p. 377. 
I CIlAMBEllLlN, Dt. I:il., 100. 
I In practice the cost of sales-promotion activities necessary to make known the 

higber qu&lity or greater service will also be taken into account, j.e., the arguments 
of the present and preceding section must be combined. 

• CoIOOSSIONU 0:1 COIlPOIlATIONS, TIN I1IImItUitmal Hanesler Comtany, 27. 
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The exteD,t to which quality and price competition affects 
prices depends also upon the response of purchasers. y-enders 
must be induced to reallocate their spending if this competition 
is to be a success. Sales-promotion activities may increase the 
utilities obtained by purchasers (by making them better informed) 
bu~ they do not necessarily, or even frequently, have this effect. 

,Qtiality and service competition, however, may increase the 
Kctual as well as the anticipated utilities obtained by purchasers. 
It does not follow, therefore, that any diversion of spending from 
the channels that would otherwise have been selected by pur
chasers must diminish their utilities. (Their satisfactions are 
increased or diminished according as the gain in utili~·ties exceeds 
or falls short of the increases in the price they pay erever 
the price of a commodity has increased over a perio f time and 
it is alleged that the commodity or the attendant services have 
been improved, it is difficult to decide whether the effect upon 
purchasers has been favorable or unfavorable. The large bakers, 
discussing the increase in the price of bread over a long period 
of time, argued that improvements in the quality of bread ex
plained the increase in its price relatively to the prices of other 
commodities.1 There is, however, no scientific criterion of quality; 
the quality of a food product cannot be judged entirely by its 
physiological effect; its psychological effect is extremely difficult 
to assess. The International Harvester Company claimed that 
part of the rise in the price of some of its products had been 
due to improvements in quality.2 The president of the United 
States'Steel Corporation similarly defended3 the maintenance 
of the price of steel rails when most prices were falling. The 
manufacturers of sanitary enameled ware, who were accused 
of using a patent agreement as a means of fixing uniform prices 
upon a higher level than had formerly prevailed, argued inte, alia 
that the quality had also been raised owing to the elimination 
of second-grade productsj4 they further argued that "with 
established prices a manufacturer would be enabled to devote 

",his whole attention to improving the quality of the ware."6 

1 Senate Hearings on Food Prices, 1931, 59, 75. 
t U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brie! !or International Haf'flesler Co. 

(Reargument), 1916, 52. 
• New York Times, May 23, 1931. 
4 U.S. v. Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co. eI al., 226 U.S. 20 (1912), Brie! 

for Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co., 75. 
I ibid., 83. 78. The manufacturers' own argument that without a price agreement 

the difficulty of distinguishing first- from second-grade products led to the success of 
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Improvements in service have been cited as an explanation of the 
increasing margins obtained by retailers. Retailers may either 
operate more elaborate storesl or more stores. The number of 
retail outlets for gasoline and probably for many other products2 

appears, however, to be m9l'e an effect' than a cause of the size 
of the retailers' margin. Cl'fte maintenance of the margin attracts 
so many firms that each is uneconomica1ly small from the point 
of view of production alone, but, just as changes in quality may 
benefit purchasers even though they pay higher prices, so these 
increases in the number of sellers benefit purchasers where the 
increase in the number of retailers means easier access to goods. 4 

But where price competition is eliminated as a result of control 
of resale prices or margins by manufacturers, by price leadership 
or custom, this type of competition, like competition in sales 
promotion, may operate to increase costs and reduce profits 
(to a normal rate or even less) without yielding to purchasers 

producers of low-grade products and the decline of enameled ware into disrepute 
(ibid., 8r; U.S. v. Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co., Ruord in Circuil Cour' 
of APPe6ls, A, loS) suggests that market conditions do not in fact encourage quality 
competition. The court remarked upon the failure to produce evidence of a decline 
in wes. Marking the different grades of product according to a uniform classifica
tion would have been expected had quality competition been desired. 

I The increase in the retail margin for meat has been attributed to increasingly 
coatly and elaborate equipment in retail meat stores (Senate Hearings on Food 
Prices, 327). A aimiIar elaboration of equipment has obviously occurred in connec
tion with the retailing of gasoline. 

I Arguments in favor of permitting manufacturers to fix the retail prices of their 
products frequently rest upon the assumption that if retailers fix their own prices, 
some of them will indulge in price competition, with the result that the number of 
outlets will be diminished. Thus manufacturers seek to avoid price competition 
between retailers (including chain and department stores) p'recisely because they 
desire to maintain an increased number of outlets. A similar condition exists in 
England as a result of the reduction in the number of banks (but not banking offices) 
and presumably a reduction in price competition (which is, however, relatively rare 
in the field of banking in most countries); there has been a great increase in the 
number of branch banks and also in the cost of operating such banks «Balfour) 
COJO(ISSION ON IHDUSTIlY AND fiADE, Final Repm, 1929, 53). 

• .. The evi1a of the existing situation as regards distribution services are not due 
to pro6teering or to the obtaining of large pro6ts by distributers through the restric
tion of volume, but rather to the occupation of the 6eld of distribution by too many 
concerns and the resulting low degree of utilization of facilities and labor, so that 
nobody gets more by reason of the undue spread between the wholesale and the 
retail price but there is merely great waste due to duplication and multiplication of 
distribution facilities" (F.T.C., Open Price Trade Associations, 365). 

• In consequence of the fixing of the minimum combined charge to be made by the 
wholesaler and retailer of gasoline at 6 cents a gallon under the code for the petroleum 
industry, distributers complained that they could not compete with cooperatives 
distributing oil and paying a patronage dividend (CONSUJ4EII ADVlSOII.Y BoAII.D, 
COJU1IIMrs' COOperat'fHll Dis'ribWi", Oil and Gasoline, Mar. 19, 1934). This situation 
arose partly from the fixing of the margin at a level which considerably exceeded the 
COlts of operating stations in any way approaching their full capacity of operati,on. 
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increases in Utility comparable with the difference between the 
prices they pay and those they would pay if price competition 
existed. This. danger could be eliminated 1 if the consumer could 
continue to choose between the old commodity and its accom
panying services ata price which just covered the total long-run 
costs of production, and each of the new commodities and com
binations of quality and service at their corresponding long-run 
costs. But where price competition is eliminated and rivalry 
survives only in quality and service, this choice is also eliminated. 
Consumers mayor may not, therefore, have suffered as a result 
of, for instance, the maintenance of the price of bread while its 
quality (whatever that may mean) has increased; it may be that 
they would have selected the former grade of bread at its old 
price and thus have obtained a greater total of satisfactions then 
they now realize. 2 

Even competition in quality or service may, however, diminish 
the satisfactions obtained by purchasers by obstructing the 
rational allocation of spending(A seller may seek profit by offering 

. a product of poorer quality or with less service at the same price 
I as formerly;3 if he sells the same output as before at the same 

price, but reduces his costs, he increases his profit.)This increase 
in profits is limited, however, to the period of time required for 
purchasers to discover that their allocations of spending must 
be revised because the satisfactions yielded by the product are 
less than they formerly were. It is possible that a further deprecia
tion of the product will offset part of the effect of the loss of 
business, but again the effect is temporary. The goodwill of a 
business may be deprived of all value by this policy of deprecia
tion; it is conceivable that such a policy would be profitable 
where consumers awake slowly to changes in the satisfactions 
obtained from their continued purchases. This type of competition 
clearly diminishes the satisfactions obtained by purchasers during 
the periods in which the estimates of satisfaction upon which 
they base their allocations of spending are out of accord with the 
actual satisfactions they secure. 

1 Assuming that purchasers are capable of accurately estimating the utilities to 
be obtained from the acceptance of each offer. 

I Similarly, were it possible to permit consumers to choose between a gasoline 
which was cheaper than other gasolines because the retail margin was lower but 
which was available at fewer filling stations, and a gasoline at a higher price which 
included the cost of maintaining a larger number of gas stations each of which did a 
lII1aller volume of business, it might be that they would choose the former. 

• CIlAMJIERLIN, op. dl., 73 n. 
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But even this competition aimed at short-run profits and 

originating in the deception of consumers is not wholly bad. If 
purchasers do not speedily transfer their demand to sellers who 
have not changed their product, the new product must appear 
to them to yield the same satisfactions as the old:~as its cost of 
production is less than that of the old product..jL represents a 
better adjustment of production to demand. Rivals or new firms 
are likely to enter production of the new type of product. If 
price competition occurs, prices will fall to the new costs and 
purchasers gain; if price competition is precluded by convention, 
the number of firms is likely to increase UIitil costs have been 
raised to the point at which, even for the new type of product 
selling at the old price, profits are normal, but purchasers fail 
to share in the benefits of the adjustment of the product. If, 
however, as soon as they realize the product has been depreciated, 
purchasers transfer their custom to rivals who have not depreciated 
the product,jhe firm losing business may respond by reducing 
its price, hoping to regain business and secure at least normal 
profits. Should it succeed in recovering any considerable volume 
of business, it must be because purchasers consider that while 
the old product is preferable to the new so long as the prices of 
the two are equal, the new is preferable to the old when the 
difference in price is taken into account. The new situation is 
now comparable to that discussed in the earlier paragraphs of 
this section; purchasers must select from commodities offering 
different utilities at different prices. 

If other firms continue to offer the old product, they fail to 
secure normal profits and if they refuse to supply what they often 
regard as 1limsy or degraded products which purchasers ought 
not to purchase, some will in time retire from business. If they 
accept and adjust to the newly revealed demand, entering into 
competition in the production of the new product, its price is 
likely to fall towards the cost of producing it unless price com
petition is excluded and costs are adjusted to the price. Except 
in this latter case purchasers are enabled to secure a product 
which they regard as yielding more utilities per dollar than its 
predecessor, but whether the increase in satisfactions is as great 
as possible depends upon the degree in which this type of com
petition stimulates price competition. 

The new product can hardly continue to be called a "depre
ciated" form of the old. It may be less durable or have less 
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aesthetic attt:action, but in so far as the change in spending rests 
upon any rational consideration of the relative virtues of the two 
products, the new represents .a better adaptation of resources to 
demand than the old.~ty competition may, therefore, be 
introduced either by one :firm. raising the quality of its product 
above the quality of rival products or by a:firm. reducing it below 
the quality of rival products. But the two situations differ in 
that the former implies the absence of price competition, while 
the latter is more likely to lead to price changes. 

There is a presumption that purchasers will gain from rivalry 
in quality and service over long periods of time. It stimulates 
experiments aimed at the closer adaptation of goods and services 
to the desires of the consumer. Some such changes are made 
simply to make an impression upon the consumer, and others are 
doubtless intended merely as a hook upon which the consumer 
may hang an unsubstantiated 'belief in the superiority of one 
seller's product or services over those of another; they are sales
promotion activities. But there remains a considerable residue of 
probability of benefit to the consumer. Changes that attract 
purchasers are likely to be imitated by rivals. Experimental 
changes not only tend to bring about a closer adaptation of prod
ucts and services to demand as the more successful mutations 
supersede less successful types of product and service; they also 
tend to increase the variety of goods and services available, but 
only where there is considerable variety in the desires of buyers. l 

1 Professor Hotelling has denied this tendency ("Stability in Competition," 
Econ. Jour., 39: 41 (1929». He argues that there is a tendency to excessive homo
geneity of products arising out of the desire on the part of each manufacturer to 
cover almost the whole market which his rival covers; there is "a tendency to make 
only slight deviations in order to have for the new commodity as many buyers of the 
old as possible, to get, so to speak, between one's competitors and the mass of cus
tomers" (ibid., 54). This contention also appears to conflict with the suggestion often 
made that non-price competition aims at the subdivision of markets into partially 
noncompeting groups as a result of the efforts of each seller to mark off his. cus
tomers from those of his rivals. Professor HoteIIing admits that sellers in imperfect 
markets aim at a measure of differentiation of products, but contends that the 
measure aimed at is one just sufficient to make consumers feel that the product of 
one seller is different from that of another; if both commodities are believed to be 
identical a slight price cut by one will cause all the business available to shift to the 
price cutter. Furthermore, his conclusions apply only to special circumstances, 
which are not altogether in accord with practical conditions. Sellers are assumed to 
be very few. Buyers are assumed to be equally distributed in their tastes as between 
each grade of the product. To take Professor HoteIIing's example, it is assumed that 
consumers can be regarded as varying by infinitesimal degrees in the sweetness of 
the cider they like. Should it appear that considerable numbers of buyers agree upon 
the degree of sweetness they prefer, i.e., that there is a grouping about certain de
grees of sweetness, then the approach to homogeneity of product cannot be expected. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that buyers, being regarded as varying by infinitesimal 
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This tendency to adapt products to the desires of purchasers 
may involve costs in the adaptation of plant, in the application 
of resources to the search for more profitable types of product, 
and the risk that changes will be unsuccessful. It may be possible 
to charge prices that cover these costs; they may, however, fall 
upon investors through failure to secure normal profits and even 
through loss of capital.1 

{Quality and service competition increases the complexity of 
th~ task of allocating income so as to maximize the satisfactions 
obtained by spending it. Purchasers are confronted not with a ' 
number of offers differing only in price but with offers differing 

'In both commodity plus service and price. The variety of offers 
is now so great (and often information concerning the nature of 
the goods and services offered is so small) that rational selection 
is often beyond the powers of purchasers. Indirectly such com
petition induces expenditure upon sales pressure to crystallize 
the dazed minds of "prospects." But the variations in price 
and utilities also increase the difficulties of those who would 
eliminate price cutting; it is more difficult to identify price cutting 
where the variety of products and services is great. Each firm 
may aim at stabilizing the price of its own product, but the 
resistance to changes in price is reduced when they can be attrib
uted to changes in product. 

<Quality and service competition reduces the risks of invest
ment in so far as it operates effectively as a substitute for price 
competition. But it does not invariably so operate. The more 
differentiated products become, the greater is the probability of 
differences in price between sellers. Not only is it extremely 
difficult to distinguish between price cutting and differences in 
price due to differences in utilities offered, but also there is the 
new risk of shifts of business due to changes in quality and service~ 
Rivals may discover a product or service that appeals to buyers; 
degrees in the quality of the product that they prefer, do not diminish their demand 
because that particular quality of product is not available, that is, if there is a 
tendency for all cider to be of medium sweetness, those who prefer very sweet and 
those who prefer very acid cider buy just as much of the medium type as they would 
if the cider available were of precisely the grade which they prefer. In fact, there
fore! this tendency operates only within limits in which departures from type of 
Proc:luct most desired do not affect demand. Professor Hotelling agrees that "the 
elasticity of demand of particular groups does mitigate the tendency to excessive 
similari ty of competing commodi ties, bu t not enough. It leads some factories to 
make cheap shoes for the poor and othen to make expensive shoes for the rich, but 
all shoes are too much alike." (ibid, 57; 'f. also the criticism of an analogous aspect 
of this problem at CHAKBEIlLIN, tip. ,iI., 194 ff.) 

1 See p. 396• 
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a firm may'- make expensive and unsuccessful experiments in 
quality and service competition. If the riskiness of the industry 
fails to restrict investment sufficiently to permit prices which 
in the long run cover all costs (including losses from these causes), 
pu chasers secure some of their gains at the expense of investors. 

In C9.Il~Usi ,quality and service competition may accelerate 
the a Justment of resources to demandJ.l{ may cause malljust
ments ~ industries from which demand is deflected. t may 
change the most ecoftomicll:~ s9.le of production and re uce the 
average cost of production.Ot' attaches increasing importance to 
the managerial function of adjusting products to the attitudes of 
consumers. It affects purchasers by changing both the prices 
they pay and the satisfactions they obtainl ,· and the net result 
of the two changes is difficult to judgeJ'rices are likely to be 
higher than would yield normal profits if the new product were 
produced under the most efficient methods available. Quality 

. and service competition may obstruct the most advantageous 
allocation of expenditure if products are depreciated, but even 
depreciation may facilitate the adjustment of products to demand 
and incidentally increase the variety of products available. 
Quality and service competition may obstruct the elimination of 
price competition, but at the same time increase the emphasis 
upon sales promotion; it may induce changes in appearance 
which are not in fact changes in quality; it may stimulate expendi
ture to emphasize changes which may ?1ftnay not increase the 
satisfactions obtainable by purchasers. 'Investors may, but do 
not necessarily, free themselves from the risks of price competition 
and must accept new risks peculiar to quality competition. 

@Competition in Style 

~~!!:i(m_jA s!ykpartakes of !;iQmeJ}Lthe... qualities ~f 
competition i~ quality on the one hand, and sales promotion on 
l1le·oilier\Jd6inpetition in quality Involves changes in the nature 
of the pr~d1!.c:Utfi~ecting itsc!lp!tcit.Y-1Q~erv~_th~~rposes of the 

,-purchase.!.. If "quality" is limited to purposes for wlUclfScientmc 
tests. of capacity are at least conceivable, l style is concerned 

1 A better quality of automobile, for instance, usually implies in part an auto
mobile offering less costly transportation per mile, and in part one offering greater 
comfort, still assessable, however, in terms of physical tests concerning such matters 
as noise, vibration, and seating space. Presumably a better quality loaf of bread is 
thought of in terms of physical tests, which may be stretched to include the physical 
effects of psychological reactions to a high-grade loaf. 
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with the aesthetic emoti~ns..~!...~he p~~aser.)If the purposes 
of the purchaser -be-aen.ned to include thedesire for aesthetic 
satisfactions, style competition must be included as a special 
case _~petition ill qua.1i1J. But competition in ~tyle differs 
from competition in quality in that changes in the physical' 
qualities --of--the product are made more frequen~ and con
tinuously, as a matter of deliberate policy, than where competition 
in quality is aimed merely at seeking more precisely and com
pletely to satisfy demand. No shll~ line o~stin<;tiOJljs }lOSiible." 
In so far as changes in style are aimed at increasing the total 
demand for the product, they resemble sales-promotion activities 
except for the fact of accompanying changes in the commodity 
calculated to yield more direct satisfactions. 

I. EPl'ECT OP STYLE COMPETITION ON THE ORGANIZATION OF 

PRODUCTION 

Style competition reacts upon the organization of production 
most nearly like competition in quality\etlanges in style, however, 
are generally made witt>. greater freguenCY.3J!d often with greater 
regularity than changes in quality. Each change in style is doubt
less made by producers after taking into account probable demand 
for each style at each price and the probable costs of production 
of each quantity; sellers endeavor to select the style and volume 
of output that will yield the maximum of profit:)It is of course 
more difficult to estimate the demand for new styles than for 
new qualities. Moreover, success in selecting the most popular 
style is less likely to enable any firm to drive out competitors 
where excess capacity prevai1s;~als are frequently able to 
imitate the successful style and avoid losing the whole of the 
business for the season; firms are likely to remain in the hope of 
recovering business in the next season, a prospect which is real 
enough in view of the lack of knowledge con~ing the elements 
making for the popularity of new styles; ~y continued lack of 
success results in expulsion.{;tr.le competition, in so far as it 
leads to frequent and serious shifts of business, is more likely to 
increase the amount pl.1ll!qsed..ca.pacity.hu.u..in~d thus 
Wse.the average..al&t....o£,-prod\Ktion above what it would be 
if all plant were continuously oCf:Upied. Furthermore, shifts in 
business arising from success in style changes are likely to facilitate 
a larger and more economical scale of production only where one 
firm is continuously and progressively more successfu1.~ 
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Changes ~ style in one industry often involve changes in the 
raw materials used; manufacturers of clothing may change their 
demands for cotton, wool, silk, rayon, leather, and other materials 
from season'to season; shoe manufacturers may change their 
dlmand for leather, for different kinds of leatbe.r...and for textiles. 

Jhese industries supplying raw m'iiIerials suffer from the spasmodic 
V use of their equipment, and their average costs are higher than 

they would be under continuous full operation. 
l Rapid changes in style also affect the costs of dealers and 

: retailers by i~cJeasing the 10s_~es arising from the obsolescence of 
inventories.) ,yom these losses they have, however, found a 
partial escape in "~-@outh ..... b~ying," i.e. more frequent 
and smaller purchases; part of the n'Sk is transferred to the 
producer who can sometimes reduce it by holding inventories 
in semimanufactured goods capable of being speedily finished in 
the style most in demand.1 But hand-to-mouth buying tends to a 
more spasmodic production; it prevents continuous full utilization 
of plants and raises average costs (which are further increased 
by the greater expense of dealing with many smaller orders). 
The introduction of style changes in recent years into almost 
all branches of the cotton industry, 2 combined with the seasonal 
nature of the business (which necessitates the manufacture and 
purchase of goods further in. advance than would otherwise be 
necessary), has very greatly increased its risks and its losses. 

\.The demands upon mills fluctuate more widely than formerly; 
their costs h~ve increased owing to the greater capital needed.3 

While over periods of time increasing emphasis upon style 
has doubtless increased the demand for some products, sustained 

" competition in style does not attract continuously increasing 
demand. No continuous reactions upon the organization of 
production can, therefore, be expected from this source. 

The effect of competition in style upon the most economical 
si,ze of firms is not at all clear. If style designers are employed by 
manufacturers, a few very successful designers may secure large 
rewards and only the larger producers be able to employ them. 
Designing may, however, be so important that production must 

I VON BECKERATH, op. cit., 195. 
I It is estimated that in 1914 only about 20 per cent of cotton goods were affected 

by style changes which, furthermore, were relatively slow. In 1932, however, prac
tically all fabrics from flour bags to sheets and automobile upholstery were subject 
to changes in style. (MURcmsoN, "Stabilization in the Cotton Textile Industry," 
Proceedings of 45th Annual Meeting of American Economic Association, 1932, 75·) 

I ibid., 76. 
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be easily and speedily adaptable to the ideas of the designer, 
or to rival designs that are proving successful; this flexibility 
may be difficult to secure in a large firm and the risks of adapting 
a large volume of production to the ideas of one or a few designers 
may be so great as to discourage production upon a large scale. 
Moreover, it is doubtful whether leadership in introducing style 
changes which are later successful is an important determinant 
of success. Such leadership may be very costly, involving as it 
does the expense of experimental work, some of which must 
prove unprofitable and involve heavy losses on inventories sold 
at low prices. "For most concerns the safest rule seems to be to 
carry what~prple want after their wants have been demon
strated."l~e. reactions of purchasers to various new styles 

, offered are so incapable of forecast that the element of chance 
affecting survival is very great. But in many clothing industries 
changes from season to season are, at least in their main lines, 
uniform for most producers; the element of chance is, therefore, 
much less than it would be if every season brought from every 
seller an innovation unrelated to those of his rivals. Furthermore, 
it is not impossible that competition in style tends to reduce 
the costs of production in some industries; while there is rarely 
one style at any time, there is usually only a small number; 
fashion tends to restrict changes to a limited variety of styles 
and especially of colors of clothes available at any time. 2 This 
limitation reduces both the cost of production and the cost of 
distribution (by restricting the capital needed for inventories 
and the losses arising from their obsolescence). 

2. THE EFFECT OF STYLE COMPETITION UPON THE DISTRIBUTION OF 

GOODS AND SERVICES 

(The effect of style competition upon different classes is again 
somewhat similar to the effect of quality competition.\Style 
designers and managers skillful in selecting successful styles gain 
wherever style changes are frequently made. 

<--Purchasers must necessarily pay a higher price for each 
product than thyy would if it were continuously demanded for 
long periods.).Pfices must cover~e ost of emp~ 
and the cost of changing style . cluding losses on invep.tories 
arising from the frequent obso escence of products. In some 

1 NYSTll.OK, Economks of Fashion, 30. 
I NYSTll.OM, Fashion M er,handisin" 83. 
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industries the cost of designs alone is said to account for about 
one fourth of their entire income.1 The risk that producers will 
make unfortunate selections of styles and have poor seasons 
or large inventory losses is sufficiently real to be taken account 
of by firms contemplating entry into the industry; the optimism 
of new competitors may, however, prevent the restriction of 
investment in the industry to an amount such that over 
long periods prices will cover total costs. But even so, prices 
are likely to be considerably higher than if these risks were not 
present. 

Purchasers must pay higher· prices than they would in the 
absence of style changes, but they are not necessarily worse off 
to the extent of the increase in prices. ~esponse of many 
purchasers to style changes suggests that they secure additiowlJ 
satisfaction~t is true that their response is not the result of a 
free choiceoetween an unchanging product and one with changing 
styles; frequently no such choice is available. Response to style 
changes is, moreover, an integral part of a complex social situation 
from which escape is difficult. But there is no reason to deny 
that frequent changes in the aesthetic qualities of products 
stimulate aesthetic appreciation and yield additional satisfac
tions. Changes in style also facilitate ostentation by reference 
either to economic sup/nority 2 or superiority in taste and again 
yield satisfactions. 'B6t there is no means of judging whether 
these satisfactions are proportioned to the increased costs of 
prodJ4ction involvt;d in providing them. 

\Ztyle competition also affects the distribution of spending 
by purchasers.oJl is often criticized because it induces consumers 
to abandon goods before they have lost their capacity to serve 
their purpose; clothes are abandoned before they are "worn 
out/' This criticism is based upon a narrow definition ,of pur
pose and disapproval of the attitudes of consumers-J't is not 
uneconomical for individuals to seek aesthetic satisfactions even 
at the expense of non-aesthetic. Changes in style serve also to 
introduce changes in quality; innovations conceived merely 

1 VON BECKERATH, op. cU., I95. In the upholstery and drapery textile industry 
designs are said to cost from $500 to $800 each, plus the cost of experimental runs 
and further revisions (Code of Fai, Competition fo, lhe Upholslery and Drapery 
Textile Induslt'y under NRA, Report of Administrator, 262). 

I Economic superiority may be indicated either by ability to keep pace with 
frequent changes in style (i.e., ability to keep up to date) or by ability to purchase a 
variety of patterns of a commodity serving a single purpose in the narrower 
sense. 
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as style changes sometimes prove difficult to dislodge because 
purchasers obtain satisfactions other than purely aesthetic ones. l 

The simplification of clothing and its better adaptability to 
economic and physiological considerations may be traced to this 
source, although it is always hazardous to assume that such 
changes will persist. Changes in style also affect price competition. 
Like changes in quality, changes in style place great difficulties 
in the way of avoiding price competition because of the lack of' 
standardization of products; industries in which style is important 
are often those from which there are complaints of drastic com
petition and frequent failures of firmS. 2 Economies in production 
may therefore be more likely to be transmitted to consumers, 
although costs remain higher than they would be without style 
competition. (Finally, style competition is in fact often accom
panied by expenditure upon advertising intended to acquaint 
~~~s with changes in style and to stimulate them to respond. a 
~e~e expenditures on advertising tend also, therefore, to raise 

the level of costs and prices.l 
~_Style competition affects investors mainly through its intro

duc'tion of a highly speculative element into. demand for the 
product; it offersno-esap-e--from price competition or sales
promotion activities\Jhe magnitude of the risks tends to increase 
the number of business failures in industries affected by style; 
the probabilities of high profits are probably overestimated by 
potential investors, with the result that prices do not cover the 
to~costs of the industry as a whole.oyer lonu.eri$s. 
/In summary, style competition rarely operates to introduce 
econOInles of production, but tends to inc~be emits of manu~ 
f~!n~ w:!rketing above the level that would prevail/ 
WI u.c~ competition. ,Purchasers must pay higher prices 
but the incalculability of the risks introduced may throw some 
of these COdS upon inves~ more particularly as style com
petition obstructs efforts to eliminate price competition. But 
in so far as purchasers seek aesthetic satisfactions and obtain 

I For example, shirtwaists, introduced in the nineties, remained popular for 
twenty-five yeanl, and wrist watches and low shoes, introduced during the World 
War, have penJisted in use (NYSTROM, Ee_ie, of Fashion, 21) • 

• Resort to style changes has, however, been attributed to the desire to avoid 
cut·throat competition (BELL, Fi:ud Cosls 11M Markel P,ice, QUII". Jour. Eeon., 
32 : 518 (1918». 

I Organized attempts to change fashions have, however, often been abortive, 
while great changes have spread without any aid from sales-promotion activities 
(NYSTROM, Economie, of Fashion, 13). 
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them from frequent changes in style, their increase in satisfactions 
must be counted against the higher prices they pay. 

III. THE CHANGING IMPORTANCE OF NON-PRICE 
// COMPETITION 

-vEarlier chapters have revealed an increasing tendency for 
manufacturers to limit price competition. Non-price competition 
frequently but not invariably facilitates this escape from price 
competition. Rivalry continues, although, as we have now seen, 
in forms that are by no means always profitable to producers or 
beneficial to purchasers., But is there any evidence that these 
forms of rivalry are in their turn being extinguished? 

aJ Evidence of the Increasing Importance of Non-price Competition 

\l\ It is a commonplace of all recent criticism of the operation 
of the productive system that expenditure upon promoting. sales 
has increased at an enormous rate in the past few decades. l 

Precise information on- the subject is not available; there is no 
general information concerning expenditure upon sales promotion 
other than advertising, and information concerning advertising 
is often restricted to that involving payments to the publishers 
of newspapers and magazines. Expenditure on printed advertising 
appears to have remained fairly constant between 19II and 
1918,2 after which year it began to increase sharply. 3 Information 
believed to cover 90 per cent of the total non-farm advertising in 
the United:' States but relating only to firms spending more than 
$10,000 per ann1.JlIl on advertising showed that expenditure on 
magazine advertising increased from 48.9 million dollars in 1918 
to 107.7 million dollars in 1920 and declined to 77.4 million 

1 A brief summary of the history of advertising will be found at STARCH, Princi
ples of Advertising, Chap. II. 

I ibid., Chap. III. 
I Expenditure on printed advertising was estimated at about one billion dollars 

in 1923 (STARCH, Principles of Advertising, 36.) By 1927 expenditure on newspaper 
advertising alone had reached about one and a half billion dollars (NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, Recent Economic Changes, 402), and that on 
magazine advertising 178 million dollars by 1930 (CUXTIS PUBLISmNG COMPANY, 
Leading Advertisers, 1922-1931). The Federal Trade Commission estimated that in 
1929 expenditure on advertising in the leading monthly and weekly magazines and 
representative farm magazines, together with radio advertising at the larger stations 
(but.eJlCludins daily newspapers), cost about 231 million dollars, of which 35.9 mil
lion dbQ;ars Was on drug and toilet articles and 28.2 on food and food beverages 
(F,T.C.; Annual Report, 1931, III). About one billion dollars per annum is esti
mated to have been paid for advertising to the publishers of daily, weekly, and 
monthly periodicals between 1930 and 1933 (F.T.C., Annual Report, 1932,43; 1933, 
123). 
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dollars in 1922.1 Similar statistics relating only to magazine 
advertising and including 36 leading periodicals in 1922 and 35 
in 1930, and relating only to firms spending over $10,000 per 
annum on advertising, showed, among others, these changes:' 

TABLE XII 

Industry 

Automobiles .......••...........•. 
Beverages .....•.................. 
Candy and gum ................. . 
Electrical products (including radio) 
Foods .•...........•.....•....... 
Furniture and floor coverings ....•.. 
Musical instruments ....•.......... 
Office equipment ................. . 
Toilet goods .•....•............... 
Wearing apparel ..........•....... 

1922 
(millions of 

dollars) 

12.1 

0·95 
0.68 
3. 87 

10·4 
2. IS 

1.92 
2.20 

6·9 
5. 2 

1930 
(millions of 

dollars) 

27·7 
3·79 
2.46 

14.67 
26·35 
5. 1 7 
4.06 
4.16 

22.56 
7.92 

Information as to total advertising expenditure, differing some
what from year to year in the minimum expenditures included, 
and also in the number of magazines included (the number 
ranging from 30 to 36), shows an upward trend from 22.6 millions 
in 1915 to 178.9 millions in 1930, an increase of 691 per cent.· 
It is clear that there was a very great increase in expenditure 

V"Oii advertising during the decade from 1920 to 1930, although 
the amount of the increase cannot be measured. 4 The industries 

,\ in which the greatest increases occurred were drugs, toilet prod
, ucts, foods, automobiles, and electrical products. But, as might 

I Classification according to industries revealed the following notable increases 
(in millions of dollalll): 

-------~--~n~Q'u~.~t~;---------.-~I9~I~3-,r-~19~2~.--

¥':::.f:.~~.~i~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: ;:: :~:; 
Automotive~ucta.................... 3.9 9.9 

~:,o~~~~~ea:nlr.r~::;,1~g;,:: :::::::::::::: ~:~ l:= 
Advertising in these journals upon cigarettes and tobacco fell from I.DC} million 
dollars in 1918 to 0.9S million dollars in 1922 (CaoWELL PUBLISHING COIIPANY, 
NiUitmal Markds lind NiUional Advertising, 1922,60, 181). 

I CUIlns PUBLISmNG COIIPANY, £eliding Adverlisers, 1922-1931. 
I CUIlTlB PUBLISmNG COIIPANY, £elldinl Ad_Iisers, 1922-1931. The total rose 

to 110.7 million dollars in 1920, fell to about 78 million dollars in 1921 and 1922, and 
then rose continuously until 1930 • 

• A summary of the estimates of expenditure upon advertising over a period of 
time will be found at STAllCH, Principles 01 Adverlisinl, Chap. III. 
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. be expected, these expenditures declined with the general con
traction of business after 1929., Payments by national adver
tisers to the publishers of 65 weekly and monthly magazines 

. were estimatedl at 192.3 millions in 1930 and 156.2 millions in 
19}~"/ 
'!V~the total value of ..Q!Q.<;il,lcts has inc~e_a~ed d~.r!~KJhli! period 
the percentage of unit costs attributable to advertising cannot '
have i~c~e~se<I:~rf!~g~as}1I~~!iggregate expenditure on advertising:) 
Sample Investigations of the proportion of sales revenue spent 
on advertising have suggested2 that 3 per cent or less of the sales 
revenue of manufacturers and 2 per cent or less of that of retailers 
was spent on advertising, making a total of between 4 and 5 per 
cent. Subsequent information obtained by the Federal Trade 
Commission from a sample of 450 manufacturers revealed that 
advertising costs increased between 1924 and 1926 more than 
any other element of costSj sales had increased 17.4' per cent 
and advertising costs 24.6 per cent, while profits had increased 
29.7 per cent. Expenditure by these manufacturers for all indus
tries and for the three years 1924, 1925, and 1926 taken together 
represented about 3 per cent of their revenue from sales, the 
highest percentage being found in the "other metals" group 
(7.1) and the lowest in the food products group (1.6).3 The per
centage of net sales spent upon advertising by wholesalers, 
however, showed no upward trend between 1924 and 1927.4 
During the same period the total sums spent on advertising by 
the chain stores more than doubled. The average percentage of 
sale price spent on advertising in 1927 by department stores 
was 3.97 and_.by cJ1ain stores 1.13.6 The percentage of retail 
selling price tnatwasspeiltOD:advertising by manufacturers, 

1 F.T.C., Annual Report, 1932, 43. 
I STARCH, Principles of Advertising, 1926, 56. See also ibid., 49, where informa

tion is given separately for a number of well-known branded and advertised prod-
ucts in 1916. . . 

• F.T.C., Resale Price Maintenance, II, 23-25. High percentages were also 
found in chemicals and allied products (probably including petroleum products), 
5.6; machinery, 5.4; clothing, 3.7; boots and shoes, 2.4; iron and steel, 2.4; automo
biles, 2.1; and rubber products, 1.9. 

, The highest percentage for the period of four years was found in the drug in
dustry where it was 0.43 and the next highest in groceries and in plumbing supplies, in 
each of which it was 0.29 (op. cit., 11,43). 

Ii op. cit., II, 125. In 1934, however, the Federal Trade Commission reported that 
the ratio of advertising expenditure to the value of sales of chain stores had been 
1.15 per cent in 1919, 1.30 per cent in 1922, 1.42 per cent in 1925, and 1.52 per cent 
in 1928, an increase of nearly 17 per cent over the whole period (Chain Store Adver-
tising, 1934, 10). • 
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wholesalers, and retailers together in 1926 was 7.39 for dry goods, 
6,34 for drugs, 2.30 for groceries, and 2.26 for hardware.1 

J!t'he causes of this increase in expenditure are of course not 
difficult to discover. JiDtly:, it is predicated upon the existence 
of a cheap press, the price of which can be vastly reduced if it 
carries advertising.)A cheap press in tum, of course, depends 
upon the existence of a large literate population. In more recent 
years radio broadcasting has provided access to the emotions of 
large numbers of people who need not even be literate. PractiCally 
the whole cost of this form of publicity is borne by advertisers. 

~ecol!dly, such advertising is stimulated by the presence of a 
laije number of people of changing economic status. A larger 
proportion of the income of such people is amenable to diversion 
by advertising than where incomes are almost constant and their 
allocation is dominated by habit. ~9irdlY' the introduction of new 
products stimulates advertising 0 make the new commodities 
known. ~y, advertising is doubtless related to the increased 
scale of production, although in a variety of waysJA great deal 
of magazine advertising is disseminated over a very wide area 
and, therefore, can be fully exploited OJlly by firms able to dis
tribute over areas of similar size~ the other hand, profits 
from the promotion of mergers have tended to develop firms 
large enough to be able to undertake advertising expenditures 
upon this scale£tifthly, changes in the machinery of distribution 
have induced advertising, particularly by manufacturers. Manu
facturers not controlling their own retail outlets are conscious 
of the power of the retailer to divert purchases to a particular 
brand of product (owing to the prevailing ignorance of the quali
ties of advertised products)JHeavy expenditures upon advertising 
to induce purchasers to ask for a particular brand and to resist 
suggestions that others are better limit the influence of the 
retaile!Vinally, increasing resistance to price cutting has led, 
as we have seen, where rivalry lingers on, to its expression in other 
forms, one of the most important of which is advertising.) 
~ Little or no evidence is available concerning the changing 

prevalence of other forms of sales-promotion activity.! Nor is 
there any satisfactory information concerning changes in attitude 

I F.T.C., Resak PM MainleJaanu, II, 128. 
I S&laries of traveling salesmen were crudely estimated in 1926 at two billion 

dollan, and the salaries and wages of retail stores at 10 to 15 per cent of sales revenue 
(STARCH, op. m., 57), but these expenses cannot be wholly classified as costs of sales 
promotion. . 
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to quality and service competition, although, in so far as it is 
the outcome of" reduced emphasis upon price competition, it 
has doubtle~s increased greatly in recent years. It is also certain 
that style competition has notably increased; The industrial 
revolution has replaced local and traditional methods of dress 
by clothing less durable and more frequently changed in style. 
New products, such as automobiles and radios, have also been 
subjected to style changes in the effort to increase demand for 
them; it has been prophesied that emphasis upon style will 
increase.1 Increasing emphasis upon style changes has doubtless 
been facilitated by increases in the size of many of the smaller 
incomes, increasing literacy, increasing emphasis upon sales 
promotion, a more widespread desire on the part of those with 
smaller incomes to imitate the behavior of those with the larger 
incomes, and the adoption of more effective methods of cheaply 
reproducing new styles. 2• 

@ !i-vidence of the Declining Importance of Non-price Competition 

~cattered evidence of forces making for a decline in the impor
ta,M~ ~D19IfP~ce"-comp~tition ~s._~eglllning to" eIllerg-e.(Branded 
articles supported by "heavy advertising have produced their 
own reaction in the form of chain and department store brands 
much less advertised and sold at lower prices. Emphasis upon 
the heavy expenditure upon advertising other brands stimulates 
the demand for the less advertised~ The passage of the Federal 
]fade Commission Act prohibiting "unfair competition" has 
produced a persistent campaign by the Federal Trade Commission 
against false advertising; it has been limited, however, to the 
elimination of the cruder sorts of advertising or minor falsities 
~in the~avertiskg of ininor firms; advertising"1irgeneral-llas been 
littl! ~ec.t~d~J.Y4~ associations sought to eliminate §?,me forms 
of non-price com etiti el b~cause- their "ersistence under
mmes e o~> to eliminate pricecompetjtjQp;&- the codes of fair 
competition under the National Industrial Recovery Act4 provided 
. ~1r~"''''~''''---'''-_l--~ 

1 NYSTROM, Fashion Merchandising, v. Professor Nystrom believes, however, 
that" we are now in an era in which business progress and success are much more 
dependent upon producing and offering consumers what they want than upon at
tempting to create new wants and new. demands. Neither clever advertising nor 
high-pressure selling can in these days of sophisticated consumers make a profitable 
market for that which consumers do not want." (ibid., iv.) 

I NYSTROM, Economics of Fashion 25. 
a See Chap. II. 
e See Chap. X. 
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a better opportunity to pursue the same policy( Competition 
in quality and service is restricted by the standardization of 
- rOducts whlch has been sought by some trade '7;S'OC'iiiUoll'S"iol'" 
~~.JL.::;.ea::;rs and whiclLW.~!! .. lurther,prQvided for in a nuDil)er 
o e codes under the ~a~on~~I.~<!~~t.ri~t~~covery ActUt
~t5 have been lI).ade to control competition in style by ag[~
ment between producers; a num"'6eFol resolutions"between 1910 
and 1915, auned at fixing styles, were passed by trade associations 
and similar bodies; attempts were made to fix the length and 
cut of coats and the cut and style of skirts for each season. I 
These efforts ceased, however, in 1915 and appear not to have 
been revived. The only limitations upon competition in style 
that are now of any importance are those incidental to the stand
ardization of products; where products are standardized for all 
sellers it is difficult to arrange for speedy and frequent changes. 

)lon-price competition is falling in a small but increasing 
degree under control analogous to that affecting price competition 
wherever non-price competition expresses itself in forms likely 
to cover price competition. Such forms of non-price competition, 
as advertising, the employment of large numbers of salesmen, 
and the like, are as yet, however, completely unaffected by this 
tendency .. 

I See Chap. ll. 
I See Chap. X. 
I NYSTROII, Ftuhioft M erclunulisi,.g, 57. 
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THE INTEGRATION OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS 
I. Integration and the r~gime of mixed monopoly and competition-II. Imperfec
tions in the capital market and integration-III. The principal patterns of integra
tion-A. Vertical integration-I. Influences affecting such integration-2. The 
principal consequences-B. Integration of the production of commodities requiring 
similar selling organizationS-I'. Influences affecting such integration-2. The 
principal consequences-C. Integration of the production of substitute goods and 
services-I. Influences afl:ecting such integration-2. The principal consequences
D. Territorial integration-I. Influences affecting such integration-2. The principal 
consequences-IV. Conclusions. 

I. INTEGRATION AND THE REGIME OF MIXED MONOPOLY 
AND COMPETITION 

The changes in the ,E.Qlicies..oUndustrial.management outlined 
in t1ie~prete'dingc1iapters have been accompanied by changes in 
ihe"·va:]:i!!fy.~or..opera1ions UIiCfer common management~ by 
dianges: ~ pa~terns of iJldilsfriarrntegration,('the"present 
chapter is concerned with the relation between the changes in 
these patterns and declining emphasis on price competition and 
with the economic consequences of these) changes. It is not a 
balanced analysis of industrial integration. 

~._()per~tioxis integrated under common management.ial1 
~ntoa numberorpiHerns often crudsIy classified into_~~al 
at!.4 ~orizontal.Vertical integratioii'-relates to combinations of 
0~atio_~.§"~!l~4" th~H~~~~.!I~~_P.!9duct of one is the raw material 
of another., Horizontal integration, on the other hand, relates 

~ usually to the s~J>on which industrial o..e..elations are or
ganize~and does not fail wIthin the scope of the present chapter. 
)"Iany combinations of operations under single control' constitute 
neither vertical nor horizontal integration; a single management 
may manufacture products requiring a..sil.!!i~lling org~ni,?:atiQn, 
pro91!~1!)_wlllch s~rve as substit~.t.e~ .. ~ne for the ofli:e:i,""aild products 
markete<l...over. .a.... Wi<!e~'geographical" territory) T,9£ fottes-which 
haVegiven rise to these-tyPeifoI integrationJand their probable 

1 The word integration used in this connection sometimes relates also to the 
process by which changes in the scale of industrial operation are brought about (as 
wben it is applied to the merging of firms conducting similar operations). 

418 
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-r~tcome.are considered separately for each pattern of integration. 
jlf-wperfections_jlLthe .. capital market affect integration, but as 

they do not induce any particular pattern.in, inte.zration, 'they 
are discussed separately from the various. patterns. }-

II. IMPERFECTIONS IN THE CAPITAL MARKET AND 
INTEGRATION 

(The allocation of capital between different uses is obviously 
not made in a free market in which those responsible for supply 
and demand are entirely rational and completely informed. tp.e 
imperfections of the market, particularly the imperfect knowledge 
of investors, and the inequalitY .. 9i.-access to-capital, are a- part I 
cause of promotion profits in times of general optimismY'romotion 
profits arise usually from the merging of existing firmsvn the 
past these mergers have often increased the scale of management 
control within a market (i.e., they have been horizontal combines). 

(Promotion profits may originate, however, in the prospect of 
gains from integration.) The profits from the promotion of the. 
United States Steel Corporation flowed in part from the prospect 
of gains from vertical integration; the United Shoe Machinery 
Company offered gains from a different pattern of integration. / 
--lThe inequality of access to capital is also reflected in the 

&nancia!adv!l:~_ages of large firms~): large unit has access to the 
stock market and is usually also able to secure bank loans mOre 
cheaply than small firms. Frequently it also employs persons 
specialized in the financing of enterprises, and of whose services 
it wishes to make the fullest use. For both these reasons the large 
firm may be able to refinance firms in difficulty when they cannot 

.finance themselves. It can also finance new enterprises morel. 
cheaply than adventurous business men seeking to give them an, 
independent existen~any of the largest firms, therefore,; 
develop a series of subsldiary concerns engaged in lines allied to I" 
those of the parent company because of their easier access tol 
qpi~a1}e'.g~~ the Geiie-ralElectric Company, Du Pont de Nemoursl 

I EveD if iDvestors were fully informed, aDd all busiDess meD had equal access to 
capital, the imperfectioDs of other markets would leave opportUDities for promotioD 
profits. If Dew methods of productioD make large-scale operatioDs mo~e ecoD,?mical, 
and if price competitioD is Dot perfect, it may pay to merge existiDg buslDessea 
rather than establish ODe of the Dew optimum size. If the Dew methods involve 
productioD OD a scale which reDders the market imperfect, th~ .. ~ap!tal!zed value of 
the expected income of the merger may exceed the .total of the cap,italized.vaiue of 
the merging enterprises, and someoDe can anDex the ~~ereD~ • 

• 
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and Company, the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, and 
many others). 

() "",{Ine,qllll.lity of access to capital is often combined with inequality 
of ~ccess to' knowledge of profit oppor~unities, the large firm 
enjoying advantages in: both respedi.)Firms of sufficient size to 
undertake technical research on a large scale may acquire a 
great deal of (often unexpected) knowledge concerning new 
prod1lcts and new methods of production. H they utilize this 
information themselves, they develop a series of subsidiary firms 
and become an integrated unit whose pattern ofIntegratiOiils 

.

eXPlicable only in these historical !er;ptr(e.g., the General Electric 
and Westinghouse companies). ~r~e firms often possess an 

'- advantage in financing research on a large scal~. They are better 
able than small units to continue investment for a considerable, 
and often uncertain, period of time, in the hope of ultimately 
being able to utilize the results, a matter also requiring consider
able capital. ~search tends, therefore, to be conducted by large 
firms engaged also in production; the independent specialist 
inventor becomes less important. 

Jhe integration of research with more immediately productive 
activities facilitates the utilization of new knowledge. The difficul
ties in the way of the poverty-stricken inventor seeking to market 
his invention are too well known for comment. H the knowledge 
of a new product is born into the hands of a corporation with 
easy access to capital, the initiation of the new industry depends 
less than formerly upon access to the capital market, and, there
fore, upon the opinions of bankers and investment houses. More
over, as funds are available for promoting the new product the 
new industry is likely to be developed more rapidly than other
wise. '!:he disadvantages of small firms in the capital market are . 

. somewhat reduced in significance by the tendency for new indus
• tries to develop within large firms in other industries.1 

'@e'now obvious separation of corporation management from 
ownership permits managers, within wide limits, to d~term....iDe.the 1 

portion of profrt...to.be..paid...to..the..ownersJt has become conven-/ 
tionartO retain within the corporation a considerable share of the 
oeclared' profit,a. 2 In part this policy arises from a well-founded 

IoThe firm controlling the new knowledge may, however, also be interested in a 
~ranch of production in which its investment may be rendered obsolete if the new 
knowledge were immediately exploited. 

I Between 1922 and 1927 corporations in the United States "saved" on the 
average 29.4 per cent of their net income (MEANS, "The Large Corporation,'4 
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belief that what are called profits by accountants are not neces
sarily profits in an economic sl!nsej intervals of a year are, in 
most industries, too narrow a- basis for precise calculation of 
profits~rt of the so-called profit is transferred to a reserve 
intended to stabilize the incomes of stockholders and also to 
maintain theousmesS1ii--eXistence-auIingperiods "or-bad trade. 
JlHS "conservative financing" tends, howeve~ to develop into 
one of deliberate expaa!ion oat of profits. \Desire for size as a 
direct me"iiiS'Of satisfaction to managers may lead to ventures 
into allied lines when the number of firms in a market is so 
small iliat further expansion in that market may be difficult if 
not risky.)Sharing the market through a cartel agreement or 
otherwise, may, at least temporarily, prevent expansion within 
the market in which it already operates. Thus desire for size may : 
express itself in integration, witholJ,1 ru)wever compelling any ) 
particular pattern of integrationj\!('ls facilitated by the divorce 
of ownership from control.~ 

m. THE PRINCIPAL PATTERNS OF INTEGRATION 

A. Vertical I ntegration 

I. INFLUENCES AFFECTING VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

Q Almost every business unit brings under a single management a \ 
series of operations performed in sequence upon each unit of 

r material. Where the series is short, or there are no points in the 
sequence at which the product is commonly thought of as salable, 
the series is not usually regarded as an example of vertical integra
tion although logically it is such~rod~c.~ is .thought 
of as JiaJa.b~t various stages in its progress tnrough the series \J 

of operations tile firID,. is regarded as vertically integrated~ e,g., 
a timi proaucinijiig iron and converting the pig iron into steel. 

I Vertical integration thus dictated by the opportunity to secure· 
~ technical economies of production is not directly caused by-.the· 
, decline of price competition although it may contribute to that 
c decline. ) , • .. '! 

The d~~e o~_p!ice cgIPpetition max induce ve!!ic!~i.!ltegra
tion where no technicaradvantages are to be_~ea ID_produc..-
A_. Eam. Rn" ~n: 29 (1931). See also WEIDENIIAlIKER, Amer. &011. Rev., 23: 
36 (1933». • ••• - • 

\)n Germany quota cartels have te.nded to mduce v.ertical m~eg~tion as .. 
means of satisfying the desire for expaDSlon partly cut oft m other directions (VON 
BZCURATB, Jf tHlem lfulwlrial Organ;saliOff, 241). . 
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1 
tion. WIw~ _ .. l>uy~rs_~ep.~VI:: .. that,. as a result of the decline of 
Pl"ic .. e .compe. tition, the price Of. a product they_purchase exceeds 
the cost a~ ~hich. they .could produce it for themselves they 
are likely to produce it . .)1onopoly elements appeared early in 
the steel industry, and vertical integration subsequently became 
important. The reorganization of the industry between about 
1888 and 1900 resulted in the establishment of a number of 
monopolistic or semi-monopolistic units fabricating crude steel 
into sheets, tubes, and the like, and of a small number of producers 
of crude steel also interested in the prior processes of mining and 
shipping. When, however, the National Tube Company decided 
to cease purchasing its crude steel from the Carnegie company, 
Carnegie responded with a threat to erect the finest tube works 
in the world. l The formation of the United States Steel Corpora
tion resolved this conflict by integrating the fabrication of crude 
steel with its production. The International Harvester Company 
has found it very profitable to manufacture its own steel through 
the Wisconsin Steel Company.2 After the acceptance of the code 
of fair competition for the steel industry under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act the raising of prices, the withdrawal 
of many discounts and allowances, and insistence upon the 
inclusion of transportation charges in delivered prices even when 
no transportation services were supplied, caused great opposition 
among one of the most important classes of steel users, viz., 
the automobile manufacturers. The General Motors Corporation 
considered the desirability of producing its own steel and is said 
to have negotiated for the purchase of a steel manufacturing 
business, with the result that special concessions were made to 
pUrchasers in portions of Michigan.8 The Ford Motor Company 

(announced an expansion of its steel manufacturing plant to 
"render it independent of all other manufacturers of steel."4 
Doubtless the ownership of ore railroads by the United States 
Ste~l. Corporation, of pipe lines by the former Standard Oil 

, Cf. SEAGER and GUUCK, Trust and Corporation Problems, 219. The seriousness 
of the conflict was enhanced by the threat to integrate by adding to the existing 
facilities for production. 

S COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS, TIsa International Haroester Company, 269; 
F.T.C., TIsa High Price of Farm Implements, 670. 

I F.T.C., TIsa Practices of tlsa Steel Industry under lisa Code, 1934, 46. The base 
prices of the products of most interest to automobile manufacturers were subse
quently reduced (New York Times, June 30,1934). See also New York Times, Feb. 2, 
1934. 

'New York Times, Aug. 31, 1934 • 

• 
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Company of New Jersey, and of stockyards by the large meat 
packers was in part motivated by the desire to avoid payment 
to others of high profits available in these fields. More recently 
high charges for the transportation of crude oil by pipe line led 
the Standard Oil Company (Indiana) to declare that it intended 
to cease using the pipe lines of the Sinclair Oil Company and 
to build its own. The Sinclair company accordingly offered to 
sell a one half interest in its pipe-line company to the Standard 
company which accepted the offer.1 The number of cans made by 
packers for their own use has greatly increased since the formation 
of the American Can Company. High prices for electric motors 
for refrigerators after the approval of the codes under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act were reported to have placed the non
integrated producers at such a disadvantage compared with the 
integrated (e.g., the General Motors Corporation, the General 
Electric Company, and the Westinghouse Electric and Manu
facturing Company) as to cause the non-integrated to threaten 
to I~~facture their own motors. 2 

..t;Year of unduly high prices for raw materials in the future may I 

also induce the integration of the produciTon of raw materials 
with their subsequent manufacture.,) Lumber and pulp mills 
commonly acquire sufficient stands of timber to provide supplies 
adequate to enable them to keep ·their mills in operationS until 
they are virtually exhausted. Jhe International Harvester Com
pany acquired stands of timber through the Wisconsin Lumber ~ .. 
Company.' The former Standard Oil Company before its dis-\/ 
solution showed little interest in the hazardous business of drilling 
for oil; its control of distributing facilities and pipe lines assured 
it of supplies of crude oil. But the partition of the company by 
the court, and the appearance of a number of rival companies, 
together with uncertainty concerning the amount of crude oil 
in existence, and the peculiar legal institutions determining the 
title to oil have all stimulated vigorous efforts to integrate all 
stages in the production of petroleum products from the ownership 
of oil lands to the operation of retail stations. & . 

I F.T.C., Prices, Pro fils, aM Competition in ,he Petroleum IMustry,19 28, 41. • 
I This motive to integnr.tion has been important in Germany more especially m 

thefresence of cartels (C/. N.I.C.B., Rationalisation in Germany. 56, 63). 
Acquisitions of timber have often, however, been specula.tions for a .rise in the 

price of lumber. During the present century they have, m the mam, proved 
unprofitable because the expected rise in price has failed to materialize • 

• COM1o!I~SIONER O~ COHORATIONS, The International HanJester Company, 269 • 
• F.T.C., Prices. Profils. 11M Competition in ,he petroleum IMus"y, 183. 
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. ~n some industries desire for protection against losses rather 
than for a share in high profits stimulates vertical integration.) 
Important elements in the physical plant are often exhausted in 
different periods of time and there is no moment at which produc
tion could be abandoned without considerable sacrifice of unex
hausted assets. The imperfections of the market give to the sales 
connections and reputation of the firm a value which its managers 
are unwilling to abandon. Desire to insure the continuous utiliza
tion of production facilities or organization, together, doubtless, 
with a desire, not entirely rational, to provide for the continued 
survival of the firm, stimulate efforts to secure control of materials 
for very long periods in the future. This desire can be most easily 
satisfied where the material concerned is a mineral. At its formation 
the United States Steel Corporation controlled iron ore sufficient 
to meet all its requirements for 30 to 35 years, l and subsequently 
added to these holdings. The Aluminum Company has been 
reported to control practically all the supplies of bauxite in the 
United States2 and some of the anthracite railroads controlled 
deposits of anthracite sufficient to meet estimated demands for 
125 to 200 years.' 
. ~ear of the failure of supplies in the necessary quantities is 

ctosely allied to fear of unduly high prices as a motive to vertical 
integration.) Pursuit of the economies of large-scale production 
into the elaborate specialization of machinery characteristic 
of the automobile industry involves great risk of loss if the produc
tion unit as a whole is not completely synchronized. Failure of 

-"supplies of parts even for a few hours may bring the whole assem
bly plant to a standstill. Protection from this risk by holding 
large reserve stocks of each part increases costs by increasing'" 
interest charges on capita~onsequence, the producer may seek 
to avoid such risks by securing di!~ct control .ofthe supplyo! 
his own raw materials. Even in the automobile industry, however, 
this motive has operated with less effect than might have been 
expected;' the Ford company is the only producer making man~ 
of its own parts and it purchases many materials in the market . 

. Manufacturers of bedding and automobile tires acquired or buil 
1 COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS, The Steel Industry, 1,225. Carnegie, however, 

regarded the production of iron ore as a risky business the integration of which with 
steel manufacturing was unnecessary and unwise (ibid., 76). 

I F.T.C., House Furnishings Industry, 1924, III, 91. 
I F.T.C., Premium Prices of Anthracite, So. 
'FLttGGE, "The Possibilities and Problems of Integration in the Automobile 

Industry," Jour. Polito Econ., 37: ISO, 161, 170 (1929). 
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cotton mills between 1920 and 1930 apparently because there 
was a shortage of mills specializing in the manufacture of the 
products they needed and tbey wished to make sure of supplies. 
~e decline of competition among the buyers of a product 

might also be expected to induce vertical integration where 
sellers believed that buyers were pressing down the prices they 
paid to a level which yielded them abnormal profits, while restrict
ing sales and, therefore, the demand for the raw material. l'ressure 
to such a "fo.rwar:d" integration, i.e., a movement to bring under a 
single control processes nearer to the final purchaser, is un-

....... doubtedly present in a number of industries but it is frequently 
obstructed by other infiuences~ Manufacturers of consumers' 
goods fear the outcome of the increasing scale upon which retailing 
is being organized. Yet subsequent steps on the way to the con
sumer often involve technical problems of such complexity that 
the advantages of specialization outweigh the advantages of 
integration with earlier stages. A manufacturer of toilet or drug 
products may vigorously desire to retail his products but he is 
dismayed by the necessity of entering the business of retailing 

, soft drinks and sandwiches, cigarettes and com poppers, in order 
to do SO.l The economies of retailing obtained by mail-order 
and department stores handling a very wide variety of products 
further magnify this obstacle to the integration of retailing with 
manufacturing. It is, therefore, confined to products in the retailing 
of which specialization offers great advantages, as in the retailing 
of shoes, clothing, oil products, and automobiles. 

Jjncreasing emphasi~ .. upo!lnon-price competition, resulting in 
part, as we· have-seen, from declining emphasia..llpOD-ppCe com-

o' petition, may ~m induce'vertical jntegration.)The continued 
tendency for steel manufacturers to absorb steel fabricators 
is due partly to the difficulties of completely eliminating price 
competition but also partly to the tendency, where efforts to 
eliminate it are successful, for non-price competition to determine 
the distribution of business.' Heavy expenditure upon advertising 
branded goods breeds a distaste upon the part of the manufacturer 
for price cutting in the retail market, i.e., price competition at a 

I Drug Incorporated did, however, integrate ~e operation of the Liggett c~~in 
of drug store. with the manufacture of such propnetary products as Bayer's AsplnD, 
Vitalis, Phillips' Milk of Magnesia, Cascarets, .California Syrup of Figs, Diam~nd 
Dyes, etc:. The integration was abandoned m 1933. The Beech-Nut Packmg 
Company also held a stock interest in the United Cigar Stores. 

I Cf- the reference to the proposed merger of the Truscon Steel Company and the 
Republic Steel Corporation, N.,. y(ll'j Times, Aug. 22, 1934· 
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later stage on the way to the consumer. It dilutes the direct 
advertising'appeal to the emotions of purchasers and may lead 
to a reduction of the number of retailers 1 and thus hinder speedy 
and easy response to the advertising appeal. The manufacturer, 
moreover, often desires to utilize the sales-promotion capacity of 
retailers, their power to persuade the purchaser to buy the product 
of one manufacturer rather than that of another. Direct integration 
of retailing with manufacturing in the oil, shoe, clothing, and 
automobile industries has doubtless been largely stimulated by 
tb,ese considerations. But we have seen that there are serious 
,~obstacles to such integration.Crypes of p..a_m~l ve..rtical int_eg!,at~()n 

ave been developed as a way of evading these obstacles to the 
integration of distribution and production) Manufacturers seek 
to prevent the retailer from handling rival products by making 
exclusive dealing contracts: they seek to control his price policy 
in the handling of their products through attempts to maintain 
the resale prices of products. In the oil industry retail outlets 
have been partly controlled through ownership and control by 
manufacturers and partly by "lease and license" or "lease and 
agency" agreements. The manufacturer leased the filling station 
from the owner; the manufacturer then licensed the owner to 
operate it to sell only the products of the manufacturer upon 
terms fixed in a sales agreement; or the manufacturer employed 
the owner on a commission basis (the commission being equal 
to the margin between the wholesale and retail prices of gasoline). 2 

Manufacturers of electric lamps have secured control of the retail 
prices of their products by appointing the retailers their agents 
and retaining property rights in the retailer's stock until it is 
sold. 3 Special allowances for advertising for increasing the volume 

. of sales, or for exclusive dealing, perform a similar function . 
. .,tirertical integration can often be attributed to a ~o 
~out resort to either price or non-price com
petition. )The acqulSltion of stock in, and the granting of loans 
to, newspaper publishing companies by the International Power 

1 Manufacturers also seek to maintain the number of dealers by the classification 
of chain stores for the purposes of determining discounts in such a manner as to 
hamper them in competition with independent firms. 

I F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the petroleum Industry, 1928, 255 if. 
- The independent oil dealers objected strenuously to this practice at the hearings on 

"the code for the industry under the National Industrial Recovery Act (New York 
Times, July 26, 1933) and the Secretary of the Interior, exercising his powers under 
the act, took steps to eliminate these contracts (Order of January 20, 1934, cit. The 
New York Times, Jan. 21, 1934). 

• U.S. v. General Electric Co., 272 U.S. 476 (1926). 
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and Paper Company! appears to have been of this type. Integra
tion of the control of automobile paints and automobile manu
facturing, of automobile production and taxicab operation, and 
of airplane manufacturing and operation, at least in part also 
falls within this category. 
~"'{Social ~ntrol of indust!y.has placed few o~stacles in the way 
of mtegratlon.)The COmmlSS10ner of Corporations reported that 

~
in so far as the Steel Corporation's position in the entire iron 

and steel industry is of a monopolistic character it is chiefly 
~ through its control of ore holdings and the transportation of 

ore.:'1 He reported of the Standard Oil Company that control of 
the tank-wagon wholesale delivery of oil products facilitated local 
price cutting which was one of the principal sources of its monopoly 
power;' its control of pipe lines was used to hinder the develop
ment of rivals.' Of the International Harvester Company here
ported that vertical integration had been "a great element of 
strength," the adjusted rate of return upon its investment in the 
Wisconsin Steel Company having been 27.4 per cent in 1910 and 
24.1 per cent in 19II, profits "extraordinarily large even for 
the iron and steel industry." Control of the Wisconsin Lumber 
Company, on the other hand, has been of no advantage to the 
company. 6 

..The Federal Trade Commission has also commented adversely 
D upon some e~E1EI_«:~_~f._~e!!!~aJ, ffitegr~!~n. ~1he distribution of 

mear-products through branch houses ana private-car routes 
was held to be "the bulwark of monopoly"8 of the meat packers; 
it suggested that the control of the channels of distribution be 
separated from the control of beef packing in the narrower sense. 
After discussing the effect upon the oil industry of the partition 
of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey it recommended 

I New VIII'i Times, May I, 1929. Under pressure resulting from the publicity 
attendant upon the hearings before the Federal Trade Commission o.n power and 
gaa utilities, thia integration was subsequently abandoned (New Y lII'i TImes, Mar.21, 
1931). 

• S"m_, 11/ Reporl 1m ,Ise Steel Indus'r" 19tI, I, 60. 
• COIDIISSIONEll or COItPOIlATIONS, TIse pet,oleum Indus'", n, 27· 
• COIDIISSIONEll or COIlPOIlATIONS, TIse pet,oleflm Indus'", I, 14 (1907); IN

TU6TATB COJOU:IlCZ COIDIISSION, RepDl'l 1m Railroad D4&rimiMlim ond Monopo
I.., ill Oil, H. R. DOd. 606, 59th Cong. 2d Sess. 

a Tile IfllerMlimoI H_16 Compo"" 16g. The Intemational Harvester Com •. 
pany ltated that the rate of return upon its investment in the Wisconsin Steel Com
pany had been 14.9 per cent in 1910 and 13.3 per cent in 1911• 

• Tile Meal Pod.", Induslr" 1919, I, 76. This view was reiterated by the com
mission in 1924 in Tile Pod. Cmsetil Duree, 31 (68th Cong. Id Sese., Senate DOel. 
tI9)· 
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that the control of pipe lines be separated from the other branches 
of the industry} It held that the maintenance of the monopolistic 
power of t~e International Harvester Company was aided by 
its control of a steel making subsidiary because the company 
either secured large profits from the subsidiary or secured its 

. materials at cost, in either of which events it was placed in a 
cO~J>etitive position superior to that of its rivals. 2 

_ ~~either Congress nor the courts have, ~owever, been especially 
"ficoncerned with vertical integration. 1VSherman Act prohibits 

monopolies and restraint of trade.)The "commodities clause" of 
the Hepburn Act of 1906 prohibits a common carrier from trans
porting a commodity in the produCtion of which it is directly 
interested (in order to prevent the railroad so integrated from 
discriminating against non-integrated shippers of the same com
modity). Although the same act declared pipe-line companies 
to be common carriers, the" commodities clause" was specifically 
restricted to railroads, thus leaving petroleum refiners and mar
keters free to integrate the ownership of pipe lines with these 
operations. The Air Mail Act of 1934 provided that no air trans
portation concern holding an air mail contract might directly or 
indirectly integrate its transportation service with the manu
facture and sale of airplane parts or any phase of aviation (except 
the operation of the hangars and landing fields needed in con
nection with its transportation service. 8 

The courts when ordering the partition of the Standard Oil 
<;ompany took no special steps to diminish the degree of integra-

'vtion between the refining and distribution of oil and the ownership 
of oil pipe lines, but in the partition of the American Tobacco 
Company, tin foil, liquorice paste, and retailing subsidiaries 
were separated from the successor manufacturing companies. 
In 1931, when two of the successor companies to the former, 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey sought to recombine, the 
Circuit Court of Appeals held that "the intent and purpose of 
the merger is solely to meet the normal and natural business 
necessities of the two companies brought about by the develop-

1 The High Price of Gasoline in I9IS, 164. 
I The High Price of Farm Implements, I920, 674, 675, 680. 
a 73d Congress Public No. 308 (S.3170), Sections 7a and 7b. Companies holding 

air mail contracts were prohibited from any interest or control in another concern 
engaged directly or indirectly in any phase of aviation. No interest or control in a 
company holding an air mail contract might be held by a company interested in any 
phase of aviation or by a holding company. 
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ment of, and the changed competitive and business conditions 
in the industry," among which was the development of integrated 
companies exercising control from the production of crude oil to 
the retailing to the customer, and the merger was permitted.1 

While the Supreme Court does not appear to have referred to the 
scope and pattern of the integration effected by the United States 
Steel Corporation, the lower federal court accepted a desire for 
the~conomies of integration as a valid reason for the original 
estabIlshIrient of the corPoration.! A consent decree issued in 1920 

under the Sherman Law enjoined the meat packers' from vertical 
integration by requiring them to dispose of their holdings in 
companies owning stockyards,' stockyard railroads, cold storage 
plants, and market newspapers: it also prohibited the operation 
of retail stores. When packers sought a modification of this decree 
in 1931 the Attorney General paid special attention to the prob-
~~effect of integrating meat packing with retail distribution; 

I,)lt admitted that chain stores had grown since 1920 and had 
themselves shown some tendency to integration6 but claimed 
that their buying power had not greatly damaged the packers' 
by reducing their profits.7 The packers continued to be the/main 
source of supply of meat products to the chain stores~ermit 
the packers to engage in retailing would be to prepare the way 
for the meat packers to oust the chain stores from retailing8 and 
"the complete annihilation of the independent retai!.grQ£,,-r_~
cause of the many ways in which the packers coliIa reduce the 
price of meat to their own stores.'" The court, therefore, con
tinued the prohibition upon the integration of meat packing with. 
retailing. Thus a law aimed at the preservation of competition 
produced the strange spectacle of a court attempting to protect 
the retail grocer from competition arising, at least in part, from 
improvements in the technique of production. 

I u.s. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York eI aI., 47 Fed. (2d) 288 (1931). 
I U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp., 223 Fed. 178 (19 15). 
• U.S. v. Swift and Co. eI aI., Cons"" Duree entered in Supreme Court of District 

of Columbia, Feb. 27, 1920. 
'The stock interest of the packers in stockyard companies had not been com-

pletely severed by 1933 (Nevi York Times, July 19, 1933). 
• U.S. v. Swift and Co. eI aI., 286 U.S. 106 (1931), Brief for U.s., 21. 

• ibid., 21. 
'ibid.,16. . 
• ibid., 22. A witness for Armour and Company admitted that if large buye!s 

knew that the packer could get the business of the consumer the packer would be In 
a much stronger position in bargaining with them (ibid., 68). 

• ibid., 18. 
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The commodities clause traveled a tortuous journey through 
the courts l which were mainly concerned with the application of 
the clause to coal mined by a company related through various 
types of stock control to a railroad company. In 1920, however, 
the Supreme Court decided that a railroad holding stock in a 
mining company for the purpose of making the coal company 
its agent contravened the commodities...clau~nd that the min-\ 
ing and railroad companies must be restored to independence of 
e~ch' other. 2 Thus vertical integration of railroad operation and 

". .... mining has at Jeast been obstructed, although with difficulty.3 
..J.-The integration of wholesaling and retailing resulting from the 

organization of chain and department !stores and mail-order 
o houses has not been directly ~tacked. Vaxation penalizing chain 

stores has been approved4.j1Ut it appears to be aimed more at 
territorial than at vertical integration.) 

The partial integration of manufacturing with distribution 
through resale price maintenance contracts empowering the 
manufacturer to determine selling prices at later stages in the 
journey of the product to the final purchaser, and exclusive deal
ing contracts empowering the manufacturer to limit the range of 
products handled by dealers in his product, have been the subject 
pf litigation. The courts have been much influenced, however, by 
the forms by which the end is attained. Resale price maintenance 
attained by contract is unenforceablej6 it has been upheld where 
achieved without contractual covenants but by urging retailers 
to maintain suggested prices, announcing that dealers failing 
to charge these prices will be denied supplies, and requesting 
information concerning price cutters.6 Keeping records concern
ing the behavior of dealers and employing devices for tracing 
price cutting have been held to go beyond refusal to sell to dealers 

I For a summa.ry of the decisions concerning the integra.tion of the ownership and 
operation of anthracite deposits with the ownership and operation of railroads see 
McLAUGHLIN, Cases on the Federal Anti-T,.ust Laws of the Unued States, 139 note. 

a U.S. v. Reading Co. eI al., 253 U.S. 26 (1920). 
a Counsel for the United Stat"s in these cases remarked that vertical integration 

of mining and railroad operation was distinguished from other vertical integration 
because, railroads being regional monopolies, vertical integration broadened and 
extended that monopoly. To permit such integration would be to stimulate the use 
of monopoly power to coerce shippers. (GORDON, THUlI.LOW M., in The Federal Anti
T,.ust Laws, Ed. Handler, 1932, 218.) 

• See p. 458. 
I Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. Park and Sons Co., 220 U.S. 373 (1911); Bauer liz Cie. 

v. O'Donnell, 229 U.S. 1 (1913). 
• U.S. v. Colgate and Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919); U.S. v. Schraders Sons, Inc., 

252 U.S. 85 (1920). 
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who will not resell at stated prices and practically to eliminate 
competition between dealers; this method of attaining resale 
price maintenance was, therefore, contrary to the Federal Irade 
Commission Act. ' Where the manufacturer constitutes the dis
tributor his agent he may, of course, instruct his employees con
cerning the price at which his property shall be sold. I He may 
also prevent these agents from handling the products of rivals,' 
although the courts are prepared to examine all the circumstances 
to insure the genuineness of the agency.' Again, apart from the 
form of the contract, the court condemns exclusive dealing 
arrangements where it believes that they will suppress competi
tion among retailers' but not otherwise.6 

2. THE PJtINCIPAL CONSEQUENCES OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

o ~e consequences of vertical integration are not always 
sharply separate from its causes: the objectives of such integration, 
if achieved, become also consequences, as, for instance, when 
technical economies may be the spur to integration or a minor 
objective and a major consequence. Similarly vertical integration, 
whether or not aimed at the reduction of selling costs arising from 
non-price competition, may iii faCt iCftt!cC Chere costs. Increases ' 
in efficiency due to integration would display themselves in the ' 
form of reductions of costsWthough no measure of the economies 
thus obtained is available/there is no doubt that they have been 
secured in some instances. Where both integrated and less inte
grated firms continue in competition the explanation of the 

> survival of both may lie in the fact that the direct economies 
are small, that they are offset by less direct dis-economies, or 
that imperfections of competition permit the survival of firms 
varying widely in their costs. 

, Aertical integration, however, dimi.D.ishes-: the-effectiveness of! 
the market.~as_I!~~ulus to the improvement of methods oft"" 

I prod~on.)Where little vertical integration occurs the efficiency 
of producers is checked at a great many points along the chain 
of operations from the production of raw material to that" of 

I Beech-Nut Packing Co. v. F.T.C., 257 U.S. 441 (1922); see also Cream of Wheat 
Co. Y. F.T.C., 14 Fed. (2d) 40 (1926). 

I U.S. Y. General Electric Co. 11101., 272 U.S. 476 (1926). 
I F.T.C. Y. Curtis Publishing Co., 260 U.S. 568 (1923) . 
• Standard Fashion Co. Y. Magrane Houston Co., 258 U.S. 346 (1922); Butterick 

., 01. Y. F.T.C., .67 U.S. 60. (1925). 
I Q.R.S. Music Co. v. F.T.C., 12 Fed. (2d) 730 (1926). 
Il'eanall B. S. Butler Co. v. F.T.C., 291 Fed. 720 (1923). 
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finished product; costs of production are separated for each 
stage and the market facilitates the frequent comparison of costs 
and utilit~es.~ere, however, a commodity is produ~ed by a 
number of firms'aIt-vertically integrated, one may be efficient in 
one pi-twO" stages-of production and others hi other stages~ 
~~rk~t affords oppo~nity for comparirig only the a re ate 
cost of all stages of rOQuc . t IS POSSI e at no vertically 
integrate firm operates at the hlghest level of efficiency available 
in all the stages of production in which it is engaged. This diffi-

,,Culty can be 'minimized by the use of suitable recordhlg devices, 
, and the preservation of a severely rational attitude by the manage

ment. But integration not always conceived in moments of severe 
rationality cannot be expected to be always rationally managed. 

/{' >Vertical integration may diminish the responsiveness of the 
\firm to changes in knowledge of methruls oimog1,1ctiQn.)It assumes, 
within linlIts which vary from industry to industry, the use of 
certain materials and certain methods of production, and when 

, changes occur, the vertically integrated firm is tempted iQ.GOntinlle 
u~ing the former'raw material~ in ord'Ci- to secure as great a return 
as possible from inves[ent ill prior processes wlrlch have now 
become partly obsolet ., A corporation integrating the spinning 

tof cotton yarn and t11 subsequent weavhlg of cotton textiles 
may be prejudiced against the substitution of rayon for cottoni 
The discovery of metal alloys more satisfactory than steelJod 
the building of automobiles would place firms integrating steel 
and automobile manufacturing in a difficult position. The integra
tion of the manufacture of automobile parts with the assembly 
of automobiles probably delayed abandonment of the "Model 
T" Ford.\ If ~al-producers of the same commodity are not so 
integrated't1ley will 'turn to thff new met~od oLP.mductiou,!nd 
reduce their costs. They are likely to find it profitable to increase 
tlieir outpUt-mrd reduce their price somewhat\,..Ine integrated 
firms must then accept lower prices and Jower returns upon the 
~_quipmeI!t,!l<?~~§9le1~. They will continue to keep it in use, 

1 Consciousness of an analogous difficulty in the way of integrating bread baking 
with flour milling has been cited as the principal reason for the absence of such 
integration. "If a great baking corporation had its own mills it would have to use 
the output of those mills. Its raw materials would vary from season to season and 
thus difficulties would be introduced in standardizing the final bakery product. On 
the other hand, if a bakery concern is free to buy its flour where it pleases, it may 
shift the source of supply from year to year according to the quantity and quality of 
the crop in each wheat region. It will thus be able to secure a more uniform raw 
material-a vitally important matter in its manufacturing operations." (ALSBEllG, 

, CombinaJiom in the American Bread Baking Industry, 97.) 
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however, so long as the additional (marginal) costs of production 
by the old methods do not exceed the total costs by the new; 
~ thus recover ~me part of their investment in specialized 
equipment. Yall firms are eqiiillIiln.tegrated and all seek the 
most profitable policy, in the long run they are likelY.iQpostpone 
both ~e ~~t1o.n of....LheJlew.-me~d-·the reduction in. 
p~§2.JAPitar is economized but purchasers must wait for the : 
benefits of improving technique of production. The integration of 
two vertically related monopolies may stimulate innovations in 
production. Reductions in cost by one may suggest a reduction 
of the monopoly price but until the second has reduced his price 
the increase in sales which was the objective of the price reduction 
is not obtained and the innovator secures less gain from his 
innovation than he would if, being vertically integrated, he could 
m~e an immediate reduction in the final selling price. 2 

..-c.Vertical integration widens the scope of the control of single 
mana~ment; it thereby mduces a more rational plannin~ of 
industry.)An independent firm producing machinery or raw i 
ma(enaillor a subsequent process may, in imperfectly competitive 
conditions, fm to j>roduce more durable commodities because 
of their tendency to reduce the later demand for Its own products. 

!J.- vertically integrated firm, however, is more likely to produce 
the equipment and materials most likely to mini~ize total costs:-: 
Furthermore, there is some chance that a verticiilly-iiitegrded 
firm will be somewhat better informed concerning the qualities 
and types of product needed for each stage of production because 
of its primary interest in the efficiency of the whole chain of 
production rather than of any separate stage. 

"'"fOr the same reason vertical integration tends to a ~e 
'Perfect synchronization of production. In the cotton industry 
there is little vertical integration;' the separate organization of 

I Unless the marginal cost of production by the old exceeds the total cost of 
production by the DeW methods. 

I U "each of two monopolies is essential for the performance of a given public 
lervice, and if there ia no chance that any effective competition will be offered to 
either, then it ia generally in the puhlic interest that they should be amalgamated. 
For when leparated the benefit of any outlay made by either for the improvement 
of ita efficiency will accrue partly to the other until new terms for th~ division of the 
eaminga of their joint work have been agreed upon; whereas a smgle monopoly 
would get at once the whole reward of ita enterprise." (MAllSBALL, l"dwlry aM 
Trtuk, 420.) 

I Rubber tire manufacturers, ~arshaU Field and Comp'~y, .and. the Simmons 
Company produce their own textiles (MuacmsON, "StabilizaUon m the Cotton 
Textile Industry," Prouedj",s of 1M 45' • .4""ual Medi", of lhe .4meri&G" &tnJDfItit; 
AssMalUnt, 1932, 79). 
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spinners, weavers, converters, cOmnllssion merchants, piece 
goods buyers, and garment manufacturers has resulted in what 

:is "tantamount to a series of s,Reculative mechanisms" each 
of which 'clouds the judgment and obstructs the. activities of 
other divisions and stimulates interest in "profits from fortuitous 
circumstances and shrewd forestalling." Production schedules are 
controlled by men not even remotely associated with the market 
and wholly ignorant of the forces shaping market tendencies.1 

~e absence of vertical integration, a change in the demand for 
) the final product is transmitted back through the preceding 
, stages of production only as each firm changes its policy in pur-

chasing raw materials or as such changes are foreseen. Non
integrated firms may, therefore, plan production in anticipation 
of the continuance of demand upon the same level as before 
but if t,l1e'anticipation proves erroneous their jnveDtorie~se 
or ge'C1ine according to the direction of the change in demand; 

UUbsequent production is reduced or increased to restore these 
inventories., The production of pig iron and even of raw steel 
products, for instance, is said to have fluctuated more widely 
before steel production was integrated with the production of 
pig iron and crude steel than since. Rising prices for cotton goods 
induce the covering of anticipated requirements upon an excessive 
scale.~reases in demand are pyramided as they are transmitte<!'l 
bad: to the mills with the result that fluCtuations in prices an~j 
output are magnified. Jhe partial integration' of automobile 
manufacturing with retailing has led to the adoption of systems 
of c.ontrol by w.hich. the various stages of production are close}y 

~
gjU1!ted to c)la~ges .~n . the demand for the final product.l.O&fus 

and lo~ inventoneS'fenathiiS to be diminished by vertical 
ntegration. Whether a vertically integrated industrial organiza

tion is better able than a non-integrated one to adjust its long-
term investment in prior processes, including mining, to harmonize 
cloJEI:::ith its policy in later stages of production is not clear: o ~ been suggested. that illtegration tends-to leduce the 
cr,clitaUiUGtaatioRs of business. \Ilu~ effect of vertical integration 
upon the business cycle is, however, far from clear. Changes in 

I MuacmsoN, op. cil., 76 11. Mr. Murchison concludes that the most hopeful 
lla.th to greater stability in the industry is the establishment of a form of control that 
will supply continuity of supervision" all the way from the spinning process to the 
final disposition of the finished product." Ct. also COPELAND and LEARNED, M er-
chandising 0/ Col/on TII%liles, 5. . 

I FRANK, "The Significance of Industrial Integration," Jour. Polil. ECOfI., :53: 
179 (1925). 
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the demand for final products would be expected to be more 
rapidly transmitted through the whole productive organis 
where vertical integration is common than where it is not, i.e., 
cyclical changes would be more sudden botk in times of increasin 
and in times of decreasing business activity. The pnce po Cles of 
vertically integrated firms are, however, the most vital deter-I 

/minant of the effect of vertical integration and these are discussed \ 
below}) 

Some indirect light is thrown upon the effects of vertical 
integration by statistics of profits. Where prices are uniform from 
seller to seller differences in return reflect differences in costs. 
The Federal Trade Commission found that in the steel industry 
(excluding the United States Steel Corporation) durlng the 
years 1915 to 1918 "the greater was the extent of integration the 
less was the return."s The United States Steel Corporation, 
which was more highly integrated than its rivals, had, in three 
of the four years, a rate of return less than the average returns of 
its rivals taken in four broad classes on the basis of the degree 
of their integration'IA~vestigation of the relation between 
vertical integration aiwt1>rofits in the petroleum industry3 yielded 
the following results during the four years from 1922 to 1925: 

Rate of Retum1 

Functions Performed (per cent) 
Crude on production and refining ............................ 9.4 #1 

Refining .................................................. 4·5 
Refining and marketing ..................................... 9·5 
Crude on production, refining, and marketing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8·5 

I Rate of retum is an average of annual average rates of retum. 

Differences in integration were, however, correlated with differ
ences in size; the rates of return differed from class to class for 
this reason as well as because of differences in integration. The 
available statistics are, however, too sparse and uncertain a 
basis for any generalizations concerning the consequences of 
integration upon profits . ..L 2he rate of return obtained by vertically integrated firms 

~ naturally tends to be lower than the highest return obtained in 
any of the separate operations in which it is engaged, because 

I See p. 437 • 
• WMli .... COM olld Profils of ,he SIeelIndflSlry, 1925,32. In gene~al the most 

highly integrated companies had considerably lower direct ~osts but, chiefly because 
of their proportionately higher investment of capital, thetr rate of profit was Dot 
higher • 

• Prius, Profils, OM COffJpdiliott jn ,he Pelrole14ft1lndflSlry, 1928, 293. 
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the best r~sults are offset by .poorer re~ults in ot~er operatio~sD 
the returns of firms engaged In producmg crude Oll and refinmg 
and marketing it were reduced by the poor results in refining. 

~lSimilarly; in so far as the different stages of production involve 
I 'different degrees of risk, the vertically integrated firm, by pooling \ 
'f profi, ts from all these operations, is likely to sec, ure a rate of reW1:J1( 1 fluctuating less than, that of a ·firm interested in onIY onestage 

OfprooiiCtloiiT"'thls consequence has appeared in the petroleum 
industry.~Indeed the integration of 'Crude oil production, refining, 
and marketing has been attributed to "the lack of security i~ 
obtaining profits in anyone branch of the industry." Cheap 
crude oil, for instance, may mean low profits in the production of 
crude oil, but high profits in refining and marketing. 2 

\..Vertical integration is said to have resulted in a greater fixity of 
costs of production fl;>r the United States Steel Corporation thanfor 
producers who buy their coke and ore or even their iron. Labor 
being the only element in cost capable of variation, the profits 
of the corporation were more sensitive to price changes than those 
of non-integrated producers; the latter benefited from reductions 
in the price of their raw materials when the price of the finished. 
product declined. 8 It may be true that the profits of the United 
States Steel torporation fluctuated more than those of non
integrated firms engaged in steel manufacturing; they must, 
however, have been more st;r.bl than those of firms engaged in 
he production of ore and co other words, the ~of the 

vertically Integrated firm fluctu ted less than those of specialized 
firms in the branches of the industry subject to the widest fluctua
tions, although ·they fluctuated more than those of non-integrated 
firms engaged in th~ branches of the' business subject to the 

~arrowest fluctuation; ~t is evident, however, that as a device 

1 F.T.C., op. cit., 293. 
I Evidence of the Chief of the Petroleum Section, Minerals Division, Bureau of 

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, in U.S. v. 
Standard Oil Co. of New York and Vacuum Oil Co., Summary of Evidence, District 
Court,30 • , 

I MEADE, '''The Price Policy of the United States Steel Corporation," Quar'. 
Jour. Econ., 22: 457. 

• The same point of view was implied in the statement that "In the case of a 
non-integrated business, proportionate decline in profits as a result of the fall iD, 
price is much less than when little compensation for falling prices is afforded by 
decreasing cost of materials." But even a non-integrated firm, e.g., one producing 
iron ore, may benefit little in a period of declining prices from a decline in the cost of 
its materials. If the average return obtained by an integrated firm on o\,erations A, 
Band C fluctuates more than the return to non-integrated firms engaged 1D operation 
C, the return on either B or A or both must fluctuate more than the combined return 
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for stabilizing profits vertical integration is open to the objection 
that all the operations brought under single control are subject 
to a common risk, viz., of . variations in the demand for the final 
.fr~~~ct. , 
'Y"Wertical integration may' affect prices by affecting either or 
both of costs and profits. If vertically integrated firms obtain a 
normal return, pnces are lower than they would be without 
vertical integration where vertical integration enables producers 
to secure technical economies in production, or to coordinate the 
various stages of production more effectively, or to reduce selling 
~ They are higher than they would otherwise b~ 
pressure to improve methods of production is diminished and 
where iptegration introduces positive obstruction to the adoption 
of such methods.')rhere remains the question how vertical integra- . 
tion may' affect price policy apart from its effect upon the level 
of costs Of production. 

v ~ It has been argued that the competitive strength of a vertically 
integrated unit is greater than that of a 1?-.2p.-int~.t!!.!L!mi1. 
because tIle profit per unit in an integrated firm is greater than 
in a non-integrated: all the profits on intermediate processes 
are summed up in one total profit for the integrated firm whereas 
for non-integrated firms the profits on prior processes are included 
jn the price paid for its raw materials. Jj>r this reasonC.:' thje 
~perator has a much greater possible reduction in price befor , 
he JOust go out of business than his less integrated competitors." 

~
e proportion of total unit costs represented by overhead:5 

costs is, however, the relevant consideration. As this proportion 
s greater for the vertically integrated than for the non-integrated 

firm, the range within whiCh prices may fluctuate is wider for the 
~or~er than for t~e lattet.~h.e ~~ce ~f the final product fa~s . 
It will metl.,.1ho..d.uect--oosta..o£. tbe non-liitegra:ted-firm"before It 
m~~ •. mtegrated.1:t does not follow, however, that 
the ~grated will be the first to be expelled from the industry; 

I non-integrated firms press their suppliers for a reduction in the 
\ price of materials; these suppliers must either lose business to 

the vertically integrated firm or respond to the pressure, thus 
reducing the direct costs of those producing for the final market. 

on all three operations. Therefore the inference that" a conservative policy ia eyi
dentIy far more necessary in the capitalization of ~n }n~grated than ~f a nODln
tegrated company" is invalid. (MEADE, "The Capitalization of the UDlted States 
Steel Corporation," Quart. Jour. Econ., 16: 214 (1902).) 

I TaoRP,Integration oj Indust,ial Operation, 257· 
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vIn so far, therefore, as the total overhead costs of the integrated 
firm. equals the sum of the overhead costs of the non-integrated 

. firms engaged in the same' series of activities, the extent to which 
the former can survive a greater reduction in price than the 
latter depends upon the relations· between the non-integrated 
firms at each stage of production. There may be no advantage 

~ 
integration in this respect. In fact, if non-integrated· firms 

are able to secure reductions in the price of their materials com
mensurate with the decline in the price for finished goods they 
can maintain· normal profits while the vertically integrated firm.~ 
Icannot~ere all firms are vertically integrated the only market 
In which competition can persist is of course the final market.l~ 

VVertical integration may itself cause market imperfection. The 
mo~rii1c31 sca1l"t!r~t1tlcu~no:oie stages or1Jt'Oduc~t' on 
is larger than at others; the longer the chain of processes integrate 
the greater is the probability that it will include one which . 

1 induc~ large-scale organization of that process and, theref~re 
, also.in preceding and succeeding processe~Jn these other stages 
V the number of firms may be reduced· Velow the number that 

would have persisted without integration, and fall so low as to 
restrict competitive conduct. The move toward such integration 
may originate in the industry operated on a large scale; the 
desire to expand its existing operations is obstructed by high 
costs and serious risks where the number of firms is already 
small. The initiative may come from industries purchasing from, 
or selling to, those who are so large in relation to the total market 
in which they operate that serious departures from the competitive 
price are suspected or feared. The large size of firms in this latter 
market may discourage integration by those engaged in industries 
in which relatively small-scale organization prevails; but if sufficient 
inducement is present the smaller firm. may be compelled to 
reorganize and increase the size of the firm. in its present market 
in order to facilitate integration. ~. w~ole chain-of-h!!.eg~ated 
processes need not, however, be completely self-contamed. 
The process performed on a large scale may be partly supplied 
with raw materials purchased on the market; part of its output 
may be sold on the market.2 1£ the excess product is sold at prices 
yielding a normal return above technically necessary costs the 

1 C/. VON BECltERATH (op. &il., 258) who remarks that vertical integration may 
transfer price wars to the finished goods markets. 

I The Ford Motor Company is said to have sold part of the output of its glass 
making plant to other automobile manufacturers. 
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integration does not cause a large optimum scale of produc
tion at one stage to affect the number of firms at other stages. 
If the price charged is above this level, non-integrated rivals 
buying the material suffer and may be eliminated; they suffer 
not because of the integration, but because of the imperfection 
in the market in which the number of firms is small. Even then 
they suffer only if the integrated firm sells the final product at a 
price which exceeds that of the intermediate product by 
a differential insufficient to permit profitable operations at later 
stages. I It is sometimes impossible, however, to sell part of the 
output of the process economically organized only on a large 
scale. The bulwark of such monopoly as the large meat packers 
enjoyed was said to be their superior transportation facilities and 
particularly their ownership of refrigerator cars! and organization 
of "peddler-car routes."a These transportation services were 
economically operated only on a large scale and the difficulties 
of arranging for the performance of this service by the large 
packers for non-integrated meat packers as well as for themselves 
are obvious. In consequence, large-scale operations at other 
stages were in the hands of the integrated firms with resulting 
complaints concerning the only partially competitive condition 
of the market.' Similarly the former Standard Oil Company 
integrated the tank-wagon wholesale delivery of oil with refining. 
This function was economically performed only on a very large 
scale with the result that it was difficult for a rival service to be 
established when the Standard Oil Company had established 
itself .• It would be absurd to expect the company to deliver the 
oil of less integrated rivals in its tank wagons. 

~~ytrtica1 integration may, however, undermine attempts to V 
secure monopoly prices. German cartels attempting to control 
output and prices have encountered a tendency for firms whose 
expansion is thus hindered to integrate the performance of sub
sequent functions with those controlled. The cartels have, more-

I See p. 440. 
I F.T.C., TIN Meal PIKkln, Indus"'" I, 42; III, 193· 
• ibid., III, uS. . 
• It haa never been satisfactorily shown, however, that a smaller urut could not 

operate luch cars over perhaps a smaller geographical area with equal.economy. 
What appears to be more probable is that, whether or not ~e packers mtegra~ 
into this business, they were such important l!urchasers of railroad transportation 
that they could apply great pressure to the railroads to secure favorable treatme~t 
for themselves and IOmetimes apparently allO ~nfavorable. ~reatment for their 
rival. and for any refrigerator cars that the latter DIlght own. (ibid., I, 41.) 

• COIlIOSSIOKD O. COIlPOIlATIONI, T/U PelrQleum Indus"'" I, 329. 
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/over, frequently been compelled either to exclude from production 
control output to be used by the producer in subsequent opera
tions, 6r to place less severe restrictions upon such output. Where 

J 
the later stages of production are not cartelized (he vertically 
integrated produc..er escapes the cartel control and thereby under
mines its effectiveness. Vertical integration is thereby encouraged1 

- though it offers no technical advantagesl.In the making of 
codes of fair competition under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act similar conflicts emerged. The companies integrating the 
mining of coal and the production of steel resisted adoption of 
the proposed code for the coal industry partly because they sought 
the exemption of "captive mines" (i.e., those controlled by the 
steel companies) from the sales ~gency and price :fixing clauses 
in the code for the coal industry. 2 In the textile industry producers 
of rubber tires resisted limitations upon the number of hours 
during which their fabric mills might be operated; their non
integrated rivals objected to integrated firms being allowed to 
continue to obtain fabric at costs based on full utilization of plant 
unless they were permitted to do the same.3 The vertically 
integrated firm may, however, be satisfied "to share the profits 
of the stage of production thus controlled and not undermine the 
control. 
.KVertical integration by providing for the pooling of profits 

from a series of operations makes ~ssible discrimination analog~u~ 
to the geographical price discrimination facilitated wliere profits 
from sales over a wide area are pooled. 'Jj\ vertically integrated 

I 
firm might permit the sale of a product at one stage of production 
at less than cost, maki~ up the loss on other products sold at 
prices much above cost An integrated steel manufacturer is 
unlikely to sell pig iro ltt "less than cost" because by doing 
so he would be placing his non-integrated rivals in a position in 
which, if they secured normal profits on the processes in which 
they were engaged, they could sell their finished products at a 
price which would yield less than a normal return on all the 

1 Cf. VON BECKERATH, op. cit., 241; BRADY, The Rationatisation Movement in 
German Industry, 97. In times of business activity the vertically integrated favor 
their own plants in disposing of raw materials and in times of recession they may 
force sales of finished products in order to dispose of their raw materials, thus damag
ing the business of the non-integrated cartel members and thrusting upon them a 
large part of the burden of restricting output (ibid., 257). 

I New York Times, Sept., 26, 1933. 
I New York Times, June 28, 1933. 
, See Chaps. VI and VII. 
I FETTEll, The M GSguerade of Monopoly, 422. 
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operations of the integrated firm. The integrated firm would he 
subsidizing its own rivals. If, however, the United States Steel 
Corporation chose to set prices upon the finished products sold 
through its subsidiary, the American Bridge Company, which 
yielded less than a normal return on the operations of that com
pany, it could undersell its rivals. But the parent company 
could secure a normal return on all its operations only if the prices 
set at some of the earlier stages yielded more than a normal 
return on the operations in those stages; it could continuously 
obtain such prices only in the absence of competition in these 
earlier stages of production. Discrimination between products' 
in the sense that the price of each product is not set to cover its 
cost of production does not follow, therefore, from vertical 
integration alone. It has been claimed, for instance,1 that the 
Aluminum Company having control of the price of ingot 
aluminum has maintained for ingots a price which approaches 
too nearly the prices of its fabricated products to permit non
integrated firms to buy ingot from it and compete with it in 
fabricating. 
~ertical integration combined with monopolistic or qUaSi-j 

monopolistl~ conditions at some stages of production has given 
rise to serious .:omplaints. If a firm secures control of the market 
in one of the earlier stages and integrates subsequent operations 
with those at the earlier controlled stage it can impose a levy 

. upon the output of its less integrated rivals I the fact that it pays 
the same high level of charges for its 0-;;' raw products is, of 
course, a matter of no importance to it as the payment is made 
to one of its own subsidiaries. I For a considerable time the Stand
ard Oil companies controlled the pipe lines for the transportation 
of crude oil. These lines could be economically operated only 
where a large volume of business could be secured. Partly 
because rival concerns were too small to be able to supply such 
a volume of business, and partly because the Standard Oil com
panies obstructed the establishment of rival pipe lines, the Stand
ard pipe lines often monopolized the pipe-line transportation for a 
field;, the competition of railroads was of limited effect because 
the cost of railroad transportation was very much higher than 

• N.R.A., TM Al"m; .. " ... IMtlSlry (mimeographed), 1935, 10 • 
• In Germany vertia:Ily integ~ted firms have bee!! interested in cartelizing the 

earlier stages of production especially where by secunng more favorable treatment 
thaD non.integrated cartel members they have been able to avoid some of the bur
dena of carte1 control of output (VON BECUIlATB, tI,. ,iI .. 257). 
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that of pipe-line transportation. Pipe-line rates of transportation 
were in consequence maintained on a level high in relation to 
costs.1 Small independent refiners were thus hindered in the 
development of their business. 2 The Hepburn Act of 1906 declared 
pipe lines (other than those transporting water and gas) to be 
common carriers subject to the supervision of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. For a number of years after the Supreme 
Court had upheld the constitutionality of this declaration' 
onerous shipping requirements by the pipe-line companies nullified 
the attempt to make the pipe-line companies common carriers so 
far as shipments east from the mid-continent field were concerned. 4 

In 1922, however, the Interstate Commerce Commission ordered 
the Prairie Pipe Line Company to reduce the minimum shipment 
it would accept. By 1928 the Standard companies with refineries 
-on the eastern seaboard were finding it cheaper to ship crude 
oil from California by way of the Panama Canal than by pipe 
line from the mid-continent field. The Prairie company then sought 
shipments from independent companies to replace those of the 
Standard companies which it had lost. 5 The Federal Trade
Commission recommended 6 that, unless the Standard lines 
running eastward from the mid-continent field -voluntarily 
accepted common-carrier shipments on terms that enabled both 
Standard and independent companies to use them freely, there 
should be absolute dissociation of pipe-line ownership from 
interests engaged in producing and refining-crude petroleum. 

The United States Steel Corporation owned two railroads in 
the Lake Superior ore region which handled two thirds of the 
ore traffic there. Upon these roads profits were reported to be 
"extraordinary" and "undoubtedly excessive, thus not only 
contributing large revenue to the Steel Corporation, but at the 
same time imposing a burden upon such of its competitors as 

1 COMK15SIONER OF CORPORATIONS, The Petroleum Industry, 1907, I, 24,38. 
I INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, Report on Oil (H. R. Doct. 606, 59th 

Congo 2d Sess.). They were also hindered by high minimum shipments and rate 
structures discriIninating in favor of shipments to points where the refineries of the 
companies also controlling the pipe lines were located. 

I "The Pipe Line Cases," 234 U.S. 548 (1914). 
'F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the Petroleum Indus"y, 1928, 40. 

Beginning in 1914 these lines refused to accept shipments of less than 100,000 bar
rels: their rates were also reported to be exorbitant. The Federal Trade Commission 
concluded that" the prosperity and perhaps even the existence of many small con
cerns depend on lower pipe line rates and reasonable minimum shipments"(F.T.C., 
Pipe Line Transportation of Petroleum, 1916, 32) . 

• F.T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in Ihe Petroleum Industry, 1928,42. 
Iloc. ~t. 
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are forced to ship their ore over these roads."l Rival roads did, 
however, exist and the control of ore roads, although it had 
conferred great advantages upon the United States Steel Corpora
tion, had not prevented the growth of its rivals.2 The large beef 
packers integrated the part ownership of stockyards with beef 
packing. The packers claimed that the prospect of profit in the 
operation of stockyards was not sufficient to stimulate efficient 
operation;' on the other hand, the stockyard companies have 
been accused of excessive charges for their services. 4 These 
charges fall immediately upon the sellers of livestock; in the 
long run they tend to express themselves in the price paid for 
livestock by non-integrated firms as well as those integrating 
pacldng with stockyard operation. 

( ~ While these situations are objectionable, the objection does not 
arise out of the integration. If pipe lines or stockyards are monop
olized and conditions permit charges in excess of those which 
will yield a normal return on investment the owners of the monop
olized facility benefit, but they do not benefit more because they 
are engaged in gubsequent processes. The effect upon stages of 
production subsequent to that monopolized depends upon the 
policy of the integrated firn\: If it sets prices at each subsequent 
stage with the object of securing a normal return, non-integrated 

, firms do not suffer as a result of the integration. If the integrated 
firm uses some of its monopoly profits to subsidize its operations 
at later stages of production, setting prices at those later stages 
at levels which do not yield a normal return, non-integrated 
firms will find profitable operation difficult) If rivals to the United 
States Steel Corporation' and Standard Oil companies suffered 

I COJOlISSIONEll or COIl.POIlATlONS, The Steel Induslry, 1911, I, 60, 375. 
• ibid., 377 • 
• F.T.C., The Meal PlJCkin, Induslry, I, 428. The packers offered a similar 

explanation of their financial control of livestock market newspapers (loc. cil.). 
'F.T.C., The Meal PlJCkin, Induslry, 1919, III, 58. The most serious complaints 

appear to have concerned the price of hay and grain for feeding animals (Hearings 
/HI H.R. 13324, 1919, 206, and F.T.C., 0'. ,iI., III, 58) and the price~ paid for dead 
animals (Hearin,s /HI H.R. 13324, 198, 199 (1919), and F.T.C., 0'. ,iI., III, 61) . 

• It was argued, for instance that the United States Steel Corporation was able 
to use its profits from the sale of steel in the middle west at the high prices resulting 
from the Pittsburgh-plus practice to. permit subsidiaries like the Am~rican Bridge 
Company the American Sheet and TlD Plate Company, and the Amencan Steel and 
Wire CoU:pany to sell at. prices too low to. permit non.-integrated rival producers ~ur
chasing crude steel at Pittsburgh-pIus pnces to SUrvive (F.T.C., SlalemetJI on Pills-
bur,II Plus, 288, 289). • • . • 

Judge Gary of the United States Steel Corporation referred to the ability of the 
corporation to drive rivals out of business and attributed it partly to "Our owner
ship in the independent concerns such as the railroads, the steamship lines, and so 
forth, which gives a large credit from the United States Steel Corporation's stand-
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as a result of the integration, the integrated companies must have 
pursued this latter policy. The average rate of profit of the 
integrated finp. may be normal or even above normal· although 
not so high as if it had exacted its full monopoly profits, and at 

~ther stages secured a normal rate of return. It is not clear why 
, the integrated firm should sacrifice part of its monopoly profits 

in this way. If it hopes thus to drive out rivals in subsequent 
stages of production and in the longer run secure a monopoly 
or a quasi-monopoly position there the advantages of doing so 
,are not clear; the major monopoly profits available from control 

lof the supply of a given commodity are obtained by control of 
one stage in its production. l . 

v1-Vertical integration combined with control of natural resources 
:) gtves rise to similar questions; again, the monopoly element and 

not the element of integration is the main source of complain~ 
The Commissioner '~t ..corporations reported 2 that "the Steet" 
Corpora"£iOil<loes-occupy-a... position in the iron ore industry 
which, while by no means constituting a monopoly,3 is clearly 
indicative of a monopoly influence." The commissioner contended 
that the corporation had kept up the prices of ore, thus forcing 
rivals to pay high prices for pig iron: while it paid the same 
prices itself, the payment was a mere transfer raising profits 
in the ore and pig iron departments at the expense of the steel 
departments. 4 The Aluminum Company of America, with its almost 
complete monopoly of the production of aluminum in the United 
States, fortified by a high protective tariff on imports, controls 
the domestic price of sheet aluminum to utensil manufacturers. 5 

point" (Testimony before Committee on Ways and Means of the 60th Congress, 
on Dec. 18, 1908, cit. F.T.C., Statement on Pittsburgh Plus, 405). 

1 Control of one stage does not always suffice. The output that will yield the 
maximum monopoly profit may re<tuire a charge for the operation monopolized 
(e.g., pipe-line transportation for oil) that will call into use rival methods of per
forming that operation (e.g., railroad transportation of oil); as soon as the price of the 
finished product is raised to a level that offers normal profits to non-integrated firms 
using the substitute (e.g., railroad transportation) such firms are attracted into the 
industry. 

I COMMISSIONER 011 CORPORATIONS, The Steel Industry, 19II, I, 377. 
• In 1909 it was believed that the United States Steel Corporation controlled 

over 75 per cent of the known deposits of workable ore in the Lake Superior region 
(ibid, 380) • 

... ibid., II, 2, 3, 132. Attention has been drawn to the great reserves of ore of 
which the corporation secured control often without any immediate capital invest
ment. The president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation has argued that large 
reserves are necessary to give to a steel company sufficient security of future sup
plies to justify the investment necessary for economical production (Brief for U.S., 
6214, I, 390; COMMISSIONER 011 CORPORATIONS, op. cit., I, 382). 

• N.R.A., The Aluminum Industry, 1935,4,5: See also P.·230. 
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The monopolistic position of the company arose out of the owner
ship of patents and the acquisition during the life of these patents 
of "practically all the known commercial deposits of bauxite 
(the mineral from which aluminum is obtained) in the United 
States."! Here also there is no obvious reason for a monopolist 
to interest himself in the subsequent manufacture of the monop
olized product, although by setting a margin between the price 
of the raw material and the price of the finished product insuffi
cient to yield a normal return he could obstruct if not expel 
rivals 
o ~e effect o.f vertical integration u~on the distributi()I).. of 
goods and servlces between profit receivers and others-turns 
upon its effect upon costs and prices. Production costs may be 
reduced by the better coordination and synchromzation of 
processes and selling costs by the reduction in the number of 
occasions upon which the product passes through a market on 
its way to the final purchaseriOn the other hand, costs may be 
raised by inefficiency resulting from the -temptation to expand 
operations in some fields beyond the most economical scale and 
by obstacles to the improvement of processes~The effect of these \ 
influences upon profit receivers depends upon the extent to which , 
they are forced immediately to transmit economies to purchasers, ; 
and the extent to which increases in cost can be passed on. The ' 
broadening of the comparison of costs and prices resulting from 
the diminished frequency of resort to the market' alleviates the 
pressure upon inefficiency and diminishes the tendency to transmit· 
economies to purchasers (Profit receivers are able to pool the risks 
of different stages of production and thereby diminish the fluctua- -
tions of profits. The pursuit of discriminatory price policies is 
facilitated with the result that monopolistic or semi-monopolistic 
positions in one ..market. canbe used as a base for~he capture of 
similaTpoSitiOns in other markets although the profitability of 
sU<:lr!'J'erations is doubtful.~()n the other hand, vertical integration 
undefmlnes attempts to -secure monopoly positio!ls. It may 
stimulate competition by buyers from or sellers to those seeking 
monopoly profits, provided such new integrated competitors do 
not merely share in the monopoly profitsl Vertical integration 
tends to intensify price wars although this tendency has been 
IJ],Jldi overrated. The effect of vertical integration on the trade 
~~is~~~ • 

I F.T.C., HIIfIS' F_isAi,."In4us"y, 1925. m. Dvii. 
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B. Integration of the Production of Commodities Requiring ~[a.r 
Selling.!}rganizati~s 

I. INFLUENCES AFFECTING SUCH INTEGRATION 

~ jJntegration of the production of commodities calling for a 
similar selling organization has com!! to be one of the most iml!.or
.tant of aJlpatterns of integratjo:t;t?Integration of the ownership 
and operation of the arrangemenTh for the physical distribution 
of goods with the production of those goods has been discussed 
as an example of vertical integration. 'UJ.e--9r.ganization for. the 
phy~ical distribution of goods. may, however, not only be such 
as can be most economically operated on a large scale but also 
suc,h as can be ~O?omically applied to the distribution of a 
va~.ety ofgoods,.AM:eat packer:. owning· r~erator._c~ -could! 
transport perishable foodstuffs other than' meat, often without\ 
payment of additional freight, and could secure more e?cpeditious\ 
transportation than rivals not controlling such facilitie~groceries 
and canned goods could be handled by the branch houses of the 
packers with practically no increase in distributing expense or . 
overhead cost, l partly because branch house capacity was excessive 
for business in meat alone.~aer these circumstances there is an 
inducement to integrate tlie production of a vari.ety of l>rOdUct~ 
such as meat, canned foods, and groceries in orge.r..J;QJI).a.ke.ihe 
most economic8.T use or-distributing facilities: Incidental services 
other than physical distribution may give rise to similar integra
tion. The integration by the United Shoe Machinery Company 
of the manufacture of various kinds of machinery for making 
shoes facilitated, according to the court, the maintenance of 
local repair crews. 2 The International Harvester Company 
supplied similar services in connection with its full line of imple-

\

mentsQntegration of this type is aimed at and may secure tech
nical economies of production but has little direct relation to the 
declining importance of price competition} 
Jfhegrowt~t-se1l4tLco~t~ . .halLStimulat~arable 

Ito those_~s<:!l~JedabQye_to reduce unit selling costs by m8:krng 
the furr~s.Dl~~..91 tJieorganizatioIrf~mphasis 
upon advertising necessitates the employment of a personnel 
specializing upon this function. A personnel that has successfully 

1 SWIFT AND COMPANY, Statement, Aug. 19, 1918; U.S. v. Swift and Co. et al., 
1931, Briel for U.S., 21, 45. 

I U.S. v. United Shoe Machinery Co. d al., 247 U.S. 32 (1918). 
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handled one product can often be more effectively and econom
ically utilized if it handles a range of similar products. Similar 
economies in the use of services of traveling salesmen are also 
to be obtained by providing salesmen with a wideL variety of 
products if they can be sold to a single class of buye!i The meat 
packers became interested in the production of fruit syrups because 
they found it necessary to send salesmen to sell meat extracts 
to drugstores and then found it economical to give these salesmen 
a wider variety of drugstore supplies to sell.1 Late in 1931 when 
modification of the Consent Decree was being sought it was 
argued that selling costs could be reduced if "the salesman who 
sells meat products can also take orders for groceries."! The 
International Harvester Company also claimed3 economy from 
the integration of the production of a variety of agricultural 
implements because it enabled salesmen to handle a "full line.',' 
Both these considerations must have played a large part in deter
mining the range of the activities of firms engaged in producing 
drugs, cosmetics, groceries, tobacco, and many similar products. 4 

Integration in retailing in the sense that retailers handle a wide 
variety of products tends, therefore, in the direction of a similar 
integration in wholesaling and manufacturing although, as we 
have seen, it may be, and frequently is, obstructed by technical 
difficulties. A manufacturer attempting to supply all the needs of 
drugstores would face a variety of technical problems too great 
to be solved at present . 

.;fhe relatiolLbetween ,the increasing importance of sales pro-
.;fuoti~~on-p'~£e~2mpetition and integration involves,-P9w

ever, further subtleties. The increasing importance of advertising 
induces efforts to economize exPenditures- -in- -this- direction; 
emphasis upon brand names being aninevitable-.accompaniment 
of advertising, atfempts to increase tneretum per unit of advertis
ing expenditure sometimes lead to the use of a brand name for a 

I He/Jri"" /lit C-,,1M1II Control 0/ ,he Meal Ptu;M", Indus'ry (H.R. 13324) 
before House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 1919, 143. The 
chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, however, attributed this integration 
to a desire to secure control of competing products (H ear;",s Oft Proposed Merger of 
Meal Ptu;ki", CorporaliDfll (S.R. 389) before Senate Committee on Agriculture and 
Forestry, 1923, 9, 10). 

I Cil. U.S. v. Swift and Co. d aI., Brief for U.S., 51. . 
• U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brief and Ar,u1M1ll for InIer"aliDfIal 

H_sUr Co., 1925, 3 • 
• It probably also explain, the formation of firms like Standard Brands, Inc. 

(selling coffee, tea, yeast, baking powder, vinegar, and gelatin) and General Foods 
(selling prepared breakfast foods and desserts, prepared tlo~r, syrups, coffee, cocoa, 
chocolate, and salt) in the course of the merger movement m 1922-1929. 
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variety of products. The advertising of each product tends, not 
only to promote the sales of that product, but also to make the 
brand name under which it is sold more familiar, and· to promote 
the sales of other products of the same nam~. In recent years, 
therefore, there has been a tendency to extend the use of names 
such as "Beech-Nut" "Del Monte" and "Heinz" (boastfully , '--
applied to "57 varieties") to an increasingly wide range of 
products. The same tendency is evident in the allusion in the 
advertising of the Ge~~_otors Corporation to the fact that a 
commodity is "a product of General Motors." 
(Declining emphasis upon differences in price increases the 

importance of inducements to dealers to persuade buyers to 
.... --purchase.one brand rat~er than anoth.er.)ranufacturers ~uccessful 

10 secur10g the' allegIance of retaIlers seek to proVIde them 
vWi th a " full line" in order. to utilize their persuasiveness 

to the maximum: Counsel for the Sta~dard Oil Company of 
New York and the Vacuum. OilCQtnpany placed great emphasis 
upon· this consideration in arguing in favor of the merger of the 
two companies. They contended that the production of lubricating 
oil&is commonly integrated with the production of gasoline and 

'that lubricating oils are usually distributed through the filling 
stations distributing the .Easolin~. The Vacuum Oil Company, 
which had specialized in the production of a wide range of lubricat
ing oils, was encountering difficulty in selling its oils, because it 
had little gasoline to offer to the filling stations and considered 
it impracticable to establish a new nationwide system for dis
tributing gasoline. "The only practicable way to meet the needs 
of the Vacuum brands for nationwide distributing facilities in 
connection with gasoline is the union of the Vacuum lubricating 
business with a company such as the Standard Oil Company of 
New York having the present typical organization of crude 
supply, refining capacity, and a widespread system of distributing 
facilities for gasoline."l The growing tendency of integrated 
manufacturers to secure direct control of retail outlets increasingly 
excluded the lubricating oils of the Vacuum company from sale 
by distributors also dealing 'in the gasoline .and lubricating oils 
of the producers controlling them. 2 The Vacuum Oil Company 

1 U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York and Vacuum Oil Co., Answer 10 Supple
mental Petition (District Court), Is-'20. 

I It was reported that the number of distributors of Vacuum products had 
decreased by 20 per cent in four years and that the sales of the Vacuum company 
had decreased in about the same proportion, although the number of motor vehicles 
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on the other hand possessed a world-wide organization for the 
distribution of marine lubricants, and the great increase in the 
use of fuel oil in marine transportation made available great 
economies in the distribution of the fuel oil of the Standard Oil 
Company if it could use the outlets of the Vacuum Oil Company.l 

,k-was argued that the large percentage of all the sales of the 
more complicated farm implements in the hands of the Inter
national Harvester Company had been used to promote its 
sales of other implements .. The company pointed, however, to 
the diminishing importance of the sales of these implements in 
its total business after 1913. J It contended that success in the 
manufacture and sale of plows provided as good a basis for 
stressing other lines as success in harvesters, particularly as it 
placed salesmen in touch with farmers early in the season, and 
that tractors also provided good leaders; in neither of these 
lines did the company predominate. a Similar situations occur 
in the meat packing and other industries. 
V~Social policy has presented no serious obstacle to integration 
• oYthls type except in the meat packing industry. 14ergerU>Ioduc

ing _t~IiI>~tt~m of integration have been Jl~i.tI;t~~tru~t~(.Lnor 
disintegratedi No attempt has been made to deprive the Inter
niUonarHarvester Company of its "full line.!' In a decision 
concerning the United Shoe Machinery Company which inte
grated the manufacture of machines needed by shoe manufac
turers for performing different processes in the manufacture of 
shoes, the Supreme Court remarked that it could see no greater 
objection to one corporation manufacturing 70 per cent of these 
n.oncompeting groups of patented machines collectively used for 
making a single product than to three corporations making the 
same proportion of one group each.' The Consent Decree con-
in operation had increased by about 10 per cent (U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New 
York and Vacuum Oil Co., 1930, Bmf for SlaMMtl DU CII. aM Vacuum Ou Co., 
16-17). 

I ibid., 3~31, and Rejoinder Brief for SlaMMtl DU CII. of New York aM Vacuum 
DUCII.,U. 

I U.S. V. International Harvester Co., Bmf for Itllenullitmal Hanes'" CII. 
(Rear,,,,,..,.,), no. The decline in demand for harvesting machinery was at~bute~ 
to a decline in the initial demand owing t;o ~e filling up of the western f!!&m tern
tory (the demand from which was shrmking to replacement propor~ons), ~e 
divenlfication of crops, the increasing life of the machines made, and the mcreas~g 
efficiency of machines (e.,., harvesting machinery drawn by tractor could deal With 
Cropl from a larger area than when drawn by horse traction). (Brief for ,he Inter-
ffIJIimtal H_ter CII. IS). . 

'IDe. eiI. • • 
'U.S. V. Winslow, 217 U.S. 202, 117 (1913). The case 11 complicated, however, 

by the presence of patents. 
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cerning the ,larger meat packers in 19201 enjoined the packers 
from dealing in "unrelated lines" which included wholesale 
groceries, fresh, canned, or salt fish, and a hundred other enu
merated commodities. In 1931,2 however, the decree was modified 
to permit wholesale, but not retail, dealings in a number of food 
products. Not until i933, however, were dealings in "unrelated 
lines" finally abandoned. 3 

2. THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH INTEGRATION 

, J.[1i"e effects of this type of integration are comple~tcends to¥ 
~e the unit costs of sa~~romo!.i.?!l.a,nd the~eby to mi~~ze 
the-effet;t:upo~':rosts of the development of non-pnce competition. 
ItiIiduces the more effective use of personnel and, indirectly, 
utili~es the potentiality of sales of one product to induce sales of 
aIJPther.· In common with all forms of integration, however, this 

/,tfpe hinders the comparison of costs and prices for each separate 
~ branch of production. Selling costs are incurred for a number of 

products and there 1s no satisfactory means of . calculating the 
selling cost of each; there may, therefore, be wide variations in 
efficiency in the production and sale of different commodities. 
The market applies only the cruder comparisons of profits on 
the whole set of operations in which each firm is engaged. Where 
some firms remain highly specialized a more detailed check is 
possible; its effectiveness depends upon the importance of price 
competition. If the cost of production by specialized firms is 
hi~4er than by integrated firms even this check is not severe . 
./Uhe effect of this integration upon Erofits depends largely 

~pon the competitiveness of the market. There is, however, a 
I U.S. v. Swift and Co. eI al., Consent Decree entered in the Supreme Court of 

the District of Columbia, Feb. 27, 1920. During the years 1927, 1928, and 1929 
Armour and Company's sale of "unrelated lines" were, however, still over $6,750 ,000 

annually (U.S. v. Swift and Co. et al. (1931), Brief for U.S., 12, 20), and not until 
July, 1933, did the court appoint a trustee to dispose of Swift and Company's 
60 per cent stock interest in Libby, McNeill, and Libby (New York Times, July 12, 
1933). 

I U.S. v. Swift and Co. eI al., 286 U.S. 106 (1931). This case is complicated by 
the consent of the packers to restrictions upon their activities which may well have 
been more severe than the court would have imposed and also by the fact that they 
"had abused their powers so grossly and persistently" (U.S. v. Swift and Co. eI al., 
286 U.S. 106, II9). Subsequent litigation turned partly upon the reasonableness of 
efforts by the packers to modify a bargain they had previously made in consideration 
of the abandonment of proceedings by the Attorney General under the anti-trust 
laws. 

I New York Times, July 12, 1933. 
, It is likely to disturb existing forms of organization. C/. the attempt of the Drug 

Institute to prevent the sale of drugs "through other than legitimate drugstore 
channels" (New York Times, May 2, 1935). 
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/tendency to less fluctuation in profits simply because of the 
pooling of risks in • number of markets) as the markets are less 
subject to a common risk than are those with which a vertically 
integrated firm is concerned, greater stability of profits is to be 
expected. , . 
ifhis .type of integration .aff.!:c.!~~~<:.~~ .. ~ so far as it reduces 

umt selling costs and such reductIOns are refie'tteittn.-prices. On 1 
the other hand, arising as it does out of non-price competition,: 
it is accompanied by all the effects of such competition. ~In itself~ 
moreover, it gives rise to opportunities for price discriminatio \ 
in the sense of selling individual products at prices exceerIg 0 

falling short of the total costs of producing and selling The 
difficulty of segregating the management and selling costs each 
product allows such discrimination from inadvertence. The-1 
pooling of the profits from the production and sale of a number 
of commodities also facilitates deliberate discrimination in this 
sense. The inducement to discriminate is most likely to be present 
when the integrated firm enjoys advantages in one market; 
it may exploit these advantages and divert part of the monopoly 
profits thus obtained to subsidize sales at less than apparent 
cost in other markets. The Commissioner of Corporations con
tended, for instance, that the International Harvester Company 
used the profits arising from the large scale of its operations and 
its semi-monopolistic position in the market for the more com
plicated agricultural implements to increase its trade in other 
agricultural implements, rather than to redu~.1he...pric(LQlha.r
vestin[. machines; he feared that when the Company had! obtained 
&strOng position in the market for other implements, it might 
then proceed to a policy of monopolistic prices in those markets 
as well. t The cost of producing harvesting machines by the Har
vester company was so far below the costs of its rivals that it 
could charge prices that they could not meet and yet obtain 
sufficient pr?~t to enable it to attack their business in other 
implements.~e Federal Trade Commission also suggested that \J 
the relatively low average rate of profit obtained by the large 

I See Chap. VIII. 
I COIOOSSI0~ 01' CODORATIONS, T/U IfllernalioMl H_teI" Company, 288, 

289. The Harvester company argued, however, that the development of w:hat is 
called a "Jong line" resulted in the prices o! a wh!>le line of implements mo~ up 
and down together, and argued that if. a high pnce were c.harged for a particular 
machine, buyers maght buy the whole lin~ elsewhere. Thu~ It was ~rgued that pur
chasers were protected against high pnces and competitors agamst low pnces. 
(U.S. v. International Harvester Co., Brief Jar IfllernalitnUJI HMTlestel" CD., 55·) 
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meat packers was due to the fact that high profits on meat had 
been used to fuiance ventures into new fields, 1 some of which 
might, in their initial stages even have involved losses, and 
added that iow profits and even losses in new lines being invaded 
might be "an indication of the sort of competition waged in the 
invasion of unrelated distributing and manufacturing lines." 
Within short, periods of time the profits of the integrated firm\ 
are diminished by this policy. But over the longer period it may 
extend its position of monopoly or leadership into new fields and 
obtain monopoly profits from them also. The profits available 
to the vertically integrated firms from this source are, as we have 
seen, very limited. The same limitations do not apply, however, 
to firms integrated according to the pattern at present under 
discussion. There are, however, limits, and})pssibly severe limits, 
to the profit possibilities of this policy. \!! non-integrated firms 
can be driven out only by price discrimination involving sales 
below the cost of production it is likely that new non-integrated 
firms will be attracted into the industry as soon as any attempt 
is made to depart from this policy. 

J.!;A firm thus integrated may pursue the same objective by a 
ilifferent route, '/liz., that of "fulllin~ fo!Sing." Having secured a 
powerful position in the market"'tOra.'"1>i"Oduct by economies in 

. production, or by fortunate advertising, it may refuse to sell the 
product in general demand except to dealers who agree to handle 
and press the sales of its other products may even insist upon 
exclusive dealing in all of its products. ].n its early years the 
International Harvester Company pursued this policy. 2 Reference 
has been made also to the attempts of oil companies to tie the 
sale of other petroleum products to the sale of gasoline. Wholesale 
slaughterers complained that "occasionally we have competition 
from large packers who demand that' their customers patronize 
their entire line of products, otherwise they will not sell an exclu
sive line."3 The most notable example of such forcing is offered 
by the policies of the United Shoe Machinery Company. This 
company, having a virtual monopoly of the manufacture of' the 
machines used for certain processes in the manufacture of shoes, 

1 The Meat Packing Indust,.y, 1920, V, 16. 
I COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS, The International Hal'Vester Company. 304. 

The effect of this practice was intensified by the fact that the company integrated 
the manufacture of a number of brands of the more important,products and allocated 
each brand to a separate dealer, insisting upon exclusive dealing by each. 

• F.T.C., ,The Meat Packing Indust,.y, I; 488. 
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in _ clauses in its leases and atte ted by other means 
to prevent shoe manu ac urers from 0 tairung mac for 
performing any of the processes of shoe manufacturing from rival 
producers of machinery: it thus obtained a virtual monopoly 
of the production of all shoe manufacturing machinery.l This 
policy differs in its effects from that of price discriDiination 
directed to the same ends in that it involves no sacrifice of profits 
from sales in the controlled market. Where, however, th~ products 
tied to a product already in great demand are inferior to other 
similar products and more difficult to dispose of, pressure from 
dealers may necessitate price reductions which do involve such 
a sacrifice. Again integration is not}he sole cause of these attempts 
to secure monopoly positions$ is merely a useful instrument 
for that purpose when control has been secured in one market. 

I The general consequences of this type of competition upon the 
distribution of goods and services between buyers and investors 
are largely identical with those already discussed as reSulting\ 
from non-price competition. While sales expenditure may be 
more economically applied, there is a risk of reduced efficiency;!, 
unless price competition also prevails, the consumer is unlikely 
to benefit from any economies obtained. Furthermore, in so far 
as one product tends, or is deliberately used, to "sell" ano,J;her, 
the buyer is confused in his distribution of expenditurejwroducts 
sold under the same brand name are not necessarily equally· 
desirable. Moreover, the risk of the application of high profits 
in some fields to the building up of positions in other fields which 
could not be acquired merely by more direct competitive methods 
is a matter of considerable importance. It may mean the introduc
tion of more vigorous competition into other fields but that 
competition may be temporary and give place later to a semi~ 
monopolistic regime. 

C. The Integration oj the Production oj Substitute Goods and 
Services 

l The pattern of integration adopted by a business organization 
~YDe such that one prod~ct is a suli~Utut~T<)ra.iR>F_b,.er.~s 
type ollDtegration is Dot aIways easyIo Identify; substitutability 
is a matter of degree; commodities which may substitute one for 

I See SEAGO and GtJLICK Trw' 11M Corporlllion Problems, 290, These clauses 
were held not to violate the Sherman Act in U.S. v. United Shoe Machinery Co., 
247 U.S. 32 (1918) but were held to contravene Sec. 3 of the Clayton Act in U.S. v. 
United Shoe Machinery Co., 158 U.S. 45' (19 22). 
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the other may. a],!>o.Jlave other characteristicswlllch stimulate 
integration. The manufacture of airplanes and automobiles is 
sOmetimes integrated and while they are, within narrow limits, 

.• 1!ubstitute commodities, the fact that they involve similar technical 
7 problems of production has probably played the larger part in 

inducing the integration of their production.) Cigars, cigarettes, 
and pipe tobacco are commonly produced by a single firm, and, 
while each is within limits a substitute for the others, the fact 
that they involve similar problems in the purchasi,p~ 
~ manufacturing, and (in recent years) marketing, 
has probably been the most important inducement to ~ 
The meat packers were charged· with "rapidly extending their 
control over all substitutes for meat"l when they undertook 
the distribution of poultry and dairy products and other foods. 
The packers, however, argued with reaSon that this integration 
was motivated by the similarity of the conditions of marketing 
these various products and by the possibility of realizing econ-

\ 
omies in the physical distribution of products. 2 The classification 
of patterns of integration into mutually. exclusive classes is, 
the(el~re~.not always possible. 

I. INFLUENCES AFFECTING SUCH INTEGRATION 

o A. Ill:0~OP.9.!i.Et ~ho~e profits were restrict!!<!.,!>ya.high.degree of 
elasticity.i'I1.th~ de1p.3.I!d for his produ.cL!>.!!calls~ of the presence of 
n~by substitut~!; would be.J;l_efi!.. if he could widen. the scope _of his 
controfjiiJ.tirthere was no nearby.substitute t(LW.ll,i~ buy~s cQt}ld 
!!!~nj Actual examples of integration thus motivated art!_ dif!icult 
to find. 

," flntegration of this type occurs, however, without monopoly. It 
is most commonly motivated by a des,iIe...tQ...!..~~!?k, which is 
closely related to the desire to secure the s~: ~e basin,§s 
~ The firm is impelled to enter the pro-duc' 0 goo sand 
services likely to displace its existing products. Capital losses 
owing to a decline in the demand for these latter products are 
counterbalanced by abnormal profits for a time upon activities 
in the field in which demand is growing. The Studebaker company, 
making carriages and wagons, entered the production of auto
mobiles. Other possible examples of integration thus motivated 

1 F.T.C., The Meal Packing Indust,y, I, 35. 
• See p. 446. 
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Jre offered by the integration of gas and eleclrical utilities, 
and of railroad, airplane, and road transportation.ij'he integration 
of telephone and radio with telegraph communications would 
probably have been wise from this point of view)When a firm 
seeks to control patents upon alternative methods of production, 
which may render existing methods less profitable or even obsolete, 
it is impelled by an analogous motive. The Standard Oil Company 
of New Jersey, for instance, controls patented processes of dis
tilling oil from coal, and the General Electric and American~, 
Telephone and Telegraph companies are reputed tocontro I 
patents. covering P'!Q.cesses having in some cases only ~t 
~f superseding eXisting processes. ~ 
YSod~. contrQ1 bas little-effecHtpoB-thiHype..o.fJntegration.-b 

The Consent Decree concerning the large meat packers is of some 
relevance, so far as it affects unrelated lines, although fear of the 
probable effects of such dealings upon the distributors of other 
products appears to have been the dominant consideration rather 
than the, always visionary, possibility of the packers securing a 
monopoly of all food products. The Radio Act of 1927 prohibited 
the common control of radio transmission and cable and wire 
transmission of telegraph or telephone messages. Z 

2. THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH INTEGRATION 

JJhe main effects of !.his type of integration are suggested by the 
motives inducing iut may be an effective instrument f~,tIeng~.'\l 
ening tbe position of a moJlQ~list if it is used to secure control of 
substitute products. Conditions-in all the markets affected must, 

(however, be favorable to the attainment and maintenance of 
monopoly JA railroad securing control of road transportation 
will be severely restricted in making price policy if new road 
transportation services are brought to birth whenever prices 
attain the level at which non-integrated road transportation 
services can be profitably operated. lhe probability that manu-) 
facturers controlling alternative methods of production will 
hinder the introduction of better products or the utilization of 
improved metho<b of production has already been discussed. a, I 

I Here, however, there are also technical problems comu:'-0n to both. and .~,!rei 
econo~c;aIly handled by common control, e.,., the handling of public utilitiesl 
comDllSSlona. 

• Sec. 17. 
I C/. p. 16. The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey has placed the control of 

the patents upon the hydrogenation of crude oil (acquired jointly with .the. I. G. 
Farbenindustrie, •.•. , the German dye trust) under the control of the refining indus-
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Jln the absence of monopoly conditions such integration facili
ta:tes the pooling of the profits of a group of industries where 
increased profits in one are likely directly to cause decreased 
profits in the other; the profits of an integrated firm will fluctuate 
less than those of non-integrated firms. The opportunity for 
postponing the introduction of new products or the utili~ation 
of new methods depends upon the degree of imperfection of the 
market. If new substitute products are made but sold at a high 
price with the object of maintaining the sales of older types, 
new non-integrated firms with no losses arising from obsolescence 
may enter the market. Moreover, if the new product is introduced 
by non-integrated firms, integrated firms whose sales are likely 
to be reduced may, as we have seen, fight for survival by entering 
the new field of production and may even hasten the decline of 
prices there. 

,/I D. Territorial Integration 

@'er~orial integration occurs when.a..firm- distributes-its 
prody,cts Q.ye~ ·a:wide area. This definition implies the existence 
of a number of territories, distribution in each of which is inte-. 
grated under a common management./ferritories are not, however, 
capable of. definition and the concept lacks complete precision. 
In fact the extension of the areas of distribution of products 
may be described either as an extension of market territories or as 
an increasing integration of distribution in different territories. 

I. INFLUENCES AFFECTING SUCH INji;RATION 

Several causes may induce this change:'jz'(creasing resort to 
division of labor and the use of specialized equipment involve the 
increasing~lWlf- production and, consequently, 
try as a group. The new process increases the output and reduces the cost of the 
lighter oils (including gasoline) obtained from crude oil. The Standard Oil Company 
leased its rights on a royalty basis to a new company. But by offering stock in the 
new company to producers owning about 80 per cent of the crude oil refining capacity 
of the country in proportion to their productive capacity, it transferred to the indus
try at large the determination of policy concerning the time at which the new process 
should be utilized and purchasers begin to receive benefits. If the company sets 
high royalty payments it postpones exploitation of the process and maintains the 
price of gasoline. Low royalty payments encourage the utilization of the process. 
(The rate of royalty to be paid by the 1nanaging company to the Standard com
pany and the 1. G. Farbenindustrie presumably set the minimum royalty payment.) 
The Standard company thus denied itself the opportunity to improve its relative 
position in the industry, by price cutting, doubtless because of the resistance it 
expected to encounter. It was admitted at the time that control of the process was 
likely to playa large part in the control of competition in the industry. (N e'UI Yor" 
Times, July 14. 1930.) 
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an increasingly wide marketing area for the production unit. 
Vertical inte~ation inducing larger scale production intensifies 
this efiect.\yalling tran~~~tion .c()~t~,!er one o~ the barriers 
to increasing the scale upon which production is locally con
centrated. Desire to utilize to the full knowledge of the economies 
of large-scale production is not, however, the sole explanation of 
increasing territorial integration. Business units controlling the 
production of a single commodity or group of commodities in a 
number of plants have evidently expanded beyond the size 
necessary to secure plant economies.elf ..t.kc.J>12tin?-umsiz~ of a 
man.Jl~!D.ent\1.ni.t js i~ exc;ess of.!he opttfuum-size of a'production ' 
unit, considerations of economical management suggest the I 

maintenance of production units in different localities under 
common control.) 
:?Territorial integration may be stimulated by the desire to 
diminish risks. A fi~ coniW!lgjtself ,to a narrow territo~s 
iiSloitunes witIlthoseof that territory: Tllere --appears;' for 
instance;tonaveoeeD'iLStron!i'ieiiaency'in recent years-iO:f'steel 
prod~ts-to-obtahr-cohtior1>r'Plants so located' that they can 
secu..re DUS!ness.:~'Ver _a Jarge part.Afthe whole country. It has 
already been suggested that the abandonment of the Pittsburgh
plus method of calculating prices may possibly have stimulated 
this policy. 1 

Jrhe ,!!l.E!~s.i~g_imEor.E:.~~~nd the nature of non-price.'co~
petition .are probably a more :1inportant::!,~jo!:Jerntonal 
integration. >Where sales-promotion expenditureS"1:ake·the' form 
of expenditul'e on advertising in periodicals ",hich circulate 
throughout the whole country, the greatest return will be obtained 
from expenditures upon such advertising if the commodity is 
available in all the places reached by the advertising. The develop
ment of very large marketing territories for petroleum products 
has been attributed partly to this cause and partly to the fact 
that, as many purchasers travel over wide territories, the product 
they have been induced to buy must be made available wherever 
they go. I Where local price discrimination occurs those selling in 
the low-price areas are induced to enter the high-price areas; 
where some firms are operating in restricted areas and others 
over wider areas the former may fear local price cutting by the 

I See Chap. VII. . ,.~ 
I U.S. v. Standard Oil Co. of New York and Vacuum Oil Co., Bnef for Sta""artl 

Oil CII. tJj N ftII Y Drk aM V""'''''' Oil CII., 22, 23· 
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latter and seek to prevent it by enlarging their own areas. It 
was argued fu favor of the merger of the Standard Oil Company 
of California and the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey that, 
since one marketed on the Atlantic seaboard and the Gulf coast 
and the other west of the Rockies, they were handicapped by 
being able to meet only locally competition offered by other 
large corporations with nationwide systems of distribution (a 
complaint ironically enough once made by the rivals of the 
Standard Oil Company against its practice of local price cutting). 
Each desired, therefore, to enlarge its territory and they sought a 
merger to avoid the waste that would result if each established a 
new marketing organization in the market territory of the other. 1 

..A'There has been no deliberate social control of territorial 
'fut;gration:)rhe partitioning of the former Standard Oil Company 
of New Jersey resulted in the establishment of a series of successor 
companies each concerned with an almost separate market 
territory, but this result was an incident to the elimi~ation of the 
former Standard concern as a holding company. Xhe Supreme 
Court has, however, maintained the constitutiona'1i.ty of state 
legislation designed to place chain stores at a disadvantage 
compared with retailers less integrated on a territorial basis.2 

2. THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH INTEGRATION 

J.he main consequences of territorial integration are suggested 
by the forces motivating it.Ut may permit production or even 

~vPlanagement upon a scale nearer to the optimum. In so far.. as 
demand...1luctuates-mfferentlrill different territories' costs may 

\/ be r~<!J)y the utilization of productive equipment at a more 
unJ.!~~<rate, It 'may" reduce the average cost of selling., On the 

l'STAND:UD OIL COMPANY Oli' NEW JERSEY, The Lamp, October, 1931. This pro
posal has subsequently been abandoned. 

J In Tax Commissioners (of Indiana) v. Jackson, 283 U.S. 527 (1931) the court 
decided by a circuitous route that a tax graduated according to the number of 
stores operated by a single firm did not contravene the guarantees of the fourteenth 
amendment to the Constitution; it reaffirmed its position in relation to a law of the 
state of North Carolina (Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. v. Maxwell, 284 U.S. 
575 (1931). A Florida law imposing taxation dependent upon the number of counties 
in which the stores operated was held, however, to be unconstitutional (Liggett Co. 
d Ill. v. Lee, 288 U,S. 517 (1933». The exemption of gasoline filling stations and 
"voluntary chains" was upheld. A vigorous dissenting opinion was written by Mr. 
Justice Brandeis. The inclusion of gas stations in' a similar West Virginia law was 
upheld (Fox v. Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, 55 S. Ct. 333). State legislation 
affecting chain stores is summarized in F.T.C., Chain Stores (Final Report), 1935, 78. 

• The Federal Trade Commission found that chain store expenditure on adver
tising per dollar of sales in general varied inversely with the number of stores oper
ated. Chains of six to ten stores spent 4. I 8 per cent of their sales revenue on 
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other hand the desire for size for its own sake may induce terri-\ 
torial integration leading to rising production, management, 
and selling costs, Firms with more restricted markets which are 
able to avoid these rising costs might be expected to triumph 
over the more integrated. (Their triumph depends, however, 
upon the competitiveness of the market, i.e., upon the effect of 
~uch integration upon price policy·.Y6.m2lia.l..Jik~JU.oED..!l_ Oft 
inte~-l"enders· more vague..Jl.D.d.ge.o.el'J;\.L!&.e check upon I 

efflclency a~~ed b1..~~«:.~arket price)Some servicesaresupplied 
geaeraH:1"1ii connection Wltli-ouSiness in a number of different 
territories and the precise cost of doing business in each cannot 
be calculated. Variations in efficiency from one market to another I 

are absorbed into a general average, and not clearly recognized. 
Local discrimination arising not out of ignorance of the cost of 
each type of business but out of deliberate policy is, however, 
more important. 1 / 

Broadly speaking, local price cutting during the first period 
of the consolidation movement in America was aimed at the 
e!pulsion of rivals. Territorial integration facilitates but does 
not necessarily induce such a policy. It is most probable where 
some firms are much more integrated than rivals, as, for instance, 
when the former Standard Oil Company of New Jersey marketed 
throughout the United States while its rivals were confined within 
narrow geographical limits. The policy of the Standard company 
"of price discrimination or predatory competition" was in fact 
"one of the main bulwarks of its monopoly power."2 This policy is 
greatly facilitated if monopoly prices can be chal'ged-ia.,some 
~he1"eswungprofits can- be itrpariallocated to, financing 
low pnceSin-areas'where' competition is threatened. Local price 
cutt1ng-tends;-llowever~ . as we nave" seen, -to stimulate greater 
territorial integration with the object of preventing local price 
cutting; when all sellers are equally integrated there is little 
inducement to local discrimination to drive out rivals. If an 
impregnable monopoly is acquired in one territory it may be 
used as a base from which to acquire monopolies elsewhere but, 

advertising iD 1928 and those operating over 100 stores only 0.58 per cent. (F.T.C., 
CN'" Slore Advertisi,." 1934, 61.) 

I See Chap. VI • 
• COJUOSSIONU 0. CORPORATIONS, The Pdrok#m IMus"'" I, 328. Local dis

crimination was facilitated by the vertical iDtegration of refining with the wholesale 
distribution of oil. Tank-wagon delivery was so costly that it was economica! only 
on a large scale and the prospect of profitable operation by a new firm seeking to 
compete with the Standard company was small. (01. ,ii, I, 330 .) 
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if in other markets new competitors arise as soon as any monopoly 
policy is pursued there, continuous local price discrimination 
is necessary to retain business; this discrimination reduces the 
otherwise unassailable monopoly profits. . 

In the more recent period local price discrimination has accom
panied the transformation of price policy into a matter for joint 
administration by all the large firms in an industry operating in 
different areas. The operations ·of different firms are integrated 
but without a merger of all property rights. The Federal Trade 
Commission has, however, remarked of chain stores that they 
have rarely required each store to yield the average rate of profit 
established for· the chain as a whole. Had they done so they 
would have limited price cutting and denied the chain 

the competitive advantage which results from the power of the chain 
to draw upon the profits of some of its stores for the funds with which 
to wage a drastic price war in highly competitive localities. . . . By 
far the greater number of chains . . . meet local competitive condi
tions as they arise and . . . the profits obtained in all the localities 
where they operate are automatically averaged.1 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

'

t(In conclusion, integration may ~e~~t J!~~~~.m..:P.!s to secure 
economies in production and mar~eting.) !~lllrg~.llleasure, 

,however, it is explicable in terms of considerations thaLw.ould 
, lii;~:a:~~eD.t from a purely competitive... world. The emergence of 
'1nonopoly or quasi-monopoly conditions may induce vertical 
integration as a form of protection, or as a means of sharing in the 
monopoly profits; it may induce other types of integration in the 
hope of using a monopoly position in one field as a base from which 
to attain monopoly in another or to strengthen a monopoly by 
securing control of nearby substitutes. The increasing imPortance\ 
of non-price competition may stimulate vertical integration to 
reduce the number of times a commodity passes through the 
market, or the integration of the production of goods requiring 
similar selling organizations or territorial integration in order to 
minimize the unit cost of s~Qt~on. The imperfection of th 
market which cannot be relied upon to supply the products most 
suited to the needs of the buyers or to supply them precisely when 
they are needed stimulates vertical integration. g.!J.~d..esjre to 

1 F.T.C., Chain Store Price Policies (Senate Doct. 85, 73d Congo 2d Sess.), 1934. 
II 7. 
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avoid whatJ4arshall..regarded as the normal fateoLbusiness 
lu~~ like the trees of the forest, .they should rise to 

maturity and then, <Jecline and pass from the scene, leads to 
I effor~ uduce risk~tegration satisfies this desire by permitting 

the ~~ variety of operations, some patternl.\.
giving promise of greater stability of profit over both long and 
short periods than others.") 

The principal effect of integration alone is to carry a number of 
stages further the blurring of unit costs of production: this blurring 
began with the use of durable equipment for mass production. 
While integration may permit economies of production, manage
ment, or selling, this blurring of costs reduces the pressure to 
efficient production, although where many large non-integrated 
firms persist and price competition survives this pressure remains. 
Integration may obstruc;t innovations in production. It tends to 
more" rational planninLi&1li( adaptation of proaUcts to processes, 
in the synchronization of production, anet in the adaptation of 
production to changing knowledge of t!:~~~ql!.~~n.d the changing 

.. attitudes of consumers. Bur iii -thlslast resped its effectiveness 
; depends upon the absence of no~-integrated"1lrms. Integration 

may undermine attempts to secure monopoly profits. Wherever 
non-integrated firms are easily established it is not very effective 
as a means of extending monopoly power from one field to another 
by price discrimination. 



CHAPTER X 

INDUSTRIAL POLICIES UNDER J'HE NATIONAL 
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT; 1933 

I. The provisions of the law-II. The concentration of power to make policy in the 
hands of industry groups-'-A. Control of output-I. Direct control-2. Indirect 
control through regulation of hours of plant operation-B. Control of priCes-I. 
Direct control-2. The prohibition of sales at prices below the cost of production-
3. "Open-price" provisions-C. Control of non-price competition-I. Methods of 
selling--2. Quality and service competition-D. Control of long-term investment
III. Summary. 

<-For 43 years social control of industry rested upon the assump
tion that an individualism not sufficiently rugged to maintain 
itself could be compelled by law to survive. This pretense was 
temporarily abandoned in 1933 when the National Industrial 
Recovery Act was passed.')It was restored as the rule of social 

\ control a little less than two years later when the Recovery Act 
was declared unconstitutio~ olJhe a.ct~~I!~_~~V'?~yer, 
9ch in .. <::.~!l~J:i~uti~Ilsto the study ofJ>Qlh the evolution of industrial 

. policy and.the.problems .. olsocial.control oUnd_u~tJY. PromIsiiig~ 
to restrict the legal prohibitions upon cooperation between 
firms, the act encouraged the open and frank discussion of the 

) new business policies analyzed in the foregoing chapters, and the 
~ attempt to secure their enforcement by law. Provision for public 

hearings before any code was approved made these discussions 
of policy more generally available. The attempt to secure the 
speedy adoption of codes throughout the industrial system made 
@.vailable information concerning business attitudes over a far 
wider range of productive activities than ever before; litigation 
and government reports, the main source of information prior 
to the new act, were richly supplemented. The energy with which 
the campaign to secure general cooperation was organized en
couraged pUblicity concerning industrial policy. 

1 U.S. v. Schechter Pouitry Corporation d al., ss S. Ct. 844 (~gJs).The Supreme 
Court held thM the act attempted an unconstitutional delegation of legislative 
power and that the Constitution placed severe limits upon even the power of Con
gress to regulate industry. The court while agreeing that Congress might regulate 
intrastate commerce affecting interstate commerce, drew a line between direct and 
indirect effects which prevented any effective federal control of industry. 

462 
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I. THE PROVISIONS OF THE LAW 

The National Industrial Recovery Actl itself contained few 
innovations in law; it was built upon already established institu
tions and legal conceptsiOne of its objectives was "to eliminate 
unfair competitive practices";, such practices had been forbidden 
by statute for twenty years. The declaration of intention 

to induce and maintain united action of labor and management under ~ 
adequate governmental sanctions and supervision ••• to promote I 

the fullest possible utilization of the present productive capacity of ( 
industries, to avoid undue restriction of production (except as may be \ 
temporarily required), to increase the consumption of industrial and j 
agricultural products by increasing pUrchasing power, to reduce and 
relieve unemployment • . . and otherwise to rehabilitate industry 
and conserve national resources l . 

foreshadowed, however, an eruargement of the.concepl.of"unfair. 
competitive practices." Themajor·departures from former policy 
were introduced as a result of this enlargement. 

The principal device for administering the new policy was also 
some fifteen years old. It was the Trade Practice Submittal, later 
renamed the Trade Practice Conference; this procedure was 
taken over from the Federal Trade Commission4 by the :new 
administration. The act followed a new principle, however, in 
delegating the widest powers to the President. He was empowered' 
to approve of codes of fair competition submitted by trade or 
industrial associations or groups subject to such conditions as 
he might impose. I He might approve of any code provided that, 
it would not permit monopolistic practices and would effectuate ! 

the policy-of the act. The policy of the act was very widely 
defilfeaandthi power to determine whether codes would effectuate 
that policy was vested in the President. He had no power, however, 

I H.R. S7SS, 1933. 
• Sec. I. 
litH:. 'il .. 
• The ad also provided that nothing contained in it should impair the powers of \..--

the Federal Trade Commission (Sec. 3, b), a proviso the significance of which did 
not emerge during the period under review. 

• Sec. 3 . • Hill approval might "impose such conditions (including requirements for the 
mwng of reports and the keeping of accounts) for the protectioa of consumers, 
competitors, employees, and others, and in the furtherance of the public interest, 
and may make lucb ellceptions to and elIemptions from the provisionl of luch code 
as the President in his discretion deema necessary to effectuate the policy herein 
declared." 
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to approve P~ codes that would permit monopolies.! Heavy penal
ties were provided for the breach of any clause in an approved 
code "in any transaction in or affecting interstate or foreign 
commerce" (i.e., by any firm in an industry for which a code had 
been approved, whether or not the firm was a party t<1 the code). 
Finally it was provided2 that during the operation of the act, 
and for sixty days thereafter, any action in compliance with an 
approved code "shall be exempt from the provisions of the 
anti-trust laws of the United States:"3 

II. THE CONCENTRATION OF POWER TO MAKE POLICY IN 
THE HANDS OF INDUSTRY GROUPS 

(The act was, therefore, an invitation to trade associations to 
plb.ce before the President plans, as limited or as far reacmng as 

. they could agre~ upon, for the centralized control of their respec-
" !five industries; the President held the ultimate power to determine 

~he degree of centralization to be permitted.~he policies pursued 
represented the demands of trade groups modified by the Recovery 
Administration. Reliance upon trade associations as thechief instru
ments for the regulation of industry enabled. these associations 
to influence very markedly the policy of the administration during 
the period when ~he first codes were being adopted. This influence 
is not surprising. Producers interested in a small range of com-

~ modities are more willin~lethan-coiisuiiiers inter-" 
! ested in a wide range of products to form strong organizations 

1 The President was authorized to approve codes provided (I) that such associ
q,tions or groups were truly representative of their trades and imposed no inequitable 
.conditions upon membership and (2) that the "codes are not designed to promote 

,/ . monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small enterprises and will not operate to 
discriminate against them and will tend to effectuate the policy of this title." Thus 
the President was himself empowered to determine the representativeness of trade 
associations submitting codes and the tendency of codes to give rise to monopolies 
or to damage Slllfll firms,. except that it was separately "provided that such code or 
codes shall not permit monopolies or monopolistic practices." 

I Sec. s. 
I The act also empowered the President to impose a code upon an industry 

(Sec. 3, d), to regulate imports (Sec. 3, e), to make agreements with trade, industrial, 
and labor organizations (Sec. 4, a) and to require producers to obtain a license to 
continue in operation (Sec. 4, b) (this clause expired on June 16, 1934). These 
powers were used either not at all or only rarely. The power to prescribe limited 
codes of fair competition concerning conditions of labor (Sec. 4, a) was the basis of 
the President's Reemployment Agreement but is not relevant to the present study. 
The requirement that codes should provide for the right of workers to bargain col
lectively and that workers should not be required to join a company union or to 
refrain from joining any other union (Sec. 7, a) was the cause of bitter dispute, but 
is also irrelevant to the present study, 

C This Presidential power was exercised largely by an administrator appointed 
under the act (Sec. 2) and advised by boards representing respectively the interests 
of industry, labor, and the consumer. 
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to protect their interests. In particular, they can afford to hire 
able counsel. Moreover, most business men felt justified in 
exacting a quid pro quo for the wage increases they were asked to 
make. I In consequence, the initial codes approved under the 
act revealed in the most striking manner the objectives towards 
which trade associations had been striving, often with little 
succesS, during the preceding twenty years. The legal sanctions/ 
behind the codes of fair competition not only forced into the 
associations or code authorities most of the producers in each 
industry, but also permitted the more direct attainment of their 
ends; they were no longer limited to devices that would avoid the 
prohibitions of the anti-trust laws. Reliance upon the provision of 
statistical information and suggested interpretations as a means of 

;:ontrolling prices was replaced by devices for mOle direct control ! 
of output and prices, although outright and explicit cartelization i 

- waS, tt general, resisted by the administration. Statistics concern- I 

ing prices remairied of great importance, but were adapted more 
openly to the control of price competition.lThe broad lines of 
policy will be discussed by reference to its effect upon control of 
output, prices, non-price competition, and long-term investment. I 

A. Control of Output 

I. DIRECT CONTROL 

Although a number of industries, stimulated by a model 
code drawn up by the National Association of Manufacturersl 
presented draft codes providing for complete regulation of output 
and the distribution of production quotas by the code authority, 
the administration in general refused to approve. such direct 
control of output.I\The principal industries in whi&h output or 
sales control was approved were lum6er and timber products, 
petroleum, and copper; these industries, being concerned with the 

I LYON and others, TIte Ntllitmal Ree_y AdmiflislrtlliOfl, 563. 
• Ufliled Slalu News, June 10-17, 1933· 
• The codes of a miscellaneous group of industries (including iron ~nd steel, 

cement, piano manufacturing, paper and pulp, cotton ~Arment, and f,!lding paper 
bos) provided for consideration of the matter and the later presentation of plans 
for controlling output should they be thought necessary. Proposals for control of the 
output of newsprint were later advanced but bitterly opposed. by the newspaper 
puhlishers (N,.,., y.". .. Times, Aug. 4, 1934). The code authonty for the cement 
Industry was authorized to draw up and submit to the administrator plans for" the 
equitable allocation of available business among all the members of the industry," 
provided that such plans did not reduce the total output below what was necessary 
amply to supply demand. No such plan was ever agreed upon. 
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~eting.of a natural resource, were thought to require special 
treatment. l No control of output (or prices) was provided, how
ever, in the lead; zinc, or aluminum industries, and no code was 
ever approved for the anthracite coal industry.) 

The code authority for the lumber and timber products 
industry was authorized to estimate every three months the 
consumption and exports of each division of the industry and. 
establish a maximum output, or quota of imports, for each I 
division in order to balance production and consumption; it 
was also authorized to allocate the total permissible output 
between all the producers in each division according to a com
plicated formula, every person known to be operating a plant 
being entitled to a quota; quotas were not transferable from 
one producer to another. Actual production generally fell short 
of the quotas set by the code authority, doubtless because of its 
price policy;3 inventories, however, were greatly reduced.4 In 
April, 1935, the Attorney General withdrew an appeal lodged with 
the Supreme Court which would have tested the constitutional
ityof the code because the government was unwilling that the 

1 Output control was also approved, without any such justification, in the glass 
container industry where so long as the industry was operating below 70 per cent of 
its registered capacity" the principle of sharing available business equitably among 
the members of the industry shall be recognized, not to restrict production, but 
to maintain a reasonable balance between production and consumption of glass 
containers, and to assure adequate supplies thereof." This program was attributed 
to a desire "to maintain competitive conditions." The demand for containers was 
to be estimated every six months and the total quota distributed "equitably" 

• among the producers, due consideration being given to the productive capacity and 
past performance of each and to the greater difficulties of curtailment of output by 
small producers. Output control was also approved in the Atlantic mackerel indus
try. The executive committee was authorized to "estimate consumer demand" and 
limit the catch of mackerel to that figure. Immediately prior to restriction 1.5 million 
pounds of mackerel had been landed per week. The catch was restricted first to 
614,000 pounds and later to 445,000 pounds. Whenever production was reduced to 
the point where the price exceeded three cents a pound (compared with 1.3 cents per 
pound immediately before restriction) the aggregate return to fishermen fell below 
the weekly return before restriction commenced. The Consumer Advisory Board 
decided that "the only ones to benefit from the code program were the mackerel 
themselves" (Price Control through Limitation of Production in the M ackerBl Fishing 
Code, 6). The demand for mackerel was elastic because of the availability of nearby 
substitutes. The restriction program was abandoned in October, 1934 (ibid). 

I The code authority was empowered to consider the matter; not even open-price 
clauses were included for either metallic or pig lead. . 

I The index of wholesale lumber prices generally, which by March, 1930, was 
about 42 per cent below that of 1926, increased between March and December, 
1933, over 50 per cent; in December, 1934, however, it was only 40 per cent above 
its level in March, 1933. The price of Douglas fir lumber increased nearly 100 per 
cent at the mill, that of yellow pine flooring 123 per cent at the. mill, and cedar 
shingles about 75 per cent between March and December, 1933. 

• C/. New York Times, Mar. 2, 1935. 
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constitutionality of the act should be first tested by reference to a 
code giving to a code authority final power to determine output. 1 

The provisions for control of the output of petroleum were 
broadly similar! but they also led to legal difficulties, and the 
delegation to the President of power to prohibit interstate ship
ments of oil produced in excess of the quotas fixed by the states 
was held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. 3 

Control of sales of copper was imposed upon the industry over 
the protests of some of its members.4 Broadly speaking, the pro
ducers, refiners, and smelters who accepted (with regard to copper 
sold in the United States) the restriction of sales, the allocation of 
sales quotas, and the allocation of orders by a single marketing 
agency,' were permitted to call their product "blue eagle copper"; 

I In consequence, the code authority threatened to abandon all efforts to apply 
the code (New YOf'II Times, Mar. 30, 1935, and Apr. 2, 1935). 

I A fedeml agency nominated by the President was to estimate "the required 
production of crude oil to balance the consumer demand for petroleum products," 
due account being taken of "probable withdrawa.!s from storage and of anticipated 
imports." The Secretary of the Interior (who was nominated as the agency to con
trol the industry) was authorized to allocate this a.llowable tota.! output for the 
country equitably between the various states; arrangements were also made for 
the further a.llocation of quotas to each pool, lease, or well within each state. Produc
tion in e:rcess of these quotas was an unfair practice. Further ·power to enforce the 
restriction of output was given through the power vested in the President by the 
Nationa.! Industria.! Recovery Act to regulate the shipment of petroleum and 
petroleum products from any state to the e:rtent necessary to effectuate the pur
posea of the act where any state exceeded its tota.! quota of production or failed to 
make an a.llocation of quotas within the state. Both the act and the code empowered 
the President to regulate imports of oil and the code empowered the code authority 
(the Planning and Coordination Committee) to regulate withdrawals of oil from 
Btorage. The supply of crude oil for refining was, therefore, intended to be completely 
controlled. The code authority was also authorized to specify to all refineries the 
crude runa to stills necessary to maintain a proper ratio between inventories and 
wes in each district, and production of gasoline in excess of these quotas was an 
unfair trade practice, as well as the maintenance of inventories of gasoline in excess 
of those necessary to provide for necessary fluctuations in working stocks and to 
meet 8e&sonal variations in demand. The prices of oil products rose after the adl!p
tion of the code but, in considering the increases, the unusua.lly low levels of pnce 
prevailing in the immediately preceding period must be taken into account. (See 
F.T.C., GIJSoli1lll Prius, 1934, pIJSnm.) 

• Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 55 S. Ct. 241 (1935)· 
• New Y Of'1I Times, Apr. 24, 26, 1934. The refiners, smelters, and fabricators, 

having been unable to agree upon a basis for the control of output, requested author
ity lubsequently to make voluntary agreements aimed at raising the price of copper 
and reducing stocks . 

• Absolute monthly and annual quotas of sales were provided for each primary 
producer by name. Quotas were based on annual capacitr for pro~uction, e,,:cept for 
amaller companies which were a.llowed to produce at a higher ratio of capaclty than 
the larger (New YOf'II Times, Apr. 26, 1934). The administrator was empowered to 
change the quotas from time to time a!ld an aggregate. quota was set. aside for 
secondary producers (i.,., those produclDg copper obtalDed by reworklDg scrap 
copper, scrap bl'lLSlt, and scrap alloys containing copper), this quota to be distributed 
between individual producers "by some equitable me~od agreed on by such pro
ducers and approved by the code authonty and, failing any agreement, by the 
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this copper alone was eligible for use in any article to be sold to the 
federal governnient.1 Any or all of the marketing provisions might 
be suspended if the price of copper became unreasonably high 
in the opinion of the code authority or the administrator. Im
mediately after the approval of the code, the' price of copper 
was raised from 8}2 to 9 cents per pound. Within a few weeks 
similar copper fell in foreign markets to about 7.25 cents per 
pound. 2 The quotation of "non-blue eagle" copper at a price 
below that of "blue eagle" copper caused difficulties which were 
met partly by the surrender of part of their quotas by producers 
not operating, and partly by drastic efforts to eliminate" non-blue 
eagle" copper by destroying the market for it. 8 Attempts were 
later made to maintain the price by the restriction of output 
administrator." As these producers failed to agree, the administrator allocated 
quotas (New York Times, May 16, 1934). Temporary provision was also made for 
custom smelters and refiners. Those receiving sales quotas were required to accept 
allocations of sales made to them by a sales clearing agent, provided they had copper 
available for sale within the delivery period covered by the allocation, sales being 
proportionately applied to the quotas for the current month. Sales in any month in 
excess of the quota for the current month were to be allocated to succeeding months, 
and only after the quotas for the two succeeding months were exhausted were stocks 
to be drawn upon. The code authority was to propose a plan to deal with these with
drawals from stocks which, when approved by the administrator, would provide 
for the orderly liquidation of stocks. Sales of copper by members of the industry in 
contravention of the plan were a violation of the code. Provision was made for the 
monthly adjustment of sales to sales quotas by purchases and sales between holders 
of quotas. When the Phelps Dodge Corporation absorbed the United Verde Copper 
Company the code was amended to permit the former company to take over the 
sales quota of the latter (Approved Code 401, Amendment No. I, of Apr. 26, 1935). 

1 Copper held by those without sales quotas and unable to obtain such quotas, 
and the output of smelters and refiners in excess of their quotas, was non-blue eagle 
copper. Direct regulation of output (and prices) was provided for only in the event 
of an emergency in the industry "in that destructive price cutting and/or excessive 
production is being engaged in to such an extent as to endanger the effectuation of 
the purposes of this code or the act." 

I New York Times, June 24, 1934; July 29,1934; Aug. 9, 1934. While producers of 
raw copper were left free in their production for export, fabricators were seriously 
affected. The import duty of 4 cents per pound was sufficient to prevent imports, 
apart from the obstacles placed by the code authority in the way of the use of .. non
blue eagle" copper, (which included imported copper). This differential persisted, 
therefore, and seriously handicapped American fabricators exporting products 
containing a substantial amount of copper in competition with foreign fabricators 
(New York Times, July 24, 1934) until the code authority permitted purchases of 
copper at the foreign price for use solely in products to be sold abroad (New York 
Times, Aug. I, 1934). 

I New York Times, May 23, 1934. The code authority, exercising its power to 
make regulations defining" blue eagle" copper, decided to class as "non-blue eagle" 
copper the whole output of a plant using any "non-blue eagle" copper; the use of 
any "non-blue eagle" copper by one subsidiary of a copper fabricating plant would 
contaminate the output of all other subsidiaries. Thus members of the code were 
prevented from using any "non-blue eagle" copper (New York Times, May 10, 
I934). The agreements for the sale of copper to fabricators drawn up by the code 
authority provided that fabricators should neither fabricate on toll nor purchase 
"non-blue eagle" copper (New York Times, Aug. I, 1934). 
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beyond the sales quotas prescribed in the code. l Finally, when the 
National Industrial Recovery Act was declared unconstitutional, 
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the price was maintained for a time and then, following upon a 
I Primary producers agreed to forego their sales quotas for sill: weeks in order 

that all sales might be anocated to secondary, custom, and by-product producers 
and approved the principle of restricting output to actual sales (N IVI York Times, 
September 28, 1934). 
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period of stagnation in the market, reduced from 9 to 8 cents.1 

The behavior of prices in the principal industries in which control 
of output was permitted is indicated in Fig. 51. 

2. INDIRECT CONTROL THROUGH REGULATION OF HOURS OF PLANT 

OPERATION 

Output was indirectly controlled in about 60 codes which 
prescribed the maximum number of hours for which plant might 
be 0 erate . The co on ex e mdustry a experimented 

with this device as early as 1930 and it led the way 
in securing compulsory restrictions upon plant operation; its 
code required the limitation of operations to two shifts of forty 
hours a week. 2 Forty-three of the 60 codes including similar 
restrictions were for the special branches of the textile industry 
where 80 hours a week was commonly prescribed as a maximum, 
although 40 was not uncommon. So long as the possible output 
of the whole industry, operating at the maximum rate permitted, 
exceeds the actual output, control of plant operation need not 
affect prices or production; it operates (as it probably did im
mediately after the approval of the cotton textile code) to distrib
ute production more evenly among producers, i.e., it is a "share 
the work II movement applied to plant equipment, and assists 
the less efficient to obtain business, more particularly if the entry 
of new capital is discouraged or prevented by control. 3 

, Control of the hours of plant operation can, however, be used 
r to control tQtal qutput if the maximum is set sufficiently'iow. 
It then IDIto.\llatically -sets' quotas for each producer iIi proportion 
to his capacity to produce. Policy did in fact develop in this 
direction. On a number of occasions the administrator approved 
temporary reductions in the permitted number of hours of opera-

1 New York Times, June 19, 28, 1935. The United States Copper Association 
decided to take over the functions of the copper code authority but there was little 
doubt that the control of output was illegal. 

I This rule was approved over the objection of some firms, especially those mak
ing surgical dressings, and rubber tire manufacturers producing their own fabrics. 
The clause was approved for the cotton industry to "prevent both undue market 
stimulation and undue market demoralization," to avoid the accumulation of "dis
economic surpluses," and (it was alleged) to aid large numbers of small firms which, 
lacking resources for more than two shifts, would otherwise be at a disadvantage. 
The clause was not expected to interfere with the fair competition of efficient pro
ducers or with the interests of workers or consumers. The report of the adminis
trator (annexed to the code) stated that two shifts were not likely to be used by 
more than half the mills. 

• The entry of new capital was controlled under the code for the cotton textile 
industry (see p. 509). 
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tion or even temporary closing down of all plants where demand 
had declined and inventories had increased.1 Used in this manner 
this power became a means of restricting output to demand at the 
current price and sharing the available business. 2 On at least 
one occasion an industry was permitted temporarily to increase 
its hours of operation to enable it to meet a seasonal increase in 
demand.' 

B. Control of Prices 

Soon after he took office the administrator announced that, 
although conduct in accordance with approved codes was exempt 
from prosecution under the anti-trust acts, it was not intended 
to authorize price agreements. Nevertheless, 560 of the first l 
677 codes contained some provision relating to minimum prices or ~ 

, Further curtailments of the hours of plant operation were approved in Decem
ber, 1933, and thereafter in various branches of the textile industry; in the hosiery 
industry the number of days of operation was restricted (CONSUME1!. ADVISORY 
BoAJU), CoUon Textiles). In May, 1934, the administrator permitted the restriction 
of plant operation in the cotton textile industry to sixty hours a week for twelve 
weeks owing to a decline in demand and an increase in inventories. The synthetic 
yam ataplesindustry was permitted to close down for eight weeks (New York Times, 
May 23, 1934). In July, 1934, the code authority for the silk textile industry voted 
to operate on a single shift of forty hours a week provided the rayon weaving indus
try adopted a similar restriction (New York Times, July 18, 1934). Wholesale ex
emptions from the order are said to have been granted by the administration to 
avoid accusations of unfaimess or monopoly (New York Times, Sept. 9, 1934). The 
code authority for the upholstery and textile fabrics industry considered the aban
donment of the regulation of the hours of loom operation and its replacement by a 
rule permitting full operation provided the inventory of the mill did not exceed 
20 per cent of its sales for the preceding year (New York Times, Aug. 12, 1934). (This 
rule was criticized as likely to cause less regularity of operation and employment.) 
The code for the lumber and timber products industry was amended to permit con
trol of output in terms of allowable hours of operation where two thirds of the branch 
of the industry concemed so requested (Amendment No. I I of June 5, 1934). It was 
later reported that the administration was unwilling further to restrict the output 
of cotton goods by this means (New York Times, Sept. 9, 1934). In March, 1935, 
however, some branches of the textile industry were authorized to reduce the hours 
of plant operation by not more than 25 per cent for an emergency period of twelve 
weeki. This action was in accordance with recommendations of the Textile Planning 
Committee and arose out of a serious decline in demand and increase in inventories 
(New Yor" Times, Mar. 27,1935). . 

I AD approach to the sharing of the market is also suggested by the provisio~ in 
the code for the structural steel and iron fabricating industry that the code authonty, 
in determining whether to investigate in detail complaints that members had sold 
at prices below "reasonable estimated cost of production," should consider, inter 
alia, whether the member of the industry complained of "had, since the effec~ve 
date of the code, contracted for more than its fair share of the business of fabricatmg 
products used in and for doing erection work in !he United States." It.wiIl be recall~d 
that the American Institute of Steel Construction had proposed earher to adapt Its 
method of charging membership fees so as to levy fines upon those doing more than 
their" fair share" of business (see p. 153)· • 

I The warp knit fabrics group was permitted to operate three forty-hour shifts a 
week for a few weeks (New Yor" Times, Apr. 26, 1935). 
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Icosts.1 The&.e various provisions fall into a number of classes 
I which can be grouped under (I) direct price control (2) prohibition 
. of sales at prices below the cost of production, and (3) "open-
price" clauses. 

I. DIRECT CONTROL OF PRICES 

Only 12 of the first 677 codes empowered the code authority, 
with or without the approval of the administrator, to establish I 
minimum prices without reference to the cost of production. 2 1 
The most important codes permitting direct control of Prices/ 
were those for three industries concerned with the marketing 
of natural resources, in which" cutthroat competition has led to 
public disaster,"3 viz., soft coal, lumber, and petroleum. The 
code for the soft coal indust:ryaiilhoriiect-the-estalillShment of 
marketing agencies in each regional division and empowered them 
to determine the "fair" market price for coal necessary to enable 
operators to pay the minimum-wage rates and to furnish em
ployment.4 No reference was made in the code to costs of produc
tiQn.By March, 1934, c<flUjmces- haabeerCralsecl. above their 
1929 level and continued to advance even during the summer . 

. \ But while prices in November, 1.2:2J. were 6 per cent above their 
-c . 1929 level, production was 37 per cent and employment 20per cent j 

below the 1929 level. Accumulations of slack threatened the whole 
structure of prices. Serious conflicts occurred within the industry' 

1 N.R.A., Prices and Price Provisions in Codes, Jan. 9, 1935, Part III. 
Iloc. cil. 
I Release by Consumer Advisory Board, Oct. 4, 1933. No direct price control was 

provided, however, in the copper, lead, zinc, or aluminum industries. 
'If the member of the code authority representing the President failed to approve 

of any change in price it did not become effective without the consent of the adminis
trator. In the determination of this "fair price," competition with other kinds of 
fuel and sources of heat production was to be taken into account. No provision was 
made at the outset for the coordination of the price policies of the agencies in differ
ent divisions: the administration members of the several marketing agencies served 
as an informal coordinating committee until a formal committee was appointed for 
the purpose; finally an arbitra..tion committee was established by an amendment 
to the code (LYON and others, op. cit., 177). The price fixing provision was thought by 
the deputy administrator submitting the code to the President to be likely to relieve 
the industry of much cutthroat competition, to obviate the dumping of coal at 
ruinous prices, reduce materially uneconomic and destructive competition between 
fields, and do much to restore equilibrium between fields and promote the develop
ment of markets related geoe'raphically and economically to the producing centers 
(Report annexed to the code). A price war was, however, subsequently reported in 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana (New York Times, Jan. 13, 
1934). 

i The setting of a minimum price without regard for differences in sulphur con
tent, although coal with a high sulphur content had commonly been sold at a lower 
price than coal containing less sulphur, was said to discriminate against small firms. 
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and code prices were widely evaded. 1 Several districts formally 
withdrew from the inter-district price correlation procedure. 2 

Prices were sufficiently attractive to have induced the opening 
up of .. gopher hole II mines in some areas. The differentials between 
different grades were sometimes discriminatory and calculated to 
limit the sales of efficient producers and protect the less efficient. 3 

The code authority in the lumber and timber products indus
try was authorized to establish minimum f.o.b. prices "to protect 

./the cost of production" whenever it was satisfied that it could 
determine the cost of production, and that the setting of minimum 
prices would contribute to the accomplishment of the declared 
purposes' of the code.· Minimum prices for imported lumber 
might be set by reference to the minima for the same or competing 
items, grades, sizes, or species of domestic production. It has 
already been remarked that very considerable increases were 
made in the prices of some types of lumber with the result that 
sales fell short of the quotas of output. The power to fix minimum 
prices was withdrawn in July, 1934, and replaced by a clause 
empowering the administrator to set minimum prices based upon 
.. reasonable cost" wherever he adjudged an emergency to exist. 5 

In the almost complete absence of accurate information concerning 
costs "the minimum prices represented little more than guesses."6 

The setting of a margin between the prices of washed and unwashed coal insufficient 
to cover the cost of washing, handicapped small enterprises selling unwashed coal. 
«"DAUOW") Bo.un O~ REVIEW, ReplW', cit. New YlWk Times, May 21,1934.) 

a The survival of the machinery for fixing prices was attributed to the ease of 
evasion. Code prices did not affect pre-code contracts and the code is said to have 
been evaded by making contracts as of dates prior to the code (CONSUMER AD
VlSOIlY Bo.un, Firin, Coal Prices, 2. The code was also evaded by contracts pro
viding for forfeits if coal failed to comply with standards known to be impossible of 
fulfillment, by excess shipments, and deliveries of superior grades. Lack of control of 
forward prices under the code necessitated an amendment on Jan. 25, 1935 (Amend
ment No.6). 

• CONSUKEIl AnVlSOIlY Bo.un, op. cit., 2. 

• wid., 4ff. 
• The minima were to be established" with due regard to the maintenance of free 

competition among species, divisions, and subdivisions, and with the products !If 
other industries, and other countries, and to the encouragement of the use of said 
products." The code set limits, however, to the minima that might be established 
(ezcept for goods for export). The upper limit was "the current weighted average 
cost of production" in each division, the items to be included in costs being set out. 
The lower limit waa the weighted average of costs excluding all depreciation and 
amortization charges and all charges for logs and otlser raw materials • 

• Amendment IS, code for lu~ber and tiD?-ber products industry,. appro~ed 
July 16, 1~34. This clause embodied a new policy adopted by the adlDlDlstration 
(see p. 489 . p. F.. . ,L- L -, I-~ , • CONSUKEIl AnVISOIlY BOAllD, nee ':lCin, lIS "" "moM' naIlS ry, I93S, I. 
The difficulties of price fixing in the industry are indicated by the. fact that the 
lumber price list included about 5,000 different items, for each of which there were 
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I In the first ten months of I934 lumber prices" averaged 53 per cent 
higher relative to general wholesale prices than before I914."1 
Demand in the second half of I932 was lower than during any 
six-month 'period of the twentieth century; it rose during I933 
but .. declined again in I9342 and inventories increased again. 

,;rlie minimum prices attracted into operation 5,000 additional 
sawmills. 3 Violation of the minimum-price provision became 
common and the industry itself finally requested the discon
tinuance of minimum prices, which was granted. 4 

The code ·for the petroleum industry contained far-reaching 
provisions for control of the prices of oil and oil products, which 
were not unanimously approved in the industry6 and were dis
approved by the Consumer Advisory Board.6 During periods 
in which the production of crude petroleum in any state was 
within the quota allocated to it, the sale of crude oil of a basic 
specification 7 at a price less than I8.5 times8 the price per gallon 
of a basic specification of gasoline9 (to the nearest cent) during 
the preceding month10 was prohibited. Fair and equitable differen
tials were to be provided for other grades, and oil in other loca
tions. This device merely fixed the relationship between crude 
oil and gasoline, but further provision was made for the fixing 
or,he absolute level of prices. During an initial period of ninety/ 
days the President was empowered to establish detailed schedules I 

of miniD!um prices for petroleum and petroleUiiiproducts; sales 
below these prices were unfrur. In the subsequent period, petroleum 
might not be sold below its recovery cost11 and petroleum products 

six different prices (loc. '.,cit.). Variations in grades, rebates, lack of uniformity in 
granting discounts also caused difficulties. 

1 ibid., 2. Furniture manufacturers protested but had apparently succeeded in 
buying at less than code prices (ibid., 5). 

I ibid., 3. 
a ibid., 4. 
• ibid., 6. 
I C/. New York Times, Nov. 12, 1933 Some of the larger and most of the smaller 

firms objected to this policy. J 
• Letter to the Secretary of the Interior, Oct. 9, 1933. in which the board appe ed 

for a postponement of price fixing until a more comprehensive study of the problem 
had been made. 

'Mid-continent crude petroleum of 36° to 36.9°A.P.I. gravity. 
8 The constant of 18.5 represented the relationship during the period 1928 to 

1932 between the average price per barrel of crude oil of the basic quality prescribed 
and the average price per gallon of gasoline of the prescribed quality. 

II Group 3 tank-car price per gallon of U.S. motor gasoline of 60 to 64 octane 
rating. 

10 This average price was to be ascertained and declared by the Secretary of the 
Interior. 

11 In determining this cost the federal agency was to determine the average cost of 
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might not be sold at prices which did not cover their average cost 
of production.1 The President was also authorized to set maximum 
pri~~!roleum and its products but did not exercise the 
authority. Thus tneprlce of crude oil might not fall below the 
average cost of producing it nor the price of oil products below 
their cost of production. The price of gasoline might fall below 
neither its cost of production nor the price arrived at by applying 
the multiplier 18.5 to the price of crude oil. The Secretary of the 
Interior issued an order fixing the prices of oil products in detail 
as to type of product, grade, and location,2 but energetic protests 
resulted in the postponement of its operation and, finally, its 
abandonment. The Secretary of the Interior decided to delegate 
control of the price of petroleum products to a marketing agency3 
consisting of the refiners, which was to purchasegaSoliiie-crwJllcn 
threatens the stability of the oil price structure" and dispose of 
it in an "orderly" manner so as to maintain the above relationship 
between the prices of crude oil and gasoline.4 Later the Secretary 
of the Interior announced that he was considering an amended 
plan for restricting gasoline supply to demand and establishing 
agencies to achieve this end. Pooling agreements were proposed 
under which the participants would keep their own "surplus" 
gasoline off the market and thus assure the small independent 
refiner of an outlet for his product" at a fair price."5 Subsequently 
he approved of an agreement among the refiners on the Pacific 
coast not to handle crude oil produced in excess of the "allow-

production of crude petroleum" and the fair economic limit of the cost of production 
In 'atripper' welI areas (i.e., areas in which wells needed to be pumped) which must 
be met to prevent the premature abandonment of such 'stripper' wells as may be 
found to be economically practicable of operation." 

I The federal agency was instructed to determine the" average costs" of eco
nomically refining, transporting, and distributing petroleum and its products "for 
different areas and for different methods of marketing." The prices set for different 
localities and different grades .. shall bear such relations as shall be fair and equit
able." The Secretary of the Interior called for the information necessary to make 
these calculations on Dec. 7, 1933· .. 

• Order of Secretary of Interior, Oct. ~6, 1933. The prices were to be expef!m~ntal 
for a period of ninety days and were saId to have been based upon the statistics of 
cosL 

• Order of Secretary of the Interior, Jan. 19, 1934· . 
• • In Fe~ruary, 1934, companies handling more than .9~ ~er cent of the gasoline 

BOld ID PacIfic coast territory made a cartel agreement dIVIding the market be.twee!, 
them (Nertl Yori Times, Feb. 20, 1934). In ~arch. 1934, ho.wever, th.e major. oil 
companies selling in California were charged WIth secretly cuUmg the ~,!ce. of third
grade gasoline by selling it under different brand ~ames throu~h subSJdianes osten
sibly in competition with their controlling compames and at pnces lower than those 
charged by the controlling companies (New York Times, Mar. 24, 1934). 

• Nertl Yori Times, Apr. 6, 1934.0 
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abies" set, to sell all gasoline at posted prices, and to purchase 
all gasoline in the hands of independent refiners which they 
were unabl~ to sell "in the regular course of their business." 
A similar agreement aimed at maintaining the price of gasoline 
was negotiated in the east Texas field1 and it was later announced 

. that this device was to be applied to the whole territory east of 
the Rockies.2' Explicit control of prices thus gave place to the 
restriction of sales to amounts that would permit the maintenance 
of prices accepted as ~atisfactory by the refiners and the Secretary 
of the Interior; 8 ' 

The behavior of prices in the soft coal, petroleum, and lumber 
industries is shown at Fig. 51 on page 469. 

I 
Among the remaining attempts to set minimum prices the 

. most troublesome was the power given to the code authority 
in the cleaning and dyeing industry to prescribe" fair and reason

. able. mmimum-wiioresa~e"and retail prices by regions and/or 
local areas for the several services comprised within the definition 
of cleaning and dyeing." T~e administrator hoped that this 
clause would terminate ruinous price competition which had 
:resulted in wage cutting, poor quality of service, and the threat 
to the existence of small shops-a plea which, no doubt, might 
have been advanced in many other fields. 4 This clause proved 

1 New York Times, June 24, 1934 . 
. I New York Times, Sept. I, 1934. 

I The order setting minimum prices brought to light a host of difficulties. It was 
claimed that the proposed minima discriminated against small companies. Uniform 
prices were set for both advertised and unadvertised gasoline, thus preventing the 
small company from attracting business by lower prices rather than by advertising. 
The margin between the price of gasoline at Gulf ports and on the eastern seaboard 
was insufficient to pennit the purchase of gasoline at Gulf ports and its resale in New 
York and Boston; the margin between the price in east Texas and at Atlantic sea
board ports was also insufficient to permit transportation from the former to the 
latter (New York Herald Tribune, Nov. 26, 1933). The price in east Texas was said 
to be the same as at Gulf ports, although transportation alone from the east Texas 
field to the coast cost 79 cents per barrel. The ratio of 18.5 between the price of crude 
oil and that of gasoline was attacked because it was based upon conditions prevalent 
during the period between 1928 and 1932 when operations were said to have been 
unprofitable; the margin between crude oil and gasoline being fixed as a ratio of the 
price of crude oil, the principal gains were likely to be obtained by integrated firms 
and owners of oil rights. The price set for gasoline would cause an increase in the 
price of crude oil and the non-integrated refiners would be "squeezed." The decline 
In the price of oil products other than gasoline since the base period from 1928 to 
1932 also made the margin thus fixed unprofitable to the non-integrated firms. 
"Skimming plants" i.e. those not "cracking" oil) would suffer because, the octane 
rating of their product being below that on which the formula was based, they would 
have to sell at a price below that set for gasoline of the standard rating. (See United 
States News, Aug. 19-26, 1933.) 

'He also referred to the racketeering with which the industry had been afllicted, 
although there was no obvious reason why the clause should eliminate racketeering. 
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unenforceable and the major part of the code was finally aban
doned with considerable ill feeling. 1 The code for the cigar con
tainer industry permitted the code authority to establish minimum 
prices;2 that for the graphic arts industries permitted the issue of 
"price determination schedules" to serve as "guides of fair 
value"; that for the cigar manufacturing industry set a minimum 
price in the code itself. a Modified authority to set minimum 
prices was also provided in the fur dressing and dyeing, domestic 
freight forwarding, and wholesaling and distributing industries. 
In the course of the hearings upon the code proposed for the 
electrical products industry, however, the administrator refused 
to authorize the code authority to fix fair prices because such , 
power meant" arbitrary price fixing on the products of an individ
ual manufacturer by a jury of his competitors.'" 

In the distributing trades the price of the service of the dealer 
is his "mark up," or the margin between the price at which he ., 
buys and the price at which he sells. Although attempts. were 
made in some branches of the industry to set minima which would 
be generally applicable, the policy generally adopted in dealing 
with retailers was to set the minimum "mark up" so low that it 
merely obstructed.the use of "losvaders," i.e., sales at pricesl 
which did not return to the retailer a reasonable proportion of his 
total costs of operation. The principal retail code prohibited sales 
at prices which did not cover the costs of the commodity to the 
retailer plus "an allowance for actual wages of store labor to 
be fixed and published from time to time" by the code authority. 
Similar clauses appeared in the codes for drug retailing, jewelry 

I Resistance to the tariff IIf minimum prices set was so great that this code ac
counted for more than half the "blue eagles" removed (New York Times, May 28, 
1934). When the service industries were freed from all clauses in their codes except 
those concerning labor conditions (unless 8s per cent of those in any loca~ty ag~eed 
to other provisions) (Euculive Order, May 27, 1934) price cutting was mtenslfied 
(New York Timel, May 29,1934) and the maintenance of the labor conditions in the 
code was imperiled. Finally the code authority "turned back its code to ~cmeral 
Johnson," charging the administration with bad faith in suspending the fair prac
tice clauses (and especially the price fixing clause) without a hearing (N ew York 
Timel, June n, 1934). 

I The minimum might be neither more nor less than the. 'l!'eighted avera~e cost 
of production, but was also to take account of the competition between different 
kinds of containers and competition with C?ther industries. . . . 

• It provided that no member of the mdustry should ~tnbute any Clg!llS or 
ltogies made by employees under the wage and labor conditions prescnbed m the 
code unleas they were packed in containers stating that they were intended to sell to 
consumers at not more than two for five cents (Code for cigar manufacturing, ap
proved June 19, 1934). 

'N/fIII Yorll Times, Jan. 5, 19» 
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retailing, retail food and grocery, wholesale grocery, and paper 
distributing, ~lthough they were generally subject to a number 
of exceptiop.s.l Subsequently the administrator virtually estab
lished the minimum charge for the services of retailers when he 
set the allowance for wages of store labor at not less than ten per 
cent of the cost to the merchant of the article sold. 2 While there 
is an obvious danger in fixing the minimum price for retailing 
services in general, or even for specific products, there is little 
objection so long as the minimum is set so low that it could not 
be applied equally to all the goods sold by a retailer. The "loss 
leader" tends to mislead purchasers concerning the general effi
ciency of the seller, although it is a form of advertising that, 
unlike most, directly benefits consumers. 

The code for the retail lumber industry provided for a mini
mum "mark up" by retailers based upon the "modal" cost of 
distribution.3 The average "mark up" was set by the adminis
trator at 41 pel' cent of the cost of the product, but, in June, 1934, 
this percentage was reduced by order of the administrator to 
29 per cent to permit reductions in the retail price of lumber, 
not, apparently, because the modal cost of handling lumber had 
changed, but to facilitate plans to stimulate the building industry. 
Reduction for this reason indicates that the cost of doing business 
was not the basis upon which the price of the services of lumber 
dealers was fixed. This "mark-up" provision lapsed altogether 
in March, 1935.4. The minimum dis,counts to be allowed for 
wholesaling and retailing cigars might be set by agreement 
between the code authorities for cigar manufacturing, wholesale 

1 For example, exempting storekeepers in places with less than 2,500 inhabitants 
and not part of a larger trading areaj permitting lower prices to meet the prices of 
rivals complying with the clause, and also permitting lower prices for food and other 
perishable products, or in bona fide clearances of discontinued lines, sales upon final 
liquidation, sales in large quantities, and sales to institutions and public relief 
agencies. ' 

I Administrative Order of April 6, 1934. This order did not apply to drugs and 
allied products; the code for drug retailing was subsequently amended to prohibit 
the sale of drugs, cosmetics, and toilet preparations at a price below the manufac
turers' wholesale list price per dozen (N.Y. Herald Tribune, Apr. 8, 1934). The only 
available explanation of the basis upon which 10 per cent was arrived at is the 
administrator's own statement that" after an extensive inquiry extending over years 
I know of no legitimate merchant who sells at an expense of less than 10 per cent on 
cost" UOHNSON, The Blue Eaglefrom Egg to Earth, 182). 

a Art. VIII, 8. The mode is a peculiarly unsuitable average, as no clearly marked 
mode may exist. There may be more than one mode, and if the "mark up" of each 
product is separately calculated by the selection of the mode, the resulting pattern 
of "mark ups" may be unworkable. (See TERBORGH, Price Control Devices inN.R.A. 
Codes, 12.) 

t New York Times, Mar. 2,1935. 
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tobacco, and tobacco retailing, subject to the concurrence of the 
administrator. 1 

It is evident that explicit continuous control of prices was not l 
generally permitted; where it was authorized it was not generally' .,; 
a success. In the oil industry control of sales replaced the proposed. 
control of prices; in lumber and timber products continuousl 
price control was replaced by control restricted to periods of 
emergency; only in the bituminous coal industry did it survive 
and there with much difficulty. It collapsed completely in the 
cleaning and dyeing industry. The codes for the distributing 
trades usually prescribed minimum margins between purchase 
and resale prices, sometimes, but not always, aimed at preventing 
any item from being used as a "loss leader." The administration 
placed increasing reliance upon the prohibition of "destructive" 
price cutting and the setting of minimum prices during" emergen
cies." These experiments can, however, be discussed only after the 
attempts to prevent sales at "less than cost of production." 

2. THE PROHIBITION OJ!' SALES AT PRICES BELOW THE COST OJ!' 

PRODUCTION 

Although 'the administrator was opposed to price fixing, he 
was strongly in favor of the prohibition of sales at prices below 
the cost of production. Business interests were persuaded to 
cooperate in the administration of the act by the prospect of 
limiting price competition. Having been induced to increase 
their payrolls they made speedy demands for the approval of 
clauses declaring "less-than-cost" selling to be unfair. In con
sequence 403 of the first 677 codes prohibited sales below cost. 
In 352 of these codes in the non-distribution industries the costs 
of the individual seller set his minPnum price. 2 Differences \ 
in the costs of different firms result in differences in minimum 
price. Where the products of the different sellers are comparable 
the lowest-cost seller is able to obtain all the business (if he / 
chooses to charge the minimum price) except where ignorance on 
the part of buyers prevents their discovering the lowest prices, 
or differences in transportation costs protect some firms. Thus the 
less efficient suffer not only from their higher costs, but also from 
the loss of business to rivals, which is likely either to accelerate 
their departure from business or, more probably, their recapitaliza-

I Code for tobacco retailing trade . 
• N.R.A., P,iceIOf14 Pm. P'~ in Coles, 1935, Part m. 
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tion at lower levels.1 In fact, however, there was little doubt 
that sellers would refuse to comply with the rule rather than 
expose them!5elves to such dangers and little pressure was brought 
to compel them to comply. 

\ \ In 267 of these codes the less efficient were protected from 
\ these risks by a provision that they might sell at prices below 
\ their own .fQ~t of produCtion iQJll.eelthe p.rjce~ .9fa rival. 2 \V'lie're'" 

the outPut of ill producers was uniform, a singl~mum price 
was,. thus set forthe whole industry. As, however, the ollly hIrii 
.permitted to resort to "this pnce-was·' the lowest cost firm, the 
clause protected sellers only from the price cutting of high cost, 

.~ and not from that of low cost, firms within the limit set by the 
costs of the lowest cost firm. In' 78 codes the rule was simplified 
by merely prohibiting saies at prices below the cost of production 
by the lowest cost firm, thus permitting any firm to initiate 
price reductions down to this level. 8 

Rigid adherence to prohibitions upon sales below cost in one or I 
other of these forms would cause difficulty to sellers whose products 
had gone out of fashion, who had overestimated demand and were 
forced to sell in order to obtain liquid funds, who wished to liqui
date their businesses, or who desired to dispose of discontinued 
lines or of second-grade products necessarily occurring in the 
normal course of production. In 323 industries sales under such 
conditions or under some of them were excepted from the prohibi
tion on sales below cost; two thirds of these codes provided that 
such sales should be reported to the code authority and the remain
ing one third required the approval of the code authority.4 These 

1 In the baking industry firms in higher cost areas were protected from the 
competition of those in lower cost areas by a provision that the administrator might 
require firms invading a higher cost area to sell at not less than the lowest price filed 
by any producer in the high-cost area. In the salt industry a producer might not sell 
in another zone below the lowest price filed by producers in that zone. 

I N.R.A., loco cU. In III codes the authority to meet the prices of a rival was 
limited to meeting prices which did,not themselves contravene the rule against 
selling below cost; in 36 codes prices in violation of the rule might be met provided 
they were reported to the code authority, or pending the taking of action thereon 
by the code authority. In some, firms were prohibited from meeting price cuts 
which they bad themselves instigated. Twelve codes required the approval.of the 
code authority to sales below cost. (N.R.A., loco cil.) 

• Where the products of different sellers were not identical, a code authority 
applying & clause permitting firms to sell at prices below their own costs to meet the 
prices of a rival had to decide how competitive were the different products and 
determine the differences in price justified by the differences in the products, i.~., set 
price differentials between all types of product, & task of enormous magnitude and 
difficulty in some industries. Cf. 1'ERBORGH, P,ice Ctmlrol Devices in N.R.A. Codes, 
24)· . 

'N.R.A., loco cu. 
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exceptions were obviously a source of great weakness in the con
trol of sales below cost, but without them the rule would have been 
impossible of compliance in most industries. 

The level of minimum p~ces resulting from the application 
of this clause depends entirely upon the method of calculating 
costs. ~ 361 of these codes provision was made for the establish
ment of uniform ~e!h~ds of cost accounting; 92 per cent required 
the approvaIOl the aWninistrator of the accounting systems. 
Methods of calculating costs were prescribed in some 87 non
distribution codes but there was no uniform basis of calculation. 
A few codes prescribed whether raw materials should be entered 
at their replacement or their original cost.1 Ten non-distribution 
codes provided for the addition tQ. factory costs of an arbitrary 
percentage, uniform for all firms, to cover general management, 
taxes, selling costs, and the like. 2 

During a period of subnormal operation average costs depend 
greatly upon the method of calculating overhead costs including 
the depreciation and obsolescence of plant. If the full amountS of 
these costs is distributed over actual output, the minimum price 

~ must be one which enables the lowest-cost firm to cover all its 
costs excluding interest.' The resulting minimum price may bel 
considerably above the existing prices; there may, of course, be 
no price that will enable the firm to cover all its overhead costs. 
In some industries a "standard burden" 5 for overhead costs was 
adopted. For instance, the amount to be included in unit costs for 
overhead might be calculated upon the assumption that the 
plant was being utilized to 6S per cent of its full capacity. This 
device would affect the distribution of the recovery of overhead 
costs over time; less than the annual amount calculated in accord
ance with the firm's rule concerning depreciation and obsolescence 
is recovered from sales in periods when plant is operated at less 
than the standard rate, and more is recovered in periods when it is 
operating at more than the standard rate. The higher this standard 
rate of operation the lower, of course, is the average cost of 
production which sets the minimum price. Some codes prescribed 
this standard burden by reference to the actual rate of operation 

1 For example, paint, varnish, and lacquer. 
I Structural clay products, paint, varnish, and lacquer (Amendme~t NO.1). 
I That is, the &hare of overhead costs for the year or other penod calculated 

according to the rules adopted by the firm concerning depreciation and o,bsolescence • 
• Even interest Wal included in the calculation of the cost of produclDg lumber. 
I Six of the first 400 codes required overhead calculated on a uniform base (N e7II 

Yori Times, June 10, 1934). " 
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during a past period, l others by reference to the rate of operation 
of "reasonably efficient" plants during a past period. 2 

Departures from the setting of minimum prices by reference 
to the costs' of the lowest cost firm. were implied in these calcula
tions of the standard rate of overhead burden by reference to the 
experience of the "reasonably efficient" or any other class of 
firms. In fact there were many other such departures. In eight 
industries the minimum was set by reference to "lowest reasonable 
costs," in ten to "reasonable costs," and in eight to the "lowest 
representative" costs. The definition of representativeness was 
occasionally given, as for instance, that it might not exclude more 
than 10 per cent of the firms, 3 that it should exclude all firms whose 
capitalization was unduly low, 4 or that the representative firm 
was one engaged in a full line of activities including research and 
sales promotion.3 Five set the minimum price by reference to the 
average of the cost of production by all firms. 5 Where the costs 
of the representative firm were above the lowest costs in the 
industry the minimum price was, of course, higher than it would 
have been if the costs of the lowest cost firm. had been used; the 
use of a weighted average obviously also yielded a higher minimum 
than the costs of the lowest cost firm. Little or no attention appears 
to have been paid to the valuation placed upon plant, 6 which 
valuation determines the amount of depreciation and obsolescence 
charges, which are a large part of the annual overhead charge. 
Where the costs· of the lowest-cost firm set the minimum price 
this matter was of least importance; that firm. was least likely to 
be carrying its assets at inflated values, but where representative 
or average costs were used such inflated capital values might raise 
the minimum price. 

Minimum prices cannot, of course, be determined by reference 
to actual costs; they must be calculated by reference to the past 

1 In the canning and packaging machinery industry a firm might, with the con- . 
sent of the administrator, use the costs for the last year in which it made profits. In 
the resilient liooring industry the code authority was to determine the lowest reason
able percentage of overhead costs during 1927 to 1932 and, if approved by the ad
ministrator, this figure was to be used in calculating costs. 

I In the cement industry these costs were to be allocated by reference to the 
average rate of utilization by the one third portion of the industry reporting the 
lowest average cost per unit in the period from 1927 to 1932. 

I Refractories. 
, Rubber manufacturing. 
& A weighted average in lime, cigar containers, lumber and timber products; an 

average excluding at least 40 per cent of the members with the highest costs in tile 
slate industry. . 

8 Among the possible causes of "unduly low" costs in the rubber industry, "the 
acquisition of plant at less than fair appraisal value" was cited. 
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cost of producing similar commodities. Although minimum prices' 
are influenced by the frequency with which cost calculations are 
made, few codes prescribed the periods to be used in calculating 
costs, whether one, three, or twelve months should be the basis 
of calculation. 

The practical importance of prohibitions upoll leSS_:1~l!-~~COS~ 
selliiig is ajfficUln(1~stiinate. They probably had na. widespread 
effect for by February, 1935, only 37 cost estimating or accountin 
systems had been approved by the administrator.l Nevertheless, 100-

in some industries cost determinations were made effective though 
'not approved. I In the wallpaper manufacturing industry informal 
minimum prices were agreed upon although no method of calculat-
ing costs had been approved.' The price of common brick was said 
to be about a third higher in 1935 than in 1929 partly owing to a 
provision in the code for the structural clay products industry 
forbidding prices below individual direct factory costs plus a 
weighted average of indirect cost determined by the code author
ity.· Minimum processing costs to be used in calculating minimum 
prices had been approved for the paint and varnish industry on the 
basis of very inadequate information.5 Sellers filing prices lower 
than their competitors wereoccasionany reminded that they could 
be called upon to show that they were not selling below cost and 
that this 'procedure might be unpleasant and costly. 8 In some 
industries declines in demand and an increase in sales at below
code prices prevented the restriction of price competition. 7 

By the end of 1933 the increases in the prices of many products 
since the act was adumbrated were causing widespread criticism 
of the administration.8 It was widely claimed that, directly or 

I N.R.A., Priu, 4M Priu PrOfJisions in Codes, Part Ill. In fact 244 industries 
had not even submitted any cost accounting system for approval. 

• C/. LYON and others, op. cit., 587 . 
• CONSUKU. ADVISORY BOARD, Ezperintu wit" Priu Fizing "Mer lhe Codes, 

Jan. 9, 1935, 8 . 
• ibid., I. The National Recovery Administration had not reviewed these deter

minations of indirect cost and had obtained information concerning the basis of their 
calculatioD from only one district. . 

• ibid., 4. Permanent approval was, however, denied (statement of chauman of 
Consumer Advisory Board to Senate Finance Committee, Apr. I, 1935). A proposed 
fair minimum price for lead pencils was found to be likely to yield as much as 60 
per cent profit to the lowest cost producers and was disapproved (CONSUKU. AD
VISORY BOARD, bperintu TIJiI" Priu Fazing "Mer lhe Codes, 4). 

• ibid., 7. 
, ibid., 8, 9. In the machined waste industry prices were filed by brand name and 

.. a producer wishing to make a special price had only to file a price for a new brand" 
(loc. cit.). 

• C/. also LYON and others, 01. ,iI., Chap. XXXVlll. 
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;/ indirectly, thLRe.cOYery Admini§ITl!-E<;m was JaciliJ~ting the 
~t.ru:tiO!,".of.P~9. dqcti()n.l The administration accordingly se~ out 

. to reVIse It$ policy. It attempted-t<NUeet-the..chatgeth--ntia:SsISied 
price fixing in the int~rest of higher profits. But it was unwilling 
to anfagonize busbiess by' withdrawing protection from price 

I competition. It announced that it would attempt to limit the 
set.!i!!~Ellnit!lli!Il prices to emergencies. New codes and amend
ments to old codes would authorize code authorities in whose 
industries there was destructive price cutting to declare the exist
ence of an emergency" such as to render ineffective or to seriously 
endanger the maintenance of the provisions of ... the code." 
Thus were recognized emergencies within the greater emergency 
which called for the National Ind\1.strial Recovery Act. Mter 
notice and hearing the code authoriy could determine "the 

f 
lowest reasonable cost of the product" by reference to "plants 
of average efficiency." During the period of the emergency 
sales at prices below this "reasonable cost," provided it .was 
accepted by the administrator, contravened the code and the 
act. 2 This policy was severely criticized by the Consumer 
Advisory Board.3 

Again in June, I934, the administration announced4 a policy 
with regard to price fixing which was said to be "the product of 

1 In February, I934, the Federal Trade Commission was recalled to service; it 
was instructed to investigate the effects of the code for the iron and steel industry and 
price increases in the oil industry (C/. New York Times, Feb. 6, 1934). 

I New York Times, Feb. 20, 1934. This new policy was referred to at the first of 
a series of public meetings, called in Washington to ventilate criticism of· the policy 
of the adminisuation, as "a more equitable and uniform rule of national price 
stabilization in those cases where it is necessary to maintain wages at a decent 
standard against the certain results of predatory and cutthroat competition and 
further insurance against increase of price faster and further than increase of pur
chasing power." The administration promised inter alia "a more effective rule on 
costs for the purpose of maintaining rules against sales below cost of production," 
"certainty of protection against monopoly conuol and oppression of small enter
prise," and the better coordination of the terms of different codes (New York Times, 
Feb. 28, I934). 

I Release of Mar. 4, 1934. The board commented that permission to code authori
ties to fix minimum prices in periods of emergency tended to make emergencies 
attractive. The use of "lowest reasonable costs" as a basis for such minimum prices 
had permitted increases calculated to diminish general purchasing power and shifted 
business from efficient firms (able to make money by selling at less than average 
costs) to high-cost producers. It commented upon the inclusion in costs of excessive 
charges for plant, and recommended the use of individual rather than average costs 
as a basis for minimum prices, and the provision of a formula for calculating costs 
which would exclude selling and financial costs and include overhead costs calculated 
by reference to a normal rate of operation. . 

'N.R.A. Office Memorandum 228 of June 7, 1934; New York Times, June 8, 
1934. . 
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months of economic study" but which reiterated the program 
of setting minimum prices during periods of emergency. It was, 
however, somewhat elaborated. An emergency was defined by 
reference to "(a) impairment of employment or wage scales, 
(b) particularly high mortality of ente~ses, especially small 
enterprises, or (c) panic in an iiidUStryOr otlier special conditions 
thought by the administrator to require stabilization by means 
of a minimum price." The Research and Planning Division was 
to examine the evidence of these conditions," analyze the probable 
effects of various possible minimum prices,"! and render a written: 
report thereon. On the basis of tills report the administrator i 
might declare an emergency to exist and prescribe a minimum \ 
price.' The minimum price was to "be reasonably calculated ~ 
to mitigate the conditions of such emergency and to effectuate! 
the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act."3 Emer
gencies were to be "declared only for particular products and 

,,'!pr a stated period not longer than ninety days, subject to earlier 
termination or to extension upon decision of the administrator,"4 
and "remedial provisions" were "to be put i~to effect."i 

The new policy was announced as a definite rejection pf price 
fixing which would require the revision of scores of codes to permit 
greater freedom in competition and obstruct attempts to maintain 
prices.' Code authorities inferred that prohibitions upon sales 

I It was to analyze their effects "on total national production, general employ
ment and general recovery, production and consumption of the product of the 
industry in question, other phases of national life, and the intere~ts of the industry 
in Question to the extent compatible with the foregoing" (ibid.). 

i The declaration of any emergency was to "be accompanied by a statement of 
the facts upon which the declaration is based and an explanation of the plan which· 
ie being applied" (ibid.). 

I ibid. Clauses in these terms appeared in some codes, e.g. shoe and leather 
finish, etc., umbrella (Amendment No. I), industrial oil burning equipment, bedding 
(Amendment NO.3). It was announced to the press that these emergency minimum 
prices would be based upon" the lowest reasonable cost not a profit covering figure 
for the majority of enterprises" (New York Times, June 8, 1934). "Historically we 
believe the concept of 'emergency price' to have been the product primarily of an 
emergency within the ranks of the N.R.A. itself-a fear grown to panic proportions 
that minimum-price procedures were becoming too firmly entrenched in formal code 
provisions. Refuge was sought in a ceremony to be invoked only on rare occasions 
when, by virtue of an emergency proclamation and the recital of an appropriate cost 
incantation, price practices hitherto suspect were to emerge wholesome and pure." 
(CONSUllU ADVISORY BOARD, Emergency Pria E:cperience, I.) 

• ibid • • These "provisions" were to be "subject to a plan of supervision which it shall 
be the duty of the Research and Planning Division to devise which will include the 
requirement of such financial, operating, employment, and other reports as shall be 
necessary to indicate the effect of the provisions" (ibid.). 

• NfIIII York Timu, June 8, 1934. 
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at prices below the cost of production were to be withdrawn and 
the administrator was inundated with requests for the declaration 

{
of emergencies; he then announced that he could not "use too 
much emphasis in saying that this policy does not affect codes 
already approved." As some 459 codes covering 90 per cent of the 
industries subject to the, N.I.R.A.l had then been approved, the 
announcement of a new policy was far less important. than had 
appeared at first sight. 2 Some industries were expected to resist 
the withdrawal of the less-than-cost selling clause because they 
relied upon it to enable them to meet the higher labor costs 
imposed under the act; others were said to be disillusioned as to 
the effectiveness of such clauses as they had proved unworkable 
and were widely violated.3 In fact, however, codes continued to 
be approved during June and July containing clauses forbidding 
sales at prices below the cost of production. 4 OccasioI),ally the 
emergency price fixing clause appeared as well. 5 

The administration never succeeded, however, in adapting 
the majority of the codes already approved to its new policy and 
probably could not have done so if the codes were to remain volun
tary. 6 The new policy began to take effect, however, when the 
amended code for the steel industry was approved; the section 
of the code (Schedule E, Sec. 5) empowering the code authority 
to set aside an "unfair" price filed with it, and to fix a "fair base 
price" was removed and the new code contained no price fixing 
clause and none prohibiting sales at prices below the cost of produc
tion. Yet sometime later a code was approved for the structural 
steel and iron fabricating industry7 providing for the imposition of 
penalties upon firms charging prices less than the reasonable 
estimated cost of the work performed or commodities pro-

1 Measured by "actual 'gainfully occupied'" (cit. LYON and others, op. cit., 
739)· ., 

I New York Times, June 9 and 10, 1934. The new policy was to be apphed to 
existing codes "only as a result of negotiations with and agreement by the interested 
code authorities." "Divisional administrators shall seek through agreements with 
code authorities of approved codes to amend them to conform with these policies 
and, wherever resistance is encountered, the subject shall be taken up with the 
administrator." (N.R.A. Office Memorandum 228 of June 7, 1934.) 

I New York Times, June 8 and 10, 1934. 
a For example, cocoa and chocolate, lift truck and portable elevator, commercial 

vehicle body, resilient flooring, light sewing, complete wire and iron fence, dental 
goods, candy manufacturing. 

& Automobile hot-water heater, replacement axle shaft, leaf spring manufacturing. 
I By January, 1935, only about twelve codes had been amended in accordance 

with the announcement of June 7, 1934. 
f Code No. 480 ap~roved July II, 1934. 
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vided.1 However, in two other codes! the operation of clauses pro
hibiting sales at prices less than cost of production was suspended 
by the administrator when approving the code or amendment. 

Emergency price fixing clauses also began to appear; of the 
first 677 codes 187 included such clauses.1 The clause in the codes 
for the lumber and timber products industry authorizing the 
fixing of minimum prices was replaced by such an emergency 
clause. The decline in business activity during the summer of 
1934 resulted in many applications for the setting of minimum 
prices under these emergency clauses. Applications were granted, 
however, only in the agricultural insecticide and fungicide,· 
cast iron soil pipe, ice6 (in three territories), lumber and timber 
products, retail tobacco, wholesale tobacco, retail solid fuel 
(approximately ISO local emergencies), automobile tire, and 
waste paper industries.8 These declarations were justified in a 
variety of ways; the promised explanation of the basis of the 
calculation of the minimum price and the plan to terminate 
the emergency was, however, not provided. 

The emergency in the cast iron soil pipe industry was attrib
uted to the entry of new firms, mainly in the south, and the 
attempt of the older firms to eject them by price cutting. Any 
attempt to guarantee prices was denied; the administration sought 
to act as a "stabilizer" and regarded the declaration as an experi
ment which "will not apply to the majority of cases."7 What 

I The code provided that if any member complained that any other member had 
performed work or sold products for prices less than their reasonable estimated cost, 
the code authority should determine whether to investigate the complaint. In mak
ing this determination the code authority was to consider whether the member 
complained of had, during the operation of the code, "contracted for more than its 
fair share of the business" of fabricating or erecting and whether the difference be
tween its price and those of rivals warranted further investigation. In the event of 
the authority deciding after investigation that this clause had been violated, the 
offending member was required to pay a sum for liquidated damages not exceeding 
twice the difference between the price charged and the authority's estimate of the 
reasonable cost of the work, plus the cost of the investigation. If the authority de
cided that no violation had occurred, the complaining member was required to pay 
the cost of the investigation. The basis of the allocation of overhead and general and 
selling expenses was to be determined by the code authority. 

I Cotton textile (supplementary code for cotton thread), warm-air register 
(lNhich had prohibited sales below "allowable" cost). 

• N.R.A., Prit;u aM PM PrllflisioJU in Codes, Part III. 
'" The only result reliably reported from the current insecticide emergency to 

date is that sales have been completely stopped" (CONSUKER ADVISORY BOARD, 
EmergeJICy PM E~perieJlu, 7). 

I No usable cost data were available and the minimum prices were "patently 
arbitrary" (ibid., .). 

• N.R.A., op. eiI. 
, Amendment No. :I to code for the cast iron soil pipe industry, July 10, 1934, and 

N~ Y.,.l Ti.u, July 19, 1934-
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it sought to stabilize and the basis of the calculation of the mini
mum price1 were not revealed. The declaration of emergencies 
in the re~ail solid fuel industry and the setting of minimum 
retail prices for coal in ISO areas led to complaints from retailers 
that the Ininimum prescribed was excessive2 and to resistance 
to its enforcement. 3 

The declaration of an emergency in the tire retailing trade 
was avowedly aimed at the protection of the independent dealers 
and small manufacturers against company-owned distributors 
'and large selling organizations. 4 The adIninistration failed, how
ever, to attain its objective and pressure-wa5applieITo raIse the 
emergency mlllinium' -arid exempt tlres"sol,rbymail and also 
certain brands; smaller dealers asked either for the abandonment 
of the Ininimum or a differentiation between the advertised and 
unadvertised brands5 which was subsequently granted.6 The 
emergency in the wholesale and retail tobacco industries was 
originally declared for ninety days, but was twice renewed. 7 

Minimum wholesale and retail prices were set which were "cal
culated to establish a fair minimum price for the retail sale of 
cigarettes which, at the same time, will not raise existing prices 
except for stores which have used cigarettes as 'bait."'s The 
National Industrial Recovery Board finally acknowledged, how
eVi!r, that "the causes of this emergency do not yield to treat
,fuent on an emergency basis and are perhaps of a more permanent 

J nature than was originally believed." But as the emergency order 
had benefited the retail tobacco trade and especially the small 

1 The minimum price was set "without benefit of cost data worthy of the name" 
(CONSUIlElI. ADVISORY BOARD, op. C"., 4). 

I The prices set were from 7 to 27 per cent below those proposed by the trade in 
various territories (EDWARDS, Experience with Price Fixing under 'he Codes, 4); c/. 
also, CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARD, Fixing Coal Prices, 10. 

I New York Times, July 21, 22, 1934. When the National Recovery Administra
tion, over the violent protests of the industry, undertook to review the minimum 
prices it encountered great difficulty in obtaining information concerning costs 
(CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARD, Fixing Coal Prices, 10; c/. also CONSUMER ADVISORY 
BOARD, Emergency Price Experience, 7, and LYON and others, op. cU., 618). The 
code authority for the industry subsequently resigned in a body largely as a protest 
against the attitude of the administration to price fixing (New York Times, Sept. 4, 
1934). The administration announced that the resignation did not affect the opera
tion of the code (New York Times, Sept. 5, 1934). The minimum prices were stayed 
from May I, 1935, to May 31, 1935, and the industry was required to submit factual 
evidence in support of ·the existence of an emergency before minima were again 
prescribed (New York Times, Apr. 26, 1935). 

'N.R.A. Release, May 4, 1934. 
I New York Times, Aug. 4, 1934. 
'New York Times, Aug. 26, 1934. 
7 New York Times, Mar. 30, 1935. 
'New York Ti~. July 13, 1934. 
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retailers the code was amended to prevent the sale of cigarettes 
at retail at more than 9.1 per cent below the manufacturer's list 
price. The prices of other tobacco products which had previously 

• not been controlled were also to be maintained at or above 7.1 per 
cent below the manufacturer's list price.1 It was further provided 
that the minimum retail price could be set in excess of the amount 
above prescribed by the addition of an allowance for the cost of 
retail distribution. The board accordingly issued an order setting 
such an allowance for retailing cigarettes with the result that the 
minimum price was identical with that under the emergency 
order. I 

The declaration of an emergency in the lumber and timber 
products industry was followed by an order reducing the mill 
prices of lumber products used in house construction by 8 to 
10 per cent.· Thus although the emergency clause was originally 
stated to be intended to deal with destructive price cutting' 
it appeared that it could be used also to deal with prices believed 
by the administrator to be excessive. The Consumer Advisory 
Board condemned the whole experiment with emergency price 
fixing as a failure, an "idea too narrowly conceived and far too 
trustingly administered."5 Reliable cost data were completely 
absent and no more than lip homage was ever paid to costs in 
fixing prices. e There was no policy in the determination of justi-

l fiable costs. The board regarded the experiment as futile because 
: thCl troubles of the industries in which emergencies were declared 

to exist were no less when, after bickering and violation of the 
i minimum price orders, they were finally rescinded. Industries 
. tom by strife were merely given a breathing period, which was 

I Approved Code 466, Amendment No. I of Apr. 23, 1935. 
• C/. New Y",." Times, Apr. 24, 1935. 
• New y",. .. Times, July 17, 1934. "The price reduction was arbitrary and had 

no relation to costs" (CONSUIiIEIl ADVISOIlY BOARD, Price Fixing in the .Lumbet' 
IfIIluslry, 1935, 2). It "brought nothing but violations, curtailment of bUYing and 
revolt in theindustry" (CONSUlilEIl ADVISOIlY BOARD, Emet'gency Price Experience, 
6). 

• The amendment to the code for the lumber and timber products industry 
Inserting thil emergency provision (Amendment No. 15 to Approved Code No. 'I, 
July 16, 1934) makes no reference to destructive price cutting but m~rely to ~ondl
tiORl endangering the provisions of the code or the act. As the pnc~s set In. the 
emergency are merely minimum prices, they can be made actual only if a suffiCient 
number of firma is prepared to resort to them. 

• CONSUIolER ADVISORY BOARD, E_gency Price Ezpet'ience, 2 • 
• In one area retaillOlid fuel prices were based upon cost returns made by 3 out 

of 800 dealers there. In another district the code committee looked over ~e cost 
reports received and then turned their backs upon them and "drew on their own 
experience and trade knowledge" (CONSUIiIEIl ADVISOIlY BOARD, Fixing Coal Prices, 
8). 
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itself someti:rp.es disturbed by new difficulties, and might merely 
impose undesirable delay upon desirable adjustments. l 

The new policy of June, 1934, which was to eliniinate price 
fixing also provided, however, for the prohibition of "destructive 
price cutting."2 Clauses forbidding such price cutting and occa
sionally also "willfully destructive price cutting" began to 
appear in June, 1934, and by February, 1935, 51: codes included 
such clauses. 3 

In applying the new policy clauses were included in some 
51 codes providing that "when no declared emergency exists 
there is to be no fixed minimum basis for prices. It is intended 
that sound cost estimating methods should be used, and that 
consideration should be given to costs in the determination of 
pricing policies."4 The administrator announced that while 

codes should contain clauses recommending principles of cost find
ing appropriate to the industry and approved by the administrator, 
... no such methods shall be obligatory, and none shall suggest 
uniform additions to total sales cost in the form of percentages or 
differentials designed to bring about arbitrary uniformity in costs or 
prices. 

Clauses providing for the establishment of standardized cost 
accounting systems continued to be approved; 75 codes provided 
that when the cost accounting and estimating system had been 
formulated and communicated to producers, "all employers 
shall determine and/or .estimate costs in accordance -with the 
principles of such methods."6 Finally some industries announced 
in their codes that they "recognized that price increases such 

1 For example, in the retail solid fuel and tobacco retailing industries to new 
methods of distribution. In lumber and cast iron soil pipe the trouble was only 
superficially diagnosed as a case of .. fallen prices" (ibid.): c/. also LYON and others, 
op. cit., 605. 

I The model clause proposed provided that" willfully destructive price cutting 
is an unfair method of competition and is forbidden. Any member of the industry or 
of any other industry or the customers of either, may at any time complain to the 
code authority that any filed price constitutes unfair competition as destructive 
price cutting imperiling small enterprises or tending toward monopoly or the im
pairment of code wages and working conditions. The code authority shall within 
five days afford an opportunity to the member filing the price to answer such com
plaint and shall within fourteen days make a ruling or adjustment thereon. If such 
ruling is not concurred in by either party to the complaint all papers shall be re
ferred to the Research and Planning Division of the N.R.A., which shall render a 
report and recommendation to the administrator." (N.R.A. Office MemOl'andum 228 

of June 7, 1934·) 
I N.R.A., Prices and Price Provisions in Codes, Part III. 
t C/. N.R.A. Office MemOl'andum 228 of June 7, 1934. 
& For example, gas powered industrial truck, safety razor, envelope machinery. 
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as may be required to meet individual cost should be delayed 
and, when made, should, so far as possible, be limited to actual 
additional increases in sellers' costS."l 

Thus, clauses prohibiting sales at prices below the cost of 
production were widely sought and widely granted during the ... 

. first year of the National Recovery Administration. The adminis
tration made little progress, however, in defining costs; indeed, 
its tardiness in approving methods of cost calculation indicates 
that these clauses must have been of limited practical significance. ~ 
In the face of criticism it sought to reduce the emphasis upon 
minimum prices. Many of the first 400 industries to obtain codes 
retained their clauses prohibitingJess-tb.an:-!A>st selling. Industries 
obtaining new codes were pressed to accepTCIiLuses providing 
for ~etting of minimu~_price~_ only _during, emergencies and 
then by the administra.toL. Many also accepted prohibitions 
upon wm{U1Iya~tive price cutting and clauses requiring 
the calculation of individual costs according to a standardized 
system and the calculation of prices with reference to these costs. '\ 
Only the first of these three clauses was of practical importance I 

and that only in some nine industries. Even so, the definition of 
an emergency was never made clear nor were the methods of 
calculating minimum prices during emergencies. There is no ' 
evidence that the setting of prices could be expected to remedy 
the conditions inducing these industries to seek protection .nor 
'that it did in fact remedy them. 

3. "OPEN-PRICE" PROVISIONS 

The "open-price" policy which had been so important an 
element in the work of the trade associations for twenty years 
prior to the establishment of the National Recovery Administra- ' 
tion was urged upon the administration and accepted by it. / 
Of the first 709 codes and supplements approved 422 contained 
an "open-price" clause. This clause usually stated that it was L 
unfair ~o sell, at 'price~ _ otb~r than (or occasionally. only. at prices I v 

Tess than) those published l>y-lhe seller. Almost lDvanably full 
lists of the 'prices of all products, with- all discounts (including 
quantity and trade discounts) and sometimes the special charges 
made for delivery at different points, or departures from the 

I For example, lift truck and portabl~ elevator, cocoa and chocolate, whole~le 
monumental marble, bicycle, vegetable IVOry button, candy, open steel floonng, 
etc., public seating, and others. 
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standard products, were required to be lodged with the code 
authorityl and no price departing from this list might be charged 
uhless a new list or notice of the change had been lodged. 2 The 
filed prices were, therefore, usually actl!lIcl~n9tminimum, pric~ 
Of the above-codes--and supplements -274 provided' tli:aCa-'firril" 
notifying a change of price might not change its actual price 
until after the lapse of a period varying from twenty-four hours 
to twenty days (usually ten days) after the notice of change 
had been lodged. The code authority was required, as soon as it 
received notice of change, to circulate the notice to all its members. 
A few codes left the provision for publicity concerning price-s 
at this point, but a greater number provided also that any firm 
desiring to change its price in response to a notice of change 
received and circulated by the code authority, might give notice 
of intention to so respond, and that such price change should 
become operative at the same time as the change first notified. 
A few industries permitted sales at below the price lodged in 
order to meet competition provided the price then charged was 
not less than the lowest price filed. In some industries discon
tinued lines, stocks that must be liquidated, damaged products, 
and the like,4 might be disposed of at less than the announced 
prices, although often subject to the supervision of the code 

r
authOrity.5 The arrangements authorized in these clauses differed 
from those permitted prior to the act mainly in their requirement 
that notice of future prices should be given j formerly information 
concerning past prices alone could legally be exchanged. 

1 The code for the petroleum industry merely" required the conspicuous posting 
of prices at the point from which deliveries were made and that all prices should 
remain in force for at least twenty-four hours. 

I In some industries these provisions for open prices applied only to those 
branches of the industry or products for which it had been customary to use net 
price lists, or price lists with discount sheets, and in some the code authority might 
order the application of this clause to branches or products in which such lists had 
not previously been used but to which it decided that they were appropriate. 

S The announcement of a new policy concerning open-price clauses provided that 
they should be only minimum prices (New York Times, June 8,1934) but the official 
record provides that" no member of the industry shall sell or offer to sell except at 
filed terms and conditions" (N.R.A. Office Memorandum 228 of June 7, 1934). The 
prices filed in the steel industry were, however, minimum prices (Art. VII of code 
for iron and steel industry). 

, The baking industry found it necessary to regulate sales of stale products in
cluding those returned by distributors. 

I Although it would appear to be unnecessary if the open-price clause was 
effective and set actual prices (and not minimum prices) most codes provided also 
that it should be unfair to sell at discriminatory prices, i.e., to charge for similar 
products different prices to individuals in the same class. The falsification of invoices 
as to date or description of product was also usually pronounced unfair. 
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These clauses were attacked at a very early stage in the 

administration of the act. As the Consumer Advisory Board 
pointed out, the "waiting period," together with the revelation 
of the identity of the firm lodging notice of change of price, 
exposed firms desiring to cut prices to coercion by those who' 
preferre~ a policy of high prices.1 Few code authorities, moreover, 
were prepared to m~e price information available to buyers 
as well as to sellers.! The board charged that prices had often 
been raised by amounts exceeding the additional costs imposed 
on indusvy under the act and calculated to imperil general 
recovery. I' The tendency in some industries to forget the recovery 
program in their own interests is, of course, strengthened by any 
arrangement which makes the determination of prices a matter of 
agreement among the members of the industry." Most critics 
were prepared to accept some price reporting service but pressure 
was exerted to secure the filing of prices with a confidential 
agency that would reveal only the range of prices without identify
ing sellers.and to eliminate the requirement that notice be given 
of changes in price. 2 At the end of January, 1934, it was ordered 
that provision for a waiting period be stayed in all future codes3 

and a little later that no such clauses be approved. 4 

, The new policy~cl-June,-..19J4,6 already referred to, embodied I 
~ a decision that future "open-price" clauses should require ~ 
that prices be reported to a confidential disinterested agent of \ 
the code authority or, if none existed, with an agency designated 
by the Recovery Administration. The waiting period was to be 
abolished I and no member was to be allowed to file an increase in 
price within forty-eight hours after having filed any reduction in 
price. It was also proposed to include a rule that 
• . . no member of the industry shall enter into any agreement, under
taking, combination, or conspiracy to fix or maintain price terms nor 

I ReletU. of Mar. 4. 1934. cit. New York Times, Mar. S. 1934· 
I C/. ReletU. of Consumer Advisory Board of Mar. 4. 1934. The Distribution 

and Consumer Service Trades Committee appointed by the administrator following 
the general meetin, of representatives of c~de. authorities in March! ~934. defended 
the open-price pobey as a means of restricting cutthroat competition. It recom
mended. however, that the prices filed be available for inspection by any interested 
penon. that prices be file~ with the a~ministrati0!1 as well as with the. ~de authority, 
and that members filing mcreased pnces be reqwred to produce statistics of costs In 
IUpport of the increase (New York Times. Mar. 29, 1934). 

I N.R.A... Adminislrative Order of Jan. 27, 1934. 
• N"" York Times, Feb. 2. 1934· 
• See N.R.A. Office Memorandum 228 of JUl!e 7, 1934. . . .. 
• The administration was prepared to conSIder exemptions from this provISIon 

(N.R.A. Office Memorandum u8 of June 7, 1934). 
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cause or atte,mpt to cause any member of the industry to change his 
price terms by intimidation, coercion, or any other influence incon
sistent with the maintenance of the free and open market which it is 
the purpose 'of this article to create.1 

As such conduct was authorized by no code this latter rule 
merely restated the law on the books since 1890. The new policy, 
it will be remembered, applied only to new codes and to existing 
codes where voluntarily accepted by the code authority. 2 

Open-price clauses continued to be approved but the provision 
for a "waiting period" was invariably stayed by 'order of the 
administrator. In February, 1935, of 274 codes providing for 
waiting periods the provision was stayed in 182 and in operation 
in 92. The filing of prices with a neutral confidential agent was 
occasionally required3 but more frequently provision was made 
either for the prices filed to be open to the inspection of all inter
ested parties or all buyers,4 or for information concerning the 
prices filed to be circulated to those interested parties prepared 
to reimburse the code authorities for the cost of the service. 5 

The requirement of forty-eight hours' notice of price increases 
appeared in a few codes but applied only to prevent the filing 
of an increased price Within forty-eight hours after any change 
in price. 6 This provision was principally aimed at the filing of 
reduced prices for very short periods to permit lower prices on 
particular orders. 7 The prohibition upon coercive control of the 

1 New York Times, June 8,1934; N.R.A. Office Memorandum 228 of June 7, 1934. 
I New York Times, June 9, 10, 1934. 
I Wholesale monumental marble, woven wood fabric shade, wholesale tobacco, 

retail tobacco, cigar manufacturing (in the last three codes the operation of the 
whole clause was stayed until arrangements satisfactory to the administrator had 
been made for the confidential treatment of prices filed). In some the disinterested 
agent was appointed by the code authority and, failing an appointment by it, by 
the administrator (e.g., steel joist, sheet metal distributing). The director of research 
and planning announced, however, on July 19, 1934, that the administration would 
require the filing of prices with a neutral confidential disinterested agency for dis
tribution to all members, and customers willing to pay for the service (N ew York 
Times, July 19, 1934). 

, For example, lift truck and portable elevator, sulphurated oil, automobile hot
water heater, cotton ginning machinery, school supplies and equipment, open steel 
flooring. 

6 For example, construction machinery distributing, wholesale monumental 
marble, candy, wholesale tobacco, retail tobacco, cigar (in the last three of which 
the operation of the whole open-price clause was stayed until such arrangements 
had been made). 

• Wholesale monumental marble, woven wood fabric manufacturing, electric 
hoist, and monorail. One code (steel joist) provided that a price filed should prevail 
for at least twenty days except that it might be earlier reduced to meet the prices 
of a rival. . 

7 The code for the iron and steel industry as revised in May, 1934, prohibited 
seeking orders by promising subsequently to file new prices. It also provided that 
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prices filed was rarely insisted upon1 and a very few codes pro
vided that the administrator might suspend them if he found 
they were used to fix prices2 or unduly enhance them. a A few 
codes provided that nothing in the open-price clause " shall 
constitute a limitation upon the right of any employer to file 
revised lists fixing his own prices, discounts, and terms of sale 
and payment which prices and discounts may be either more or 
less favorable than those contained in any other price list.'" 

Toward the end of June, 1934, the administration attempted 
to modify the open-price policy.6 It ordered that persons operating 

r under codes with open-price provisions should be held to have 
complied with these provisions if, in bidding to supply to public 
authorities, they quoted prices not more than 15 per cent below 
those filed under the code, provided that the reduced prices were 
filed with the code authority immediately after the bid was 
opened. If the administrator found that this "tolerance" of 
15 per cent induced destructive price cutting he was authorized 
to reduce it, although not below five per cent. The administrator 
was also directed to study the effect of the introduction of the 
tolerance" upon the maintenance of standards of fair competition 
in sales to public and private customers." The object of this 
order was never made clear. On the one hand it was attributed 
to a desire to "eliminate difficulties" arising out of the receipt 
of numbers of identical bids, owing to the operation of the "open
price" clauses. e On the other hand, it was said to be aimed at the 
creation of an area of price competition with a maximum of 
15 per cent for all governmentally used materials (i.e., practically 
all commodities); thus pressure was to be applied to those indus-

reductions but not increases in price might be filed in any quarter (to prevent brief 
reductions to secure particular orders). As, however, the prices filed in this industry 
were merely minimum prices the effect of the provision was not clear. 

I For example, wholesale monumental marble, woven wood fabric, electric hoist 
and monorail, steel joist, sheet metal distributing. The code for the iron and steel 
industry, as revised in May, 1934, prohibited coercion to induce a manufacturer 
to withdraw or change a base price filed by him. This code also permitted 
manufacturers to quote as their own the lowest price filed by any competitor 
at a base at which they had not filed prices. When a producer filed a lower price at 
any basing point allY member might change allY contract previously made for sales 
by reference to such basing point to permit. charging for all pl'l!ducts subsequen~y 
shipped under the contract at the lower pnce filed as soon as It became operative 
(Schedule E, Sec. 3). 

I For example, sulphurated oil. 
I For example, school suilplies and equipment. 
• Hoist builders' industry. 
I Ad"';"islraliWl Ord6 6767 of June 29, 1934. 
• N"" Y",.AI Ttmu,lune 30,19340 
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tries which, having codes, had resisted attempts to amend them 
in accordance with the policy announced on June 8, 1934, restrict
ing price ,fixing to periods of emergency.l The adD:rlnistration 
interpreted the order to permit the filing of bids at reduced prices 
"for information only" thus preventing them from affecting sales 
to other than public authorities, an interpretation suggesting 
more a desire to facilitate the making of public contracts than to 
resuscitate limited price competition.2 The new policy was 
resisted3 and exemptions were reported to have been granted. 4 

The order failed, however, to attain either of the alleged objectives. 
Sellers almost universally refused to take advantage of the order5 

and there was "practically no evidence that the order secured 
to the public exchequer even a fraction of a per cent of the 
potential savings which it was hoped a IS per cent discount 
upon governmental purchases would achieve."6 Moreover, there 
was "no objective evidence to indicate that the order promoted 
even a semblance of the price cutting predicted by industries 
objecting to the order."7 The order had "not served to loosen 
at all the grip of strongly organized industries upon the prices 
and upon the consumers of their products." Such industries 
had "organized under the codes to such an extent as to bring 

1 There having been no evidence of a general desire to amend the existing 400 
codes in accordance with the new policy" it became necessary for the government 
to act to make the new rule effective and release the brakes being applied to recovery 
by restrictions and limitations" (New York Times, July 8, 1934). 

I New York Times, June 3D, 1934, July IS, 1934, 
a It was reported that the code authority for the iron and steel industry would 

seek exemption from the order on the ground that the code constituted a contract 
which could not be abrogated without mutual consent (New York Times, July 4. 
1934). Tenders for iron and steel early in July, 1934, were at prices five to ten per 
cent below the filed price (New York Times, July IS, 1934). 

'For example, to the coal industry (New York Times, July 5, 1934). 
& Report of Research and Planning Division of N.R.A., cit. New York Times, 

Apr. 23, 1935. Only half a dozen industries took advantage of the order with any 
frequency and less than a dozen more industries took occasional advantage of it. 
" Almost universally bidders upon public contracts failed to offer a discount." The 
percentage of tie bids increased notably in steel, paper and pulp, and building 
materials, decreasing in asbestos, scientific apparatus, and cement, and remaining 
about the same in automobiles, paint, chemicals, and glass containers. The secretary 
of the code authority for the rubber manufacturing industry, for instance, instructed 
his members to "adhere to currently fixed prices" (New York Times, Apr. 2, 1935). 

8 Report of Research and Planning Division of N.R.A. 
, loco cit. The order" failed to make the slightest impression upon the seemingly 

rresistible trend toward uniformity of prices and bids in the iron and steel industry" 
(loc. cit.). The National Industrial Recovery Board was more cautious; it concluded 
from the information available that the order "appeared to have had no great effect 
upon tie bids in one direction or another" and that it could arrive at no conclusion 
concerning its effect on prices. "In the opinion of the 102 purchasing agents who 
replied to the questionnaires the order has not had any substantial effect on 
prices." (Report on the Effects of E:x;ecutive Order 6767. 5.) 
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about rigidity and gradual petrification in the price structure."l 
In April, 1935, the National Industrial Recovery Board announced 
a "new definition of policy" to the effect that open-price filing 
should be administered "to serve the ends of a free and open 
market." In fact, however, it added little to existing policy.! 

Open-price reporting facilitates the elimination of differenc~ 
in price between sellers.' Even in the absence of a "waiting " 
period" information concerning price changes usually travels 
so speedily that differences in prices are likely to be eliminate . 
Making information concerning filed prices available to buyers 
increases this probability of uniformity. Mter codes were adopted 
and up to July, 1934 (when the "tolerance" order became effec
tive), the Procurement Division of the treasury and the Bureau 
of Supply and Accounts of the navy both experienced in industries 
with open-price clauses an increase in the number of commodities 
upon which identical prices were quoted by two or more bidders; 
after July, 1934, the frequency of "tie bids" declined somewhat.4 

"Tie bids" were also the lowest bids in an increasing number of 
cases handled by the treasury throughout the whole period6 but 
declined somewhat in frequency in the cases handled by the navy 
after July, 1934. Apart, however, from the paper and pulp and 
iron and steel industries,8 "tie bids" at the lowest price generally 
declined after the "tolerance" order. The Navy Department 

I The National Industrial Recovery Board was.l"eported to have recommended 
the retCission of the order (New York Times. May 24.1935). 

I It emphasized the necessity for filing with a confidential body which would 
Impartially di.tribute price listi to members of the industry and their customers. 
As1y private agencies undertaking these functions should be subject to the immediate 
oversight of the government. Filed prices should be actual and not minimum prices. 
Waiting perioda were inadviaable as a general rule and the burden of proof was upon 
the Industry wishing to employ them. Requirementi that prices once filed must 
remain in force for a atated minimum period might be necessary "in rare cases to 
Impose lOme limit upon the frequency of price change." (eil. New York Times, 
April 24. 1935.) . 

• It wu atated by the Consumer Advisory Board that open-price filing in the 
plumbing fixture industry had furnished large manufacturers with full information 
concerning the selling prices for the unbranded. goods of the small firms and enab~ed 
them to meet these pnces and threaten the eXIStence of the aman firms (RegulaJ."g 
CMMJels 11/ Trad, in Ih' Plumbing Fi:duNllndustry;6). 

• N.RA. Pricu /lnd Price PrwisiOffl in Codes, Part VI. In industries without 
open-price clausea .. tie bids" handled by the treasury did not increase in frequency 
until after the .. tolerance" order but by February. 1935. were about as common as in 
indultriel with open-price clauses; those handled by the navy increased throughout 
the whole period but were less frequent than in the industries with open-price clauses. 

I A similar increase occurred in the bidding on commodities not affected by open
price claUIetl (ibid.) • 

• It has already been noted that the president of the United States Steel Cor
poration agreed that the code for the iron and steel industry provided for a "one
price policy'! (N_ Yorll Times, Feb. 9,1934). 
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resorted to the allocation of contracts by lot as a result of this 
uniformity.l Lack of complete homogeneity in the output of all 
producers, modifies this tendency to uniformity of prices2 but 
may lead to efforts to standardize products and remove this 
obstacle. Where codes provide that firms not filing prices shall 
be governed by the most favorable prices and terms filed price 
leadership is implemented if only one or a few large firms file 
prices.-

In various ways this policy is also calculated to discourage 
price cutting' and, therefore, tQ, induce a greater stabiliU-QtE_ric~. 
Even if price cutters are relieved from Intimidation during t e 
"waiting period" the inducement to price cutting in the form of 
gains from business attracted from rivals in the period within 
which their prices are below those of rivals is reduced to small 
dimensions if not eliminated. Neither can new firms secure a 
footing in the industry by temporary price cutting. Doubtless, 
however, the mere presence of heavy overhead costs and excess 
capacity was a strong deterrent to short-term price cutting, even 

lNew York Times, Jan. 6, 1934. CJ. also New York Times, Oct. 30, 1933, and 
May 18, 1934, and Consumer Advisory Board, appendices to Memorandum Sub
milled '0 General Johnson, Feb. 19, 1934. 

I It has been suggested (TERBoRGH, Price ConIrol DeviGes in N.R.A. Codes, 28) 
that permission to firms to sell below their filed prices to meet the competition of 
rivals without giving notice of change of price required in the code (i.e., during the 
"waiting period ") makes it necessary to determine what goods are competing goods 
and how great a difference in pri&:e is permissible in view of differences in the products 
concerned; the code authority would be required to calculate justifiable differences. 
Such problems arise, however, only during the waiting period and if that period is 
eliminated these problems are also eliminated. 

• For example, in the tag industry (CONSUlIElI. ADVISORY BOARD. Esperience 
wilh Price Fising tinder ,he Codes, 6). . 

, The president of the Bond Electric Corporation, who was also chairman of the 
Dry Battery and Flashlight Section of the National Electric Manufacturers Associ
ation, however, announced that his company had revised its opinion of the open-price 
clause of which it had formerly approved. He stated that in practice it had operated 
to throw the minimum prices of the manufacturer open to everyone and had thereby 
"given his most vital information to every 'gyp' in his industry." It had also in
structed the unscrupulous as well as the small manufacturers "as to where to look 
for business" with the result that "unscrupulous producers today approach all 
channels of trade offering goods at the lowest price," facing the legitimate manufac
turer "with nervous competition." His company accordingly announced its intention 
of allowing any discount below its published price "down to the actual cost of 
production . . • necessary to obtain business against the unscrupulous price compe
tition which has developed in our particular industry under the open-price plan." 
(New York Times, Feb. 27, 1934.) This complaint throws little light on the nature of 
the difficulty but suggests that the company filed a minimum price but resented the 
resulting pressure to apply it to all sales. A number of rubber companies resisted the 
rule requiring the filing of prices also on the ground that it permitted" competitors 
to know and meet respondents' prices and to appropriate their customers by render
ing such customers services and advantages which respondents cannot render" 
(New York Times, Aug. 4,1934). 
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in the absence of these clauses. The following tablel suggests 

TABLE XIII. OPEN VERSUS NON-OPEN PRICES 

Mean percentage movement 

Decline, 
Advance Advance Number 1926 C1aaaification relative to codes February, August, of prices (average) 

to 1933, to 1933, to 

February, 
August, August, 

1933 1933 1934 

Codes with waiting period •.•..•.•. 73 25·7 8·5 7·7 
Codes without waiting period ..••.. 84 33. 1 16.7 5·4 
Codes with put price reporting .... 24 40•2 55·7 -0·51 

All open-price codes .............. 181 31. I 18·5 4·9 
Other codes ..................... 130 39. 8 35·2 0·5 
Prices not under approved codes ... 52 40·0 23·3 8.2 
AU nonagricultural prices ......... 707 36.3 13·0 8. I 

(that prices declined least and advanced least in industries with 
\~open-price clauses and waiting periods; where there were open

price clauses but no waiting period prices declined more and 
advanced more, while in industries without open-price reporting 
prices fell and rose still more. Open-f>rice reporting does not, 
however, eliminate price cutting; the price of steel was reduced 
by the National Steel Company in June, 1934, much to the dismay 
of most producers, especially as they had no warning of the 
proposed reduction. I Again in April, 1935, a reduction in the price 
of cold finished bars was initiated by a small Detroit producer. a 

. In some industries adherence to filed prices proved impossible 
~ attainment.4 In general, however, the open-price clause prob

ably obstructed downward changes of price. As no firm was 
likely to raise its price without some assurance that the rest 
would follow, prices tended to be brought under the control of 

I N.R.A., Prica srul PM Prwisitml iff Codes, Part VI. .•• 
• See NtNI y",., Times, June 30, July I, 2 and IS, 1934. The reduction IS believed 

to have been made as a result of pressure from the automobile rnanufacturell. 
• NtNI y",., Times, Apr. 8, 1935 . 
• For example in the canvu industry where the provision was stayed (CON

IVKU ADVISOIlY' BOUD, e.zperielfu filii" PM Fizi", .ruler ,,,. Codes,S), also 
machined waste, cork insulation, commercial refrigerator, lumber manufacturing 
(abid., 9). 
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·1' collective Opinion in the industry.l The all-inclusiveness of the 
code authorities facilitated this control although discussions of 
price changes were not likely to be part of the official procedure 
of the authority.2 The flexibility of the price structure was prob
ably also diminished owing to the importance attached in each 
industry to stable prices. For this dangerous consequence the 
National Industrial Recovery Act was not to be blamed although 
it facilitated rather than obstructed it. On the other side, it was 
claimed that the limitation of price cutting directed competition 
into the channels of service and quality. Even such a deflection 
withdraws from the purchaser the choice between better quality 
and more convenience at the old price and the old quality and 
convenience at a lower price. In fact, however, the code authorities 
often endeavored also to restrict these types of competition. 

C. Control of Non-price Competition 

Having severely circumscribed price competition, the codes 
proceeded to the elimination of other methods of attracting 
purchasers by offering indirect advantages. Such advantages 
undermine efforts to restrict competition; they either offer a 

,disguise for price competition or provide alternative channels 
for rivalry. These measures may be broadly classified according 
as they are concerned ~th methods of selling or quality and 
service competition. 

I. METHODS OF SELLING 

Many industries provided for the.standardization of discounts. 
In some industries this end was attained by providing that the 
code authority might draw up a standard form of selling contract 
and that sales on othe terms Sliould be unfair;3 these contracts 
migh en em 0 y the standardized terms as to trade and credit ---

1 C/. the report that an expected increase in the price of iron and steel products 
did not materialize because "support of all producers was needed for the change" 
and could not be obtained (New York Times, Feb. 25. 1935). 

I In the canvas industry the code authority gave its approval to the use of a price 
list prepared by a trade association (CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARD. Experience with 
Price Fixing under ,he Codes, 5). 

• Of the 731 codes and supplements approved in February, 1935,340 provided 
for the regulation of the forms or terms of contracts (N.R.A .• Condensed Information 
Based on ,he Operation of ,he National Indus'rial Recovery Ad,S). 
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discQuets. In a number of industries the lists of prices that were 
required to be filed with the code authority included either the 
trade discounts or the prices separately for each trade classification 
(jobbers, wholesalers, retailers, etc.) in the industry.l Thus n~ 
prices after allowance of trade discounts could be standardized , 
for all firms. In some industries! the code authority was empowered 
to regulate trade discounts, the basis of classification of firm 
for purposes of trade discount being often also closely regulated 
by the code authority' either by definitions in the code itself 
or authorization to the code authority to draw up such definitions. 
In some' the code authority was authorized to draw up a list of all 
purchasers classified for the purpose of such discounts, or sellers 
were required to lodge a list of those in each class with the code 
authority. Ii 

Provision for the standardization of quantity discounts6 was 
similarly included in a number of codes and gave rise to great 
difficulties.7 The refusal of quantity discounts on .steel purchases 
was reported to have caused one automobile manufacturer to 

I For example, in the petroleum industry prices were required to be posted 
aeparately for each trade classification. 

I For eaample, furniture manufacturing, funeral supplies, pyrotechnics, fire 
extinguishing appliances (in which industry they were set by reference to differences 
in the cost of selling). The code for the floor and wall clay tile industry limited such 
discounts to 15 per cent. 

• Floor and wall clay tile, cement, ladder manufacturing, fire extinguishing ap
pliancel, most branches of rubber manufacturing, iron and steel, lumber and timber 
products, wholesale automotive. 

• Asphalt and mastic tile, reinforcing materials (in which industry the code 
authority might require the modification of the list if it believed that such allowances 
were a means of departing from published prices). . 

i Retailers objected to the discounts based on trade status and claimed that dis
counts should be based upon volume of business, size of order, and the value of the 
aervices rendered and also that the restriction of quantity discounts was undesirable 
because such discounts induced earlier commitments, the promotion of the products 
of certain manufacturers, and the reduction of the costs of distribution (CI. N~ 
Y cwi Tjmu, Oct. 30, 1933). Vigorous objection was also voiced against the classi
fication of the state of New York as a retail buyer, thus increasing the cost of pe
troleum products purchased by it by $750,000 a year (N~ Ycwk Times, Jan. 10, 

1934)· . b Bin d lishin ·u· 
I For eumple, funeral supplies, pyrotechnics, u g an po g compoSl ons, 

motor fire apparatus, hot-air furnace (in which the I!ranting of quantity d!s~oun~s 
Dot earned was proscribed as unfair), retail jewelry (wher~ th~y were p~hiblted if 
they eaceeded the savings obtained by the seller from selling In quantities), petro
leum. Sales at carload rates to purchasers who pool their orders were regulated in the 
American match and lumber and timber eroducts industries .. After the c?des lapsed 
it was laid that quantity discounts were likely to be restored an the steel Industry to 
encourage larger orders "on the score that they are more economical to roll" (N~ 
Ycwk Tjmu, June 6, 1935).· . 

, Quantity discounts can be disguised; those who place large orders are likely to 
be given the first opportunity to purchase a desirable "close out" or to obtain 
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contemplate the purchase of a steel plant to manufacture his 
own stee1.1 On the other hand, the granting of quantity discounts 

v'was said to hamper small firms.2 Where the rate of discount 
increased with an increase in the size of order the formatio n of 
cooperative buying groups was encouraged.· 

Rivalry_might also persisUI!._tll~ graI1J;!ng of credit where price 
competition is largely eliminated. In so far "asrugher discounts 
might be allowed for payment before the expiration of the stated 
period of credit, they would reduce the net cash price of the firm 
offering them; Firms all selling for the same price after deduction 
of discounts may, however, rival each other in the period of credit 
granted, a form of competition with very real dangers. Again, 
thiJunatteLwas.regulated,by proscribinlls unfair sales nOlmade 
\!pon a standard form of contract' which included a statement of 
~r.~(flLterms:-L1ls6DleTridustries power was given to the code 
"authority, or its district committees, to draw up uniform terms 
of credit' but 282 codes& set out the maximum terms of credit to be 
allowed. In some industries the minimum initial payments and 
the maximum period of credit for sales on the installment plan l 
were also prescribed in the code.' In addition to these provisions 
553 codes specifically ruled as unfair the payment of secret rebates 
and allowances of all kinds. 

There remained a variety of devices under cover of which 
financially more advantageous bargains might be offered by one 
firm than by others. Deductions from quoted price in return for 
advertising facilities or activities by the purchaser were regulated 

'v-------------------------------------------------------
superior materials or workmanship-advantages quite as lucrative in some fields as 
discounts (New York Times, Sept. I, 1934). 

1 New York Times, Feb. 2, 1934. 
• The (U Darrow") Board of Review reported that small manufacturers of rubber 

footwear had been thus handicapped (New York Times, May 21, 1934). 
a A proposed arrangement for cooperative buying by a number of chains operating 

over 14,000 grocery stores was announced and attributed to the economies obtainable 
because of the quantity discounts provided in the codes (New York Times, July 28, 
1934). It was promptly met, however, by a proposal to set maximum quantity dis
counts to prevent the concentration of purchasing in the hands of a few super-buying 
groups (New York Times, Aug. 5, 1934). The carpet and rug manufacturers sought 
the elimination from their code of a provision authorizing quantity discounts but 
their proposal was strongly opposed by retailers (New York Times Apr. 18, 1935). 

C Concrete masonry. 
I This and succeeding statistics concerning the frequency of particular clauses 

relates to February, 1935, when 731 codes and supplements had been approved, and 
is cited from N.R.A., CondensetlInformation Basetl on 'he Operation of 'he Nalional 
Indus'rial Recovery Act 

• Shovel, drag line and crane, motor fire apparatus manufacturing, commercial 
refrigerators. 
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in 133 industriesl in spite of protests from retailers' organizations. I 
The splitting of commissions with brokers and jobbers' (which" 
means a sale at below the open price) or the storage of goods 
in a customer's warehouse' were sometimes ruled to be unfair. 
Sales to cooperative organizations of retailers or industrial 
consumers whereby the members secure the product at a price 
other than the open price were unfair in the bituminous coal 
industry although farm cooperative organizations were expressly 
accepted as buyers in· the codes for the petroleum industry and 
for retail stores. Subsequently, however, all cooperatives, whether 
farm or consumer, were exempted from clauses forbidding rebates' 
or sales at other than filed prices. i Sales with repurchase agree
ments were occasionally pronounced unfair.6 Trade-in allowances 
were altogether prohibited in some7 and regulated in others. 8 

Elaborate arrangements were made to set maximum trade-in 
allowances for automobiles' and the motor fire apparatus industry 
provided also for the notification to the code authority of full 
information concerning the sale of repossessed equipment and 

I C/. beauty and barber shop mechanical equipment manufacturing industry. 
Any IUch allowanc:el were to be granted only m pursuance of written contracts 
providing for &peciIic seMCei and filed with a confidential and disinterested agent 
of the code authority by whom they were to be made available to all sellers and 
buyers (Approved Code 286, Amendment No.2 of Apr. IS, 1935). 

I These organizations claimed that such aUowancei develop the interest of con
lumers, accelerate distribution, and permit profitable distribution at economical 
advertising ratel (N etII Y DrA: Times, Oct. 30, 1933). 

• For uample, lime, bituminoUl coal, American match. . 
• For example, rubber Ilooring, American match, smelting secondary metals into 

brau and bronze ingots. 
• Ez«uliN Orm, Oct. 23, 1933. C/. statement of chairman of Consumer Advisory 

Board to Senate Finance Committee, Apr. I, 1935. 
• For example, gu appliancel. Repurchase agreements provide a means by which 

manufacturers selling through independent distributors can relieve their distributors 
of inventory 1_ when they reduce their priCei. The prohibition of such agreements 
handicapa the independent dealer and benefits manufacturers operating their own 
distribution IY'tem (C/. LYON and others, 11'. AI., 654). 

, Rock crusher industry (sellers might assist in finding buyers for old machinery), 
washing and ironing machines, shovel drag line and crane. . 

• For example, canning and packing machinery, road equipment, gas apphan~es, 
motor fire apparatus manufacturing, industrial instrument and laboratory supplies, 
eectionl of the lCientific instrument industry, commercial refrigerators . 

• The automobile dealers undertook to collect in each district the actual priCei 
paid br the public for each model, of each make of used car of each year. The 20 per· 
cent 0 ISles at the lowest price were then exclude~ and th~ re~inder averaged fC!r 
each class separately. It was unfair for any dealer m any distnct to make a t~de-m 
al10wance for any car which exceeded the above class ay,:rage for th~ pen04 of 
approximately lixty daY' preceding the allowance, less a mmlmu!D hal!dllng, selling, 
and reconditioning charge (ranging from 5 to J 5 pe~ cent varymg With the !lge C?f 
the car). III each district lists of the maximum trade-m allowanc:el calculated m tJ1is 
maDDer were printed and circulated and apecial arrangements were made for dealing 
with cars of types of which very few aalel occurred in any period. There was no 
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for the prohibition of the sale of show cars at less than the open 
sales price. 

Some industries1 prohibited the acceptance of stocks, bonds, 
and securities, in part or full payment; some, however, permitting 
their acceptance at their market value. The concrete masonry 
industry prohibited the sale of a grade superior to that ordered 
if only the price for the lower grade was charged, but the gear 
manufacturing industry permitted the seller to offer a substitute 
product which he felt to be equal or superior to that specified 

.provided he declared that the commodity did not meet the speci
fication. The substitution of any other article for that ordered 
was prohibited in 141 codes. Lump sum or combination prices 
(i.e., the making of prices without setting out the price of each 
item)2 were forbidden in lIS codes and some authorized the code 
authority to standardize methods of bidding. 3 The code for 
the retail drug industry prohibited advertising by druggists 
that they would fill all prescriptions at a uniform price, and that 
for the retail jewelry severely circumscribed the circumstances 
under which jewelry could be sold at auction.' . 

Long-term contracts were felt in many industries to obstruct 
the maintenance of uniform prices because buyers who had made 
such contracts might continue to purchase at prices below those 
being charged to other firms after the price had been increased; 

reason why a dealer should not allow less than the maximum amount thus calculated. 
The interests of the dealers in this matter conflicted with those of automobile manu
facturers and a reduction of trade-in allowances meant a virtual increase in the net 
price of new cars to the public which might result in a reduction of the prices of new 
cars by manufacturers and the narrowing of the margin allowed to the dealers. It 
was claimed that the arrangement was unfair to the owner of a car in unusually good 
condition and that it had proved unenforceable. (New York Times, August 3, 1934.) 

1 For example, cement, vitrified clay sewer pipe, structural clay products, rein
forcing materials, scientific instruments (where they might be accepted in payment of 
insolvent accounts), silverware, refractories. 

I In the reinforcing materials industry it was provided that wherever a contract 
exceeded $300 in value, and there was in the district an approved estimating bureau, 
contract bids should be arrived at by lodging with the bureau the bidder's list of 
prices which were to be applied by the bureau to the quantities as calculated by the 
bureau. This latter arrangement prevented any differences in bids due to differences 
in the calculation of quantities but also saved the cost of more than one calculation of 
quantities. 

I Scientific instruments. 
, Such sales were permitted only for the purpose of liquidation or in case of dire 

need, and then only with the permission of the local retail jewelry trade committee; 
no special purchases might be made for sale at the auction and the stock auctioned 
was required to be legitimately owned by the seller and an inventory of the goods to 
be sold was to be lodged with the local committee at least fifteen days before the 
date of the sale. The Appellate Division of the New York State Court in Brooklyn 
upheld this clause (New York Times, June 22, 1934). 
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fear of dissatisfaction thus arising might deter sellers from raising 
prices. Maximum limits to the period of contracts were, therefore, ' 
set in the steeP and a number of other industries.2 

Guarantees against decline of price before the completion of a 
contract (carrying the liability to make reductions of price on all 
outstanding contracts if reductions were made upon new contracts) 
tend somewhat to discourage price cutting, but the offer of such ' 
contracts tends also to induce buyers to purchase larger quantities 
than they otherwise would; such guarantees were prohibited in 
187 codes. I The provisions in the codes aimed at the regulation of 
price competition between producers in different parts of the 
country by the use of basing-point systems have already been 
discussed at length.' 

Some codes permitted manufacturers to control the resale 
price of their products~ Thus contracts for the maintenance of 
resale prices which had hitherto been held to contravene the 
anti-trust laws were enforceable with the aid of the government. 
Refiners, distributors, and jobbers of petroleum products could 
require buyers for resale to charge a prescribed price. Jobbers of 
steel products' might not resell them at prices lower than would 
have been paid by the buyer had he bought from the manu
facturer.a Distributors of machine tools and equipment, retailers 

I The original code for the iron and steel industry, for instance, provided that no 
contracts might be made for shipment later than the end of the quarter ending not 
more than four months after the date of the contract (except where the product was 
required by the purchaser for a specified and definite contract with a third party 
at a fixed price). This provision, together with a further requirement that contracts 
in force at the time the code became operative should be completed by December 31, 
1933, gave rise to an uneconomical rush to complete orders in the closing weeJrs of 
the year 1933 and to consideration of the desirability of modifying this rule to pre
vent the recurrence of such a rush at the end of each quarter (New York Times, 
Jan. I, 1934. and SIeel, Jan. I, 1934). This limitation on long-term contracts was 
attributed to a desire to prevent speculative buying (New York Times, May 31, 
1934). The revised code for the industry, however, permitted contracts for the 
delivery of steel after the end of the next calendar quarter if the products were 
required for an identified structure, railroad cars, locomotives, or a definite public 
contract. 

• Petroleum (for fuel oil), lime, floor and wall clay tile, buffing and polishing 
compositions, reinforcing materials (except for specific jobs), lumber and timber 
products, American match. 

I These guarantees facilitate the operations of manufacturers selling through 
independent distributors in much the same way as repurchase agreements (See 
P·503). 

• See Chaps. VI and VII. 
I This provision is said to have been "indifferently observed under the code" 

and was expected to be drastically modified when the COdll lapsed (N etII York Times, 
June 6, 1935). . 

I Similar arrangements were made in the package and pasteunzed blended and 
process cheese industry. 
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of parts and accessories for automobiles, and wholesalers and 
retailers of automobiles were required to sell at the manufacturer's 
published J>rices and discounts. The "cigar merchandising plan" 
virtually prohibited the sale of cigars at retail at other than 
the prices set by manufacturers.l Some codes prohibited selling to 
jobbers and other dealers unless they had agreed not to resell in 
violation of the code for the manufacturing branch of the industry. 
In some industries manufacturers were authorized2 and in others 
required3 to enforce the maintenance of resale prices by boycotting 
offending distributers. Control by the manufacturer of the 
retailer's policy in deciding what products to sell gave rise to 
difficulties in the petroleum industry where "lease and agency" 
and "lease and license'" devices had enabled refiners to limit 
retailers to the sale of one brand of gasoline or petroleum products. 
The federal oil administrator prohibited new contracts of this 
type and authorized the cancellation of those already in 
force.o 

The prohibition upon sales on consignment which appeared 
in 277 codes was presumably also aimed at preventing retailers 
from being loaded up with inventories held on consignment and 
tempted to indulge in price competition which might ultimately 
result in pressure upon manufacturers to reduce their prices. 

1 Codes for cigar manufacturing, wholesale tobacco, and tobacco retailing. 
I For example, petroleum; copper and brass mill products, gasoline pump. 
I For example, asbestos, buff and polishing wheel, rock crusher, warm-air fuI'" 

nace, saddlery. In the plumbing fixtures industry an attempt was made to control 
and raise prices by a combination of resale price maintenance, control of discounts, 
and open-price £.Iing. The attempt failed largely because of the resistance of the 
mail-order houses. (CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARD, Regulating Channels of Trade in 
the Plumbing Fixtures Industry.) 

'The retail filling station was leased by the refiner for a rent based upon the 
estimated sales of the filling station; this rent virtually constituted a price rebate 
to the owner of the station, who was then licensed or appointed agent of the refiner 
to sell his products and no others (C/. F. T.C., Prices, Profits, and Competition in the 
Petroleum Indust,y, 1928, 256). 

I The industry was unable to agree concerning the prohibition of the practice and 
the execution of new agreements of tins type was prohibited pending a decision by 
the Federal Trade Commission. In the event of the commission failing to render a 
decision within sixty days, the President or any agency appointed by him was 
authorized to make a decision or temporarily to prohibit such arrangements pending 
a decision by the courts. The order of the Secretary of the Interior of Jan. 19, 1934, 
approving a marketing agreement aimed at the control of the prices of oil and oil 
products, provided that contracts expiring prior to Aug. 19, 1934, were not to be 
renewed and those with a cancellation clause were to be canceled as soon as possible. 
All future contracts for the sale of gasoline were to be made in an approved form 
giving the retailer the right of cancellation on thirty days' notice and no new exclu
sive contracts were to be made for the sale of oil. Finally, in an order of Mar. 5, 1935, 
the federal oil administrator authorized the cancellation of all exclusive dealing 
contracts (New York Times, Mar. 6, 1935). 
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Advertising was rarely controlled except where it was false. i. , 

The provision in the code for the lead pencil industry regulating 
the number of pages that might be printed in color in catalogues 
was a step in this direction but was unusual. Where selling ex
penses were excluded from calculations of cost upon which 
minimum prices were set there was an indirect discouragement 
to advertising when the minimum was operative. Other types of 
behavior which had long been regarded as undesirable were 
prohibited in many codes, e.g., commercial bribery in 531 codes, 
defamation of competitors in 500, false marking or branding in 
398, imitation of trade-marks in 198, piracy of style or design in 
117, false invoicing in 378, espionage upon competitors in 147, 
enticement of employees in 76, and the giving of premiums and 
prizes in 144. 

A Jarge_nllmber of codes specifically exempted sales for export 
from ~Ltbe..clauses 01 the code, or specifically from the open-price 
clauses and those concerning sales below cost. One2 ruled it to be 
unfair to sell for export unless the buyer had agreed not to resell 
the product in the United States (a clause which indicated that the 
product was being dumped abroad).' An effort was made, on the 
other hand, to boycott foreign goods through clauses in the codes 
pronouncing it to be unfair for any manufacturer to deal in foreign 
goods or to sell to a customer dealing in goods of foreign origin,' 
but no such clause appears to have been approved. 

the variety of rules adopted bY.£9Ae authorities ~~se from the 
vari~!L9f..jisgt!ises un~~~hich..1>rice competjtjQ~toCSUf. 
Few of these methods of selling, however, were developed simply 1 

to disguise price cutting: many had their separate economic I 

justification. Producers, in their efforts to prevent their use as ~ 
disguises, were forced into preventing their use under all cir- ! 
cumstances(In consequence the control of price competition was\ 
facilitated at the expense of obstructing changes in the organiza
tion of industry and of methods of doing business which might 
be more economical than those prevailing. It was, moreover, 
frequently claimed by representatives of retailers that manu-

I In Sso codes misrepreseDtation by advertising or otherwise was prohibited. In 
the retail industry an attempt was made to prohibit advertising ~laiming a con
tinuous policy of underselling rivals but, after a long and bitter dispute, the code 
was finally approved, merely prohibiting such advertising when it was inaccurate. 

• Asbestos. • The National Export Trade Committee announced in November, 1933, that in 
one form or another 62 of the codes exempted export business from the operation 
of the codes (New YDf'i Time" Nov. 20, 1933)· 

• Proposed code for the cordage industry (dl. NI/III YDf'i Times, Nov. 12, 1933)· 
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J
facturers had taken the opportunity offered by the drafting of 
codes not only to standardize selling practices but also to stand
ardize them on a basis more favorable to themselves than had 
previously prevailed, especially in the matter of discounts and 

(., shipping practices.1 The discounts allowed in fifteen industries 
concerned with apparel and house furnishings were said to have 
been reduced by the codes by an aggregate annual total of $50,000,-

000. 2 New discount terms proposed in the cloak and suit industry 
involved an increased annual charge of $18,000,000, and those 
in the fur industry of $10,000;000. 

2. QUALITY AND SERVICE COMPETITION 

.0 l Quality and service competition were regulated in a number 
Vof codes. In some3 the products of all sellers were to bE;,.,.Stand

ardized. )Forty-eight codes authorized the regulafi"on of the 
""iliarKeting of second-grade products. 4 In some industries5 additions 
to and deductions from the prices of standard products because 
of departures from basic specifications were standardized for 
all firms. 6 The conditions under which allowance !night be made 
for goods returned were standardized in 112 codes. The basis 
of standardization was criticized especially where credit was given 
only when goods were returned within a few days; where goods 
were passed on unopened the responsibility for faulty goods was 
transferred to the dealer, with the result that slovenly production 
is said to have been encouraged.' 
Q In a considerable number of industries li!nitations were placed 
upon the incidental services that !night be rendered by the seller 

1 New York Times, Oct. 30,1933; Jan. 10, 1934. C/. statement by National Retail 
Dry Goods Association, cit. New York Herald Tribune, Mar. 4, 1934. 

I New York Herald Tribune, Apr. I, 1934. 
I Floor and wall clay tile, cement, pyrotechnics, excelsior and excelsior products, 

motor fire apparatus, cleaning and dyeing (in which industry these provisions oc
curred together with the power to fix minimum prices), rubber tire, lumber and 
timber products. In 261 codes the maintenance of standards of quality was in some 
way regulated. 

'In the floor and wall clay tile industry the proportion of output that might be 
sold as second grade was restricted. In the hair and jute felt industry the combined 
total of discontinued lines that might be sold as discontinued lines and "seconds," 
s.e., below the filed price, was limited to one per cent of the value of the previous 
year's sales (Amendment of July 22, 1934). 

I For example, iron and steel, refractories . 
• For example, business furniture (cl. CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARD, Experience 

with Price Fixing under the Codes, 3). 
r New York Herald Tribune, May 20, 1934. The return of shopworn, damaged, or 

obsolete merchandise was controlled in the beauty and barber shop mechanical 
equipment manufacturing industry (Approved Code 286. Amendment No. 2 of 
Apr. IS. 1935). 
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without cost to the buyer, especially estimating services, surveys, 
and the like. I In lOS industries the guarantees that might be 
given concerning the performance of the product were also limited, 
in either scope or duration, or both. Demonstrations were regu
lated in some and the use of samples in 79. The code for the 
petroleum industry provided for the elimination of the practice of 
providing retailers with free tilling-station equipment and also 
prohibited the repair of such equipment except where repairs 
could be made without removal of the equipment. 2 

The limitations on quality and service competition may, as we 
have seen, reduce the cost of production in the broad sense. 
Standardization in particular may have this result. On the other 
hand, they not only tend to diminish a form of rivalry that may 
benefit purchasers by inducing experimentation in the introduction 
of new products or new methods of business organization, but 
they facilitate (as they are often intended to) the elimination of 
rivalry in all forms. 

D. Control of Long-term Investment 

r Wthough the National Industrial Recovery Act was initially 
~erative for not more than two years, a considerable number- of 
"i:4dust.rleuought an(t~bJained powex: tQ~contIollong-teDll ~~vest
ment. _For the most part they aimed at therest*tion ot«?!ltry 
mto theiilesPective indus.tries~ Regulations issued under the first 
code approvea, TJis., that for tlle cotton textile industry, required 
all producers to register their productive equipment with the 
code authority; the installation of new equipment that would add 
to the total capacity of the industry was prohibited unless a '/ 
certificate had been obtained from the administrator that such 
installation would be consistent with the policy of the act, excep
tions being made for installations "for replacement of a similar 
_ I For example, floor and wall clay tile, steel joist, miscellaneous steel castings, 
cement, radio broadcasting. Suppliens of heating oils might not supply free burner 
IIervice. 

lIt wu unfair for refiners, distributons, jobbens, wholesa1ens, or retsilens to lease 
oil pumpa, tanks, air compressons, or to replace equipment already lenL When a 
retailer ceased the sale of the products of one refiner and commenced the sale of the 
producta of another, equipment installed by the first refiner was to be sold 1t! the 
IIeCOnd at pricel fi.zed in an elaborate achedule attached to the code. Refine~ uught, 
of course, provide luch equipment for stations which they owned. They Dllght also 
provide it to stations leased by them, provided that, at the time of the lease, the 
property wu not equipped as a filling station, or the lease had run for at least five 
years and provided for a substantial rental not dependent upon sales. (These latter 
provisions were intended to prevent the provision of such equipment to stations 
controlled by refinens through a ".lease and agency" ~rrangemen~.) !he provi~on 
of paint and the construction, repau,lease, or loan of driveways, buildings, canOpies, 
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number of units of productive equipment, or to bring the operation 
of existing productive machinery into balance."1 In the steel 
industry the initiation of the construction of any new blast fur
nace, open hearth, or Bessemer steel (but not rolling mill) capacity 
was prohibited and the code for the lumber and timber products 
industry was amended to prohibit the award of production quotas 
to new firms until the firms holding quotas were running at full 
capacity. In fact 34 of the codes and supplements in force in 
February, 1935, restricted the installation of new machinery or 
increases in productive capacity,' and in seven others such 
restrictions became effective when initiated by the code authority. 
Some codes required the consent of the administrator to the instal
lation of any additional plants, a while others required notice of 
intent to increase the capacity of the industry'to be filed with 
the code authority which was authorized to advise the adminis
trator concerning the desirability of the increase.' One provided 
for the delimitation by the code authority of the areas in which 
ample supplies were available from existing facilities.1i In three, 
not only was the installation of new plant subject to control but 

Valso the reopening of closed plants.' Some codes,7 however, ex
empted investments made with the object of improving the quality 
or reducing the cost of the product. Many code authorities were 
merely authorized to make proposals for the control of new invest
ment,S and one for control by mutual agreement.' 
air compressors, grease lifts or pits, grease equipment, towers, light poles, and Hood 
lights was also prohibited under similar conditions. 

1 New York Times, Oct. 19, 1933. Up to the end of 1934 the committee of the 
cotton textile code authority had refused no request for permission to expand plant 
capacity. 

I N.R.A., Tables on the Operation o/the National Industrial RecOfJery Ad, Table 32. 
These clauses occurred mainly in the textiles, basic materials, and chemical divisions. 

I For example, pyrotechnics. 
• For example, Hoor and wall clay tile, glass container, cement (in which industry 

the code authority was authorized to investigate capacity for production and demand 
in the area affected and to petition the administrator not to permit the installation 
if it was expected to increase the problem of overcapacity or overproduction in the 
area). 

, Crushed stone, sand gravel and slag. If the administrator approved of the con
clusions of the code authority the district committee might recommend him to with
hold his approval of increases in capacity where they would obstruct the attainment 
of the purposes of the act. 

I For example, structural clay products (except where the plant had been owned 
by the firm desiring to reopen it prior to Oct. I, 1931). 

, For example, structural clay products, crushed stone, sand gravel and slag, 
cement. 

• For example, fertilizer, limestone, piano manufacturing, rubber footwear, 
paper and pulp (in which industry the code authority might also propose regulations 
for control of the shifting of equipment from one kind or type of product to another). 

• In the motor vehicle storage and parking industry any group of members might 
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~triction upon new investment in industries already suffering 

losses owing to excessive equipment was not generally of serious 
moment because there were so few new investors to deter. The 
restriction was not without influence, however. Firms desirous of I 
oommencing the manufacture of a new" fiake ice" were obstructed ._ 
by firms, already entrenched, who advised the administrator that \ 
additional investment was undesirable.~ Although the allegation 
was denied,1 it suggests the possibility that oontrol of plant invest
ment even in times of depression may obstruct improvements of 
methods of production. Control over the oonstruction of new blast 
furnace, open hearth, or Bessemer steer capacity was said to 
obstruct the building of plants at low-cost points, protect existing 
plants, and thereby retard cost reductions.' (Control of plant 
investment also placed oostaaes-ilrThe-way 'of changes in the 
distribution of business. The efficient firm oould expand its business I \ 
until its plant was fully occupied, but no further, without the 
oousent of the admjnjstrator,' who might be advised by rivals to 
disapprove the proposed new investment because of the presence 
of unused plant. JIndeed, the clause was alleged to have caused 
bitter oomplaint by small firms. 5 The administration appears, 
however, to have oontinued to approve of such clauses.' Thus, in 
10 far as it operated to restrict the entry of new firms and obstruct I 
the expansion of existing ones, this clause gave legal protection .... 
to those who had secured a position in an industry prior to the 
adoption of the clause. The suggestion that new investment should' 
be obstructed until all existing plant was in operation was tan-

I tamount to protection from any new oompetition likely to under
mine a selected price policy (except where demand at the price 
chosen exceeded the capacity of existing plant) no matter how far 
agree DOt to iDcrase capacity "e«ept where Deeded," such agreements binding only 
the parties to them aud being subject to interpretation by the administrator. 

I ("DAIaow") BOAID or REvIEw, IUtfIrl, ciI. Ner. Y.i Ti.u, May 21, 1934-
• Reply of cowueI to National Recoyery Administration, ibid. The constitution

ality of the rule was contested in enforcement p~ before the Federal Trade 
Commission (F.T.C., .04..-1 IUtfIrl, 1934. 5)· 

• F.T.C., Bm., P .. ", S, ... i. u.. SI«II114..." 27· 
• U, however, transfers of equipment from firm to firm were wWfected by the 

rule (e.,., acdsior producu, &ilk textiles) additional equipment muld be purchased 
from a rival or obtained by merger. 

• ("DAIaow") BoAID or JlB\-o:w, IUtfIrl, ciI. A"er. :t".i Ti.u, May II, 1934-
• Such a clause was added to the code for the &ilk teati1e industry by an amend

ment approval on July 17, 1934. which was curiously worded, however, to apply 
Dnly to "any employer DOW in the industry." '!'he association o.f wool m&Dufact~ 
recollllDeDded a prohibition upon the iDstallatlon of _ machioery or the operatloD 
of machines that bad beea idle for two years aupt ODder license flOm the adminis
trator (.'·tV Y..,.i Ti..a, Feb. 18, 1934)· 
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the price exceeded the cost of production in an efficient plant 
employed to a reasonable percentage of capacity. In so far as the 
restriction )Vas operative it tended, of course, to diminish the 
demand for capital goods.1 

A few moves were made in the direction of reducing the capac
ityof some industries but none was successful. The code authority 
for the cement industry was authorized to submit proposals for 
the closing down or amortization of the less economical plants in 
an area where there was a permanent excess of capacity but it 
took no action. Twenty-one companies, controlling about 50 per 
cent of the output of paper board, submitted to the administrator 
a plan to form a corporation to buy up plants that could not 
"operate successfully under normal business conditions," and 
withdraw them from the industry; the companies concerned 
proniised to produce" a sufficient supply of paper board to meet 
the demand." The proposal met, however, with a severe opposition 
and was characterized by one critic as a "pla~to tax consumers to 
pay for their own chains."2 Such policies look to a more sustained 
and serious restriction of output than the mere obstruction of 
new. investment. 

III. SUMMARY 

. lThe history of the National Industrial Recovery Act is thd 
resul!ant of !,!?.~e.!~_2!J~!:~1 J:.~_p.olicies urged b:r bu~!nes~ 
m~nager~2.n th~ on~ ,hand, and those of the administratlOn, on..1ll~ 
ot er. The policies urged bYbusine;-lnterestS-were those devel-; 

) oped by trade associations prior to the act; they rested ultimately 
upon the ~tion..of compe~d con~ of output by each 
industry group. The· act gave fresh hope to the supporters of these 
policies by promising emancipation from the limitations. of the 
anti-trust laws and offering the aid of the state in enforcing uni
form policies. The state, on the other hand, was dominated during 
this first year by a desire to secure the speedy acceptance .()L<:.odes 

. in all industries. Thi_s~nxie~y resulted in a large measure of acquies
cence in the plans of trade associations. The very magnitude of the 
task of securing the universal adoption of codes and its delegation 
to a new and hastily assembled administrative machin~ _con
tributedto this docility on the part o(the state. Ths-absence of 
any clear plan resulted in shortsighted policies as well as incoO:-
-----. --,. 

1 NewyOiPi'imes, July 8, 1934. 
I N,-w York Times, Feb. 16, 18, 1934. 
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sistencies iQ the codes.1 The initiation of the new program at the ' 
low point of a depression t.urned immediate a.!~e~Jio.J:Lto the ~. 
accelera~Lb1!sine$t.activitund tho! rev~rsal_<t!!tUQ:w.wv. . ard 
trenmorwa~e~1!-n.c1P;.i&es; ana' away from1'he tOnl!'-ruIlJI!1P)J.s:atiops 
of liiaustnabegulation.) " - -,. ."" ._. ,_.9,. ... 

1'lie ilefl'esu11!"bf tliese two sets of forces was a large measure of ~ 
open concentration in each industry of the functions performed by , 
the individual entrepreneur in a regime 'of competition; "iz., the 
functions of determining the volume of output, prices, the naturel 
of output produced, methods of selling, and long-term investment] 
The degree in which these functions were actually concentrated 
varied greatly from industry to industry, more particularly with 
the number of firms in each and the relations between them. 

Direct control of out ut was denied to industry at large. Some 
(but no m ustrles mar etiiig exhaustible natural resources '.' 
were granted such control and all that can be said of the policy 
pursued in the exer~se of this power is that it was aimed at in
creased prices. Indirectly, howeyer, con!!2Lof.pIoduttiQt;1,a!l<l,the f 
rationinL of o'!tput.in. propor!i~rry~J.3.pll:~t~ ~o produce gained' \ 
in importance through the regulation of the maximum hours' od \ 
plant opera~ion. At first'applied to'few1ndustrieS"and'in'such a j 

\'Va, asttf1eave total output unaffected, these regulations gradually' 
came to affect total output and to apply to an increasing number 
of industries. 

Explicit authority to fix prices was sought by many industries 
but obtained by few. Those who obtained the power were usually 
concerned with exhaustible natural resources, but even their 
experience was not encouraging. In the bituminous coal industry' 
price fixing resulted in widespread evasion. In the lumber industry 
the power was given but subsequently withdrawn and replaced 
by "emergency" price fixing. In the copper industry reliance 
was placed at the outset upon control of sales, and the oil industry, 
setting out with explicit powers to fix prices, moved towards the 
organization of cartels to control sales. In the cleaning and 
dyeing industry price control ptoved unenforceable. In the 
distributing trades minimum ma.rgins between purchase and;:,:, 
resale prices were usually fixed, sometimes with the object of 
preventing the use of any commodity as a "loss leader" and 
sometimes merely to "stabilize competition." 

I C/. National Industrial Recovery Board, Cod, RevisiDflj Memorandum No. I: 
E'ol",Um ~ T,ade P,aaiu PoliUu. 
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In spite- of. the difficulties that emerged when at~empts were 
made to administer clear and continuing powers to fix minimum 
prices, pri<;e fixing found its way into a number of codes by an\.' 
indirect route. Prohibitions upon "destructive price cutting" 
and the power to set minimum prices during "emergencies," 
came to apply to an increasing number of industries, these powers 
being, however, clearly placed in the hands of the administrator. 

! The prohibition of sales at prices below the cost of production 
)appeared in the early codes and survived all attacks during the 
:Mst year of the administration: failure to secure approval of 

/fmethods of calculating costs, however, rendered most of them 
. inoperative. 

The open-price policy of the trade associations was early 
entrenched in the codes and was blamed for increasing the uni
formity of prices among sellers. Coercion upon those giving 
notice of intention to reduce prices was charged, with the result 
that efforts were made to amend, but not to abolish, the open
price clause. Policy moved in the direction of the elimination of 
notices of changes in price, the elimination of information con
cerning the identity of the seller quoting each price, and the ob
struction of short-period price cutting by filing a reduced price 
to prevail only for a very short period (covering one important 
sale). 

The standardization of products and methods of selling which 
had been increasingly sought by trade associations prior to the 
act as a means of avoiding disguised price competition and non

r price competition was extensively provided for in the codes. 
V'J.n'iilly, .the'trade associations sought and often obtained the 
pncentra~ion of aut~orityover long-term investm~n~ as a mea~s 
of attacking the problems of cutthroat competition at theIr 
source. 

i The immediate effects of t:hJ.Lrelocation of authority over 
i conomiuesources are impossible to segregate from movements 

'1i-world economic conditions or from the consequences of the 

'

policies of the federal government with regard to monetary 
conditions, agriculture, the relief of the unemployed, and public 
works. Accurate measurement is, of course, impossible because 
of the absence of adequate statistics of output, wages, employ
ment prices, and profits. Nevertheless the general measures 
of economic conditions summarized at Fig. 52 throw some light 
upon the matter. The immediate objectives of policy were the 
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stimulation of business activit~ by increasing ~ayrolls and 
between March and July, 1933: paYIoIIS increase by 3S peI\ 
cent, employment in manufacturing by 23 per cent, while manu- I 
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facturing activity rose by 66 per cent and the wholesale pri~es I, 
of non-agricultural products on the average II per cent.' Between \ 
July, 1933, and December, 1934, factory paYIolls increased a 

I The &harp optum in business activity before the NationallDdustrial Reoovery 
Act became operative oa Juae J6, J933, caaaot be dismissed as uarelated to the 
act because it was in part stimulated by anticipatioa of the effects of the act (as well 
as of the effects of the monetary policy of the admiaistratioa) in raising both prices 
aad labor costs. Ellorts were made to iacresse production before labor costs in
creased, in order to sell wbeD prices had been m-L 

• A fuller aaalysis of these statistics will be fouad at BUKNS. "The rust Phase 
of the National Iadustrial Recovery Act," ~alil. SA. QtuwI., 49: 161 (1934). 
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further 23 per cent, and factory employment (adjusted) 8 per 
cent. Industrial production (adjusted) however, after falling 
in November, I933,to 28 per cent below the July, I933, figure 
rose in May, I934 to I4 per cent below it, then fell to 29 per cent 

. below in September, I934, and by December, I934, was again 
I4 per cent below it. The wholesale prices of non-agricultural 
products rose IO per cent between July, I933, and December, 
I934. These statistics indicate that incr:.eases.-1n.-2~tput and 
payrolls were accompanied byincteases iii prices, the mostrap1d 
rise occurring between March andJul:r.r93f.-The marked increase _ 
in the volume of production during this period was accompanied, 
however, by an increase of 8 per cent in stocks of manufactured 

. goods, an increase in harmony with the assumption that dealers 
and manufacturers were speculating on increases in prices and 
costs. But when sales at the higlier price level failed to carry off 
all current production, prices were not reduced; they were further 
increased1 with the result that between August, I933, and Decem
ber, I934, production averaged 2I per cent below its level in 
July, I933, but 34 per cent above its level in March, I933. 2 These 
increases in price resulted in -considerable increases in profits, 
659 manufacturing and trading corporations which had reported 
aggregate profits in I932 of $4I,000,000 reporting profits of 
$598,000,000 in I933 and $9II,000,000 in I934. 3 Doubtless part 
of this improvement in profits was due to the introduction of 
more efficient methods of production and organization, and 

1 The index of wholesale prices is far from a perfect measure of increases in 
prices. There was considerable complaint that the custom of adding a fixed per
centage to cost to cover distributing costs at each stage of the process of distribution 
resulted in increased charges for distribution whenever the wholesale price of the 
product increased and irrespective of changes in the actual cost of distribution. In 
some industries the elimination of sales at less than the announced price, as well as 
the reduction and elimination of discounts and allowances of various kinds, caused 
considerable increases in actual prices not included in these figures. It was also 
claimed that actual increases in the cost of paper, for instance, exceeded those sug
gested by these averages because the prices of the important types were drastically 
raised, while those of the less important were raised very little. 

I The raising of prices and restriction of output were most notable in the building 
materials industries where prices were by 1935 only 9 per cent below their level in 
1929. The composite index of the cost of construction compiled by the Engineering 
News-Record was in October, 1934, only I~ per cent below the average for 1929. 
Construction awards were only 20 per cent of their average for 1923 to 1925 (CON
SUMEll ADVISORY BOARD, The Effect of Price Control and Price Stabilisation on the 
Construction Industry). 

I These statistics relating to large corporations are probably bot typical of 
industry in general. The National Bureau of Economic Research has called attention 
to a remarkable inverse correlation between size of firm and rate of return in 1931 
and 1932 (Bulletin 55, April, 1935). 
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1 
part to the fuller utilization of plant, but it is hard to reject 
altogether the suggestion that prices were increased to an extent 
more than necessary to cover iiicreases in payrolls. The defi
ciencies of statistics or-profits are too obViOuS-and numerous to 
specify; but there is no reason for rejecting the general conclusion 
to which they point, !liz., that prices were raised sharply between 
March and July, 1933. and more slowly between July,· 1933 and 
December, 1934, and that production was adjusted to the rising, 
level of prices. The particular admixture of collectivism and indi-' 
vidul!lism established by the a~t fa~~!<>'~!!~_U!:!L~Q!!lpli~ce with 
the President's plea for temporary sacrifices in the hope of later 
gain from the tuner ut11iZation of the means ofDrOaucUoii.:""TJie 
mam en.ance 0 IIchon in l)ecember, 1934, at a level some 
30 per cent above thll.t in December, 1932, mustoe-attributed 
in larget>an to-other aspects of goveinnienCpolicy. Beginning 
in SeptfiiiDer,I933, -considerable amounts of purchasing power 
were placed in the hands of farmers in the form of crop allotment 
payments, and a little later the distributions made for Civil 
Works projects, Public Works, and the Ovilian Conservation 
Corps attained sizable proportions! r.h!ls.Jhe_el~..YatiolL.of the 
trade...&i&OCiation-tcra-position-o!..amtrol in jndllsUy_.and the 
larger measurlLOLilcguiescence in their policies by the state 
resultedm the use of the new' concentration of aut~ritY;-tose~ 
inimediate-pfofits in increases ~ pn~~ r~~t~~E.!!.1.~_~~ 1I:c~~I~J;a
tiononiu~tx... 
~-a:ifficult to attribute this outcome to any particular 
clauses in the codes except where explicit and effective control of 
output, sales, or prices has been permitted and proved enforceable. 
Although the open-price clauses probably exert an l1pward pres
sure upon prices, they do not, as we have seen, determine prices. 
It is unlikely that the elimination of these clauses would have 
resulted in a fall in prices;' prQ~...!1.~~!,~ . .sch~Q.ledjll the proc- I 
esses of coope"~ativ. price. makjng ao!:l woul~_~~ ~!!!ikely_ to revert) 
to skorf-run pric~cutting. Nor were the clauses prohibiting sales 
at ~e1ow cost of production of primary importance iI\; 
determining prices. They were not brought into general operation 
because of the time required to establish uniform methods of 

I The Consumer Advisory Board concluded in 1935 that if rents had not lagged 
behind other elements in the cost of living" the subsidy of consumers by the federal 
~~vemment would be the only source of the increased physical volume of sales" 
(price, i,. ReliUUm 10 'M CtmSu_"]ffCome, 2) • 

• C/. COHSUJWl ADVISORY BOAllD. PriV/IU Price CtmlrolllM Code Polu" I. 
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'. calculating costs; many of the codes, moreover, required that the 
administrator approve of proposed methods of calculating costs 
and the machinery for examining and approving proposed cost 
accounting systems was slow in being established. In any event 
the policy of the administration in interpreting the phrase" cost 
of production" could at best set the minimum and not the maxi
mum price. The administration avoided the use of its power to 
license industries and had little other direct power to reduce 
prices1 or prevent their increase except where firms were willing 
to reduce actual prices when minima were reduced. It is never-

I theless probable that considerable pressure could have been 
exerted by the threat to withdraw approval of the code in an 
industry whose price policy was disapproved; the industry would 
then become subject to the anti-trust laws.s 

The Board of Review established to investigate the extent to 
which the National Industrial Recovery Act had induced monop
olistic practices or hampered small businesses concluded that 

"monopoly sustained by government . • . is clearly the trend in 
the .•• National Recovery Administration .••. 

"Fair competition is merely a resounding and illusory_phrase . • . 
what tne powerful producer calli fau- his weaker rival fiercely denounces 
as most unfair;, and there is no way to reconcile the difference. All 
competition is savage, wolfish, and relentless; and can be nothing 
else.'" 

A supplemental report concluded that no power under the act was 
showing itself able to protect the small producer and that 

"there is no hope for the small business man or for complete 
recovery in America in enforced restriction upon production for the 
purpose of maintaining higher prices ..• ~'1'0 give the sanction of 
the government to sustain profits is !lot a. planned economy but_a. 
~tmented organization for exploitation .••• The tendency to raise' 
prices while -forcing down wages- reduces the purchasing power which 
alone can balance production and consumption.'" 

1... There is little doubt that the programs in the main successfully 
~ urged by business managers wer~not even in~h.ei~_own interests 

1 The power to fix minimum prices in an emergency was used to secure a reduction 
of retail lumber prices but this case stood alone and untested. 

• The labor clauses would then also have ceased to operate unless a limited code 
applying to them alone had been imposed or only the clauses affecting prices and 
output withdrawn. 

I ("DARROW") BOARD 01' REVIEW, Report, cil. New YorAl TimBS, May 21, J934. 
• (DC. cit. Counsel for the administration charged that the board was partial in 

its attitude and incorrect in its fact •• 
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as a group. It may be argued that their failure to bring to the 
stiution of the problems of depression nothing more than their 
old policies writ large and plain was due partly to the fact that 
the full consequences of these policies had never been revealed 
in the earlier penOd b.e.ti:~.QU!e lDlpotence of trade associations. 
Yet general reasoning suggests veIY-roiCiblythac,Wlille-reSfiiCuOn\ 
of output by some groups may benefit them at the expense of , 
the remainder, the policy cannot be generalized for all groups 
simultaneously. A societ is not enerall better off the less it " 
produces. Rather the explanation es m the fact t usmess 
managers were, as would be expected, still motivated by the 
pursuit of private profit. They had broadened the basis of their .; 
calculation of profit to compass the interests of each industry 
as a group, but no further. 1hey were'begmrung to resemble, 
very closely in their policies the craft guilds of the middle ages. 
This measu~e_oLcontentration, nowever, posses~...!..!!.~t!lg £he ,~ 
meritS- or the wid~_<,listribution of authority implied in free com
petition nor those of its complete concentration in the state. 

""Thel'reSiaent aDnounced that "we have created a permanent' 
feature of our modernized industrial structure" which will prevent '. 
both ruinous rivalries in industry and monopoly and restraint ) 
of trade "under the supervision but not the arbitrary dictation . 
of the government itself."l The gesture was cramped at the outset, 
however, because policy w, as direct,e"d, to considerations no mO?Je I 

far reaching than an estimate of what _x:ep~esentatives of indust • 
would accepf without"protest. EsSential reform must necessaril 
inVolve from time to time the imposition of policies distasteful 
to the class that is most highly organized and articulate. During 
the first year of the act the administration, however, spoke with 
two voices, one for business and another for critics 0 Its po cy. 
Repeateal'efe£ences were made wtlinbDJfclOnmenf of price 
fixing and the maintenance of a free market; in fact it merely 
changed the forms of control of prices and output without reducing 
the. extent of the control although during its second year clauses 
pennltUng price control became less important. 

The declaration that the National Industrial Recovery Act 
was unconstitutional' brought to an end an experiment in indus- ~ 
trial control estimated to have cost for its administration about 

I M UIGt' .. C""VUI of President Roosevelt, Jan. 3, 1934-
tu.s. v. Schec:hter Poultry Corp., ss S. CL 837 (1935). 
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94 million. !Iollars.l It was received by industrialists with mixed 
feelings. They were gratified by the decision of the Supreme 
Court to obstruct greater government control of industry but 

\ 
conscious,' for the most part, that the control hitherto exercised 
under the act had been very helpful to them. There were signs, 
however, of the development of a more critical attitude within 
the administration.2 A number of trade associations and large 

I corporations sought to avoid a general exodus from the promised 
./land by declaring publicly their intention to continue adherence 

'II' < to the codes now unsanctified by law.s General adherence to the 
wage levels set in the codes was expected to prevent general 
price reductions. Plans were made for voluntary codes to be 
enforced by resort to arbitration.4 The remnant that remained 
,of the National Recovery Administration moved warily in en
couraging the adoption of voluntary codes. It was aware that the 

(government, being no longer able to offer immunity from the 
( anti-trust laws, had little to offer as a reward for the acceptance 

of clauses distasteful to industry. 6 It w.a!! D!a,4~ ~l~al:.that.voluntary 
codes must..comply.with,.the.anti-trustlB:~~ industri~!! were 
invited to submit codes to the Federal Trade Commission which 

.. --'. ~"'. ".' --~'~-"""'.~j- •. ,... • , 
would deal Wlth them m coope!ation wIth-the~ atlonal Recovery 
Administration under its former Trade Practice Conference 
procedure, although possibly the commission might" modernize" 
some of its rulings concerning the acceptability of trade practice 
rules. 7 The first voluntary code under the new regime of coopera
tion between the National Recovery Administration and the 
Federal Trade Commission was obtained by the wholesale tobacco 
distributing trade on Sept. 30; 1935. The Trade Practice Division 
of· the commission accepted as rules which it was prepared to 
enforce prohibitions on "loss leaders," and selling below cost 
with intent to injure a competitor" and where the intent may be 
to lessen competition, or tend to create a monopoly, or unreason-

1 Estimate of National Industrial Conference Board (cit. New Y/Wk Times, 
June 10, 1935). The expenditures of code authorities included in this figure were 
estimated at 71.8 million dollars. 

I Cf. National Industrial Recovery Board, Code Revision, Mem/Wandum No. I: 
Evolution of Trade p,.actice Policies; LYON and others, op. cit., Chap. XXIX. 

I Cf. New York Times, June 4, 1935; address of president of U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce, cil. New Y/Wk Times, June IS, 1935; cf. also Ne'I.II Y/Wk Times, July 19, 
1935· 

• New Y/Wk Times, June 13, 1935. 
I New Y/Wk Times, June 20,26, 1935. 
• New Yo,.k Times, June 8, July 4, 1935. 
7 New York Times, July 4, 1935. 
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V""bly restrain trade." Price discrimination, secret rebates, allow

ances, and services were prohibited under similar conditions.1 

<. In some industries, however, there was evidence that part of 
(the ground gained under the act would have to be evacuated. 
The declaration of the American Iron and Steel Institute of the 
intention of its members to continue to act in accordance with 
its code diminished the prospect of price reductions but greater 
flexibility of prices was expected; the prohibitions on quantity 
discounts and the requirement of resale-price maintenance 
were expected to be modified and the rules governing fabrication 
in transit! to be materially altered.· There was grave doubt 
whether the rationing of sales of copper could be continued 
under any voluntary code.' 

'l1!e abandonment oLthe National Industrial Recovery Act\\ 
p~vid~o..solutionto the problem of I1daptUig~economic~st:i~u- I 

tions to an industrial system diverging increasingly from free 
COm:pefifloil.]UiiiIer-lhe act even where there was no explicit 
sanction of ~trol of output and prices the aspects of sales other 
than prices were often so closely regulated that informal regulation 
of prices was relatively easy. i' Return to the regime prevailing 
prior to the act may somewhlit hinder such regulation but the 
preceding chapters have shown how persistent is the trend away 
from competition under existing law. The state cannot by refrain
ing from positive control obtain the. bene1itsOffree-comp'etition. 
On' the ()ther hand, state participation in price policies presents 

. .,/ profound and complex problems both economic and political. 
Yet some such participation is inevitable. 

I New YOI'I Times, July 20, 1935. 
• See p. 348. 
• New YOI'I Times, June 6,1935. 
• NftII YOI'i Times, June 19, 28, 1935 • 
• C/. CONStnaIl ADVJSollY BOAllD, General Stakmml by Dexter M. Keezer on 

Jan. 9, 1935. • 



( CHAPTER XI 

THE PROBLEM OF SOCIAL CONTROL-OBJECTIVES 
I. The requirement of competition by law-A. Without industrial reorganization
B. Industrial reorganization to restore competition-II. Acceptance of the concen
tration of economic power-A. Without state participation-B. With state partici
pation-I. Considerations of productive efficiency-a. Shifts in demand-b. Shifts in 
the demand for natural resource9---(;. Cyclical fluctuations in demand-d. Changes 
in methods of production-e. Changes in conditions of supply of the means of 
production-f. Maintaining the efficiency of productive Units-2. Considerations 
of the distrihution of the produce between different classes and individuals-a. 
Within a given period of time-b. Over time-3. Considerations of the non-financial 
burden of productive activity-III. Conclusions. 

In the preceding chapters we have ,¢lveyed industrial price 
and production policies from the yea~s preceding the Sherman 

\ .t\nti-Trust Act of 1890 to the end of the effective life of the 
"National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. That survey reveals, 

on the one hand, the development of conditions increasingly 
unfavorable to fully competitive behavior and, on the othe~, the 
development of policies not easily explicable in terms of theories 
of imperfect competitionJ1nstable and partial concentration of 
economic power has resulted in policies dominated by fear; 
price competition has been restricted and evaded in a variety of 
ways. 

VNe'now turn to discuss the problems of state contro!; this 
discussion serves more than a practical purpose; it compels the 
sharp focusing of our analysis of the regime of the past forty-five 
years.: Attempts to reform are often couched in terms of changes 
in administrative machinery, of proposals to establish a com
mission to decide what is fair and just. The more urgent problem, 
however, is theJilarification of objectives; administrative forms 
can then be devised with reference to the functions to be per
formed. The objectives of social control will, therefore, be dis
cussed before turning to the means of control. ' 

(7 'v{SQ,£!al contr.2!.of e.~ic activity is as old as privat_e property. 
t.~issez faire 1s itself-a.:pOllcYoCsocial_~on~~t:) TheCon~ 
between economic planning and laissez faire lies in the nature' 
and scope of the economic functions to be centralized in the 

522 
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state,. The changes in industrial conditions set out in the preceding 
chapters have seriously undermined faith in laissez faire .. \.Dwi~l 
in ~~_JIlatt",!,~~cial policy now appears to lie between the L 
pre~rvation of compelIfioli bylaw (a paradoxical poncyoiSo-etal ""0 
control) ana: ~ate parliopation1illhe exemse of the alreaay 
co~,=~t,~~~ econo~ic authority. ) 

I. THE REQUIREMENT OF COMPETITION BY LAW 

.J.crhe anti-trust laws in force from 1890 to 1933 were an attempt 
to maintain competition by law. The Sherman Law prohibited 
monopolies aDd restraint of trad~, and the legislation of 19141 
was intended to implement this policy by somewhat elaborating 
and clarifying the meaning of "restr~int of trade" and improving 
the machinery for administration)' ~n1L~hi..§_period great 
concentrations of economic power occurreT; an increasing number 
of vital industries were transformed from a mainly competitive 
to a quasi-monopolistic condition,. Although these industries 
may be 'less' important in the whole field of industry than the 
publicity concerning their activities suggests, the urge to cen
tralize some of the entre reneur functions is l!resenJ: e;en in 
industries were con ro 15 organizea inreIatively small units. The 
foregoing studies of trade associations before and after the passing 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act have revealed how wide
spre~d is tl}..ct mov:~e_~t ~_"~!~~rali~ economic ,~llt~~ri~: ,Jhe 
unWlsdom OlapplYlDg tlie general property laws as well as the-, 

"anti-trust laws to exhaustible national resources has been officially\ 
acknowledged.-
J.The anti-trust laws have been a notable failure as a means of 

maintaining competition. Many support their preservation, 
however, on the ground that they failed, not because the laws 
were deficient, but be~~~as.Ja.x; the remedy, 
therefore,· is more vigorous:and more competent enforcement:, 

! • 
~e Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

• Evidence of Secretary of the Interior Wilbur at Heari"gs Pursva'" 10 s.mlf" 
Ruolulii1M 2626, 2627, OM 2628 Dff ,he AfMftd_'" DJ ,he Federal Trotle CommusJDff 
Ad, 1932, 221, 222. • • 

• C/. letter signed by Professor F. W. Fetter and over one hundred econoDllsts In 
Alliei'. &ott. /In., 22: 467 (1932), contending ~t t~e weak.,:ning of th!, S~erman 
Anti-Trust Act would involve consequences inconSIstent With the prinCIples of 
private industry and that the extension of public price. fixing woul~ !mpose upon 
covemment agencies impossible tasks of control and ureparable InJunes to the 
political, aocial, and economic interest of the nation. Th~y opposed any amendm~n' 
of the anti-trust laws that would" weaken them &8 agencies for preserving the policy 
of free,lD&rketa," reaffirmed the principle of fair competition, rejected the contention 
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But can vigorous application of the law maintain competitive 
conduct in the industrial system as now organized or must the 
system be ,reorganized in harmony with a pattern calculated to 
induce competitive behavior? 

II 

A. Legal Requirement of Competitive Conduct without Industrial 
Reorganization 

~as been suggested that the development of monopolistic 
behavior has been an inevitable consequence of the development 
of large-scale production involving the use of durable equipment 
and productive organization incapable of instantaneous creation 
or abandonment .• Business managers, being fully conscious of 
the dangers ofJ.price competition based upon a short and narrow 

I view of its consequences, seek to avoid it. J.Be policies they 
r,)have adopted are, however, difficult to eliminate unless the 
~) causes giving rise to them are also eliminated. It is ob'"viously 
. impossible-to'prohlbif-price"eaQe~~i?-:-Even under competitive 

conditions tnere is a tendencyTOr the prices charged by different 
sellers to attain a unifQrnLleyel; it would obvIously be absurd 
to attempt to prohibit' such uniformity, or to compel sellers to 
change their prices when others do not. It is equally impossible ' 

. to insist that changes in price shall not alw~~_be initiated by the, 
" same firm. Pric~ sta:bilization is equally difficult"to prevent unless 

tIie"State is prepared to'determine when prices ought to be changed. 
(. Policies of sharing the market could be attacked only if the 
~ state were prepared to decide the proper distribution of business ... 

.' between existing firms; it would also :find itself compelled to 
determine how the distribution of business should be changed 
from time to time. Direct'attacks.1!Pon integration would necessi

'" tate determination oflheProper degreean4 patternofiiiiiiiation. 
,; .Contiol of rion~pricecompetitioriwould'necessitate the determina

tion of the proper metnodsOf securing business and, particularly, 
the proper amounts to be spent upon advertising and other C 

methods of promoting sales. Pr~vention-of-the-EliscussiotL of 1 
prices and production-by all the producers jn a.n in<.!ustry is a 
_ho~,~less._task. TlmLa.!!,eJllI>t!L~~ Ies~ore ,_competition. ~~ct 
that the anti-trust law by inducing excessive plant expansion and production was 
one of the causes of the depression. They referred to the inadequate enforcement 
of the law 'and demanded genuine and effective enforcement. Ct. also ProfesSOl 
F'l:TTER, The Federal A"ti-"us' Laws (ed. Milton Handler), I4Jf. "Let the anti-trust 
laws be obeyed and enforced. Competition as the principle and policy of industrial 
pricing has merits which remain undimmed by all the slanders cast upon it." 
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~~<:k upon poli<;ie!l <!eparting from cOJlIpetition..lead peIYmt!~y 
~.!~.> ~h~ v~!y-.p1a.tuJjng of ind1,!.§t!J~~. _organization by the state 
~'!.,,!hich ~~J?lan is inte~~e~_~~_sup'pll an.aliemative~ ., ~'~"-

B. Industrial Reorganization to Restore Competition 
If competitive behavior cannot be induced by legaf means 

unless the organization of industry is changed, what changes 
are necessary to resurrect competition? £;r)le size of business 
units is tl1e_~ut:standing, although not the oiilY, cause of departure 
fiomcompetition. The first change required would be, therefore, ~ , 
a reduction ~J:he s~}..!l..!!..d an i!l.cr.e~.e in the number, of firms,· 
eitlierby positive prohibitions or the inlpoSftlontlrhea.vy"taxesl 
upon large firms. 3)ischange would afIect..production costs. 
Much of the recently acquired knowledge of methods of producbon& 
involves mass production: if firms are reduced in size some of the ~ 
benefits of mass production must be abandoned. The amount 
of these losses is impossible to calculate and it is probable that the 
economies of large firms are frequently exaggerated.: Moreover, 
given sufficient time, business could adjust to the compulsion to 
use smaller units. In recent years, a considerable amount of the 
energy, initiative, and resources devoted to the improvement of 
methods of production has been directed to discovering better 
methods of large-scale prod\1ction~ these resources were diverted 
into the investigation of the economies of smaller-scale 'pr_o~c~!9!l, 
smaller firms might ultimatelyliema:de as eCOlloiiiical as larger 
ones. t J»evertheless, considerable reduction~. in ,efficiency would : 
follow upon increases in the number and reductions -hi tne"' size 
of fiI'JDS in some industries. The transition from the present. 
to the new r~gime would also involve costs. There is doubtless 
much plant and equipment, and considerable business organiza
tion, that can be fully utilized only when large-scale methods 
are permitted; the reorganization of industry to utilize smaller
scale methods would render this equipment and organization 
obsolete. ' 

Cl'he principal objective of this regulation of the size of firms" 
is to attain the truits of comt,etition without .pla!!DinLY ~t. it 
requires planning of a peculiar y cumbrous kind. The state must 

, I Cf. BRANDiis, th. Cvrs. of Bigness, 107 and tassim . 
• • Opportunities to make very large profits from the promotion of mergers have 

led to subsequent attempts to make large firms more efficient; frequently there b.as 
been little social gain from these attempts. Cf. BUllNS, "The Process of Industnal 
Concentrstion," Qruarl. J_. &tnt., 47: 28g (1933)· 
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evolve criteria of competitive conduct in order to be able to 
calculate the nlinimum number of firms likely to induce com
petition. It would be necessary to keep a constant watch upon the 
behavior of producers and to increase ·the minimum number of 
firms whenever quasi-monopolistic behavior appeared. ,Jhe state 
might find it necessary to seek some means of adjusting the actUal' 
number of firms to the minimum number desired when voluntary 
entrants into the industry did not attain the required number. 

V'But the fatal Qbjection to this policy is 1J:l.at it is self-defeatjp.g; 
it is fundamentally inconsistent· with the maintenance of com
petition. Wherever a business attained the maximum size per
mitted under the law, the stimuli present under free competition 
would operate only in a very modified form. Jhe inducement to 
improve methods of production in order to reduce prices and 
thereby capture an increasing share of the total business in the 
industry is eliminated. There is no further inducement to price _.... . ...• 

competition by such a firm .. 
'!Attempts to restore competitive behavior by law offer no pros'" 

pect of dealing with the developing element of monopolistic 
control in industry.)· -

II. ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONCENTRATION OF ECONOMIC 
POWER 

..a'he alternative to the foregoing policies is for the state to 
acquiesce in the concentration of control over economic resources. 
It may then either permit the unregulated exercise of monopoly 
power or participate in exercising that power. 

A. Without State Participation 

Vague but resounding claims for "the American tradition of 
free enterprise" have frequently been little more than pleas for 
the minimization of state interference with economic activity 
(except where foreign competitors and lahor unions are con
cerned).fThe outcome of laissez faire when industry is organized 
on a sm\ll scale is very different, however, from the outcome 
when industry has been transformed by the impelling force of 
the economies of mass production.,;pre conventional objection 

, to private monopolies that the int~st of the. ~o~0I>.0J!~t is .9!teJl.. 
incon1lict with the interest of society as a whole is undeniab~. 
~axiinumpiofif frequently derives from a volume of production 
. less than could be sold at a price covering all' costs of production, 
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including the minimum remuneration for which the entrepreneur 
would serve. 

The foregoing chapters suggest, however, that the calculation 
of the monopoly policy necessitates extremely difficult estima
tion. Many monopolists, moreover, are severely limited in the 
profits they can obtain by the presence of nearby substitutes. 
They become anxious to avoid dangerous price wars between 
monopolists and possibly to avoid public criticism.,Yt consequence 
they have resorted to policies which are workable, but which 
are often not in the general interest, and often notTo the ultimate 
benefit of those who adopt them.(There is a general resistance to 

; price cutting which develops intdthe stabilization of prices. This 
type of policy increases the tendency for the industrial organism \ 

< to react excessively to declines in demand. It tends also to prices .. 
high enough to yield returns upon plant excessive in relation to 
production and to reward inefficient management) Group monop- \ 
olies able to control output and prices are relieved from com- • 
petitive pressure to maintain efficiency; fear of price cutting by 
those with the lowest costs is removed. The level of efficiency in 
each industry tends to be administratively determined by those 
in the industry, and they do not voluntarily subject themselves 
to competitive pressure to keep down costs .. Efforts to increase 
efficiency induced under competition by a prospect of profit or 
fear of loss are also diminished by group monopoly. These policies 
may be due to the unsteadiness of the concentration of economic 
power through trade associations and leadership. They may 
be the policies of a transition; open concentration of power backed 
by the force of law might free the industrial dictator from fear of 
price wars and permit a more farsighted policy. 

There is, however, no reason to believe that more power would 
induce a greater sense of responsibility, a greater regard for the 
broad social interest, and a greater realization that the fate of an 0 

industry is bound up with the fate of all the others. The ideal of 
service said to be developing among business managers implies 
that some such broadening of the basis of their industrial policy 
has occurred. Discussion of this ideal among business men springs 
more probably from a'suspicion that the lack of such a viewpoint 
exposes them to criticism than from a willingness to adopt it.· 

. • The development of an ideal of social service, of ~ourse, unde~es the fo.unda
tion of economIC thought based upon the assumption that the pnmary drive tit 
economic activit1 is the maximizatioD of iDdividual income but that assumption ill 
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Bankers are often expected to be guide~ by motives other than 
those of self-interest.l Much of the bitter criticism of bankers 
during the years following the collapse of business at the end of 
I929 flowed from a resentful realization that bankers had failed 
toconducLtll,«:~J~usm.!.ss with a view to the general social welfare. 
Yet neither the declarations of bankers nor tnerecords of their 
past conduct justified the assumption that they would so behave. 
It is nevertheless true that business management has modified 1 
its behavior since the days of industrial brigandage at the end I 

of the nineteenth century, partly because of fear of public criticism,: 
and partly because of a realization that ferocious attacks on rivals, 
may draw return fire that may lead to bloody battles. But the 
conflict between private and public interest remains. Furthermore 
the leaders of industry may not see even the interests of their own 
industries very clearly. 2 

."Even if those in each industry desired to further the general 

1 

social interest, they would encounter serious obstacles. The policy 
in each industry likely to have the best reactions upon society 
as a whole is clearly dependent upon the policies being pur~ued 
in other industries. Not only would information be necessary 
concerning the policies of other groups but also all these policies 
would require coordination. 8 These interrelationships are so 

\

many and complex, however, that effective coordination is 
, att:U~able~~IY-.!..h:roug1!._aILorgani.z.~tion;hich covers. th~ 

poli1!.cAArntory; and the state IS lhemostCl.pproppate group 
organization for this purpose.' Separate industry groups may 

already open to considerable question. It is seriously undermined by the conduct of 
the major part of industrial activity, by corporations whose managers do not directly 
secure all the gains arising out of profitable policies or suffer all the losses resulting 
from unprofitable ones. 

I In England, where the central bank is legally a corporation with private stock
holders, there is an increasing claim that it should conduct its operations with a 
view to their effect upon the country as a whole, and not with a view to their effect 
upon its own profits; private banks are expected to cooperate in this policy. 

• Mr. James Dole, who participated on the side of the administration in the 
making of the early codes under the National Industrial Recovery Act, remarked: 
.. Strangely enough we found ourselves in many cases trying to protect the industry 
against itself and unwise and shortsighted practices which the sponsors were trying 
to impose on themselves." .. It was surprising to find the confidence which many 
business men felt in what they could do for their industry if only they could create a 
monopoly." (New York Herald Tribune, Mar. 4, 1934.) 

I Many of the codes of fair competition under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act empowered code authorities to coordinate their codes with those of related 
industries. 

, In fact, in so far as the industries of different territories are interdependent, the 
argument indicates the necessity for international control. 
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well conceive of the social interest in different and conflicting , 
terms and this conflict again requires the coordinating services 
of a body representing the whole economiC" grou~ .. Dually, the 
long-term lanning necessitated by present methodS of production, 
wether it be in teo m VI u ,groups, or the state, 
involves the estimation of future demand and future sources of 
supply and methods of production. The material for making 
estimates is often so tenuous that the estimates rest more upon 
individual and group bias than upon inferences from the ob
served past. If bias cannot be avoided, considerable supervision 
over these estimates should be transferred toJllcrstate which is 
responsible for taking account of the interests of all conflicting 
groups. 

B. Acceptance of Concentration of Economic Power and State 
Participation in its Exercise 

All efforts to deal with the unsatisfactoriness of the outcome 
of the present organization of industry lead in the end to the 
acceptance by the state, in some form or other, of responsibility 
for participating in the exercise of economic power. That power is 
now concentrated, in spite of the past policy of the state, to a 
degree renderm.· g assumptions of competitive behavior completely I 
unreal. ~vinKafter individual competition as a neat self- • 
regulating device is fniirressbecause, by its nature, it cannot be ~ 
established and maintained by law. AVe ~re compelled to pass 
beyond to the direct selection of economi1uibl~ctives.~ a .ba~is' 
for the policyOTllie state. the economist s no exClUSive clalm '0 laY down the objectives of society. He is, as an economist, 
concerned with the probable Consequences of attempts to pursue 
particular ends, basing his prophecies upon such past experience 
as appears relevant. Any policy must rest ultimately, however, 
upon decisions concerning the volume of output or efficiency of 
production, the distribution of output between classes, and the 
types of activity individuals should undertake. 

The effect of any policy upon the output of society is not, of 
course, a paramount consideration.· There are many ways in 
which the output of society could be increased but which would 

1111 the last resort it is impossible to conceive of the volume of production apart 
f!Om a particular distribution of incomes; the producti?n of heterogeneous.co~
ties can be added only ill value terms and values are influenced by the distnbution. 
of income. The argument of the remainder of this chapter rests upon the asSUmptiOIl 
that DO great changes ill the distribution of incomes occur. 
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be rejected on the ground, either that they resulted in an undesir
able distribution of income, or that they plac~d undue physical 
and mental burdens upon some or even all members of the group. 
Nevertheless, the effect of any policy upon total output is a 

o matter of consideratIe ImpuItanee, and one to be-calculated-ill 
/ order to determine, after consideration of other probable economic 

consequences of the policy, whether it is desirable or not. Any \ 
kind of state participation leads ultimately to considerations of 
this kind. Under the National Industrial Recovery Act the 
state "demanded of many citizens that they surrender certain 
licenses to do as they pleased in their business relationships; 
but we have asked this in exchange for the protection which the 
state can give against exploitation by their fellow men or by 
combinations of their fellow men.m The account in the preceding 
chapter of the problems resulting from this policy will serve 
as a ready means of revealing the implications of state participa
tion in the utilization of economic resources. 

I. CONSIDERATIONS OF PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY 

( Productive inefficiency in the recent past arose out of changes 
in demand and conditions of production which had not been 
II:Il.ticipated.lAttempts to deal with these economic changes by 
embryonic planning by business have proved wasteful, andJhe 
problem of social control is that of finding a way of avoiding these 
wastes. The state may increase the efficiency of the industrial 

\ 

organism in two ways. It may seek to minimize maladjustments 
, in the allocation of resources or, once the maladjustments have 

Qccurred, to minimize the waste of resources.) . 
~ ~vents drive !.he stat&._ along this path. Investment and 

management interests are both troubled by the unemployment 
of plant, which involves loss and is a potential stimulant of 
destructive price competition. The efforts of private interests to 
prevent such competition have been shown to be so unsatisfactory 
that it is in the general social interest that the state should inter
vene. Moreover, where private interests fail to eliminate such 
comp~tition they themselves press for state intervention. The 
spectacle of unemployed labor indirectly leads also to demands 
for state action. 

IMessage to Congress of President Roosevelt, Jan. 3. 1934 • 
... 
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~The state be· b su rvising the fixin of rices as in 
the um er and timber pro ucts, 0 , coal, cleaning and yeing 
and a few other industries under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act, ~ it must then decide upon the proper criteria oLprice • 
P-Olicy.1t may supervise the administratiop of clauses intended to 
p~t prices from falling below the cost of production) but 
how is cost of production to be calculated? Mter the manner 
of the National Recovery Administration it may set out to 
eliminate destructive price competition; but how is it to dis
tinguish " destructive" from constructive or desirable com
petition?)f it attempts to "stabilize the trade" it can do nothing 
until this aim is translated into more specific terms; if it concerns 
itself with price cutting that destroys some of the existing pro
ducers it must discriminate between price reductions aimed at 
transmitting economies of production to purchasers (and in
cidentally destroying less efficient firms), and that aimed directly 
at destroying rivals. :u,..may attempt to fix minimum prices during 
" emergencies"; but what are the stigmata of an "emergency"? 
If the state defines an emergency by reference to events causing a 
"particularly high mortality of enterprises and especially small 
ones" it is beset by all the difficulties of attempts to deal with 
destructive price cutting. If an emergency is defined in terms of 
price reductions imperiling wage scales, it must investigate how 
far any given reduction does imperil wage scales and what is the 
proper wage policy. If, in the emergency, it attempts to use 
"lowest reasonable costs" as a basis for setting minimum prices 
the interpretation of "reasonable" is the determinant of its whole 
policy. ~ use of these phrases by the National Recovery Ad
ministration indicates merely the need for planning and not the 
selection of a plan, . 

( ....kIne types of economic change responsible for the most difficultlO 
I problems of control are shifts_in9~P1a~d~q9ica1 flu.J.;tJ1ations in "'" 
I demand~ .s;hanges in methods of production, and changes in the 
\ conditions of supply of the means of production )(i.e., changes 

in costs other than those due to changes in methods of production). 
These problems are discussed separately. 

The demand for protection from competition that presses 
prices down below the cost of production cannot be passed by 
without a glance. The maintenance of prices at or above the 

/oost of production is, of course, incompatible with competition. 
If costs include remuneration to investors and managers sufficient 
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to ,enable them to continue in business no firm can ever fail; the 
inefficient as well as the efficient survive, indeed; increasing 
inefficiency must be covered by rising prices. The forces regulating 
the direction of new investment or the readjustment of past 
allocations of resources are suspended; investors become pen
sioners. New machinery would be needed to maintain efficiency 
and direct the allocation of resources. 

We now turn to the .problems of policy that arise when the 
state participates in making industrial policy .. These problems 
are far reaching and difficult and it is not suggested that the 
state should undertake 4nmediately to solve them for the whole 
of industry. In some industries competitive pressures remain 

~ 
a real force but in others they have been largely transformed. 

The present chapter is not concerned with what should be done 
in any particular industry or class of industry. It is concerned 
n;terely with th~ implication~ of state inte~ention in the organiza-

, tion of production. / 
a. Shifts in Demand. lChanges in the direction of demand 

which have not been fully anticipated and allowed for by investors, 
or changes which have been expected but have failed to mate
rialize, cause an excess or deficiency of specialized equipment 
in an industry~Excess of plant capacity, rather than deficiency, 
leads to complaints by investors and managers because of the 
pressure upon producers, acting individually, to reduce their 
prices in order to increase the volume of their business. Taking 
account of changes in their own price policy upon those of rivals 
and upon demand, they endeavor to stabilize prices or follow 
the policy of a leader. Seeking relief in monopoly profits they 
prevent equipment from being fully utilized. (J'he state may 

I 
seek to reduce waste of this kind in two ways, viz., by influencing 

. p'rice poli,£y after an unanticipated decline in. demand has occurred, 
Qroy exercising control over long-term investment so as to 

.. prevent uneconomical allocations of capital.) , 
(Two extrem~9licies are possible with regard to prices after 

dem"andn~!:lined. 'J."lieSta.iemay -refuse to protect industry 
frompricecompetition or even attempt to induce such com-

:t.petition; -if price competition occurs -output-will be- higher and 
prices lower than they would otherwise have been:) If prices 
fall so low that they fail to cover more than the direct costs of 
production (thus contributing nothing towards the overhead 

, costs) and aggregate demand is eve!) then insufficient to maintain 
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an plant in production, some is likely to be abandoned.1 The 
balance of the plant may remain in use yielding some repayment 
of the original investment and possibly some earnings on that 
investment. Investors carry the major burden of the maladjust
ment of investment; some part of the burden may, however, be \J 
passed on to workers and especially administrative employees 
who cannot easily transfer to other fields. On the other hand, 
purchasers gain by being able to obtain goods at prices less than 
the average costs of production in an efficient plant occupied to 
a reasonable percentage of full capacity. The great merit of this 
policy is that it tends to a fuller utilization of specialized equip--o 
ment than a policy of avoiding short-run price competition. 
It has, however, important secondary effects. The risk of heavy 
losses when demand declines may deter investors from entering 
the industry until prices rise to a level offering a normal return 
after allowing for the probability of these losses, i.e., in the longer 
run investors seek to pass these greater risks of loss on to pur
chasers in higher prices. If there are prospects of high profits 
during periods of deficient plant capacity, and investors take 
these prospects also into account, the risks of loss may be counted 
against the chance of abnormal gains. However, by increasing 
the penalties of investment based upon inaccurate forecasts of 
demand this policy intensifies the stimulus to careful forecasting. I 

./the extreme alternative to the foregoing policy is to accept and : 
implement _the policies l"ecently dev~ed by~!"..o_"ucers in s~lf-_; 
defense. The state might penmt pro ucers in times of deCliiiliig 1\ 
deiiiliii"<rto maintain, or even raise, prices in the effort to secure V 
in each year the contribution towards their overhead costs upon 
which they relied when the investment was made. Conditions 
of demand may, of course, often prevent a normal return upon 
all existing investment no matter what price is charged. Im
mediately, this policy involves a smaller output and, therefore, 
a greater waste of specialized equipment than the policy of price 
cutting. More of the burden of the unanticipate~ c~ge. in c 
demand is placed upon purchasers; they may pay pnces ytelding-:/ 
a return upon unused as well as upon used plant. Investors carry 

I In fact, lOme may remain in production for short peri~ even if prices remain 
on this low level but, on the other hand, lOme firms are liltely tD fail even before 
this level is reached. Their plant may, however, be recapitalized on a lower level 
and remain in production. • 

• The general effect of this policy upon savings should also be taken mtD ~unt 
but tD do 10 would require more facts,and more space than are at present available. 
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a smaller ,burden, but unless demand is sufficiently inelastic 
they are unable to escape all loss. This policy arso haS i'iilportant 
secoiiaary effects. The-rIsks orIosses in times of falling demand 
having been diminished, investors enter the industry in response 
to a somewhat smaller prospect of profit; on the other hand, if 
the state, having protected them in adverse circumstances, 
denies them special profits in times of deficient capacity for 
production, this tendency is modified. The stimulus to careful 
calculation of probable changes in demand before investments 
are made is . diminished; the burden upon purchasers of unan
ticipated reductions of demand, therefore, tends to be increased. 

Between these two extremes lie, of course, a great number of 
"Policies the effects of which are composed of a mixture of the 

consequences of the extremes. Prohibitions upon sales at prices 
below the cost of production in the codes under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act suggested a variety of policies. The 
definition of "cost of production" determines the level of the 
minimum price. If the minimum is set by reference to the total 
costs 'of the highest-cost firm and a normal profit, no firms need 
bear any burden and none need be expelled (provided demand at 
this price is sufficient to yield the desired return). If the costs of 
other than the highest-cost firm (e.g., the costs of a "representa
tive firm ") or some average of costs is used as the basis of the 
minimum price some losses fall on some firms. If the costs of the 
lowest-cost firm are used (as they were in some of the codes) an 
increased burden of loss is thrown upon investors. If profits, 
interest, selling, or other selected elements of cost are excluded 
the burden is also increased. The extent of the protection involve<J\ 
in any given level of prices depends upon the extent of the declin~ 1 
in demand in relation to the existing capacity of production, and 
the elasticity of demand under the new conditions. . ~ 

J.the effects of these two extreme policies must be pursued 
further; the distribution of this burden within the class of investors 
reacts upon the efficiency ~~ A policy of enforcing price 
competition in the face of excessive capacity fOrproduction, if it 
succeeas,sooner or la.te.r..eXEels producers from the indu&..ry. Where 
the specialized equipment of some firms is almost worn out they, 
being the first to have to decide whether the industry can offer 
attractive profits to new investment, might be expected to be the 
first to be expelled. This method of reducing the amount of 
resources applied to the industry appears to involve the minimum 
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of sacrifice of the potentialities of past allocations of capital 
to the industry. But the selection of firms for survival by referenc~ 
to this accidental element, viz., the date at which their principa 
resources have reached the end of 'their economic life, canno l 

also insure selection by reference to their efficiency in production. 
While considerations of the age of equipment are doubtless of 
some importance they are, in fact, minor. Firms rarely have an 
opportunity to retire from business without abandoning capital. 1 

Plant consists of a number of units expiring at different times and 
management and selling organizations often have no calculable 
economic life. In consequence firms fight for survival and make 
new investments even when their probable average rate of return 
is low;' the survival of firms depends more, therefore, upon the 
financial structure of firms than upon the date of the expiration 
of their major specialized equipment. Here too, the ejection ofl 
firms, in the sense of the management unit, is determined by: 
reference to considerations other than efficiency in production. 

Departure from price competition of the foregoing type results 
in a different distribution of the burden within the industry group; 
this distribution depends upon the manner in which business is 
distributed between the firms in the industry. If price competition 
ceases to operate as a means of distributing business between firms 
some alternative determinant must operate. Pools and cartels 
usually involve the distribution of quotas. The codes of fair /' 
competition under the National Industrial Recpvery Act providing 
for the direct regulation of prices or output usually provided i 
also for the allocation of quotas of production or sales.3 The I 

aggregate burden falling upon producers is determined by the 
price policy imposed upon the industry; the distribution of that 
burden depends then upon the basis upon which quotas are 
allocated.4 In a number of industries (mainly concerned with 
textiles) the National Recovery Administration permitted control 
of output by regulation of the hours of plant operation. The 
aggregate burden falling upon producers was determined by the 

I Individuals may do 10 by transferring their ownership. . 
• Whenever a portion of equipment requires renewal the reinvestment will be 

made if the probable costs of continuing in production (including the cost of re
newals) fall abort of probable revenues; j,e., if the renewal will permit pro~uction 
yielding revenue that will cover all direct costs, the renewals, and something for 
other overhead. 

• For eumple, lumber and timber products, copper, petroleum. 
• The code for the lumber and timber products industry provided for the ~lcula

tion of quotas upon the basis of an elaborate formula, but that for the copper mduII
try based their calculation upon the productive capacity of the producers. 
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price ruling when it was decided to adjust supply to demand; 

1· s burden was distributed among firms' partlyl according to 
t e plant capacity of each. There was no tendency to eject the 

Ighest-cost firms. Where, aa in many codes, provision was merely 
made for a minimum price, which became the actual price, the 
distribution of business between firms depended upon their 
existing business connections, upon competition in quality and 
service, and upon competition in sales promotion. Where com
petition in quality and service was severely circumscribed (as 
it frequently was by other clauses in the codes) expenditure upon 
sales promotion offered the only possibility of changing the 
existing distribution of business. Emphasis upon sales promotion 
,.imed at undermining existing business connections involves 

• costs which in the longer run must be passed on to purchasers. 
v~e reSUlting. distribution turns, therefore, upon the relative 

ffectiveness of different firms in this type of competition which 
ppears to be in considerable part a matter of chance.2 The 

$election of firms for survival is again not on the basis of their 
! eneral efficiency.' 

1 J.PoUcy in timesj){lInant jcipated.l'eductions in demandsal!IlQtJ 
h..Q~~ver~ be C?l!.S!~~!ed"!'part from th_at in periodsofjmanticipatea 
il!g.1:aSe. The periods in which demand at a price covering average 

- total costs of production exceeds the capacity of an industry to 
produce are generally shorter than those in which capacity exceeds 
demand at this leyel of prices; the periods within which plant 
investment can be expanded are shorter than those in which it 
can be contracted. While plant is wearing out all the time, whole 
business units are, as we have seen, continuously faced with 
problems of partial replacement rather than with complete 
recommitments to the industry. J;ta.te·control of long-term 
investment-.may, however, by restricting investment in periods 
of"activity, increase the importance of periods of deficient capacity. 

Two extreme policies of control during such periods may be 
analyzed. P~c_e~E1~y ~_erm.itt~d to rise until demand is reduced • 
to the capacity of the existing plant. Investors-gaiIC as a result 
of the increased demand for the produce of their specialized plant 
and equipment; purchasers bear a corresponding burden in the 
form of either prices in excess of the average total costs of produc-

I Some finllJ were unable to operate at the maximum number of hours permitted. 
I C/. BURNS, "The Process of Industrial Concentration," Qvarl. JlNr. E&rm., 47: 

277 (1933). 
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tion or inability to purchase. The prospect of such profits may 
attract investment into industry at a somewhat lower level of 
selling prices for the product than would otherwise attract it. 
This prospect also stimulates efforts to anticipate changes in 
demand and prepare for them: the periods ·within which such 
profits are available and burdens are placed upon purchasers ... 
are thus curtailed~ernative.!l, social policy . may be aimed 
at the restrictiOD o[.I!.nCes to those which cover the average total' I 
costs of production (including normat pronts). The pron.t:SOr 
producers are preventedlfOiD. rising above normal and the cor
responding burdens upon purchasers are eliminated. The level 
of prices at which new investment is attracted is somewhat 
raised and the stimulus to anticipate increases in demand is 
reduced. But price competition being removed as the mechanism ' 
for the allocation of restricted supplies among those willing to " 
pay for them, an alternative mechanism must be established.1 

Rationing is possible but extremely cumbrous. Prices may be 
permitted to rise to the level at which demand equals supply and 
the difference between the average total costs of production and ... 
the price that adjusts demand to possible supply in the short run 
appropriated by taxation. The price mechanism continues as a 
means of rationing limited supplies. Ytoducers unw.ill!!l.£ to bear l 
the IO~Nm !JDallti~ted. declines ~ ~emand can , 
h4.tdly objecLto beWLdeprived of t1le-piI?1ifsm unanticipated: 

jocreases. The proceeds of thetai:--Uilght be-paiALin-J;ubsidies to, 
-reaucetlie amount of equipment withdrawn from production by I 
firms faced with a decline in demand. ~ 

./Attempts to relieve producers of the risks of shifts in demand" 
may seriously increase uneconomical allocations o~i!!~tment.c 
Relief from the losses arising from unailudpated shllis in demaiia

t 

retards the reduction of investment in these industries. Depriva
tion of profits from unanticipated increases in demand retards 
increases in inveslmenL In a perfectly' competitive system the 
price of the commodity the demand for which is falling declines 
to the marginal cost of producing it; this decline in price dimin
ishes the demand for the product that is replacing it. Thus 
.spePalized investments once made are utilized so long as the 
revenue from sales exceeds the additional costs of production. 
Investments in the production of the new commodity are made-_ 

I Just .. wbeD. competitioa being ~moYed as a meaDS of distributing saleI 
amolll eel1en, a IIIlbstitute must be found. 
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only if it is ,~xpected that prices will cover the total costs of produc
tion. In imperfectly competitive markets, existing specialized 
equipment is less fully utilized when the demand for the com
modity declines because of the various attempts to maintain 
prices. Taxes and" subsidies of the type above suggested are 
defensible, therefore, in an imperfectly competitive world because 
they tend to a more economical use of resources. It is evident, 
however, that while a retardation of adjustment of investment to 
the new direction of demand can be justified, complete prevention 

,,,.o( adjustmen~ cannot. Taxes and subsidies must, therefore, be 
planned so as to taper off with the passage of time. 

It is very doubtful, however, whether the reallocation of the 
gains and losses owing to shifts in demand can be effected entirely 
by taxes and subsidies which enter into private calculations of 
cost and probable demand. These calculations have been made 
in the past and yet excessive investments of capital have occurred; 
some of the causes of this uneconomical investment remain, e.g., 

(

difficulties of estimating demand and lack of coordination of the 
.I pla~~. different investing groups. Direct control of long-term 

)
' investment appears, tlierefore, to be a necessary auxiliary to 

taxes and subsidies. Regulation of investment involves control 
of the acquisition of new equipment not only out of the proceeds 
of stock and bond issues by existing firms in each industry, and 
by new firms proposing to enter it, but also out of accumulated 
profits and reserves. Experiments in the regulation of industry 
have already led to such control, e.g., ~ railroadsl and public 
utilities generally 2 and banking.3 More recently in the general 
industrial field business men have themselves urged control of 
long-term investment; a considerable number of codes of fair 
competition ~der the National Industrial Recovery Act pro
vided for such control. Hitherto this power has been confined 
to the limitation of expansions of plant capacity,4 replacements 

. 1 The Interstate Commerce Commission already supervises the issue of securities 
and the assumption of obligations (in the form of leases and otherwise) by the com
mon carriers subject to its jurisdiction (Transportation Act, '1920, Sec. 20, a). 

I Most public service commissions have a comparable control over investment in 
public utilities. It is generally provided that no new corporation may be established 
in these industrielf until a certificate of "convenience and necessity" has been ob-
tained from the commission. \ . 

• Persons desiring to establish national banks are required under the National 
Banking Act to obtain the consent of the Comptroller of the Currency before the 
bank may be established. 

'Even control of increases in plant investment may present a practical problem; 
the state may permit such increases but its permission will be ineffective if investors 
refuse to avail themselves of the permission. 
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of existing plant being exempted from control; such restricted 
control is, however, inadequate to deal with changes in demand 
over long periods. l 

....control-«.Jnyestment can be exercisecumly when crit~ria o~ '\I 
de~_ble il!vestme~~ .set.::u~ In the discussion of the initial ( 
codes under the National Industrial Recovery Act there was a 
tendency to assume that if there was any unused plant there 

~hould be no new investment in the industry. This criterion is 
obviously inadequate. Increasing demand might be met by 1 
increasing prices sufficiently to keep some plant out of use and I 
thus continuously prevent any new investment. It is also ex
tremely difficult to define existing plant. Plants may be out of 
use because they are out of date in their equipment or in their 
location. To prevent new investment until such plants are in full 
use would be to deny purchasers for long periods the benefits 
of improvements in methods 6f prodl1ction, including improve
ments in the location of the indust~ so far as the state aims 
at the maximization of industrial effidency it must calculate the, 
price at which the most technically efficient plant can sell and I; 
secure a normal return when it is occuPie~to what is regarded 
as a reasonable percentage of its capacity. Whenever the state 
decides that the probable sustained deman at this price exceeds 
the present capacity of the industry, additional investment should 
sooner or later be permitted.2 Additional investment may be 
permitted when present plants are only partly occupied, either 
because the existing price yields a profit above that upon which 
the calculations have been based, or because some plants fail to 
reach the standard of efficiency assumed in these calculations. 
Additional investment will sometimes be prevented although 
demand at current prices exceeds the total capacity of the exis~ing • 
plant. It would be prevented if demand were not expected to 
continue on its existing level long enough to justify investment 
in resources that can be fully utilized only over long periods of 
time; the state would thus prolong periods of deficient capacity. 

JI, however, calculations of proba~I~Jillstained demand reveal 
a considerable excess of capacity the state must decide for how 

1 The code for the cement industry made tentative provision for the withdrawal 
of plant- it was also proposed that an agreement be made among kraft board and 
paper ~ard producers to purchase mills and withdraw then;t from Pr.o~ucti,!n (~ew 
Y Mil Timel, Feb. 16, J934). This device has been employed m the Bntish shIpbuild-
ing industry. • _ • 

t See discussion concerning control of the timing of the utilizatIon of new methods 
of production, p. 547. 
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10:tlg1twi1lattempLt.cLprotecL~who have secured a position 
, in the indust1}f.. Its policy in the control of both investment and 

prices must be coOrdffiated. BotliWilt"bt!"rontrelled--by the-dates 
whenhi.rge' units of equipment are exhausted. But we have 
already seen that whole complexes of investments can rarely 
be abandoned without loss. It.would often be nect:~sary"tQ pIev~nt 

I
, replace, m, ents, of ~xisting, pranE,' WiUlUie, ' ob1ect of gradually re, duc
ing .. the fnvestment in the industry. In doi.n..g so the sta.t.e..atf&J;Upts 
to bring about by direct means·the- adjustfrientSthatareenforced 

i under price competition, but made only very slowly and in a very 
i uns!lt!~J~c~ory .. manner. in. ~ll imperfectly comp.etitive system. 
Proposals such as that In the code for the cement lOdustry for the 
closing down of redundant plants suggest a method of distributing 
the losses of abandoned plants among the survivors in the indus
try. If the survivors contribute towards the purchase of inefficient 
plants they are able to, obtain higher prices because the sales 
of each. are likely to be increased. Their capital costs are increased 
by the sum paid virtually for the additional business. If these 
payments are regarded as costs in the sense that surviving firms 
may restrict output to secure revenues that will cover them, 
as well as other costs, part of the burden of unwise past invest
ments is placed upon purChasers of the product. l This transfer 
of risk should then be remembered in calculating permissible 
rates of profit. 2 

V1le disadvantage of direct planning of these adjustments is, of 
course, that it will encounter bitter opposition from those required 
to abandon their industrial position. There would be someone to 
blame for this abandonment whereas under a competitive system 
there is no one. Any planning aimed at the elimination of th~ 
inefficiencies of the present system must face this difficulty. 
Opposition may be mitigated by the realization that the losses 
resulting from uneconomic investment will be reduced as well a 
shifted .. 

b. Shifts in the ./1emaml for Exhaustible and I,replaceable 
Natural Resources. Changes in the demand for exhaustible and 
irreplaceable resources present problems similar in many, but 
not all, respects to those already discussed. Proposals to balance 

1 It can be so placed only if prices can be raised to a level at which revenue from 
sales covers all costs, i.e., only if the demand for the product is sufficiently inelastic. 

I The risks still fall partly upon investors if the price at which redundant plants 
are purchased is based upon their earning power in an industry in which there is 
excess capacity. 
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production with consumption 1 are, of course, a shallow pretense. 
It is desirable to avoid the accumulation of unwieldy inventories 
but the major problem is the price at which supply shall be 
adjusted to demand.2 Demands for state assistance are heard 
when changes in demand reduce the prospect that existing holders 
will secure the profits expected at the time of their investment. 
" Conservation" by the state is then urged. 
~ Again two extreme policies of state control are possible. The 

, atate may endeavor to enable investors to secure a normal rate of 
~. return _~pon their il!yestmj;nt together with the repayiiieiifOf 

tIiumvesfmentas the product is marketed. It must then en-. 
deavor to retard the utilization of the resource sufficiently to 
raise prices so as to yield the expected revenue upon sales extending 
over a longer period of time than was anticipated.~}Vhen demand 
increases beyond that anticipated at the time of investment 
prices must be kept below those anticipated because of the 
speedier return of capital. The problem of rationing among 
buyers does not in this case arise; the utilization of the resource 
is accelerated and the date of exhaustion advanced . .AlternativelY~ ..... 
the state may seek to induce yigorous price compeb'troilj it ma -
seek a decline in prices in response to a decline in demand and a 
increase in response to an increase in demand. As prices fall the 
resources with the higher recovery costs cease to count as reserves. 
The resulting level of prices depends upon the new conditions of 
demand and the amount of the resource that can be marketed 
at each price, taking account of (often wide) variations between 
firms in the cost of recovery and marketing. The level of prices 
where demand increases is similarly determined. 
J- P,!ic~ ... P'Q!i~.~nnot ~«: c:!e~rm!n~~ (as in the firs~ case dis
cusseQ} 10 terms orf1ie. desirable speed of adaptatlon of the 
<luantity of the- resource to the. shift in demand.)Its quantity 
cannonemcreased at an: The expectations of investors at the 
time the resource was acquired cannot provide a basis for policy, 
least of all when the expectations of investors have been falsified 
by subsequent events. Investors, moreover, may be unwilling 
to engage in wars to reduce prices to the level desired; purchasers, 

I C/. Code for the petroleum industry and the various orders of the Secretary of 
the Interior in administering the code. • . 
. • The various orders under the code for the petroleum mdustry to proVide for 
orderly marketing and to .. keep distress gasoline off the market" were I!' m~ns to 
tbe maintenance of the prevailing price level. In the longer run the desuability of 
this price level must be questioned. • . 

• Whether this result can be secured depends upon the elastiCIty of demand. 
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on the other hand, may rebel against fortunes ansmg out of 
unanticipated increases in demand due to increases in population, 
changes in consumption habits, or methods of production for 
which those receiving the profits were in no way responsible . 

../~l1e state cannot, therefore, avoid resting its price policy upon a 
........consideration of the desirable distribution of the use of the 

resource over time.! The higher the price in the present, the 
slower the rate of marketing and the greater the amount of the 
resource left for future consumers. Calculation of the desirable 
rate of exploitation raises, however, serious problems of ethics 
rather than economics. Rapid exploitation reducing the remaining 
supplies raises future prices. If the increased price fails to stimulate 
the discovery of substitutes, industrial activity may contract. 
But 

. . . even if such an eventuality should occur and a reduction in the 
population be necessitated, is it certain that the characteristics of our 
descendants will be so superior to our own that it becomes the duty of 
the present generation to refrain from exploiting the natural resources 
of the country in order that a restriction of their own numbers should 
postpone the necessity for a similar restriction in a later age?1 

Furthermore, the rate of realization selected after considering the 
relative importance to be attached to the utilities of future 
persons as against those of the present persons, and the desirable 
distribution of population over time, mayor may not permit a 

. price that will return all past investments in the resource 
c. Cyclical Fluctuations in Demand. ~clical fluctuations 

in demand throw into spectacular relief the general inefficiency 
of the existing organization of production. Demand at existing 
prices falls below the capacity of most industries when business 
recedes and very large amounts of plant are left unused. The 
policies of the existing imperfectly competitive system, viz., 

'. maintenance of prices and restriction of output, result in a sharp 
reduction of the disbursements of a number of industries, more 

1 In the oil industry some, but not all, distributors of oil products integrate dis
tribution with the holding of reserves of crude oil with the result that attempts to 
arrive at a price policy under the National Industrial Recovery Act gave rise to 
very considerable friction between various producers in the industry. Producers 
(mainly the largest) owning large stocks of crude oil were less anxious to pass on to 
purchasers the benefits of reductions in the current price of crude oil, while those 
who did not own such stocks were particularly interested in reductions of price 
which might induce additional business. 

I (British) Royal Commission on the Coal Industry, Reporl (Cmd. 2600), 1926, 
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particularly upon payrolls, with the result that restriction of 
output is redoubled. Calculations of costs usually rest upon the 
assumption that overhead costs should be fairly equally dis
tributed between yearly periods in the life of the investment. 

[Attempts to cover costs in years of receded demand then suggest 
Lthe raising of prices. Selling at prices which do not cover total 

costs, thus calculated, involves "losses." The period of one year 1 
is conventionally taken to avoid difficulties arising out of seasonal, 
variations in demand. The same logic, however, suggests cal- i 
culations of cost for periods long enough to include whole cycles .. 
There is a tendency to modify this distribution over time of the 
recovery of overhead costs. Firms draw, in times of depression, 
upon open or secret reserves accumulated in times of business 
activity, thus redistributing the burden ~f overhead costs through
out the period of the cycle . .7'here is, however, much resistance to 
"losses" during depression;l there are claims for protection 
against destructive price competition and selling at prices "below 
the cost of production";2 cost accounts are produced to show 
that, within short periods, prices do not cover average costs. 
TjJ.e state may attempt to diminish the amount of unused equip- ' 

16ent during depressions; it may seek to improve the basis for 
estimating the profitability of long-term investments or it may , 
actually control such investments. During expansions of business : 
it must decide how far to permit prices to rise and investment to ! 
be increased. During depressions it must decide how far prices . 
shall be reduced to reduce unemployment of plants and labor. 

The state, unlike aartel, influences prices in a large number of 
industries. The price policy for each is an integral part of the·j 
deSirable policy for society as a whole. If the state participates 
in the maintenance of prices it must take account of the aggregate 
effect of its policy upon the demand for commodities in general 

• The level of prices in the steel industry in 1934 was reported to be such ~at 
most companies could obtain profit if they operated at SO per cent of their capacity. 
(Nevi YorAi Timu, Aug. IS, 1934) • 

• The National Recovery Administration in supervising calculations of cost for 
the purpose of setting minimum prices adopted a .. standard burden" in the calcula
tion of costs in some industries. When the plant is used at the rate assumed to be the 
.tandard rate of operation and prices just cover the costs so calculated, the year's 
quota of the cost of durable means of production is just secured; when it operates at 
leu thaD this rate less than the quota is secured, and when at a greater rate mo~ 
thaD the quota is obtained. The pressure to reduce output when demand falls off IS 
reduced and with it the wastage of existing specialized equipment; the. overhead 
element in unit costs is stabilized independently of the volume of busmess. The 
amount of the .tandard burden determines the level of costs; the lower the standard 
burden the higher the generalleve\ of average costs. 
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through its, effect upon the incomes of those participating in 
production. A cartel for a single industry can often afford to 
ignore this matter because the demand for its products is little 
reduced by a decline in i.ts payments to its employees and to . 
producers of its equipment. General restriction of output, however, 
means lower payroll disbursements and postponed expenditures 
on capital goods, which result in still less payrolls and cause a 
further recession. of demand. The National Recovery Administra
tiPIl was bitterly criticized for the increases in prices that occurred 

"'lfte): its establishment and some of which it directly authorized. 
Ifiprices had been lower the volume of business activity would 

'.,probably have been greater and existing resources more fully 
;, used. Industry being left largely under private control there 

were, however, narrow limits to practicable policy. In some 
industries lower prices would have increased the volume of sales 
sufficiently to yield returns as lllgh as upon a smaller volume 
at a higher price. In other industries where demand is little 
affected by price, or average costs are little affected by volume, 
no such hope could be held.out. Moreover, costs were increasing, 
and the prevention of price increases might have caused failure 
and a redistribution of business favoring those with the lowest 
costs (owing either to greater efficiency or lower capitalization); 
more probably it would have caused a reduction of the capitaliza
tion of the weaker firms. Such an adjustment of capital values to 
current prices and other cost levels is, however, painful and dis
couraging to business. Return to profit!J.l>le .. ope!"atipn was said 
to be the surest stimulus tobusiness recovery. Recovery is marked 
by-the-'ret~in or-profits, but ih~irreiuin is,due to increased 
demand and sales. In so far as the National Industrial Recovery 
Act, taken alone, implemented the policy of fleeking higher profits 
in higher prices and consequently less output, high profits indi
cated a shift in the distribution of the real national income (which 
the operation of the act tended to reduce) rather than expansion 
of demand and output. Higher profits might offer a better chance 
for the recovery of industries making producers' goods because 
more profits provide more funds for investment; the profits 
originated, however, in policies which increased the amount of 
unemployed plant. 

During periods of business activity abnormally high profits are 
available to many firms. If firms are protected from loss in time of . 
depression they cannot expect to receive these abnormal profits" 
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when demand increases. But if they are compelled to reduce 
prices as demand increases, business expansion is likely to be 
further stimulated and, possibly, the rationing of products 
required. The resulting reduction in profits and savings would, 
however, result in higher interest rates which would somewhat 
retard expansion.CXaxes might be levied to mitigate this effect' 
and the proceeds used to subsidize industries in time of depression. 
An unemployment insurance fund for plant might be established. I) 

...:rhe determinati~Il.PU.hC;'proper price policy throughout busi
ness cyCles -CallS for a general dyilaniic ecoiiomictheory which 
will permit more detall.ed £orecaStinifof the--eliects oi" each -policy 
and, particularly, _more accurate timing; it calls also for con
sideration of the long-time consequences of each policy, more 
especially upon the distribution of resources and the probability 
that they will be fully and continuously used. It is obviously' 
undesirable in times of depression to seek to restore profits to' 1 
existing industry; continued business stability may be impossible 
while, for example, the lumber,2 steel, cement and building 
industries remain of their present size. They may be overexpanded 
by reference to the probable total savings out of which their 
products can be bought. Some of them may be overexpanded 
because techniques of production have changed adversely to 
them. Jt is necessa to estimate therefore, the probable future 
demand or ~oducts over conSl era e. his 
estimateUiVorves estimates of the future distnbutionof income 
and willingness to save and of methods of production. If demand \ 
is expected to revive, it is obviously uneconomical to abandon 
equipment which must be later replaced. Purchasers should be 
denied the low prices that would prevail if all equipment were 
utilized; equipment would be worn out which might yield greater 
benefits to purchasers if its use were postponed. a The importance 
of even, this consideration depends, however, upon the extent 
to which plant is likely to deteriorate either physically or eco
nomically (owing to obsolescence). The greater the probability: 

I Such a fund would, like a personal unemployment insurance fund, raise ques-
tions concerning the investment of the accumulating fund. . 

• The productive capacity of the lumber industry, for instance, WaS calculated In 

1933 to exceed the actual output in any past period. . 
• Economies are obtained at a later date because demands for equipment are 

reduced, but if the industries manufacturing equipment are themselves dependent 
upon the use of a large amount of specia1ized and durable plant these economies are 
not realized; they translate themselves into waste in the form of unused plant in the 
equipment or raw material industries and the unemployment of workers. 
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of such deterioration, and the longer the period before which 
demand can be expected to revive, the stronger is the case for 
utilizing present plant to the full (provided purchasers will pay 
for the product anything beyond the direct costs of production). 
~e possibilities of direct control of industrial' policy are well 
I. worth investigation as a means of controlling cyclical fluctuations 

\ .' j in view of the inadequacy of indirect control through monetary 
i po cy. I li ~ 

d. hanges in Methods of Production. Jnvestors also carry 
the risk of changes in the methods of production (including 
changes in the location of industry). Wherever production involves 
the use of plant equipment capable of use for a long period of 
time, there is a possibility that the discovery of new and cheaper 
methods of production will prevent the owners of the now obsolete 
equipment from recovering their investment together with a 
normal return thereoq. If the introduction of innovations could 
be timed to coincide with the wearing out of existing plant no 
such losses would occur. They arise when a new firm, with no 
equipment to become obsolete, enters the industry and seeks 
business by price cutting; it may reduce the price until it covers 
only a normal return upon investment in up-to-date plant, which 
means less than a normal return upon obsolete plant. Even if 
the new firm obtains business without price cutting other firms 
lose part of their sales and suffer losses; the industry then suffers 
from excessive capacity, the obsolete plant being included with 
the most up-to-date. Jf the state accepts responsibility for con-

\

trOlling prices and long-term investment, it must decide whether 
prices may cover costs that include rese .. rves for probable losses 
due to obsolescence, and whether it will protect investors from 
price cutting arising out of the adoption of improved methods of 
production. Again two extreme policies are possible. . 

If the state -encourages pnce-conipetition the extent of the 
probable fall in prices depends upon the addition to the capacity 
of the industry. Prices may fall below the average total cost of 
production but they will tend to return to this level as investment 
in the industry is adjusted; purchasers obtain the benefits of the 
improvement as soon as it is utilized if not before. l Alternatively -I If the innovator fixes his price upon a level that will yield a normal return over 
costs only when the new plant is utilized to a reasonable proportion of its capacity, 
but must wait for the demand for his product to increase sufficiently to permit the 
utilization of his plant at this rate, purchasers benefit before the new methods an: 
in full and effective use. 
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investors may be relieved from all losses due to obsolescence; 
they may be permitted to maintain prices that insure the return 
of all their investment and a normal return upon it, even though 
it has become obsolete. Reductions in price are postponed and, 
therefore, the transmission to purchasers of the benefits of the 
innovation. The inducements to improve methods of production 
are magnified by this maintenance of prices. But if the new firm 
must charge the same price as others it cannot attract business 
by price cutting; and how will business be distributed in the 
absence of the competitive market mechanism? Resort to sales 
promotion is the most probable device but it increases the costs 
of both the new and the old firms and, in the long run, places 
an additional burden upon purchasers. 
vtrhe main probte!l1 iLthaLof-timing-the--ado~ oL new 

methods so as to minimize the cost of transition.1 Not all improve
ments in ~etbods of production sbould-be--utilizedj.mJn~diately 
the1become available iL~e. greatest_effic:iency of the economic 
syste~:~as aw~~::4lesired. )Individuals contln1.ie-touse-auto
mobiles that are obsolete because they balance the cost of abandon
ing the old car against the increased utilities offered by the new, 
and the principle is obviously sound. It may be argued, however, 
that it has not been consistently applied in industrial production. 
U an innovator can secure the gains resulting from better methods 
and thrust the losses owing to the abandonment of plant upon 
others the change is made; individual accounting does not include 
as a cost of the change the losses imposed upon other firms, or 
upon other industries. The argument is, however, not altogether 
valid. Under perfect competition innovators charge prices that 
cover only the full cost of production by the most up-to-date 
methods. Less up-to-date rivals must accept the same price and 

lla one peculiar azul isolated case UDder the Sherman Law, the Supreme Court 
CODSidered this problem.. As a result of inventions, there was a strong tendency for 
m.chine-made window glass to replace hand-made glass, the cost of production of 
the former beinc half that of the latter. Furthermore, the addition of the machine 
t::..to the industry resulted in a great increase in capacity for production. It 

evident that hand-made glass could DOt be sold except at a price as low as 
that of machine-made gIas and, furthermore, that it was DOW impossible for all the 
plants adapted mainly to lD&Dual operation to be kept in production. Instead of per
mitting the competitive proc:ess to work itself out and expel a number of producers of 
hand-macie glass from the industry together with their employees, the owners of 
band-operated plants azul their orgaaiad workers came to an ~t to operate 
the factories in rotation. Thus these plants rationed the available buSUleSll between 
them. The Supreme Court decided that the arrangement was fItIC an illegal estramt 
of trade. It was doubdesa largely inIlueaced by sympathy with the workers in the 
iDdustry, and it empbasiacl that DOt more than 2,Soo workers were left in the indua
try. (U.s. Y. National Window Glasa Manufacturers, ali3 U.s. 403 (1923).) 
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I the resulting- losses due to the obsolescence of their plant. But, 
J unless the new prices fail to cover the direct costs of production 

with the olqer equipment, there is no reason why that equipment 
should not remain in full use. There is no necessary waste of 
equipment. But the .iI:tcreasing scale upon which commitments 
must be made for productive equipment and the increasing 
life of the equipment direct greater attention to the prospect of 
losses due to obsolescence. Sellers include in their accounts 
reserves to meet losses due to obsolescence when their methods 
shall in tum have become out of date. If prices are not permitted 
to be maintained on a level that covers the full prospective losses 
due to obsolescence, the period within which innovators benefit 
from their superior efficiency disappears; the inducement to 
exploit new methods is minimized. Investors are likely to be 
deflected from those industries in which losses due to the ob
liolescence of equipment appear most probable; they thus in
directly shift to purchasers in advance the probable cost· of 
innovations. Inyestors fail to enter the industry unless' prices 
appear to cover the risk. 

These efforts by investors to protect themselves against this 
risk reduce the losses due to obsolescence and also the benefits 

I 
obtained by purchasers. But sellers have already been impelled to 
efforts toward still greater self-protection. They attempt to secure .\ 
control of newer methods of production, especially where they, 
ar~Iotected...bua.~nt. They sought to use the machinery of 
the National Industry Recovery Act to obstruct the transmission 
to buyers of the benefits of new methods. Changes in methods of 
producing rival fuels were . necessarily taken into account in 
fixing the minimum prices set for soft coall and a representative 
of the National Coal Association on one occasion urged an increase 
in the price of fuel oil, low prices for which had been "raising 
havoc" in the coal industry.2 The association also opposed federal 
financial assistance in the development of hydroelectric power 
projects.3 The National Industrial Recovery Act also brought 
into the open the conflict in the distributing trades between new 
and old methods. The chain and department stores integrated 
wholesaling and retailing and also increased the scale of retailing. 
The former hierarchy of distributors sought provisions in the 

I New York Times, June 17, July 14. 1933. 
I New York Times, July 31, 1934. Between July, 1933, and July, 1934, fuel oil 

prices had increased from 200 to 400 per cent (ibid.). 
'New York Times, Aug. 19, 1934. 
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codes setting margins between the prices of products at each 
stage of distribution such as would cover the costs of distribution 
by the older methods. 1 Those committed to the newer and larger
scale methods favored discounts based upon the volume of 
business, size of order, or the services rendered by the distributor.2 
Manufacturers also were interested in preventing the prices of 
their products from being driven down by the bargaining power 
of large distributors.' The administration yielded, however, to 
the drastic pressure to secure differentials based upon the type of 
distributor and thus tended to prevent rather than postpone the 
introduction of improved methods. The relocation of industry 
was somewhat hindered by approval of the basing-point system 
in the steel industry.' 

Clauses . in codes preventing extensions of plant capacity 
without the consent of the administrator raised similar problems. 
New investment might permit production by newer methods 
at lower costs than those of the existing producers. New investment 
might permit changes in the location of production. It was 
necessary to decide whether new investment might be made in 
new localities or to permit the use of new methods although it 
would involve losses to owners of existing plants. The protection 
of small firms (which was required in the National Industrial 
Recovery Act) obstructs the introduction of new methods when-

I The Wholesale Dry Goods Institute claimed that unless manufacturers with 
power to liz minimum prices set definite and equitable differentials between mini
mum prices to the wholesale and the retail trades, small enterprises would be op
pressed, monopolies promoted, and "our national economy ~reatly disturbed, 
dUorganized, and demoralized" (New York Times, June 28, 1933). 

• The National Retail Dry Goods Association in New York Times, Oct. 30,1933. 
• The drive for differentials based upon the class of distributor was attributed 

by the Consumer Advisory Board partly to the desire of jobbers and wholesalers 
"to operate upon a margin protected by law from the competition of more direct 
methodlof distribution" and partly to the desire of manufacturers" to avoid having 
their I,lrices driven down by the bargaining strength of large buyers." It added that 
while It was desirable to prevent large buyers from clubbing unreasonable discounts 
out of manufacturers it was "very undesirable to freeze the present system of dis
tribution by setting up arbitrary price differentials to apply to the different stages of 
distribution." (ReleGSe of Mar. S, 1934.) . 

• C/. p. 362. Regulation of minimum wages under the codes also raised the ques
tion whether the relocation of industry was to be stimulated or retarded. Lower 
minima were claimed for the small towns and the south. If the differentials prevailing 
prior to the act were maintained the broad lines of the location of industry would 
be maintained. If that location was not the most desirable, the foregoing arguments 
would luggest that change might be timed so as to minimize its cost. But ~e neces
lity for wage differentials may arise out of a variety of causes, out of local differences 
in the productivity of labor (arising out of differences ~ both effici~ncy and ~he va!ue 
of the product), in the purchasing power of money, or In the effectiveness With which 
industry is organized. In so far as diff~rentials !'ore ,Permitted to offset this latter 
clement adaptation to the most economical location 18 obstructed. 
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ever they involve an increase in the scale of production.1 The 
differential taxes imposed upon chain stores by an increasing 
number of states are aimed at the preservation of those distribut
ing goods upon a small scale although larger-scale operations 
are more economical. Again innovation is prevented rather than 
regulated. 

\ 

/~n this world of imperfect competition, therefore, control of the 
'~i 'ng of the introduction of new methods of production can be 

. stified. Control could be administered by the imposition of 
axes upon innovators and the use of the proceeds to pay sub-

sidies to those whose plant is rendered obsolete.' Prices' could 
then be reduced without imposing the full loss of obsolescence 
upon the owners of obsolete plant, the state endeavoring to avoid 
both excessive encouragement of production by obsolete methods 
and excessive discouragement to innovators. 2) 

e. Changes in the Conditions of Supply of the Means of Produc
tion. Jnvestment is also subject to risk of changes in the condi
tions of supply of the means of production, i.e., to changes in costs 
of production due to causes other than changes in the technique 
of produCtion. Long-term investments in specialized plant are 
based in part upon estimates of the future cost of production 
as well as upon estimates of future prices. Failure of the former to 
fulfill expectations causes losses as great and profits as trouble
some as a similar failure on the part of demand . .Qhanges in costs 
react ,upon profits and upon prices. A rise in prices when costs 
rise may fail to preserve normal profits because demand falls off. 
In the long run changes in costs are, of course, likely to be passed 
on to the purchaser although he may run for a very long time 
before he succeeds in getting them. The more serious problems 
are presented by the process of adjustment to the new conditions. 

I In justifying the setting of minimum wholesale and retail prices for cigarettes 
the recovery administrator stated that .. in a trade so characterized by small en
terprises a reasonable minimum of income should be insured to the small store
keepers for whom at the end of the week such income as may be earned is tantamount 
to wages" (New York Times, July 13,1934), a gospel which the unemployed might 
argue should apply equally to them. The supplemental report of the Board of Review 
(eil. New York Times} May 2I, 1934), moreover, saw no hope for the small man in a 
return to unregulated competition. 

I As soon as any part of the supply is made by more efficient methods some reduc
tion in price can be made, although the price must remain above that which covers 
the average cost of production by the new method. If the old price were maintained 
no subsidies would be needed; if the price were reduced to the cost of production by 
the new methods no taxes could be levied. The price will presumably cover the 
weighted average cost of production and decline as the new methods are more 
widely used. 
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...By in1luencing the time at which changes in price shall be made 
owing to changes in costs the state in1luences both the total 
costs of adjustments to such changes in cost and their distribution 
between purchasers and investors and between different investors. 

Jhe extreme policies available to the state are suggested by the 
controversy over the question whether the price policies of public J 

\ 
utilities shall be regulated to give a f!lir rtllululp.QIl their actual 
inv~~l!lent or upon the replacetp.«!n!,. ~os.t~_ .o!.!~e!~i;tves~~~_t .• 
II the prices of products are to follow their replacement costs, 
changes in price must be made simultaneously with any changes 
in the costs of new firms setting up in business without any past 
commitments. When costs increase this policy means a profit 
to existing firms wherever the means of production have been 
purchased on the former lower level of costs. An increase in 
prices simultaneously with an increase in wages yields a profit 
on all work in progress and inventories of finished goods. An 
increase in prices simultaneously with an increase in the cost 
of raw materials means a profit on all existing inventories of 
such materials (including those in partly or wholly manufactured 
form).1 Where some firms integrate manufacturing with the 
control of large reserves of minerals such as oil, iron ore, bauxite 
(for aluminum), copper, and the like, these profits may be con
siderable and long sustained. If prices are increased simultaneously 
with increases in the cost of equipment, firms with unexhausted 
equipment secure special profits. Each firm can argue that .these 
profits are necessary to enable it to continue in business on its 
existing scale and, indeed, that further working and fixed capital 
is usually required; if, for instance, equipment is half worn out 
when the increase in its replacement cost occurs, although prices 
are immediately raised to the new level, one half of the increased 
cost of equipment must be supplied by the investors when the 
time for replacement arrives. 

Consistency demands that when costs fall prices should be 
immediately reduced imposing losses upon producers. They may 
be informed that continuance in the industry requires less working 
and fixed capital than formerly, and that the losses imposed on 
them by the pursuit of this policy still leave to them some profit.1 

I Inventory £:'~ta are, however, frequently the resultant of two .C&lI;sel, Pis., 
price increaaes on replacement rather than actual COlt .and pm! IDcrea8e8 
permitted or induced by conditione of demand !n excesa of even 1DCre&8e81D rep1a.ce
ment COIta, ;.e., failures to anticipate changes In demand • 

• U plant were half exhausted when the decline in ita replacement cost occurred 
at leut one half of ita original COlt baa been recovered. 
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This policy stimulates investors to forecast as accurately as they 
can changes in the costs of production and to adjust their invest
ment policy accordingly.l In fact, however, the response to the 
stimulus 01 actual or anticipated profits from changes in costs 
has often been excessive. Inventory profits frequently also modify 
the pressure to maintain efficiency; inventory losses, on the other 
hand, while they increase the stimulus· to maintain and even 
increase efficiency, tend to restrictive policies of. production. 
Increases in wage or other costs frequently impel producers to 
improve their· organization and methods of production because 
they are unwilling or unable to recover all the increase from 
purchasers through increases' in price. 2 

Jfhe extreme alternative to basing prices on replacement cost is 
to base them upon actual increases in cost. This policy is beset 
with practical difficulties owing to the vagueness of costs; replace
ment costs are, however, almost equally vague. When costs in
crease producers may be required to continue selling at their old 
prices until the goods being sold are those produced as a result of 
disbursements on the higher level. When costs decline producers 
must be permitted to continue to secure the old price until the 
goods being sold have actually involved disbursements on the 
lower level. Thus inventory profits /!.nd losses are eliminated. If 
complete elimination is possible a further step is made towards 
assuring investors a normal return upon their investment. The 
stimulus to advance adjustment of investment to changes in costs 
is removed, but the danger of excessive responses to the stimulus 
in periods of activity is also removed. The transmission to pur,;, 
chasers of the benefits of the fall in costs as well as of the burden 
of an increase in costs is retarded as compared with a policy of 
permitting prices based on replacement costs. When it has become 
easier to obtain some of the means of production, purchasers must 
wait for the benefits until investors have secured their expected 

1 If costs other than those of specialized equipment are expected to fall investors 
are induced to anticipate an increased demand by increasing plant.investment in the 
expectation of a decline in the price of the finisbed productj if an upward trend is 
expected they are induced to make anticipatory reductions of investment in the 
expectation of a lower demand at the higher level of prices necessary to cover the 
new costs. If the costs of equipment are expected to fall investors are induced to 
postpone investment until equipment can be more cheaply purchased and then to 
base investment upon demand expected at the lower price for the productj if the 
cost of equipment is expected to rise they are induced to purchase before the increase 
occurs. 

I Contemporary methods of accounting generally reveal losses and profits due to 
changes in wages and ra.w materia.l costs more speedily than those p,ue to increases in 
the cost of equipment. 
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return on previous commitments. When it becomes more difficult 
to obtain the means of production, purchasers bear the increased 
burden only when those acquired when conditions were more 
favorable have been exhausted. 
" ,(J5tate policy in the control of prices and long-term investment 
must also rest upon the timing of the adaptation of the productive 
system to the new conditions. The state must seek to minimize 
unemployment of equipment when the means of production re
quired to be used with it become more difficult to obtain; equity 
suggests that it should prevent investors from obtaining special 
profits when the means of production required to utilize existing 
equipment become cheaper; sellers should immediately pass on 
the benefits to purchasers~vestors protected from losses due to 
the appearance of new &mpetitors when the cost of specialized 
equipment declines must in return abandon the prospect of 
windfall profits when the cost· of equipment increases. Control 
might again be applied through taxes upon producers sufficient 
to appropriate the advantage of a new firm incurring the costs of 
production upon current levels over firms who committed them
selves earlier and paid higher prices. Such a tax raises the total 
costs (including the tax) of new firms, and of firms reequipping 
themselves or purchasing materials, to the costs of existing firms 
already committed. In other industries, or at other times, when 
costs are increasing subsidies should presumably be paid to new 
firms to reduce their net costs (allowing for the subsidy) to the 
costs of existing firms. Total costs and prices are thus adjusted to 
the actual costs of firms in the industry at the time of the change. 
But if costs are changing prices must sooner or later give effect 
to the change; if they do not, industries continue at their 
old size regardless of the increasing difficulty or ease of 
obtaining the means of production. Taxes in some industries and 
subsidies in others would become a permanent institution and in
creasing inefficiency develop in the industrial system as a whole. 
Taxes and subsidies must, therefore, be tapered off to effect the 
necessary transition at the most economical speed and control of 
long-term investment be applied on the same basis. The more 
nearly the state succeeds in protecting existing investment with
out stimulating replacements tending to perpetuate the allocation 
of investment based upon the past prices of the means of produc
tion, the less will be the cost of adjusting investment to the new 
scale of costs. The more nearly it succeeds when costs are falling 
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in protecting existing investment without discouraging extension 
of plant, the less is the. probability of periods of deficient 
capacity. 

The National Recovery Administration encountered this 
problem early in its career. The administration made it very clear 
that its new opportunity to coordinate industrial action would be 
most speedily exercised by an attempt to control the broad lines of 
wage policy. Producers having sought during the depression to 
limit the losses resulting from declining demand by reducing 
payrolls (both by reducing wage rates and by discharging workers), 
had progressively restricted the market for goods. No individual 
firm could maintain or raise wages in the hope of maintaining 
sales because none could be assured that all would pursue the 
same policy; any single firm pursuing this policy would raise its 
costs more than it would increase its own sales, except in the odd 
case that the increases of pay granted to its workers were all spent 
on the goods made by their employers. But if employers could be 
assured that all would increase payrolls simultaneously, the policy 
would appeal to all or most of them. In consequence, the President 
exhorted employers to shorten the hours of work and raise rates of 
pay in order to increase total payrolls. The President's Reemploy
ment Agreement was intended to operate as a temporary general 
code which would have this effect and the initial special codes all 
contained clauses fixing minimum rates of pay and maximum 

) 

hours of work. But it was immediately realized that the .concen
tration of control over prices and production in each industry 
might lead to higher prices to cover the higher costs of labor and 
that it was necessary to "put some control on undue price increases 
so that prices will not move up one bit faster than is justified by 
higher costs.JJl The administration sought to minimize the tend
ency of increases in direct costs to diminish the extent to which 
plant was used. But it was unwilling to bear the costs of the exped ... 
ment by paying subsidies; it endeavored to persuade producers to 
bear it in the hope of greater profits in the future resulting from a 
greater volume of business. There was, however, widespread 
evasion of the wage clauses in the codes and of the President's 
Reemployment Agreement, both directly and through the de-

l N.R.A. Release No. II, June 25, 1933. In the words of the President, "if we 
now in8ate prices as fast and as far as we increase wages the whole project will be 
set at naught. We cannot hope for the full effect of this plan unless in these first 
critical months, and even at the expense of full initial profits, we defer price increases 
as long as possible." 
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motion of workers and by "stretching out" and speeding up of 
workers. I 

f. M ai"tai"i", lire Efficiency of ProduclifJe Units.~ttempts 
to protect investors from losses arising out of unanticipated reduc
tions in demand lead almost necessarily to claims that they be 
relieved also of the windfall profits arising out of unanticipated 
increases in demand. The state is compelled to attempt to direct 
the adjustment of investment to shifts in demand and, as far as 
possible, to make the adjustment by anticipation.)Attempts to 
protect investors from losses arising out of changes m methods of 
production lead in the same way to efforts to control the intro
duction of the new methods to minimize the incidental losses. 
Attempts to relieve investors from losses due to unanticipated 
changes in costs of production due to other causes suggest also 
that they be relieved of the windfall profits available when costs 
change so as to make such profits possible. Again the state is im
pelled to direct the process of adaptation. hYthus attempting to 
increase the efficiency of the system as a whole the state is faced, 
however, with the problem of segregating losses or subnormal 

/ll'rofits due to such causes from those due to inefficiency within the 
individual firm.. 

(Competition having failed to maintain efficiency some substi- V 
tute must be devised. Tests of efficieng in terms of the cost:; of 
production of individual firms must be devised.)The National 
Recovery1tWiiiDiStiation was-pressed by industry groups to pro
hibit sales at prices which did not cover the cost of production. 
Protection from such competition, if fully obtained, would relieve 
investors not only of the burden of changes of the types above dis
cussed but also of the penalty of declining inefficiency within 
individual firms. The interpretation of "costs of production" 
determines the amount of protection obtained. Sometimes mini
mum prices were based, as we have seen, upon the costs of the 
lowest~t firm and sometimes upon an arbitrary figure compiled 
from the costs of a number of firms. The use of any costs above 1 
those of the lowest~t firm reduces the pressure upon all firms to 
increase their efficiency and reduce their costs. I The extent to 
which prices are permitted to exceed the costs of the lowest-cost : 

lIt huaIradybera pointed out (p. 516 and F"JgUre 52) that the~tioIl betw~ 
the !DO_til of costII and prices .... such that profits, far from being temporarily 
dilDin;shed were iDcreuecL 

• U~ cIitIerau:a arise from dilIereau:es in metbods of calculating CIOStII or 
martetiog CODditioDs pennit dilI_ in ael1ing prices. 
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firm determines the pressure applied to the less efficient. Too great 
pressure may result in failures .and prices above the costs of the 
most efficient firm. Too little pressure means increasing divergence 
from the efficiency promised by,the competitive system. 

The National Industrial Recovery Act provided for special con
sideration of the effect of the codes of fair competition upon the small 
enterprise. The President in determining whether to approve of codes 
was required to consider, inter alia, whether they were designed 
or would operate to "eliminate or oppress small enterprises" or 
discriminate against them.1 The administration repeatedly avowed\ 
its desire to protect the small enterprise. This policy involves de
parture from the efficiency promised by competition wherever the 
small firms are those with the highest costs. They may be adoles
cent producers who will be the most efficient of the future but, 
even so, they are most likely to become efficient if they must 
measure' up continuously to the attained efficiency of rivals ex
pressed in the prices they charge. On the other hand, the small 
firm is a constant check upon the growth of firins because of the 
attractiveness of size for its own sake, or because of desire to con
trol the market, provided, of course, price competition continues. 2 

The economic soundness of attempts to support the small firm 
-depends partly upon the extent to which it is actually or poten
tially more efficient than the larger; it depends also upon the 
extent to which price competition transmits the benefits of that 
efficiency to purchasers. The Board of Review, which was espe 
cially charged to investigate this aspect of the policy of the adminis . 

, tration,3 charged that the codes had hampered small businesse ; 
\" more particularly through the fixing of prices for the benefit of th 

.' large companies, prohibitions on the expansion of plant capacit 
\ and the use of basing-point systems and discounts on large pur 
r chases. 4 Fixing prices to benefit large firms as compared with the 

small might be expected to hamper the latter only when the former 

1 Sec. 3, a. 
J Cf. the conclusion of the ("Darrow") Board of Review that the small firm is 

often the "consumer's sole barrier against complete' grasping and irresponsible 
monopoly" (cil. New York Times, May 21, 1934). It added that the "chiseler" is not 
always a I?ublic enemy; he may be "struggling to prevent the total absorption of an 
industry mto a monopolistic organization against which the public has no other 
protection" (loc. cit.). 

I Appointed Feb. 19, 1934, and popularly known as the "Darrow Board" after 
its chairman, Clarence Darrow. The reports of the board were not made generally 
available. The first report was released May 20, 1934; an abstract will be found in 
New York Times, May 21, 1934. 

'See p. 502. 
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were the more economical. In fact, however, the products of the 
large and the small firms are frequently not completely homo
geneous and a code authority representing mainly the large units 
may either fail to provide any differential (although the price of 
the product of the small firm has customarily been lower than that 
for the product of the larger) or fix differentials favoring the 
product of the large firm.1 The protection of the small firm is, how
ever, a serious political issue and, as we have seen, often represents 
the resistance of established firms to improvements which threaten 
to replace them. 
~ The costs of the lowest-cost firms cannot, however, be accepted I 

as a standard of efficiency to be accepted by the state. We have 
seen that, in their efforts to avoid price competition, producers I 
have resorted to a variety of practices making for a decline in the' 
efficiency of all producers. The costs of even the lowest-cost firms 

-mUst be examined to determine what costs are acceptable. The 
amount to be included for overhead costs is a matter of primary 
importance, especially in View of tlietmaency outlined in the pre-
~ding pages to the development of excessive capacity for 

production. 
In the ~. it is necessary to decide how high a charge 

may be included in prices for the use of equipment throughout its 
whole life; the valuation placed upon equipment by its owners can
not be accepted without inquiry. Not only must it be asked 
whether the sum at which the equipment was valued represents 
its cost, at the time of its acquisition, to a prudent and honest 
buyer, but also whether, in view of later events, prospective de
mand justifies continued efforts to secure full repayment of these 
costs in the long run. The answer to this question lies in the policy 
adopted to deal with unanticipated changes in demand, in methods 
of production, and in costs due to other causes. When the total· 
amount to be recovered has been thus determined the distribution 
of the recovery over time depends upon the policy of the state in 
dealing with cyclicallluctuations in demand. These matters have 
already been discussed. I 

I For example, the ("Darrow") Board of Review contended that differentials 
between the price of washed and unwashed coal insufficient to cover the cost of 
washing handicapped small firms selIi,ng unwashed coal; the ab~ce of an~ differ~n
tial based upon sulphur content handicapped small firms producmg coal With a high 
proportion of lulphur. The fixing of uniform prices for advertised and unadvertised 
goods in the oil and automobile tire industries is said to have handicapped smaller 
producers, 

• See p. 542. 
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We have,seen that in recent years an increasing amount of the 
~eans of production has been allocated to activities in the nature 

of non-price competition, more particularly to methods of pressing 
sales in which advertising plays a large part. Payments for this 
type of rivalry appear in the costs of firms; in attempting to regu 
late prices by reference to costs, to prevent destructive pric 
cutting, or to prevent sales at prices that do not cover the cost 0 

pro.duction, it must be decided whether these costs are to b 
\..c6vered by the minimum price or not. The National R!!cove 

Administration usually, but not always, excluded them. In the 
automobile tire and oil industries, however a single minimum 
price was set for both advertised and unadvertised brands. The 
minimum price apparently permitted continued advertising and 
the unadvertised products lost their appeal. If competition is to be 
regulated, the state must take a stand as to the desirable amount 
of resources to be allocated to promoting sales. This decision is not 
easy because, as we have seen, some advertising supplies needed 
information, facilitates the rational allocation of income, and re
duces the disparity between expected and realized satisfactions. 
Much advertising, however, has the reverse effect. It is doubtful, 
moreover, how far such services as are rendered by sales promotion 
are commensurate with the price paid for them. A great deal of~ 
such expenditure is mutually neutralizing and doubtless many 
firms would submit to the limitation of advertising expenditures 
if they were sure that their rivals would be similarly treated. It 
would also be necessary to decide _how much expenditure upon 
sales promotion is to be permitted to enable new products. to be 
marketed or to permit new firms to secure a footing in the industry. 

Style competition raises problems which go to the root of social 
mores. Yet, in determining. the reasonableness of total costs, the 
reasonableness of the costs of designing, manufacturing, and 
marketing of new styles of product and those arising out of losses 
on inventories rendered obsolete by the change in style must be 
decided. Decision is impossible, however, without facing such 
aesthetic and moral questions as whether it is desirable for people 
to obtain those satisfactions that arise from changes in the 
aesthetic aspects of the commodities they purchase. Should indi
viduals be compelled to continue wearing their clothes until they 
have reached an arbitrarily determined stage of physical deterio
ration? Or should they be permitted the satisfactions arising out 
of changes in the aesthetic qualities of such commodities? 
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The wide separation of control from ownership of large cor

porations has given rise to the problem of determining the reason
ableness of the remuneration of the managers and higher execu
tives. The salaries of such persons1 have received considerable 
attention but there is little doubt that their effect upon average 
costs is usually small and in planning for the maximum of produc
tion this question need cause little. economic difficulty. 

Closely associated with any consideration of the attainment of 
maximum satisfactions is the problem of providing for the im
provement of the efficiency of production. The stimulus to the im
provement of methods of production has been diminished by some 
of the recent changes in industrial conditions. How large a sum may 
be included in current costs, and imposed upon current pur
chasers, to cover the cost of devising new products or new methods 
of organizing production or distribution? Competition (inter
preted somewhat loosely) stimulates the reduction of costs; failure 
to allow some expenditure of the above type obstructs improve
ments in efficiency. A fundamental decision must be made, namely, 
how much of the present means of production shall be withdrawn 
from immediate production in order to improve future production. 
ftontrol of long-term investment also presents the problem of 

'-Iecuring the greatest efficiency of individual firms. \Y!l~duc
tion of investment is requir~l!:...xi.!!'~1!!£jJi~(!ly tODe' 
securea in thelongentiil,' not by sharing the business between 
e~stinVi:~s;bUf bY.J.heetC~~(tp.~)easL~ffi.£!~qt, a. most 
delicate opeiittoIrfor the state to undertake);imilarly when in
creased Ulv;stmeiirrs pelriiitfe"iIthcnnost efficient of the applicants 
should be selected to enter the industry. Difficult as this selection 
may be it is inherent in the control of investment unless resort is 
had to the crude device of selection according to priority of 
application.· 

I The Supreme Court has already accepted responsibility for controlling the 
bonuaes paid to the higher officials of corporations in order to prevent misuse and 
waste of the property of the corporation. "If a bonus has no relation to the value of the 
aervice for which it was given it is in reality a gift in part and the majority stock
holders have no power to give away corporate prof:erty against the protest of tb.Il 
minority" (Rogers v. Hill, 289 U.S. 582, 59! (1933 ). 

I This problem has already been met by the Comptroller of the Currency in 
nercising his powers to control the establishment of national banks. The Comptroller 
in dealing with applications for permission to establish banks takes account of the 
general character and experience of the organizers and proposed officers of the bank, 
the need for further banking facilities and further banking capital, the probable 
growth of the town or city in which the bank is to be established, the methods and 
practices of the existing banks, the interest rates they charge, the character of the 
aervice which as quasi-public institutions they are rendering to the COlllJllunity, and 
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2. CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRODUCE 

BETWEEN DIFFERENT CLASSES AND INDIVIDUALS 

In the making of policy for the social control of industry the 
probable effects of policy upon different classes would have to be 
kept in view. The political dangers of laxity in this direction are 
obvious and are illustrated by the two safeguards suggested by the 
National Industrial Recovery Act, viz.,(that it should not be used 
to further monopoly or hamper small businesses. Monopoly not 
ollly .restricts .the total output of society,huLalso:::inlarges the 
~are (and--the-aosolute &mount)' of thaLtota1.~bta.i.ned.by _the 
monopolist. Maintenance of the small firm is supported because it 
jimits~Uie policy of monopolists as well as because small firms 
although economically ipefficie'nt may be numerous and politically 
powerful. I) 
.,(Control of· industrial policy involves the power~tQ determine 

b!oadlYlhe(fistpou!f6n-:oxtlie produce of ind~between 
cl!!.~s~_S1.KJ:<?EP.s, and individuals~The extent of the changes that can 

_be introduced deperids,"nowever, upon the measure of liberty and 
\; privacy of property that is maintained. Drastic changes can be 

made only if the state de jure or de facto operates the industrial 
systemj the implications of such policies are best studied by refer
ence to the history of the Russian Soviet state. Less drastic en
Jarge~eDtof the functions of the state restrictedto attempts to 
m!pirnize the more _obvious inefficiencies of an imperfectly com
petitive sYstem8.Iso raises problems of distribution. If the state 
re~ates the losses and gaips "a~c~g !!omJhe ch~~i.e~JiI!eaay 
disCll~~d.:trJiiUSf:"deci<f¢ ·l~eir. proper~ incidence. 'In the preceding 
section we have been concemedwith the control of this incidence 
with a view to securing the maximum efficiency of production. It 
cannot be taken for granted, however, that this incidence should 
be regulated with regard to efficiency alone. 

/ At the outset these problems of distribution fall into twocate
~o~es. On the one hand, c:ach policy of control must be conSfdered 
in-relation to its effects upon the distribution of produce between 
the various classes in a community within ~y given period of time. 
On the ot'her hand each policy must be considered With reference 

the reasonable prospects of success for the new bank if efficiently managed (IlJStnu;
'ions of th6 Comptroller of .he CU"ency Relati" 10 ,116 OrgMJisatiOff aM PUflJers of 
National Banks, 1928, 5). ." 

1 C/. the ~pposition of the individually operated store to the chain store. 
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to its effect upon the distribution of economic well-being between 
persons and classes in different periods of tim~ 

4. Dist,ibution within 4 Given Period of Time. \3he most con
venient classification of members of society for the purpose of the 
present discussion of distributionl consists in division into inves
.!o~, m,!.Il.agers, and purchasers;jt being obvioUs that these groups 
do not consist of individuatS belonging exclusively to one group, 
but that they afford merely a means of segreg~ting different aspects 
of the economic life of the same individuals. If the larger-equity 
of the distribution resulting from the present industrial organi
zation be excluded from discussion, it remains only to consider the 
distributional aspect of the changes already discussed in connec-. 
tion with the maintenance of efficiency. r The burdens and benefits of shifts in demand tend ultimately 
~ fall upon purchasers. Over shorter periods, and within particular 
mQustries, however, there are considerable departures from this 
tendency. State control of prices or investment requires that the 
s~te decide whether it is equitable for sellers to secure windfall 

".....profits when demand increases although when demand declines 
investors are protected from loss. If investors receive these benefits 
without carrying the corresponding burdens the ability of inves
tors, and the willingness of actual and potential investors, to save ,) 
and invest is increased and the rate of interest reduced. The state 
must then decide, on other than economic grounds, whether the 

__ J" resulting change in the general distribution of income is desirable. 
The detailed effect of various possible social policies upon pur

chasers and investors and upon production groups (e.g., corpor
ations) within the class of investors has already been suggested. 
It must be decided whether the benefits and burdens exceed or faj 
short of the amounts necessary to stimulate the changes in be- C> 

havior which will increase efficiency. Increased profit may stimu 
late increased investment, but does the increase in profit exceed 

\ 
the minimum necessary for this purpose? If this minimum falls 
short of the profit obtainable, considerations of efficiency cannot 
determine the proper disposal of the excess. 

Similar ethical problems arise in connection with the distri
bution of losses. If plant investment is excessive the distribution 
of losses may be determined by the distribution of quotas; these 

I The c:Iase of workers, is, for the inost part, here excluded from mnsideration'1 
80Iely in order to reduce the sc:ope of the analysis to manageable proportions. For . 
the same reason, distribution between subgroups within the mnventio,w dassel 
ucl between individuals is excluded. • 
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quotas, however, are usually calculated on some basis selected for 
its simplicity (e.g., past production or plant capacity) rather than 
because of its ethical desirability. If price, quality, and service com
petition are restricted (as in many industries under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act), business is distributed according to the 
success of each firm in promoting sales. This policy diverts re
sources into activities which yield little in the way of economic 
satisfactions and diminish the capacity of the industrial system to 
yield satisfactions. The ethical desirability of the resulting sharing 
of business requires also to be questioned. 

The introduction of new methods of production or adaptation 
to changes in costs due to other causes also presents ethical ques-

~
'ons. If investors are protected from losses is it equitab.le that they 

\. should obtain the profits resulting from changing costs? Protection 
rom loss due to innovation shifts the burden to purchasers and 

retards innovation. While it is clear that innovation can be too 
speedy, especially where it imposes serious unemployment upon 
workers, the protection of investors benefits some by hindering 
others. It is necessary to calculate the net effect of this policy upon 
general distribution and to establish ethical criteria for appraising 
the result. The reward necessary to induce innovation is probably 
considerably less than the rewards often obtained. The spectacular 
profits of some are a bait impelling others into experimentation 
but there may be waste of bait. Where changes in the technique of 
production take the form of changes in the location of industry, 
the losses and rewards may exceed those necessary to secure the 
desired increase in efficiency; the proper distribution of the excess 
loss'es and benefits between those in different industries must then 
be determined. 

There remain a number of changes the incidence of the benefits 
and burdens of which under a laissez faire system is so unsatis
factory that intervention is demanded more on ethical than on 
economic grounds. Floods, earthquakes, and droughts distribute 
benefits and burdens which do not in any important measure 
stimulate effort to take advance account of them. Considerations 
of efficiency, therefore, provide little or no criterion of the proper 
incidence of these profits and losses. State and federal subsidies in 
aid of the primary sufferers are based upon the view that the 
incidence of these losses is a matter for state regulation. Finally, 
unforecastable social phenomena also give rise to difficult problems 
·concerning the proper distribution of their benefits and burdens. 
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Changes in the attitude of buyers to particular goods and services 
are of such importance that they have been considered above. 
Consideration of the distribution of the benefits and burdens re- \ 
sulting from war would involve too extended an analysis to be 
embarked upon here. A state participating in industrial policy in 
time of war must, however, decide wh~ther producers in industries '
producing war supplies shall be permitted to raise prices sufliciently 
to reduce demand to that which can be met with existing means of 
production. In fact, during the war of 1914-1918 in most of the 
participating countries this problem was faced, and attempts were 
made, at least in the later stages of the war, to reduce prices and 
to annex by taxation profits attributable to war. In part this 
problem is merely a special example of the general problem of 
determining the proper distribution of the consequences of unfore
seen changes in demand. 

b. Distribution Of)er Time. The analysis of the problems of 
state control aimed at the maximization of efficiency resolved 
itself into a discussion of the timing of the response of the industrial 
organism to various stimuli. The discussion inevitably, therefore, 
rested in part upon considerations of the distribution over time of 
the burdens and benefits of economic change. In the main the 
period of time in view was relatively short. State control of indus
trial policy presents, however, problems of distribution over the 

'lollger sweep of time the solution of which turns in considerable 
pint upon ethical rather than economic considerations 

Wherever any price policy, by changing the prospective bene-' 
fits or burdens of investors, affects the general rate of saving, the; ,. 
relative well-being of people at that time and in the future is> ., 
affected. Any policy that discourages saving increases direct 
satisfactions from goods and services but diminishes the amount 
of material equipment available for production in subsequent 
periods when total output is also diminished. Wherever price policy 
reacts upon the accumulation of knowledge of methods of produc
tion, the relative well-being of people in different intervals of time 
is affected. If research be discouraged, the consumption of goods 
and services in the period in which the change occurs is increased, 
but knowledge of methods of production and the volume of output 
in subsequent periods is less than it would otherwise be. State 
control of the amount of resources to be allocated to the accumu
lation of knowledge of methods of production must take account 
of this redistribution of economic well-being over time. Consider-
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a~n of the proper distribution of goods and services over time 
is also ~ential to the determination of the proper price policy for 
exhaust-ble natural resources such as coal, oil, copper, etc. This 
matter has, however, already been discussed.1 

3. CONSIDERATIONS OF THE N<'>N-FINANCIAL BURDEN OF PRODUCTIVE 

ACTJ:VI'IY 
As indus~rial controller the state must decide what types of 

activity its c,tizens may be required to undertake in the courSe of 
produc~on. This matter cannot be here considered at length. The 

,....state and federal governments have long been concerned with 
\ "sOcial..legislation" aimed at setting the maximum of pain, un
t,pleasantness, and risk. that workers shall be required to bear. The 
National Recovery Administration encountered the same problem. 
The limitation of the hours of operation of cotton mills was de
fended partly because it would eliminate the "graveyard shift," 
although as we have seen its principal motivation came from other 
sources. Before accepting such a rule its effect in reducing the social 
output (or increasing costs) must be weighed against the desir
ability of eliminating night work. Clauses setting the minimum 
age of workers with the object of eliminating child labor involve 
similar considerations. 

",ID.J::ONCLUStONS. 

Centralization of authority to make economic policy raises very 
-serious problems and nothing is gained by minimizing them. 

(Changes in methods of production have, however, so transformed 
J'::e environment in which business managers make policy that 

<:> Adam Smith's '~unseen hand" has already beenJ:>rushe~tasideJ>y 
fllehalf-seen hand of "self-government in industry"; competition 
Is being increasirlgly regu!ated by leaderS-oI-groups of mutually 
considerate individuals:)The unseen hand cannot be restored by 

, law. It has, moreover, 8.Iways been overrated, needing as it does 
the guidance of the visible hand of the state. 

Contemporary developments all point in one direction, N., 
that "leaving it to competition" is a state policy with which no 
one is satisfied and upon the meaning of which there is no general 
agreement. There is even less agreement concerning the nature of 
the desirab!e departures from individualism. Business managers 
have developed devices for regulation and planning within each 

f1. See p. 540. 
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industry. These developments lead on to proposals to regulate 
inter-industrial competition. They also lead to efforts to introduce 
order into the transactions of industry groups related as buyer and 
seller. The recurrence of business cycles drives home with crude 
force the interdependence of all economic groups. Planning or the 
regulation of competition cannot stop short at thetiOntfeis of 
eacli " industry." 

(State participation in the administration of economic re
sources is urged as a means of securing greater efficiency than the 
partially competitive and partiarty monopoliStic system of the past 
has been able to offer.)li requires the frank recognition of the con-
1licts of interest between groups and individuals and serious effort 
to compromise these con1licts. This compromise can be made, how
ever, only on the basis of a clear conception of the objectives of 
society. The subtlety of this problem has been indicated. What 
pressure are we prepared to exert for the maintenance and im
provement of industrial efficiency? What is the most economical 
and equitable incidence of the benefits and burdens of economic 
change? Recent experiments in the use of the taxing power of the 
state with the deliberate object of directing the allocation of the 
means o. f pr .. oduction. in agriculture suggest the more g. e. n. e.ral use o~ 
taxes and1\ubsidics.as a means of controlling the incidence of the 
bene~u.nd burdens of economic change 10. maximiZ!Ltl:!~.~eral 
efficiency of the prod~ctive sy~tem.. 

-fIlDoth the politica:raiid economic sphere the greatest of all 
contemporary problems is that of deciding how great a concen
tration of power shall be permitted. The choice is not a simple one 
between complete individualism and completecollectivism, neither 
of which termS his any pre~~"pra.~t~calappli~tion. The .dangers 
of drift towards either extreme are now too obvious to be Ignored. 
Rather the problem is one of designing patterns f9r .the.distribution 
of power that will minimize ·-the evils oreither extreme. At this 
pointwe tum from the en~totllemeans ·of Social control. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE PROBLEM OF SOCIAL CONTROL-MEANS 
I. The probiem-II. The distribution of authority within the administration of the 
state-A. Control by legislative bodies-B. Control by judicial bodies-C. Control 
by administrative bodies-III. The sanctions-A. The state as conciliator-B. The 
state as administrator of a veto powe~. The state as controlling authoritY-I. 
Types of coercion-2~ The underlying influences determining the effectiveness of 
sanctions-IV. Conclusion. ' 

I. THE PROBLEM 

The ,foregoing study of the changing location of control of 
economic resources and of the consequent problems of social 
policy must finally come to earth in the discussion of administra
tive aspects of social control. Exhaustive treatment would be 
neither appropriate nor possible, but to avoid any discussio~ is to 
stand too remote from practical issues. 
vTh~ ul~.!D:~~-proble~u~fjl!<i1!s.ttia~rg~DJ~a.~i~l!J~~de-

o ~icl!P,It~~'pr.oI>c:r ,location 9fauthority ove~ econo@c resources. 
T.hl~ autjl9,JjtLll!Ust inevitaJ:>IY,btL<llstributed in some measure 
among all the participants in production. We are here principally 
concerned, however;"wfflilne location of the functions of general 
management. \l'he foregoingdiscusSio:iillas indicated ~c: nature of 
the'powers that must be transferred from individual owners, from 
the managers of group organizations of owners (such as corpor
ations), and from the leaders of groups of such organizations.trhe ~ 
most vital of these powers is that of determining OYm.uti this 
power involves, directly, the power to determine prices, and, in
directly, the power to control the allocation of the means of pro::-"i 

,--tiuction to different uses through control of long-term investment,,;)' 
( Among the other functions to be transferred are the d~,ation 
" of standards of efficien~of operation, of the proper rewards of each 
, of'i'he cla,sses contnhuting to p,roduction, the proper distribution of 

well-being over time, and the other matters discussed in. the 
preceding chapter. If these powers are to be transferred tQ ,the state 
where should they Te10cated witPili'theadministrative..machinery 
ofjhe).t~~e?Some past experience of this type of problem is avail-

- , 566 
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ablelSome of the powers above referred to have been transferred 
to the state from industries ar~t~arilJ classified as "affected with 
a p~~lic interest,"}but the a onal'Industrial ReCOVery Act 
presented this problem on a vaster scale., 

In transferring these functions to the state it is generally 
assumed that they will not be exercised by individuals who will use 
them to maximize their own incomes j the ob~ct of the transfer is 
~ secure decis!Q!ls,jn,thUDJ~~C!sts of the-Sociat -groUP. We have 
seen, however, at how many poiiiti and how subtly the interests 
of the members '" this group con1lict. The primary requirement 
of effective.stat~control is,. therefore, that those with,authority 
shall be exposed. to the reactions of all the affected grQUps. But 
once having decided, they must be able to implement their de
cisions in circumstances in which there will usually be opposition, 
In other words, in devising instruments of state control there are 
two basic problems, fIlz., the distribu.tion_~Lauthority within the 
state and the sanctions to which resort can be had in enforcing 
decisions. , - -' 

II. T.HE DISTRIBUTION OF AUTHORITY WITHIN THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE 

A. Control by Legislative Bodies 

y- ",Members of legislative bodies appointed by ballot are more ex
I posed than any other public administrators to the play of all the 
Unterests in society. They suggest themselves, therefore, as most 
~ppropriate to lay down the broad lines of policy. The federal 

Congress has, however, consistently evaded decisions even on the 
broad lines of policy. It has repeatedly vested regulatory powers 
in commissions and launched them on their careers with no more 
guidance concerning their ultimate objectives than a few benevo
lent but vague phrases. The Interstate Commerce Commission, 
established to investigate violations of the act to regulate com
merce,l had as its only guide pronouncements condemning "un
reasonable and unjust" charges, " discrimination" between 
shippers, II undue and unreasonable" preferences, more partic
ularly between localities and particular descriptions of traffic. I 
The Transportation Act of 1920 elaborated the instruction con
cerning "just and reasonable" rates but the commission remained 

I Interstate Commerce Act, 1887. Sec. 13. 
I ibtd., Sece. I, I, 3. 
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without any'precise statement of policy. 1 The Sherman Anti-Trust 
Act prohibited without defining "monopolies" and "restraint of 
trade." Th~ Federal Reserve Board which was empowered to re
view the discount rates charged by the federal reserve banks was 
instructed to see that such rates "shall be fixed with a view of 
accommodating commerce and business."2 The administrative, 
as apart from the investigatory, functions of the Federal Trade 
Commission were embodied in a phrase empowering and directing 
it to prevent the use of "unfair methods of competition in com
merce."3 The' Federal Power Commission, which was to issue 
licenses for development of water power in connection with navi
gable waters, public lands and reservations, and government dams 
was to secure "reasonable" payments for . the enjoyment of the 
lands and dams of the governmen.t and' secure the expropriation 
to the United States of "excessive" profits accruing to those de
veloping resources until state governments prevented or expro
priated such profits. When the resulting electric power entered 
into interstate commerce the charges therefor were to be "reason
able" and "nondiscriminatory.'" The Federal Radio Commission 
was appointed "to regulate all forms of interstate and foreign radio 
transmission and communication." Licenses under conditions 
set out in the act were to be granted to any applicant "if public 
convenience, interest, or necessity will be served thereby." In 
allocating wave lengths, times of station operation, and power 
among different states and communities the commission was to 
endeavor "to give fair, efficient, and equitable radio service" to 

1 The commission was to apply its authority so that carriers as a whole, or as a 
whole in large freight territories, would earn a "fair" return on the aggregate value 
of their railroad properties "under honest, efficient, and economical management" 
and after making "reasonable" expenditures for maintenance of way, structures, 
and equipment (Transportation Act, 1920, Sec. 422). The commission was left to 
determine a "fair rate of return," giving due consideration among other things to the 
transportation needs of the country and the necessity of enlarging railroad facilities 
"in order to provide the people of the United States with adequate transportation." 
As to the valuation of railroad properties upon which rates were to yield a "fair" 
return, the commission was to "give due consideration to all the elements of value 
recognized by the law of the land for rate-making purposes." Similar undefined 
authority appears elsewhere in the act where the commission is required to do what 
is "just and reasonable" (ibid., Secs. 405, 4I8), "just, reasonable, and equitable" 
(ibid., Sec. 4I8 (6», what will· be "in the interests of better service to the public," 
"in the public interest" (ibid., Sec. 407), and what will attain "the public interest 
and a fair distribution of the traffic" (ibid., Sec. 420). 

I Federal Reserve Act, I9I3, Sec. I4 (d). The Banking Act of 1935 (Sec. 204) 
required that open market operations "be governed with a view to accommodatill:g 
commerce and business and with regard to their bearing upon the general credit 
situation of the country." . 

I Federal Trade Commission Act, I9I4, Sec. 5. 
'Federal Water Power Act, 1920, Sec. 4. 
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each state and community. 1 Congress has, therefore, generally left 
to administrative bodies the determination of what is in the public 
interest, of what is "fair," "just," or "reasonable." 

The National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 suggests at first 
glance a clearer definition of objectives but, in the final definition 
of policy, it relied as we have seen, upon phrases already accepted 
by the courts. The act was avowedly aimed inter alia at the induce
ment and maintenance of "united action of labor and management 
under adequate governmental sanctions and supervision."2 It 
vested in the President the power to approve of codes of fair com
petition and to impose conditions upon his approval of codes "for 
the protection of consumers, competitors, employees, and others 
and in furtherance of the public interest."3 In him also was vested 
the power to impose codes where none had been submitted and 
approved by him,' to regulate imports, 6 to enter into agreements 
with trade associations and labor organizations,6 to require that 
producers obtain licenses to continue operating/ and .to impose 
limited codes with regard to labor conditions.8 His powers were 
limited in two ways. He might approve of codes submitted by 
trade associations only if the associations were, in his opinion, 
truly representative of their industries and imposing no in
equitable restrictions on admission to membership, and if also, 
in his opinion, such codes would not promote monopolies or elimi
nate small enterprises.· He was also prevented from approving 
codes permitting monopolies or monopolistic practices (irrespec
tive of his opinion in the matter).' In the last resort, therefore, 
Congress defined policy merely in terms of the requirements of 
II fair competition" and the prevention of -monopoly and the 
oppression of small enterprises . 

...,/, .J.egislative bodies engage in too wide a range of activities to be 
a61e to define policy other than in terms of brief general formulae. 

'-.j They cannot participate continuously in the interpretation of the 
formula; they may indirectly and intermittently do so by criticism 
of policies or by inquiries ventilating criticism of them;. They are 

I Radio Act, 1927, Sec. 9. 
I National Industrial Recovery Act, 1933, Sec. I. 
I ibid., Sec. 3 (a). 
I ibid., Sec. 3 ~d). . 
I ibid., Sec. 3 e~. 
• ibid., Sec. 4 a. 
'ibid., Sec. 4 (b • This clause expired one year after the Act was passed. 
• wid., Sec. 7 (c). 
'IDe. ~. 
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handicapped" because their formulae become the playth:ngs of 
courts distrustful of interpretation by reference to their spirit and 
intention. l The growing importance of social control of economic 
activity andlhe greater willingness of the courts to allow Congress 
to make policy justifies some hope, however, of a more responsible 
attitude by Congress. 

B. Control by Judicial Bodies 

"Judicial bodies participate in the administration of policies of 
social co~trol not only because the vague formulae of the legis· 

./ lature must be interpreted, but also because their conformity with 
o a written Constitution delimiting the powers of the federal and 

state governments must be decided_The extent to which the power 
to "interpret II has developed into a major power to legislate is 
now evident enough, and the courts have already assumed con
siderable power to make policy. Open surrender to the courts of the 
power to make economic policy has, however, been suggested. 
Among the many plans for amending the anti-trust laws prior to 
the passing of the National Industrial Recovery A~t one2 was ur
gently commended, largely because it placed the function of" 
making policy in the hands of the federal courts and not in those of " 
administrative boards or commissions.8 

I 
Control by courts means control by persons with a particular 

\I training and one that is often a positive hindrance to effective con· 
trol. Emphasis upon interpretation as the function of courts sug· 
gests the application of fairly fixed rules in times of slow changes. 
The rule of precedent emphasizes the desirability of continuity 
with the past. But when rapid and far-reaching change is needed 
the judiciary is ill equipped to guide and most likely to retard that 
change. The relatively mild reforms of the Federal Trade Com
mission Act were, for instance, largely nullified by the courts. 

v Judicial officers lack the training necessary to handle problems 
& of economic control. In interpreting the Sherman Act the courts I 

have often preferred to contemplate the probable intent of the 
parties rather than to analyze the consequences of behavior. Bad; 
consequences do not, unfortunately, flow only from bad intentions. 

1 In the interpretation of the Sherman Law courts have concerned themselves 
overmuch with the .. intent" of business firms and too little with that of Congress. 

I By Gilbert H. Montague, on behalf of the Merchants Association of New York, 
to a committee of the American Bar Association on Apr. 12, 1933. 

• It was proposed to exempt from the anti-trust laws "any arrangements" for 
the restraint of trade and the limitation of production" if such arrangements are in 
the public interest," leaving the interpretation of "the public interest" to the courts. 
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The criteria of bad intention have, moreover, been loose and con
ventional. It is agreed that the act was intended to maintain a 
competitive regime in industry, yet the courts have also held that 
th_e meres~~ ~~a ~~ ~~~..n~ainst thu.ct. But ftca~not 1 
be denied that die mcreasmg SIZe and diminishing number of I 
firms are among the major immediate causes of the decline of, 
competition. The courts similarly refuse to hold price leadership I 
to be contrary to the act.1 Much unreason has been wasted upon 
the II rule of reason" in connection with restraint of trade. A fan
tastic verbalism has been constructed upon naive notions of com
petition and the courts have consistently avoided technical 
analysis and disdainfully rejected technical evidence.2 They have 
realized the impossibility of enforcing competition, and they have 
been unwilling to oppose strong economic and social pressure, i.e., 
they have been unprepared to make any positive policy. The pro
tection of conduct imputed to motives respected in the past and 
the condemnation of behavior not so motivated is a weak and un
certain foundation for policy,' but it is comprehensible in terms of 
the body making policy. Legal training is essential to any adminis
trative process in order to secure the consistent application of 
principles of policy, but it is not a necessary qualification for policy 
making. Judicial bodies are not especially qualified for the func
tions of selecting desirable ends or analyzing the means of attain
ing them. 

C. Control by Administrative Bodies 

00ngress being incapacitated from giving more than general V" 
Qguidance (if even that) and the courts being concerned more with 

the facts of the past than the needs of the present, the delegation 
of control to a new authority is indicated. This authority can 
avoid the inadequacies of legislatures and courts by being, on the 
one hand, permitted to specialize in the business of economic con
trol, and, on the other, constituted of persons selected with more 
direct reference to the functions to be performed. . 

I "The fact that competitors may see proper, in the exercise of their own judg
ment, to follow the pricee of another manufacturer does not establish any suppression 
of competition or abow any sinister domination" (U.S. v. International Harvester 
Co., 174 U.S. 693 (19117» • 

• U.S. v. International Harveeter Co., 174 U.S. 693 (1927). U.S. v. U.S. Steel 
Corp., IISI U.S. 417 (1920). • 

• See BvmlB, "The Process of Industrial Concentration" Q-'. JOfW. EcOfJ., 47; 
177 (1933). 
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The most important problem is that of providing for the claims 
of the interested groups to enter into the deliberations leading to 
decisions. Should the policy-making body be constituted of person~-' 
deliberately selected to represent the afiected classes, or of pe.rsons 
with as little community of interest as may be with any of these 
parties? It may be decided that there are no impartial persons; th 
best body is, then, one whose membership represents the groups 
whose claims ,it must compromise .. Representation of political 
groups (which has been commonly provided in the regulating com
missions established in the pastl) is clearly not based upon this 
principle. It may minimize friction and changes in personnel owing 
to shifts of power between the parties, but the necessity for the 
arrangement arises partly out of the political spoils system and 
partly out of interparty frictions irrelevant to the underlying 
economic conflicts. 

Representation of the major conflicting economic interests has 
been provided for in connection with the Federal Reserve Board~ 
in making appointments under the original act the President wS 
~o "have due regard to a fair representation of the different com
mercial, industrial and geographical divisions of the country." 
The interests of the federal government were represented by the 
Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller of the Currency 
who were made ex officio members.2 An amendment of 1920 in
creased the number. of board members and required that agri
culture be added to the interests to be borne in mind in making 
policy; in fact, the amendment was aimed at securing the repre
sentation of agricultural interests on the board.' The Banking Act 
of 19354 provided for the removal of the Secretary of the Treasury 
and the Comptroller of the Currency from the board and required 

1 When the Interstate Commerce Commission was established not more than 
three of its five members were to be of the same party (Interstate Commerce Act, 
1887, Sec. II). No such limitation was placed on the selection of the members of the 
Federal Reserve Board (Federal Reserve Act, 1913, Sec. 10). Not more than three of 
the five members of the Federal Trade Commission (Federal Trade Commission 
Act, 1914, Sec. I), three of the six members of the Tariff Commission (Revenue Act, 
1916, Sec. 700), three of the five members of the Federal Radio Commission (Radio 
Act, 1927, Sec. 3), or three of the five members of the reorganized Federal Power 
Commission ·(Federal Water Power Act, 1930, Amendment) were to be of the same 
political party. 

I Federal Reserve Act, 1913, Sec. 10. The requirement that at least two of the 
appointed members were to be experienced in business and finance may be inter
preted either as an attempt to secure representation of their interests or to secure 
persons aware of the implications of policy. 

'42 Statutes at Large, 620, and ILuwING, TlH F_aliv, Period of'lH Federal 
Res_ Syskm, 244 .I. 

t Sec. 203. 
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the President in making appointments to "have regard" for the 
various interests.1 Con1licts of interest between different geograph
ial areas have' also been recognized in the membership of the 
Federal Radio Commission; not more than one of the members of 
the commission may be appointed from any of the five zones into 
which the country was divided for the purposes of the act. I 

Con1licts of interest cannot, however, be painlessly and com
pletely resolved by any neat device of administration. If decisions , 
are made by bodies constituted of representatives of a number of 
interests, the location of ultimate power then depends upon the • 
number of representatives of each interest and the manner in which 
they align themselves on each issue. There is much to be said~ 
therefore, for segregating the responsibility for making policy\ 
from the function of making available the information in the light', 
of which policy must be made. This segregation can be e1Iected bY1 
placing the representatives of interested groups in an advisory' ) 
capacity. Power to make policy can then be concentrated in a few 
persons accountable for their decisions and able to devote all their 
time and energy to the task, without routine administrative re- v 
sponsibilities.· This arrangement expresses the actual situation, 
N., that the state must make final policy but must do so after \1 0 

consideration of all the possible consequences of i~ decisions. I 
Appointments of administrative commissions in the past have 
more frequently followed this principle than that of securing repre
sentation of the con1licting interestS./Attempts have been made to 
prevent administrators from being' financially interested in the 
industries they are to regulate, either by specific prohibition of 
such interestsf or by a requirement that none may engage in any 
other business, vocation, or employment (which does not, how
ever, exclude property interests in the corporations controlled). i 
Occasional attempts have been made to provide positive qualifi
cations for membership. Of the five members to be appointed to 

'''In aelectiDg the members of the boanI, not more than one of whom sha1l be 
aelected 110m aDy one federal raerYe district, the President shall have d~e ~ to 
a fair rqlftlleDtation of the 6nancial. agricuItwa1, industrial, aDd commercia1mterests 
aDd ~hicaI divisions of the COUDby." 

"1Udio Act. 1927. Sec. 3. 
I Ct. Ctrnm, rIM S.,tl, aU CMlkIll of Jlney;' 1M UfliUtl SI4Iu, Chap. XVI; 

bOll aDd others, rIM NIIli4uIIleuwry Atl_flislran-, 82. 
a Interstate Commerce Commission (lnlelstate Commerce Act, Sec. II), Federal 

Raene Boa.rcI (Federal Raene Act. 1913, Sec. 10), Federal Radio Commission 
(1Udio Act. 1927, Sec. 3), and the Federal Power Commission (Federal Water 
Power Act. AmendmeDt. 1930). ., • 

• Federal Trade Commission Act. 1914. Sec. I; Tariff CoIlllDlSSllOll (Revenue 
Act, 1916. Sec. 700). 
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the Federal Reserve Board by the President, two were originally 
required to be exPerienced in business and finance; this require
ment disappeared, however, in 1922.1 Since 1930 those appointed 
to the Tariff Commission must, in the opinion of the President, be 
possessed of the qualifications required for developing expert 
knowledge of tariff problems and efficiency in administering the 
functions of the act,2 an amendment reflecting upon the appoint
ments of past Presidents. If the executive is not anxious to secure 
able administrators there is of course no effective means of com
pelling him by statute to secure them. 

There is no single type of training which alone can be regarded 
as a prerequisite to appointment. Regard for all the probable re
actions of a decision can best be attained by securing the advice of 
lawYers, economists, and persons trained in the technical aspects 
of the more important industries. For making decisions concerning 
the relative importance of' efficiency and other social aspects of 
production, the most desirable distribution of income, and, more 
particularly, of the benefits and burdens of unforecastable disturb
ances of economic conditions, neither a training in law nor one in 
economics will suffice(A high degree of impartiality and general 
competence can be sec~ed only if attractive conditions are offered, 
not only in terms of salary, but also in terms of prestige and power.) 
An administrative body hampered as the Federal Trade Commis
sion has been by the judiciary cannot attract able men. If its 
power is limited by political pressure, only those whose interests 
are narrowly political can be attracted. If, on the other hand, its 
members operate in a setting of reasonable security of tenure, real 
power, and public anticipation of disinterested pursuit of the 
general social welfare, an entirely different policy will result. Such 
a policy involves dangers in the short run but is the only means of 
insuring capacity and vigor in the long run. 

The initial administrative procedure established under the 
National Industrial Recovery Act is remarkable in that it vested 
the control of policy in the President alone. The range of his dis
cretionary power has been partly described. In addition to the 
prohibition upon the approval of codes permitting monopoly or 
monopolistic practices, he was required to include in every code of 
fair competition, agreement and license, clauses preserving to 
workers cc the right to organize and bargain collectively through 

1 Federal Reserve Act, Sec. 10, and amending act of 1922, 42 Statutes at Large, 
620. 

I Tariff Act, 1930, Sec. 330. 
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representatives of their own choosing" and protecting them from 
coercion to join company unions or to refrain from joining labor 
organizations of their own choosing.1 Statutory safeguards were 
also imposed with the object of insuring the presentation of the 
views of interested groups. Persons engaged in other stages of the 
economic process whose services and welfare were affected were 
entitled to be heard prior to the approval of codes. 2 A code c~uld 
not be imposed upon an industry until after such public notice 
and hearing as the President should specify' and a similar limi
tation was placed upon his power to require producers to obtain 
licenses to continue in operation.4 He was also to afford every 
opportunity, so far as practicable, for employers and workers to 
establish labor standards by mutual agreement, & and limited 
codes with regard to labor standards were to be imposed in the 
absence of mutual agreement" after such hearings as the President 
finds advisable ... • Thus the statute relied upon the public hearing 
as a means of ventilating opposing views; there was, however, no 
obligation to be guided by what was heard. 

The details of the administrative machinery established and 
the procedures followed are not important here,7 but their main 
outlines are relevant. The administrator appointed to exercise 
the powers vested in the President was advised by boards repre
senting the views of industry, labor, and the consumer.8 A pro
cedure was developed for dealing with the establishment of initial 
codes and code authorities' in the course of which the three advi
sory boards were consulted. These boards were in fact, as well as in 
title, advisory: their opinions were not published except in so far 
as they were ventilated at the public hearings. 

The major power was in the hands of the deputy adminis
trator, subject to the supervision of the administrator, and ulti
mately to that of the President, who made numeruos decisions on 
matters of policy. The Business Advisory Board was reinforced by 

I Sec. 7 (a) • 
• The act provided that it did not deprive such persons of this right to be heard 

(Sec. " (a». 
I Sec. 3 (d). • 
• Sec. 4 (b). He 11'&1 required alBO to find that the industry was lu1I~nng fro~ 

.. destructive wage or price cutting or other activities contrary to the policy of thIS 
title." 

I Sec. 7 (b). 
I Sec. 7 (c). 
r They are admirably described by DEAll.INC and others, The A.B.C. of lhe 

N.R.A., Chaps. IV, V, and VI. 
I ibUl., 49.1. 
I ibUl., 81.1. 
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an organized,group With clear, if mistaken, objectives. Failure to 
secure acceptance of its advice could be followed up with real 
pressure. The Labor Advisory Board was immeasurably weaker in 
this respect; but it was not helpless. The Consumer Advisory 
Board was in the peculiar position of having so large a constituency 
that it had none at all.1 Consumers were the members of the busi
ness and labor groups when they came to face the consequences of 
their policies in terms of output and prices. The board became the 
one branch of the administration interested in the broad social 
consequences of policy. 2 Its membership was, with a number of 
notable exceptions, inadequate to its task. It was powerless to 
implement its criticism. It was restricted as to both funds and pub
licity because of its advisory status. During the initial period of 
the act the administrator, to whom its advice was tendered, was 
so anxious to secure the adoption of codes throughout industry 
that he did not welcome criticism. After a life of turbulent ob
scurity the board secured the public release3 of criticism of the 
provisions of the first 180 codes and played an important part in 
the modifications of policy which have already been discussed. 4 

From that time its influence steadily grew. The Research and 
Planning Division of the National Recovery Administration, 
which might have been expected to influence the broader social 
aspects of policy, appears to have been diverted into other channels 
of activity although not without some protest. 6 

In February, 1934, a neW' administrative device was tested. 
There was a public belief that the codes had, in spite of the pro
visions of the law, fostered monopolistic practices. The adminis
trator called a series of public meetings in Washington to ventilate 
public opinion; an impressive volume of criticism was offered and in 
the subsequent months there were efforts to give the impression 
that the policies of code authorities were being severely restricted; 

1 The administrator held to the view that "the real consumers' representative is 
the President himself" (Speech at meeting for criticism of the N.R.A., cil. United 
Stales News, Mar. S, 1934). 

I In the long run a consumer representative would take as partial a view of policy 
as the other groups; he would tend in pressing for low prices to induce inefficiently 
low wages or long hours. . 

• Release of Mar. 4, 1934. This release was made immediately prior to the meeting 
of the delegates of code authorities in Washington. 

, See Chap. X. 
5 C/. the remark of Alexander Sachs, first director of the division, that "as a 

matter of economy in the unparalleled stress and speed of rushing through uncharted 
economic waters, map making and instrument making was apparently deemed too 
much of a diversion" (BOLE and others, America's Recover, Program, 165). 
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the code authorities succeeded, however, in preventing serious 
changes. 1 

The application of decisions of general policy to specific indus
trial situations raises a number of problems that cannot be fully 
analyzed here. Congress in the National Industrial Recovery Act 
avowed, as we have seen, a desire to provide for the joint adminis
tration of industry by industrial management, labor, and the 
state. Some business groups saw clearly that "the tendency to
wards monopoly and the oppression of small enterprises is more 
likely to spring from administration than the actual provisions of 
the code."2 The principle of joint administration was introduced 
into the membership of the code authorities only in the mildest 
and most tentative form. The early codes usually provided for 
government representatives, frequently three, upon the code 
authority but without power to vote; representatives of con
sumers and labor were practically nonexistent. a The competence 
and effectiveness of these government representatives were 
seriously questioned and, at the meeting of those invited to 
Washington to ventilate criticism of the policies of the administra
tion, the administrator announced his intention of providing for 
"adequate labor and consumer representation in an advisory 
capacity on code authorities" and "uniformly of governmental 
representation on code authorities."· The difficulties of obtaining 
a sufficient number of competent representatives of consumers are 
obvious and the efficacy of such representation can easily be over
emphasized.' The "Darrow" Board of Review contended that the 
powers of the directors of the American Iron and Steel Institute 
as the code authority for the iron and steel industry, were "more 
drastic than have ever been reposed, so far as we know, in any 
branch of the federal government" and, "if given at all, should be 
conferred only on an organization having governmental char-

I See Chap. X. In fact, although not required to do so by law, "in order to p~e
BerYe the spirit of cooperation between industrY and the National RecoverY Admin!8-
tration it has been the policy of the President to obtain the assent of the industnal 
or trade association to the amendments which he has attached to codes" (Dearing 
and others, ",. ciI.,91). 

I Distribution and Consumer Service Trades Committee appointed by the ad
ministration (c/. NfN1 York Times, Mar. 29, 1934). 

lIt waa held that the government representatives were consumer repre~ntatives. 
The code authority for the retail trade did, however, include a representative of the 
consumer. 

• NfN1 York Times, Feb. 28,1934. • 
I The Consumer AdvisorY Board commented upon the lack of adequate financial 

rewards to consumer representatives, the lack of positive power and assistance, and 
the disadvantages of appointments for only one year (Release of Mar. 4, 1934). 
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acter." The ~de authority was a body "perfectly equipped to ex
ercise monopolistic control," yet its members were II not only 
untrained for functions which are judicial in character, but they 
are also persons interested financially through their companies in 
various important questions that come up for determination by 
the board acting as code authority."l The board also commented 
upon the anomaly of permitting industries to govern themselves; 
"monopolistic combinations are expected to enforce against them
selves a law to prevent monopoly," the fact finding that would 
reveal violations being largely under the control of the code 
authorities. 2 

The personnel of the code authority was also open to attack be
cause it failed adequately to represent conflicting interests within 
the business group, e.g., the integrated and the non-integrated and 
especially the large and the small firms. The Board of Review con
cluded that small enterprises had been very generally oppressed 
and that one of the most important immediate causes of this 
oppression was the domination of the code authorities by the large 
firms in each industry (which frequently, of course, were respon
sible for the greater part of the output of the industry). The board 
attacked especially the constitution of the code authorities for the 
iron and steel and the moving picture industries.' 
v As an experiment in industrial control the National Recovery 

o Administration suggests a number of conclusions concerning mat
ters of administration. The views of the representatives of the 
interested groups should be freely available, but so also should the 
reasons for important decisions. Greater access to the proceedings 
of code authorities should be granted to advisory boards. The in
terest of the consumer being so widespread that it is difficult to 
organize, the state must accept the function of representing the 
consumer; his interest being, in the main, identical with the general 

I C/. Ne'/I1 York Times, May 21, 1934. 
'loc. eil. The board added that "the Federal Trade Commission is far luperior 

to the National Recovery Administration as an enforcing and fact-finding agency" 
in Ipite of ita progressive weakening lince the war (ibid.). Subsequently moves were 
made to make greater use of the commission as an enforcing agency, provision for 
which wal made in the act, but they appear to have been abortive (C/. Ne'/I1 York 
Times, Aug. 4, 1934). 

• Eight of the ten members of the code authority for the moving picture industry 
were connected with the large firms in the industry. The deputy administrator in 
charge of the code for the moving picture industry was alleged to be prejudiced 
against the independent producers. Similar charges of control of the code authority 
by the large firms were made with regard to the 10ft coal, rubber footwear, hard 
coal, and ice industriesj control of the expansion of plant capacity mainly exercised 
by the larger ice manufacturers wu laid to have wrought serioul injultice. 
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efficiency of production, the state should be prepared to grant far 
more financial and administrative recognition to him than was 
granted under the National Industrial Recovery Act. 

m. THE SANCTIONS 

.,LThe method of enforcing the policy of the state is of great 
political importance; it is the application of sanctions that makes 
evident the real degree and nature of the authority over economic 
resources that has been transferred to the state. For this reason it 
is the starting point of violent con1lict. The available sanctions 
may be roughly classi.fied by reference to the nature of the relation
ship between the state and private groups and individuals. The 
state may be a conciliator, the administrator of a power of veto, 
or a regulatory and controlling authority. 

A. The Slate as a Conciliator 

If the state undertakes to conciliate, its representatives estab
lish contact between the various classes interested in production 
and endeavor to induce them to arrive at a policy acceptable to all 
of them. ~ conciliator has no ~~~r of c0E?-~~_)D. The chance of 
arriving at decisions is less than it the representatives of the state V 
could impose a policy, but the chances of any decisiol) thus reached 
being accepted by all are greater. For this reason effort has been! 
niade in recent years to restrict state interference with industry as i ? 
far as possible to conciliation. The new policy adopted by the 
Federal Trade Commission in 1925 was broadly aimed at reducing 
to a minimum the coercive power of the commission and develop
ing its capacity to assist business managers to agree with each 
other upon a code of fair competition. The minimization of pub
licity concerning alleged offenses and the increased emphasis upon 
Trade Practice Conferences were steps in this direction. The 
administration of the Sherman Law has revealed a similar trend. y' 

Recent attorneys general have called for the private and secret 
submission of plans for proposed mergers in oraertluil iliey may 
signify whether or not they see in them any present reason for 
prosecution. The administration of the National Industrial Re
covery Act in its first year appears also to have been ultimately 
dominated by a desire to find formulae that "could be worked," 
which in fact meant rules that business managers would accept 
without excessive opposition and obstruction; it showed great un
willingness to exert its powers of compulsion. The clause per-
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mitting the President to require producers to obtain licenses to 
continue in operation was never used and was allowed to lapse at 
the end of one year after the act became operative. The power of 
legal coercion to enforce decisions was resorted to slowly and with 
extreme reluctance. This policy was doubtless in part due to a 
desire for the speedy establishment of some kind of code in every 
industry; such a code would provide a basis for regulation and 
could subsequently be amended. (The attitude of the courts was 
also in doubt. Above all, however ~his policy sprang from a pre
vailing distaste for what has often been called the "big stick" 
method of administration. These efforts to minimiii-resort· to 
coe!cion inevitably r~~ll~<! in th~--dOD:iination._of pOllcyoy the 
gr.0llP most ready and able to obstruct decisions of which it did not 
approve. 1 ", -' 

'-There are three major difficulties in the way of a policy of con
cililltjon. In the first prace, It assumes that conflict arises from an 
i~dequate unqerstandi.E,g by each group of the attitude and inter- . 
ests of the others. The state need merely bring the representatives 
of the interests to the same table and serve as a catalytic agent 
facilitating an interchange of views; reason must then triumph in 
the adoption'of a decision recognized by all as being in the interests 
of each. Conciliation is a way of inducing concessions by each 
group to the demands of the others b.x: emphasizing that the ni!iJor 
inte of all is the continuance of economic activity. But it is 
useless to evade t e ac 0 rea con c s 0 mterest between the 
groups. The concessions required to induce agx:eement may be so
great that they involve greater loss than at least a temporary sus
pension of economic activity. The policy adopted by the National 
Recovery Administration during its first year resulted in 1934 in 
the most costly outbreak of labor disputes for over a decade. Great 

{damage may be done, moreover, if the process of conciliation is 
Ipro~~acted. Attainment of the general social interest by way of a 
series of concessions by each group calls for a-£l:~~E conception of 
~he s~~iaUp.~c:~est by the conciliator. 

-In the s.£fQmlaJ:e, reliance upon conciliation ~~es equally· 
~ffective organiz~tion of all the interested group~. The outstanrung 
difficulty of conciliation in industrial control is, however, that only 
one class, business management and ownership, is effectively or
ganized. It can and does organize to employ skilled and effective 

1 See BURNS, "The First Phase of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 
1933," PoUI. Sci. Qua,.", 49: 194 (1934). 
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negotiators. Workers are only verypartially organized. Individuals 
if! their capacity as purchasers (often consumers}are completely 
unorganized. The essentials to conciliation are, therefore, lacking. 
In agriculture the state has in recent years encouraged, by financial 
aid and otherwise, the organization of producers' cooperative 
associations. TheoN ational Industrial Recovery Act Wal? aimed at 
at ~~ast removing barriers to the organization of workers, l but the 
stimulation of voluntary organizations of consumers is hopeless. 
Consumers are affected by the prices of such a wide variety of 
products that their interest broadens out into an interest in the 

• ..-efficiency of the whole industrial system. The state suggests itself" 
therefore, as the proper organization for the representation of con- ~ 
sumers. Real conciliation is possible only when the state not only 
acts as conciliator but also represents one of the parties to the con
!l!ct . .!n other words, the ~tate while acting as conciliator must 
determine the outcome by deciding the claims it will press and the 
concessions it will make on behalf of the consumer. In the National 
Recovery Administration the P;~sident was' held to be the pro
tector of the consumer while he was also endowed with powers to 
supervise the terms of the codes. It has been shown how still and 
small was the voice speaking for the consumer. 

In the third place, decisions must be made concerning the 
broad lines of social policy affecting the relative positions of the 
niij'or -econoInlc mfer'fSrs-of purchasers, workers, owners, and 
managers. Organization along these broad lines hardly exists ex
cept perhaps of organizers and managers. 2 The lack of organization 
of this type is more than a special case of the previous argument. 
It involves considerations so much more sweeping as to be different 
in kind. The organization of interests on this grand scale must 
inevitably fall in large part upon the state. The stimuli to economic 
efficiency are operating more fitfully and less effectively than 
formerly and efficiency is not to be increased alone by the removal 
of minor frictions in particular industries. Moreover the interests of 

, the major groups would often conflict with those of subdivisions 
'of the group. If the state lays down the underlying principles con
trolling the relations between the economic classes, the principle 
of conciliation is abandoned in regard to the most fundamental 
decisions. Yet the attempt to adhere to the principle involves 

I In Sec. 7 (a). • 
I Such organizations of workers as exist are in fact representative only of a small 

and highly selected group of workers. 
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fundamental· political reorganization and increased chances of 
destructive conflict. 

If the state undertakes the functions of an arbitrator between 
conflicting interests without power to enforce its decisions it 
differs from a conciliator only in the compulsion placed upon it to 
state clearly what it believes to be a desirable policy. The short
comings of conciliation apply equally to this type of arbitration. 

[
Arbitration by the state, backed by the power of legal coercion, 
amounts to state control. . 

B. The State as the Administrator of a Veto Power 

The desire to minimize the effective authority of the state 
without going so far as to reduce the state to a conciliator has 
resulted in various suggestions that the state be armed with a 
mere power of veto. It should stand aside leaving the parties in
terested in production to solve their own problems, with the pro
viso that it may intervene and veto developments of which it 
disapproves. 

Among the various proposals for the amendment of the anti
trust laws prior to the passing ofthe National Industrial Recovery 
Act was onel that producers desiring to make contracts restricting 
output and sharing business should be permitted to do so, 

but in order to protect the' public against unreasonable prices, 
these contracts should be filed with some federal commission and 
should be subject to the approval or disapproval of that commission. 
• . • A contract is filed. It takes effect within a reasonable time, say 
two weeks or a month, unless in the meantime someone is objecting or 
unless in the meantime the federal supervisory commission takes up 
the matter of its own accord. i 

A fundamentally similar proposal was made after a few months 
of experience of the operation of the National Recovery Adminis
tration. When attitudes to the proper functions of the state began 
to crystallize, it appeared that business men generally desired the 
continuance of the concentrated control of industrial policy but a 
curtailment of the powers of the state. This movement expressed 
itself clearly, if prematurely, in a plan proposed by Gerard Swope, 
the chairman of the Business Advisory and Planning Council of 

I Presented by Harry I. Harriman (as chairman of Committee on the Continuity 
of Business and Employment of the United States Chamber of Commerce) at the 
Hearings on 'he Establishment of a N aI;,onal Economic Council, before a subcommittee 
of the Committee on Manufactures of the U.~. Senate, 1931, 161 ff. 

I ibid., 167. . 
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the National Recovery Administration at its opening meeting.1 

He contended that "much of the great adventure of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act should be made permanent"; on the 
foundations it had built should be erected "a better structure
more in keeping with our democratic philosophy and traditions 
••• where the employer and employee will work together." 
Accordingly he proposed that" commerce and industry organize 
themselves into definite and compact units and that these organi
zations be self-governing and include such representation on their 
governing boards so that the public interest will be protected."2 
Upon the body governing each trade or industry was to be "one 
or more" representatives of the state to protect "the public and 
consumer interest" and to "receive all data and information that 
is available to the board or executive committee as well as the 
minutes of the meetings." Compliance was to be secured by re
ferring complaints to some arm of the government. Finally, "there 
shall be a national chamber of commerce and industry located in 
Washington which may well be an enlargement of and develop
ment of the present Chamber of Commerce of the United States 
with the necessary reorganization along the lines of this pro
gram." The board of this national chamber would elect a panel to 
sit" as a board of appeals on any questions that may arise in the 
interpretation and enforcement of the national code provisions." 
On this board would also sit members appointed by the President 
of the United States. The president of the (existing) Chamber of 
Commerce, while denying that the plan had been evolved by the 
chamber, endorsed it as "thoroughly in accord with the views of 
the chamber's membership,'" and the administrator of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act added his endorsement.4 Although it 
was not explicitly provided in the plan, it was later stated that the 
government would possess a veto power and great importance was 
attached to the distribution of authority between business and the 
state. The president of the Chamber of Commerce remarked that 
U there is a vast difference between the possession of power that is 
seldom used and constant spying by the government to see to it 
that observance is had.'" Principal reliance for enforcement was 
to be placed on public opinion. 

I Cil. New Yori Timu, Nov. 2, 1933. 
I .. If industry does not organize and go,:,em itself ei~e.r. th!= state or fede~! 

Bovemment will with the consequent paralyzmg effects on mltlatlve and progress. 
• NINI Yori Tames, Nov. 2, 1934.-
'loc. riI. 
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The assumption that the governmental power of veto would be 
rarely used is, of course, gratuitous. The history of the Chamber of 
Commerce does not justify the assumption that its policies would 
meet with so little opposition that there would rarely be pressure 
upon the government to exercise its power of veto. The vitally im
portant matter of the balance of power within the board of appeals 
between the representatives of industry and the government is 
yndefined. Most important of all, however, the veto ts too weak 

Vand unsatisfactory an instrument of government regulation. Mere 
'" veto without power to make constructive rules is likely, if vigor-

ously applied, to be irritating to industry. Nevertheless it is well t~" 
remember that so long as government control takes the form of the 
regulation of the exercise of private rights, it must be largely a 
power to prohibit rather than a power to compel. It is possible t 
prohibit new investment but not to compel it, to prohibit price 
reductions or increases of output but not to compel them. The 
greatest danger, however, is the practical one that financial star
vation of the branch of the government exercising the power of 
veto may result in the rare use of the power, which is precisely 
the aspect of the program most commended. Financial starvation 
of an administrative service whose positive endorsement of policies 
is required is less likely because delays and inaction would hinder 
changes of policy desired by business men. 

C. The State as Controlling Authority 

At the state is to control it must not only establish policy but 
secure its general acceptance. The discussion of the difficulties of 
conciliation has indicated that policy can be established only when 
machinery has been set up to secure equally effective presentation 

pf the interests of all parties. At least the consumer interest must be 
I represented by the state itself while it also acts as final arbiter. 

This duality of function presents no serious difficulty provided the 
different functions are exercised by separate arms of the state. I 
Indeed this duality has the sanction of tradition. The state both 
prosecutes and adjudicates infractions of the criminal law. While 
administering the general laws of property and labor with a view 
to smooth and effective cooperation, it has also passed special 
laws aimed at the protection of particular classes regarded as in-

I C/o the criticism of the Federal Trade Commission on the ground that it acta 
al both proaecutor and judge (SEAGU and GtJI.JCIt, Trusl",", CDr/Drlllilllt Probl",., 
sui·)· 
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capable of securing satisfactory treatment by their own efforts. 
There is now need in the field of industrial regulation for a counsel ~ 
entrusted with the active prosecution of behavior damaging to the 
interests of purchasers, e.g., attempts to charge unreasonably high 
prices (either in the hope of abnormally high profits, or in the 
presence of high costs due to inefficiency or over-investment), 
failure to improve the methods of production at a satisfactory 
rate, the placing of undue burdens upon the purchasers of the 
present in order that those of the future may benefit. 

I. TYPES OF COERCION 

The principal types of coercion call for only the briefest treat
ment. The most obvious and direct coercion is the de'privation of 
p!Operty or liberty where individuals fail to accept the-poliCY I.') 
selected by the Aaministrative body. The extent to which this type 
of coercion can be used depends upon the attitude of the courts 
interpreting the Constitution. The coercive powers provided in the 
anti-trust laws have been severely limited by the courts in the past . ...
The extent to which coercion is used depends also upon the attitude 
of the executive; the attorney general need not prosecute unless 
he chooses; the policies of the Federal Trade Commission have 
been molded by the careful selection of its personnel and by pres
sure from the executive arm of the state! Ultimately, however, 
policy in this matter depends upon· the pressure to which the 
legislature, the executive, and the judiciary are exposed. To class 
these pressures as ~public opinion" is to give· them too vague a 
name. But to be more specific wOuld be to travel too far afield. t 
The varying degrees of activity of different attorneys general in 
seeking out and actively prosecuting infringements of the anti
trust laws are in part correlated with changes in the tone of public 
opinion, expressing itself only partly through the type of legislator 
and President elected. Even the judiciary appears to be affected 
by changes in "public opinion." We have seen that although the 
National Industrial Recovery Act provided for enforcement by the 
in1liction of fines and imprisonment these sanctions were little used 
during the first year of the act, partly because of doubt concerning 
the attitude of the courts, partly because public opinion was be
lieved to be averse to the "big stick," and partly because industrial 

I Ct. BLAISDELL, r.I'''. rroU C-..un-. 771· 
I It is otmous, however, that III)lDe cIasaes are more &rticulate. more urzmt. &Dd 

more clIectiYe iD apn:ssiDc their opiWooa thaD others. 
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management was hostile to vigorous enforcement and able to apply 
effective pressure. " 

Coercion by means o~public boycott was developed as a sanc
tion"for the"National rn'du~OOVety Act. The "blu~gle" 
was devised by the administration (not by Congress) to 1acllitate 
a general public boycott of firms refusing to subscribe to codes of 
fair competition or to the President's Reemployment Agreement. 
It doubtless stimulated the speedy adoption of codes. Enforce
ment by general boycott is, however, obviously dependent for its 
effectiveness upon the attitude of the general body of purchasers 
to the policy of the administration. If purchasers are out of sym
pathy with the objective they are unlikely to boycott. This type of 
coercion, therefore, demands not only machinery for the identifi
cation of those to be coerced into accepting the policy of the admin
istration but also machinery for developing the will to coerce. 
The emotional appeals of the first few months of the act were de
signed to develop this will. 

/" The National Recovery Administration developed also a third 
I. type of coercion, viz.Jfoycott by the state. This device was prob
vi ably the most effective sanction operating during the first year of 

the act. The extension of the scope of state activity has rendered 
the state an increasingly important purchaser in a growing number 

~
f markets. Refusal by the state to purchase any goods from those 

who do not in all their activities accept its policy is, therefore, a 
p,Qwerful means of coercion. 1 The President ordered,1 soon after 
he act became operative, that government contracts be made only 

with firms complying with the code approved for their industry.s 
The code for the copper industry indicates the possibilities of this 
policy. Only "blue eagle" copper was eligible for supply to the 
government. "Blue eagle" copper was that produced by firms 
accepting a restriction of sales and allocation of quotas. The code 

I The state has also utilized its coercive powers as a purchaser of transportation 
service in its administration of the post office. Payments for marine transportation 
have been in part used to secure compliance with a national policy of developing a 
merchant marine. Payments for air transportation have been used to encourage 
aviation and more recently to influence the organization of the industry. 

I E:ceculivc Order of Aug. 19, 1933. 
• The Comptroller General held that the requirement that firms comply with 

codes was a reasonable one in government contracts but not a requirement that 
firms agree to comply with codes (New York Times, Nov. 12, 1933). This sanction 
was also indirectly used when it was ordered that tenders for supplies to public 
authorities should be held not to contravene the open-price clauses in codes pro
vided the prices quoted were not more than IS per cent below those filed under the 
clause. This order was interpreted as we have seen as a means of inducing the accept
ance of modifications to codes. 
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authority, being permitted to make rules defining "blue eagle" 
copper, determined that if any non-blue eagle copper was used by 
a fabricator in any of his plants all his output should be classified 
as non-"blue eagle" copper. I Thus upon the basis of a government 
boycott a virtual control of imports and of all sales was built. 

But even a boycott by the state is limited in its application. It 
is subject to all the inlluences brought to bear upon the state in the 
use of its power to appluJkect coercion, such as the limitations set 
by the judiciary and by "public opinion.,} It is also subject to the 
particular limitation that it is applicable only in the event of some 
firms in an industry accepting the policy of the state. It was re
ported~ for instance, that the producers of steel and automobiles 
were considering the abandonment of their codes of fair competi
tion in order to avoid the requirement to bargain collectively with 
labor unions representing their workers. I If all producers united to 
take this action the state would be compelled to boycott all pro
ducers and either manufacture its own steel and automobiles or 
import them. 

2. THE UNDEJU.YING INFLUENCES DETERWNING THE EFFECTIVENESS 

OF SANCTIONS 

All these methods of coercion depend for their potency in the 
long run upon acquiescence in their use by effective public opinion. 
Public support may be sought by emotional appeals .J.o national 
feeling, class or group frictions, and the 'like; such appeals are, 
however, difficult to sustain. Appeal may be had to reason; at
tempts may be made to elucidate the facts and the general basis of 
policy. The force of reason in such matters is often belittled; yet a 
broad dissemination of information concerning the nature. of the 
problems which the state is endeavoring to solve, and the ulti
mate objectives it seeks to attain, appears indispensable if we are 
to avoid both complete centralization of authority based upon 
crude force and economic waste of the type now growing to con
siderable proportions. Publicity in such matters not only adjusts 
the behavior of individuals to the policy of the state but also tends 
to adjust policies to the attitudes and interests of those affected. 
It cannot be denied, however, €hat many of those affected are in
capable of individual assessment of the policies of the state. The 
underlying problems are, however, in essence no more complex 

I See Chap. X. 
• Nelli y""j Ti-s, Aug. 19. 26, 1934. 
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than those wpich arise in other fields of state activity. Publicity 
must obviously be designed to clarify only broad trends of de
velopment and the basic objectives of the state. 

In one respect the traditions of the courts may well be bor
rowed. All important legal decisions are in writing and at least 
pretend to reveal the reasoning by which the decision has been 
arrived at. This principle has been adopted by some administrative 
bodies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission. Its general 
adoption is essential if policies are to be made clear to those 
affected. It is essential even to the development of sound theories 
upon which to base policy. Tribute has been paid by an eminent 
jurist and student of the judicial process to the contribution of 
academic critics to the development of legal principles. l This 
criticism has been sharpened and facilitated by the compulsion 
upon the judiciary to rationalize its decisions. The Federal 
Reserve Board, on the other hand, undoubtedly suffered 
prior to 1935 because of the secrecy in which its decisions in 
the matter of credit policy were made. Objectives were undefined 
and the reasons for the selection of means to desired ends un
revealed. Written decisions after the manner of legal decisions 
would have exposed the board to even more criticism than it 
encountered, but the criticism would have been directed to 
revealed weaknesses in ahns or methods and the development 
of the technique of control would have been more speedy. The 
secret submission of proposed industrial mergers to the attorney 
general is open to the same criticism. The Banking Act of 1935, 
however, required the board of governors to keep a record of 
voting upon open market and other policies and of the reasons 
underlying its decisions and to report annually to Congress 
upon these matters in full and inclu.ding a copy of the records 
of votes and reasons for its decisions. 2 Only able administrators 
are likely to accept the responsibility of thinking and deciding 
in the open and they will be constantly stimulated to clear thinking 
by the prospect of criticism. 8 

These considerations apply in every detail and with equal 
force to the control of industry. The administration of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act suffered from lack of explicit statements 
of the reasons for policy shorn of reliance upon such unmeaning 
terms as "stabilization," "monopoly," "free market," and the 

1 CAlUlOZO, The Growlh of lhe Law. 13. 
I Banking Act. 1935. Sec. 203. 
-Cf. CtmluE. The Supply Gnd Control of Money in ,he UnueG SliJIu. 161. 
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like. In particular, the views of the Consumer Advisory Board 
received little publicity and were slow to find expression in policy. 
Had the views of each interested ~oup, as seen by the administra
tion, been summarized and the reasoning by which decisions 
were reached been revealed, a foundation would have been laid 
for the development of the technique of control as well as the 
discussion of objectives . 

.,/ IV. CONCLUSION 

The administration of the powers of the state over industry 
raises two major questions; viz., the location of these powers 
within the machinery of the state, and the sanction by which 
their exercise is to be made effective. 

Administrative bodies able to devote their full time to the 
making policy in the control of industry appear to be the best 

';instrument of social control. Legislatures have too wide a variety 
of activities to be able to make policy in any detail. The judiciary 
, has, in the past, been saddled with impossible tasks in the regula
tion of industry. It is, moreover, inappropriate to the tasks of 
selecting social ends or analyzing the methods of attaining those 
ends in industry. In its present form it has proved unsuitable to 
the task of making II.d~~~I!lI!t;lts. t() rapidly changinK con.clitions. 
Administrative bodies can avoid these difficulties if they are 
permitted to specialize and their personnel is selected with full 
consideration oHhe"Junctions they are to perform. Bodies repre
sentative of all the interests in conflict offer a less satisfactory 
organ of administration than those consisting as far as possible 
of impartial persons required to consider the views of the interested 
parties. In the last resort the kind of policy p~rsuf!d_ will be deter
mined largely by the type of person appomted. 

The extent of the sanctions to be applied to implement deci
sions in matters of policy is determined by the status of the 
government in relation to industry. Dislike of the "big stick" 
method of administration suggests that the state act as a concilia
tor. This status is, however, unsatisfactory; there are real and 
deep conflicts which demand the imposition of some policy; 
conciliation requires equally effective presentation of the views 
of all the interests (which is impossible without the aid of the 
state) and the attainment of greater general economic efficiency 
and the solution of the broader group conflicts requires an organi
zation of large groups which does not exist. U the state is vested 
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with a power of veto over private conduct a less continuous 
interference'is suggested although in fact contin.uous control 
is essential. The mere power to veto is irritating and is too easily 
rendered impotent by financial starvation. If some industrial 
functions must be transferred to the state to secure their more 
effective exercise the administrative machinery should frankly 
represent the true situation. The administrative. body should 
make positive policy and be responsible for it. 

A compromise between complete centralization of power, 
reenforced by crude compulsion and a wide distribution of liberty 
to exercise economic power must be sought partly in indirect 
types of sanction but mainly in the full ventilation of views as a 

. precedent to the. making of policy. General public boycotts and 
boycotts by the state have already been used. These sanctions, 
as well. as the direct deprivation of liberty and property rest 
ultimately upon a broad measure of support for the policies 
pursued and, therefore, suggest general pUblicity concerning t~e 
main outlines of the problems to be solved as well as of the under
lying objectives by reference to which solutions are sought. To 
rely upon emotional appeals to national or other group frictions is 
to divert attention from the principal problem and, over long 
periods, cannot succeed. 

The courts have developed a technique of social control by 
reasoned decisions applying general rules to specific cases which, 
like all other administrative devices, falls short of perfection but 
is vastly superior to administration by bald announcements of 
the sort made up to 1935 by the Federal Reserve Board and the 
National Recovery Administration. Reasoned decisions pub
licly available are the best means of providing for the evolution 
of an effective technique of control and for the minimization of 
resistance to policy. 
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